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PREFACE
The 4th Volume of Ma'ariful-Qur'an is being presented before the
readers by the grace of Allah. The response of the first three volumes
received from the readers belonging to different walks of life was so
encouraging that the publishers had to produce several editions of
these volumes within a short period. The translation of the fourth volume was initially undertaken by Mr. Muhammad Wali Raazi who has
been involved in the process of the translation of the text from the very
beginning of the project. He accomplished the translation of SErah AlKraf from verse 94 to verse 199 but after that he was engaged with
some other works and could not continue the translation, while Prof.
Muhammad Shameem after completing the translation of the 3rd volume was free to take up the task. Therefore, the translation from
verse 200 of SGrah Al-A'rGf upto the end of the 4th volume was accomplished by him. This volume consists of the commentary of five S h a h s
of the Holy Qur'Gn upto the end of SGrah HGd.
It is for the information of the readers that the translation of the
5th volume has also been completed by Prof. Muhammad Shameem.
Its revision is also about to conclude. The 6th volume is being translated by Mr. Muhammad Ishrat Hussain, while the translation of the 7th
volume is now in the hands of Prof. Muhammad Shameem with whose
remarkable speed and zeal of work it is expected to be complete very
soon, Insha Allah. May Allah bless the translators with the best of rewards both here and in the hereafter, give them strength to accomplish the task entrusted to them according to His pleasure and make it
beneficial for the Ummah.
Muhammad Taqi Usmani

TRANSLITERATION SCHEME
Arabic Letter

Name of Letter

I
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'4

3

'L-
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-- tha

English Transliteration
a
b
t
th

-- sin

-- shin
'LP
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'Ib
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s
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dU
dl,
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-- dad
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br'
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-- nun
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-- waw
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Short Vowels
: Fathah
: Kasrah
: Dammah

Lonn Vowels
I

: Shortened Alif

1

: Maddah Alif
: Maddah YG
: Maddah Wiw

Di~thon~s
GI

31

31

:Alif and Y i
: Alif and WGw

ay (also ai in some cases)
aw (also au i n some cases)

[The Heights]
~urah
Al-A6r&was revealed in Makkah and it has 206 Verses and 20 Sections

-

Verses 94 95
1

@I

#I

$'1

lrtj

With the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Very Merciful

And We did not send any prophet in a town, but We
seized it's people with hardship and suffering so that.
they may turn humble. [941 Thereafter, We substituted
good in place of evil until they increased, and said,
"The suffering and prosperity came to our fathers
(too)!' Then We seized them suddenly while they were
not aware. [951

The above verses continue to speak of the events of early people
and their ominous fate. The events of five early prophets and their
people have been so far discussed. The sixth event concerning'the
and his people is going to be discussed after a
Prophet MusZ +.t~
few next verses.
We have already noted that usual style of the Holy Qur'an with
regard to the historical events is quite different from the books of
history. The Holy Qur'an does not care to describe a historical event in
it's entirety or in chronological order. Rather, it selects certain relevant portion of the event then lays emphasis on the lesson or moral
contained therein.

After relating the stories of the early people, the above verses
speak of the warnings and lessons for present people in order to save
them from the ill-fate met by their forefathers. The verse 94 warns
people that the fate of disaster and suffering described in thaforegoing
verses was not limited to the people of N&, 'Ad and Thamud only. It is,
rather, a usual practice of Allah that He sends His prophets to people
for their guidance and eternal success. Then, those who do not listen to
their advice and reject their invitation are subjected to suffering and
distress so that they may turn to their Lord in repentance. It is human
to turn to The Creator in distress. This suffering is, in fact, a blessing
of Allah in disguise as it is meant for their good. The great spiritual
leader Maulan; RGmi has versified this fact in these words:

-

d y ~ l l ~ ~ ~ L $ I jdL>- + ~ j ~ ! , 3 1 )
"The people are made to misbehave with you
in order that you turn to your Lord in tears."
The verse 94 has referred to this fact by saying, 'We seized it's
people with hardship so that they may turn in humbleness. The Arabic
.I 'Ba'sa' signifies hunger or poverty while the word: $15
'Darra'
word: ?
signifies illness. The Holy Qur'an has used these words to signify the
same meanings in other situations. The respected Companion
'Abdullah ibn Mas'id L;S LLII c r b ~has confirmed these meanings of the
'
to
two words. Some linguists have said that the word: d : ' ~ a ' s arefers
'Darra' signifies loss of health.
financial distress while the word: '15
The verse 95 said: "Thereafter, We substituted good in place of evil
until they increased."

.

.

The Arabic word: i&'sayyiah' in this verse refers to distress, while
the word: LS 'hasanah' signifies prosperity, and the word 'Afw': &
signifies increase or growth. The verse implies firstly that, they were
made to undergo a test of hardship and suffering in order that they
may repent and turn to Allah. When they did not take lesson from
this warning and were a failure in this test, they were put to another
test of a different kind. Their adversity was replaced with prosperity
and their distress with ease and comfort until they increased in
number and strength. This prosperity, after a long period of adversity,
should have made them grateful to their Lord and they should have
repented to Allah, but being completely lost in material pursuits and

perverted by their mundane desires, they did nothing but to say, 'The
suffering and prosperity came to our fathers (too).' that is, their
suffering and prosperity had nothing to do with their deeds, i t was just
a natural course of changing phenomena. It was after their obstinate
persistence in their evil and ignorance that they were seized by the
punishment of Allah. The verse said, 'Then We seized them suddenly
while they were unaware.'

-

Verse 96 99

And if the people of the towns believed and feared Allah, We
would have opened for them blessings from the heavens and
the earth, but they disbelieved. So, We seized them for what
they used to earn for themselves. [961 So, do the people of the
towns feel secure from Our punishment coming upon them
at night while they are asleep? [971 And do the people of the
towns feel secure from Our punishment coming upon them
in broad daylight while they are at play? [981 So, do they feel
secure from the plan of Allah? So, no one feels secure from
the plan of Allah but the people who are losers. [991

The Arabic word $;:'barakah1 used in this verse and translated as
blessing signifies increase or growth. The expression 'blessing of the
heaven and the earth' refers to all means of prosperity, like proper and
timely rain from heavens (clouds), abundant and healthy produce of
the earth and, above all, carefree enjoyment from their possessions
with no anxiety to spoil the pleasure of things. That is, everything
would have been blessed with 'barakah'.
The barakah manifests itself in two different ways. Sometimes, the
thing itself increases in quantity, as is reported happening with the
Holy Prophet & that a large number of people drank from a small pot
of water and were satiated, or the whole army was fed to their satis-

-

faction from a small quantity of food. Sometimes, the quantity of thing
does not increase but it's usefulness or efficacy is increased manifold.
It is usually observed that a certain thing in our household lasts as
long or benefits as many people as would have done three or four
things of the same kind. That is to say, certain things yield lasting
benefit to people while certain other things do not, or hardly serve
people either due to being damaged by accident or not being accessible
in times of need.
For example, sometime a single morsel of food becomes a source of
great strength and health, while in some other times a large amount of
food produces no results. Sometimes, we are able to do a considerable
amount of work in one hour's short time, while on other occasions this
amount of work can hardly be done in four or five hour's time. In these
instances the thing itself did not increase. That is, the morsel of food
and period of time remained as they were, their effect and benefit was,
however, enhanced many times.
This verse has implicitly expressed that 'Barakah' in all the
heavenly and earthly things can be achieved through the faith in Allah
and by acquiring: cS$'taqtoa' (abstinence) while, in the absence of these
two, one is deprived of the: iS3barakah'. When we take in view the
circumstances prevailing in today's world we notice the fact that the
net produce of the earth is comparably far more than ever before. The
recent inventions are a t our service to ease our life in a way that could
not be imagined of by past generations. But in spite of this abundance
of means and resources today's man is proportionally worried,
depressed, dissatisfied and as much deprived of peace and comfort as
was never before.
What has deprived today's man of peace and comfort? No explanation can be given to this question except that the: 22'barakah is
missing from these things. Another point which demands our attention here is that prosperity, good health and worldly possessions are
not necessarily a sign of favour and blessing from Allah. Sometimes,
these things are given to man out of anger as has been made clear in
verse 44 of Surah Al-An'am 'which has said:

Then they forgot the advice they had recieved, we opened to
them the doors of all good things. (6:44)
Thereafter, they were suddenly caught by the punishment of Allah.
This makes us understand that prosperity and affluence of wealth are
not sure signs of Allah's favour. They can sometimes, be a sign of
Allah's wrath and punishment. On the contrary, the present verse
leads us to conclude that: 22 barakah in earthly and heavenly things is
a sign of Allah's favour. In order to differentiate between the two situations one must understand that prosperity and good health are sometimes, given to people against their sins and transgression. They are
usually short-lived and are a sign of Allah's displeasure while on other
occasions people are favoured with them with lasting benefits as a
reward of ' h i i n ' and 'taqwa". To determine as to which is a sign of
favour and which a sign of displeasure is difficult as both are alike.
The men of Allah, however, have suggested some distinct signs to
differentiate between the two. When prosperity and good health make
man more grateful to Allah and he tends to worship His Lord more
than before, it is an indication of Allah's favour. On the contrary, when
one tends to be more involved in sinful deeds, it must be a sign of
Allah's wrath. We seek shelter against such state of affairs.
The verses 97 to 99 have warned the people of the world saying: "So,
do the people of the towns feel secure from Our punishment coming
upon them a t night while they are asleep?" The verse implies that the
residents of these towns (the people living in the time of the holy
Prophet & seem to be unmindful of the fact that they can be caught by
the punishment of Allah any time when sleeping a t night. They
should not feel themselves secure from the punishment of Allah which
may come to them suddenly any day when they are busy in their
worldly pursuits. What has made them so fearless of Allah's plan? 'The
fate of the early people referred to in the foregoing verses should be a
lesson for these people. Man should be wise enough to take lesson from
the events of other people and avoid things to do which had led them
to death and disaster.

Verses 100 - 102

Is it not a guidance to those who inherit the land after
it's ( former) inhabitants that, if We so will, We would
afflict, them for their sins? And We seal their hearts so
that they do not listen. [I001
Those are the towns We narrate to you of their important events. And surely their messengers came to them
with clear signs, but they were not to believe in what
they had belied earlier. This is how Allah seals the
hearts of the disbelievers. [ l o l l
And We did not find with most of them any covenant
(unbroken), and surely We have found most of them
sinners. [I021

After relating events of the early people, the above verses invite
the people of Arabia and the people of the world to take lesson from
these events by abstaining from deeds that incurred Allah's wrath,
and by following the practices that led the prophets and their believers
to eternal success. The verse 100 speaks " Is it not a guidance to those
who inherit the land after it's ( former ) inhabitants that, if We so will,
We would afflict them for their sins?" The ,word J & ~ & signifies to
guide or to inform. The events narrated above have been made the
subject of the verb &
, (guide) . The verse implies that these events
should serve as a lesson and a means of guidance for later generations
who have inherited the land from their earlier owners. They too, can
incur the punishment of Allah for their disbelief just as their ancestors met the fate of ruin and disaster for their disobedience.
Thereafter, the verse says:

"And We seal their hearts so that they do not listen"

-

The word: @ is used for printing or stamping. It implies that these
people have taken no lesson from the past events with the result that
they incurred the wrath of Allah making their hearts sealed. They are,
therefore, unable to listen to the truth. The Holy Prophet & said in a
Tradition: "When one commits sin for the first time a black dot is
placed on his heart, if he keeps committing sins for the second and
third times the second and third dots are placed. If one increases in his
sins without repenting to Allah, these black spots keep increasing
until the whole heart is painted black." This ultimately deprives man
of his natural faculty of distinguishing right from wrong. This, consequently, leads one to receive evil as good and good as evil, harmful as
useful and useful as harmful.
This perversion of human understanding has been termed in the
Holy Qur'an as ' rzn' signifying the rust of the heart. In this verse, as
in many other verses of the Holy Qur'an, this stage has been named as
'tabu". The result of their hearts being sealed has been mentioned a t
the end of the verse by saying ( $ j k $ >$) "so that they do not listen".
One may think that more appropriate expression in this context was
(Y+-Y>/., +)># "they do not understand" as the adverse effect of sealing,of
the heart is obviously related to the faculty of understanding and not
to the listening. The Holy Qur'an has used the word 'listen' to indicate
that understanding is usually the result of listening to the truth. Now,
since their hearts have been sealed they are rendered unable to
listening the truth. hinother explanation to this may be that all human
faculties and limbs are controlled by human heart, that is, the function
of all human parts is adversely affected by malfunctioning of the
heart. When one loves any one or anything he likes everything - good
or bad - in that person or object.

~ci,&

The verse 101 has contained the phrase
S!$Sd
3$ J
"these
%
are stories of the towns that We narrate to you." The word:lr;"nabZ in
Arabic is used to denote some great news. With the word: 'min' the
verse has indicated that the events described in these verses are only
some of a large number of events bearing the same lesson. The verse
has further said, "And surely, their messengers came to them with
clear signs, but they were not to believe in what they had belied
earlier." It brings out their obstinate attitude towards the prophets

who came to them with clear signs or miracles which are a definite
means to decide between right and wrong but they obstinately rejected
the truth, only because they had once belied them.
We know from this verse that miracles were given to all the
prophets. The miracles of some prophets have been mentioned while
the miracles of most of the prophets have not been referred to in the
Holy Qur'an. This does not allow one to infer that the prophets not
mentioned in the Qur7inwere not given any miracles. As for the statement of the people of the prophet HGd, appearing in Surah HGd as s l o '
;
'"
4 ;
.;."you did not bring any clear sign", this verse has clearly indicated
that their statement was simply out of their obstinacy or, may be they
thought his miracles were of less significance.
Another point to be noted is that the present verse is speaking of
the peculiarity of the disbelieving people who rigidly and obstinately
followed the path of ignorance, only to prove that what they had once
said was true, with no regard to all the clear signs and proofs of the
truth. Most of the Muslims, even some 'Ulami' (the religious scholars)
are seen to have the same habit of supporting their wrong statements
in the face of clear proofs of the truth. This condition is a usual cause
of incurring Allah's wrath. ('Masail aI Suluk')
Thereafter, the verse said &$I Y$L;L;$~ &9 $2 "This is how Allah
stamps upon the hearts of the dishelieversl' that is, Allah seals the
hearts of those who disbelieve and reject the truth, making them
unable to accept good as good. The verse 102 has said, "And We did not
find with most of them any covenant (unbroken)." The Companion
'Abdullah ibn Abbas GS dl
has said that the covenant referred to in
this verse is the Covenant called
. That is, the covenant that
Allah made with the spirits of all the creatures before creating them,
when Allah said to them: $A'&'ill~m I not your Lord?'' All the human
spirits entered into a covenant by answering" Yes" to the question.
Most of the people forgot this covenant after they came to earth, and
got involved in worshipping false gods instead of worshipping Allah.
The verse, therefore, has said that Allah did not find most of the
people true to this covenant. (Tafsir Kabir)
>J

u:+

/

The respected companion 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ ;JJI
t dJ
has said
that the covenant referred to in this verse is the covenant of 'Iman' the
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Faith as has been indicated in the Holy Qur'an in these words '&Ii'l;
1% #>I
L+ "Except the one who entered into a covenant with
(Allih), the covenant in this verse signifies the covenant of Faith. The
verse, therefore, implies that most of the people deviated from their
covenant with Allah. We usually note that nearly every individual
when he finds himself trapped in some distress, no matter how sinful
he is, turns to Allah and often makes a promise in words or in his
heart that he will be faithful to Allah and obey Him and avoid disobedience if he is relieved from this calamity. But when they are out of
the mess, they indulge in their mundane desires having no regard for
their covenant with Allah.

ahk kin

The Holy Qur'an has made mention of many of such people. It may
be noted that the verse has made exception by saying 'most of them'
and not 'all of them'. It is because there are people who are so
perverted that even in their distress they do not turn to Allah, and
they do not think of making any promise with Allah, while there are
others who fulfil their promise and stay obedient to Him. At the end,
the verse has the phrase "We found most of them sinners." That is,
most of the people deviate from their covenant of staying obedient to
Allah.
The above verses have described five events of earlier people so
that present people may learn lesson from them and avoid following
the course of their forefathers that led them to disaster.
Of all the events of early people described in this chapter the next
&A
which has been described in some
event is of prophet Musa cur
detail in the following verses because his miracles are larger in
number and more prominent in their nature. Similarly, his people, the
Israelite, were more obstinate and ignorant than other people of the
world. In addition, these verses, 103-110 carry some injunctions and
points of discussion.

-

Verses 103 108
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Then after them We sent MGsa ,UI+with Our signs to
Pharaoh and his chiefs then , they did injustice to
them. So, look, how was the fate of the mischiefmakers. [lo31 And MGSZ rKLTI + said ,"O Pharaoh, I am a
messenger from the Lord of the worlds, [lo41 worthy of
saying nothing about Allah except the truth. I have
come to you with a clear sign from your Lord. So, let
the children of Isrii'il go with me." [I051 He said, 'Tf you
have come with a sign, bring it out, if you are one of the
truthful." [I061 So he threw down his staff, and it was a
serpent, manifest; [I071 and drew out his hand, and it
was a white light to the onlookers. [lo81

The verse 103,has said that after the prophets NGh, Hud, Salih, Lut
and Shu'aib, We sent Muss rWlL& with Our signs towards Pharaoh
and his people. The 'signs' may refer to the verses of the Torah or to
4 . The word Pharaoh was the
the miracles of the prophet Muss
title of Egyptian kings. The Pharaoh of Muss's time is said to be
1 S 1 ' t h e ydid injustice to them (signs)"
Mernephtah. The phrase I&
here means that they showed indifference to the verses of Allah,
instead of being grateful to Him and having faith in them they rejected
His verses. The word +b rendered as wrong or injustice, in fact, signifies the use of something for a purpose opposite to what it was created
for. Further it said 34'1%G ZL? 3 $L ,,So look how was the fate of
mischief-makers." Again the people are invited to take lesson from
these events and think of their own fate.
f9

/

The verse is a clear declaration of the prophet Muss
+before
Pharaoh that he was a messenger of Allah, the Lord of all the worlds,
and that his status of prophethood does not allow him to ascribe
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anything but truth to Allah because the message given to the prophets
by Allah is a sacred trust and it is a great sin to tamper with it. All the
prophets of Allah are free of all sins and cannot do so. The prophet
MGsa t%.JILjc tried to convince them that they should believe him
because his truthfulness was beyond question and that he had never
uttered a word of lie. In addition to this, his miracles are a clear proof
to support his claim to prophethood.
In the light of these clear signs he must believe him and let the
children of Isra'il go with him free of his illegitimate surveillance. The
Pharaoh, out of his obstinacy, did not listen to anything, but
demanded saying, " If you have come with a sign, bring it out, if you
'$9
are among the truthful," @.&I ;
:Sf $1 7 1 FGG
, ,d
The prophet
~ u s rUl
a LjS, in response to his demand, threw down his staff on the.
earth, instantly it turned into a serpent: Y , C ! ,j.&, { 3 lip The word
'thu'bgn' in Arabic signifies a huge serpent. The use of the word 'mubh'
as an adjective which means 'clear or prominent' is quite descriptive of
the fact that this miraculous event took place manifestly before the
eyes of the people of the Pharaoh, and it was not performed secretly in
a hidden or secluded place as is usually done by magicians. In some
historical traditions it has been cited on the authority of the
c
that as the serpent moved towards
Companion Ibn 'Abbas ~ t &I
Pharaoh, he jumped from his throne and sought shelter near the
-prophet Musa ?UI
&A
and many of his courtiers died of extreme fear.
t

//

'I

0

&J

(Tafsir Kabir)

Transformation of the staff into a real serpent is not, in fact, totally
impossible as it apparently seems. It is, however, surprising due to
being unusual. The miracle has to be an unusual act, beyond the
power of a common individual. Allah shows the miracles through His
prophets to make people understand that they possess some divine
powers and are true prophets of Allah. Thereafter, the verse ( 7 : l O B )
said, &@,?~ik';? ~ $ : ~ k > y ' ~he
n ddrew out his hand, and it was white
light to the onlookers.'

The Arabic word: t~nuza'a signifies extracting something from
another thing with force. Here this word indicates that the prophet
-Musa ?%.JI+
applied some force while drawing out his hand. The
verse does not speak of a place from where he drew out his hand. In

-

-

other verses, however, we find mention of two things. In a verse (27:12)
,,
, 999
we find the words &l&
%d~,.bd 'enter your hand under your robe.' The
other verse (20:22) contains the words (2+G J! 5~:pl;) 'put your hand
under your arm.' The two phrases indicate that he used to draw out
his hand either from under his arm or from under his shirt. Arabic
'bayda' means white. The whiteness of hand may also be due
word: <
to some disease, it is perhaps, why the Holy Qur'an has added the
words 'without an evil' in other (28:32, 27:12) verse to eliminate any
possible doubt of a disease. We know from a Tradition reported by the
Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &Iy",, that this whiteness was not
of ordinary kind. It had light that illuminated the whole surrounding.
(QurtubT) The Arabic word 'nzzirh' signifying the 'onlookers or viewers'
indicates that this light was so surprising for the people that they
gathered to see it.
The prophet Muss +Jl A& performed two miracles a t this occasion
on the demand of the Pharaoh. First, the transformation of his staff
into a serpent, second, drawing his hand out from under his arm,
emanating light from it. The first was to serve as warning for the
unbelievers while the second aimed at inviting them to the truth. I t
also indicated that the message of the prophet Muss was a light and to
follow it would lead people to eternal success.

Verses 109 - 110

The chiefs of the people of the Pharaoh said, "This man
is certainly a sorcerer of great knowledge. [lo91 He
wants to expel you from your land. So, what do you
suggest ?" [I101

The Arabic word 'Mala" is used for influential chiefs. After seeing
these miracles they said to the people he was a great sorcerer. Being
ignorant of divine powers of Allah they could say nothing else as they
believed Pharaoh to be their god and had seen nothing but the magical
charms of the sorcerers in their life. They, however, added the word
"alim' signifying the one who knows, showing their impression that the

- -

miraculous acts of Musa r ~ 4l were of the kind that could not be
performed by a n ordinary magician. So, they said that he was a
sorcerer of great knowledge.

The difference between miracle and sorcery
The miracles and sorcery are so distinct in their nature and effect
that they do not require any explanation to any one applying common
sense. The sorcerers usually live in impurity and, the more they are
unclean and impure the more they are successful in their sorcery. The
prophets, on the other hand, are by nature the most clean and pure
people. Another obvious distinction is that a sorcerer is never
successful when he makes claim to prophethood. Besides, the acts
performed under the effect of sorcery do have physical causes as other
things have, with the only difference that their causes remain hidden
to common people. The people, therefore, take them to be happening
without the help of any cause. On the contrary, the miracles are
directly a manifestation of Allah's power and have nothing to do with
physical causes. This is why the miracles have been ascribed directly
to Allah and not to the prophets in the Holy Qur'an. The Qur'an said
"but Allah threw the pebbles" (while these pebbles were thrown by the
Holy Prophet & in the battle of Badr) In short, the miracles and
sorcery are totally different from each other. The people of knowledge
have no confusion about it. In order to eliminate any possible confusion of a common individual, Allah has provided with obvious distinctions between the two.
Even the people of the Pharaoh found the miracles of thz prophet
Musa rX,J~4 somehow different from the normal acts of sorcerers.
Therefore, even while accusing him of sorcery they admitted that he
was 'of great knowledge' meaning that his act was not comparable
with the acts of the normal sorcerers.
- -

Verses 111- 122

They said, 'leave him and his brother alone for a while,
and send men to the cities to collect [1111 and bring to
you every expert sorcerer." [I121
And the sorcerers came to Pharaoh. They said, 'There
must be a reward for us, if we are the victors!' [I131 He
said, "yes, and of course, you will be among the closer
4,either you throw
ones!' [I141 They said, "0MGsi
(first) or shall we be the ones to throw?" He said, 'You
throw." [I151
So when they threw, they bewitched the eyes of 'the
people, and made them frightened, and produced great
sorcery. [I161 And We revealed to MGsZ, 'Throw your
staff." Then of a sudden, it began to swallow all that
they had concocted. [I171
So, the truth prevailed, and what they were doing
became a nullity. [I181 So, they were overcome there
and turned humiliated. [I191 And the sorcerers were
constrained to fall in prostration. [I201 They said, 'We
believe in the Lord of the worlds, El211 the Lord of Misii
and Hirun." [I221

These verses narrate the remaining part of the story of the prophet
-Musa r%.,JlcjS. Seeing these wonders of staves turning into serpents
and making his hand emitting strong white light, the Pharaoh should
- have been convinced and have believed in Musa ?UI &A as the logic

and sense demanded. But it is the common practice of the wrong-doers
that they always seek false interpretations of the truth in order to
conceal it, the Pharaoh and his people belied him instead, and said to
the people that he was a great sorcerer and that he wanted to expel
them from their homes and take over the rule of the country. The
people of the Pharaoh suggested:

"leave him and his brother alone for a while, and send men to
the cities to collect and bring to you every expert sorcerer111,112."

The people of the Pharaoh said that there were many expert sorcerers
in their cities who were capable of defeating Muss
&.
Some soldiers should be sent to collect and bring the sorcerers for
this purpose. Sorcery and magic, being the custom of the day, the
sorcerers enjoyed a high status among people. Allah sent Musa r~~ +
with the miracles of the staff and white-lit hand so that people may
clearly observe the misery of the sorcerers after entering into a contest
with Muss ,.Ur 4.It is the usual practice of Allah that He sends His
prophets with miracles that are appropriate to the demand of the time.
For instance, in the time of the prophet 'Is; (the Jesus), Greek philosophy and medical sciences were a t their zenith. He was, therefore,
sent with the miraculous powers of restoring the sight of those who
were born blind and cure the lepers instantly with a touch of his hand.
In the time of the Holy Prophet g the Arabs were boastful of their
oratory and linguistic capabilities. The Holy Qur'an was sent as the
greatest of all miracles of the Holy prophet. It's diction and style so
bewildered the Arabs that they instantly acknowledged a super
human element in it. The sorcerers came to Pharaoh and said:
"There must be a reward for us, if we are the victors." (113)

He said,
"Yes, and of course, you will be among the closer ones." (114)
The sorcerers were invited from all over the country. When they all

came to Pharaoh they asked him of some reward if they gain victory
over MGsa r~~ 4 . He promised that in addition to their reward they
shall be included among those close to him. The historical reports
about the number of these sorcerers give us different information.
These give us a number from nine hundred to three hundred thousand. The quantity of the staves and strings used in this contest is
reported to be as great as was loaded on three hundred camels. (Qurtubi)
It may be noted that the first thing the sorcerers did, was to have
an assurance about the reward they will get in return of their performance. It is because worldly people are always after worldly gains.
They do nothing unless they are sure of their gains, while on the
contrary, the prophets and their disciples always declare:

I do not ask you for a reward, a s my reward is with t h e Lord
of all t h e worlds.' (26:109)

That is, the prophets of Allah preach and convey the message of
Allah only for the good and guidance of people and they seek no financial gain against it. They seek their reward from Allah alone. After
this discourse with Pharaoh the sorcerers got the place and date fixed
for the great encounter. An open land was chosen for the purpose and
the time was fixed after the sunrise on their festival Day. It is also
mentioned in a verse of the Holy Qur7En:MGsE + j l &A said: f g $ & ~ ' J G
$,$&I =!$;$$I "your appointed day is the day of ' z h a h t so that
people may be gathered after sunrise." (20:59)
- Some reports say that the prophet Musa rWl+ had a short
conversation with the chief of the sorcerers and asked him if they
would accept the faith in case he defeated them? He said that there
was no question of their being defeated as they possessed such great
magical powers that could not be overcome by any one. And in case
'you bring defeat to us we shall declare our faith openly in the presence of the Pharaoh'. (Mazhari and Qurtubi)
They said,
"0 MGsZ either you throw (first) or shall we be t h e ones to
throw."

The Arabic word: '!&llilqa' means to drop something down. On the
- day of encounter the sorcerers asked the prophet Musa ?%..ti~ jifthe
would drop down his staff first or should they throw theirs first? This
question of the sorcerers was perhaps to show their complacency about
their art, though the mode of their sentence indicated t h a t they
wanted to start first, but for giving an impression of power to their
- 4 had
opponent they put that question. Since-the prophet Musa
nothing to fear about, he invited them saying 'you drop.'
Ibn Kathir has said that the prophet Muss ?WI4 behaved with
them politely by inviting them to have their turn first. The effect of
this behaviour was that they accepted the faith after their defeat. Here
we are faced with a question. The sorcery is an impermissible act,
specially when it is used to oppose a prophet sent by Allah it becomes
gave permisan act of infidelity. How then the prophet MGsa ?UI
sion of magic to the sorcerers by saying 'you drop'? With a little
thought we can find the answer. It was certain that the sorcerers will
show their magic by all means. The point of conversation was to decide
who should start the contest. The prophet MGsi r%..t~ allowed them
to begin. Another advantage of this strategy was that the people could
see their performance and the sorcerers had all the time to show their
art and turn the staves into snakes. Then the staff of the prophet
-Musa r % . . t ~should
~
turn into a serpent and eat up all the snakes,
thus the open defeat of magic should be exhibited before the people.
J&

(Bayin- al- Qur'an)

So, when they threw, they bewitched the eyes of the people,
and made them frightened, and came out with great sorcery.
(116)

This verse indicates that this demonstration of their magic was
just a bewitching of the eyes of the people which made them see the
staffs and strings as snakes leaping on the ground, while the strings
and the staffs did not change physically. It was a kind of mesmerism
hypnotising the minds of the onlookers. This does not mean that
sorcery is confined only in this kind and that it cannot change something into another, as we do not have any proof against it. On the
contrary, many forms and kinds of magic have been taken as being

reality. The terms magic and sorcery are usually applied for all the
acts that seem to be happening in unusual way. Sleight of hand, telepathic influences and mesmerism are sometimes called magic. Transformation of one thing into another through magic may be a possibility
but we have no valid reason or proof for or against it.
9 '
, ,9.<
<,**'.
The next verse 117 said, 5%; &LueJ; 1i6$6
,jJI $1
b,~,
"And
We revealed to Muss 'Throw your staff.' Then, of a sudden it began to
swallow all that they had concocted." We find it reported in history,
when thousands of staffs and ropes were turned into snakes leaping
.cjc to drop down his
all over the ground, Allah commanded Muss
staff on the ground. It turned into a great snake and instantly began
to eat up the snakes of the sorcerers. The crowd stood bewildered and
stunned at this sight. Within no time all the snakes were eaten up by
A
&
.
Next, the verse said:
the great snake of the prophet Muss
30
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"So, the truth prevailed and what they were doing became a
nullity. So there they were overcome and turned humiliated.
And the sorcerers were constrained to fall in prostration. They
said, "We believe in the Lord of the worlds, the Lord of Muss
and Harun."

The sorcerers were so overawed by the miracle of the prophet Muss
,UI
&A
that they fell in prostration. This may also imply that Allah
blessed them with favour and put them in prostration. They added the
phrase, the Lord of Muss rUI+ and Harun after saying, the Lord of
the worlds, to make it clear that the Lord worshipped by Muss rUl
and Harun is, in fact, the Lord of the Universe, and not the Pharaoh as
he pretended to be.

Verses- 123 - 127

The Pharaoh said, 'You have believed in him before I
permitted you. No doubt, this is a device you have devised in
the city, so that you may expel it's people from there. Now
you shall know (it's end). [I231 I shall certainly, cut apart
your hands and your legs from opposite sides. Then I shall
crucify you all together!' [I241 They said, 'We are surely to
return to our Lord. [I251 You punish us for no other reason
but that we have believed in the signs of our Lord when they
came to us. "0our Lord, pour out patience upon us and let
the death take us while we are Muslims ( the faithful)!' [I261

And the chiefs of the people of the Pharaoh said, "Do you
leave MEsZ rUL+and his people that they spread disorder
in the land while he leaves you and your gods?" He said, " We
shall slaughter their sons and let their women live. And we
have full power over them!' [I271

The foregoing verses had a detailed account of the contest between
~ j and
s
the sorcerers and that after their defeat
the prophet Musi
the sorcerers declared their faith in Allah. Some historical reports say
that subsequent to their declaration of faith in Allah, six hundred
thousand more people followed suit and declared their belief in Allah.
Before this open contest there were only two individuals believing in
Allah. Now a great army of people became Muslims. It was, obviously
an embarrassing situation for the Pharaoh. Like a clever politician'he
managed to conceal his state of mind before the people, and changed
the situation by putting the blame of conspiracy and rebellion on the
- sorcerers. He claimed that they had joined hands with Musa p U lLjc
and Harun in order to create disorder in the country. Then he said to
the sorcerers, "You have believed in him before I permitted you." This
was a threat to the sorcerers on the one hand, and on the other, he
tried to convince his people that the sorcerers made a hasty decision in

accepting their faith and fell prey to the trap of MGsa
and
Harun. Otherwise, he would have also believed in him in case MGsi +L
r~~ and Harun proved truthful in their claim.
It was a clever design of Pharaoh. He tried to keep his people stay
in their former ignorance and make people believe that the contest
was pre-plotted between the prophet Muss +JI +A and the sorcerers.
He cleverly twisted the fact that the miracle of Musi ? U l+.k and the
open conversion of the sorcerers to the true Faith was purely to expose
the ignorance and falsehood of the Pharaoh. He turned it into a political issue by saying, "So that you may expel it's people from there." He
wanted to make his people believe that they planned the whole matter
to gain power over the country and expel the people from there.
After making all these strategic statements he threatened the
sorcerers, first, with an indefinite remark saying, "Now you shall know
(your end)". Further specifying the threat, He said, ~ ~ p ~ , i ; ~ & + i ' i ; T
9*-9
,,,
+I
,C
' .+ Y d+"1 shall surely, cut your hands and legs from the
opposite sides. Then I shall crucify you all together." By cutting from
the opposite sides he meant the right hand and the left foot so that
they are made completely disabled and invalid.

, ."
a

The Pharaoh made all the efforts that he could to control his
people. The belief in Allah, or "Tmin' as it is called by the Qur'an, is a
great power. When it finds it's way into one's heart, one finds himself
as powerful as to face the whole world and all the forces gathered
together against him. This was a great change. Only a few hours ago,
the sorcerers were the worshippers of Pharaoh, but having faith in
Allah they demonstrated such a great power and courage that in
response to all the threats to their lives by the Pharaoh, they only said
with perfect satisfaction that, in that case, ;@~?y~<f! "To our Lord
we are sure to return."
The sorcerers were fully aware of Pharaoh's power and authority
over them. They did not say that Pharaoh will not be able to kill them
because of their new faith. Their answer was to suggest that the whole
life of this temporary world had no value in their eyes. Their satisfaction was due to the fact that they were sure of meeting the Lord of the
worlds after passing away from this world. There they shall get a n
everlasting life of peace and comfort.

Another interpretation of their answer is that though the Pharaoh
had all the power to finish their life, but soon he will be presented
before the Lord of the worlds where he shall be taken to account for
his despotism. In another verse, the following statement is also
a
,
included in the answer of the sorcerers,
l3tl!L+
GI',,
2 u -I L +-u
,"You may pass any judgement you can against us, but your judgement
will be restricted to this worldly life." (72:20) This also shows their total
indifference towards the temporary life of this world. This great
change in their thought and action was the result of their true faith in
Allah. In addition to this, their faith opened the door of knowledge and
wisdom upon them which is manifest from their invocation to Allah a t
this occasion. They prayed, &C$;"f
1%
~ [ ; Y E ' ' o Allah! Shower
upon us patience and let death take us while we are Muslims." This
prayer is not only a manifestation of knowledge and wisdom, but also
the best means of getting out of the difficulty they were in. It is
because perseverance and patience are the only keys to success over
one's enemy.
/
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The report of the commission formed for investigating the causes
and effects of the World War has remarked that the Muslims who
observe faith in Allah and in the Hereafter are the most valiant and
brave people in the battle field, and the most patient in the times of
difficulty because they have faith in Allah and in the Hereafter. This is
why the German military officials, expert in military sciences, emphatically suggested that they should create honesty and sense of accountability in the Hereafter among their soldiers, as they are the great
source of strength and courage. (Tafsir a l - ~ a n z r )

It Was A Miracle
The instant perfect change of mind of the sorcerers was, in no way,
- a lesser miracle than the other miracles of the prophet Musa rxJl&A
Those who led a life of infidelity and ignorance for their whole life
were instantly changed into the most cognizant, knowledgeable and
true Muslims, as faithful as to readily sacrifice their life for their faith.
It is a pity that the Muslims and the Muslim states are trying all other
ways and means to make themselves powerful and strong, but have
become neglectful of the real source of power and strength. That is
faith, perseverance and patience.

Pharaoh was frightened
It is to be noted that the Pharaoh was in some degree successful in
keeping his ignorant people in their former ignorance through his
clever and false statements, but a t the same time, they strangely
noted that all the fury and rage of Pharaoh was limited to the
- sorcerers only. He did not dare say a word against the prophets Musa
r~~ +L and Harun who were his real opponents. This is obvious from
rt
'9 6,<
the following statement of his people:
I2
L.ZJZ,$
"Do you leave Muss r%,.t~ &A and his people alone to spread disorder in
the land, even when he abandons you and your gods?"
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Pharaoh had no convincing answer to this question. He only said,
& i*
i # $LJ, ,
,
'YW:~, ,,We shall slaughter their sons and let
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their women live, and we have full power over them."
According to the commentators of the Holy Qur'an, Pharaoh tried
to satisfy his people saying that by killing their males and leaving
their women alive, he shall totally eliminate them within a period of
time. Their women shall be spared to serve his people as maid
servants. In fact, Pharaoh was so frightened by the miracle of the
Lj, that even a t this occasion when he was threatprophet MGsa
ening to kill all the men of Israelites, he could not utter a single word
- ,,+Maulana
Rhmi said :
of threat against MGsi and HZrhn
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"Whoever adopts 'Taqwa' and fears Allah is feared by all
human beings and spirits" .

The above statement of Pharaoh's people, 'Even when he abandons
you and your gods' makes us understand that Pharaoh himself used to
worship other gods, even though he claimed to be the god of his people.
The law about killing of the males of the Israelites and leaving their
women alive was now promulgated the second time. The first time it
was put into force prior to the birth of the prophet MGsa r%,.tl Lj,. He
was witnessing the failure of this law up to this day which was evident
from the huge crowd of the Israelites present at this occasion. When

Allah intends to bring disgrace to a people, all they contrive leads to
nothing but disaster. We shall soon see that this tyranny and oppression, a t last, led him and his people to an ignominious end.

Verses 128-132

And MGsZ said to his people," "Seek help from Allah and
be patient. Surely, the land belongs to Allah. He lets
whomsoever He wills, from among His slaves, inherit it.
And the end-result is in favour of the God-fearing!' [I281
They said, 'We were persecuted before you came to us,
as well as, after you have come to us:' He said, "It is
likely that your Lord will destroy your enemy and
make you successors in the earth, then He will see how
you act." [I291
And We seized the people of the Pharaoh with years of
famine and loss of fruits, so that they may take lesson.
[I301 So when something good came to them they said,
'This is our right.' And if they suffered from something
evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Muss and those
with him. Listen, their omen lies with Allah only, but
most of them do not know. [I311
And they said, "whatever sign you bring to us to

enchant us therewith, we are not going to believe in
you!' [I321

After being defeated by the prophet MEsG, r~~~
Pharaoh
enforced the law of killing the male children of the Israelites. They
were greatly alarmed of the punishment they had experienced before
-the coming of the prophet Musa r)LJI 4.The prophet MEsa ?LJI +L
was also mindful of this fact. Out of his kindness, he offered two wise
solutions to the Israelites. He said to them that only way of getting out
of this trial was, firstly, to seek help from Allah and, secondly, to
remain patient until the things change into their favour. He also
promised them that they shall inherit the whole land if they faithfully
I-!
observed the two instructions. This is what the verse said:
>
@,b,wi;:?+
& fkfsdJ;i'h~%
$!rl;$ljl'Seek
help from Allah and be
patient; surely, the land belongs to Allah, He lets whomsoever He wills
inherit it, from among his servants." This implies that all the lands
belong to Allah, and He lets whomsoever He wills inherit the land.
And decidedly the end result is for the God-fearing. So, if they observe
'Taqwat (keep away from disobedience) by acting upon the two instruction offered above they shall ultimately rule the whole country.

&I,. .
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The Only Way To Success
A little reflection over the above two teachings of the prophet MEsG
I
will show that it is the sovereign remedy which never fails
r~ A +
against any difficulty. The first ingredient of this recipe is seeking
help from Allah which is the essence of Ihe remedy. It is for the
obvious reason that if the Creator of the universe comes to one's help
- who is there to stop Him? Maulana Rum; said in a couplet:

"The earth, the air, the water and the fire, all are servants of
Allah. To me and to You they are dead, but to Allah they are
full of life."
It is reported in a HadTth: When Allah wills to do something everything turns in favour of that purpose. Therefore, nothing is more
powerful against a n enemy than seeking Allah's help with all the
sincerity of one's heart, Simply uttering out some formula words for
seeking help are not enough.

The second important ingredient of the recipe is being patient. The
Arabic word 'Sabr' rendered as patience literally signifies to keep
oneself under one's control against unfavourable happenings. It is
common knowledge that nothing significant can be achieved without
undergoing difficulties and hardships. One who readily prepares
himself to face hardships is generally successful in most of his objectives. The Holy Prophet
said in a Tradition, "No greater blessing
has been given to any one other than patience." (AbG DawGd)
The Israelites who seemed to have no conception of such matters
could not understand how patience alone could free them from
Pharaoh's punishment and bring them success against him. They
&A
saying:
blamed the prophet MGsa

'We have been persecuted before you came to us as well as
after you came to us."

What they meant, perhaps, was that they were looking for a
prophet to deliver them from the oppression of the Pharaoh, but their
fate remained unchanged even after he came to them. The prophet
Muss ,)LJI Ljc answered to them:

'It is likely that your Lord will destroy your enemy and m"ae
you successors in the earth that He may see how then, you
act.'

Sovereignty is a test
The last phrase of the verse has provided with a wise observation
that sovereignty or dominion is not in itself an aim or objective but a
means to achieve the objective of making peace and justice prevail in
the land. Sovereignty or dominion is a sacred trust bestowed upon by
Allah for making good prevail over evil. The verse has warned them
that, in case they are bestowed this trust, they should not forget the
ill fate of those who were before them.
Though the direct addressee of the verse are the Israelites, but
indirectly the verse has thrown a warning to all those trusted with
rule or dominion. Sovereignty or power, in fact, belongs to Allah alone.
Allah has made man his deputy on the earth. He is the One who desig-

nates man with power and takes it away when He so wills. This is
what the following verse means:

"You give power to whom You please, and You strip off power
from whom You please." (3:26)

The power and rule, therefore, is a test for the rulers to see how
far they have fulfilled their duty of establishing peace and justice and
making good prevail over evil.
AbE Hayyan in his Tafsir Al-Bahr-a1 Muhit has included the
following event under the comments on this verse: 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid
once visited Mansur, the second caliph of the Abbaside dynasty, prior
to his designation to caliphate and recited this verse: 'It is likely that
Allah will destroy your enemy and make you successor in the earth.'
This was a sort of prediction by 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid of his succession to
the throne. Soon after Mansir succeeded to the throne and became the
Caliph. 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid came to the Caliph again. Mansur reminded
him of the prediction made by him. Amr ibn 'Ubaid instantly
answered, "Well, the first part of the prediction has come true and you
have become the Caliph, but the second part of it still remains unfulfilled. The verse also contains this phrase, hen, He will
see how you act." Amr ibn 'Ubaid suggested that gaining power is not
a matter of pride because thereafter, Allah judges the acts of those in
authority and sees how they make use of this trust.
The next verses speak of the events that led Pharaoh and his
people to a number of calamities sent to them as punishment and
finally led them to their death. The first heavenly punishment came
to them in the form of famine. According to historical reports this
famine lasted for seven years.
"And We seized the people of the Pharaoh with years of famine and
loss of fruits, so that they may take lesson. So when something good
came to them they said, 'This is our right.' And if they suffered from
- something evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Musa ?K-~ILJC and
those with him. Listen, their omen lies with Allah only, but most of
them do not know."
The first verse has described the famine with two phrases: 'years of

faminet and 'loss of fruits.' The respected Companion 'Abdullah ibn
' ~ b b a sand the commentator Qatzdah have said that the punishment
of drought was for the people of the rural areas, while people living in
cities and towns were punished by the loss of fruits. When a people are
stamped with the wrath of Allah they lose their faculty of distinguishing right from wrong. Pharaoh and his people too, had lost their
understanding. They did not take lesson from this warning. On the
contrary, they ascribed the calamity to be a bad presage from the
- and his people. The verse said, 'So when someprophet Musa rUl
thing good came to them they said, 'This is our right.' And if they
- suffered from something evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Musa
rU l + and those with him. Listen, their omen lies with Allah only,
but most of them do not know."
The Arabic word: 6i 'Tztirt used for omen signifies a bird. The
Arabs had a superstition that a bird coming down to their right or left
meant a good or bad fate. The verse implies that good or bad fate
comes from Allah. Everything in this world happens under the will of
Allah. No one is there to bring good or bad fate to any one. It is sheer
ignorance to believe in such things and base their activities on such
baseless assumptions. The last verse describes their rejection of the
truth in these words:
<,.'Whatever sign
And they said, *$,&?% C; &
.I ,
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you bring to us in order to enchant us therewith, we are not going to
believe in you."
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So We sent upon them the storm and locusts, and pests,
frogs and blood, signs distinct from each other. Yet
they showed arrogance and they were a guilty people.
[I331 And when the punishment fell upon them, they
said, "0Miisi, pray for us to your Lord by the covenant
He has made with you. If you remove the punishment
from us, we shall surely believe in you and shall send
the children of Isra'il with you!' [I341
So when We removed the punishment from them, for a
period of time that they had to reach, they suddenly
started to break the promise. [I351 Then we took
vengeance from them, and drowned them in the sea,
for they belied Our signs and were neglectful of them.
[I361

The above verses relate the next part of the story of the prophet
+ and the-people
of Pharaoh. According to historical
Misa
reports, the prophet Musa r%.lI
stayed in Egypt for 20 years. He
kept preaching consistently and conveyed the message of Allah to
them. He was given nine miracles during his stay in Egypt which
served a s warnings to the people of Pharaoh. The Holy Qur7an h a s
,;$12$'!&>
"Surely,
referred to the nine miracles in these words. 'f$+We gave him nine miracles."
Out of the nine miracles, two were performed before Pharaoh and
his people. The third miracle was of famine reported in verse 130. The
above verses speak of the remaining six miracles. The verse 133 h a s
mentioned five punishments coming to the people of Pharaoh. All
these punishments have been termed a s 'signs distinct from each
other.' According to the comments of the respected Companion
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas each of these punishments lasted for a fixed
period of time followed by a period of relief followed by the next
punishment.
Ibn-al-Mundhir has cited from the Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas
t h a t each punishment lasted for seven days starting from Saturday,
then they were given three weeks of relief. Imam al-Baghawi, citing
the Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas said that the first time when they
- were relieved of famine by asking the prophet Musa ?UI &A to pray

Allah for their relief, they did not keep the promise of believing in
- Allah. The prophet Musa r ~I-jc lprayed Allah that they may be
inflicted with some painful punishment so that it serves as a lesson to
his people and to their descendants. Allah first sent a storm upon
them. According to great commentators, this was a flood. All the lands
and houses of the people of Pharaoh were filled and surrounded by the
water leaving for them no place for farming and living in their homes.
The strange thing about it was that the lands and houses of the Israelites were not affected by the water of the flood.
In a state of great distress they came to the prophet MGsa r~~ +L
and reqhested him to pray Allah for their relief from this calamity.
They promised that if they are relieved from the flood they would
embrace faith in Allah and let the Israelites go with him from Egypt.
The prayer of the prophet was acceded to and the storm subsided. It is
reported that their fields were more fertile and productive than before.
Again they did not keep their promise and said that the storm was not
a punishment from Allah. Rather it came to their benefit and the
increase in the produce was the result of the flood and that Miss +
+ J Ihad nothing to do with it.
A period of respite was given to them to reflect and realize their
error. After a period of one month another punishment was sent to
them in the form of locusts which ate up all the crops and fruits. Some
reports say that the locusts devoured even their doors and roofs made
of wood and other things of their houses. Again they were surprised to
notice that the locusts did not do any harm to the houses and fields of
the Israelites which were quite close to them. Once again they cried for
help and implored to the prophet Muss
+IS to pray his Lord for
taking away this punishment from them and that they make firm
promise to believe in him and free the Israelites after their relief. The
prophet MEsZ rx.J~
Cj, prayed Allah for their relief again and they got
rid of this chastisement.
Seeing that they were left with enough grain to suffice them for
one year, they turned against their promise and showed arrogance as
before. Once again, a period of peace and relief followed. The third
punishment came to them of 'Qummal' rendered here as pest. Qummal
in Arabic is used for 'louse' as well as for an insect which eats up

grain. It is possible that both kinds of insects were sent to them, that
is, small pests started to eat up their grain while equally large number
of lice ate up even their hair and eyelashes. Exasperated as they were,
they came again to prophet MGsE ?UI and asked him to pray Allah
for their riddance, promising again their acceptance of the true faith
and release of the Israelites. He prayed Allah for their relief and Allah
relieved them of this punishment too.

+

The fourth punishment was of the frogs. The frogs were created in
such a large number in their houses that they covered them up to their
necks. The frogs covered them in their beds when they came to sleep.
All of their cooking pans and utensils and their household were full of
frogs. Being highly disgusted with this situation they came again to
- prophet Musa r%JILjs, with all their old promises, and asked him to
pray for their deliverance. This time also they were relieved of this
punishment. They were given enough time to correct themselves but
those who incur Allah's wrath are deprived of positive thinking. This
time when they were in peace they said that they were sure that Muss
rUI+L was a sorcerer and not a messenger of Allah. Those mishaps to
them were the effect of his sorcery.
After a month of relief the next punishment visiting them was that
of blood. Everything of their use turned into blood. Their drinks, their
food and their water became all blood before they could use them. As
they took out water from the wells or tanks it turned into blood.
History has reported it was strange that whenever the Egyptians and
the Israelites sat together for meal the morsel of food taken by the
Egyptian became all blood, while the one taken by an Israelite did not
change. This punishment too lasted for seven days. They were relieved
of this punishment through the prayer of the Prophet Muss r~~ ~
after their usual false promises.

j ,

The people of Pharaoh were subjected to the above five punishments one after another but they persisted in their arrogance and
showed no sign of taking lesson from these warnings. The sixth
punishment has been mentioned in the Qur'an by the Arabic word: 3J
'Rijz' which signifies plague or pestilence. The number of Egyptians
killed in this plague is reported to have been more than seventy thousand. They were relieved of this punishment by the prayer of the
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4.Again they broke their promise a s before. Now,
prophet MLsE
when they showed no sign of understanding they were finally caught
by the last punishment - the death. Leaving behind
- - all their lands,
houses and possessions they chased the prophet Musa rUI4 and his
people and were drowned in the sea.
Verse 137 - 141

And We made those people who were taken as weak,
the inheritors of the easts of the land and of it's wests
which We had blessed. And the sublime word of your
Lord was fulfilled for the children of Isra'il, because
they stood patient. And We destroyed what Pharaoh
and his people used to build and what they used to
raise high. [I371
And We made the children of Isrz'il cross the sea, then,
they came across a people sitting in devotion before
their idols. They (the Israelites) said, "0 Miis;, make
a god for us like they have gods." He said, 'You are
really an ignorant people. [I381 What these people are
in, is sure to be destroyed; and false is what they

Siirah Al-A'rgf : 7 : 137 - 141
are doing." [I391 He said, "Shall I seek any one other
than Allah as God for you, while He has given you
excellence over the (people of all the) worlds."[I401 And
(remember) when We delivered you from the pebple of
Pharaoh, who inflicted you with grievous torment,
slaughtered your sons and left your women alive and in
all that there was great trial from your Lord. [I411

The previous verses contained an account of the warnings from
Allah to the people of Pharaoh. The present verses speak of their ignominious end, and of the success of the Israelites. The verse 137 said,
"And We made the people, who were taken to be weak, the inheritors
of the land, of easts and wests which We had blessed." The verse did
not say, the people who were weak, rather it said, those who were
taken as weak. It implies that those having Allah as their support can
never be weak in the real sense of the word, though they may seem so
from their apparent condition. People finally come to realise that they
are not weak. It is because dignity and honour all belong to Allah. The
verse has used the term inheritance for their domination in the land to
indicate that like a son who deserves to be a real inheritor of his
father's land and possessions, the Israelites were the real inheritors of
the land and wealth of Pharaoh's people.
The words 'east' and 'west' have been used in plural perhaps to
denote the different points of sunset and sunrise in winter and
summer time. The word 'land', according t6 all experts in exegesis,
refers to the land of Egypt and Syria which was brought under the
domination of the Israelites after the people of Pharaoh and the
Amaleks were destroyed. The phrase 'Which We had blessed' refers to
the lands of Syria and Egypt. The Holy Qur'an has referred to Syria as
the land of Barakah (blessing). Similarly the land of Egypt has been
referred to a s the land of blessing in a number of Traditions. The
Caliph 'Umar ibn al-KhattGb has referred to river Nile as the prince of
all rivers. The Companion 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar said that Egypt has
nine parts of blessing out of ten. The tenth part has been divided
throughout the earth. (Al-Bahr-a-Muhit)
In short, the verse has to say that the people who were considered
weak and abject were made the rulers of the land possessed by those
who showed arrogance. It shows how the promise made by Allah and

His Messenger came out true as it always does. The verse said, 'The
sublime word of your Lord was fulfilled.' The promise in this verse
-either refers to the promise made by the prophet Musa ,UI+ with
his people mentioned in verse 129 which said, 'It is very likely that our
Lord will destroy your enemy and make you successor in the earth.' Or
it refers to the promise made by Allah to the Israelites in a verse of
~Grah
Al-Qasas (the Stories) It said,
"
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"And it was Our will that We favour those considered weak in
the earth and make them leaders, and make them the inheritors, and give them power in the land, and show Pharaoh,
Haman and their armies, the very thing they dreaded." (28:5)

In fact, both the above promises are one and the same. The
- promise made by the prophet Musa r~~ 4 obviously was derived by
the promise of Allah. This favour of Allah upon the people of Israel
was the reward of their patience, as the verse has specified saying
'Because they stood patient.' That is, they were favoured by Allah for
their being patient in their distress. This has an understated indication that any people or individual following the same example, a t any
- time and in any place, shall get the same reward. The prophet Musa
rUIL& when making the promise of gaining the rule over the land had
emphatically said that perseverance, patience and seeking help from
Allah was the only key to success.
Sheikh Hasan al-Basri said that the verse suggested that in case
one is not as powerful as to defend himself against an enemy, the best
way to success is to remain patient. He said when a person who has
been wronged, tries to take revenge on his own by doing wrong to his
opponent Allah leaves him alone and lets him manage his own affairs,
ending in success or facing a failure. On the contrary, when one seeks
help from Allah against the affliction from others and remains patient,
Allah opens the door of success upon him. As the above promise for the
rule over the land was fulfilled by Allah, the same kind of promise

Allah made with the people of the prophet Muhammad in a verse of
SGrah Al-Nur:

"Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good
deeds that he will make them inherit the land, as He had
inherited those who were before them." (24:55)

As the Israelites witnessed the fulfillment of Allah's promise by
having their rule over the land, similarly the Muslim Urnmah
witnessed the fulfillment of Allah's promise in the form of their sovereignty over the major part of the earth (Riih a l - ~ a ~ a nIt) . is not justified
to say that the Israelites did not observe patience, because when
Prophet Musa rXJILjs asked them to be patient they said that they
were persecuted before and after he came to them. Firstly, because
their patience against the constant persecution a t the hands of
Pharaoh and his people is a proven fact. Secondly, the above statement might not be a complaint but a simple expression of their grief.
,y
ji2, .,,,
jl$* I;~ $ 2 ; "And We
Thereafter, the verse said, /j$
e Iju L,,'9,<,#,
,
destroyed whatever Pharaoh and his people used to build and what
they used to raise high." This refers to the buildings they raised high
and their trees etc. 'What they used to build' may also refer to their ill
-designs against the prophet Musa r ~ ~ +'What
.
they used to raise
high' is a reference to their mansions and to their trees.
,J4

fil

The events discussed up to this point were related to the destruction of Pharaoh and his people. The next verses describe the victory
and success of the Israelites followed by their insolence in spite of all
the blessings they received from Allah. These verses provide a kind of
solace to the Holy Prophet & against his grief a t the obstinacy of the
unbelievers, by showing the annoyance of the early prophets a t the
hands of their people.
After the miraculous victory of the Israelites over Pharaoh and his
people, and having a life of ease and comfort, they started to show the
signs of ignorance as people of wealth show when given a life of luxury
and opulence. The first impertinent request they made was to the
prophet MGsE r U I ' - j c to make for them a god like the gods of the

--

people they saw being worshipped on their way. They (the Israelites)
?, , ,/. # 4 ,
said, dl +I Uwl, l;l &I &$ L' "0Muss make a god for us like their gods."
He said, j,l& r~ ,&I JL~"You are really an ignorant people." The prophet
~ 6 s ;was greatly annoyed by their ignorance and said that the labour
of worship of those people was to go waste. How could he think of
making for them a god other than Allah while he had given to them
excellence over the people of all the worlds. That is, the people who
believed in the prophet Muss ?%JI
were superior to all the people of
that age.
d#
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The next verses remind them of their pitiable condition and their
persecutions a t the hands of Pharaoh when their sons were killed and
their daughters were saved to serve them a s their maid-servants.
Allah relieved them of this disgraceful chastisement through His
prophet. Shall they be as ungrateful to their Lord as to take the abject
stones as gods and make them partners with Allah? They must repent
to Allah for their transgression.

And We made a promise with MZsa for thirty nights,
then We supplemented them with ten. So, the total
period fixed by his Lord was forty nights. And MusZ
said to his brother Hirun, "Take my place among my
people and keep things right, and do not follow the way
of mischief makers!' [I421

This verse speaks of the period followed by the destruction of the
Pharaoh and his people. Having a peaceful time after their deliverance
from the Pharaoh and his people the Israelites requested the Prophet
MLsG r~~ +L to have some religious system of law so that they may
act upon it. The Prophet Muss ?%Jl
prayed Allah for a code of guidance for them. The Arabic word: LAG!, "wZadana' is a derivative of
kiwa'dah' which signifies a worded expression of offering something
good to someone - a promise.

-

-

- - - - -

-

-

Allah made a promise to MGsa rUlA& to send His word to him. It
was stipulated that MGsa rUl+LC should go to the mount of Sinai and
pass thirty nights there sitting in devotion for Allah. These thirty
nights were later supplemented with ten more nights to make them
forty.
There are some points in this verse which demand our attention:
Firstly, the number of nights to be passed by the Prophet MGsZ r~~ &A
was fixed to be forty nights in the will of Allah. Why was he first asked
to pass thirty nights, and then add ten more nights? No one, in fact,
can have access to all the wisdom and insight contained in divine acts.
The scholars, however, have provided with some explanations: The
famous commentary 'REh al-Bayan' states that one of the wisdom behind
the above commandment is of enjoining the laws gradually or by
degrees to make it easier for people to practice. The commentary
'TafsTr al-QurtubT' has said that this was for educating those in
authority to give respite to their subordinates if they fail to complete
their assignments in the prescribed time. This is what happened with
- Prophet Musa r % . J l ~ . When the spiritual excellence that was
required could not be achieved by him in thirty nights, ten more nights
were added to give him more time to acquire required perfection.
The commentators have reported that the Prophet MGsZ
kept fasting constantly for thirty days and nights without breaking his
fast in between. After completing thirty days he took the break fast
and presented himself at the fixed point on the mount Sinai, Allah
said to him that the peculiar odor generated by fasting in one's mouth
is liked by Allah. Muss ?)UI "j, had lost the odor by brushing his teeth,
he was therefore, required to observe fasting for ten more days in
order to create the odor again.
The above reports of the loss of odor, however, cannot be taken to
mean that brushing the teeth after fasting is prohibited or is something disliked, firstly, because the above report has been cited without
the chain of narrators and secondly because it could be a command~ and not for other
ment meant specifically for the Prophet MEsa r U+
people, or peculiar to the followrs of the Torah. The permissibility of
brushing one's teeth during fasting is a practice proved by the Holy
Tradition. Al-Baihaqi has reported the following Tradition on the

authority of Sayyidah 'A'ishah that the Holy Prophet & said: J;C%
51;;ll+&I
The best act of the one who is fasting is brushing one's teeth
,'
(with miswgh). Al-Jami' al-SaghTr has said that the status of this
Hadah is that of Hasan (a kind of authentic Tradition).
/'

could be
One may wonder here how the Prophet Mhsa r~~~
fasting continuously for thirty days without making a breakfast even
at nights, while during his travel for visiting Sayyidna Khizr (AlKhadir rKJlr-jc) he could not wait for even half of the day and said LI'
' L;gh,;r;. li&!;hl b:iL "Give us our food, because this journey has
IA
made us tired." Tafsir R i h al-Bayan has explained that this difference
was due to the different nature of journeys. This journey was of a
created being for another created being while the journey on the
mount of Sinai was for the Creator of a devoted created being who had
separated himself from the Creation in quest of his Lord. This spiritual journey weakened the vigour of physical demands of hunger and
thirst, making him capable of observing fast for continuous thirty days
and nights.
a
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Lunar or Solar Calendars
Another point inferred from this verse is that the laws' of the
Prophets counted the change of their dates a t night. The above verse
also has made a mention of thirty nights instead of thirty days. It is
because the lunar calendar was the standard calendar in the laws of
the Prophets. The beginning of the lunar month is based on sighting of
the moon which is possible only a t night. It is why the dates in lunar
calendar are changed a t sunset. Al-Qurtubi has reported this state,311 , ;GG,
$1
ment on the authority of Ibn al-'Arabi + ~
"The solar Calendar is for the benefits in wo;ldly matters while the
lunar Calendar is for religious observances."

+

++

According to the commentary of the Companion 'Abdurlah Ibn
'Abbas ~ 1 d
5l
the thirty nights were the nights of Zul Qa'dah, the
eleventh month of the lunar Calendar. The ten nights added to them
were the first ten nights of Zul-Hijjah. This makes us understand that
+ on the day of Eid-althe Torah was given to the Prophet Muss
Adha. (Qurtubi)
&J

The significance of number forty
This verse also implies that the number forty has some special

effect in spiritual rectification of one's heart. I t is reported in a Tradition of the Holy Prophet & that any one who worships Allah for forty
days with sincerity of his heart, his heart is made a source of wisdom.
(RGh al-Bayan)

Practising Gradualism
This verse also educates people to fix a period of time for the fulfillment of their objective and to approach their aims gradually, a s it is
the practice of Allah to do things gradually. Haste and hurry in doing
things is not approved by Allah. By creating the universe in six days
while Allah had all the powers to create it instantly without requiring
a single moment, He has provided people with a wise principle t h a t
they should approach their ends by stages in a period of time so that
they may give due attention to their objectives. The Torah was also not
given to the Prophet MGsa rUl&in a moment but a period was fixed
for it to emphasize the same practice. (Qurtubi)
It was by ignoring this principle that the Israelites had lost their
4 while leaving for the mount
faith in Allah. The Prophet Mksa
of Sinai had said that he would be away for thirty days. When he did
not return in this period due to being retained for the next ten days,
the Israelites, being unduly hasty people said that the Prophet MGsG
rUI +L was lost somewhere, so they should choose another leader for
their guidance. Consequently, they fell prey to the sorcerer Samir; and
started worshipping the golden calf. Had they been a people of
patience and practised gradualism, they would have not committed
the fatal error of infidelity. The next sentence of the verse said, &$36;
@ $%qj&$&$
$1
$
;; &?"MGS;
J&
said to his brother
Harun, "Take my place among my people and keep things right, and do
not follow the way of mischief makers." This sentence also contains
some observations of religious importance.

$41

Making one's deputy when needed.
The Prophet Muss r)Wt& made it a point to appoint Sayyidna
Harun as his deputy when he intended to leave for the mount of Sin$
and said that he should take the responsibility of his people in his
absence. This makes it imperative for those who hold some responsible
office that they appoint someone to look after the work in their
absence.

-

The Holy Prophet & used to appoint someone as his deputy whenever he used to leave Madinah. The Companions 'Ali and 'Abdullih ibn
Umm Maktim were appointed as his deputies on different occasions.
(~urtubi)

The Prophet Miisa + J I 4 gave certain instructions to the Prophet
Hariin rWl& before his departure to the mount of Sinai, indicating
that leaving instructions or guidelines for the deputy is also a religious
requirement. The first instruction given by the Prophet MisZ r~~ L+
was just a word gi"that is, 'set right'. The object of this imperative
has not been mentioned. Possibly, he made it a general command to be
observed by the Israelites and the Prophet Harun as well.
The second instruction was in these words: 3 4 1 $5; "And do
not follow the way of mischief-makers." It is obvioui t i a t Prophet
Harun r U l ~
being
,
a Prophet of Allah could not be supposed to
indulge in mischief. This instruction, therefore, meant that he should
not do any such thing as could help or encourage the mischief makers.
This is exactly what the Prophet H a r i n did when he saw his people
following the magician Samiri, so much so that they started worship- ping the golden calf. The Prophet Harun ?Y..JI
&A
prevented them from
this act as well as admonished Samiri against his mischief. Later, the
& , called him to account for this act of theirs,
Prophet Miss r%lt.
thinking that it was the result of inefficiency on the part of the
Prophet H i r u n
4.
This also serves as a lesson for those who do
not care for orderly disposition of matters and take it as a sign of
piousness.

-

Verses 143 145

And when MusZ came at Our appointed time and his
Lord spoke to him, he said, "My Lord, show (Yourself)
to me that I may look at You." He said: 'You shall never
see Me. But look at the mount. If it stays at its place
you will see Me." So when his Lord appeared to the
Mount, He made it smashed, and MusZ fell down unconscious. Then, when he recovered, he said: 'Fure are
You. I repent to You, and I am the first to believe!' [I431
He said, "0,Miis:, I have chosen you above all men for
my messages and for My speaking. So, take what I have
given to you, and be among the grateful." [I441
And We wrote for him on the Tablets every thing of
advice, and explanation of all things. So hold it firm
and ask your people to hold on to the best things in it. I
shall show you the house of the sinners. [I451

The verse 143 carries the phrase jI,i J "you shall never see me" The
phrase has an indication that sighting of Allah is not impossible, but
- that he (Musa rKJl& ) cannot endure it with his present physical
:
disposition. Had it been impossible, the phrase would have been 6Jl
"I cannot be seen" (Mazhari) This allows that sighting of Allah is a
logical possibility even in this world but at the same time this verse
has precluded the possibility of its occurrence in this world. This is
also the unanimous view of the majority of scholars. The following
hadah has been included in Sah<hMuslim:

"None among you can see his Lord unless he dies."

The second phrase, $1 J!$I ,XrrjItBut
*I
look a t the mount" is a physical demonstration of t<e fact that in his present state the addressee is
not capable of enduring the impact of such experience.
Thereafter, Allah actually demonstrated this fact by a flash of His
appearance on the Mount of Sinai which could not stand it and was
smashed into pieces.

A,". /..
&dl&>

The next phrase is
I=I; "So when his Lord appeared to the
Mount." The Arabic wdrd $"~ajall.? signifies exposure or disclosure.
According to the Spiritual masters (Sufis) the word signifies seeing
something indirectly through some other means, like seeing certain
thing reflected in the mirror. The word, therefore, cannot signify
'seeing'. It is also inferred by this very verse because this verse has
negated the possibility of seeing while it has mentioned the occurrence
of 'Tajalli' or appearance on the mount of Sinai.
Imam &mad, Tirmidhi and Hakim have reported on the authority
of the Companion Anas L L ~&I +> that the Holy Prophet & recited this
verse and placing his thumb on the tip of his little finger said that only
this much of Allah's light was exposed to the mount of Sinai which
made it burst into pieces. This does not necessarily mean that the
whole of the mount was not shattered, but the part of the mountain
directly exposed to light might have been affected.

The Speech of Allah:
The fact that Allah spoke directly to the Prophet MGsa
~ j is
s
confirmed by the Qur'an in clear terms. The first time Allah spoke
- with the Prophet Musa r % + l l i j .
was when he was entrusted with
Prophethood. This is the second time at the occasion of giving him the
Torah that He spoke to him. The wording of the present verse indicates that this later discourse of Allah had some additional characterstics as compared to the first speech of Allah.
As to the question what was the nature and character of this
discourse, cannot be ascertained by anyone but Allah. Only those
logical suppositions, in this regard, can be allowed which do not go
against any rule of the Shari'ah. None of such views can be accepted as
being definite unel'ss supported by some valid argument. The best
practice, in this regard, is the one followed by the Companions, their
disciples, and the elders who followed them. They left such matters to
Allah and never tried to make ungrounded supposition to resolve
them. (Bayan al-Qur'iin).
The last sentence is /&?Ji$+&
,,
"I will show you the abode of the
sinners". This is a kind of promise by Allah that the Israelites shall
soon take over Egypt or perhaps Syria, referred to as the abode of the

sinners in this verse. There are two views about the reference to the
abode of the sinners. The first holds that the reference has been made
to Egypt while the second takes it to refer to Syria. The difference of
opinion is, in fact, based on a question whether the Israelites had
returned to Egypt after the destruction of Pharaoh and his people or
not. If they went back to Egypt at that time and ruled the land, as has
been indicated by the verse 137 saying that Allah made the Israelites
inherit the land, then, this verse definitely has referred to Syria, as
the abode of the sinners. It is because, in this case, the Israelites had
taken over the land of Egypt before this event of Allah's light
appearing to the Mount of Sinai. In case, they did not go to Egypt after
the destruction of Pharaoh, the reference may be to Egypt and Syria,
both.
,,,'
2'w
; "And we wrote for him everything on the
The phrase
Tablets" makes us understand that the Torah was given to the
Prophet MGsa r ~ &A l inscribed or written on the Tablets.

Verses 146 - 151

1. Another view with regard to these tablets is that these tablets were given
to him prior to the revelation of the Torah and were not the part of the
Torah. This has been cited by Allama Shabbir Ahmad Usmani under his
comments on this verse. He has cited it from Ibn Kathir. (Translator)

I shall keep away from My verses those who show arrogance on the earth unduly without truth. And even if
they see every sign they do not believe in it. And if they
Fee the Path of guidance, they do not take it as their
way, and if they see the path of misguidance they do
take it as their way. That is because they have belied
Our signs, and have been neglectful of them. [I461 And
those who have belied Our signs and the meeting of the
Hereafter, their deeds have gone waste. They will not
be rewarded but for what they have been doing. [I471
And after him the people of MGsa made a calf from their
ornaments; just a body with a moaing sound. Did they
not see that it neither talked to them nor did it g u i h
them to the path? They took to it, and were so unjust.
[I481 And when they became remorseful and saw that
they had gone astray, they said, 'If Allah shows no
mercy upon us, and forgives us not, we shall certainly
be among the losers.' [I491 And when Miis: returned to
his people, angry and sad, he said, "How bad is the
thing you have done in my absence? How did you act in
haste against the command of your Lord?" And he
dropped down the Tablets and grabbed the head of his
brother pulling him towards himself. He (Harun) said,
'0, born of my mother, the people have taken me as
weak and were about to kill me, so do not let the
enemies laugh at me, and do not count me with the
wrong-doers.' [I501 He said, 'My Lord forgive me and my
brother, and admit us into Your mercy. And You are
the most Merciful of all those who show mercy!' [I511

Commentary
The verse 146 spoke of the arrogant people as showing arrogance
injustly. The word without truth or injustly indicates that assuming
arrogance in response to the arrogant people is a justified act, since it
is the act of arrogance in appearance, and not in reality. It is a known
9,;
dictum: $$$@p.91"Showing arrogance to the arrogant is an act
of humbleness". (Masail as-Suluk).
8

The effects of Arrogance
By saying, "I shall keep away from My verses those who show arrogance," the verse implies that the people who have an offensive sense
of superiority over others are deprived of knowledge and understanding. They are rendered incapable of benefitting themselves from
the signs of Allah. The term 'Signs of Allah', may have a reference to
the revealed verses of the Torah, Evangel and the Qur'an, as well as to
the signs inherent in all the things of the heavens and the earth. The
false sense of superiority is, therefore, the worst habit which keeps
man away from deliberations in the signs of Allah and getting awareness of the truth.
We find it stated in Ruh-al-Bayan that arrogance is such a wicked
habitude as raises a wall between man and the knowledge from Allah.
Since divine knowledge comes only through the mercy of Allah, and
the mercy of Allah visits those who are humble. The spiritual leader
Sheikh Rumi has said:
3,JM
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"Water flows down towards the slope, and solution goes where
difficulty appears."

The next verses continue to narrate the remaining part of the
story. When the prophet Muss r~~ Ljt did not turn up after thirty
days from the mount of Sinai where he was to be ordained by Allah
after passing ten more nights on the mount, the Israelites who were a
hasty and impatient people began to make fuss about it.
Among them there was a person named Samiri who was a prominent man, but at the same time, had beliefs in superstitions. He said
to the people t h a t the jewels and ornaments of the Egyptians
possessed by them were not permissible for them. It may be noted that

the plunder or booty taken from the enemy after their defeat was also
not permissible for the Israelites. The Israelites gathered all their
jewels and handed these over to him. He melted the ornaments and
forged a golden calf from it. A peculiar thing reported about him is
that he had collected some dust from under the hoofs of the horse of
the Archangel Jibra'il (Gabriel) at some occasion. Allah had made this
dust to have the effect of some kind of life. Samiri mixed this dust with
the molten metal while preparing the calf. This made the calf to emit a
sound like the mooing of a cow.
Having designed this satanic invention he invited the people to
worship the calf and said that it was god. He said that the Prophet
~ u s ?K-lI
a 'ijc had gone to speak with God to the mount of Sing; while
god had come to them in the form of this calf. Samiri already enjoyed a
place of respect among them, this unusual demonstration increased
their trust in him and they started worshipping the calf, and took it as
their god. The verse 148 has given a short description of this event
while another verse of the Holy Qur'En has described it in detail.
The verse 149 speaks of their remorse on this guilt and their repentance, while the verse 150 describes the events followed by the arrival
of the Prophet MGsa r ~+L lfrom the mount of S i n z . It described that
- the Prophet Musa r~~~
was extremely angry when he saw his
people in this state of ignorance. It is reported that Allah had
informed him of their perversion on the mount of Sinai. Now seeing
them in this state with his own eyes filled him with indignation. First,
he turned to his people and said: jg&;;- (-rf "How bad is the
did you act in
thing you have done in my absence1'..~cl;<i~+i " ~ b w
haste against the command of your Lord?" That is, you must have
waited until the book of Allah came to you. Some of the commentators
have said that it meant that they hastily decided that the Prophet
MGsa iWl& was dead. Then he turned to the Prophet Harun ;hl~
ji
whom he has left among them as his deputy. He wanted to free his
hand in order to grab him. He quickly put down the tablets of the
Torah and grabbed the head of his brother. This has been termed as
having dropped. The Arabic word used here is: LII I l q 2 which signifies
-dropping or throwing. This gives rise to a doubt that the Prophet Musa
rWI4 showed disrespect to the tablets of the Torah by throwing or

.

dropping them down. It is obvious that throwing the tablets of the
Torah was great sin, and equally obvious is the fact that all the
Prophets are innocent and free of all sins. The implication of the verse,
therefore, is that he put away the Tablets a s quickly in order to free
his hands, as seemed like having been dropped. The Holy Qur'an has
described it by using this word as a gesture of warning. (Bayan al-Qur'an)
Thereafter he turned to the Prophet H&En
&A
and grasped the
hair of his head. The Prophet Harun then gave him the true account of
the events and said that it was not his fault, for he stopped them from
this wicked act but they did not listen to him. They were so obstinate
about it that they were about to kill him. He said that he should not
count him among the ignorant people and should not let his enemies
laugh a t him by treating him in that way. This made the Prophet
Muss
+ cool down. At this occasion, he prayed to Allah, saying,
90,' < 7.50 , ,. &v'/
,'
Od,&'?;$$l~y''My
Lord, forgive me and my
I
brother, and admit us to Your mercy, and You are the most merciful of
all those who show mercy." He asked forgiveness for his brother for
any of his shortcoming with regard to his duties. He asked forgiveness
for himself either for his putting away the tablets of the Torah in a
hurry which the Holy Qur'an had described as having been 'dropped'
to make a gesture of warning, or perhaps, for educating people that
they should include themselves while asking forgiveness for others to
preclude the sense of complacency on their part.
7,

Verses 152 - 156

Surely, those who have taken the calf (as god) upon
them shall befall the wrath of Allah, and humiliation in
the worldly life. And that is, how we recompense the
fabricators. [I521And those who have done evil deeds,
then have repented thereafter, and have believed surely after that your Lord is most Forgiving, very
Merciful. [I531And when the fury of Miis; quieted down,
he picked up the Tablets, and in its contents there was
guidance, and mercy for those who are fearful before
their Lord. [I541 And MiisZ selected seventy men from
his people for Our appointment. Later when the earthquake seized them, he said, "My Lord, had it been Your
will, You could have destroyed them earlier, and me
too. Would You destroy us for what the foolish among
them have done? It is nothing but a trial from You,
wherewith you let go astray whom You will, and give
guidance to whom You will. You are our protector, so
forgive us, and have mercy on us and You are the best
among those who forgive. [I551 And write for us good in
this world and in the Hereafter. We turn to You in
repentance." He said, "As for My punishment, I afflict
with it whom I will. And My mercy extends to everything. So, I shall write it for those who fear, and pay
~ a k a hand
, those who do believe in Our verses. [I561

The first verse (152)has warned those who took to the worship of
the calf and persisted in it, of their sad fate in the Hereafter, and of
disgraceful life in this world.
The worldly life is also affected by the sinful deeds
A part of punishment of some sins is also given in this life. This is

what happened to Samiri. The Prophet Muss
"j, commanded him
to live apart from the people not touching any one with his hand nor
is he touched by any one of the people. Consequently for the rest of his
life he lived a deserted life of seclusion, walking about with animals.
No human did come near him.
Al-Qurtubi has reported on the authority of the Companion
Qatadah that his punishment from Allah was that whenever he
touched someone or was touched by anyone of the people both suffered
from fever. The author of Ruh al-Bayan has observed that the symptoms of this disease are still inherited by his generations. This verse
has ended with this sentence. 5 9 1S#@j "And this is how we recompence the fabricators." The Sheikh Sufyan ibn 'Uyainah has said that
those who invent new things in the Shari'ah (take to Bid'ah) also
commit the sin of fabrication and deserve such punishment. (Mazhari)
Imam Malik has also inferred from this verse that those who
invent new practices in the Shari'ah deserve the same punishment of
Allah's wrath in the Hereafter and disgrace in this life. (Qurtuba
The verse 153 speaks of the people who repented to Allah for their
sin after the admonitions of their Prophet, and fulfilled the formidable
condition of killing each other for their forgiveness. They killed each
other as was stipulated in the command of Allah for their forgiveness
by Allah. The Prophet Muss r~~ + called them to him and informed
them that Allah had accepted their repentance. The people killed in
this combat were awarded martyrdom while those who survived were
forgiven by Allah. This implies that those who get themselves involved
in sinful acts, if repent to Allah and correct their belief, Allah forgives
them in His mercy with no regard to the gravity of the act. I t is, therefore wise to turn to Allah in repentance instantly after every sinful
act.'
lifted up the
The verse 154 describes that the Prophet MKS; r~~
tablets of the Torah which contained guidance and blessing for those
who feared Allah. The Arabic word: &'Nushhal rendered as contents
signifies a writing copied from a book or other writings. There are
certain reports that inform us that the tablets had broken at the time
U
t
4s had put them away quickly. This time Allah
the Prophet Muss r
gave him the Torah written on some other material.

7

Seventy people and their Death
The verse 155 describes an unusual event. After the Prophet MGsE
XJI& brought the Torah for his people and bade them to follow it,
?
they, being a crooked and pretentious people, said that they were not
sure of it's being the word of Allah, and that the Prophet MGsZ ? ~ L J~
I j
might have written it himself. He prayed to Allah for making them
certain about it. Allah said to Miss
that he should choose
seventy men out of his people and bring them to the mount of Sinai,
He shall make them hear the word of Allah which was done as was
promised. But they said that they were not certain of the voice heard
by them as being the voice of God - 'We shall believe only when we see
Allah vividly.' Since this demand was based on ignorance and obstinacy, they evoked the wrath of Allah. They were caught by the earthquake from beneath and by a thunder clap from above. Instantly they
fell down on the ground as senseless as dead.
The word used in SGrah Al-Baqarah while describing this event is
(Gl.2)which signifies thunder, while in this verse the word ( i . 4 has
been used which denotes earthquake. The two words can be reconciled
by assuming that they were punished by both the thunder and the
earthquake. In short, they looked like dead, or perhaps they were
- & was extremely aggrieved by
really dead. The Prophet Musa
this incident. Firstly, because they were all prominent personalities of
the Israelites, secondly, he did not know how he would face his people
on his return. They woud blame him with the murder of all these
- & said to
people, and would even kill him. The Prophet Musa
Allah, ' 0 , my Lord, I know that it is not your will to kill them, as they
could be killed at earlier occasions more suited to their destruction.
They could be drowned with Pharaoh, or killed a t the time of calfworship, but you did not do so. I am sure that You do not want them
dead, but You aim at giving them warning in this way. Besides, You
cannot kill all of us for the bad deeds done by some foolish people.' He
also said, "0 my Lord, I know this is just a trial from You. You let
some people go astray with Your test and give guidance to some others
who percieve the wisdom and lesson inherent in them. I am also
among those who know that You are The Wise and All-Knowing. You
are the Most Merciful of all and the Most-forgiving. 0 my Lord, forgive
the insolence shown by these people." As a result of his prayer, all the

,

seventy men were raised to life.
The verse 156 contains the last portion of the prayer. It said: Z*'I;
~!~>!i,?ri
>fk
&I
2 "And write for us good in 'this world and in
t h e Hereafter. We turn to you in repentance." Allah Almighty
answered in response to this request:

4

,
m!i;u

z,sp C

"As for My punishment, I afflict with it whom I will. And My
Mercy extends to everything. So I shall write it for those who
fear, and pay Zakgh and those who do believe in Our verses".

That is, though all the disobedient deserve the punishment of
Allah but out of His mercy, which encircles everything, even the
wrath of Allah, He afflicts with His punishment only a few whom He
wills. His mercy is as great as includes everything, even those who
rebel Allah and deny Him are shown some of His mercy, though it is
limited to this world alone. When His mercy is so covering that it
includes even the disobedient, He will surely write it for those who
deserve it by fearing Allah, paying Zakah and by believing in His
was given the good news of it's
verses. Then the Prophet Muss +.tl+
acceptance.
The Commentators have varied opinion about the above interpret
ation of this prayer. This verse has no indication of the acceptance of
his prayer in clear words as in other cases the approval of his prayers
has been' clearly mentioned. For example, the approval of his prayer
has been mentioned in these words at another occasion (20:36): +-;is
#I
/': 0 MGsE you are given what you asked for." It is mentioned in
LUG
-/P 9 ,
;, 3
another verse (10:89) Ls~$.,~.+I (O! MGsG and Harun) your prayer has
been accepted." At this occasion (7:156), no mention of such approval
has been made. Some commentators have, therefore, suggested t h a t
this prayer of the Prophet MGsi +I i j , was not accepted in favour of
the Israelites, rather, it was accepted in favour of the Muslim Ummah.
The author of RGh al-Ma'ani has, however, said it to b e . a remote
possibility.

,
,
t

It

The correct interpretation, therefore, is that the Prayer of the
Prophet MisZ was comprised of two requests. The first, was of mercy
and forgiveness for those who were punished, and second for writing
the good for him and his people both in this world and in the Hereafter. The acceptance of the first request is mentioned in this verse
while the answer to the second request has been mentioned in the next
verse (157). In response to his first request he was told that Allah does
not punish every one who acts sinfully. He punishes only a few whom
He will for their transgession. Therefore these people also shall not be
punished. His Mercy is as great as covers every creation of Allah. Even
those who are punished are not completely deprived of His mercy,
since they could get harder punishment than they got. Allah has all
the powers to do everything He wills.
The Satan claimed that according to this verse he was also the
subject of His mercy because His mercy is said to be extending to
everything and he was one of 'everything.'
My teacher, the Sheikh Anwar KZshmiri has said that this verse
has indicated that His mercy can encircle every thing. It did not say
that His mercy shall encircle everything. In another verse of the Holy
Qur'Zn it has been said in more clear words:
"If they .disbelieve i n you say: 'Your Lord h a s allencompassing mercy; but His punishment cannot be warded
off from the evil-doers-6:147."

This has made it clear that vastness of His mercy does not
preclude the sinners from being punished by Him.
- -

In short, the first part of the invocation of the Prophet Musa &A
?WIin favour of these people for mercy and forgiveness was instantly
granted, but the second part asking for writing the perfect favour of
Allah both in this world and in the Hereafter was stipulated with
certain conditions. That is, as far as this world is concerned Allah can
make His mercy common to all without regard to their belief or disbelief, but the Hereafter is a distinct world where His Mercy shall be
limited only to those who fulfil certain conditions. Firstly, those who

fear Allah and take to piety that is, they fulfil all their religious obligations and avoid things forbidden by Allah, and pay Zakah regularly
out of their earnings, and thirdly, those who, firmly believe in His
verses without offering any pretences or false interpretations to them.
If these people too, fulfil the above conditions, the perfect favour shall
be written for them both in this world and in the Hereafter.
The next verse, however, has indicated that people who shall
perfectly fit the above description will be those coming after them in
the last age, and follow the last Prophet, consequently deserving the
perfect Mercy or favour of Allah. According to the report of Qatadah
cited above, the Satan claimed that he also deserved the Mercy of
Allah, for His Mercy extends to everything but the condition of 'Iman
(belief) etc. specified in the verse excluded him. Similarly, the Jews
and the Christians claimed that they too believed in Allah and paid
Zakah, therefore, they shall also get the perfect Mercy of Allah in both
the worlds. The next verse, however, included the condition of belief in
the last Prophet ,gand in the verses of the Qur'an. This has excluded
the Jews and the Christians who did not believe in the Holy Prophet
23

Verse 157
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Those who follow the Messenger, the ~ m m(unlettered)
i
prophet whom they find written with them in the
Torah and the Injrl (The gospels), and who bids them
the Fair and forbids the Unfair, and makes pure things
permissible for them and makes inpure things prohib-

j

j

ited to them, and relieves them of their burden, and of
the shackles that were upon them. So, those who
believe in him and strengthen him, and help him and
follow the light sent down with him, those are the ones
who are successful!' [I571

The Distinct virtues of the Muslim Ummah
This verse speaks of the people who, in actual sense, deserve the
perfect Mercy and complete favour of Allah asked by the Prophet Muss
rUI for his people. It said that the people fulfilling the conditions,
referred to in the previous verse, in real sense are those who follow the
unlettered Messenger of Allah. The verse, while speaking of these
people, described certain distinctive qualities of the Holy Prophet & .
Then the verse enjoined not only belief in him but also following the
commands and practice of the Holy Prophet &$ . This makes us uderstand that in conjunction with belief in Allah, practicing the Sunnah
(the practices) and the Shari'ah (The Law) of the Holy Prophet $& is
imperative for eternal success in the Hereafter.
The phrase
$1
js31"The Messenger, the unlettered prophet",
has mentioned three qualities of the Holy Prophet &$ . The Arabic
9
word: $1 'Umml"rendered as unlettered signifies a person who does not
know the art of reading and writing. The Holy Qur'an has referred to
the Arabs as: g f ' ~ m m i y y i n tbecause the Arabs generally had very
little to do with reading and writing. Being incapable of reading and
writing is, obviously not a quality, rather it is an indication of imperfection. No matter how unusual it may seem, the same sign of imperfection has come to serve the Holy Prophet & as a sign of his perfection of the highest degree, taking in view the unparalled erudition and
exemplary wisdom and learning preached and demonstrated by him.

A demonstration of perfect wisdom, showing wise practices and
behaviour by a man of letters is considered to be a fruit of his education, but when these and many other attributes of perfections of the
highest humanly imaginable degree come out of a personality, who did
not even know how to read and write, makes it as bright a miracle as
daylight. It is more surprising when we see him living in Makkah
(Mecca) for forty years without ever having any opportunity to learn.
Exactly when he is forty years of age, suddenly he starts speaking
things of such great wisdom and, in such a linguistic style and diction

that none in the world could produce a match of even the smallest part
of this word - the Qur7an. This is, indeed, a self-evident witness
affirming that the Holy Prophet & was the true Messenger of Allah
and Qur'an, the true word of Allah. The quality of being unlettered,
therefore, may be a defect for others but for the Holy Prophet & it is a
commendable a t t r i b ~ t e . ~
The fourth quality of the Holy Prophet & mentioned in this verse
is that they shall find him written in the Torah and the Injil (Evangel).
It may be noted that the verse did not say that they will find his
attributes or indications written in the Books. It said that they will
find him written in their revelations. It is an implicit indication that
the attributes and qualities of the Holy Prophet $& mentioned in the
Torah or the Injil shall be so expressive and with as clear details a s
seeing them will be similar to seeing the Holy Prophet & himself. The
mention of the Torah and the Injil, without a reference to the ZabGr
(The Book revealed to the Prophet DiiwLd [David]) is because the
Christians and the Jews believed in them, otherwise Zabur also
contained the description of the Holy Prophet g.

The Holy Prophet & in the early Books
The Present versions of the Torah and the Injil, having undergone
great changes and distortions have lost their essential quality of being
original and trustworthy. Despite this fact, they still contain expressions bearing reference to the Holy Prophet & . Besides, it is obvious
that the Holy Qur'an had declared, in definite terms, that the Torah
and Injil contained the descriptions of the Holy Prophet
. The Jews
and the Christians living in the period of the Holy Prophet would have
used this Qur'anic claim against the Prophet
and the Muslims, in
case this claim could be proved as not corresponding to reality. We find
that neither did the Jews nor the Christians ever try to refute this
1. The author here, refers to a verse of the Holy Qur'an (2:23) throwing a
challenge to the whole world to produce a s i r a h (chapter) comparable to any
of the Qur'anic Sirahs. Inability in meeting this challenge by the Arabs who
were a s boastful of their oratory a s to call the whole mankind excepting
themselves, the Ajam signifying a dumb person is certainly a clear evidence
of the miraculous character of the Holy Qur'an. (Translator)]

2. The verse under discussion has mentioned this attribute along with a s great
attributes a s Messenger and Prophet. This Qur'anic witness is enough to
show t h a t his being unlettered was equally a great attribute of the Holy
. (Translator)]
Prophet

claim, which is a witness of the truth that the Torah and the Injil
current in that period contained transparent references to the Holy
prophet & . Otherwise, the Jews and the Christians would have used
it as against this Qur'anic claim.
It may be noted that some of the attributes and qualities of the
Holy Prophet &- mentioned in these books have been reported in the
Holy Qur'an with reference to the Torah and the Injil, while some
other attributes have been reported in the Holy Traditions (Hadflh)by
those new Muslims who read them in these book themselves, and later
they had converted to Islam after reading such descriptions.
A l - B a i h a q i has reported the following event in Dala'il-alNubuwwah. The Companion Anas LZ &IdJhas reported that a boy
from the Jews was in the service of the Holy Prophet & . Once he was
sick, the Holy Prophet & went to his house where he saw the father of
the lad reciting some parts of the Torah beside his bed. The Holy
said to the father, "I bid you to tell me by the pledge of
Prophet
Allah if you find descriptions in the Torah indicating my coming as a
prophet and referring to my attributes?" He negated it. The son
instantly said "0 Prophet of Allah, my father is wrong. We find you
and your attributes mentioned in the Torah. I bear witness that there
is no god but Allah and that you are the Messenger of Allah." The Holy
Prophet & bade his Companions that they should perform his funeral
ceremonies, after his death, according to Islam because he was a
Muslim, after this witness. (Mazhari)

s

-

-

Sayyidna 'Ali r;c JJI has reported that the Holy Prophet s o w e d
some money to a Jew. He demanded the Prophet to pay him the money
back and said to him in a harsh tone that he will not let him go until
he gets his money back. The Holy Prophet & said to him that the Jew
had a right on him, and sat down by him saying that he will not go
until he lets him go willingly. The Holy Prophet
remained there for
the whole day and night. He offered the Zuhr, 'Asr, Maghrib and 'Isha',
and Fajr of the next day (from mid day to the next morning). The
Companions were greatly annoyed a t this behaviour from the Jew.
They were secretly admonishing the Jew so that he may let the
Prophet go. The Holy Prophet & having some idea asked them of what
they were doing. They said that it was unbearable for them to see the
&J

Prophet in the custody of a Jew. The Holy Prophet g said to them,
"My Lord has prohibited me from doing wrong to any one under the
covenant."
Next morning, the Jew who was highly impressed by this remarkable experience, came to the Holy Prophet $& and declared:
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"I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, and I bear
witness that you are the Messenger of Allah."

Subsequent to this declaration of his faith in Allah he said that by
detaining the Prophet & he meant nothing but to test the truth of his
attributes mentioned in the Torah. He said that he had read the
following description concerning him in the Torah. He also declared to
give away half of his wealth in the way of Allah. The description given
by him is this:
"Muhammad, the son of 'Abdullah. He shall be born in Makkah.
The place of his migration shall be Madinah. His country will be Syria.
He shall neither be a man of harsh temperament, nor shall he speak
roughly. He shall not make noise in bazars. He shall be away from the
acts of immodesty."
He said that he found out the truth of this description in him. He
was a wealthy person, and half of his wealth was a considerable
amount for the Muslims. (The above incident has been reported by Mazhar? with
reference to Dala'il al-Nubuwwah by Baihaqi)

Imam al-Baghawi has reported on the authority of Ka'ab %bar
that the Torah contained the following description with regard to the
Holy Prophet &$ .
"Muhammad is the Messenger and chosen servant of Allah.
He is neither a man of harsh temperament nor is he a man of
disagreeable speech. He does not cry in bazars, nor does he
return ill when ill is done to him. He forgives or ignores the
wrong-doers."
"His birth place is Makkah and his migration shall be to
Taybah (Madinah).His country is Syria and his people shall
be hammgdin. That is they shall praise Allah when in comfort
and when in trouble. They shall say TakbTr when ascending in

their travel. They shall watch the shadows in order to ascertain proper time of their prayers."
"He shall wear a sheet of cloth round his waist and keep his
hands and feet clean with ablution (Wudi). His man calling
for prayer shall raise his voice in the air. In battle fields they
shall line up as closely as in prayers. At nights their recitations shall be heard like humming of the bees."

Ibn 'Asakir and Ibn Sa'd have cited full chain of narrators saying
that Sahl Maula Khuthaimah has informed that he had read the
following description concerning the Holy Prophet & in the Injil
(Evangel):
"He shall neither be short nor shall he be tall, Colour shall be fair,
hair, in two locks. He shall bear a seal of prophethood on his body
between shoulders. He shall not accept alms, shall ride on camel and
by himself shall he milk the goat, and wear the patched clothes."
"He shall be in the line of Isma'il. His name shall be &mad:
Ibn Sa'd in his book 'Tabaqat', Darimi in his Musnad and Baihaqi
in his book Dala'il al-Nubuwwah have reported on the authority of
SayyidnG 'Abdullah ibn Salim, who was a great scholar of the Jews.
He said that Torah had contained the following description with
regard to the Holy Prophet & .
"0 Prophet, We have sent you as a witness over all the
nations of the world, as the bearer of good tidings to the righteous, as a Warner to the wrong doers and as Protector of the
ummiyyinl the unlettered Arabs. You are My Messenger and
servant. I have named you, 'Mutawakkil' (One who trusts
Allah). You are neither a man of harsh temperament, nor
quarrelling, nor crying in the markets. You do not return evil
in response to evil, rather forgive or ignore the wrong-doers.
Allah shall not let him die until he sets the crooked right and
make them believe in Allah exclusively, until he makes the
blind eyes see, dumb ears hear and sealed hearts open."

S a h i h al-Bukhari also contains a similar description on the
~
authority of Sayyidna 'Amr ibn al-'As r ; AI
. Besdes, al-Baihaqi has
reported the following statement in Dala'il-al-Nubuwwah, on the
authority of Wahb ibn Munabbih, the great scholar and expert in the

early books.
"Allah revealed to the Prophet DZwGd (David) in the ZabGr as
follows: ' 0 , DKwiid, there shall come a Prophet after you. His
name shall be Ahmad. I shall never be displeased with him,
nor he shall ever be disobedient to me. I have forgiven all of
his errors and omissions. I have enjoined upon his people, the
optional as well as the obligatory prayers that I had enjoined
upon the early Prophets. On the day of judgement they shall
come before me having the light similar to the light of the
- early prophets. 0 Dawud, I have blessed Muhammad and his
people with excellence over the people of other prophets. I
have favoured them with six special concessions which I did
not concede to the early people. They shall not be punished for
their inadvertent omissions. I shall forgive their unintentional
sins if they seek My forgiveness. The money they shall spend
willingly in My way, I shall give them manifold in return i n
this world also. "
.-5
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Those who shall say
b$ ; !&
L'Y,J! k!"We belong to Allah, and to
Him we are to return," when ever they are faced with some
distress, I shall turn their distress into blessing and mercy
and a means of his guidance to paradise. I shall accede to
their invocations, sometimes, by giving them what they asked
for, and sometimes, by storing their prayers to be granted on
the Day of Judgement." (Riih-al-Ma'zni)

The above are only a few out of hundreds of such Traditions which
have been collected by the religious scholars in separate volumes,
among them is Sheikh Rahmat Allah Kairanvi of India who has dealt
with this subject thoroughly in his book 'Izhar al-Haqq'. He has given
specific examples of such descriptions found in the current versions of
the Bible, despite the fact that they have been robbed of their originality through innumerable changes and distortions by the JudoChristian theologians. The Urdu version of this remarkable work has
been published in Pakistan.
Some additional attributes of the Holy Prophet & have also been
1. By the grace of Allah, I have the honour of rendering this work into
English. Three volumes of the English version have been published in
London. (Translator)

-

-

included in the descriptions found in the Torah and the Injil, among
them is his attribute of bidding good to people and preventing them
99,
from evil. 31
+l';s7$d,. The Arabic term Ma'rGf literally signifies
something recognized, acknowledged or known, while the term:@
'munkar' signifies strange, or unrecognized. That is, Ma'ruf refers to
the acts which are known and recognized in Islam while Munkar
refers to the acts which are not recognized or known. This has indicated that the act which was recognized by, or known to, the people of
the first century of Islam shall only be considered as good-deed otherwise it shall be termed as 'munkar' or rejected. This, in turn, makes us
understand that any act, not approved by the Companions and their
+L) cannot be considered as good-deed with no regard
disciples (*L.,
to how positive or agreeable it looks. The authentic Traditions have,
therefore, termed the acts not acknowledged or approved by the
Companions and their disciples as innovated acts ($i 56X)or 'bid'ah'
(innovation). In the next phrase of the verse the Holy Prophet & has
been described as having the attribute of inviting people to good and
& $1423~:3'\p$i
preventing them from evil. The verse (7:157) said: ;i('~
"Who bids them the Fair and forbids the Unfair." '

$4;

This attribute has been, a common attribute of all the Prophets, as
it had to be, because the very purpose of their being ordained by Allah
is to guide people to good and prevent them from evil. There must be
some reason in describing this attribute as a distinct feature of the
Holy Prophet & . A little reflection on his effective way of preaching,
and speaking to people according to their state of mind is enough to
show the distinction. The Arab bedouins who knew nothing except
grazing the camels and goats were spoken to in such a simple and
candid terms that made them understand effortlessly even complex
and speculative ideas. He used to receive delegates from the worldpowers of the time like Rome and Persia and from other tribes. They
were greatly impressed by his ingenuous approach in making his point
easiy intelligible to them. His god-gifted capability of making impact
on others by his speech was miraculously unusual and has been
acknowledged even by his enemies. Another attribute described in the
Torah was that through the Holy Prophet & , Allah shall make the
blind eyes see and dumb ears hear, and the sealed hearts open. This
may also have a reference to his effective method of preaching and

making things understood easily.
The verse under discussion has described second attribute that he
shall permit his people to eat pure things and shall prohibited impure
things. This implies that many things which, in fact were pure and
good, and had been forbidden for the Israelites as a punishment shall
be permitted by the Holy Prophet g for his people. For example, the
fat of permissible animals were forbidden for the Israelites as a
punishment against their sinful deeds.
For example, the fat of the properly slaughtered animal which was
forbidden for them was made permissible by the Holy Prophet JJI &
+, + for the Muslims. The example of impure things includes blood,
dead animals, liquor and all the prohibited animals. This also
includes impermissible means of income like gambling, interest and
bribes etc. (Al-SirGj al-Munir). Some scholars have included immorality
and ill manners also in impure things.
Next the verse speaks of the third attribute of the Holy Prophet &
//>.>
saying
$2 @I5 JYLYI
;$$!@
'$3 "And relieves them of their burden
and of the shackles that were upon them.

#

The Arabic word 'Isr',..=~signifies heavy burden enough to stop
movement, and the word 'Aihldl'is a plural of 'ghull' (3.1 signifying
handcuffs or shackle which binds the hands of a criminal with his
neck. Both the words refer to punishment and were not, in themselves,
a religious requirement. For example, the Israelites were essentially
required to cut away the piece of cloth having impurity on it. They
were not allowed simply to wash it away. Similarly the spoils of war
acquired during jihzd with infidels was not permissible for them.
Reportedly, a heavenly fire used to come and burn it up. They were not
allowed hunting on Sabbath (Saturday). The human organs involved in
committing sin were required to be cut off. The murderer had to be
essentially killed in retaliation with no regard to the nature of murder:
deliberate or homicide by mistake. They had no legal concession of
paying ransom.
The arduous injunctions described above have been regarded to in
this verse by the words burden and shackles. It is said that the Holy
& &I & shall abrogate such injunctions and replace them
Prophet ,&,

with easily practicable commandments. The Holy Prophet
has
referred to this aspect of Islamic Shari'ah in a Hadith saying 'that he is
leaving among them a n easy and practicable law which is neither
cumbersome nor susceptible to going astray'. In another tradition he
"Dfn(Islam) is easy".
said: %:r+i
Subsequent to the description of some attributes of the Holy
Prophet +, +&I& the verse has said:

"So, those who believe in him, and hold him in reverence, and
help him, and follow the light sent down with him, those are
the ones who are successful."
This verse has stipulated the achievement of success with four
conditions namely, belief in the Holy Prophet
, having reverence for
him, readily coming to his help and followingthe commandments of
the Holy Qur'an.
The word used for reverence in this verse is &>,> which is derived
from 'Ta'zir'. Lexically it means 'to stop someone, with love and' affection, from doing something, and to guard him. Sayyidna 'Abdullah bin
'Abbas a &I dJhas interpreted it as 'reverence. Almubarrad has
commented that it denotes the highest degree of reverence. The implication of the verse is that the achievement of everlasting success is the
destiny of those who, in addition to having love and respect for him,
are always ready to help him against his enemies. In the life of the
Holy Prophet +, & dl,& helping him was directly related to his
person; but after his departure helping his message or supporting the
Islamic Shari'ah is anologous to helping the Holy Prophet &.
The Holy Qur'an has been referred to with the word 'light'. Since
light does not require an external proof for its existence, similarly the
Qur'an, in itself, is a clear proof of its being divine and the word of
Allah, since the highest degree of wisdom and eloquence that it
contains is as evident as the sunlight which requires no proof for it's
existence. Specially so when it was spoken by an unlettered man.
Similar to light which is not only bright in itself, but has the characteristics of making the darks bright a s well, the Holy Qur'an has

enlightened the mankind which was lost in darkness.

The significance of the Sunnah:
The verse under discussion started with the worlds, "Those who
follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet," and has ended on the
phrase. "and follow the light sent down with him". The first phrase
&I
while the
enjoins the obedience of the Holy Prophet +, 4
second phrase bids to the obedience to the Qur7anicinjunctions. This
has indicated that eternal salvation is dependent on the obedience of
both, the Qur'an and the Sunnah, and that the obedience of the Holy
Prophet can be achieved only by following the way of his life - the
Sunnah.
Love and respect of the Prophet is essential
~h~ phrase ,FJ*9"4j'~I,o
"And hold him in reverence and help him."
&,J+

has been placed between the above two sentences, implying that the
+&I is not like the
obedience required for the Holy Prophet
obedience one has to show to the high ranking official out of some
necessity. This has to be the obedience in true sense of the word which
is a product of love and respect. That is to say, one should bear a s
much love and reverence for him as to make this obedience dearest to
him. People have varied relations with their Prophet. He is a Prophet,
a master, a commander and an object of great love at the same time.
Besides, the Prophet being superior to all his people in respect of
knowledge, wisdom, and social and moral behaviour demands, deep
respect or veneration on the part of his people.

+,

+,

+LLII & has perfection in each of the above
Our Messenger
aspects making it essential for the Muslims to fulfil the demands of all
his positions. He should be believed as a prophet, obeyed a s a
commander, venerated as a man of great knowledge and wisdom and
deeply loved and cherished for being very kind to them.
The obedience of the Prophet has to be a religious requirement for
the Muslims because the very purpose of his being sent down remains
unfulfilled without it. In the case of the Holy Prophet & Allah
Almighty has enjoined additional obligations upon the Muslims. In
"So
another verse of the Holy Qur'an we find the phrase:
that you assist him and honour him." (48:9) Yet in another verse people
have been warned that they should not raise their voices above the

:;q$'$;'~~i
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voice of the Holy Prophet

+, LJlt &I & . The verse said:

"0 Believers! do not raise your voices above the voice of the
Prophet." (49:2)

In another verse the Muslims have been advised in these words.

"0believers, do not go ahead in the presence of Allah and His
Messenger. (49:l)

The verse has warned the Muslims that they should not start their
speech before the speech of the Holy Prophet & in his presence. The
has taken it to imply that
Companion Sahl ibn 'Abdullah ALL JJI
people should not start talking before the Prophet of Allah speaks, and
should remain silent when he talks. Another verse of the Holy Qur'an
has prohibited the Muslims from calling the Messenger of Allah in a
manner they call each other. It said:
+J

"Do not make the calling of the Messenger, among yourself,
like the calling of one another." (24:63)

The Holy Qur'an warned the Muslims that all their good deeds
shall go waste if they show lack of respect to him.
The companions, who availed the company of the Holy Prophet &
most of their time, maintained the respect of the Holy Prophet
according to Qur'anic instructions. It has been reported that Sayyidna
Abu Bakr L;S JJI , after the revelation of the above verse, used to
speak with the Messenger of Allah as stealthily as saying some secret
.
to him. Same was the case with Sayyidna 'Umar al-FarGq r;s &I
d

J

&J

The companion 'Amr ibn 'As L L ~&I

>J

has said:

"None on earth is as dear to me as was the Messenger of Allah
but a t the same time I was unable to cast my looks at him. If I
am ever asked to describe him, I find it difficult since I have
never seen him enough as to give out his description."

Tirmidhi has reported Sayyidna Anas L L JJI
~
saying that whenever the Holy Prophet +, & &I & came in the assembly of the
+ - J

companions, people kept their eyes down with respect. Only Sayyidna
Abu Bakr and 'Umar @ JJI
raised their eyes and used to smile a t
them.
&J

'Urwah ibn Mas'ud was once sent to MadTnah for spying on the
Muslims. On his return to Makkah he reported, "I have seen the
courts of great kings like the king of Rome and Persia and I have met
King Negus but the respect and veneration I saw in the hearts of the
Muslims for their prophet was unique, never seen anywhere in the
world. I think you shall never succeed against them."
has reported in a
The Companion Mughirah ibn Shu'bah 1;5 Jjl
Tradition that the companions of the Prophet of Allah deemed it
against his respect to call him from outside his house. They knocked a t
his door with their finger nails to avoid making a loud sound. Even
after his departure the companions did not only avoid talking loudly in
his mosque, they also avoided raising their voice while giving sermons
in the mosque. A number of people could not help themselves from
weeping when some one made a mention of the Holy Prophet$!$ .
&J

This exemplary love and respect of the Holy Prophet +, ~ j *Is
11
let them share a considerable part of prophetic perfection and enjoy
the highest religious status next to the prophets.

Verses 158 - 159

Say, "0people, I am a messenger of Allah (sent) to you
from the One to whom belongs the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth. There is no god but He. He gives
life and brings death. So, believe in Allah and His
Messenger, the Ummi (unlettered) prophet, who
believes in Allah and in His words and follow him so
that you may get the right path!' [I581 And among the

community of Muss there are people who guide with
truth and do justice thereby. [I591

This verse speaks of one of the basic aspects of the prophethood
which is among the fundamental tenets of Islam. That is, the Holy
Prophet +A&
&I& has been sent as His Messenger to the entire
mankind and to the jinn (genies) coming into being upto the day of
judgment.
This verse has commanded the Holy Prophet +, 6& I
to make
general declaration that he has been sent to all the people of the
world, and that his prophethood was not limited to a particular people
and place as was the case with the early prophets who came to a
particular people and place and for a limited period of time.

He is the last of all Prophets

+,

The fact that the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I & has been sent down a t
the end of all prophets is an obvious reason behind the Islamic belief of
Finality of prophethood. His being the last of all prophets and coming
down for the guidance of all people of all future times leaves no room
for any other Prophet. The same fact provides with an explanation to a
characteristic quality of the Muslim Ummah. According to a Tradition
of the Holy Prophet
&A
&I & , there shall always be a group among
the Muslims who will keep defying the anti-Islamic forces and putting
resistance in the way of sacrilegious thought and practice. It will also
correct false interpretations of the Qur'an and the Sunnah. This group
shall be favoured by Allah with His special help and thereby will , ultimately, win over the opposite forces. It is because these people are
considered to be the real inheritors of the prophetic mission, faithfully
discharging their duty after the Holy Prophet &$.

+,

Imam al-Razi, udder the comments of the Qur'Gnic commandment
& ; i,
.&
,~ g I$$(B~ in the company of the truthful) has remarked that this
phrase has provided an assurance that a group of the truthful shall
always be available for people, otherwise the command of seeking
their company made no sense. Imam Razi has inferred the principle of
consensus ( r ~from
~ )this phrase. That is, the presence of the truthful
people was enough to preclude the agreement of the Muslim Ummah
on error.
Ibn Kathir has inferred from this verse that it has provided a proof

that the Holy Prophet +,&dl+
was the seal of the prophets
because his message was for all the people of the world and for all the
ages to come. According to some authentic Traditions, the Prophet
'IsZ r U I *-j, will also follow the Law of the Holy Prophet +, +L
after his descent from heavens in the last age. Apart from this verse
there are many other verses which speak in unmistakable terms of the
Finality of Prophethood. For example the Holy Qur'an said:

"And this Qur'an has been revealed to me that I may warn
you thereby, and whomsoever it may reach." (6:19)
This, evidently, enjoins the following of the Holy Qur'an upon all
~ j JJI
s & and to acquire
the people coming after the Holy Prophet
knowledge of the Qur'an.

+,

Some distinctions of the Holy Prophet &
Ibn Kathir has cited the Musnad of Imam &mad reporting by
authentic narrators that at the occasion of the battle of Tabuk, the
Holy Prophet & was engaged in the late night prayer (Tahajjud). The
companions gathered around him in a circle to save him from any
possible attack by the enemy. After completing the prayer the Holy
said, "This night I have been awarded with five
Prophet +,&A &I
distinctions, not awarded to any prophet before. Firstly, my prophethood has been extended to all mankind while the message of the
prophets prior to me was limited to their particular people only.
Secondly, my presence creates a feeling of dread in the hearts of my
enemy which overtakes him from a distance of one month's travel.
Thirdly, the spoils taken from the enemy have been made permissible
for my people, while it was prohibited for the early people. Fourthly,
Allah has made the whole earth a place for our prayers like a mosque,
and made it a purifier (in tayammum) for my people, while the prayers
of the early people was limited to their churches or synagogues. They
were not permitted to pray at home or out in the land. Besides, in the
absence of water my people are allowed to make use of soil, in place of
water for tayammum (a substitute of ablution). The early people were
not given this concession." Then, he said, emphatically that the fifth

distinction was, above all, the most promising and helpful. He
explained, "Every prophet was asked by Allah to make one particular
supplication which was to be essentially acceded to, and every prophet
made that invocation for their particular aim. Allah asked me too to
make such invocation. I preferred to reserve my invocation until the
Day of Judgement which will be of great use to you and to those who
follow and bear witness that there is no god but Allah."
Another Tradition reported by Imam &mad on the authority of the
~
has contained that the Holy
Companion Ab6 MGsa al-Ash'ari r ; &I
Prophet & said, "Any one hearing the news of my appearance, be he a
Muslim, Christian or Jew must believe in me, otherwise he will be
placed in Hell."
&J

Sahih al-Bukhari has reported the following incident with regard to
c I
once
this verse: Sayyidna Abu Bakr and Sayyidna 'Umar ~ g t A
had severe disagreement on a matter. Sayyidna 'Umar left the place to
t dJ
followed him in order
express his dissent. Sayyidna A b i Bakr ~ ;AI
to bring him round. Sayyidna 'Umar being angry with him entered his
house and locked the door upon him. Sayyidna A b i Bakr, having no
choice went to the Holy Prophet & and related the whole story to him.
Later, Sayyidna 'Umar r;s &IdJhad a feeling of regret for misbehaving
Sayyidna Abu Bakr, he too went to the Holy Prophet &$ and informed
him of the incident. The Companion A b i al-Darda' u &IubJ has
reported that the Holy Prophet & was annoyed a t it. Seeing that
was going to be admonished for it, Sayyidna
Sayyidna 'Umar r;s &I
AbG Bakr r;s &I
said to the Holy Prophet &, "My fault was greater".
At this point the Holy Prophet & said, "Can you people not leave one
of my companions alone and save him from the annoyance on your
part? Do you people not know when I declared by the will of Allah
G+ @I
,,$1 $g;$!$61 "0 people, I am a messenger of Allah sent to you
all," you all belied me? I t was A b i Bakr alone who testified to my
Prophethood."
+
J

&J

Gr

In short, this verse is a clear evidence proving that the Holy
Prophet & has been sent to the whole mankind. His message is for all
generations and for all times to come and for all places. No one can

achieve salvation without believing in him, even if he is faithfully and
devotedly practicing some other faith or book.
The next sentence of the verse reminds people that he has been
sent from the One to Whom the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth
belongs and who gives life to every living creature and brings death to
it. That is, He alone is the Lord of the Universe. The last sentence of
the verse said:

"So, believe i n Allah and His Messenger, the U m m i
(unlettered) prophet who believes in Allah and in his words,
and follow him so that you may get the right path."

After establishing the fact that the Holy Prophet ,&> cjs &I & was
sent for all the people of the world and for all times to come, and that
there is no other choice for any one but to follow his law - the Islam,
the verse enjoins the belief in Allah and in His Messenger, who is
Ummi, the unlettered. He, himself believes in Allah and in His words.
The people should, therefore, follow him to keep themselves on the
right path.
The 'words' ~su
refer to the word of Allah revealed to his prophets
like the Torah, Evangile (the book revealed to the Prophet 'fsa (Jesus))
and the Qur'an. It may be noted that the command of believing in him
is followed by another command of following him. This has indicated
that sheer belief or making the verbal utterances of belief, is not
enough for guidance or salvation. Practicing Islamic Shari'ah is essentially required for one's salvation in the Hereafter.
The great saint and spiritual leader Sheikh Junaid of Baghdad has
remarked that all the paths leading to Allah are closed except the path
.
specifically defined by the Holy Prophet +, +&I

The Truthful among the Israelites
,,9,59.9
f,y,:
The verse 159 said: $
;+&+
:;,
+,,+i'i #9 r$ $
; "Among the commu- nity of Musa there are people who guide to the truth, and do justice
thereby." That is, there is a group among the Israelites who follows the

truth and decides their controversies according to the dictates of the
Truth - Islam. Which are the people referred to in this verse as
following the truth among the Israelites? This refers to the people who
faithfully followed the commandments of the Torah and the Injil a t the
time they were revealed, and those who readily accepted the faith of
Islam after the appearance of the Holy Prophet
r j t &I
according
to the predictions contained in the Torah and the Injil. The Holy
Qur'an has referred to this group in a number of verses in commendable terms. There is a verse which said: WI'$I $lf&k?%f&'~
$i&
/,99,, f/
,u, d l "Among the people of the Book there are those whoyare
steadfast, they recite the verses of Allah in the night hours, and they
prostrate." (2:113)
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"Those to whom We gave the book before this, they do believe
in this (Qur'an)". (28:52)
Under the comments on this verse we find a narrative in the
commentaries of Ibn Jarir and Ibn Kathir. A group of Israelites who
greatly despised the corrupt practices of the Israelites had prayed
Allah for having a separate land away from the other tribes so that
they might practice according to the original faith preached by the
Prophet MEsa t~~ 4.Allah carried them to a land somewhere in the
far East where they faithfully practised their faith.
Another favour of Allah bestowed upon them was that in the time
they were granted an opportunity to
c
of the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
Ljs A&.
embrace Islam directly on the hands of the Holy Prophet
In the night of Ascension
+.L) the Archangel Jibra'il (Gabriel) took
the Holy Prophet +~ j &I&
s
to these people on the way to heavens.
They accepted the faith and the Holy Prophet
&&I
C+LP taught
them some SGrahs (chapters) of the Holy Qur'an.

+,

I

I

+,

The Prophet of Allah asked them if they had some means of
weighing and measuring and what other means of subsistence did
they have? They answered that their usual practice was that they
cultivated the land and collected the whole produce together in a heap.
The people came and took from it according to their need. They said,
"We do not, therefore, need any weights and measures." The Holy

+

Prophet
A
&
dl& asked them if any one of them ever told lies. They
said that no one among them ever told lies because it was a usual
practice that any person speaking a lie was burnt up by a heavenly
fire. He asked them as to why all their houses were of the same type?
They answered, that it was to avoid the possibility of showing off one's
affluence as compared to others. He asked them why they had built up
their graves in front of their houses? They said that this made them
remember their death all the times.

+,

6 &I
returned from heavens to
After the Holy Prophet
Makkah, this verse was revealed to him. Al-Qurtubi, under the
comments of this verse has narrated this event along with other
suggestions and has remarked that this narrative was not authentic.
Ibn Kathir, however, has termed it as an unusual event but did not
reject it.
In short, this verse makes us understand that there has always
been a group among the Israelites who followed the Truth. Be they the
people described above or the ones who embraced Islam after the
appearance of the Holy Prophet +, 4 dl & .

Verses 160 - 162

And We divided them into twelve tribes, as separate

communities. And we revealed to Misi when his people
asked him for water, "Strike the rock with your staff!'
Then twelve springs gushed forth from it. Each tribe
came to know their drinking place. And We shaded
them with the shadow of the clouds. And we sent down
to them the 'Mann' and the ' ~ a l w a "(saying),'Eat of the
good things we have provided you!' And they did us no
harm, rather they have been harming their own selves.
[I601

And when it was said to them, "Live in this town and
eat therefrom any where you like, and say, 'Hittah' (we
seek forgiveness) and enter the gate prostrating, so
that We forgive your errors. We shall give much more
to those good-in-deeds."[I611
But those of them who were unjust substituted another
word for the one that was said to them. So, We sent
down upon them a scourge from the heavens, because
they have been transgressing. [I621

The above verses have enumerated various favours t h a t Allah
bestowed upon the Israelites, and spoke of their deviation from the
commands of Allah resulting in a heavenly punishment for their transgression. The translation of the verses given above is self explanatory
and the relevant details have already been given in Surah Al-Baqarah
(First volume of this book, translation and commentary under verses 57-59, pages 217221).

Verses 163 - 166

1. Manna which is "Man-hu' in Hebrew has been described in Exodus (14:14)
in these words, "a small round thing, as small as a hoar frost on the
ground". According to 'Abdullah YGsuf 'All, it usually rotted if left over till
next day; it melted in the hot sun. The amount necessary for each man was
about a n omer, a Hebrew measure of capacity equal to 2 112 quarts. This is
the Hebrew account probably distorted by traditional exaggeration. The
actual Manna found to this day in the region of Sinai is gummy saccharine
found on a species of Tamarisk. As to 'Salwa' i t is a quail, large flights of
them are driven by winds in the Eastern Mediterranean in certain seasons
of the year, as was witnessed during the Great War 1914-1918 by many
Indian officers who campainged between Egypt and Palestine. (The Holy
Qur'an by YJsuf Ali vol. 1 page 31) -- Translator.
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And ask them about the town which was situated by
the sea, when they used to transgress in the matter of
Sabbath, when their fish came to them openly on the
Sabbath, and did not come when they did not have
Sabbath. In this way, We put them to a test, because
they used to act sinfully. [I631
And when a group of them said, 'Why do you preach to
a people whom Allah is going to destroy or punish with
a severe punishment? They said, 'To absolve ourselves
before your Lord, and in order that they may fear
Allah!' [I641
So when they forgot the advice they were given, We
saved those who used to forbid evil and seized those
who transgressed, with a bitter punishment, because
they had been disobeying. [I651
So, when they persisted in doing what they were
forbidden from, We said to them, 'become apes, humiliated!' [I661

The detailed discussion of the events contained in the above verses
have been produced in the first volume of this work in SGrah AlBaqarah (under verses 58-60, pages 211-2231, Those interested may refer to
those verses for details.
s & has been asked to warn the IsraeThe Holy Prophet pLYJ r t ~ JII
lites present in his time by reminding them the events related in these
verses. The events referred to in these verses are clear and require no
explanation.

~Grah
Al-A'rif : 7 : 167 - 169
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Verses 167 169

And When your Lord declared that He would surely
keep sending, till the Day of Doom, those who inflict on
them evil punishment. Certainly, your Lord is swift in
punishing, and certainly He is the Most-forgiving,Very
Merciful. [I671
And we divided them on the earth as separate communities. Some of them are righteous, while some others
are otherwise. And we tested them with good
(happenings) and with bad happenings, so that they
might return. [I681
Then after them, came a generation who inherited the
Book, taking to the mundane stuff of this world and
saying, 'We shall be forgiven." And if there comes to
them similar stuff they would take to it (again). Were
they not made to enter the covenant contained in the
Book that they should not say, about Allah, anything
but the truth? And they learnt what it contained. And
the abode is better for those who fear Allah. Have you
then, no sense? [I691

The first two verses (167 and 168) have referred to the two punishments given to the Israelites. Firstly, Allah will keep sending up to the
Day of Doom, some individuals or groups of people who will punish

and bring disgrace to them. In fact, this is what has been happening to
them up to this day. They had been dominated and disdainfully
treated by others as has been recorded by history. me may not be in
doubt about their present government in a part of Palestine, as it is a
common knowledge that the state of Israel is, in fact, a part of the
world powers, created by them for their political objectives against the
Muslim U m m a h . They are still ruled over and dominated by the colonial powers. It is, in fact, a military base of America. The day these
powers stop providing them with their aid they shall not be able to
maintain their existence for long.
The second punishment has been mentioned in verse 168. That is,
Jewish populace has been cut into fragments scattered in all the parts
of the world they could not integrate themselves into a solid nation.
4 J@;
"And we divided t h e m on the earth a s
The phrase >f4:$
separate comm;nitiesp'. has refered to this fact. The Arabic word
J
signifies breaking into pieces. While the word +I is plural of U m m a h ,
which means 'a group', 'a party'. The verse means that Allah has
divided them into fragments making them scattered on the earth.
This indicates that being integrated in a whole, or having an entity
as a nation is a blessing of Allah while getting disorganized into parts
separated from each other is a punishment from Him. The Muslims
have always enjoyed the blessing of having their own entity, and being
recognized as an organized people in the world. Starting right from
Madinah in the time of the Holy Prophet +,+A &I
up to this day
they have their own independent rule in various parts of the earth.
The presence of Islamic countries from the far East to the West is an
obvious proof of this fact.
Their present state in Palestine should not cause any doubt as they
have to come together in a place in the last age according to the proph6 &I&
. He informed us in
ecies made by the Holy Prophet
Ljs shall come down to the
authentic Traditions that Prophet 'IsZ +tl
earth from heavens before the end of the world, and all the Christians
shall embrace Islam. He shall fight a war against the Jews and put
them to death. The culprits of Allah are not summoned through police,
or other agencies; they are driven to their place of death by the causes
created by the will of Allah.

+,

The Prophet 'Is5 (Jesus)
4 is to descend from heavens in the
land of Syria. He shall fight war with the Jews. The Prophet 1s; &
rXJI has been saved the trouble of seeking the Jews in different parts
of the world by causing them to gather in Palestine. As to their
present political power and sovereignty in the State of Israel, it is a
delusion which beguiles only those who are not conversant with the
world politics. The so called 'State of Israel' is, in fact, a common camp
ground of the big powers like America, Russia, and England. I t
depends upon the aid of its masters for its existence. It has to serve
the aims and objectives of its Masters. They are still living in real
servitude, and are deprived of their free rule in true sense of the word.
The Holy Qur'an has informed us of their disgrace and distress up
to the end of time in these words:

"And when your Lord declared that he would surely keep
sending till the Day of Doom, those who inflict upon them an
evil punishment."

History has recorded that they have been continually persecuted
by one people or another right from the time of the Prophet Sulayman
rY.,JI LJt to the present age. Their imprisonment by Nebuchadnassar
and persecution at the hands of subsequent kings, then their defeat
&A
&I
and ignominious fate a t the hands of the Holy Prophet
and his Caliph 'Umar al-Fi'aruq *;5 &I
1 are obvious example of this
fact.

+,

&J

The second phrase of this verse is this:

"Some of them are righteous, and some of them are otherwise".

The righteous people among them are those who followed the
commandments of the Torah faithfully and did not try to distort them
as others did. The people termed as 'otherwise' include infidels and
those who obstinately disobeyed their prophets and even killed them.
The terms 'righteous' and 'otherwise' may also refer to the people who
1. The recent persecution of the Jews a t the hands of Hitler in the second
world war is a fresh example of this Qur'gnic declaration. (Translator)

+,

believed in the Holy Prophet
4 dl & and followed the Qur'anic
guidance after it's revelation. Opposed to them are those believing in
the Torah as the word of Allah, disobeyed it or distorted its commandment and thus sold out their eternal salvation for petty gains of this
world. The last phrase of this verse has said:

"And we tested them with good happenings and bad happenings so that they might return."

The "goood happenings" refer to their state of prosperity, comfort
and ease while 'bad happenings' has reference either to their various
persecutions and calamities faced by them throughout their history, or
it may have referred to some period of famine coming upon them as
punishment. Both the methods of testing their obedience were used in
their case. Prosperity and wealth were given to them to see if they
show their gratefulness to their Lord. When they were a failure in this
test, they were made to undergo many punishments already discussed
in the foregoing verses.
Their perversion of thought and practice had gone to such extent
that in the time of prosperity they said:

"Allah is poor and we are rich." (3:181)
dl+ "Allah's hand is
while in times of their destitution they said:
shackled." (5:64) Another implication of the verse is that prosperity or
poverty, happiness or suffering are sent as a test to mankind in order
to judge the faith and love of the created for the Creator. Both, prosperity and suffering should be of no real concern to the men of understanding, as they are temporary and have to end.

It is, therefore, not wise to show arrogance for one's prosperity or
being dejected for one's impoverishment. A persian poet said:

-

>Lsp~,t!J-++~-+~+
"Neither happiness awarded u s with real benefit nor did
sorrow make us weep. Both came as guests to our resolute
spirit."

The verse 169 has said:

"Then, after them came a generation, who inherited the Book,
taking to the mundane stuff of this world and saying: 'We
shall be forgiven.' And if there comes to them similar stuff,
they would take to it (again).
The Arabic word GiZ is a past tense of 2% signifying a deputy or a
person trusted with one's work in one's absence.
The second word used here is &
' with the merged sound of the
second letter Lam, generally denoting a deputy who is marked with
wickedness, as opposed to the good practices of his elders. The word
$<; is a derivative of 26, that is, inheritance. The next word is g;;
meaning something bought with money. Sometimes, it is used just for
something possessed. The use of this word for money indicates that
any thing owned in this world is temporary, because this word, as an
antonym of 'Jauhar' (substance), is used for an object which requires
something else to show its existence like colour which requires another
:' which
thing to show itself. The word 3;i has been derived from 5
denotes nearness or lack of distance. The word c f i s a faminine gender
of this word. The word d;imay also be taken to be a derivative of :id;
which signifies disgrace. In this case the word shall refer to something
disgraced.
The verse implies that there were two groups of people among the
early Jews, the righteous and the wrong-doers. The people coming in
later generations who inherited the Torah, however, acted opposite to
their elders and made the Book an object of trading or a means of their
earning. They used to manipulate and distort the text of the Torah for
some money offered to them for this purpose. Moreover, "they said:
"We shall be forgiven". In spite of committing as great a sin
as distorting the text of the Book of Allah, they claimed their forgiveness by Allah. They are warned of this error in the very next sentence.
saying: 9&'?49+9.
(,&& A,,+ &
+,, j!j "If there comes to them similar stuff they

.-

s
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would take to it (ag&)." That is to say, they are in such a state of
perversion that in case they are offered money for changing another

text, they shall readily accept it. The verse has implied that forgiveness of Allah is always there to those who are mindful of their error
and turn to their Lord in repentence showing their remorse over what
they have done, and making firm promise of not repeating the same
mistake again. Being persistent in their sinful acts and claiming their
forgiveness is sheer self deception. The next part of the verse puts a
question to them, whether they were not made to enter a covenant
with Allah that they shall never say anything but truth about Allah.
Yes, they read this pledge in their Book. This is nothing but their
impudence and obstinacy that stops them from realizing the truth of
the Hereafter which is exclusively the fate of those who fear Allah.

-

Verses 170 171

And those who hold fast the book and establish the
~alah
(are righteous) - Surely, Allah does not waste the
reward of the righteous. [I701
And when We raised the mountain over them as
though it were a canopy, and they thought it was
falling upon them. (We said,) "Hold firmly what We
have given to you and remember what is therein, so
that you may become God-fearing."[I711

The preceding verse (169) contained a mention of a covenant made
with the religious leaders of the Israelites in particular, that they shall
not make any changes in the Torah and shall not ascribe to Allah
anything but the truth. It has already been mentioned that they
violated this pledge and distorted the contents of the Torah for petty
amounts of money. This verse is an extension of the same theme. It
says that there are some among their religious leaders who are truthfully following the commands of the Torah and are firmly adhering to
its guidance. They established the Salah as was required. The verse
has provided with an assurance to such people that they shall not be

deprived of their reward. That is, those who have been true to their
faith and fulfilled its demands are righteous people among them.
There are some points of discussion related to this verse. The term
'Book' most probably refers to the Torah. Another possibility is that it
refers to all the heavenly books of Allah like Torah, Injil and the
~ u r ' a n Another
.
point to be noted is that merely keeping the book of
Allah and showing respect to it without following its' commandments
does not fulfil the very object of its revelation. It is why the verse has
used the word ;&"Hold
fast", in place of $tor zjf@"those who take
it or read it. Holding fast the Book requires to follow all it's injunctions
and commands.
The next thing we note in this verse is that out of a large number
of doctrines of the Torah the verse has made mention of "establishing
'Salah' only. This is because the Salah is the most significant and
purposeful act among the precepts enjoined by Allah. This is, in fact,
the most basic and quintessential way of expressing one's faith in, and
obedience to, Allah. Offering the Salah regularly makes one capable of
being regular in other worships more willingly and with more ease.
The Holy Prophet +, 4 &I& has termed the Salah as being the pillar
of Islam. The whole edifice of Islam rests on it. Whoever has erected it
properly has built the whole structure of his faith on a stronghold. Any
one not regular in Salah, is of no worth to Allah, even if he is seen
reciting His name all the times and has unusual visions and does
extraordinary acts.
The next verse (171) described another incident of the Israelites
when they were forced to promise their obedience to the law of the
Torah. It has also been mentioned in the S h a h al-Baqarah. The
Arabic word 'Esignifies drawing or lifting up. In the S i r a h alBaqarah the word I%,'. has been used which denotes the act of raising
up. Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u &Id Jhas therefore, taken the
word &to'
signify raising high. The Arabic word 'Zullah' & means a
sunshade or a canopy.
- -

The verse refers to the time when the Prophet Musa rUIL& came
back from the mount of Sinai with the book of Torah. They found
therein many injunctions which they thought were difficult for them,
to follow. They started showing their unwillingness for obeying those

commandments. Allah commanded the Archangel Jibra'il ?x.JI LjC to
raise the mount of Sinai upon their town. The area of this town is
reported to have been three square miles. When the ,mount of Sinai
was hanged over their heads they fell down prostrating themselves out
of fear and promised their obedience to the Law of Moses (the Torah).
The future events, however, witnessed their deviation from the Law
every now and again.

No compulsion in Faith
The above incident gives rise to a question. Why the Israelites were
forced to make a promise of their obedience while the Holy Qur'an has
"There
4 is no compulsion in Faith?" (2:256) The
declared $91 4 213~
answer is quite simple. None of the disbelievers has ever been forced
to accept faith, nor any one is allowed to use force for this purpose.
However, those who have already entered the covenant of faith out of
their free will and, later, deviate from the commandments of Allah just
for avoiding their commitments, shall essentially be forced to abide by
the rules and regulations of the Law. In case of deviation from their
duty they must be held liable to punishments prescribed by the Law.
This is what exactly happened in this incident. They had already
believed in Allah and in His Prophet and had entered the covenant of
Faith. What they did was to deny from obeying the Law of the Torah
and rightly were forced to fulfil their commitment.

-

Verses 172 174

And when your Lord brought forth from the children of
Adam, that is, from their backs, their progeny, and made
them testify about themselves, "AmI not your Lord?"They
said, "Of course You are, we affirm"- lest you should say
on the Day of Doom, 'We were ignorant of this," [I721 or
you should say, "It was our forefathers who associated

partners with Allah, and we were (only) a progeny after
them. Then, would you destroy us on account of what the
false ones did?" [I731 And this is how we elaborate the
verses, so that they may return. [I741

The covenant of Alust: d l +
These two verses describe the event of the great heavenly covenant
which the Creator, Allah, made with all His created being even before
they took the form of their existence. This covenant is known as the
covenant of Alust (ST).
Allah is the creator of all the worlds, the heavens, the earth and
whatever exists between them. His infinite wisdom and allencompassing knowledge has designed and manufactured this
universe with as much perfection as leaves no room for any doubt or
question. He has created everything with a wise set of rules and regulations. Following these laws ensures people of eternal success and
ever-lasting peace and comfort while deviation from these principles
makes one liable to punishments prescribed by Allah.
We may also note that His all-encompassing knowledge and infinite wisdom was enough to decide the fate of all the created beings
without assigning His angels to watch over and keep the record of the
deeds of His servants, and without weighing their deeds in the
Balance on the day of Judgement. It is because He is All-Aware of the
deeds, even of the hidden thoughts and intentions of His servants
without the remotest possibility of making wrong judgement.
His Grace and perfect Justice, however, chose that none should he
punished without providing him with documentary evidences of his
sinful acts, in a way, that sinner himself finds no choice but to readily
acknowledge his sinful deeds.
He appointed some of His angels to record each and every act done
by an individual. The Holy Qur'Zn said:
9
%+j4d5~j$kwL'
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"He utters not a word but there is by him a vigilant watcher." (50:18)
1. According to SayyidnZ Ibn 'Abbas GS &I A, everything good or bad about a
mortal is recorded by his guardian angels" (A study of al-Qur'an al-Karim
vol. 4 p. 969, by La'l Muhammad Chawla) {Translator]

SGrah Al-A6r%f
: 7 : 172 - 174
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In another verse the Holy Qur'in said: *$d$ , : j ~r "And everything small and great is written down." (5453; ?hen, on the Day of
Judgement the Balance shall be set to weigh the good and bad deeds of
all people. Those whose good deeds weigh heavy shall be rewarded
with salvation while those whose bad deeds weigh heavier shall be
punished.
w9

Moreover, when Allah, the Best of All Judges shall hold His court
on the Day of Judgement, He shall call for witnesses on the deeds of
every individual. Certain wrongful people shall falsify certain
witnesses. Allah shall ask his physical organs to bear witness to his
deeds. They shall be given power to speak and bear witness against
them. The places where the deeds were done shall also come to witness
against them until they shall find no way to belie the witnesses and
finally will make confession of their evil deeds. The Holy Qur'an
referred to it in these words:

"So,they will confess their sins, but far removed (from Allah's
Mercy) are the companions of the blazing fire."(67:ll)
We also note that Allah, who is the most kind and loving did not
leave His servants at the mercy of law and regulations only. He, out of
His kindness, provided His servants with complete guidance through
His prophets and the Books, in order to save them from eternal
punishment.
Like the kind parents who make it essential for their children to go
to school every morning also make sure that their children get all
their requirements ready before time to facilitate their following the
law of school-going with all possible ease. Allah, who is free from all
similarities is more loving and kind to His servants than are the
parents to their children. He did not only formulate the laws but made
them a source of real guidance. Along with the commandments He also
taught how people can carry out His commandments with ease and
readiness.
Apart from sending His messengers and divine books to His
servants He appointed a large number of His angels to help and guide
people to the right path. Besides, He created clear signs of His Power
and wisdom all around so that people may use their own observation

and understanding to distinguish right from wrong, and to remember
their Creator. He repeatedly invited people to make use of their observation and understanding when seeing His signs scattered all around
them. He said, in the Holy Qur'an :

"And on the earth are signs for those who have firm faith, and
also in your own selves. Do you not see then?" (15:20)

Another arrangement made by Allah to make people act righteously was to make them enter into covenants with Him through His
prophets. The Holy Qur7Znhas references to a number of such covenants made with various people i.n varied circumstances. The Prophets
were made to promise that they shall essentially convey Allah's
message to their people without any regard to difficulties and reproach
from them. This pious group of prophets did convey Allah's message as
faithfully as was possible and sarificed all that they had in this way.
Similarly the people of every prophet were made to promise to obey
their prophet, and in some special cases, to spend all their energy in
carrying out particular commands. Some people fulfilled their promise
while some others did not.
Among such covenants the most significant one is the covenant
which all the prophets were made to enter regarding the Holy Prophet
4 JJI
that all the prophets shall follow the last of all prophets
and assist him when they find some opportunity to do so. The Holy
Qur'Zn has mentioned this covenant in the following verse:

+,

"And when Allah made the prophets take pledge: (saying) If I
give you a book and wisdom, then comes to you a messenger
1. This verse has referred to two kinds of signs; external and internal. The
external signs are profusely available all around us; the heavens the earth,
the oceans, mountains, plants and trees, fruits of different colour and
taste; they provide us with unmistakable guidance to our Lord. The
internal signs include the process of our reproduction, our physique, our
thoughts, intentions emotions and sentiments of happiness and sorrow. A
little reflection on these signs positively leads us to the Creator and makes
us to express our gratefulness to Him. (Translator)

verifying what is with you, you shall have to believe in him
and you shall have to support him." (3:81)

The Significance of Bay'ah ( L T Swearing Allegiance)
The traditional way of taking pledge (bay'ah: discipleship) from the
devoted followers, is infact, in pursuance of this practice of Allah. The
Prophets, their companions and spiritual leaders have been taking the
pledge of allegiance from their followers. The incident of 'Bay'ah alRizwan' has been mentioned in the Holy Qur'an. It said:
C
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"Allah was certainly well pleased with the believers when
they swore fidelity to you (0 Prophet) under the tree." (48:18)

+,

The Holy Prophet
4dl& took such pledge of allegiance from
his companions on many occasions. 'Bay'ah al-'Aqabah' is a famous
pre-migration covenant made with the Ansars of Madinah. The customary way of Sufis to take pledge from their followers, is a covenant
taken for practising the commandments of Allah regularly and
strengthening their belief in Allah by frequent remembrance of their
Lord. The way of swearing fealty to some one has many advantages
and draws 'Barahah' from Allah.
After swearing fealty to some Sheikh (Spiritual Master), a follower
feels himself more willing and inclined to practise the religious obligations, and is more conscious in seeking the pleasure of Allah.
The above description of Bay'ah also clears away a misconception
common among the men of little knowledge that by putting one's hand
in the hands of some Sheikh or spiritual leader is enough for one's
salvation in the Hereafter. This is absolutely an erroneous notion a s
swearing allegiance is a pledge taken for following practical guidance
according to the instructions given by the Sheikh. Therefore, only
placing one's hands into the hands of a Sheikh is simply of no use.
Rather, it is a deviation from the pledge and may incur the wrath of
Allah.
-

1. By implication this pledge taken by all the prophets makes it.binding on
the followers of all the prophets to believe in the Holy Prophet & and to
follow him and support him in achieving his objectives. I t makes binding
upon them to follow the law given by the last of all prophets. (Translator)

The verse (172) speaking of the covenant of Eternity A
T
+ in the
for the children of Adam.
preceding pages has used the word
According to Imam Raghib al-Isfahani the word
has been derived
from the Arabic root .,i which signifies to create. The Holy Qur'an has
used this word to signify the same meanings in a number of verses.
The word 'Dhurriyyah' ($4) therefore signifies all those created. This
implies that the covenant of Eternity included all the human beings as
they are the progeny of Adam r~~ 1-15 .

c[

We find some more information about this covenant in the literature of H a d 3 h . Imam Malik, Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi and Imam &mad
have reported on the authority of Muslim bin Yasar that some people
sl
of the connotation
asked the Caliph 'Sayyidna 'Umar al-Faruq ~ ; d
of this verse. He said that the same question was put to the Holy
and the answer of the Holy Prophet
+.L J j l
Prophet +, Ljc JJI
as he heard it was as follows:
&J

+,

then He placed His
"Allah Almighty first created Adam rKJI 4,
hand upon his back, and drew forth all the righteous descendants of
Adam who were to come into being and said, "I have created them for
the Paradise, and they shall act righteously as to deserve Paradise.
Then He placed His hand on the back of Adam and all the wicked
descendants that were to come into being appeared. He said, "I have
created them for the Hell, and they shall act wickedly as to lead them
to Hell."
$ asked
Someone from among the companions of the Holy Prophet $
him, "When Allah has already decided the fate of the mankind why the
people are asked to do good deeds, while they are of no effect. The Holy
said, "Whoever is crated for Paradise, he starts
Prophet +, +&I
doing good deeds making him worthy of paradise and he dies in this
state, while the one created for the Hell involves himself in wicked
acts making him liable of the fires of Hell until he dies doing such
deeds as leads him to the Hell."

That is to say, when one is not aware of the category he belongs to,
he must invest all his effort and energy in doing such deeds a s are the
characteristic of the people of Paradise and should be hopeful of his
being one among them.

The Tradition reported by Imam &mad on the authority of the
Companion Abu al-Darda' LLS
has added that the people who
appeared the first time were of fair colour while thoso appearing the
second time were black.
The same description reported by Tirmidhi on the authority of the
Companion Abu Hurairah u dl dJhas additionally reported that all
the children of Adam who were to come in the world upto the end of
time had a kind of brilliance on their foreheads.
Here we are faced with two descriptions apparently differing from
one another. The descriptions given by the above traditions have
described the children of Adam coming out of the back of the Prophet
Adam ?%.tI A& while the Qur'anic verse under discussion has related
them as coming forth from the backs of the progeny of Adam r%.tlA& .
In fact, there is no conflict between the two descriptions as the direct
descendants of Adam are described as coming forth from the back of
Adam +I .cjc while the people coming after them have been described
as coming forth from the backs of his descendants.
The aim of this pledge taken from the whole mankind was to make
them acknowledge t h a t Allah Almighty is the Nourisher, The
Sustainer or the Lord of all the created beings. This implies that the
children of Adam r~~
coming forth from the back of the Prophet
Adam WI4 were not in the form of spirit alone but also had a
certain kind of physique made of some fine elements. It is because the
function of nourishing is directly related to body which is made to
progress from one state to another. The spirits do not require this kind
of nourishment as they remain in one state from the moment of their
creation. This is also supported from the above traditions speaking of
the fair and black colour or the brilliance on their forehead because
both, the colour and brilliance, require some material form to show
their existence. The spirits obviously have no colour.

L+

One may wonder how all the human beings to be created up to the
Last Day could have gathered in one place. This also has been
explained by the Tradition narrated by the Companion Abu al-Darda7
L;S ~ I L C which
~ J
said that they did not appear with their usual size
rather they appeared in the size of a small ant. In this age of scientific
knowledge it should be of no surprise how a man of human size can be

reduced to the size of an ant. The science has established the fact that
a perfect system similar to our solar system is functioning in and
around the nucleus of an atom. The books of hundreds of pages can be
reduced to a dot of small size through a process of micro filming. It
should not, thereforq, be a matter of surprise that Allah, the AllPowerful, might have reduced them to the size of an ant a t this occasion.
The above discussion with regard to the covenant of eternity gives
rise to a couple of questions:

1.Which was the time and place of the covenant?
2. This pledge was taken prior to the creation of all human beings,
. How did the children of Adam have
excluding Adam
knowledge and reason to acknowledge Allah almighty as being the
Nourisher or their Lord which requires the experience of their being
nourished which was not possible prior to coming as human being on
the earth.

The first question has been answered by the Companion 'Abdullah
ibn 'Abbas L;S &IdJas reported through authentic sources by Imam
&mad and Nasa'I that the covenant was taken a t the time when Adam
4 was sent down from heavens to the earth. The place was the
valley of Nauman known as the plain of 'Arafgt (Near Makkah).
As to the second question with regard to inability of their acknowledging Allah as their Lord prior to their creation, the answer is quite
simple. Allah Almighty who has all the powers to do anything He
wills, and who was able to make all the human beings appear in a size
of an ant could more easily imbue knowledge and reason enough to
make them capable of recognizing their Lord, the Nourisher. Allah
made them appear with body and soul in a small size with all the
physical functions needed by a perfect human being. Reason and
understanding being the most significant functions must have been
included.
Another question which remains unsettled is as to what value can
be attached to a covenant occurring prior to the actual creation of
human beings, and which is not remembered by them after they take
their actual existence on the earth? Before proceeding to answer this

question we may add that, in some cases, there have been individuals
who remembered the occasion of this covenant. For example, the great
spiritual leader Dhul Nun al-Misri has said, "I remember the occurrence of this covenant as clearly as I am hearing it this very moment."
Some of the elders have reported to have remembered even the people
who were present near them. True, that such cases are rare and do not
make an answer to the above question.
The answer to this question, therefore, is that there are many
things or acts which are effective in their very nature without any
regard to their being remembered or understood by others. They
imprint the effect on others quite naturally.
For example, the common practice, among Muslims, of saying

AdhZn in the right ears of a new born and reciting iqZmah in his left
ear is an obvious example of such acts. The baby neither understands
the meaning of this call nor does he remember it after becoming an
adult. The wisdom behind this religious practice is nothing but to
revive the pledge he has taken with Allah, and sow the seed of Faith
in his heart by repeating the message of the cavenant in his ears. The
influence of this act is so obvious that can be seen in every Muslim
individual even if he is not practically a good Muslim. He takes pride
in calling himself a Muslim and utterly dislikes being deprived of this
categorical entity.
Similarly the commandment of reciting the Qur7Zneven to those
who do not know Arabic is perhaps for the same reason that their
hearts are enlightened with the impact of the Qur'Znic words, and
their Faith in Allah is renovated therewith.
The wisdom behind this covenant is similarly to sow the seed of
Faith in the heart of every human being. This seed is taking it's nourishment in the soil of human heart , no matter weather people are
conscious of it or not. The fruit of this seed manifests itself in the form
of love and respect for god (Allah) which is a part of human nature.
The expression of this love and respect, may take injust forms like
1. Adhan is a call for s a l a h the ritual prayer which in fact is a bold
declaration that Allah is one, has no partners, and is the greatest of all etc.
while iqamah is the same declaration with added enunciation that the
salah has been set ready to be joined by people. (Translator)

worshipping false gods - idols or created beings. The worships, just or
unjust, is in itself, an expression of love and respect for the creator.
The billions of people have this respect and love for Allah which is
expressed by them through their worship according to their ideas of
worship guided by their knowledge or ignorance. There is no need to
speak of those few who, under the influence of mundane pursuits have
deteriorated their natural understanding and forgot the pledge they
made with Allah.
The Holy Prophet
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said:
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Every baby is born on Fi @ah (nature, that is,
y g &~,d. ?&
Islam) then he is converted by his parents to their religion. The Holy
Prophet
~ j &I
s & has said in a Tradition that Allah Almighty has
said, 'I have created my servants as Hanif, that is, having faith in
Allah, the one, then they were led astray by Satanic influences."

+,

The next sentence of the verse has said:

"Lest you should say on the Day of Doom, "We were ignorant
of this."

That is to say, the pledge taken by Allah has lit the candle of Faith
in their hearts. Now with little reflection they can easily recognize
Him as their Lord. Therefore, their excuse of ignorance shall not be of
any avail to them on the Day of Judgement.
Another possible excuse from them was to say:

"Or you should say, "It was our forefathers who associated
partners with Allah and we were (only) a progeny after them.
So, would you destroy us on account of what the false ones
did?"

The verse precludes them from seeking refuge in saying that they
were unaware of the Truth. Being a progeny of their forefathers they
only followed their path. Therefore they should not be punished for the
error of their forefathers. The verse has said that they shall not be
punished for the acts of their forefather. It was their own fault and

their apathetic attitude that led them to this disaster. It is because the
covenant had sown the seed of Truth in their heart and it was not
difficult for them to decide that the stones,.shaped by themselves into
idols, or the fire, the trees and other created beings could, in no way,
be considered as being their creator or possessing powers of 'helping
them in their need.
The next verse 174 said:
,9 ,/,9G,~,
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"And this is how we elaborate the verses, so that they may
return."

That is, Allah has made His signs clear through His elaborate
verses to facilitate people to turn back to their pledge and acknowledge
Him as their Lord. Any one applying his reason can find the Truth and
save himself from ever lasting punishment.

-

Verses 175 177

And recite to them the story of the one whom We gave
Our verses, then he wriggled out himself from them, so
the Satan overtook him and he became one of the
perverted. [I751 And if We so willed, We would have
elevated him thereby, but he clung to the earth and
followed his desire. So, his example is like the example of
a dog, if you attack him, he pants, and if you leave him
alone he pants. That is the example of those who belied
our signs. So, relate the chronicles, so that they may
ponder!' [I761Evil is the example of those who have belied
our signs and have been doing wrong to themselves. [I771

The above verses have described the story of a religious leader of
the Israelites who had a great following for his piety and knowledge
but suddenly went astray and became among the rejected. This event
contains a number of lessons and points of exhortation, and has a link
with the preceding verses. The foregoing verses spoke of the covenant
made by Allah with the children of Adam in general, and with certain
people in varied circumstances. The above verses also made a mention
of those people who did not fulfil their pledge with Allah. For example,
the Israelites who were waiting the arrival of a prophet and used to
describe his attributes to others, but after the Holy Prophet & made
his appearance, they rejected him just for wordly considerations.

-- -

The story of Bal'am bin Ba'ura

The present verses have related the story of a saintly person
among the Israelites. The Holy Prophet +, A& JJI has been asked to
relate this story to his people to show how a devoted scholar and great
spiritual leader was deprived of all the knowledge, wisdom, popularity
and fame only by following the mundane desires.
We do not find any personal identification or name of this person
mentioned in the Holy Qur'an. There are, however, many Traditions
reported by the exegetes of the Holy Qur'an and the Companions and
their disciples, giving a variety of information about him. The most
authentic and trusted by the majority of scholars is the Tradition
reported by Ibn Marduwaih on the authority of the Companion
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbis which is as follows:
The name of this man was Bal'am bin Ba'ura. He belonged to Syria
living in Cana'an near Jerusalem. According to a report he was an
Israelite by birth. He had knowledge of certain books revealed by
61
"The one whom We gave Our
Allah. The Qur'anic phrase q - I ~ $ 1
verses" refers to the same knowledge.
I,#

This event belongs to the period after the death of pharaoh and his
people and the victory of the Israelites over Egypt. Allah commanded
The Prophet MGsa ?UI + and his people to fight war against a people
called Jabbarin. The JabbarTn who had seen the fate of Pharaoh and
his people were greatly frightened when they saw the army of the
~ j approaching
c
them. They came to Bal'am and
Prophet MGsa
said that the Prophet MGsi ?UI A& was a strong man and that he had

come with great army in order to expel them from their land. He
should therefore pray Allah that He may turn them back without
-- fighting war against them. Bal'am bin Ba'ura was known to be having
the knowledge of "$Lip['(the most gracious name of Allah). He used to
pray with the help of this name and his prayers were generally
granted.
Bal'am said to them that Muss, being the prophet of Allah, had the
support of Allah's angels and he could not pray against him. He said
that he knew the rank that Muss ?%dli j , held with Allah, and that by
praying against him he will ruin himself both in this world and in the
world to come. Being insisted by the people Bal'am promised that he
will first seek the consent of Allah for such a prayer, and in case Allah
permitted him to pray against Muss he shall do so accordingly.
He performed some act to seek Allah's consent and in a dream was
prohibited by Allah from making such prayer. He came to the people
and informed them of this prohibition. The Jabbarin presented him a
gift of considerable value which he accepted. Subsequent to this gift
their insistence increased. Some reports said that his wife advised him
to accept the gift, and pray for them. Being blinded by the love of
wealth and wife, he started praying against the Prophet Muss ?%JILjS
and his people. An unusual thing happened a t this occasion. By the
will of Allah the words he wanted to utter against the Prophet Miss
in his invocation, were uttered against the people of Jabbarin
?%JI
themselves. They cried out and admonished him that he was invoking
against themselves. Bal'am said that he was unable to utter a word
against Muss ?%dli j , and that he had no control over his utterances.
Consequently the Jabbarin met the fate of disaster from the
heavenly punishment, and the punishment of Bal'am was that his
tongue protruded from under his mouth so much so that it dangled on
his chest. Bal'am having ruined his life both in this world and in the
world to come and being deprived of all spiritual powers he had, made
a suggestion to the people of Jabbarin saying, "There is only one way
you can overcome the Israelites. Decorate your beautiful girls and
send them to the Israelites giving them instructions that they should
not put on any resistence against whatever is done by the Israelites.
Being away from their homes they are likely to involve themselves in
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adultery. Being the most detestable act to Allah, adultery has to incur
the wrath of Allah. An adulterous people can never win over their
enemy." This satanic suggestion was accepted by the people and they
acted accordingly. A promient person of the Israelites fell prey to this
,
all his effort to stop him from
trap. The Prophet M i s a r ~ ~I jmade
this act but he involved himself in this wicked act.
Consequently plague overtook them as a punishment, with a
death toll of seventy thousand people in one day. The person who had
committed the sin was murdered along with the girl and was hung by
the Israelites at a public place. Then they turned to Allah in repentance and asked His forgiveness, which relieved them of this
disgraceful punishment.
The Holy Qur'an used the expression of 'wriggling out' for Bal'am's
disregard to the knowledge and wisdom Allah had given to him
"He wriggled out
through His verses. The Arabic expression +'&6
from the verses of Allah" signifies coming out of an animal from it's
skin like a snake which leaves it's old skin behind having no concern
with it. This indicates that Bal'am had totally disregarded the knowledge and wisdom he was granted by Allah. The text phrase:
"So, Satan overtook him" implies that as long as he possessed the
knowledge of the verses of Allah, Satan was unable to possess him. As
soon as Bal'am was deprived of this great gift of Allah, he overtook
him and led him astray. Consequently he became one of the misguided
& s w ~ n he
d became one of the misled.
people
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The next verse (176) has said:

"And if We so willed, we would have elevated him thereby, but
he clung to the earth, and followed his desire."
The word a i ( ~ k h l a d ais) a derivative of 3%; which means to incline
or to cling to something. The word *$(ard) meaning the earth includes
the globe itself and all the things present. Furniture, machines,
clothes and food are in fact, the gift of this earth. By implication all the
worldly possessions have been taken to include in a single word - the
earth. The quintessence of this verse is that the knowledge of the
verses of Allah are the real source of gaining prominence and advance-

ment. For those who show disregard to them and give preference to
worldly desires and possessions, this very knowledge becomes a source
of disgrace and disaster for them.
The verse under discussion has expressed this fact by way of a
similitude. It said.

"So his example is like the example of a dog; if you attack him,
he pants, and if you leave him alone he pants."

The word
tongue out.

a (Lahath) signifies to breath hard by ejecting one's

The process of inhaling fresh air and exhaling unclean air is vital
for every living being. Allah has made this process as automatic and
easy as requires no effort on the part of living creatures - dog excepted.
It is only dog that has to labour hard for the process of breathing,
while other animals have to make such effort only when they are
attacked or undergo some strenuous task. Bal'am b. Baura has been
mentioned in this verse as being similar to dog. He had his tongue
protruded and panted like a dog who pants when attacked and pants
when let alone.
5.
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The next sentence of the verse said: Gl; $6 $+I ?,XI&$I
"That is
example
of
those
who
belied
our
signs."
According
to the
the
s
"this has a reference to the
Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ ; LLJl
Israelites of Makkah who were always longing for some one sent to
them as their leader inviting them to Allah and teaching them the
ways of following the right path. When this long-waited prophet came
to them with as transparent signs of Truth as left no room -for the
resistence in his way, they too, 'wriggled out' from the commandments
-- of Torah exactly as Bal'am Ba'ura had done.
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The last sentence of this series said: ;@:7i;@1'
$"d
"So relate
the chronicles (to them) so that they may ponder." The Holy Prophet
+, +dl & has been asked to relate the story of Bal'am Ba'ura to
them in order that they may take lesson from it and use their understanding.
The last verse in this series 176 said, "So evil is example of those

who belied our signs and they have been doing harm to themselves."

The General Message of the Verses
The above verses contain a number of useful points for the benefit
of those who are heedful and make use of their understanding. Firstly,
no one should be boastful of his knowledge and be proud for his piety.
Things can change without notice just as happened with Bal'am
Ba'ura. One has to be grateful to his Lord for all the knowledge and
wisdom he has, and should keep praying Allah for being firm in his
faith.
Secondly, one should avoid situations which seem to threat his
faith and knowledge. Specially so, when money, wife and children are
involved because the love, of these things is the most powerful agent of
misguidance.
Thirdly, one should avoid the company of the misguided people and
be careful in accepting gift or invitation from them. Bal'am met the
evil fate through accepting the gift of the JabbarTn.
Fourthly, the acts of immodesty like adultery and fornication are
the source of ruin and disaster for all the people living in a society.
Those who want to save themselves from distress must prevent their
people from committing such crimes, otherwise it will invite Allah's
wrath and punishment upon them.
Fifthly, deviation from the commandments of Allah is, in itself a
punishment and it opens the door to satanic influences, which work
upon them quite unknowingly and lead them astray. Therefore, any
one with knowledge must be conscious of this valuable treasure and
seek Allah's help in protecting it from evil influences. He must carefully keep correcting himself against error.

Verses 178 - 179

The one whom Allah gives guidance is the one on the
right path; as for those whom Allah lets go astray,
those are the losers. [I781 And surely We have created
for Hell a lot of people from among Jinn and mankind.
They have hearts wherewith they understand not, have
eyes wherewith they see not, and have ears wherewith
they hear not. They are like cattle. Rather, they are
much more misled. They are the heedless. [I791

The main theme of the verse 178 is that guidance and misguidance
both are from Allah. He is the creator of good and evil, guidance and
misguidance. The guided are those whom Allah has given guidance
and losers are those whom Allah lets go astray. This theme has been
mentioned repeatedly by the Qur'in in many other verses to make the
mankind know that Allah has created good and evil and has provided
with clear instructions to distinguish one from the other, and with a
kind of free will to choose one of the two paths. Those who willfully
choose the right path and do good deeds get their reward from Allah
while those who willfully take to the other path and do evil deeds are
punished and sent to Hell.
Here we note that the above verse has mentioned the people of
guidance in singular person while the people who are wrong and
misguided have been mentioned in plural. This indicates that the path
of guidance is the one true faith which was followed by all the
prophets right from Adam +I
+ to the last of all Prophets . The
basic message of all the prophets has been one and the same. That is
to say, the fundamentals preached by all the prophets were all same in
every age. Therefore, people of any age and denomination who
believed in their prophets and followed the teachings preached by
them are considered by Allah belonging to one and the same category that is, the guided. On the contrary, the ways of misguidance have
been thousands in number, hence mentioned in plural in this verse.
Another poirit to be noted in this verse is that the people following
the path of misguidance have been mentioned along with their punishment of Hell, while no mention has been made of any reward of the
people following the right path. The verse mentioned them saying that

they are 'the guided'. This implies that guidance, in itself, is the
greatest blessing of all, which encompasses all the rewards and bounties existing in this world or in the Hereafter. The reward of guidance
requires no specific mention of other rewards which are embodied
therein.
For example, some great king assures some individual that he is a
close friend of the king and he shall be heard and trusted by him.
Certainly he enjoys the highest position among the royal officials. He
does not require the achievement of a formal rank or position. Similarly, when Allah has given the title of being 'the guided' to any one,
he has got all the rewards of the world. The elders, have therefore said
that the remembrance and worship of Allah are themselves the reward
of the worship, because they are the great favour of Allah.
Any one engaged in the worship of Allah is receiving the greatest
reward of Allah at the same time. Other blessings which wait for him
in this world and in Paradise are second to it, as they are the fruit of
this guidance.
This also explains the meaning of another Qur'anic verse in which
the believers are promised to receive from their Lord their reward. It
u
"A recompense from your Lord, a gift." Here the
aid%
reward of the believers has been expressed by two different words :'i'$ a
recompense and 'Atawhich is gift. The word :T$ signifies something
offered in return of some service while the word: :*u;; 'AtZ is a gift
offered without any service or performance. This leads us to the fact
that things which we take to be rewards of our performance or attainments are, in fact, the gift from our Lord. For the performance which
has drawn this reward was in itself a gift form Allah Almighty who let
us perform that particular service.
The next verse is an extension of the same theme. It said:

"And surely, we have created for Hell a lot of people from
among Jinn and mankind. They possess heart wherewith they
understand not, have eyes wherewith they see not and they
have ears wherewith they hear not."

That is, many Jinns and human beings have been created for Hell,
because in spite of having all the means of guidance, the heart, the
eyes and the ears, they do not use them to seek guidmce. They could
find the right path, had they used these faculties in proper way. They
do not use their hearts to understand, their eyes to see things to be
seen and their ears to hear things to be heard.
As a substance of the verse we are given to undestand that ultimate end or destiny is a divine secret, not known to any one, but there
are definite signs which help us to make a surmise. The people of Hell
can be identified by their charracteristic sign of not making proper use
of their faculties of seeing, hearing and understanding. Allah has
blessed us with these faculties for acquiring knowledge and recognition of our Lord. The people of Hell invest these abilities in worthles
objectives and are evidently heedless of the real aim of man's life, that
is, to earn with his capabilities eternal comfort and peace in the Hereafter through seeking guidance.

A Question and it's answer
A question may be asked about the above Qur'anic verses. Here the
Holy Qur'an, has negated their qualities of hearing, seeing and understanding. On the other hand, we see that in real life they are not blind,
deaf and insane. Like other human beings they do see, hear and
understand things around them. How can this negation be reconciled
with the actual fact?
The answer requires to refresh our usual knowledge with regard to
things and living beings around us. Every thing created has a n
amount of sensibility equal to the need of it's purpose of existence. The
things we call inanimate are not totally devoid of sensibility or life.
The stones and the earth which are not assigned with the duty of
growth or movement have so little an amount of sensitivity that can
hardly be detected.'
1. Human reason essentially requires the presence of some kind of
perception or life in things called inanimate. It is because there must be
some way of communication between the Creator and the created. The
one who cannot communicate with created beings for the absence of
sensibility on their part, is not worthy of being called god. Allah does
communicate with all His created beings, animate or inanimate, which
proves some kind of sensibility in all inanimate things. (Translator)

The vegetable Kingdom comes next in this series. The purpose of
their existence requires growth and nourishment. The amount of
perception or life given to them is greater in degree and is equal to
their requirements. Next we come to animal kingdom where we find
more elaborate and complex form of life. In addition to growth and
nourishment, the animals have to move on the earth from one place to
another. They have to seek their food to maintain their existence. They
require to protect themselves form dangers and above all, they are
required to reproduce their children. The amount of life given to them
is greater and more obvious than the others so far discussed. They are,
however, equipped with as much powers only as were needed to assist
them in feeding and protecting themselves from dangers and enemies.
The last, but not the least, is human being who, in addition to, and
more prominent of all the functions discussed above, has the duty of
recognizing his Creator and the Lord of the universe, and seek His
pleasure by following His commandments and avoid doing things
disliked by Him. He is required to contemplate and give due thought
to the creations and use his faculty of reason to distinguish right from
wrong, abstain from evil and do good to please his Lord. Another
distinction of a human being from other creatures is that he has been
provided with vast apportunity to make progress in making his life
more purposeful and more elevated in position. When he comes to
make progress, he can attain more elevated rank than the angels. He
is accountable for his acts and is promised of eternal peace and
comfort for his good acts and everlasting punishment and distress for
his evil deeds. He has been, therefore, trusted with the highest and the
most perfect degree of life, in order that he is engaged in doing things
that are proper for the aim of his life. He is not expected to waste his
special faculties of understanding, hearing and seeing in the achievement of material things only like animals.
Keeping the above points in view, the human faculties of understanding, hearing and seeing should essentially be distinct from those
of the animals. If he did not make special use of these faculties like
distinguishing right from wrong, doing good and keeping away from
evil, he would be rightly considered among those who have eyes but do
not see, have ears but do not listen, have mind and heart but do not

~~~~~

understand. The Hoy Qur'an has therefore termed them as
"deaf, dumb and blind".
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The verse therefore has not negated their physical ability of seeing,
hearing and understanding. Rather, the Holy Qur'an has affirmed
their knowledge about worldly things in the following words,

"They know the outward aspect of this worldly life, but of the
Hereafter they are heedless." (30:7)
In another verse the Holy Qur'an, speaking the destruction of the
I$$; "While they could see
people of 'Ad and Thamud, said: g#
clearly." (29:38)
The people of 'Ad and Thamud being allured by satanic influences
involved themselves in evil deeds which led them to their destruction.
That is to say they kept the use of their capabilities limited to abject
worldly gains like serving their physical needs and remained heedless
to their spiritual demands. No matter what great advances they make
in science and technology, they may conquer space, explore moon and
other planets, make the world full of their sophisticated satellites, and
tame the natural forces to serve their varied needs, but all such efforts
are no more than a means of serving their physical and material life.
It does not go beyond, to seek spiritual peace and comfort. This
achievement science and technology of man is certainly confined to
serving his physical life only, which does not make him distinct from
the animal in technicality. It is why the Holy Qur'an calls them deaf,
dumb and blind because they heard, saw and understood things that
belonged to this world only. They did not make proper use of these
functions which could lead them to eternal success and peace. The last
phrase of this verse said that they are like cattle investing all their
effort in serving their bodily desires. Next the verse added 2$?$$
"Rather they are much more misled." that is,.they are far more unwise
than are the cattle, because the animals are not bound to follow the
laws of the Shari'ah. They have no reward or punishment for their
acts. They are required only to serve their physical needs which they
are efficiently doing, contrary to human beings who are accountable
for everything they do in this world, and they are going to be punished

or rewarded according to their performance. If they confine their effort
only to seek material gains of this world and do not make proper use of
their faculties, they are certainly more imprudent and unwise as
compared to animals.

Verse 180

And for Allah there are the most beautiful names. So,
call Him by them, and leave those who deviate in (the
matter of) His names. They shall be recompensed for
what they have been doing. [I801

This verse has a relationship with the preceding verses in the
sense that the people of Hell discussed above did not use their abilities
in seeking the everlasting comforts of the Hereafter, and made themselves liable to eternal punishment. The present verse has provided
with remedy of their disease. That is, seeking help from Allah by
calling Him with His good names and often remembering Him through
them.

The good names of Allah
The good names are the ones that denote the attributes having the
highest degree of perfection. It goes without saying that the perfection
of the highest degree is not possessed by any one but Allah. In case of
a 'perfect' human being there is always a possibility of someone being
higher than him in some qualities. This is what the Qur'anic phrase
,&2) $ 5 ~ ; "And above every man of knowledge there is
has said:
'
someone more knowledgeable." (12:76)

+

4

The style of the verse has suggested that these 'beautiful names'
are peculiarly meant for Allah. 4 f$3c;l "So, call Him by them", because
there is none other than Allah &ho owns these attributes, therefore
the only one worthy of being called in need is none but He. Calling is a
rendering of the word .LJwhich has two characteristics: Praising,
purifying and remembering Allah, and calling Him for help in times of
need or difficulty. It implies, that Allah alone is worthy of praise and
glorification and He alone has to be called for help and relief. The
verse has also suggested that the best method of calling Him is to call

--

Him by His Beautiful Names.

Preconditions of Du'a (calling Allah)
The verse has provided us with two valuable informations. firstly,
there is none other than Allah worthy of praise and worthy of being
called for help. Secondly, Allah has provided us with specific words for
calling him, proper to His glorious being, as we are not capable of
choosing appropriate words for this purpose. That is, we are required
to call Him by His attributes of perfections.
Bukhari and Muslim have reported on the authority of the
Companion Abu Hurairah *;5 JJI
that the Holy Prophet
+L *L1i
said:
&J

+,

"There are ninety nine names of Allah. Whoever learns them
by heart shall enter paradise."
Tirmidh? and Hakim have enumerated these names in detail. Invocations made by reciting these names are generally granted. Allah has
promised in the Holy Q u i a n '$f+Zi$$d
"Call me and I will answer
you" (40:60). The most definite and certain method of seeking help in
one's need and getting relief from one's distress is calling Allah and
praying Him for His help. This is the only way that is certain to meet
success. The immediate benefit of praying to Allah is that it is, in
itself, a worship. The reward of this worship is included in the sheet of
one's deeds.

+,

j;w'~

The Holy Prophet
& dl
said in a Tradition:
~~CC'(G
"Invoking Allah is the quintessence of worship." The invocation is
granted by Allah in many ways. Sometimes, the very thing for which
the invocation has been made is granted by Allah, while some other
times, when one asks for something untimely or unsuitable for him in
the knowledge of Allah is exchanged with something more proper or
beneficial for him.
Remembering Allah by glorifying and praising Him is the food for
one's Faith in Allah ('Imzn)which helps in magnifying the love, respect
and awareness of Allah making the hardship of this world worthless in
one's eyes.
Al-Bukhiri, Muslim, Tirmidhi and Nasa'i have reported through
authentic sources that the Holy Prophet +, 4 JJI
said that any one

who finds himself in some difficulty or is distressed with some grief
should recite the following words:

"There is no god but Allah, the Greatest, the Most forbearing,
There is no god but Allah, the Lord of the great Throne. There
is no god but Allah, the Lord of the Heavens, and the earth
and the Lord of the Glorious Throne."

Hakim in his Mustadrak has reported on the authority of the
Companion Anas u &I
that the Holy Prophet +,
1111&, said to
his daughter Sayyidah Fatimah al-Zahra
91
:
+-J

&J

"What is there to prevent you from hearing my advice of
reciting the following invocation at morning and evening
every day?"

/I

"0 The Alive, The All-Sustaining, I call for help by Your
Mercy. Set right every situation that I am in, and do not leave
me at the mercy of my innerself for even a wink of an eye."

The above invocation is also an effective remedy of hardships and
distress. In short, we have been given two instructions in this verse
namely making invocation to Allah alone for seeking help or for
pleasing the Creator, secondly, calling Allah by His attributes of
perfection without changing them.
The next sentence said:

"And leave those who deviate in (the matter of) His names.
They shall be recompensed for what they had been doing."

The Arabic word J i f ! ' ~ ~ hsignifies
~ d ' to decline from the centre. In
Qur'anic terminology the word 'IZhZd' is used for deviating from the
correct interpretation of the Qur'anic words or distorting the meanings
of the Qur7anicmessage.
The Holy Prophet

+, 4 &I

has been asked to keep m a y from

the people who distort or decline from the prescribed names of Allah.

The Deviation from the good names
There are many forms of deviating from the presc'ribed names of
Allah. Firstly, calling Allah by such names as are not specified in the
Holy Qur'an or in the Sunnah. The 'Ulama' (Scholars) of the ummah
are unanimous on the point that it is not permissible to call Allah by
any names or attributes of one's own choice or to praise Him by the
names which have not been specified by the Qur'an and the Sunnah.
, N i r (light) but not by
For example, Allah may be called by the word: +
the word 'white'. Similarly Allah may be called 'Karfm' (generous) but
having the same meaning. He can be
not by the word 'Sakhi':
called Shafi j L : (The one who provides cure from disease) but not
'Tabib' (The doctor). Though the matching words carry the same meanings they are not allowed simply because they have not been reported
by the Qur'an and the Sunnah.
The second way of deviating from these names of Allah is to
abandon certain name or names only because one thinks them to be
inappropriate in certain situations. It, obviously, amounts to lack of
respect to the glorious names of Allah.

Calling the people with the names of Allah
The third way of deviation from these names is to use any of the
good names of Allah for other people. This however, has some exceptions as explained in the following lines:
There are certain names in the list of the glorious names of Allah
which have been used by the Qur'an and the S u n n a h for human
beings. Such names can be used for beings other than Allah. For
example, Rahim, Rashid, 'Ali, Karim and 'Aziz etc., while there are
other names which denote to exclusive attributes of Allah. Their use
for any one other than Allah is an act of deviation from these names.
For example, Rahman, Razzaq, Subhan, Khaliq, Quddus and Ghaffar
etc. Using such names for any one other than Allah is prohibited in the
Islamic Shari'ah.
Now, if some one calls any one other than Allah by these names
because of his false belief, that he has the attributes denoted by these
names it would be an act of infidelity. However, if some one used any

of these names for any one other than Allah just heedlessly and for the
lack of knowledge, it would not be an act of infidelity, but having similarities with it would be called a major sin.
It is a pity that Muslims in generral are having a number of wrong
practices with regard to naming their children and calling them by
improper names.
There is a group of people who have abandoned the practice of
naming their children with Islamic names. Their modern names
having, non Islamic character, mark it difficult to identify them as
Muslims by their names. Specially so, when their general appearance
and manners are already devoid of Islamic character. The Islamic
female names like Khadijah, 'A'ishah, and Fatimah have been replaced
with Najma, Pervin, Nasim, Shamim and Shahnaz etc.
More doleful practice among Muslims is to heedlessly curtail the
Islamic names like 'Abd al-Khaliq, 'Abd al-Rahman 'Abd al-Raezaq or
'Abd al-Quddus etc. to Khaliq, Rahman, Razzaq and Quddus when
calling people of these names. The attributes Khaliq (the creator)
Rahman (the Merciful) Razzaq (The sustainer) and Quddus (The Pure)
are all exclusive attributes of Allah and using these attributes fdr any
,IS). The number of times one
one other than Allah is a major sin (&A
calls any one by these attributes only commits a major sin every time
and becomes liable of great punishment.
This sinful practice has become quite common among Muslims for
no gain. They have been committing this sinful act simply for being
thoughtless to the gravity of this error. The present verse has warned
k l;'k G ; ; g "They shall soon be recompensed
against it by saying 5
for what they have been doing".
Many evils are committed for certain worldly gains or benefits.
Any one committing such evil deed may pretend to offer an excuse that
being constrained by some necessity he had committed the sin, while a
great number of evil deeds are simply of no avail, and produce no
worldly benefit a t all. It is a sad situation that people are seen
committing such evil deeds just for being careless of the commandments of Allah and being indifferent to what is prohibited or permitted
by Allah. May Allah save us from such ignorance.

-

Verses 181 185

And among those We have created, there are people
who guide with truth and do justice thereby. [I811As for
those who belie Our signs, We let them be drawn gradually (towards their punishment) from where they do
not know. [I821 And I give them respite. Surely My plan
is firm. [I831 Have they not reflected that with their
friend there is no madness? He is but an open Warner.
[I841 Have they not looked into the kingdoms of the
heavens and the earth, and into the things Allah has
created, and into the fact that their time might have
possibly drawn near? In what other word, then, shall
they believe after it? [I851

The. previous verses offered a remedy of calling Allah by His good
names to those who were neglectfully not making proper use of their
faculties. Now the verse 181 speaks of those who followed the right
path. The verse said, "And among those we have created, there are
people who guide with truth and do justice thereby. That is, they are a
people who guide others to the straight path and decide all their
matters according to the dictates of truth (the divine law).
Ibn Jarir has reported from his own sources that the Holy Prophet
+, +L dl & recited this verse and said, "The people referred to in this
verse are my people who shall decide their controversies according to
justice and truth and observe justice in all their dealings."
'Abd ibn Humaid has reported that the Holy Prophet

+, ~ j &Ic

said addressing his companions, "This verse has been revealed in your
favour and prior to you there has been a group of people bearing the
same attributes." Then he recited this verse:

"And among the community of Musa there are people who
guide with truth and do justice thereby." (7:159)
That is to say, there was a group of people among the Israelites
who had the attributes referred to in this verse, of guiding other
people to the truth and deciding their matters according to the law of
the Torah. Similarly, the Muslim Ummah has the same attributes as
their distinct feature.
The essence of the message is firstly, to guide people to the right
path in accordance with the dictates of the Shari'ah, and secondly, to
decide all their controversies according to the law of Islam. The above
two features offer, in fact, the guaranteed way of success, both in this
world and in the Hereafter. Any group or individuals who follow the
truth and justice in all their modes of life, and do not exhibit their
personal prejudices while making judgements even for their enemies,
are the people of truth refered to in this verse. The same has been the
main characteristic of the Muslim Ummah who strictly observed the
demands of truth and justice in all their dealings and overlooked their
personal priorities when making judgements between people. The
history has recorded unique examples of such truthful practices from
the lives of the blessed Companions and their disciples.
From the day the Muslims started to show disregard to these two
distinctive features of their character, an evident regression started to
show itself in every sphere of their life. Remorsefully though, we have
to acknowledge that majority of the Muslim Ummah have fallen prey
to their personal desires. All their activities, their political, social and
educational set ups are motivated by downtrodden worldly gains.
Their guidance to other people is mainly aimed a t getting some
worldly benefits. Most of their family ceremonies are not only devoid of
Islamic character, but demonstrate a behaviour opposed to Shari'ah.
There are some family traditions designed in the name of religious
ceremonies. Any one going against or showing dislike to these innova-

tions has to face active opposition on their part. People are no more
interested in organizing themselves purely for the propagation of truth
and justice.
There is none to make them realize that this course of thought and
action has to bring disaster to the Muslims a t large. The only way to
restore the dignity of the Muslim Ummah and to bring them back to
the path of progress and prosperity is to follow the way of truth and
justice suggested by this verse. Conscious efforts should be made to
create an awareness of these values among the Muslims.
The next verse (182) has provided answer to a common question
which bothers the minds of many Muslims. If prosperity and progress
can only be achieved by following the way of truth and justice why the
non-Muslim nations of the world are seen more prosperous, more
advanced and more powerful while they are very far from the truth?
The verse answered this question in these words:

"As for those who belie our signs, we shall let them be drawn
gradually towards (their punishment) from where they do not
know."

That is to say, Allah does not punish those who reject the signs or
verses of Allah immediately for their sins. He, out His wisdom and
Mercy, lets them enjoy their worldly life for a while and then draws
them to their ignominious end as gradually as they do not know of
their being led to their ill-fate. The present prosperity and progress of
the non-Muslims should, therefore, not deceive people, because their
prosperity, in fact, is not something propitious for them. Rather it is a
kind of respite, a temporary period of relief before the execution of
their punishment, which in Qur'anic terminology is called IstidraTj
(c~;~!). IstidraTj is a more powerful punishment in disguise. The most
essential element of IstidraJi is that a person is not punished for his
evil deeds immediately; the more he increases in his evil deeds, the
more he is increased in prosperity and worldly possessions which
prevents him from having a sense of guilty and taking warning
against his crimes. Consequently, he is deprived of turning in repentence to Allah and save himself from everlasting punishment. This
perverted state of mind makes one take illness as health and poison as

remedy. He is let to go on with his perverted life until death overtakes
him and draws him to the eternal chastisement.
The Holy Qur'an has made mention of 'Istidriij' in many other
verses. It said in SGrah al-An'am:

"So, when they forgot what they were required to remember,
We opened to them the gates of everything, until, when they
were rejoicing in what they were given, We seized them
suddenly, and then they were confounded in despair." (6:44)

Dealing with Istidrij is not limited to disbelievers only. The iniquitous among Muslims are also dealt with this kind of punishment. It
was for this reason that our elders used to fear Allah when they were
favoured by Him with prosperity and comforts. They feared lest their
prosperity should be a sign of 'Istidrij'
The next verse (183) is also related with 'Istidrij'. It said:

"And I give them respite. Surely, My plan is firm."

That is, the disbelievers are left to enjoy their worldly life just for a
while. Then, they shall be caught by punishment.
The verse no. 184 has refuted the false notion of the disbelievers
that the Holy Prophet +, i j s dl & was a man of unsound mind or was
possessed by devil. It said:

"Have they not reflected t h a t with their friend there is no
madness? He is but a n open warner."

The verse said that a little reflection on their part shall be enough
to prove that the Holy Prophet +, Ljc dl& was neither a man of
unsound mind, nor was he under the influence of Jinns. His matchless
wisdom and knowledge is an obvious feature of his personality. Those
having claim to wisdom and knowledge are astoundingly bewildered
how a man of such extraordinary insight and sagacity could be blamed
of madness? Blaming him with madness, in fact, is madness itself. He

is only an elucidator of realities and a Warner against the punishment
from Allah.
The verse 185 has invited mankind to practicC two important
things. Firstly, to make thoughtful observation of the creation of Allah,
the heavens, the earth and the things existing between them.
Secondly, to be mindful of the period of life given to an individual. It
does not require to be a genius to perceive the signs of Allah's power
and wisdom in every thing around us. A little amount of serious
thought is enough to make one see that every thing, rather every
particle of this world, is singing the praise of it's Creator and is, in
itself, a strong proof of Allah's power and wisdom. Any one applying
his intellect in conscious observation of things cannot avoid natural
demand of faith in Allah, the One.
Being mindful of uncertain period of one's life makes him more
active in attaining his objectives, because he is not sure how much
time of life he has a t his disposal. It would be noticed that all crimes
and evil deeds are activated by disregard to one's death. Those who
are conscious of their indefinite period of life mostly avoid to involve
themselves in unwanted activities. The Holy Prophet
&A
dl &
said:

+,

"Frequently remember the thing which eliminates the pleasures - the death."

The verse 185, has therefore said:
"Have they not looked into the kingdoms of the heavens and the
earth, and into things Allah has created, and into the fact that their
time may possibly have drawn near."
The Arabic word a$& ( M a l a k St) signifies kingdom indicating a
superlative degree, that is, the great Kingdom. The verse implies that
the disbelievers have not used their common intellect in seeking the
Truth which is evident in everything created by Allah, nor are they
mindful of the uncertainty of life which may come to an end any
moment, depriving them of all the chances of accepting the truth and
repenting to Allah for their evil deeds. The last sentence of the verse
warned them saying:

--

"In what other word, then, shall they believe after it?" That is
Allah has provided them with transparent signs, both internal and
external, of the right path and of the True Faith. Those who are
neglectful of such clear signs, there is nothing in the world to guide
them to the right path.

Verses 186 - 187

Whomsoever Allah lets go astray, for him there is no
one to give guidance. And He leaves them wandering
blindly in their rebellion. [I861
They ask you about the Hour, 'When is it due to
happen?" Say, "It's knowledge is only with my Lord. No
one can unfold it except He, at it's time. It shall weigh
heavy in the heavens and the earth. It shall not come
upon you but suddenly!' They ask you if you were
aware of it. Say, "It's knowledge is only with Allah, but
most of the people do not know!' [I871

The preceding verses spoke of the obstinate ignorance of the disbelievers who rejected the true Faith, despite all the clear signs given to
them by Allah. This could be a source of grief to the Holy Prophet &
+, & *I11 as he was highly considerate and the greatest well-wisher of
the mankind. The verse 186 provides him with a consolation saying
that whomsoever Allah leaves wandering in his ignorance and lets him
go on with his evil deeds can never be guided by any one and Allah
leaves him a t the mercy of his abject desires. That is to say, the Holy
JJI & has done his duty by conveying the message of
Prophet +,
Allah as explicitly as was possible, and that their rejection of the true
faith was not for any of his faults.
Among the themes of this S h a h (Al-A'raf) three topics are of great

-

importance: the unity of Allah (TauhTd), the Prophethood (Riszah) and
the life in the Hereafter (a+i). These three principles are, in fact, the
mainstay of the whole edifice of Islam. Exposition of the first two principles, the Tauhid and the Riszah have been provided in the foregoing
verses.
The verse 187 speaks of the third principle, that is, the life in the
Hereafter (i+i).
The revelation of this verse is related with the
following incident reported by Ibn Jarir and 'Abd ibn Humaid on the
authority of Qatadah.
The Quraish of Makkah once asked the Holy Prophet +, *_jc &I &
by way of mockery as to when the Hour of doom was to occur of which
he used to warn them so often. The verse was revealed in response to
this question.
The Arabic word Sa'ah i;.G signifies a short period without specific
number of minutes or hours, while in our calendar it is a single unit
out of twenty four units of the day and night. In Qur'anic terminology,
however, it is used for the day when all the created beings will cease to
exist, as well as for the day when all the creation shall be revived and
presented before the Lord of all the creations. &$Mursa signifies to
stop or to stay, /,'",Y Y'is a derivative of @'which means to disclose or
open. Baghtatan i;;: means suddenly while the word 'Hafiyyun' '
$
is
used for a scholar or a knowledgeable person according to Sayyidna
'Abdullah Ibn 'Abbas 4;5 &I&,. The word is generally used for a person
who invests his effort and employs all his resources to ascertain something.

w-

The quintessence of the verse, therefore, is that the Quraish of
Makkah should be answered that the exact time of the Doom is not
known, and shall never be made known to any one. It is a divine secret
which shall disclose itself by it's sudden occurence, as has been
4,7
z ,y ,-::
decided by the Qur'anic phrase ~;L:YJ~(".LY "It shall not come upon you
but suddenly".
Al-Bukhari and the Muslim have reported on the authority of Sayyidna A b i Hurairah ~s&Ip, that the Holy Prophet ~ L - +
J &I & said

with regard to sudden occurence of the 'Qiyamah' (The Doomsday) that
it has been made a close secret. The wisdom behind it is obviously to
make people live their lives peacefully which would have not been
possible in case the definite time of death was known to them. Besides,
those who do not believe in Doomsday would have made mockery of it
by knowing the remotely long period of it's occurence. The divine
wisdom chose to keep it undefined in order to keep people vaguely in
fear of it's dreadful events which, in fact, is a n effective measure
against crime and corrupt practices.
By implication, the above verses make us alive to the fact that once
we have come to believe that the day of QiyZmah has inevitably to
come and all the created beings shall necessarily be presented before
the Lord of all the creation and be called to account for all their minor
or major deeds, and shall be rewarded or punished according to their
performance in this world, the knowledge of time and period of the
death becomes immaterial. It will not be wise to waste precious time of
one's life in futile discussions like the time of occurrence of the
Doomsday. On the contrary, human reason and wisdom demands that
every moment of uncertain period of life is spent carefully in preparing
oneself for the great day of judgement. This answer to the Quraish of
Makkah made it clear that their question regarding the time of the
Doomsday was a product of their ignorance. The next phrase of this
verse speaks of another misconception of the disbelievers of Makkah.
It said:

"They ask you as if you were aware of it."

+,

-

4 &I & had, somehow,
They thought that the Holy Prophet
secured the knowledge of the exact time of the occurrence of the
Doomsday and that he was not disclosing it for some purpose. They
r-jr
, &I
was
insisted him to disclose it to them. The Holy Prophet ,&
asked to answer them in these words:
"Say, it's knowledge is only with Allah, but most of the people

do not know."

That is, it is not necessary for a prophet to know the definite time
of the Doomsday or certain other matters that are kept secret by
Allah. The lack of knowledge in such matters on the part of a prophet
cannot, therefore, be taken as a proof against his prophethood. (The
knowledge of a prophet can never be equal to the All-encompassing
knowledge of Allah.)

+,

rtlf dl ,+ , however, was given knowledge of
The Holy Prophet
certain specific signs indicating that the Doomsday was in proximity.
He has informed the Muslim Ummah of all these signs in explicit
terms in his Traditions. In one of such Traditions he said that his
appearance and the Day of QiyZmah were as close to each other as two
fingers of a hand. (Tirmidh?)

As for the reports giving the total age of this world as seven thousand years, they are the reports borrowed from some Israelite literature in certain Islamic books. They are neither authentic nor do they
have any basis in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Similarly, geo-physical
data of modern knowledge giving the age of this world as millions of
years do not confront or contradict any of the Qur'anic verse or any
authentic Tradition of the Holy Prophet +, Ljs &I&. On the contrary,
,+ addressing the Muslim Ummah said in
the Holy Prophet
a Tradition:

+,

"When compared to the early people, you are like a white
thread of hair on the body of a black ox."

This gives us an idea of the enormous age of this world as thought
by the Holy Prophet ~ L .4
J Jfl &. Hafiz Ibn Hazm of Spain has, therefore, concluded that the exact age of this world cannot be assessed by
any one. (Maraghni)

1. By inference it seems physically impossible to have an exact assessment
of the age of this universe, because it would give the exact time of the end
of this universe which has been precluded by the above verse saying that
the knowledge of the occurrence of the Doomsday is not known to any one
but Allah. (Translator)

Verses 188 - 193

Say, 'l
have no power to bring a benefit or a harm to
myself, except what Allah wills. And if I had the knowledge of the unseen, I would have accumulated a lot of
good, and no evil would have touched me. I am but a
Warner and a harbinger of good for people who
believe!' [I881 He is the One who has created you from a
single soul, and from him created his wife, so that he
may find comfort in her. So when he covered her with
himself, she carried a light burden and moved about
with it, thereafter, when she grew heavy, they both
prayed to Allah, their Lord, "If You bless us with a
perfect child, we shall be among the grateful!' [I891 But
when We blessed them with a perfect child, they
ascribed partners to Him in what W e blessed them
with. So, far beyond is Allah than what they associate
with Him. [I901
Do they associate those with Allah who do not create
anything, rather, they are created (themselves)? [I911
And they (the alleged partners) cannot extend to them
any help, nor can they help themselves. [I921 And if you

call them to the right path, they shall not follow you. It
is all the same for them whether you call them or
remain silent. [I931

The Verse 188 clears away a common misbelief of the people
regarding the prophets of Allah. They thought that the prophets must
possess the knowledge of each and everything in the universe,
including the knowledge of the unseen future and unknown past.
Similarly, they thought that the prophets must possess the power of
bringing benefit or harm to any one out of their own will. The verse
made it clear that the all-encompassing knowledge is an exclusive
attribute of Allah which cannot be ascribed to any created being.
Ascribing these exclusive attributes to any one other than Allah is the
greatest transgression and is tantamount to associating partners with
Allah. The very purpose of the revelation of the Holy Qur'an and the
advent of the Holy Prophet +, & A!& has been to eliminate all the
traces of plurality of god and to establish the purest unity of Allah
(Tauhfd).
The Holy Prophet +, Ljs &I & has been asked to declare that, not
to speak of others, even he was unable to harm or benefit himself and
that he did not possess the knowledge of the unseen. Had he possessed
such knowledge, he would have stored all the good for himself and
would have saved himself from every possible harm. There are evident
instances in which the Holy Prophet pl, +&I & could not achieve his
objectives inspite of all his effort, and in many other instances, he
could not save himself from the damages and harm that reached him.
The incident of the treaty of Hudaibiyah is an evident example when
and his companions travelled all the
the Holy Prophet +, *-js &I
way to Makkah in order to perform the 'Umrah but were stopped by
the unbelievers of Makkah. Despite all their desire and effort, they
had to go back to Madinah without performing 'Umrah. similarly, the
Holy Prophet pl, r j c &I,& was wounded in the battle of Uhud and the
Muslims faced temporary defeat.
Perhaps, such events were allowed to happen, so that it may be
demonstrated in practical terms that the Prophets, with due regards
to their being closest to Allah and being the best of all the human
beings, did not possess divine power and encompassing knowledge.

-

They were humanAike other human beings. The Christians fell prey to
the same error. They ascribed the divine attributes of Allah to their
Prophet and went astray.
The Prophets, however, are invested by Allah with as much knowledge and power as no other human being has ever acquired. They Holy
Prophet +, Ljs &I & was certainly favoured with the degree of knowledge which surpassed the knowledge of all other prophets. He
informed the Muslims of many things which were to happen in future.
All his foretellings were seen to happen exactly as he had foretold.
was given the
Ljs
, J-ll
We can say that the Holy Prophet ,&
knowledge of a number of unseen things, but in Qur'anic terminology
this is not termed as "&'19+"
(the knowledge of the unseen). Therefore,
on the basis of this we are not allowed to call the Holy Prophet &9pG
&'I(the knower of the unseen), as knower of the unseen is none other
ihan Allah.
P 9 5 ,r*
zrp, 5
>
Y! LI j! "I am but
The last sentence of the verse said, j&j! * +'>
a Warner and a harbinger of good for people who believe." That is, he
has been assigned the duty of warning the evil doers against the
punishment of Allah and give the good tidings of great reward by
Allah to those who are righteous.
/

0

The next verse 189 speaks of the most basic belief of Islam that is
Tauhid and, a t the same time, brings out the falsity of believing in
more than one god. In the beginning of the verse Allah JL- LLU has
- mentioned the creation of Sayyidna 'Adam and Sayyidah Hawwa' l.&
which was a manifestation of His perfect power. The verse said:

,

"He is the One who has created you from a single soul and
from him created his wife, so that he may find comfort in her."

This manifestation of Allah's great Power should have made
mankind more grateful to Allah and they must have abstained from
associating partners with Allah, but negligent as they were, they acted
differently. Their neglectful attitude has been referred to in this verse
and in the next, in these words:

"So when he covered her with himself, she carried a light
burden and moved about with it. Thereafter, when she grew
heavy, they both prayed to Allah, their Lord, "If you bless us
with a perfect child, we shall be among the grateful." So, when
Allah blessed them with a perfect one, they ascribed partners
with Him."
That is to say, a t the initial stage of pregnancy the woman feels
free to move about, but later when fetus grows heavy in her womb, the
parents are anxious about their unborn. They are not sure if they
would get a perfect child, because there are occasions when new born
is not a normal child or is deaf dumb or blind etc. Having such apprehensions, they start praying for a perfect child and make promises
with Allah to be grateful to Him if He favours them with a perfect
child. Now, when Allah grants their prayers by giving them a normal
and healthy baby, they ascribe partners with Allah, and thus their
children, themselves, become the source of their misguidance.
It happens in a variety of ways. Sometimes they are misled by
their false belief that their new born is a gift of some holy or godly
person. Sometimes, they devote it to some living or dead person and
start making offerings in their names. Some people take their children
to them and bow their forehead before them. Sometimes, they involve
themselves in Shirk d s by naming their children like 'Abdullat ~ W I J +
'Abd ul 'Uzza 6 j d I ~
'Abdul Shams d l . +
or Bandah 'Ali & tr;! etc.,
assigning their children to false gods, indicating that these children
have been created or gifted by these gods or personalities. In short, all
the above acts or beliefs are different forms of 'Shirk' d s and the worst
kind of ungratefulness to Allah, their Lord. The last sentence of this
verse confirms misguidance of such people by saying:

"So far beyond is Allah than what they associate with Him."
The above interpretation of this verse has made it clear that by
L+ in the first
referring to the Prophet 'Adam and Hawwa' (Eve)
sentence of this verse, the children of 'Adam have been asked to follow

him and show their gratefulness to Allah, while the rest of the verse
speaks of the misguidance and perversion of their descendants who,
instead of being grateful to their Lord ascribed partners to Him.
This makes it clear that the Prophet 'Adam and HawwZ'
L&
have nothing to do with those who ascribed partners with Allah. The
verse refers to the generations coming after them who were ungrateful
to Allah and involved themselves in Shirk d,.i . We have adopted this
interpretation on the authority of SayyidnZ Ibn 'Abbas GS LLII
reported by Ibn al-Mundhir and Ibn Abi Hatim, in Tafsir al-Durr alManthur. The story related by Tirmidhi and HZkim about 'Adam and
Hawwa' being deceived by Satan has been taken by some scholars as
an unauthentic Israelite report which is liable to be rejected. Many
Muhaddithin, the scholars in HadTth have, on the other hand,
confirmed it. The above interpretation, however, clears away any
possible doubt even if the story is taken to be authentic.
The above verse has provided us with the following points of significant value.
1. The men and women have been created in the same species in
order that they may have a natural affinity and perfect understanding
with each other, and discharge their duties towards the construction of
a good society.

Havoc caused by immodesty
2. The rights and obligations assigned to the married couple basically aim a t providing a peaceful environment a t home. There are
many social behaviours of modern age that are directly opposed to the
above objective of creating a peaceful atmosphere. For example, the so
called freedom of wonian has caused havoc to social peace. The
alarming number of divorces and serious altercations are mostly the
result of free mixing of men and women in society. By experience we
know that the growth of immodest practices in society is propotional to
the destruction of social values and deprives man of peace a t home and
in the society.
3. The third point refers to the naming of one's children. It is
prohibited to give names to the children like 'Abdul Shams (The slave
of the Sun) or 'Abd a1 'UzzE (The slave of 'Uzza) which purport to

assign them to entities other than Allah. Giving such names is prohibited even if parents do not really mean it. This practice is a great sin
in Islam.
4. The best way of offering our gratitude to Allah is to name our
children after the good names of Allah and His Messenger. The Holy
Prophet ,&,JJI & has, therefore, recommended the names like 'Abd
ur R&man, and 'Abdullgh etc.

It is a pity that, one by one, we are depriving ourselves of all the
Islamic manners and values. Firstly, we give our children non Islamic
names simply following the fashion of the non-Islamic cultures. In
addition, we find that most of the parents abbreviate the names of
their children into English initials which makes it all the more difficult to distinguish them as Muslims. specially so, when we have worn
the appearance of the non-Muslims, altogether. May Allah favour us
with the real understanding of Islam and Islamic values.

-

Verses 194 198
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Surely, those whom you call beside Allah are slaves like
you. So, call them and they should respond to you if
you are true. [I941 Do they have legs to walk with? Or do
they have hands to grip with? Or do they have eyes to
see with? Say, "Call to your associate-gods, then, plot
against me and allow me no respite. [I951 Surely, my

Sarah Al-A'rif : 7 : 194 - 198

121

protector is Allah who has revealed the Book and who
does protect the righteous!' [I961
And those whom you call beside Him cannot help you,
nor can they help themselves. [I971 And if you call them
for guidance, they shall not hear. And you see them
looking at you while they do not see. [I981

+,

has been asked to say to the unbeThe Holy Prophet
LjS &I
lievers that your false gods are nothing but slaves like you, and being
devoid of essential faculties of moving, seeing, hearing and speaking
cannot help themselves, far from coming to your help in your need. If
you are not sure, then "Call them and they should respond to you," and
"Call to your associate-gods, then plot against me and allow me no
respite."
The verse 196 has said:

"Surely my protector is Allah who has revealed the Book and
who does protect the righteous."
The Arabic word 3, rendered here as 'protector' also means helper.
(The Book) here refers to the Holy Qur'an, and the word
The word
&b (the righteous), according to Sayyidng Ibn 'Abbas ~ ; &I
s y;lJ , here
refers to all those who do not take any one equal to Allah, including
the prophets and other faithful Muslims.
The Holy Prophet +, +&I & has been asked to declare that he
was not fearful of their opposition in the least since Allah, who had
revealed the Qur'an to Him was his protector and helper. It may be
noted that out of all the divine attributes of Allah, this verse spoke
specially of His revelation to the Holy Prophet
Ljs dl
. It is
because the only reason of their hostility to the Holy Prophet & was
his invitation to the message of the Holy Qur'an. He was therefore,
sure to have been helped and protected by Allah. The next sentence
provides us with a general rule that Allah does not only help and
protect His messengers who have special favours of Allah, but also
helps and protects all the Muslims who are righteous.

+,

;s$;

"He helps and protects the rightThe last sentence *
eous" has given us a general principle that in addition to helping the
/

prophets who hold the highest status among all the people, Allah helps
and protects all the Muslims who act righteously. Therefore, the opposition or hostility of any one does not harm a true Muslim in the real
sense of the word. Most often he is made to triumph over his enemies
in this very world. If, for some good reason, he does not overcome and
is apparently defeated, this, too, does not go to damage his real objective. His failure in this world is, in fact, his success in true sense,
because the main objective of his life is to seek Allah's pleasure and to
obey Him in each and every activity of his life. His failure, being from
Allah draws him nearer to his objective of seeking Allah's pleasure.

-

Verses 199 202

Take to forbearance, and bid the Fair and ignore the
ignorant. [I991 And if you are stricken with a strike from
the Satan, seek refuge with Allah. Surely, He is AllHearing, All-Knowing. [2001 Surely those who are Godfearing, when they are touched by a visit from Satan,
they become conscious, and, at once they are watchful.
[2011 As for the brethren of Satans, the satans drag
them on into the error, and they do not stop short. [2021

The Ideal Manifesto of Qur'anic Ethics
The above verse provides us with a perfect code and model discipline of moral excellences. It was through this discipline that the Holy
Ljc &I & was trained and then was conferred with the title
Prophet
of
&
(The manifestation of all moral excellences) which is
unique to him out of the whole mankind. After giving a description of
obstinate ignorance, and immoral behaviour of the adversaries of
Islam in the foregoing verses, the Holy Qur'an, in contrast to the
+JJI& with some moral teachabove, provides the Holy Prophet

+

+,

+,

Siirah Al-A'rZf : 7 : 199 - 202

123
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ings. The first is @'I (Take to forbearance). The Arabic word ,.L , has
many significations. Each of them can be taken to mean here. This is
why the experts in the exegesis of the Qur'an have presented varied
comments on this verse. The most agreed interpretation of this word is
that it is an act which can be done with ease or without any difficulty.
The first sentence therefore, shall mean "Accept what people can do
easily," implying that, in the matter of Islamic obligations, the Holy
I,jS &I& should not demand high standard of deeds from
Prophet
the people. Rather, he should accept the degree of perfection which can
be achieved easily by the people.

+,

To make it more clear, let us take the example of &l& (the prayer)
which in true sense means to isolate oneself from all the worldly
thoughts and actions and stand before his Lord in perfect veneration.
He is supposed to present his praise to his Lord directly as though he
is addressing his Lord and making his supplications to Him directly
with nothing and no one between him and His Lord.
This state of mind shows itself in a worshipper by some expressive
signs like c.,t.(submission and humbleness), which are achieved
only by a few fortunate worshippers. This degree of veneration and
love cannot be expected from all the worshippers. This verse has there& JJI & not to demand the high stanfore, asked the Holy Prophet
dard of performance from the people, and to accept what degree of
perfection they can achieve easily in their deeds.

+,

The above interpretation has been reported in Sahih al-Bukhari on
the authority of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Zubair LZ dl &>. Another
report cited by Ibn Kathir, has said that the Holy Prophet &, at the
time of the revelation of this verse, said, "I have been commanded (by
Allah) to accept common or unexceptional obedience from the people in
their worships and behaviour. I have, therefore, decided to do the
same as long as I am in their company." A large number of the
exegetes of the Holy Qur'an like Sayyidna 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar,
'Abdullah ibn Zubair, Sayyidah 'A'ishah &I
p9;5 JJI
and the scholar
Mujahid have confirmed the same meaning of this Qur'anic phrase.
Another meaning of the word ,L is to pardon or to forgive. Some of
the exegetes have adopted this meaning here. According to them this
Qur'anic phrase has asked the Holy Prophet ,&
1-15
,JJI & to pardon the

errors and shortcomings of the people.
Imam Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, the great exegete of the Holy Qur'an has
reported that at the time of revelation of this verse the Holy Prophet
i& asked the Archangel Jibra'il about the implication of this verse. The
Archangel after confirming the meaning from Allah answered that you
have been commanded to pardon the one who does you wrong, and to
be generous to the one who gives you nothing, and to continue your
relation with one who breaks off his connections with you.
Under the comment on this verse Ibn Marduwaih has reported, on
the authority of Sayyidna Sa'ad ibn 'Ubadah, that this verse was
was
revealed when, in the battle of Uhud, Sayyidna Hamzah L;C JJI
martyred and parts of his body were savagely cut off. The Holy
&I& , seeing his body in such miserable condition,
Prophet
said, "I shall behave to seventy of their people the way they have
behaved with Hamzah." This verse was revealed to him implying that
it does not suit his dignified position. He should pardon and forgive
people.
*J

+,

J
&

This is supported by another Hadith reported by Imam &mad on
~ ~ that the Holy
the authority of 'Uqbah ibn 'Amir L G L L ~ Isaying
Prophet &$ had instructed him of the same. That is, to pardon the one
who does wrong to him, to keep relation with one who cuts off his relation with him and to give the one who deprives him. Bayhaqi also has
~
that the Holy Prophet LJS LLfl
reported from Sayyidn; 'Ali L L &I
+, said to him. 'I teach you the manners better than the manners of
all the early and the later people, that you should give the one who
deprives you, pardon the one who does wrong to you and continue your
relation with one who breaks off with you.
* J

The above two meanings of the word ,L though, are different from
each other but the purest essence of both is one and the same, that is,
he should not demand the high standard of worship and deeds from
the people and pardon them for their errors, and should not take
revenge of their wrongs, and be generous to them with no regard to
recieving any return from them.

+,

4 ljjl
The authentic records of the life of the Holy Prophet
have shown that he demonstrated the truest picture of the above

~ u r ' a n i cmodel of deeds and morals. This model appeared in full bloom
when Makkah was conquered and his sworn enemies were a t his
mercy. At that time, he set all of them free saying that 'far from any
thoughts of seeking any revenge against them for their injustices, he
would not even blame them in any way for what had happened
between them in the past.'
The second sentence of this manifesto or testament reads: 9$.'&
(and bid the Fair - 199). The word: d;59('urn meaning 'recognized' refers
to everything done in a way which is good and praiseworthy. The
sense is that he should not seek to avenge the oppressive treatment
meted out to him by his enemies, rather, he should forgive them but,
along with it, he should also continue to ask them to do what was good
and beneficial. Thus, he would not only be repaying evil with good and
injustice with justice alone, in fact, he would be repaying them for all
that by a higher degree of favor and grace - that of Ihsan.
In the third sentence, it was said:
+&& (and ignore the
ignorant). It means that he should, no doubt, forgo revenge against
injustice, deal with his enemies having goodwill and concern for them,
and softly explain the truth of the matter to them. But, in this process,
there will be those ignorant diehards who would not still be impressed
or affected by this highly gentle moral response. They would, in spite
of that, display more of their ignorance and harshness. If so, he was
advised not to be affected by their heart-rending comments and rustic
challenges, offer no response in their ter'ms, instead, stay away from
and ignore them.
TafsTr Ibn Kathir has said that 'to ignore' also means that he
should not repay evil with evil. It does not mean that he should stop
giving good advice to them, for this would not be befitting in terms of
the standing mission a prophet and messenger of Allah is charged
with.
At this stage, according to a n event reported in the Sahih of alBukhari from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L L .&I
~ dJ,
it was during
the period of the Khilafah of Sayyidna 'Umar L;S .&I dJthat 'Uyaiynah
ibn Hisn came to Madinah and stayed there as a guest of his nephew,
Hurr ibn Qays. Sayyidna Hurr was among the learned men of
Madinah who used to attend the advisory council of Sayyidna 'Umar.

'Uyaiynah said to his nephew, Hurr ibn Qays, 'you are close to the
AmTr al-Mu'minin. Take an appointment for me to see him.' Sayyidna
Hurr ibn Qays requested Sayyidna 'Umar that his uncle, 'Uyaiynah
wanted to meet him. He gave the permission.
But, once 'Uyaiynah was in the company of Sayyidna 'Umar alFZrGq, he spoke to him in a manner that was uncivilized and contrary
to facts while complaining that he neither gave them their full rights
nor treated them with justice and equity. Sayyidna 'Umar
was angry. Thereupon, Sayyidna Hurr ibn Qays submitted, 'yZAm5al-Mu'minin, Allah Ta6Z;lZhas said: -, & &$k+$'&
$i,'$'l$
(Take to
forbearance, and bid the Fair and ignore the ignorant - 199) and this
person too is one of the ignorant ones.' Hearing this verse, his anger
subsided and he said nothing to him. This habit of Sayyidna 'Umar d J
GA
1 was well known. About him it was said:
&I
jlr i6;:i (He
readily mellowed before the commandments of the Book of Allah, the
Mighty, the Exalted).
&J

X
&
I

.

h$

This verse carries a comprehensive statement of noble traits of
character. Some scholars have explained these briefly by saying that
there are two kinds of people: (1)Those who are good in deeds and (2)
those who are evil and unjust. This verse tells us to treat both kinds
nobly. As for those who do good, accept what they offer as such. Do not
investigate too much and do not be unnecessarily inquisitive. Do not
demand good at its highest from them and accept what they come up
with as sufficient. As for the evildoing, the instruction given is: Teach
them to do what is good. Show them the way of righteousness. If they
do not accept it and choose to stick to their straying and error and talk
haughtily and aggressively, the appropriate course is to stay away
from them and avoid responding to their ignorant comments. It is
hoped that this approach may bring them round at some stage when
they may realize their error.

sj$&

,k6;>/@1;:
&j$'6~
In the second verse, it was said: &9
(And if you are stricken with a strike from the Satan, seek refuge with
Allah - 200).
d

This verse too is really a complement of the subject taken up in the
first verse which instructs that the error made by the unjust and the
ignorant should be forgiven and the evil done by them should not be

--

answered by counter evil. This is heavy duty. In fact, doing something
like this is most irksome and hard on human temperament. Particularly on occasions such as this, the Shaitan is there to coax someone
very normal into anger and somehow gets his client all set to fight.
Therefore, in the second verse, it has been suggested that in case
emotions of anger seem to be flaring up on such an occasion where
your patience is under test, one should promptly figure out that this
instigation is coming from the Shaitzn. It has a standard treatment seek refuge with Allah.
It appears in Hadith that two men were quarreling before the Holy
& dl& and one of them was getting out of control in his
Prophet
fit of anger. He looked a t him and said, 'I know some words which, if
this person were to say, his rage will go away.' Then, he said, 'here are
;
:+t& ($1 (I seek refuge with Allah from the
the words: ,&I
ShaitEn, thkiccursed). when this person heard the Holy Prophet J,
+, ~ j &Is reciting it, he immediately said it after him. Suddenly, his
anger was all gone.

+,

41

An Unusual Coincidence
At this stage, the great Tafsir Ibn Kathir has written about an
unusual coincidence. He says that there are three verses in the entire
Qur'zn that appear as an embodiment of high moral teaching - and all
three of them conclude with the need to seek refuge from the ShaitEn.
One of these is this very verse of Surah al-A'rEf we are talking about.
The second one is the following verse of S i r a h al-Mu'minin:

"Repel the evil with what is good. We know best what they
keep saying and you say: '0 my Lord, I seek refuge with You
against the urgings of the Satans, and 0 my Lord, I seek
refuge with You from that they be with me - 23:97,98."
The third verse appears in S i r a h HE Mim as-Sajdah (also referred
to as Surah Fussilat):

(And good and bad deeds are not equal. Repel with that which
is better, whereupon he - between whom and you there was
enmity - will be as if a fast friend. [34] And this quality is
granted to none but those who observe patience, and this
quality is granted to none but he who is endowed with a great
fortune. [351 And if you are stricken with a strike from the
Shaitin, then, seek refuge with Allah. Surely, He is the AllHearing, the All-Knowing. [361- 41:34-36)

In these three verses, instruction has been given to forgo and
forgive people who incite anger, to return evil with good and, along
with it, to seek refuge from the ShaitEn. This tells us that the Shaitan
takes special interest in human quarrels. Give them any opportunity
where a quarrel is on, the Satans converge on it as their favorite
hunting ground. No matter how sedate and forbearing someone
happens to be, they would still incite him into anger and try to make
them cross the limits.
There is a treatment for it. When a person sees his anger getting
out of control, he should know that Shaitan is winning against his
better self. He should then turn to Allah Ta'Ela and seek refuge with
Him. This makes noble traits of character flourish at their best. Therefore, additional stress has been laid on the need to seek the protection
of Allah against the Shaitan in the third (201) and fourth (202) verses as
well.

Verses 203 - 204

And when you do not bring them a sign, they say,
"Could you not make up one?" Say, '!I only follow what
is revealed to me from my Lord." This is (a Book of)

insights from your Lord and a guidance and mercy for
a people who believe. DO31
And when the Qur'in is recited, listen to it and be
silent, so that you may be blessed. [2041

Commentary
Mentioned in the verses cited above is the proof that the Holy
Prophet +, 4 rill & is the true Messenger of Allah. Also answered
there are doubts raised by his antagonists. Then, as a corollary, some
religious injunctions have been taken up.
To prove that they are Messengers of Allah, all prophets, may
peace be upon them all, are given miracles. It was in consonance with
r j s dl &, the foremost among prophets,
it that the Holy Prophet
was blessed with so many miracles which exceed the number of those
given to past prophets and which are clear too.

+,

+,

The miracles of the Holy Prophet
+k dl & as proved from the
Qur7an, and authentic HadTth reports, are fairly numerous. Muslim
religious scholars have written separate books about them. 'Allamah
Jalalu 'd-Din as-SuyutT's book, al-Khasais al-Kubra, in two volumes, is
a well-known work on this subject.
But, despite the manifestation of so many miracles, his opponents
stuck to their unreasonable demands asking for ever-new miracles of
their choice. This has also been mentioned earlier in this very Surah.
The first of the two verses cited above provides an answer to their
demand as a matter of principle. To put it briefly, the miracle of a
prophet is a testimony and proof of his mission as a Messenger of
Allah. Take the example of the claim of a plaintiff that stands proved
by some trustworthy evidence. The other party has not challenged it in
any way. If so, no court in the world would give this party the right to
demand from the plaintiff that it would accept the claim only when he
produces its evidence from a number of particularly specified people.
And that the said party would, without challenging the present
evidence, not accept it. Therefore, after having seen so many manifest
miracles, the antagonists had no right to say that they would take him
to be a Messenger of Allah only if he were to show their customordered miracles. This is nothing but a hostile demand that no court of
justice would accept as valid.

So, in the first verse (203), it was said when he does not show them
the miracle specified by them, they use it as a pretext to deny that he
was a Messenger of Allah. Had he been one, he would have shown
them the miracle of their choice! The Holy Prophet +, +LG dl & has
been asked to tell them that his mission does not call for the showing
of miracles on his own. Instead, his basic mission was to follow the
injunctions sent to him by his Lord through the medium of Wahy
(revelation) and it included the task of their preaching as well. Therefore, he was busy doing what he was assigned to do. As for the verification of his status as a Messenger of Allah, the miracles already manifested before them were more than enough for that purpose. Now that
they have already seen those, the demand for some particular miracle
is nothing but an exercise in hostility that is not worth noticing.
Then, out of the miracles shown, the Qur'an by itself is a great
miracle. It has challenged the whole world to come up with a small
Surah the like of it and it has failed to do so. This, then, is an open
sign that the Qur'an is no human word, instead, is the inimitable Word
of Allah, the most exalted.
For this reason, it was said: ~$S"&~G:IP
(This is (a Book of)
insights from your Lord). It means that this Qur'an has come from
your Lord as a compendium of many proofs and miracles. Whoever
deliberates into it, even summarily, could not part with it without
believing that it was nothing but the Word of Allah, the most exalted,
and that nothing created has anything to do with it. After that, it was
said: "Y ;'*/ r,d,-J,
''-U?,> $
; (and a guidance and mercy for a people who
believe). It Leans that, no doubt, this Qur'an is a proof of what is true
for the whole world, but it is an escort to the purpose of life and a
medium of deserving the mercy of Allah Ta'ala only for those who
believe in it.

.;:

In the second verse (204), we have been told that the Holy Qur'an
has come as mercy for the believers. But, in order to benefit from this
mercy, there are some conditions and rules of conduct. These have
d959'.
9
been delineated in the form of a general address as: 5 I$+L
jIJI ll;lj ?I;
(And when the Qur'an is recited, listen to it and be silent).

19;

There are different reports about the background of these verses
and about whether this injunction has appeared about the recitation of

--

-

the Qur'an in Salah, or in Khutbah, or relates to the recitation of the
Qur'an in an absolute sense, be it in Salah or Khutbah or in some other
condition. But, according to the majority of commentators, the correct
position is that the way the words of the verse are general, so the rule
laid down therein too is generally applicable to all conditions - except
some particular occasions.
Therefore, the followers of Hanafi School hve taken this verse to
prove that the persons offering their prayer behind a n Imam (i.e. the
muqtadfs) should not recite. Even Muslim jurists who have directed
the muqtadrs to recite AlfZtihah behind the Imam, they too, having
kept this verse in view have suggested that a rnuqtadi should recite
only in an interval when the Imam is silent. However, this is not the
appropriate occasion to take up this debate. Those interested may
refer to standard works, brief or detailed, written by scholars on the
issue.
The main subject of the verse is not but that the people for whom
the Qur'an has been declared to be mercy should realize the condition
that they have to recognize the etiquette and respect aligned with the
Qur'an and observe it literally in practice. Then, the cardinal etiquette
of the Qur'an is that listeners should lend their ears to it when recited
and remain silent.
The sense of lending ears to it not only includes listening to it but
also obeying it and making the effort of acting in accordance with its
p1,9,95,'
injunctions. (Mazhari and Qurtubi) Then, by saying: ,
j+y
pUJ (so that you
may be blessed) a t the end of the verse, a clear hint is given that the
mercy of Qur'an depends on the observance of rules of etiquette
mentioned above.

Some important rules relating to listening and remaining
silent when ~ u r ' i n
is being recited
In contrast with what has been said above, it is obvious that
whoever flouts these rules and shows disrespect to the Qur'an will
deserve Divine wrath, not mercy.
As for listening to the recitation of the Qur'an in the Salah and
remaining silent therein, Muslims generally know about it - though,
they do fall short in practice. Some of them would not even be aware of

-

the S i r a h recited by the Imam. For such people, it is imperative that
they should realize the greatness of the Qur7Gn,and listen to it attentively. This Islamic legal norm applies to the Khutbah of Jumu'ah etc.
Ljc JJI
& has particuIn addition to this verse, the Holy Prophet
larly said about the Khutbah:

+,

Y3 i& Y i f b Y I
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When the Imam comes out (for Khutbah), then, there is no
SalZh and no conversation.
And it also appears in a Hadith that no one should say anything to
anyone during Khu@uh, not even a verbal advice is allowed to be given
to another person to keep silence (if it has to be done, making a sign by
hand should be enough). The objective is to emphasize that, during the
Khutbah, no conversation of any kind, tusba, durkd or &l%h or acts of
similar nature are permissible.
Muslim jurists have said that the rule which applies to the
Khutbah of Jumu'ah applies to the Khutbah of the two 'Eid prayers
and that of NikZh (marriage) for, a t that time, listening to it and
remaining silent is obligatory (wGib).
However, in case someone is reciting on his own under usual conditions other than SalEh and Khutbah, the question arises: Will others be
required to be silent and listen to it? Whether or not would it be obligatory (wiijib) on them? The positions taken by Muslim jurists in this
matter differ. Some consider listening and remaining silent in this
condition too as wGib and doing against it a sin. It is for this reason
that they have ruled that it is not permissible for anyone to recite the
Qur'an in a loud voice a t places where people are busy doing their
chores or are resting. They have also said that anyone who recites the
Qur7anin a loud voice in such surroundings shall be a sinner. This is
- as it appears in Khulasatu 1-Fatawa and other juristic works.
But, some other jurists have distinguished different situations
from one another by saying that listening attentively is w2ib only on
occasions where the Qur7Znis being recited for the express purpose of
being listened to - such as, in Salah and Khutbah etc. And should it be
that someone is reciting on his own, or some people are doing their
own recitation at one place, then, it is not wGib to listen and be silent.

The reason is that it stands proved on the authority of sound &gdith
that the Holy Prophet +&J-~IJ,
used to recite the Qur'an in his
nightly prayers in a raised voice. At that time, his blessed wives would
be sleeping. At times, his voice could also be heard from outside his
roomette.
There is a Hadith in al-Bukhari and Muslim. It says that the Holy
Prophet +, Ljs dl & made a stop on his journey and when morning
came he said , 'I recognized my Ash'arite companions by the voices of
their recitation of Qur'an during the darkness of the night and was
able to pinpoint the direction and location of their tents - though, I had
no idea during the day as to where they stay.

+,

Ljs Jfl & never asked
This event shows that the Holy Prophet
these Asharite companions as to why they were reciting the Qur'an in
a loud voice, nor did he tell those sleeping that they all had to get up
and listen to the Qur'an when it was being recited.

As based on narratives such as these, jurists have given some
leeway in the case of recitation outside Saliih. But, they all consider it
better and preferable to listen and be silent when the sound of the
recitation of the Qur'an comes from somewhere - even if it is outside
the Saliih. For this reason, in places where people are resting or
working, it is not appropriate to recite the Qur'an in a loud voice.
This exposes the error of people who turn their radios to full
volume a t the time some program of recitation from the Qur'an comes
on the air, particularly a t places and gatherings where the crowd
would not listen to it attentively. Similarly, the practice of relaying the
recitation of the Qur'an from the public address systems of mosques
late a t night, in a manner that the sound goes out and disturbs the
sleep of the sleeping or the work of the working, is not correct.
'Allamah ibn al-Humam has written that, a t the time the Imam in
Salah, or the Khatib in Khutbah, is reciting something about the
Jannah or Jahannam, then, a t that time, it is not permissible even to
pray for Jannah or seek refuge from Jahannam. The reason is that,
according to this verse, the promise of mercy from Allah Ta'Ela is for
the person who remains silent when the Qur'an is being recited - and
whoever does not remain silent, to him the promise does n_~t
apply.

Yes, if one supplicates voicelessly after the recitation of such verses
during his nafZ prayers, it is an act proved by Sunnah, and is worthy of
reward as well. (Mazhari)
Verses 205 - 206

And remember your Lord in your self with humility
and fear, and without speaking loudly, in mornings and
evenings, and do not be among the heedless. [2051
Surely, those who are with your Lord are not arrogant
against His worship, and they proclaim His purity, and
before Him they prostrate. [2061
Commentary

That the Holy Qur'an should be listened to and that due etiquette
should be observed when doing so was the subject in previous verses.
Described in the present two verses, as held by the majority of
commentators, is the injunction to remember Allah, in a n absolute
sense, as well as its attending etiquette - which includes the recitation
of the Qur'an. However, according to Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas
L;C j J l LC;?>, the word: Ji (dhikr: remembrance) as it appears in this verse
means the Qur'an, and the rules of etiquette enunciated therein are
also related to its recitation. But, this does not make much of a difference because according to the consensus of all, other modes of remembrance ( a d h k a r : plural of dhikr), in addition to the Qur'an, are
governed by the same injunction and the same rules of etiquette.
In short, in this verse, human beings have been commanded to
remember Allah and told when to do it and how to do it.
Rules of Voiced and Voiceless Remembrance [Dhikr]

The first rule of etiquette relates to the doing of Dhikr in a lowered
or loud voice. The Holy Qur'an has given two choices about that in this
verse. It can be made secretly and voicelessly and it can be made

openly and loudly. About the voiceless Dhikr, it was said:
g &=$I;
which has been &anslated here literally as 'and remember
Lord
in your self (or, in your heart). This too would, take two forms: (1)
That one does not move his tongue and simply thinks of Allah and His
attributes in his heart that is known as al-dhikr-al-khafiyy (Dhikr of
the heart) or tafakkur (pondering). (2) That one brings his tongue in
alignment with what is happening in the deep recesses of his heart,
lowers his voice and renders the letters carrying Divine names. The
most preferred form of doing it is to first understand the sense of what
is being said. Then, in synchronization with it, let him do two things
simultaneously: Be fully conscious of its presence in his heart with his
span of attention riveted to it and then, verbalize it too. The reason is
that this is a form in which the tongue also joins in the Dhikr along
with the heart. And if someone were to remain devoted to the thought
within his heart alone, without uttering any word from his tongue,
that too is a reward-worthy act in its own place. However, the lowest
degree of it would be uttering the words of Dhikr but the heart stays
denuded with it, even heedless towards it. About a Dhikr like that, the
great sage, Rumi said:

$1
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On the tongue, glory to God
Cow and donkey in the heart!
What remembrance is it?
How effective will it be?
What sage Rkmi means is that Dhikr made through a heedless
heart brings no vestiges and blessings of the genuine act of Dhikr. It
does not rule out the reward and benefit that may issue forth from
what may be a bland verbal Dhikr because there are occasions when
this very verbal Dhikr becomes the channel, source and cause of the
Dhikr of the heart. The constant utterance of the tongue s t a r t s
affecting the heart as well. In case that does not materialize, no less is
the satisfaction that there is a t least one part of the body busy with
the Dhikr of Allah. If so, that too is not devoid of its benefits and
rewards. Therefore, people who fail to experience peace, attention and
sense of presence in their Dhikr and Tasbih (act of remembrance and
glorification of Allah) should not abandon it as something useless.

They should, rather, continue with it and keep trying to attain the
required degree of attention.
The second method of Dhikr has been given within this verse by
1
'l;: $1 $ e ( a n d without speaking loudly). It means that it
saying: 43
has to be in a lowered voice as compared to a raised voice. In other
words, the person who is engaged in the Dhikr of Allah does have the
option of doing a voiced Dhikr but its etiquette demands that one
should not do it too loudly reaching the outer limits of shouting and
screaming. Doing it in an average voice with due regard for the reverence-worthy nature of the activity is better. The fact is that doing the
Dhikr of Allah and the recitation of the Qur'an very loudly is a sign of
disrespect one has in his heart for the addressee. Is it not that one
cannot naturally speak up in a loud voice before someone he revers by
heart? Therefore, when the usual Dhikr of Allah or the recitation of
the Qur'an is made vocally, one has to be careful not to let the voice be
raised any more than necessary.
To sum up, three methods of the Dhikr of Allah and the recitation
of the Qur'an come out of this verse. (1)Concentrate on the Dhikr of
the heart only, that is, consider it sufficient to imagine and deliberate
on the meanings of the Qur'an, and Dhikr, while keeping the tongue
totally unmoved. (2) Also move the tongue along with the Dhikr of the
heart, without raising the voice to the level of being heard by others.
,&$,J'
Both these methods are included under the Divine command of: L
JJig
@g (And remember your Lord in your self). (3) The third method of
Dhikr is that, alongwith attention by heart, there is a movement of
tongue with voice, but it should not be raised any higher than necessary, in fact, it should be limited to the average level. This method has
been proposed in the Qur'inic statement: @I' + $1 2:;; (and without
speaking loudly). Another verse of the Qur'an has explained it further
by saying:
&
$2+& 5; &$&.'3'$ It commands the Holy
Prophet
4 JJI& that he should not recite the Qur'an in a voice
rising too high nor in a voice lowered too much. Instead, he should
maintain a middle level between the two - [17:110].

+,

gr 61;
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This was the instruction given by the Holy Prophet
~ j &I
s
Sayyidna Abu Bakr and Sayyidna 'Umar 1,+z &I
about the recitation of the Qur'an in Salah.
&J

According to an authentic Hadith, once the Holy Prophet Ljc &I&
+, came out of the house late a t night. When he reached the house of
Sayyidna Abu Bakr r;c dl+>,he saw him busy with Salah but he was
reciting in a lowered voice. Then he reached the house of Sayyidna
'Umar, *;s JJI
dJand saw that he was reciting in a raised voice. When
in the
these two companions came to the Holy Prophet +, r-jc Jfl
morning, he said to Sayyidni AbG Bakr L;S &I +>, 'when I went to you
last night, I noticed that you were reciting in a lowered voice.' Sayyidna A b i Bakr submitted, 'yZrasdaZZ&, the One I was reciting for has
heard it. That is sufficient.' Similarly, he said to Sayyidna 'Umar, 'you
were reciting in a raised voice.' He submitted, 'By raising my voice in
the recitation, I intended to drive away sleep and Shaitan both.' Giving
his verdict, the Holy Prophet
&A
JJI & instructed Sayyidna A b i
Bakr *;s Jfl dJto raise his voice a little bit and asked Sayyidna 'Umar
*;s dl
to somewhat lower it. (AbG DawGd)

+,

According to a report in Tirmidh;, some Companions asked Sayyidah 'A'ishah
&I +> about the recitation of the Holy Prophet dl
&A
whether he did it in a raised voice or a lowered voice. She said,
'at times he would do it loudly and a t others, in a lowered voice. He
recited both ways.'

+,

Some early elders have favored reciting loudly during nafl Salah a t
night and in recitations outside the Salah, while some others have
preferred reciting softly in a lowered voice. Therefore, Imam Abu
Banifah has said that the person reciting has the choice of reciting
either way. However, it is unanimously agreed that reciting loudly has
some conditions to it. Firstly, there should be no apprehension of
showing off in doing so. Secondly, the voice of the person reciting
should not cause any inconveniehce or pain to others. For example, it
should not interfere in the Salih or recitation being made by others, or
in their work, or rest. Under such eventualities, reciting in a low voice
is more meritorious as unanimously held by all.
Then, the rule that applies to the recitation of the Qur'an also
applies to other Adhkar and Tasbihat in that these could be made in a
voice loud or low. It is permissible to do it either way - subject to the
condition that the voice should not be so loud as to be against the
norms of humbleness of heart and the formal etiquette of spiritual

devotion. In addition to that, the voice of the person so engaged in
remembering Allah and glorifying Him should cause no disruption in
the activities of people working or resting.

As to what is more meritorious - loud or low - it depends on who is
doing it and under what conditions. The verdict differs. For some, loud
is better, for others, low. Then, there are times when loud is better and
there are other times when keeping it low or voiceless is beneficial.
(Tafsir Mazhari, RGh al-Bayan etc.)

The second rule of etiquette mentioned in the verse under discussion requires that Tilawah and Dhikr should be made humbly which is
the outcome of one's realization that Allah Ta'ala is great and most
exalted and that one keeps the meaning and sense of what he or she is
saying in sight.

, (khifah:
The third rule of etiquette comes out from the word: fear) in this very verse (205). Here, we have been told that one should
be in a state of awe and fear while reciting or making Dhikr. As for
fear, it means the fear of not being able to do justice to the great task
of worshipping Allah and recognizing His greatness - perhaps, we may
fall short or do something contrary to His reverence due on us. In addition to that, we have to be actively conscious of our sins and be fearful
of His punishment, fearful of what would happen to us in the end for
we do not know what and how it will be. So then, Dhikr and Tilawah
have to be done in the manner of a person who has been subdued by
an aura of awe and fear.
These rules have also appeared in an earlier verse of this very
r rg/ cE,.
SGrah al-A'rZf where they relate to prayer: +
; ~ ~ -9 ~ ~ ~ ~ & ' ( ~ u
to your Lord humbly and secretly - 7:55). Here, instead of & (khifah:
fear), the word: & (khufyah: secretly) has been used which means
saying it softly in a low voice - as though, it is also,a rule of etiquette
that Dhikr and Tilawah should be done softly in a lowered voice. But,
this verse makes it clear a t the same time that doing voiced Dhikr is
not prohibited, however, it is subject to the condition that one does not
raise his voice more than necessary, definitely not so high as would
cause the state of fear and humbleness to disappear.
Given towards the end of the verse are the timings of Dhikr and

Tilawah - that it should be done in the mornings and evenings. I t
could also mean that one should be busy with the remembrance of
Allah a t least twice a day in the morning and the evening. And it is
also possible that by saying mornings and evenings, the reference is to
all timings of the day and night on the analogy of saying East and
West and thereby meaning the whole world. If so, the verse would
mean that one must remain committed to Dhikr and Tilawah always,
under all conditions. Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~e;rjJI dJsays that the Holy
was devoted to the remembrance of Allah a t all
Prophet +, 4 dl
times and under all conditions.

&'I

At the end of the verse, it was said:
~&:4; (and do not be
among the heedless) which means that abandoning the remembrance
of Allah and joining the heedless is a great loss.
The last verse (206) depicts the particular state and style of those
close to Allah so that others may learn their lesson from it. It is said
that those who are close to Allah Ta'ili show no arrogance against
worshipping Him. Being 'with' Allah Ta'ili means being among those
approved of and accepted by Him. This includes all angels and all
blessed prophets and the most righteous men and women of the
Muslim community. As for the sense of arrogance in this context, it
means that they do not assume airs and do not fall short in their acts
of worship on the false assumption of being big and special. Instead of
doing anything of that sort, they take themselves to be weak and
needy before Allah and keep devoting themselves to His remembrance,
worship and glorification showing their ultimate humility by prostrating before their Lord in sajdah.
From here, we also learn that people who are blessed with the
ability to engage in perpetual worship and remembrance of Allah are
blessed with the sign that they are 'with' Allah all the time and fortunate to have His company.

Sajdah: Some merits and rules
Sajdah (prostration) as a unit of the Islamic 'Ibadah of S a l i h has
been mentioned here exclusively since it occupies a distinct place
among the rest of the units of Salih.
It appears in Sahih Muslim that a person asked Sayyidni Thawban

'tell me about something I should do that will take me to
Paradise.' Sayyidna Thawban u &I
remained silent. He repeated
the question. He still remained silent. When he came up with the
question the third time, he said, 'I had asked the same question from
Ljs &I& and he had ordered me to make sajdah
the Holy Prophet
repeatedly because for every sajdah you do, Allah Ta'ala increases a
rank and forgives a sin.' This person says that following his meeting
with Sayyidna Thawban ~ t &I
s A,
he met Sayyidna AbG al-Darda'
L;c&~.
He put the same question to him and he was given the same
answer.

LZ

LLll A,

&J

+,
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Again in Sahih Muslim, but on the authority of Sayyidng Abu
Hurairah u dl dJ,
it has been reported that the Holy Prophet dl &
,L
L,
~S
said, 'a servant of Allah is closest to his Lord when in sajdah.
Therefore, when you are in a state of sajdah, pray most ardently, for it
is strongly hoped that it will be answered.'
Let us bear in mind that Sajdah, by itself, is not a recognized act of
'Ibadah. Therefore, according to Imam Abu Hanifah, prostrating in
Sajdah abundantly means that one should offer nafl Salah abundantly.
An increased 'number of n a p SalGh would naturally result in a n
increased number of Sajdahs.
But, if a person were to go in Sajdah alone and supplicate after
that, it really does not matter. As for the instruction to supplicate in
Sajdah, it is particular to Nafl Salats. It is not mandatory.
SGrah al-A'raf ends here. Its last verse is a n Ayah of Sajdah
(requiring the person reciting and the person listening to prostrate in
Sajdah). According to a report from Sayyidna AbG Hurairah L;S JJIdJ
appearing in Sahih Muslim, the Holy Prophet +, & rill vLp said, 'when
a son of Adam recites a verse of Sajdah and then prostrates in Sajdah,
the Shaitan runs crying. He says: Alas, man was asked to prostrate in
1. It should be borne in mind that supplication in sajdah should be in nafl
salah and using the Arabic prayers either mentioned in the Holy Qur'an
or in the sunnah of the Holy Prophet & . However, in a sajdah meant for
supplication only, one can pray in whatever language he wishes
(Muhammad Taqi Usmani)

Sajdah and when he obeyed, Paradise became his home, and I was
asked to prostrate in Sajdah and when I disobeyed, Hell became my
home.'
Alhamdulill&
The Commentary on Surah al-A'raf
Ends here.

[The Spoils]
Siirah Al-Anfa was revealed in Madinah and it has 75 Verses and 10 Sections
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With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful.

Verse 1

They ask you about the spoils. Say, 'The spoils are for
Allah and the Messenger." So, fear Allah, and set your
relations right, and obey Allah and His Messenger, if
you are believers. [I]

Thematic Contents of the Scrah
Surah Al-Anfzl now opening here is a Madani Surah. S i r a h Al-A'rzf
which appeared previous to it carried a description of the ignorance
and hostility from the Mushrikin and the disbelief and mischief from
the people of the Book, a s well a s a discussion of the subjects related to
these.
In this S h a h , most of the subjects are connected with the battle of
Badr which was the occasion when these very people met their sad end
in defeat and Muslims succeeded in scoring a victory against them.
This was Divine favour and blessing for Muslims and a punishment
and retribution for disbelievers.

Since the main reason behind this blessing and reward for
Muslims is their absolute sincerity, Godliness and unity - and this
sincerity and unity is a result of their total obedience to Allah and His
Messenger - therefore, it is a t the very beginning of the S h a h that
stress has been laid on righteous conduct rooted in the fear of Allah
(TaqwZ) and on obedience due to Him and His Messenger - and on the
need to remember Allah and to trust in Him (Dhikr of Allah and
Tawakkul mentioned in verse 2).

Commentary
This verse is related to an event which came to pass in the battle of
Badr. If this event is kept in sight before going to the detailed explanation of the verse, it will make it easy to understand.
What happened is that Muslims, when they won in the battle of
Badr - the first confrontation of Kufr and Islam - they had some war
spoils on their hands. Its distribution led to a state of affairs among
the noble Companions which did not befit the high standard of
sincerity and unity around which the whole life of these blessed souls
was moulded. Therefore, it was within the very first verse, that the
standing policy on this subject was settled for ever - so that, there
remains nothing in the hearts of this group of people blessed with
sanctity, except truth, sincerity, unity and sacrifice.
Details of this event have been reported in the Musnad of &mad,
~irmidh:, Mustadrak of Ijikim and elsewhere in the words of Sayyidna
' U b i d a h L ; c L L I I ~ who
~
was a participant in the battle of Badr.
According to the report, someone asked SayyidnE 'Ubidah ibn Samit
about the meaning of the word: al-anfat in the verse cited above. He
said, 'This verse has, of course, been revealed about us, that is, about
participants in the battle of Badr. This was in the background of some
difference of opinion which arose among us as to the distribution of
war spoils and which affected our moral conduct adversely. Then,
through this verse, Allah Ta'ilZ took away the spoils from our hands
+&&I
who distriband entrusted them with the Holy Prophet
uted them equally over all those who had participated in the Jihad of
Badr.

+,

The situation a t the battle of Badr was that all of us marched out
&A
LL11 A.
It was after a tough fight between
with the Holy Prophet

+,

--

the two groups that Allah Ta'alii had the enemy defeated. At this
point, our forces were split in three sub-groups. Some pursued the
enemy so that they would not come back. Some went on to collect
spoils left by the disbelievers, while some others formed a cordon
Ljc JJI & and kept guarding him against
around the Holy Prophet
any surprise attack by the enemy in ambush somewhere. When
fighting was over, the night came and everyone returned to home base,
those who had collected spoils said: We have collected this booty,
therefore, no one but us has a share in it. And those who had pursued
the enemy said: You do not deserve it more than us because we were
the ones who forced the enemy to retreat and run and which gave you
the opportunity to collect spoils in peace . And those who remained
standing around the Holy Prophet +, r-jc dl& to protect him said: If
we wanted to, we too could have joined you in collecting the spoils with
you, but we devoted ourself to the task of seeing that the Holy Prophet
+, JJI remains protected, so, we too are deserving of it.

+,

This conversation among the Companions ultimately reached the
Holy Prophet +,Ljs &I&
whereupon this verse cited above was
revealed. It made it very clear that the spoils belonged to Allah. There
was none to own it or stake a claim over it, except the one to whom the
would give it. As for the Holy Prophet JJI &
Holy Prophet +, LjS JJI
+,&, he distributed the spoils equally over all participants of the
Jihad as ordained Divinely. (Ibn Kathir) Everyone was pleased with this
decree of Allah and His Messenger - and naturally ashamed of the
unbecoming state of affairs which arose between them because of their
mutual approach to remain ahead of the others.
Also in the Musnad of &mad, reported there is another event
which spells out the background in which this verse was revealed. It
c >>.
He says:
has been narrated by Sayyidna Sa'd ibn Abi Waqqas ~ t JJI
'My brother, 'Umayr fell a martyr in the battle of Badr. Out of the
disbelievers who were arrayed against him, I killed Sa'id ibn al-'As. I
took his sword and presented myself before the Holy Prophet LjS &I &
I wished that this sword be given to me. But, the Holy Prophet
& d l ordered me to deposit it with the spoils. I was duty-bound to
obey his order, but my heart ached with the thought that my brother
laid down his life in this Jihad and I killed the enemy confronting him

+,.
+,

and took possession of his sword, yet that too was taken away from
me. However, despite this thought, I stepped forward to carry out the
Commander's command and deposit the sword with the spoils. But, I
had hardly gone far enough when this verse of SGrah Al-Anfa1 was
+LC
d l & who called me back and let
revealed to the Holy Prophet
me have this sword.' According to some other narrations, it is also
had himself requested the Holy
reported that Sayyidna Sa'd u d l
LJL &I
that the particular sword be given to him, but he
Prophet
had said: 'This is not my property which I could give to someone, nor is
this owned by you. Deposit it with the rest of the spoils. This matter
will be decided in accordance with what Allah decrees.' (Ibn Kathir,

+,

&J

+,

Mazhari)

It is not unlikely that both these events may have come to pass and
the verse may have been revealed in answer to both.

A detailed explanation of the verse:
Here, the word: JLI (al-anfa) is the plural of J.L nafZ which means
grace and reward. Nafl Saliih, Sawm and Sadaqah are called Nafl
because they are not compulsory or obligatory on anyone. Those who
do these do so out of their free will. In the terminology of Qur'an and
Sunnah, the words nafZ and a n f a are also used for spoils or booty
obtained from the disbelievers a t the time of Jihad. But, the Qur'an
has used three words to carry this sense, that is, JLI : a n f d , i,rt:
g h a n h a h and G:fai'. The word: a n f a appears right here in the
present verse. As for the word: ghanimah, its details will appear in
verse 41 of this very Surah. Then, details relating to the word: G:fai'
..r
find mention in S i r a h Al-Hashr: &I:bl K; (and what Allah made His
Messenger get - 59:6). The meanings of these three words differ with
slight variation. Since the difference between them is slight, there are
occasions when one word is used for the other to mean spoils in the
absolute sense. Ghanimah generally carries the sense of booty obtained
from the adversary through fighting in Jihad. Fai': ;ljis booty obtained
from the disbelievers without active fighting and killing, whether they
abandon it or agree to give it up voluntarily. Then, nafl and a n f d are
also used to refer to the reward which the Supreme Commander of
Jihad may bestow upon a particular Mujahid in return for his exemplary performance. This meaning has been reported from Sayyidna
4
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'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &I
as in Tafsir Ibn Jarir. (Ibn Kathir) Then,
there are occasions when spoils as such are also identified through the
terms of nafl and a n f d . In this verse, most commentators have gone by
this very general meaning. The same general meaning has been
in the Sahih of
reported from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u &I
Al-Bukhari. The truth of the matter is that this word is used to carry
both meanings, the general and the particular. Therefore, no difference exists here. And the best explanation in this connection has been
given by Imam Abk 'Ubayd in his Kitab al-Amwal. He says: Lexically,
nafl means grace, reward or gift - and it is a very special blessing of
Allah Ta'ala bestowed upon the Muslim Ummah, the most fortunate
recepients of His mercy - in that the properties obtained from disbelievers through fighting in Jihad were made lawful for Muslims.
Otherwise, the practice did not exist among past communities. In fact,
the law which governed spoils was that such property was not lawful
for anyone. All spoils were collected and deposited a t one place, then, a
fire or lightening would come from the heavens and burn it up. This
was supposed to be a sign indicating that the God-oriented fighting
was acceptable in His sight. If spoils so collected and deposited were
not burnt up by the lightening from the heaven, it was supposed to be
a sign that the effort was not acceptable. Therefore, the later spoils
were considered rejected and ill-omened because of which it was not
used by anyone.
d

J

&J

appearing in AlBased on a narration from SayyidnZ Jabir *;c A1
A1 & has been reported
Bukhari and Muslim, the Holy Prophet +,
to have said: I have been blessed with five things which were not given
to any prophet or his community before me. One of the five is: J &I
A- ppl,
that is, 'made lawful for me are the spoils, though
they were not lawful for anyone before me.'
The injunction of 'anfa' given in the cited verse is: "The spoils are
for Allah and the Messenger." What it means is that its real ownership
is that of Allah while the right of their disposal rests with the
Messenger of Allah who distributes these in accordance with the
command of Allah a t his discretion.
Therefore, a group of leading authorities in Tafsir, with Sayyidna
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas GS &IdJ,
Mujahid, 'Ikrimah, Suddiyy and some

others among them, have said that this injunction was operative
during the early period of Islam when the law of the distribution of
spoils which is going to appear in the fifth section of this very verse
was yet to be revealed - because there spoils as a whole have been left
&I & who was to dispose
a t the discretion of the Holy Prophet +>
them off as he wished. The detailed injunctions which appear later
enjoin that one-fifth of the entire spoils should be deposited in the
Bayt al-Ma1 (Treasury of the Muslim State) to cover the needs of
common Muslims, and the remaining four-fifth should be distributed
among Jihad participants under a particular law the details of which
appear in authentic QEdTth. This detailed statement abrogated the
first verse of Surah Al-Anfal - and some respected elders have stated
that there is no case of abrogation at this place. Instead, the difference
here is that of brevity and detail. The first verse of SGrah Al-Anfzl is
brief with its details appearing in verse 41. However, Fai' property the
injunctions about which have been taken up in Surah Al-Hashr (59) has
r-jc dl
been placed totally a t the disposal of the Holy Prophet
who may act as he wishes a t his discretion. Therefore,when describing
the injunctions a t that place, it has also been said: G ; ! ~ ~ ~ $ ~ I ~ $ - I ' ~ ;
1 @ 6 Z ~ G ( t h a is,
t 'and what the Messenger gives you take it, and
what he stops you from leave it - 59:7).

+,

These details tell us that 'spoils' refers to properties which are
obtained through Jihad confrontation, and Fai' properties are what is
obtained without fighting and killing in Jihad. As for the word: a l Anfd, it is used for both, whether the sense be general or particular,
and it is also used for the reward which is bestowed by the
Commander-in-Chief of Jihad on a Gh&i(living Muslim warrior of a
victorious Jihad force).
In this connection, there are four forms of giving awards to Ghazies
in Jihad which date back to the blessed times of the Holy Prophet &:
1. That it is proclaimed that whoever kills an adversary will
become the owner of properties obtained from the soldier killed by
him. This property will just not be deposited with the rest of the
spoils.

2. That a group is taken out from the larger army and is sent on
Jihad to a particularly targeted area with the orders that the spoils

obtained from that area will belong to the particular group sent there subject to the obligation that one-fifth of the property thus obtained
will be deposited in Bayt al-Md (Treasury of the Muslim State) to be
used to cover the needs of common Muslims.
3. That a particular Ghazi is given something out of the one-fifth of
spoils deposited in the Bayt al-Md in return for his distinct achievement by the AmTr of Jihad under his discretion.
4. That a certain portion from the entire spoils is set aside to be
given as reward to the serving cadre of the Jihad force, such as those
who attend to the horses of Mujahidin and help them with their
chores. (Ibn KathTr)

The substance of the verse is: Addressing the Holy Prophet &I &
+, &, Allah Ta'iila has said: People ask you about the spoils. You tell
them that the spoils are for Allah and the Messenger, that is, no one
holds a claim on them, or is their owner. Whatever the Messenger of
Allah decides under the command of Allah Ta'Ela shall be the operative law.

Unity among People is Based on Taqwa
In the last sentence of the verse, it was said: J+SI~ I & ~ T ; ~ I $6
95,t:'
*+ +-571$~,~,*
, yJ, l&k(So, fear Allah, and set your relations right, and
obey Allah and His Messenger, if you are believers). This is addressed
to the Companions of the Holy Prophet +, Ljc &I &. The reference is
to what happened a t the battle of Badr when the noble Companions
had differed among themselves about the distribution of spoils and
which posed the danger that their mutual relations may become
strained. Through this verse, Allah Ta'ala has Himself settled the
matter of the distribution of spoils. Now, they are to retrain- their
hearts for the better and set their relations right. The core of the
method proposed is Taqwa, the fear of Allah, the sense of being
responsible before Him.

il

Experience bears out that under the active influence of a heart
filled with the fear of Allah and 'Akhirah, major disputes get resolved
in no time and deep-rooted hatreds evaporate in thin air.
Therefore, after proposing the method of Taqwa in this verse, it
that is, 'set your relations right' through Taqwa.
was said: 7 g 4 1 i

.

rfl
After that, it was further explained by saying: ~3r l , <+$(and
obey
Allah and His Messenger, if you are believers) that is, the obedience to
Allah and the Messenger should be total and perfect, if you are
believers. In other words, 'frnan (faith) demands Itzah (obedience) and
1ta"ah (obedience) is the outcome of TaqwZ (the fear of Allah). When
people become the practitioners of these virtues, their mutual disputes
shall stand resolved automatically and hearts shall be filled with love
rather than hostility.
Verses 2-4
l

Certainly, the believers are those whose hearts are
filled with fear when (the name of) Allah is mentioned;
and when His verses are recited before them, they
increase them in faith and in their Lord they place
their trust. [2] (They are) those who establish SalSih, and
give away from what We have given them. [3] Those are
the believers in reality. For them there are high ranks
with their Lord, and forgiveness, and dignified provision. [41

Commentary
Particular Attributes of the Believer
Described in the verses cited above are particular attributes which
should be the hallmark of every believer. The hint given here is that
every believer should keep checking on his or her physical and spiritual condition and assess if these attributes are present in his or her
person. If they are, this calls for being grateful to Allah that He
blessed His servant with the attributes of true believers. And should it
be that none of these attributes is present there, or is weak or feeble
despite being present, then, one must either start being concerned
about acquiring them or making them stronger than what they are.

The First Attribute :The Fear of Allah
The first attribute described here is: $52.$;&1%5
I$$$ (those
whose hearts are filled with fear when {the name of) Allah is
mentioned -2). It means that their hearts are soaked in and brimming
with the realization of Allah's greatness and their love for Him. This
state of the heart demands that there be an attending aura of awe and
fear around it. This has been mentioned in another verse of the Qur'an
as a state which deserves glad tidings for all people of love: @I$;
9.
'
$$$;&I
$i Ii!$JI
(that is, give glad tidings to those humble and soft
people whose hearts are filled with fear when (the name of) Allah is
mentioned - Al-Hajj, 22:34). In both these verses, identified there is a
very special pre-requisite of the mention, thought and remembrance of
Allah (Dhikr) which is awe and fear. Then, in yet another verse, also
enumerated there is a particular property of Dhikrullah, that is:
<(
999
A@
&!I
4
+I
(Listen!
Hearts
find
peace
through
the
remembrance
of
8
Allah - Al-Ra'd, 13:28).
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This tells us that the fear and awe mentioned in this verse are not
contrary to the peace and tranquility of the heart. For instance, the
fear of a beast or enemy disturbs one's peace of heart. But, the fear
which is generated in the heart as a result of the Dhikr of Allah is
totally different from that. Therefore, the word used here is not the
exact counterpart of 'fear.' It has been called: A,(wajal) which does not
mean fear (khawf) in the absolute sense. Instead, it is the awe, a
respectful feeling of fear which emerges in the heart because of the
majesty of the most exalted. Some commentators have said that, a t
this place, the mention and remembrance of Allah means that a
person was intending to commit some sin, but when he happened to
think of Allah, it made him scared of His punishment as a result of
which he turned away from that sin - under this situation, such a fear
would mean nothing but the fear of punishment. (Al-BahrAl-Muhit)

The Second Attribute :Increase in 'Irnzn
The second attribute of the believer has been identified by saying:
'and when His verses are recited before him, they increase them in
faith.' What is the meaning of increase in faith? A meaning upon
which all scholars, commentators and Hadith experts agree is that
'fman or faith does increase in strength, quality and light. It is also

confirmed by experiment and observation that good deeds give
strength and stability to the state of one's faith. The heart is so laid
open to the acceptance of truth that good deeds become one's natural
habit; if he leaves them, he feels the pinch; and he develops in himself
a natural distaste for sin to the limit that he does not go even near
them. This is the great station of 'Tman, of faith which has been identified in Hadith by the term: The sweetness of 'Iman:
ckYI"o,WIpc^LfLfj'

*

i3%I &lil,

When the sweetness of 'fman settles down in someone's heart
All parts of his body start relishing its taste in acts of worship!

In short, the verse puts the second attribute of a perfect believer
of Allah Ta'ala are recited' - his faith should
as: 'When the
become more pronounced in polish and progress, as well as in the
desire to do good deeds. This also helps us realize that the way
Muslims at large recite and listen to the Qur'an - paying no heed to the
due etiquette and reverence of the Qur'an nor having any idea of the
greatness of Allah Ta'ala - produces a recitation which is not what is
desired, and certainly not what could be expected to generate the best
of results, even if that too may not be devoid of thawiib (reward).

"xyat

The Third Attribute : Trust i n Allah
The third attribute of a believer identified here is that he or she
should place their trust in Allah. The Arabic word: TawakkuL means
trust. The sense is that the believer should have total trust in Allah,
One and Pure, free of all conceivable associations and ascriptions, not
simply theoretically, but in deeds too, and in all states and conditions
of one's life as well. In a sound Hadith, the Holy Prophet +, J& dl&
has said: This does not mean that one should abandon material causes
and means when it comes to taking care of one's legitimate needs. The
point is that one should not consider material means and instruments
as sufficient for real success, instead of which, one should do his best,
subject to his ability and courage, to assemble and utilize necessary
material means. It is only after that one should entrust his matter
with Allah Ta'alii believing that He is the One who has created all
means and He is certainly the One who makes means to bear fruits.
What would come to be has to be what He wills. In another Hadith, he
It means: Make a moderate effort to procure
said: J& Ipj, +.Ul j-I!.,\

what you need through material means, and then place your trust in
Him. In other words, do not let your heart and mind get bogged down
with nothing but material ways and means.

The Fourth Attribute : Establishment of Salih
The fourth attribute of the believers has been described as: '(They
are) those who establish Salah.' At this point, it is worth keeping in
mind that the text is not talking about making, saying, offering or
performing Salah, instead, what has been mentioned here is IqZmah of
Salah. Literally, Iqamah means 'to make something stand straight.'
The sense of IqGmah (translated as 'establish' in absence of a precise
equivalent) is that one should carry out the obligation of Salah with
the fullest consideration for its etiquette and relevant conditions,
exactly as explained and demonstrated by the Holy Prophet & &I
+, through his word and deed. If there is any shortcoming in
observing the etiquette, and conditions, you may call it the saying or
making of Salah, but you cannot call it the Iqimah or establishment of
Salah. As for the benefits, effects and blessings of Salah mentioned in
,F Y 4 ,
$! (of course, Salah stops from
the Holy Qur'an: $L~I,'~U'I 3;
immodesty and sinfulness - Al-'Ankabut, 29:45) those too depend on
nothing but the proper establishment (IqZmah) of Salah as due. When
the etiquette of SalGh has not been observed as due, the Salah would
though be counted as permissible as far as F a t w a or juristic ruling is
concerned, but the blessings of Salah will be reduced to the measure of
shortcoming in observing it - and in some situations one may be totally
deprived of these blessings.

.

The Fifth Attribute: Spending in the Way of Allah
The fifth attribute of a believer, as stated in the verse, is that they
spend in the way of Allah out of what Allah has provided them with.
This 'spending in the way of Allah' is general. It is inclusive of all charitable spendings (&daqat and Khairzt), endowments (Waqf) and gifts
and grants to relatives. Also included under this category are Islamic
legal obligations such as Zakih and the Sadaqatul-Fitr, and voluntary
charities, donations and contributions (Nap $adaqat and Tabarru'a) as
well as any financial assistance amiably provided to guests, friends
and respected elders.
After describing these five virtues of the model believer, it was
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said: 2 ;$$I $d
%; are the believers in reality) - that is, they
*, ,l(Those
are the same, outwardly and inwardly, they say what is there in their
*=/,,S'9,,',,,J.
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heart, otherwise, there are those who say:'Jg: -1
jI .q~t,&I Y! ;1I! Y jl J+I
$1 (I testify that there is no god worthy of worship but Allah and I
testify that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) which is only verbal
as far as it goes. Their hearts do not throb with belief in the Oneness
of Allah, nor do they have the passion for obedience to His prophet.
What they do contradicts what they say. There is a hint in the verse
which points out that every truth has its reality and unless you get to
that reality, you cannot arrive a t the truth.
/

Someone asked the famous Hasan al-Basri: '0AbL Sa'id, are you a
believer?' He said: 'Brother, there are two kinds of 'Iman (faith). If you
are asking whether or not I am a believer in Allah Ta'ala and His
angels, Books and Messengers, and in Paradise and Hell, and in the
accounting and retribution of the Last Day, then, my answer is: Of
course, I am a believer. And if you are asking whether or not I am the
perfect believer mentioned in the verses of S h a h Al-AnfEl, then, I just
do not know whether or not I am one of those. The verses of Surah AlAnfgl referred to here are the same verses the discussion of which is
before you right now.

"

After having described the attributes and marks of true believers
in the verses cited above, it was said: !
J
'' ':'!,.?'.
,
"-9'" ,+'
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(For
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them there are high ranks with their Lord, and forgiveness, and dignified provision).
Promised here are three things: (1)high ranks, (2) forgiveness and
(3) dignified provision.
According to Tafsir Al-Bahr Al-Muhit, the attributes of true
Muslims mentioned in the previous verses are of three kinds: (1)Those
which relate to one's heart, the inward human dimension, such as,
belief in Allah, fear of Allah and trust in Allah. (2) Those which relate
to physical deeds, such as, Salah etc., and (3) Those which relate to
one's wealth, such as, spending in the way of Allah.
Counter-poised against these three kinds, three rewards have been
mentioned. High ranks have been set against inward and spiritual
attributes; forgiveness has been placed against deeds which are

i

related to outward human physique, like Salah and Sawm. Salah, as in
Hadith, becomes the Kaffzrah (expiation) of sins. Finally, 'dignified
provision' has been set against spending in the way of Allah, that is,
one would get what is much better and much more than what one has
spent in the mortal life.

-

Verses 5 6

It is like when your Lord made you leave your home for
the sake of truth, while a group from the believers
were averse to it; [51 they were disputing with you
about the truth after it became clear, as if they were
being driven to a death being seen by them. [61

Commentary
It has already been stated a t the beginning of the Surah that most
of the subjects taken up in S h a h Al-Anfa1 relate to the retribution and
punishment which visited the disbelievers and polytheists, and to the
favour shown and reward given to Muslims. Also, described there as a
corollary are injunctions which provide for both parties necessary
lessons and advices. Out of what had transpired between them, the
first and the most important event was that of the battle of Badr in
which the polytheists were defeated, suffering heavy losses in men and
materials, despite the support of military hardware, numbers and
strength a t their disposal - and Muslims were blessed with a great
victory despite their overall lack of men and materials. Beginning from
the verse cited above, there appears in this SErah a detailed description of the battle of Badr.

The Battle of Badr :A Detailed Description
The first verse mentions that some Muslims did not like to take
the risk of initiating and advancing for Jihad on the occasion ofBadr.
But, when Allah Ta'ala commanded the Holy Prophet
Ljc JJI
to
initiate the Jihad through His special decree, those who had disliked
the idea came along with him. The phraseology of the Qur'an

+,

,+

employed to state this situation is worth consideration from many
angles.
First of all, the verse begins with: &?&$ikt (It is like when your
( k a m a is a word used for
Lord made you leave ...). Here the word:
comparison. Now, the point is what is being compared here, and with
what? Commentators have given various interpretations possible here.
Abu Hayyan has reported fifteen such statements. Out of these, three
are more likely as probable:

I. The simile aims to state that the way the Companions had
encountered some mutual difference a t the time of the distribution of
spoils obtained from the battle of Badr, then, they all obeyed the
J&
&I
under Divine decree, and
command of the Holy Prophet
its blessings and good results became manifest before them - similarly,
a t the beginning of this Jihad, there was an expression of dislike from
some people, then, it was under Divine decree that everyone obeyed
and the beneficial outcome and superb rewards it brought in its wake
were witnessed by everyone openly. This interpretation is credited to
Farra' and al-Mubarrad (Al-Bahr Al-Muhit). Maulan; Ashraf A'li Thanavi
has preferred the same view in Tafsir Bayan al-Qur'an.

+,

2. The second probable interpretation is that a promise of 'high
ranks, forgiveness and dignified provision' in the Hereafter was made
for true believers in previous verses (4). In these verses, the fact of this
promise being certain was described in a manner which pointed out
that - though the promise due to be fulfilled in the Hereafter is not yet
openly visible for eyes to see, but the promise of Divine help and
victory does stand fulfilled in the case of the battle of Badr all too
manifestly. So, take your lesson from here and be certain that the way
this promise has been fulfilled right here in this mortal world, so it
shall be with the promise of the Hereafter - that too shall come to be
definitely fulfilled. (Tafsir al-Qurtubi with reference to Al-Nahhas)

3. The third probability is what Abu Hayyan states after having
reported fifteen interpretative positions taken by commentators. He
says: I was not comfortable with any of these positions. One night,
pondering over this verse, I went to sleep. Then, I saw in a dream that
I am going somewhere and there is a person with me. I am discussing
this verse with him and I am telling him that I have never faced a

,

difficulty similar to what I have faced in the case of the words of this
verse. It seems that there is an elision of some word here. Then, all of
a sudden, right there within the dream sequence, it transpired into my
heart that the elision here is that of the word: 3$(nasaraka : He
helped you). This I liked and so did the other person I was talking to in
the dream. When I woke up, I thought about it. My difficulty was all
gone since, in this situation, the word:'kama" has not been used for
comparison, instead, it has been used for the statement of cause. Thus,
the verse comes to mean that the cause of the very special help and
+dl & by Almighty Allah on
support given to the Holy Prophet
the occasion of the battle of Badr was that he did what he did in this
Jihad, not by some wish or discretion of his own, but by remaining
obedient to the Divine Command exclusively. It was under His
Command that he left his home and what happened thereafter should
have happened precisely as it did - and it always does - that Divine
support accompanies such a person.

+,

Nevertheless, in this sentence of the verse, all these three meanings are probable and sound. Next, let us consider why the Holy
Qur'an has elected not to mention that the Holy Prophet
Ljs dl &
came out for this Jihad on his own. Instead of that, the text states:
'your Lord made you leave.' Embedded here is a hint towards the
Ljc &I &. It
perfect servitude and obedience of the Holy Prophet
signifies that his act is, in reality, the act of God which issues forth
from the parts of his body - as it appears in an Hadith al-QudsT
wherein the Holy Prophet +, Ljs dl
is reported to have said: When
a servant of Allah is blessed with nearness to Allah through obedience
and servitude, Allah says about him (or her): 'I become his eye. What
he sees, he sees through Me. I become his ears. What he hears, he
hears through Me. I become his hands and feet. Whomsoever he grips,
he overpowers through Me and towards whomsoever he walks, he
walks through Me.' The essential outcome is that a very special help
and support from the most exalted Allah accompanies him all along. It
means that the acts which obviously seem to issue forth from his eyes
and ears or hands and feet are, in reality, the workings of the power of
Allah.

+,

+,

To sum up, it is by the use of the word: &$i(akhrajaka : made you

leave), a clear indication has been given that the act of the Holy
&I
in coming out for Jihad was really the act of God
Prophet +,
which made him leave, though manifested through his deed.
Also worth noticing here is that the text chooses to say: & ~ f i
(mLord made you leave) which mentions Allah Almighty with His
attribute of being the Rabb, the Nurturer and Sustainer of all. This
points out to the fact that the act of making him leave for this Jihad
was undertaken as required by the majesty of the Supreme Nurturer
and Sustainer and in the interest of teaching and training His prophet
and the Muslim community through him. The reason is that, through
this arrangement, the oppressed and subdued Muslims were to be
made victorious and the arrogant and unjust disbelievers were to be
subjected to their first taste of punishment.
The next phrase: &&/& means 'from your home.' The sense of the
sentence is: 'Your Lord made you leave your home.' According to the
majority of commentators, this 'home' means the home in Madinah, or
the fair city of Madinah itself where he came to live after Hijrah - for
the event of Badr took place during the second year of Hijrah. Then, by
adding the expression: &(biz-haqq) translated as: 'for the sake of
truth,' it has been made very clear that the entire action has been
initiated to see that truth prevails and the false stands frustrated.
Thus, also established here is that this action has not been triggered
because of hunger of land or anger of monarch, as customary with
other states.
At the conclusion of the verse, it was said: 2. . 99l 9 +$I g L> z?; (while
a group from the believers were averse to it). The sense is that a group
from among the Muslims took the idea of this Jihad to be burdensome
and unpleasant. How and why the noble Companions came accross
this unpleasant situation is something which needs to be understood.
In fact, not only to understand the present statement but to fully
understand verses which will soon follow, it is appropriate to first find
out the initial circumstances and causes of the battle of Badr. So, let
us first go to what happened at the battle of Badr.
4.
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According to the report of the event as narrated by Ibn 'Uqbah and
1111& heard the news in Madinah
Ibn 'Amir, the Holy Prophet
that Abu Sufyan was on his way to Makkah al-Mu'azzam-ah with a
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trading caravan carrying merchandise from Syria and t h a t all
Quraysh tribes of Makkah were partners in this business venture.
According to the statement of Ibn 'Uqbah, there was qo Quraysh man
or woman in Makkah who did not hold a share in this venture. If
someone had even one mithqal (approximately 4.50 gr.) of gold, he or
she had still taken a share in it. As for the total invested capital of this
trade caravan, it was fifty thousand d h G s - as reported by Ibn 'Uqbah.
Dinar is a gold coin which weighs approximately 4.50 grams. According
to current (1970) market rates for gold, it is equal to Rupees fifty two
and the value of the total capital of the caravan comes to Rupees
twenty six lakhs Let us bear in mind that these rupees are not what
we know them to be now. Instead, they are twenty six lakhsl which
belong to a period 1400 years behind us - which, it goes without
saying, had value and strength of its own, much higher than twenty
six crores of our time. It is interesting to note that seventy strong
youngmen and their chiefs accompanied this trade caravan to manage
the security and business concerns of the enterprise. This tells us that
this trade caravan was, in real terms, a trading corporation of the
Quraysh of Makkah.

On the authority of narrations from Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas r;s &IdJ
and others, Al-~aghawireports that there were forty Quraysh chiefs
among the mounted force accompanying the caravan, with 'Amr ibn al'As and Mukhramah ibn Nawfal being noteworthy among them. Then,
it is also established that the strongest base of power the Quraysh had
was no other but this very trading activity and the financial support of
the capital which backed it. In fact, this was their seemingly innocent
weapon with which they had harassed and compelled the Holy Prophet
+,~ j *Ill+
s
to leave Makkah. In this background, when the Holy
came to know about the return of this trading
Prophet +, Ljs &I&
caravan after their visit to Syria, it occured to him that this was the
time to confront the caravan and break the main source of strength
the Quraysh had. He consulted his Companions. But, these were the
days of Ramadan. They had made no battle plans in advance. So, some
of them supported the idea readily and courageously, but some others
were a little hesitant. Under this situation, he too did not make partic-

ipation in this Jihad compulsory for all. Instead, he ordered that those
who have a ride should go with him. At that time, there were many
people who stayed behind unable to go on Jihad. As for those who
wanted to go, their rides were in the adjoining villages. They sought
permission to go and bring their rides before they could go with him.
But, there was not much time to wait. Therefore, the order given was
that only those who have their rides with them and do wish to go on
Jihad should get ready to go. There was no time left to summon rides
from outside. Therefore, only a few participants who were ready to go
could be assembled together. As for those who did not intend to go
from the very outset, that too was caused by the absence of a general
L~JS&I
had not made participacall for Jihad. The Holy Prophet
tion in this Jihad obligatory on everyone. Then, people thought that
they were to handle a trade caravan, not an army which could need a
matching force of fighters. Therefore, a fairly large number of the
Companions did not take part in this Jihad.

+,

After reaching Bi'r Suqya, the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
s & ordered
Qays ibn Sa'sa'ah L;S &IdJto count the number of mujahidin with him.
He counted and told him that they were three hundred and thirteen.
Hearing that, he was delighted. He said, 'This is the number of the
companions of Ta1Gt.l Therefore, this is a good omen, that of victory.'
The noble Companions had a total of seventy camels with them. There
was one camel for every three of them. They would ride turn by turn.
&A
&I& as well. Besides him,
This applied to the Holy Prophet
there were two other riding partners in the one camel alloted to them.
They were Sayyidna Abu Lubabah r;f &IdJand Sayyidn&'A1T LG &IdJ.
When came his turn to walk, they would submit: 'You ride. We shall do
the walking for you.' The reply he gave was - as it would be from the
one created to be mercy for all creation: 'Neither are you stronger than
me, nor am I needfree of the reward of the Hereafter that I let you
have the chance of earning a little t h a w z b for myself!' Therefore,
too used
when it was his turn to walk, the Holy Prophet +,&A &I
to walk.

+,

On the other hand, someone reached as far as 'Ain al-Zarqa', a
well-known place in Syria and passed on information to Abu Sufysn,
1.An Israeli King (Saul). See for details v.1, p. 627, 628

+, +

the leader of the trade caravan, that the Holy Prophet
1111 is
waiting for the caravan and will definitely come after them. Abu
Sufyan made necessary precautionary arrangements to meet the
threat. When this caravan entered Hijaz, he picked up a n intelligent
and effecient agent known as Damdam (r;d)ibn 'Umar, gave him 20
mithqa of gold (about 90 grams) as his wages, and made him agree to
rush to Makkah on a speedy camel, and tell them about the danger the
caravan apprehended from the companions of the Prophet of Islam.
To proclaim the danger, Damdam ibn 'Umar followed the particular
custom of that time, cut off the ears and the nose of his she-camel, tore
off his shirt from the front and the back and placed the camel-litter or
seat upside down on the back of the camel. These signs served as
danger bells during those days. When he entered Makkah in that
style, the entire city was electrified. Everyone from the Quraysh was
ready to put up a defence. Those who could go out to fight went out
personally and those who were unable to do so for some reason, they
arranged for someone to go and fight in their behalf. Thus, it was
within three days that they had an armed force with necessary
support ready to march.
When they noticed someone hesitating from participating in this
battle, they suspected them, taking them to be pro-Muslim. Therefore,
they particularly forced such people to come out and fight. There were
others who professed Islam openly but were unable to migrate due to
their personal compulsions. Having no choice, they had just stayed out
in Makkah. These people too - as well as anyone from the family of
Ban< Hashim about whom it was suspected that he had his sympathies with Muslims - they were all cornered and goaded to come out for
this fight. Right there among these helpless people, there was Sayyidna 'Abbas r;s dl dJ,
the uncle of the Holy Prophet
&A
dl A,
and
the two sons of A b i Talib namely Talib and 'Aqil also.

+,

Thus, this Makkan army which had one thousand armed men, two
hundred horses, six hundred coats of mail, female war-song chanters
and their drums marched out to Badr. On every stage of their journey,
ten camels were slaughtered to feed them.
On the other side, it was on Saturday, the 12th of Ramadan that
moved out of Madinah with preparadl
the Holy Prophet +, 4

tions good enough to confront a trade caravan. After covering several
stages, when he reached close to Badr, he sent an advance reconnaisance party of two men to gather information about the caravan of AbG
Sufyan. (MavharI)
The informers came back with the report that A b i Sufyan's
caravan being aware of the coming of the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I& in
hot pursuit after them had passed by keeping close to the sea shore,
and that an army of one thousand men was coming from Makkah to
give cover to the caravan and fight the Muslims off. (Ibn Kathir)

+

As obvious, this information changed all plans as projected. Given
+j f l went into
the gravity of the situation, the Holy Prophet
consultation with his Companions to determine whether or not they
have to fight against this advancing army. Sayyidna AbG Ayyib alAnsari ~ ;Ijjlt dJand some other Companions submitted that they do
not have the necessary force to fight against them, nor have they come
out there for that purpose. Thereupon, Sayyidna AbG Bakr u &I dJ
rose and pledged his obedience to whatever the Messenger of Allah
pledging his obedience to
decided. Then, rose Sayyidna 'Umar LC &I
him and his readiness for Jihad in the same spirit. Finally, it was
who stood up and said:
Sayyidna Miqdad JAG &I

+,

' YZRasGi Allah! Go by the command of Allah you have been
given and enforce it. We are with you. By Allah, we shall
never say to you what wa? said to Sayyidna Miss r U l I-jS by
I
5
#$, the Bani Isrs'il:
~ ; g L;!%w
r
AJ, S:.i$!G (Go, you and your
Lord, and fight. As for us, we are sitting right here - 5:24). By
the Being that has sent you with the true faith, if you were to
take us as far as Bark al-Ghamad in Ethiopia, we shall follow
you to fight there.'

;+-
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The Holy Prophet
+&I& was very pleased. He made prayers
for them. But, an expression of support was yet to come from the
Ansar which seemed to point out to the probability that the pledge of
help and support given to the Holy Prophet
4 Jil
by the Ansar
of Madinah was limited to and valid within the city of Madinah, and
that they were not bound to extend their support for areas outside
Madinah. Therefore, he addressed the gathering once again asking
them to advise him whether or not he should take the initiative in this

+,

Jihad. This address was beamed a t the Ansar. SayyidnZ Sa'd ibn
Mu'adh al-Ansari LZ dl dJgot the point and asked him: 'Yii Rasil
Allah! Are you asking us?' He said: 'Yes.' Sayyidna Sa'd ibn Mu'adh
then submitted:
'YZ R a s Z Allah! We have believed in you and we have testified that everything you say is all true, and we have given
solemn pledges to you that we shall obey you under all conditions. Therefore, enforce whatever command you have been
given by Allah Ta'ZlZ. By the Being that has sent you with the
true faith, if you take us into the sea, we shall go with you
into the sea and no one from among us shall lag behind you. It
is all right for us if you were to take us as soon as tomorrow
and throw us against the enemy. We strongly hope that Allah
Ta'ElZ will have you witness conditions generated by our
deeds, conditions which would become the delight of your
eyes. Take us wherever you wish in the name of Allah.'

+,

The Holy Prophet
~ j &I
s & was pleased with the response and
ordered the group of Mujahidin to march forward with the name of
Allah. And to them he gave the good news that Allah Ta'zlE has promised him that they shall overcome one of the two groups. The two
groups mentioned here mean: One, the trade caravan of A b i Sufyan;
and the other, this army coming from Makkah. Then, he said: 'By
Allah, it is as if I am seeing the killing fields of disbelievers with my
own eyes.' (This whole event has been taken from Tafsir Ibn Kathir and Mazhari)

Explanation of Verses in the Light of the Details of the Event
After having heard the details of the event, let us go back to the
verses cited above. That it has been said in the first verse (5): g $.$$I;
;$$&$I
, , (while a group from the believers was averse to this Jihad) is
actually a hint towards the state of mind which some noble Companions were in while being consulted on the advisability of waging Jihad
and to which they seemed to be averse or not courageous enough to
undertake it.
Then, the same event has been alluded to in the second verse (6):
9,
9
I
J $ ~ %$I
$ YI) ISL$?L;?)(they
were disputing with you
about the truth after it became clear, as if they were being driven to a
death being seen by them).

, ,

"*.,.

/

Though the noble Companions had not disobeyed any command
given to them - in fact, what they had done was a certain expression of
their weakness and lack of courage as part of their response when
consulted. But, even such expression of personal opinion coming from
the Companions of the Messengers of Allah when juxtaposed with the
high station they were blessed with was unwelcome in the sight of
Allah Ta'ala. Therefore, it was set forth in words which spell out
displeasure.

-

Verses 7 10

And when Allah was promising you that one of the two
groups was for you, and you were wishing that the
unarmed one be for you. And Allah wanted to establish
the truth through His words and to cut off the very
root of the disbelievers, [71 so that He proves the truth
to be true and falsehood to be false, even to the dislike
of the sinners. [81
When you were calling your Lord for help, so He
responded to you (saying): 'I am going to support you
with one thousand of the angels, one following the
other." 191
And Allah has made it (the promise) just to give you a
good news, and so that your hearts might be at rest
thereby. And the help is from none but Allah. Surely,
Allah is Mighty, Wise. [lo1

Commentary
The verses cited above describe the event of Badr and p o h t out to

blessings which descended upon Muslims in the form of Divine help
and support during the Battle.
In the first (7) and the second (8) verses, it has beeli stated that a t
c
and the noble Companions got
the time the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
the information that a virtual army of the Quraysh has already left
Makkah to give a security cover to their trade caravan, Muslims found
that they now have two groups to deal with. One of the two was the
trade caravan which has been called:
('ir) in relevant narrations.
The other one was this very armed group which had dashed out from
Makkah and which has been called: 2 (naffr).According to the statement given in the verse, that was the time when Allah Ta'ala had
Ljs JJI
- and to all Muslims
made a promise to His Messenger
through him - to the effect that they will totally overcome one of the
two groups so much so that they would be able to deal with it as they
wished.

+,

Now, it is obvious that overcoming a trade caravan was easy and
danger-free while dealing with an armed force was fraught with all
sorts of difficulties and dangers. Therefore, after hearing this seemingly ambiguous promise, it occured to many Companions, that it
would be convenient if the Divine promise, made to Muslims that they
would overcome one of the two groups, were to be about the group
which was simply an unarmed trading caravan. But, the Holy Prophet
+, Ljs rll~
& and many of his leading Companions intended otherwise
as Divinely guided and settled for overcoming an armed force as the
better choice.
In this verse, Muslims seeking to overcome a n unarmed group
have been warned that they, on their part, preferred to overcome an
unarmed trading caravan in view of their tilt towards personal
convenience and a danger-free option. But, Allah Ta'iilE intended it to
be otherwise so that the real objective of Islam stands achieved, that
is, truth gets to be established as the ultimate truth and the very root
of disbelievers is cut off. It is obvious that this objective could be
achieved only when the confrontation is against an armed force and
Muslims overwhelm and overpower them.
In substance, what Muslims are being chastised for is their choice
of an option which was laced with timidity, desire to relax, and was a

thing of temporal benefit. Contrary to that, the intention made by
Allah Ta'ala was based on high determination, great objectives and
benefits which were perfect and eternal. Then, in the second verse (81,
it was further clarified by saying that there was nothing outside the
power and control of Allah Ta'ala. If He had so willed, Muslims would
have truimphed over the trading caravan, but He deemed it compatible with the station and majesty of the Messenger of Allah +&I &
+, and his noble Companions 1- ( c g t ~JJI that the confrontation
should be against the armed force which should result in their
conquest, so that it becomes all too clear that truth is, after all, the
truth and that falsehood is, after all, nothing but falsehood.
&J

Noteworthy a t this point is the question that Allah Ta'alii is AllKnowing, All-Aware and certainly cognizant of the beginning and the
end of everything. What then was the expedient consideration behind
this ambiguous promise - that Muslims will overcome any one of the
two groups? It seems possible that He could have pinpointed one group
precisely and said that such and such group will be overtaken.
The reason for this ambiguity - and Allah knows best - seems to be
that this was designed to be a test of the noble Companions to determine whether they opt for the easy, or the difficult. Then, this was
part of their moral training as well - through which they were taught a
lesson in high determination, in the struggle for great objectives and
in how not to be scared of impending dangers.
Described in the third (9) and fourth (10)verses is what happened
after Muslims stood combat ready against their armed opponents.
When the Holy Prophet +, 4 d l & saw that he has only three
hundred and thirteen Companions by his side - and that too being
mostly unarmed - and arrayed against them there was an armed force
composed of one thousand strong men, then, he raised his hands of
prayer before Allah Jalla thana'uh seeking his help and support. As he
prayed, the noble Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all,
said: 'Amin' (Amen : So be it). Sayyidns 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ ; JJi
c 2J
has reported the words of this duiZ(prayer) made by the Holy Prophet
+, L ~ S&I as given below in its translation:
"0 Allah, let the promise You have made to me come true
now. 0 Allah, if this modest group of Muslims were to perish,

-

then, on Your earth, there shall remain no one to worship
You. (because, the earth is full of k u f r and shirk and left here
are these few Muslims who worship Allah as due)."

+,

The Holy Prophet
+dl kept busy with his du'g beseeching
earnestly and plaintively so much so that the sheet wrap around his
shoulders slided down. Sayyidna AbiBakr c;t dl
stepped forward
and put the sheet back on his blessed body and said to him: 'Ya Rasd
Allah, please worry no more. Allah Ta'iilii will surely respond to your
prayer and fulfill His promise.'
>J

',,?'5&5

This is the event referred to in the opening statement:
i!
(when you were calling your Lord for help) of verse 9. It means that
'worth remembering is the time when you were calling your Lord and
appealing for His help and support.' This appeal for help was though
from the Holy Prophet ,&
+,dl & in fact but, since all Companions
by his side were saying 'Amfn'(So be it), therefore, the statement was
attributed to the whole group.
Immediately after, there appears the statement which describes
9, 9 /,9 u
. 9.
how this prayer has been answered. The words are: J9L ! Fy l;i Jp3
~
$ii$ @I (so he responded to you [saying]: 'I am going to support you
with one thousand of the angels, one following the other' - 9)
/

The unmatched power with which Allah Ta'iila has blessed angels
can be gauged from the event which transpired at the time the part of
earth on which the people of Sayyidna Lut
&A
&I
lived was overturned upside down. This was done by Angel Jibra'il with just one flick
of his feather. So, there was no need to send such a large number of
angels to participate in the combat - even one would have been more
than enough. But, Allah Ta'alii knows the nature of His servants as
they also get impressed with numbers. Therefore, the promise of
sending angels was kept synchronized with the numbers of the adversary in the combat, so that their hearts are put a t rest fully and
comprehensively.

+,

The fourth verse (lo) restates this aspect explicitly by saying: &
' G;
3!91It means: 'Allah has done it only to give you glad
tidings and so that your hearts might be at rest thereby.'

S,'/
,&&+$+&
.9p,'9

The number of angels sent to support Muslims in the battle of

6

Badr has been given as one thousand at this place, while in Surah 'Al'Imran (3: 124) the number mentioned is three thousand and five thousand. The reason for this lies in three different promises made under
different circumstances. The first promise was that of one thousand
angels, the reason for which was the prayer of the Holy Prophet A!&
+,+IS
and the supporting plaint of common Muslims with him. The
second promise of three thousand angels which appears first in SGrah
'Al-'Imran was made a t a time when Muslims heard about the additional forces coming to join the Quraysh army. It has been reported in
RGh al-Ma'ani as based on a narration of Al-Sha'bi from Ibn AbI
Shaybah, Ibn al-Mundhir and others that on the day of the battle of
Badr when Muslims heard that Kurz ibn Jabir Muharibi was coming
with additional armed support for the disbelievers, they were
,
disturbed and agitated. Thereupon, the verse of 'Al-'Imrgn: ;i$+;l
'#
2..
+w9<,f;&
:"Shall it not suffice you that your Lord
ie r, ,
,
should help you with three thousand of the angels sent down (for
you)?" - 3:124) was revealed and referred to wherein is the promise of
sending a force of three thousand angels from the heavens in order to
support believers.

+,
'Y..

4
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g,+q

As for the third promise of five thousand, it was made subject to
the condition that should the enemy launch a sudden offensive, a
supporting force of five thousand angels will be sent down. That
promise appears in the verse which follows verse 124 of Surah 'Al'Imran (3) cited immediately above. Given here are the words in which
it has been mentioned:

"Why not? If you stay patient and fear Allah and they come
upon you even in this heat of theirs, your Lord will reinforce
you with five thousand of the angels having distinct marks"
(3:125).

Some Commentators have said that this promise had three conditions: (1)Fortitude, (2) TaqwZ or fear of Allah and (3) Sudden and allout attack by the opposing forces. Out of these, the first two conditions
were already fulfilled by the noble Companions for no departure from
these was witnessed in this battlefield from the beginning to the end.

-

-

-

-

But, what did not take place was the third condition of a sudden
attack. Therefore, things did not reach the point where the army of
five thousand angels was to be inducted.
So, this matter remained revolving between one and three thousand which also lends to the probability that the figure of three thousand may mean the one thousand sent earlier to which an additional
force of two thousand was added and made to be three thousand - and
it is also probable that these three thousand were in addition to the
first one thousand.
At this stage, it is also interesting to note that the promise of
sending three groups of angels in these three verses (8:s; 3:124; 3:125)
mentions a quality particular to each group. In the present verse,
verse 9 of S i r a h Al-AnfGl, where the promise is for one thousand, the
word used to describe the quality of these angels is /&?$(murdifin:
translated here as 'one following the other'). Perhaps, the indication
already given within the text is that there are others too coming
behind these angels.Then, in the first verse of SZrah 'Al-'Imran (3:124)
quoted above, the quality of the angels has been given as: $3
(munzalin : translated as 'sent down [for you]'). The sense is that these
angels will be made to descend from the heavens. In this, there is a
hint towards the special arrangement made in this connection - that
the angels already present on the earth will not be employed for this
mission, instead of which, it will be by special appointment and
despatch that these angels will be sent down from the heavens to
fulfill the assignment they have been sent to carry out. After that, we
have the second verse (3:125) of SGrah 'a-'Imran where the figure of five
thousand has been mentioned. There, the quality of the angels has
,,
translated as 'having distinct
been stated to be: &>y(musawwimin:
marks') that is, they shall be appearing in a particular dress and
distinctive signs and marks. This is corroborated by Hadith narrations
which report that the headgear of angels that descended during the
battle of Badr was white and that of the angels who were sent down to
help believers in the battle of Hunayn was red.
/ /

Finally, towards the end of the verse (lo), it was said: & &$!$I
G;
9,.,,&
9 s9 ,
JJI~!$I (And the help is from none but Allah. Surely, Allah is
Mighty, Wise). Here, Muslims have been warned that all help, what-

ever and from wherever it may be, open or secret, is from Allah Ta'ala
alone and issues forth through His power and control only. The help
and support of angels is also subject to nothing but His command.
Therefore, all believers must look up to none but the most pristine
Being of Allah who is One and with Whom there is no partner or associate - because, He is the possessor of Power and Wisdom a t its
greatest.

-

Verses 11 14
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When He covered you with drowsiness, as tranquility
(descending) from Him and sent down upon you water
from the heavens, so that He might purify you with it,
and remove from you the impurity of Satan, and so that
He might strengthen your hearts and make (your) feet
firm therewith. [Ill
When your Lord revealed to the angels: '1 am with you.
So, make those who believe firm. I shall cast terror into
the hearts of those who disbelieve. So, strike over the
necks, and smite them (so as to even reach) every
finger-joint of theirs." [I21
That is because they were hostile to Allah and His
Messenger. And whoever becomes hostile to Allah and
His Messenger, then, Allah is severe at punishment. [I31
That is what you have to taste and for the disbelievers
there is the punishment of the Fire. [I41

Commentary
Being enumerated from the very beginning are blessings of Allah
Ta'ala which descended upon His obedient servants. The events of the
battle of Badr are parts of the same chain. Out of the many blessings
bestowed by Allah Ta'iila during the battle of Badr, the very first
blessing is the bringing out of Muslims for this Jihad, which finds
mention in: &&$it3 (When your Lord made you leave your home - 5).
The second blessing is the promise of providing the support of angels
.5 9 p
which has been made in:yd19pGi! (And when Allah was promising you 7). The third blessing is the answer to the prayer made and the fulfillment of the promise of support given, which has been mentioned in: :!
$.?5;m
(When you were calling your Lord for help - 9). The fourth
blessing finds its description in the first of the set of four verses cited
immediately above (11). Mentioned here are two blessings for the
believers: (1) The removal of anxiety and fatigue through a mass
descension of drowsiness; and (2) the provision of water for them
through rains which aslo made the battlefield smooth for them and
muddy for the enemy.
7

According to the details of what happened there, when this first
ever confrontation between k u f r (disbelief, infidelity) and Islam
turned into a certain battle, the army of the disbelievers of Makkah
had already reached and set up camp at a place which was located on
high grounds with water close to them. When the Holy Prophet JJI&
+,+IS
and the Companions arrived a t that place, the lower part of
valley fell to their lot. The Holy Qur'an has portrayed the lay-out of
,,y9
this battlefield in verse 42 of this very SGrah by saying: $; C;JI j,J& r;l j!
6$~j;$&
(When you were on the nearest cliff, and they were o i the
farthest one - 8:42) a detailed description of which shall appear later.
~ 9 :

+,

The spot reaching where the Holy Prophet
&I& had first
i
camped was considered strategically inappropriate by S a ~ y i d nHubib
ibn al-Mundhir r;t &I
who knew this territory well. Keeping this in
view, he respectfully inquired: 'YZ Rasiiilallah! Does this place you
have selected happen to be in compliance to a command from Allah
Ta<-ala
in which we have no say, or it has been taken to as simply based
on opinion and expedience?' He said: 'No, this is not something
Divinely ordained. This can be changed or re-located.' After that, Sayy&J

J&
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idna Hubab ibn al-Mundhir submitted: 'If so, it is better to move
forward from this spot, reach a water source close to the armed force of
Makkan chiefs and take it over. We are sure to have an abundant
Lj-c d l & accepted his
supply of water there.' The Holy Prophet
proposal, marched ahead, took over the spot with water, had a water
tank built there and saw to it that an ample supply of water has been
stored in it.
+J

After he had taken care of this strategic need, Sayyidna Sa'd ibn
Mu'adh rlc Jfl d, said: " Y a RasdallCh! We would like to put up a
shaded structure for you a t a secure place where you could stay and
where your riding animals could be nearby you. The plan behind this
arrangement is that we shall wage our Jihad against the enemy and if
Allah were to bless us with victory, then, our plan is well-served for
this is what we like for you. But, God forbid, should things turn out
otherwise, then, you would be in a position to ride your camel and go
back to join the rest of your Companions left behind in Madinah because, I am strongly inclined to believe that they are no less than us
in terms of sacrifice for the cause and love for you. In fact, if they had
any idea of the eventuality that you will have to fight against this
armed force, then, none of them would have chosen to stay behind. I
am sure when you are back in Madinah, they will continue to be your
companions in the mission.' On this gallant and noble offer, the Holy
*_j, dl
prayed for them. So, a ragtag awning of some
Prophet
modest sort was set up for him in which there was no one but he
himself and Sayyidna A b i Bakr 4;t &I d J . Sayyidna Mu'adh 1;5 dl dJ,
sword in hand, stood on the door, guarding.

+>

This was the first night of confrontation. A bunch of three hundred
and thirteen mostly unarmed souls stood against a thousand strong
armed force, being three times more in numbers. They had already
occupied the better spot of the battlefield. The lower part of the valley
which was sandy and difficult to move around had fallen to the lot of
Muslims. Everyone was concerned. Anxiety was natural. The Satan
also started instigating some people: Here you are, claiming to be on
the path of truth and a t a time so crucial you are busy making
Tahajjud prayers rather than go and take some rest. But, cast a look
a t the ground reality - you will see your enemy casting his heavy

shadows on you being far superior to you from all angles. Under these
conditions, Allah Ta'ala cast a unique kind of drowsiness on Muslims
which made every Muslim, whether or not he intended to sleep, go to
sleep compulsively.
Hafiz al.Hadith, A b i Ya'la reports that Sayyidna 'Ali al-Murtada
pJsaid: On that night of the battle of Badr, there remained no
one from among us who did not go to sleep. Only the Holy Prophet &,
+, +JIIremained awake throughout the night and kept busy with
the Salah of Tahajjud right through dawn.
LG

&I

Quoting the Sahih, Ibn Kathir reports that, on that night, when the
&A
Jjl&, was busy with the Salah of Tahajjud in his
Holy Prophet
'ArTsh, the twig-roofed hutment set up for him, he too was somewhat
affected by drowsiness. But, immediately coming out of it with a smile,
he said: "0Abu Bakr, here comes good news for you. This is Jibra7ilL ~ S
?x.JI standing near the cliff' and saying this, $e walked out of the.
hutment reciting the verse which follows: 361;;ij;9+~;z (Soon the
gathered group of the enemy will be defeated and they will turn [their]
backs - 54:45). According to some narrations, when he came out, he
pointed towards various spots and said: 'This is the spot where Abu
Jahl will be killed, and this is for so and so, and this is for so and so.'
Then, events turned out to be precisely as he had indicated. (Tafsir

+,

Mazhari)

And as it happened during the battle of Badr where Allah Ta'ala
cast a particular kind of drowsiness on all Companions of the Prophet
in order to remove their fatigue and tension, so it did during the battle
of 'Uhud.
Sufyan al-Thawri Ljc d l ~r~
reports on the authority of Sayyidna
'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud LG &I
that sleep during the state of war is a
sign of peace and tranquility from Allah Tag& - and sleep during the
state of Salah is from the Satan. (Ibn Kathk)
&J

The second blessing Muslims received that night was that rains
came and totally overturned all battle plans. The spot occupied by the
Quraysh army was hit by heavy rains which made it muddy and difficult to walk through. Then, the spot where the Holy Prophet Jt &I &,
and his Companions were camped was sandy and difficult to walk

,+,

through a t the very outset. When rains came, this spot received the
lighter part of it which helped firm up the sandy surface making the
ground nice and easy to walk on.
The first of the four verses appearing above (11) mentions these
very two blessings - sleep and rain - which, by upturning the blueprint
of the battlefield, washed off the Satanic scruples which were bothering some weak combatants, scruples like: 'Here we are, on the side of
truth, yet appear to be all subdued and overshadowed while there
stands our enemy who is, despite being on the side of falsehood,
basking in the sunshine of power, majesty and confidence!'
So, Muslims are being told in this verse to remember the time
when Allah was covering them up with drowsiness to make tranquility
from Him descend upon them, and He was sending down rains upon
them so that He purifies them with that water - and removes from
them the impurity of Satanic instigations and scruples, and
strengthens their hearts, and makes their feet firm.
Mentioned in the second verse (12) is the fifth blessing which was
beamed at Muslims in this battlefield of Badr. That came through the
command addressed to the angels sent by Allah Ta'ala to help
Muslims, in which He said: 'I am with you. So, you make believers
firm. I am going to cast terror into the hearts of disbelievers. So, strike
over their necks, and smite them [so as to even reach] every fingerjoint of theirs.'

,

Here, the angels have been charged with two duties: (1)That they
should encourage, exhort and empower Muslims with steadfastness
which can be done either by appearing on the battlefield, increase
their group strength and participate with them in fighting, or also by
using their unobserved ability to dispose matters (tasarruf) they would
make the hearts of Muslims firm and empower them to operate more
effectively. (2) The second duty entrusted with them was that the
angels should themselves engage in fighting and attack disbelievers.
From this verse (at least for the purpose on hand), it is apparent that
the angels did both. They acted upon the hearts of Muslims, increased
their courage and strength, and took part in the actual fighting as
well. This is also confirmed by some Hadith narrations which have
been reported in details in Tafsir Al-Durr Al-Manthir and Mazhari

and where eye witnesses to the participation of angels in actual
fighting have been documented on the authority of the noble Sahabah.
In the third verse (13), it was said that the reason for whatever
happened during this confrontation between kufr and Islam was that
those disbelievers were hostile to Allah and His Messenger and
whoever becomes hostile to Allah and His Messenger, then, for him
the punishment of Allah is customarily severe. This tells us that, on
the one hand, Muslims were the blessed ones in the battle of Badr for
victory became theirs. On the other hand, by sending punishment on
disbelievers through Muslims, they were chastised a little for their evil
doings - while, the much heavier punishment awaits them in the Hereafter - both of which have been described in the fourth verse (14) by
;j@,$?i$$&:
(That is what you have to taste, and for
saying: .&I 312
the disbelievers there is the punishment of the Fire).
In other words, what is being said here is: This is a little punishment from Us. So, taste it and better realize that, after this, the
punishment of the fire of Jahannam is due to come for disbelievers, a
punishment which is severe, lasting and unimaginable.

-

Verses 15 19

0 those who believe, when you face the disbelievers
marching to battle, then, do not turn your backs on

them. [I51 And whoever turns his back on them that
day, unless maneuvering for battle or turning to join a
company, turns with wrath from Allah, and his abode is
Jahannam and it is an evil place to return. [I61
So, you did not kill them, but Allah killed them. And
you did not throw when you threw but Allah did throw,
so that He may bless the believers with a good favour.
Surely, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. [I71 Apart
from that, Allah is the One who frustrates the device of
the disbelievers. [I81
If you pray for victory, 'victory' has come upon you.
And if you give up, it is better for you. And if you
repeat, We shall repeat. And your people shall not
suffice you at all, even though they are many in
number; and Allah is with the believers. [I91

Commentary
Out of the verses appearing above, the first two (15-16)tell us about
a military law of Islam. The word: -j (zabf) translated here literally as
'marching to battle' denotes the confrontation and intermingling
between the two armies. The sense is that once a war is on, turning
back and deserting the battlefield is not permissible for Muslims.
The second verse (16) refers to an exception to this rule, and to a
severe punishment for illegal deserters.

;$3!

The exception covers two states: (1)& J! ~ ~ ; i $ $ (unless
turning to join a company)
maneuvering for battle,) (2) &J! c+:f(or
that is, when a war is on, turning one's back is permissible only under
two conditions. Firstly, this turning back from the battlefield should
simply be strategic, just to hoodwink the enemy and certainly not to
bolt away from the battlefield in reality. In short, the purpose in sight
should be to launch a blitzkrieg or a lightning attack on the enemy by
making them complacent about what may look like a real retreat. This
?
,
,
'
9
5
is the meaning of the statement:
LC*
, Y!, (unless maneuvering for
battle) because the word: >$ (taharruf) is used to refer to turning away
towards a certain side obliquely. (Riih al-Ma'ani)

4%
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'

The second state of exception in which it is permissible to turn
one's back from the battlefield is that one realizes the weakness of
one's combating force and moves back to gather additional. support

from Mujahidin and come back into the battle with added strength.
'
This is what the sentence: 3 J! 15*.,#,J
-1
(or turning to join a company)
means because the word:
(tahaypz) literally means to join up and
&,(fi'ah) signifies a group, company or force. Thus, the sense is that
should one back out from the battlefield with the intention of joining
up with one's group, assembling the needed fighting support and
returning to attack again, then, this is permissible.

'5

After having mentioned this exception, the text describes the
punishment of those who deserted the battlefield or turned their backs
illegally without being under conditions which have been granted
exception. The words are: ~I
$i;& L;L;
g
.G that is, the
deserter and dodger of a Jihad battle only 'turns back with wrath from
Allah, and his abode is Jahannam '(Hell) and it is an evil place to
return.'

&I

From these two verses (15-16) comes the governing rule that, no
matter how large in numbers, and superior in strength and power, the
adversary may be, it is Haram (forbidden, unlawful) for Muslims to
turn their backs from fighting them - with the exception of two conditions: (1)That this turning back is not for deserting the battlefield,
instead, is a feinted move or strategic ploy, (2) and that it is with the
intention to return with auxiliary forces and resume attacking afresh.
When these verses were revealed during the battle of Badr, this
was the operating order of the time, that is, take on the enemy, irrespective of its numbers, strength and power, and irrespective of your
own numbers and strength as compared to it, then do not turn back
from the combat and run for life. This is how it was in Badr. Only
three hundred and thirteen Mujahidin were facing one thousand, three
times their number. It was later on that injunctions relaxing restrictions were revealed in verses 65 and 66 of S h a h Al-Anfzl, now under
study. In verse 65, twenty Muslims have been commanded to wage
Jihad against two hundred disbelievers, and one hundred Muslims
against one thousand of them. Then, in verse 66, the following law of
additional relaxation was revealed:

Now Allah Ta'alii has granted relief to you in view of your
weakness whereby one hundred steadfast Muslims shall be
able to overcome two hundred disbelievers.'

The indication given here is that Muslims are, after all, expected to
overcome a n adversary twice their number, therefore, it is not permissible for them to turn their backs. However, if the numerical strength
of the adversary turns out to be more than twice their number, then,
under such a condition, it is permissible to disengage and leave the
battlefield.
SayyidnG 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &I dJ
said: 'A person who fled
against three did not 'flee' but one who fled against two is a deserter,
.
this is the
that is, is answerable for a major sin.' ( ~ i i ha l - ~ a ' i i n i ) Now,
injunction which holds good right through the Last Day. According to
the consensus of the majority of the Muslim Ummah, and in the view
of the Four Imams, the exact Islamic Legal position in this case is:
Until such time the number of the adversary does not go beyond twice,
it is Haram to desert the battlefield, and is a major sin.
In the Sahihayn (Al-BukhZrI and Muslim), it has been reported from
Sayyidna Abu Hurairah L;S &IL Z that
~ ~ the Holy Prophet
& dl &
identified seven things as fatal for a person. He counted fleeing from
the battlefield also as one of these. And the Holy Qur'an rated the
early retreat of the noble Companions during the battle of Hunayn as
a Satanic slip which confirms that,it is a great sin. The actual state( Satan has but made them slip ment of the Qur'Zn is: @I$sI~!

+,

3:155)

Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud have reported the incident of Sayyidng
'Abdullkh ibn 'Umar LC &I dJ
that once he left the battlefield, took
refuge in Madinah and presented himself before the Holy Prophet &
cl"J & JJI where he confessed to his misconduct and expressed his utter
dismay and confusion on having become a sinning deserter of the
far from being displeased
battlefield. The Holy Prophet +, +LG JJIA,
with him, rather comforted him by saying: pSC;t, LI, j,JIW~p;;l (No, you
are not of those who flee from battles, instead of that, you are here to
seek support after which you are to go back into the battle and attack
once again, and I am, for you, the support). Here, the Holy Prophet
&,+&I
has made it very clear that the act of those who fled into

Madinah for refuge is included under the exception which permits
leaving the battlefield in order to assemble and bring back additional
support. It was actually on the basis of the specially high degree of
fear, awe and recognition of the greatness of Allah Ta'Zla which was
was
part of his persona that Sayyidni 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar u &I
disturbed even a t this maneuvered retreat as well and went to the act
of presenting himself before the Holy Prophet
,rjs &I & as if he had
committed some crime.

+,

In the third verse (17), after recounting the rest of the event which
transpired at the battle of Badr, Muslims have been instructed that
they should not take the defeat of many by some and of the strong by
the weak in the miraculous victory of the battle of Badr to be the
outcome of their own effort and deed. In fact, they should be looking
towards the most sacred Being of Allah whose help and support totally
re-wrote all plans in this Battle.
The details of this event mentioned in the verse have been reported
by Ibn Jarir, Al-Tabari, Al-Baihaqi and others as based on narrations
and others.
from SayyidnZ 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas AZ rlrl
On the day of the confrontation a t Badr, says the report, when the
armed force of one thousand men of Makkah entered into the valley
from behind the cliff, it did not hide its contempt for Muslims being
low in numbers and weak in combat fitness. And on top of it, it came
waxing proud over its numbers and strength, betraying great arro& JJI & raised his hands of
gance. At that time, the Holy Prophet
prayer saying: ' Y i Allah! Here come Your beliers, the Quraysh of
Makkah, all proud and arrogant. The promise of victory You have
made to me, let that promise be fulfilled soon.' (RGh al-Bayan) Thereupon,
angel Jibra'il came and said: 'You take a handful of dust and throw it
towards the army of the enemy.' He did what he was asked to do. And
according to a report of Ibn Abi Hatim based on a narration of Ibn
r-js JJI & picked up a handful of dust and
Zayd, the Holy Prophet
pebbles thrice; the first he threw towards the right of the army, the
second towards the left, and the third towards the center. The outcome
was that these one to three handfuls of dust and pebbles were Divinely
spread out miraculously all over them, so much so that not one man
from the force was left without having received part of this dust and

+,

+,

these pebbles over his eyes and face. Naturally, this caused a rampage
in the army. Muslims pursued them. The angels were with them,
fighting and killing. (Mazhari, Riih)
Finally, some fighting men from the opposing side were killed,
some were taken prisoners, the rest ran away and the battle was won
by the Muslims.
This great victory was achieved by Muslims in the background
which was initially full of dismay and hopelessness. So, when they
returned from the battlefield, they started talking about it. The
Companions got busy relating their deeds on the battlefield. Revealed
thereupon was this verse:
$J'$~$(SO,
you did not kill them,
but Allah killed them -17) through which they were instructed not to
wax proud over their effort and deed, for that which happened there
was not simply the outcome of their personal effort and deed. In fact, it
was purely and simply the fruit of the help and support given by Allah
Ta'alii - and the enemies killed at their hands were not really killed by
them, rather, they were killed by Allah Ta'iilii.
Similarly, addressing the Holy Prophet +, ~ j d
s
l &, it was said: K;
>;&I$;&; $3;
( ~ n you
d did not throw when you threw, but Allah
did throw). It means that the specific outcome of the act of throwing,
whereby it would reach the eyes of every fighting man in the enemy
force and frighten them all, was not the direct effect of 'his' throwing.
It was, in fact, the perfect power of Allah Ta'ala which generated the
format of this situation. To quote Rum: for a chic poetic explanation:

&+

~JS,! ~ J S

3~13

+d-Jjl-Jb

'And you did not throw when you did,' said Allah,
'Our
Act
precedes
all
other
acts.'
Certainly valuable for Muslims - more valuable than their victory
in Jihad - was this instruction which disengaged their minds from
means and tied it up with the master-provider of all means, and
through it, saved them from falling into the trap of pride and arrogance which generally intoxicates victorious nations. After that it was
said that victory and defeat are subservient to the command of Allah
P*
and that His support is with those who are obedient: :%%
&;
C Z (SO that He may bless the believers with a good favour). It means

that Allah blessed the believers with this great victory in order to give
them the best of return for their obedience and struggle. The literal
(buzz) is test or trial. As for the test taken by
meaning of the word: .Y+
Allah Ta'ala, it sometimes comes when someone is put to distress or
hardship - and there are occasions when this is done by giving
someone comfort and wealth. Here, the name of hasan (good) bala'
(trial) has been given to a test which is taken by giving comfort,
wealth, support and victory to find out if people who are so blessed
take it to be a favour from Allah and are grateful for it, or take it to be
the outcome of their personal excellence, become proud and arrogant
and undo what they did - because, there is no room for pride from
anyone before Allah Ta'ala.
In contrast to this, yet another benefit which came out of this
.p,/
51
9
victory has been described in the fourth verse as: &$I
8-rOU~
31; 8;
(Apart from that, Allah is the One who frustrates the device of the
disbelievers - 18). In other words, it can be said that Muslims were
blessed with this victory for yet another reason, that is, the plans of
the disbelievers should be rendered ineffective through it, something
which would make them understand that Divine support is not with
them - and no plan can succeed without it.
4 ,

1

The fifth verse (19) carries an address to the defeated disbelievers
from the tribe of Quraysh and refers to an event which came to pass
when the Quraysh army was about to depart Makkah on their mission
to confront Muslims.
According to the report of that event, when the army of Qurayshi
disbelievers was ready to march against Muslims, the commander of
the army, Abu Jahl and other chiefs had made earnest prayers holding
the covering drapes of the Baytullah in their hands before leaving
Makkah. Strange as it would seem, they did not specifically pray for
their own victory. Rather, the prayer they made was in general terms
and its words were:
"0 Allah, let victory come to t h e superior-most out of t h e two
armies, a n d to t h e better-guided out of the two groups, and to
t h e nobler out of t h e two parties, and to the religion a n d faith
which is more sublime out of the two." (Mazhari)

It is interesting that these dim-witted people were under the

impression that they were the ones higher and superior and betterguided as compared to Muslims, therefore, they surmised that the
prayer they were making was in their own favour. They actually
wanted that Allah would, through their prayer, give His verdict as to
who was true and who was false. Thus, when they win, their victory
would become the Divine verdict on their being on the side of truth.
But, they did not know that the prayer they were making was
really a curse for their own selves, and that it was a supplication for
the good of Muslims. After the end of the battle came, the Qur'an told
them:
,,J-?:,: ? (If you pray for victory, "victory" has come
upon you) that is, 'if you are looking for a Divine verdict, that is before
you - truth has triumphed and falsehood has been defeated. Then:
,$,'f
,9p
, %'1
(if you give up it is better for you) that is, 'now is the time
when, if you abandon your disbelief and hostility, it will turn out to be
better for you.' And, if you still decide to revert back to your wickedness and the threat of armed aggression, then, Allah too will revert
I,"'$;
(And if you repeat, We shall
back and support Muslims:
,9x
9 9,
repeat). In that case, the consequence would be: iy3;
$;
(And your people shall not suffice you a t all, even though they are
many in number) that is, 'your numerical superiority and group
strength shall be of no avail against the help and support given by
h with
Allah.' As for the help and support of Allah: *31 F h57;~( ~ l l a is
the believers) that is, 'how can any group or power work for you when
Allah Ta'ali, the very possessor of absolute power, is with the
Muslims?'

g'lj&:%
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Verses 20 24

/

0 those who believe, obey Allah and His Messenger,
and do not turn away from Him while you are listening.
[201 And do not be like those who say, 'We have heard"
while they do not listen. [211 Surely, the worst of all
animals in the sight of Allah are deaf and the dumb
who do not understand. [221 And had Allah seen in them
some good, He would have made them listen. And had
He made them listen, they would have turned away
paying no heed. [231 0 those who believe, respond to
Allah and the Messenger when He calls you to what
gives you life, and be sure that Allah intervenes
between man and his heart, and that to Him you shall
be gathered. [241

Commentary
The event of the battle of Badr which has been described in a
somewhat detailed manner in the previous verses contains many
lessons in hard advice and wisdom both for those who adhere to Islam
and those who stick to disbelief. These appear intermittently during
the course of relevant narrations and serve as warning signals.
For example, in the previous verses, after having recounted the
qi
defeat and disgrace of the disbelievers of Makkah, it was said:
s$;&I
(That is because they were hostile to Allah and k i s
Messenger - 13). I t means that the disbelievers of Makkah were
defeated despite their numerical and logistic strength and the real
reason behind it was that they had elected to act hostile to Allah and
His Messenger. In this, there lies a chastening lesson for people who
bypass the most perfect power of the Creator and Master of the
heavens and the earth - the power that is visible and the power that is
invisible - and who opt for placing their reliance on material strengths
only, or just choose to cheat their own selves by hoping and praying
that the help and support of Allah will be by their side despite all their
acts of disobedience to Him.

&

$c

In the present verse, the other side of this very problem has been
taken up by addressing Muslims. Stated briefly, the truth of the
matter is that Muslims were blessed with this great victory despite
their low numbers and ill-equipped fighting force only through the

-
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help and support of Allah Almighty - and this Divine help and support
is the outcome of their obedience to Allah. This obedience is what
Muslims have been obligated with and to this they have to adhere
/,.$
/9firmly:
I&, /+9,,
~ L*+I
I i$$ (0those who believe, obey Allah and His
Messenger). In the sentence which follows, the same subject has been
further emphasized by saying: z&ip$%I$$'<; (and do not turn away
from him while you are listening). The sense is that once you have
listened to the Qur'an, the true word of Allah, do not go about doing
things against the norms of genuine obedience.

s$;;~I

Listening denotes listening to what is the truth and it has four
degrees in terms of effective response. (1) The hearer with ears simply
heard some voice but neither tried to understand it, nor understood it,
nor believed in or relied upon it, nor did he act accordingly. (2) He
heard it through his ears all right, even understood it, but did neither
believe in it nor acted accordingly. (3) He heard, he understood, even
believed and trusted, but did not act accordingly. (4) He heard, he
understood, he believed, he trusted - and acted accordingly as well.
It is obvious that the real purpose of listening is fully realized only
through the fourth degree - which is the station of perfect believers. As
for the earlier three degrees, the act of listening described there is
imperfect and incomplete which, in a manner of saying, could be set
aside a s just not listening - a s readily pointed to in the verses
appearing next. The third degree mentioned above has the ingredients
of hearing the truth, understanding it and believing in it, but lacks
corresponding deeds. Here, the real purpose of listening is though not
realized as it should be, yet belief has its own importance and can not
be rejected as useless. This degree pertains to sinning Muslims. Then
there is the second degree where we find only listening and understanding but no belief and no corresponding deed. This degree is that
of the munZfiqin (hypocrites) for they do listen to the Qur'an, understand it too, even have a feigned claim to desired belief and deed, but
the reality is that they do not believe and do what is right and due.
Finally, the first degree is that of polytheists and disbelievers who
listened to the message of truth and the 'ZyZt of the Qur'an with their
own ears but were never motivated enough to understand and think
about that.

In the verse cited above (20), the address is to Muslims who have
been told that they do listen to the message of truth after all, that is,
the initial requirement of listening, understanding and believing is
present in their attitude as it is, but they have to do more than that.
They must act, do what must be done and do it fully and faithfully.
They have been asked not to do anything which would take them away
from the path of obedience so that the real purpose of listening to the
word of truth stands realized fully.
For added emphasis on the same subject, it was said in the second
Pz
5 , ,9l,
verse (21):
$$
; &.G pli
$+c
+I+$3 (and do not be like those who
say, "we have heard" while they do not listen). Meant here are
common disbelievers who claim to be listening but make no such claim
about believing. Also meant here are the hypocrites who go beyond the
elementary listening which they already do. In fact, they also claim to
understand what that they listen to and to believe in it as well. But,
the truth of the matter is that they both remain deprived of genuine
deliberation and correct understanding. Therefore, their listening falls
under the category of not listening. So, Muslims have been forbidden
from becoming like them.
The third verse (22) strongly condemns those who do not listen to
what is the truth thoughtfully and let it go unaccepted. The Qur'an
has declared such people to be worse than animals. The words used
$JI@
' I' $1
&I 4 &%I 5i! (surely, the worst of all animals in
are:
the sight of Allah are the deaf and the dumb who do not understand).

;*<

The word: +,I (dawibb) is the plural form of: zj;(diibbah). Literally,
everything that walks on the earth is called 'dgbbah.' But, in usage,
only quadruped animals are called 'dabbah.' So, the sense of the verse
is that the worst quadrupeds in the sight of Allah are the ones deaf
against listening to the truth and dumb when it comes to accepting it.
Even someone deaf and dumb could, if he has the least fund of reason
in him, make himself understood by simple gestures in a two-way
communication. But, these people are not only deaf and dumb, they
are short on reason also. It is obvious that for a person, who is deaf,
dumb; and devoid of reason too, the lines of communication shall
remain blocked and there will be no way they would understand or be
made to understand.

In this verse, Allah Ta'ala has made it clear that human beings
have been created with the best of destiny. They have been made the
superior-most among the created and the universe has been placed a t
their service. These are great blessings which lie embedded in and
dependent on listening to truth and obeying it. Once human beings
turn their backs on listening to the truth, understanding and
accepting it, all these blessings are sucked away from them and they
are relegated to some species worse than animals.
It appears in Tafsir R i h al-Bayan that human beings are, in terms
of their original creation, superior to all animals, but are lower in rank
as compared to angels. But, when human beings strive on the pathway
of obedience to Allah, their creator, they rise higher in status than
angels too. However, should they turn away from the pathway of
obedience to Allah, they are condemned to become the lowest of the
low, far too worse than animals.
,9.,,,=
, r ,&,dl +$;);/
In the fourth verse (23), it was said: 1C;1;t.*,t.,+I
FY
+,I + ' 4

./,,,,:

;$$$ (And had Allah seen in them some good, He would hHve made

them listen. And had He made them listen, they would have turned
away paying no heed). In other words, the sense of the verse is: Had
Allah seen in them some pliability towards receiving good counsel, He
would have blessed them with the ability to listen with faith - and if,
in their present state of being with no desire to receive truth, He were
to make them listen to what is true, they would have certainly turned
away from it paying no heed.
The word: + (khayr:good) a t this place means the desire to find out
the truth, for it is the quest for truth which opens the doors of deliberation and understanding and it is this very quest which enables one to
believe and act. Thus, whoever has no quest for truth is as if he has no
good in him. If such people did have some good in them, it is obvious
that it would have been within the knowledge of Allah Ta'ala. Now,
when they have no good in them as borne by the knowledge of Allah
Ta'ala, it tells us that they stand deprived of every possible good in the
real sense. Therefore, if they were to be invited to ponder, deliberate
and believe in the truth within this state of deprivation, they would
have never accepted it - rather, they would have turned away from it
and run. This aversion, that is, would not be because of any flaw in the

religion they may have noticed which made them reject it. In fact, they
just did not pay heed to what was the truth.
Incidentally, the stipulation made above also helps remove the
nagging logical doubt which bothers many a learned people. They
surmise that this is the first form of analogical deduction where the
surrender of the middle premise seems to be yielding the wrong
outcome. The answer is that the middle premise has not been repeated
here because the sense of the first word: ,$Z'Y'(la asma'ahum: He
~
would have made them listen) is separate from the second: $ k i$;(wa
lau asma'ahum: and had He made them listen) which carries its own
sense apart from the first. Meant in the first is listening to accept and
listening to benefit from, while the sense of the second is bland
listening with nothing to it.
In the fifth verse (24), believers have been addressed once again.
Commanded to obey Allah and His Messenger in a particular manner,
they have been told that the thing to which Allah and His Messenger
invite you is something which brings no benefit to Allah and His
Messenger p e r se. Instead of that, all Divine injunctions have been
prescribed for nothing but their own benefit. So, said in the manner
$$G; I;!J~$;$J,
*I!
(respond to Allah
pointed to above, was:
and the Messenger when He calls you to what gives you life).
What is the 'life' mentioned in this verse? Since several probabilities exist in its interpretation, learned commentators have taken
different interpretive positions. According to Suddiyy, that life-giving
thing is 'ImZn (faith) because the disbeliever is dead. Qatadah said:
That is Qur'in in which lies all life and success of both the worlds,
DunyZ and 'Akhirah. Mujahid said: That is truth. Ibn IshKq said: I t
means Jihad through which Allah Ta'iilZ conferred honour on
Muslims. All these probabilities mentioned here are sound as they are.
There is no contradiction in them. The larger sense is that 'jman,
Qur'Kn or the following of truth are things which put life into the heart
and the life of the heart is nothing but that everything which becomes
a barrier between the Creator and the created, barriers like inertia
and desire, should be removed from the way of truth leaving it free
from whatever obstructions there are in order that the heart is filled
with the light of insight into the Creator.

Based on a narration from Sayyidna AbG Hurairah a &I,+,,,
Tirmidhi and Al-Nasa'i have reported that on a certain day, the Holy
Prophet & sent for Sayyidna Ubayy ibn Ka'b G &I+Jwho was busy
with his SalZh a t that time. However, he completed his SalZh sooner
than he would have normally done and presented himself before the
Holy Prophet &. He asked: 'Why did you come so late despite that I
submitted his excuse: 'I
called you?' Sayyidng Ubayy ibn Ka'b u &I
was in the state of Salah.' He said: 'Did you not hear what Allah Ta'ala
has said in: $G; I~!J>$~$, ! - I
(Respond to Allah and the Messenger
said: 'I shall
when He calls you)?' Sayyidni Ubayy ibn Ka'b u dl
obey it from now on. If you call me, even when I am making my Salah,
I shall present myself before you immediately.'
It is on the basis of this Hadith that some Muslim jurists have said
that anything done during Salah in obedience to the command of the
Messenger of Allah would not be taken as interference in SalZh.
However, there are other jurists who say that Salah would though be
terminated due to doings contrary to the standard rules governing
Salah and it would have to be offered later as
(replaced for the
missed or terminated Salah). But, the proper thing to do is that should
4 &I& call someone, even if he is in the state of
the Holy Prophet
SalZh, then, he should terminate his Salah and obey the call.

+,

As for this form of obedience, it is exclusive to the R a s a of Allah
&. But, there are other occasions when one may apprehend the
danger of serious loss coming to someone, then, at that time too, SalZh
should be terminated and amends be made later by offering qadi2 For
example, if a person in the state of SalZh sees that a blind man is
about to reach and fall in a well or ditch, then, he should immediately
terminate his SalZh and go to save the handicapped man.
At the end of the verse, it was said: &;:dl ;;.2$h1 $i@Ij' (and be
sure that Allah intervenes between man and his heart). This sentence
can have two meanings, and both vibrate with great wisdom and good
counsel, something one should always remember and live by.
One possible sense of the sentence is: When you are blessed with

the opportunity of doing something good, or staying safe from sin,
then, go ahead and do it immediately - make no delay and take the
lease of time so granted to be a blessing, because there are occasions
when Divine decree becomes an intervening factor between man and
his intention and he cannot succeed in doing what he intends to do.
May be, a sickness overtakes, or death itself does, or some preoccupation emerges out of nowhere and one just does not get the time
to do that good or avoid that sin. Therefore, human beings should
welcome the leave granted in terms of the years of life and access to
time and refuse to put off until tomorrow what must be done today for, who knows what is going to happen tomorrow?

I do not say that you run into some loss or go for ysur gain
Whatever be your option, 0 man unaware of time, be quick!
The second possible meaning emerges from the indication given by
the sentence that Allah Ta'ala is very near to His servant. In fact, in
"pa<
another verse of the Qur'an (@if, 50:16): +
$
;I
;ilk
v r , Allah Ta'ala
says that He is close to man, much closer than his jugular vein.

d!<>~

Thus, the sense is that the heart of man is, in a special way, a t the
discretionary disposal of Allah Ta'ala all the time. When He wills to
keep a servant of His protected from evils, He puts a barrier between
his heart and sins, and when misfortune is fated for someone, the
barrier is placed between his heart and any possible good deeds by
him. Therefore, the Holy Prophet +,+A &I
used to include the
following prayer frequently when he prayed:

0 reverser of hearts! Keep my heart firm o n the Faith chosen
by You.

The ultimate outcome of this too is no other but that one should
not delay doing what must be done in obedience to the injunctions of
Allah and His R a s z , rather, one should take the lease of time given to
him as a God-given opportunity and just go ahead and do it, for no one
knows whether or not the surge and urge of this good deed remains
active later on.

-

Verses 25 28

And beware of a punishment which shall not fall on the
wrongdoers only, and be sure that Allah is severe at
punishment. [25]
And remember when you were few in number, oppressed on the earth, fearing that the people would
snatch yo11 away. Then, He gave you shelter and fortified you with His support and provided you with good
things, so that you may be grateful. [261

0 those who believe, do not betray the trust of Allah
and the Messenger and do not betray your mutual
trusts, while you know. [27]
And be aware that your wealth and your children are
but a trial and that with Allah there is a great reward.
[281

Commentary
After having described some details of the battle of Badr and Divine blessings conferred on Muslims therein, the Holy Qur'an has offered words of good counsel to Muslims as based on the outcome of the
1-1
1$.;'1$
I$
(0
Battle. This presentation begins from:
those who believe, respond to Allah and His Messenger - 8:24). The
verses cited immediately above appear in continuation to the same.

$$$>A

Out of these, the first verse (25) carries an instruction to stay safe
from a sin particularly, a sin the severe punishment of which does not
remain restricted to only those who commit sins in a society. In fact,
people who have committed no sin also get afflicted by it.

Which sin is that? The answers given by commentators vary. Some
say: This sin is the forsaking of the struggle to Bid the Fair and Forbid
the Unfair (amr bi 'l-ma'ruf a n d nahy 'ani 'Z-munkar). Sayyidna
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ ; &I
s
said: Allah Ta'ala has commanded Muslims that they should not allow any crime or sin to take roots in their
social environment because, if they failed to do so, that is, did not forbid it despite seeing such crimes and sins and despite having the ability or capacity to stop it or to forbid it, then, Allah Ta'iilii will universalize His punishment for all of them which will spare neither the sinners
nor the sinless.
&J

The sinless mentioned here are people who are no accomplices of
sinners in their initial sin, but they have certainly committed the sin
of avoiding or abandoning the Divinely ordained duty of Bidding the
Fair. Therefore, let there be no doubt here about the statement made.
For example, here it is not valid to say that the passing on of the punishment of a sin committed by someone else to another person is injus(No
tice and that it is contrary to the Qur9Snicinjunction: d$f;$?;jl;$<
bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another person - 35:18) - because, here the sinners have been seized for the initial sin they themselves had committed while the sinless were seized for the sin of having abandoned the obligation of Bidding the Fair. Thus, no one's sin
was placed on the shoulders of someone else.
According to a narration of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud L;C JJI
and Sayyidah 'A'ishah L ~ L S&I dJ
appearing in Sharh al-Sunnah and
Ma'alim of Imam al-Baghawi, the Holy Prophet
Ljs 1111& has been
reported to have said : Allah Ta'ala does not subject common people
with the punishment of some sin committed by a particular group
among them - unless, there emerges a situation in which they see sin
being committed around them and have the ability to stop it as well,
yet, if they did not stop it, then, at that time, the punishment from Allah surrounds all of them.

+,

Also reported authentically in Tirmidhi, A b i Dawid and elsewhere
said in one of his sermons: I have
s
is that Sayyidna Abu Bakr ~ ; &I
heard the Holy Prophet +, L& &I& say: When people see an oppressor and do not step forward and hold his hand from inflicting injustice,
then, the time is near that Allah Ta'ala makes His punishment fall on
all of them alike.

According to a narration from Sayyidna Nu'man ibn Bashir reportL~JL&I & said:
ed in the Sahih of al-Bukhari, the Holy Prophet
Those who commit the sin of transgressing the limits set by Allah and
those who ignore them knowingly or accomodate them psychophantly,
that is, they do not try to stop them from that sin, are like passengers
on two decks of a ship, the upper and the lower. People on the lower
deck come up to procure water from the upper deck which causes discomfort for people there. Keeping this in view, the people of the lower
deck opt for making a hole in the bottom of the boat and get their supply of water from there. Now, if the people of the upper deck see this
misconduct and elect not to check and stop them from doing something
like that, then, it is obvious, the water will fill into the whole boat and
when the people of the lower deck will drown in it, those on the upper
deck will not remain safe either, for they too will drown with the others.

+,

It is on the basis of these narrations that many commentators have
declared that the word: a,(fitnah)in this verse refers to this very sin,
that is, the forsaking of the obligation of Bidding the Fair and Forbidding the Unfair.
It appears in Tafsir Mazhari that this sin means the sin of the
abandonment of Jihad specially at a time when a general call for Jihad
is given to common Muslims from their Amir, a call on which depends
the security and defence of Islamic hallmarks. The reason is that this
is a time when the curse of forsaking Jihad does not fall only on those
who forsake Jihad but it also falls on the whole body of Muslims. Ber over Muslim areas, women and children and old peocause ~ u f f a run
ple and many innocent Muslims become victims of their killing and
plunder. Their lives and properties are endangered. If that be the situation, 'punishment' would mean worldly distress and hardships.
The factual evidence of this explanation is that those who forsake
Jihad have been condemned in the previous verses as well. Previous
g 12255 (while a group from the believers
verses, such as: $'.;*$I
G,.,L.
were averse to it - 8:s) and: ;<;YI
Xi Gjl:~'g$lj~'
!:I r$lf&!l L&(O
those who believe, when you face the disbelievers marching to battle,
then do not turn your backs on them - 8:15) have appeared in support
of this approach to the problem.

,.9~2

The same thing happened a t the battle of Badr when some Mus-

-

lims wavered with their choice of suitable conduct. They left their security post on the hills and came down. When this happened, the ill effects of their action did not remain restricted to those who had made
the error, in fact, they hit the entire Muslim army, so much so that the
Holy Prophet
JJI was himself injured in this battle.

+,

J&

The second verse (26) also mentions several things which could
make Divine injunctions easy on them. To pursuade them towards the
option of obedience to Allah, Muslims have been reminded of their past
weakness and of how Allah has blessed them with power and confidence by changing surrounding conditions through His grace and mercy. The text says:

And remember when you were few in number, oppressed on
the earth, fearing that the people would snatch you away.
Then, He gave you shelter and fortified you with His support
and provided you with good things, so that you may be grateful - 26.

In this verse, Muslims are being asked to remember the conditions
they were facing in Makkah during the pre-Hijrah period following
which they were given the finest sanctuary a t Madkah. Not only that,
they were also blessed with Divine support, power and victory over adversaries, as well as assets of great value. Then, towards the end of
,,99,, 9"
the verse, it was said: 5*,-'+GI (so that you may be grateful). It means
t h a t the purpose behind this great transformation of conditions
around them supported by the flow of Divine blessings was to give
them an opportunity to show their gratefulness as obedient servants of
Allah, for the finest demonstration of gratefulness, in the real sense,
comes through nothing but obedience to what Allah commands them
to do.
In the third verse (27), Muslims have been instructed not to commit
any breach of trust (khiyznah) in the dual rights due against them,
that is, in the rights of Allah (HuqEqullatL) or in the mutual rights of
the servants of Allah as enjoined on each other (Huqiiqul-'Ibzd) - either
by failing to fulfill them totally, or by fulfilling them in a defective
manner leaving one or the other shortcoming behind. Then, by saying:

3@+1;

(while you know) a t the end of the verse, it was stressed that
they already knew that breach of trust was an evil conduct lined with
many a curse, therefore, going ahead to do something like that was not
what an intelligent person would choose to do - and, since the cause of
negligence or shortcoming in fulfilling the rights of the servants of Allah is usually one's attachment to property and children, a warning
'
)f0,=,9
9'
was given in verse 28 by saying: w+>ib'jr, f i &
l;;I:
;C.Y,l
1SIJ;I
Lil l&c
(And be aware that your wealth and your children are but a trial and
that with Allah there is a great reward).
8
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The word: A,(fitnah) used here carries the sense of 'trial' as well as
that of 'punishment.' Then, such things as become the cause of punishment are also referred to as 'fitnah.' In different verses of the Qur'an,
'fitnah' has been used to carry these three meanings. At this place,
there is room for all three. There are occasions when one's own property and children become a can of troubles for him and that they would
push him into negligence and disobedience and become the very cause
of punishment right here in this world is all too obvious. Firstly, the
sense could be that Allah aims to put you to test through your property and children for these are His blessings. Now, you prove whether
you become grateful and obedient after having received these, or that
you choose to be ungrateful and disobedient. Also possible is the second, even the third meaning, that is, should you become all engrossed
in your love for your property and children and bring upon yourself the
displeasure of Allah, then, these very children and property will become your punishment. There are occasions within this mortal world
when one is engulfed into all sorts of hardships because of property
and children and he starts experiencing the heat of punishment right
here. Even if the case be otherwise, it stands settled that the property
which was acquired or spent by ways counter to the injunctions of Allah Ta'ila will itself become, in the Hereafter, the active agent of punishment through snakes, scorpions and brandings by fire - as stated
clearly in several verses of the Qur'an and numerous narrations of the
Hadith. Finally, the third meaning is that these things become the
cause of punishment. As pointed out a little earlier, it is quite evident
that once these things become the cause of heedlessness towards and
disobedience to Allah Ta'ala and His injunctions, they automatically
become the cause of punishment. At the end of the verse (281, it was
said: '&%fzqh15k (and that with Allah there is a great reward). In

other words, one should understand clearly that for a person who is
not all-subdued by his love for property and children while doing his
duty of being obedient to the commands of Allah and His R a s d , there
is a great reward for him with Allah.
As for the thematic content of this verse, it applies to all Muslims,
but the cause of its revelation, according to the majority of commentaas it
tors, is the event relating to Sayyidna A b i Lubabah .U JJI dJ
came to pass during the battle of B a n i Qurayzah. As reported, the
4&I& and the noble Companions kept the fort of
Holy Prophet
Ban; Qurayzah under seige for twenty one days which compelled them
to make the request that they be allowed to leave their homeland and
go t o Syria. In view of their wickedness, he did not accede to their request. Instead, he said that the only option of peace open to them was
that they should now agree to whatever decision Sayyidna Sa'd ibn
Mu'adh L;S &I LP-) gave in their case. Thereupon, they rquested that
Sayyidna Abu Lubabah ~ ;JJI
f
be entrusted with this duty in place of
The reason was that the family
Sayyidna Sa'd ibn Mu'adh L;S AI dJ.
and property of Sayyidna AbL Lubabah L;S Al LC;?, were located in the
Ban; Qurayzah area. He, they thought, would take a lenient attitude
Ljs dl& sent Sayyidna Abu LubZin their case. The Holy Prophet
bah L;S &I
as they requested. When he reached there, men and
women from Ban; Qurayzah assembled around him and started crying. They asked: If we were to surrender a t the command of the Holy
. JJI & and come out of the fort, would he be lenient to
Prophet +, +L
knew that leniency was not the
us? Sayyidna A b i LubZbah L.C &I
settled policy in this matter. However, it was partly because of their
wailing and plaint and partly because of his own love and concern for
his family and children that he passed his hand sword-like over his
neck giving the signal that they shall be slaughtered. Thus, as one
LjS dl&.
would say, he disclosed the secret of the Holy Prophet

+,

>J

+

&J

+

The consideration of property and the love of children and family
made him do what he did. But, he was immediately alerted to what
had happened. He realized that he had committed a breach of trust rer-js d l &. When he returned from
posed in him by the Holy Prophet
there, he was so overwhelmed by his sense of shame that he, rather
than return to his master, went straight to his Masjid and it was a pillar of the Masjid that he tied himself to swearing that he will stay tied

+,

like that until his taubah (repentance) was accepted, even if he were to
die in that condition. So, for seven full days he stood there tied like
that. His wife and daughter used to attend to him. They would untie
him so that he could take care of his human compulsions and make his
Salah. When he had done that, they would tie him again. He would
usually avoid eating and drinking, so much so that he would faint out
of weakness.

+,

+L JJI
When the Holy Prophet
got this news initially, he
said: If he had come to me first, I would have sought forgiveness for
him and his taubah would have been accepted. Now that he has gone
through this act of his, there is nothing left but to wait for the revelation of the Divine acceptance of his taubah. So, it was after seven days
when, late a t night, these verses relating to the acceptance of his taub a h were revealed. Some Sahabah gave him the good news and
reached out to untie him from the pillar. But, he said: Until such time
that the Holy Prophet
&I
would not decide to untie me, I
would not prefer to be untied. Thus, when he came into the Masjid a t
the time of the Fajr Salah, he untied him with his own blessed hands.
The real cause of the revelation of the cited verse which contains the
prohibition of becoming overwhelmed by the concern and love for property and children and not fulfilling the trust of Allah is as stated
above. Allah knows best.

+, +

Verses 29 - 33
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0 those who believe, if you fear Allah, He will provide
you with a criterion (to distinguish between right and
wrong) and will write off your evil deeds and will forgive you. And Allah is the Lord of great bounty. [291
And (remember) when the disbelievers were plotting
against you to hold you (in detention) or to kill you or
to expel you. And they were plotting and Allah was
plotting, and Allah is the best of those who plot. [301
And when Our verses are recited to them, they say, 'We
have heard, if we wish, we can say something like this.
It is nothing but the tales of the ancient!' [311
And (remember) when they said, "0 Allah, if this be indeed the truth (revealed) from You, then, rain down
upon us stones from the heavens, or bring upon us a
painful punishment!' [321
And Allah is not to send punishment upon them while
you are in their midst, nor would Allah send punishment upon them while they are seeking forgiveness.
[331

Commentary

The previous verse mentioned property and children as being a
trial for mortal man because these are things the concern and love for
which make one so overtaken that one would usually turn heedless towards Allah, the Creator and 'Kkhirah, the life-to-come - though, the
rational demand of this great blessing was that one should have
shown a far pronounced tilt towards Him because of this favour.
The first verse out of those quoted above completes this very subject. Here, it is said that the person who keeps his emotion subservient
to his reason, remains steadfast in this trial and sees to i t that the
obedience to Allah Ta'ala and love for Him stay ahead of everything which is called Taqwa in the terminology of Qur'an and Shari'ah then, he is blessed with three things in return. These are: (1) FurqZn
(the criterion of distinguishing between right and wrong), (2) Kaffzrah
of S a y y i ' s (the expiation of evils done) and (3) Maghfirah (forgiveness
from Allah).

Furq& and Farq are both verbal nouns having the same meaning.

In usage, Furqan is the name of the thing which separates and makes
two things clearly distinct. Therefore, a decision is called Furqan because it makes the difference between true and false very distinct. The
help and support from Allah is also called Furqan because, through it,
the protagonists of truth are made to win and their antagonists are
made to taste defeat which makes the difference between right and
wrong and true and false loud and clear. In the Holy Qur'an, it is in
this sense that the battle of Badr has been called the Yowm al-Furqan,
the Day of Distinction (between right and wrong)..
According to the majority of commentators, the sense of providing
Furqan to those who fear Allah is that the help and support of Allah
Ta'ala is with them. No enemy can hurt them and success goes with
them in all objectives they undertake:
k)
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Whoever fears Allah and takes to piety (Taqwa)
Is feared a t sight by Jinns and Humans of the world.
It appears in Tafsir Mahi'imi that an indication has been given
here towards the slip made by Sayyidna Abu Lubabah LX &I d,because of his desire to provide protection for his family and children as
mentioned a little earlier in the event relating to him. He was in the
error particularly for the reason that the correct and the only method
of keeping his family and children protected was no other but that to& &I& should
tal obedience to Allah Ta'ali and His Messenger
have been made his personal benchmark as a result of which whatever
belonged to him including his family and children would have come
under the security umbrella of Allah Ta'ala. Other than this, there are
other commentators who say that Furqan in this verse means the wisdom and insight through which it becomes easy to distinguish between
true and false, the genuine and the fake. Thus, the core meaning of the
statement would be that Allah Ta'alii arms those who observe Taqwa
with such insight and intelligence that it becomes easy for them to go
ahead and decide between the good and the evil.

+,

The second blessing received in return for practising Taqwa is the
Kaffarah of ~ a i y y i ' 2which means that the errors and slips which get
to be committed by the practitioner of Taqwa are expiated and replaced right here in this mortal world, that is, he is blessed with the

ability or T a u f k of doing such good deeds as pale out all his slips of
conduct. Finally, the third thing one is fortunate to receive in return
for Taqwa is forgiveness in the Hereafter and the ultimate pardon of
all shortcomings and sins.
@I' ,I~I;
(And Allah is
At the end of the verse (291, it was said: *I'
the Lord of great bounty). By saying that Allah is limitless in His
grace and favour, the hint given is that the return of a deed follows the
measure of that deed. Here too, the good return mentioned a s being
the reward of Taqwa in three things comes as recompense or return
but, Allah Ta'ala is the master-dispenser of great grace and favour.
When He gives, He is not bound by any measure, nor can anyone estimate or guess His favour and reward. Therefore, for those who take to
Taqw; as their style of life, much greater hopes should be entertained
from the grace and reward of Allah Ta'ala in things other than the
three mentioned earlier.

The second verse (30) points out to a particular reward and favour
of Allah Ta'ala which has been conferred on the Holy Prophet & &I &
+,, the noble Companions and, in fact, on the whole world. This came
Ljs jJI & was encirto be before the Hijrah when the Holy Prophet
cled by the disbelievers and they were planning to detain or kill him.
Then, Allah Ta'ali made their unholy intentions lick dust and made it
possible for the Holy Prophet +, I-jL &I & to reach the city of Madinah
in perfect safety.

+,

The related incident has been reported in Tafsir Ibn Kathir and
Tafsir Mazhari on the authority of narrations from Muhammad ibn
Ishaq, Imam &mad, Ibn Jarir and others. According to details of this
incident, when the news about visiting residents of M a d i n a h
embracing Islam became known in Makkah, the Quraysh of Makkah
started worrying about it. They thought that the matter of people
becoming Muslims was something restricted to Makkah upto that
point of time, an area where they held all power in their hands. But,
as Islam had started spreading in MadTnah, many Companions of the
Prophet had migrated to that city, it went to prove that Muslims had
another center in Madinah where they could assemble a fighting force
against them and possibly decide to attack. Alongwith this, they also
realized that this was just the beginning when only some Companions
have migrated to Madinah. There was strong likelihood t h a t
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Muhammad
& JJI & may also go and join them. Therefore, the
notable chiefs of Makkah called a special meeting for mutual
consultations a t D i r al-Nadwah. This place called D i r al-Nadwah was
the home of Qusay ibn Kilib and was located close to al-Masjid
al-Haram. These people used it as the place where they met to consult
on national problems. During the Islamic period, it has been merged in
al-Masjid al-Haram. It is said that the present Bib al-Ziyadat was the
place known as Dar al-Nadwah.
As customary, the Quraysh chiefs met at Dar al-Nadwah for this
significant consultation. All known leaders from the Quraysh such as
Abu Jahl, Nadhr ibn Harith, 'Utbah, Shaybah, Umaiyyah ibn Khalaf,
A b i Sufyan and others participated. The agenda considered was how
4 JJI
to confront and block the rising power of the Holy Prophet
and Islam.

+,

Before this consultative meeting could be called to order, there appeared Iblis, the accursed, in the guise of an aged 'Arab Shaykh. People on the door of Dar al-Nadwah asked: Who are you and why have
you come here? The answer given was: I am a resident of Najd. I have
been told that you have assembled here to discuss an important national issue. So, as a well-wisher of our people, I am here in the hope
that I too may be able to tender some useful advice on the matter under consideration.
His plea was heard. He was called in. Then, began the process of
suggestions on the subject. According to a narration reported by Suhaili, it was suggested by A b i al-Bakhtari ibn Hisham that 'he'
&A
dl &) should be chained and de(meaning the Holy Prophet
tained in a house. The door should be locked and he should be left
there until he dies, God forbid, his own death. Hearing this, the
Shaykh of Najd - IblTs, the accursed - said: This proposal is not sound
for if you did that, this action is not going to remain hidden. In fact, it
will be publicized far too widely. Then, you already know how good his
Companions are in staking their lives for his sake. It is quite possible
that these people may get together, attack you and rescue their prisoner from your detention. This caused voices to rise from all sides which
supported the view of the Shaykh of Najd as sound. After that, A b i alAswad proposed that 'he' should be expelled out from Makkah. Let
him go out of here and do whatever he wishes to do. This will make

+,

our city safe from the disorder generated by him and, when we do so,
we shall be doing no fighting and killing.
Hearing this, the Shaykh of Najd once again said: This proposal
too is not sound. Do you not realize how soft-spoken a person he is?
When people hear him talk, they are totally charmed by him. If he was
left free like that, he would soon assemble a powerful group around
him and attack you and defeat you. Now, it was Abu Jahl's turn to
speak. He said: None of you seems to have understood what must be
really done. Here is my plan of action. I propose that we pick out one
youngman from each tribe out of all tribes of Arabia and arm each one
of them with a lethal sword. Then, all of them, moving jointly and suddenly, attack and kill him. This action will a t least deliver us from the
problems engineered by him. Now, remains the aftermath of this
killing. His tribe, Ban6 'Abd Munaf, may rise with their claim of
retaliation against the killing, something we are legally bound to face.
So, in such a situation, when the actual killing was done, not by one
single person, instead, by one person from each tribe, then, the claim
of Qisas, that is, taking life for life, cannot hold good after all. What
would remain valid will be only the claim for blood money or property
against diyah.That we shall collect from all tribes, give it to them and
be done with it.
When the Shaykh of Najd, Iblis, the accursed in disguise, heard
this, he said: This is it. Nothing else is going to work. The whole assembly voted in his favour and it was resolved that this sinister plan
would be put into action exactly the same night.
What these ignorant people could not understand was the unseen
power of the prophets, may they all be blessed. As a consequence, two
things happened. On the one hand, Archangel Jibra'il informed the
s
about everything that had transpired a t
Holy Prophet +, ~ j rLII
their meeting a t Dar al-Nadwah giving him a counter-plan whereby he
would not sleep in his bed that night and telling him that Allah Ta'alE
has allowed him to migrate from Makkah.
On the other hand, by the fall of the evening, the Quraysh youngmen put a cordon round the house of the Holy Prophet +, +d
l &.
When he saw this, he ordered Sayyidni 'Ali al-Murtada r;c JJI p, that
he should sleep in the Prophet's bed that night giving him the good
news that the plan was though full of a danger to his life obviously, yet

the enemies would not be able to harm him in any way.
Happy to be at his service, Sayyidna 'Ali r;s &I y b went
~
into his bed.
But, the problem was as to how the Holy Prophet
4 JJI & was to
get out of this siege. This difficulty was resolved by Allah Ta'ala
through a miracle when the Holy Prophet
+&I A,
acting under
the command of Allah Ta'ala, came out with a handful of dust in one of
his hands, responded to what his besiegers were saying about him, but
it so happened that Allah Ta'ala turned their sights and minds away
from him in a way that none of them saw him even though he passed
by them throwing dust on their heads. When he was gone, some visitor
asked them as to why were they standing there. They said that they
were waiting for the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
s &. Thereupon, the visitor
told them: You must be dreaming. He has already gone from here and
while going he had been throwing dust on the heads of everyone
among you. They all felt their heads with their hands which confirmed
the fact that everyone's head had a deposit of dust on it.

+,

+,

When they went into the house, Sayyidna 'Ali ~ t &I
c
was lying in
the bed of the Holy Prophet +,
JJI &, but the way he was tossing
and turning in the bed made it possible for the besiegers to realize
that he was not Muhammad +,
JJI &, therefore, they did not venture to kill him. After carrying out their operation of siege right
through the morning, these people went back disappointed and disgraced. This night and the event of Sayyidna 'Ali staking his life for
the sake of the Holy Prophet +, +A &I & therein is rated to be among
special merits credited to Sayyidna 'Ali al-Murtada &I >>.
&J

The three suggestions made to deal with the Holy Prophet

dl &

+, 4 during the consultative meeting of Quraysh chiefs have been
mentioned by the Holy Qur'an in the verse: 3&:;;3$$,
$;I
$$I i$&i!j
3gS;i (And [remember] when the disbelievers were plotting against
you to hold you [in detention] or to kill you or to expel you - 30).
But, Allah Ta'alii made all their plans and projections go to dust.
,
That is why it was said towards the end: ~$l$fil;
(and Allah is the
best of those who plot - 30). It means that Allah is the best of planners.
His plan pales out all plans - as demonstrated in this case.
I

Lexically, the Arabic word: & (makr: translated as 'plot') means restricting one's adversary from carrying out his intention through some

strategem or plan. Then, if this action is taken for a good purpose, this
type of 'makr' is commendable and good - and should it be done for
some evil purpose, it is blameworthy and bad. Therefore, this word can
be used for man, and for Allah Ta'GlG as well. But, it is used for Allah
only in an environment where the context and contrast of speech does
not lend to any doubt of makr which is blameworthy (Mazhari) a s it is
here.
At this place, it is also noteworthy that the words used at the end
of the verse are in the indefinite tense which denotes present and future. It was said: &i~'js;-;;~&;
(And they were plotting and Allah was
plotting - 30), that is, they will keep plotting to hurt believers while Allah Ta'alG will keep plotting to thwart and frustrate their plots. The
hint given therein is that this will continue to remain a lasting mark
of disbelievers that they go about engineering designs to hurt Muslims
- while, in the same way, the help and support of Allah Ta'Gla shall
also keep repulsing their evil designs against true believers.
Mentioned in verses 31 and 32 is the absurd remark made by Nadr
ibn Harith, a participant of the same meeting at Dar al-Nadwah, with
its reply appearing in verse 33. Nadr ibn HGrith was a businessman
who used to travel to different countries where he had repeated opportunities of seeing religious books of the Jews and Christians as well as
witnessing their modes of worship. When he heard about the accounts
of past communities appearing in the Holy Qur'Gn, he said:<=$ G+ 5
='. <,, !3i ,i &
,,
g & i Y! i i j
a ( w e have heard, if we wish, we can say something like this. It is nothing but the tales of the ancient - 31). Thereupon, some of the Companions challenged him: If you can say something
like this, why would you not say it? The Qur'an had already spoken on
the subject and made it the very criterion of the true and the false.
The challenge of the Qur'an was beamed a t the whole world. If its opponents were true, let them come up with the like of even a very small
Surah. In contrast, those who claimed to stake their lives and sacrifice
their wealth and children for the sake of upholding their counterassertion could not even join up their abilities together and come out
even with a small Surah which could stand on its own against the
Qur'an. Now, after all this, to stand up and say that we too can say
something like this, if we so wished, is something no self-respecting
person would venture to say. Thus, when the Companions told him
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that the Qur'an was nothing but the Divine word, he tried to counter
the assertion by showing his own firm adherence to his incorrect faith
by saying:

0 Allah, if this be indeed the truth [revealed] from You, then,

rain down upon us stones from the heavens, or bring upon us
a painful punishment - 32.
The answer to this was given by the Qur'an itself. First, it was
50 L; (And Allah is not to send punishment upon
said:
them while you are in their midst [in Makkah] - 33). The reason is that
it is the customary practice of Allah Ta'ala with all blessed prophets
that He would not send His punishment over a habitation where they
are present until He takes out his prophets from there. This is as it
happened in the case of Sayyidna HGd, Sayyidna Salih and Sayyidna
L i t , may peace be upon them all. Punishment did not come as long as
they remained in their towns. Punishment came when they were takhe was sent to this
en out from there. As for the Prophet of Islam g,
world as universal mercy. That Divine punishment would come on him
while he was present in a town was an eventuality counter to his station.

+,Z~$~I&I

In a nutshell, the answer is: Because of your hostility towards
Qur'an and Islam, you very much deserve to have stones rain at you
but the presence of the Holy Prophet +, & &I
in Makkah prohibits
it. According to Imam Ibn Jarir, this part of the verse was revealed a t
a time when he was present in Makkah. Then, came Hijrah to Madinah where the second part was revealed as follows:
L;
<,9.?*,0
(nor would Allah send punishment on them while they are seeking forgiveness - 33). It means that following his migration to Madinah,
though the preventive factor of a mass punishment stood removed as
he was not present there in Makkah, yet there did remain another factor preventing the coming of mass punishment even at that time since
many weaker ones among Muslims who were unable to migrate had
remained behind in Makkah and they were the ones who kept praying
to Allah Ta'ala for their forgiveness. It was for their sake that punishment was not sent upon the people of Makkah.

,,*-
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When, even these blessed souls migrated to Madinah, the sentence
$ i ~ ; j (And
~;
appearing in the next verse (34): r,l$l @I' $ ;;'&$;&I
what is with them that Allah should not punish them while they prevent [people] from al-masjid al-haram) was revealed.

.

$g

The sense is that there were two hinderances to the coming of punishment. They both have been removed. The Holy Prophet +, +1111&
was no more there in Makkah, nor there remained those forgivenessseeking Muslims in that city. Thus, there appeared to be no hinderance to the coming of punishment. Particularly so, because the people
of Makkah were already deserving of punishment for their hostility to
Islam while on top of which - despite being themselves incapable of
any act of worship worth the name - they had started preventing people who wished to go into al-masjid al-haram for 'Ibadah, 'Umrah and
Tawaf. So, a t that stage, their entitlement to punishment had become
mature and complete. Consequently, it was through the Conquest of
Makkah that punishment was sent upon them.
The event relating to the preventing of people from entering almasjid al-haram took place at the expedition of Hudaibiyah when the
Holy Prophet +, +& &I & had gone there with the intention of making
'Umrah with his Companions. The disbelievers of Makkah stopped
him from entering the city and compelled him and all his Companions
to undo their Ihram and return back. This happened in the Hijrah year
6. Two years later, in Hijrah 8, Makkah was conquered. Thus, it was
a t the hands of Muslims that punishment was sent upon them.
This explanation given by Ibn Jarir rests on the assumption that
the factor of the Holy Prophet's presence in Makkah should be considered as the hinderance to punishment while others have maintained
4 1111& in the world is itself
that the presence of the Holy Prophet
the prohibitive factor against any mass punishment. As long as he
graces the world with his presence, no punishment can come over his
people. The reason for this is obvious. The state of his call to prophethood is different. It is not similar .to that of other blessed prophets as
they were sent to particular areas or tribes. When they left these and
arrived a t some new place, punishment would overtake the people
they left behind. This is contrary to the case of the Holy Prophet &I &
+,A&
whose prophethood and messengership is universal until the
Last Day of this mortal life. So, the place of his blessed arrival and the

+,

scope of his mission as a Messenger of Allah extends to the whole
world. Therefore, as long as he is present in any part of the world, no
punishment can visit his people.
Based on this Tafsir, it would mean that the doings of the people of
Makkah demanded nothing less than that they be struck with a rain
of stones. But, two things became a hinderance to this punishment: (1)
The presence of the Holy Prophet
~ j JJI
s
in the world and (2) the
seeking of forgiveness by the people of Makkah because they, despite
&I+
(we seek
being polytheists and disbelievers, used to say: &I+
Your forgiveness, we seek Your forgiveness) in their Tawaf. Though,
this seeking of forgiveness by them coupled with disbelief (shirk) may
not be beneficial in the Hereafter, but the benefit of doing that too in
this world which accrued to them was that they escaped punishment
in the mortal world. The standing truth is that Allah Ta'alii does not
let anyone's deed go to waste. If disbelievers and polytheists do something good, its return is given to them right here in this world. As for
what is said after that - 'and what is with them that Allah should not
punish them while they prevent [people] from al-masjid al-haram - it
would then mean that the absence of punishment in the world should
not embolden these people to become arrogant and complacent thinking that they were no sinners or that punishment would not come
upon them a t all. May be, not in the mortal world, but there is just no
escape or deliverance from the punishment of the Hereafter. Given
(and what is with
this Tafsir, the punishment mentioned in:
them that Allah should not punish them - 34) would be referring to the
punishment of the Hereafter.

+
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To sum up, it can be said that the verses cited here leave beneficial
information for us: (1)That Allah Ta'ElE does not send punishment
upon a locality in which people seek His forgiveness. This is His customary practice. (2) That no punishment would come upon the communir j c JJl A,
believing or disbelieving, while he
ty of the Holy Prophet
is present among them. This is as it came to pass in the case of the
people of Sayyidna Nuh, Lut and Shu'ayb ?UI #. Their people were
destroyed to the last person. Should some punishment visit individuals or a limited number of them, that would not be considered contrary
to it - as was said by the Holy Prophet +, r-js JJI
that the punishkhasf and +:maskh will visit his Ummah. Khasf means
ment of -:
to sink into the ground or be swallowed by it while Maskh means dis-

+,

figuration and transformation into a n animal such as monkey or
swine. The intimation intended is that there will be those limited few
individuals of the community who would be visited by such punishments as well.
As for the phenomenon of the presence of the Holy Prophet JJI 3,
+, ~ j in
c this world, it will remain operative right through the Last
Day of Qiyamah because his mission of prophethood is operative till
& JJI & is alive even a t
then. In addition to that, the Holy Prophet
this time, though the nature and form of this life is different from his
previous life. Now, any effort a t this stage to engage in the debate as
to what is the difference between these two lives will be ineffectual
and futile - because, nothing that this community of Muslims has to do
in terms of its religious or worldly duties depends on it. Neither has
&A
&I
himself, nor his noble Sahabah have
the Holy Prophet
liked such wasteful and unnecessary debates. In fact, they have prohibited it.

+,

+,

The essence of the submission is that the marvel of the Holy
Prophet +, Ljs JJI3, being alive in his resting place and the unbroken
continuity of his prophethood right through the Last Day of Qiyzmah
prove that he & in this world right through Qiyamah, therefore, this
community of his shall remain safe against any mass punishment until that fateful Day.

Verses 34 - 38

And what is with them that Allah should not punish
them while they prevent [people] from a l - m a s j i d
al-haram, even though they are not its custodians. Its
custodians are none but the God-fearing, but most of
them do not know. [341 And their prayer near the House
was not more than whistling and clapping. So, taste the
punishment, because you used to disbelieve. [351
Surely, those who disbelieve spend their wealth to prevent [people] from the way of Allah. So, they shall spend
it, then it will become remorse for them, then they shall
be overpowered. And those who disbelieve shall be gathered into Jahannam, C361 so that Allah separates the impure from the pure, and puts some of the impure on
some others, and heaps them all together and puts them
into Jahannam. Those are the losers. [371
Say to those who disbelieve that if they stop, they shall
be forgiven for what has passed (of their sins), and if
they repeat, then, the precedent of the earlier people is
already established. [381

Commentary
It was said in previous verses that the disbelievers of Makkah were
though deserving, because of their disbelief and denial, of heavenly
punishment coming down upon them, but the presence of the Holy
.&I & in Makkah was a prohibitive factor against the
Prophet +,
coming of a mass punishment on them. Then, after his migration to
Madinah, such punishment would still not come upon them because of
the weaker ones among Muslims who, while living in Makkah, kept
seeking forgiveness from Allah.
In the verses quoted above, it has been stated that though their
due punishment was advanced till later either for the sake of the Holy
+JJI or in consideration of the weaker ones among
Prophet
Muslims, they should not make the mistake of thinking that they are
no more deserving of punishment. The fact is that their being deserving of punishment is loud and clear. Then, other than their disbelief
and denial, there are many more crimes committed by them because of
which punishment should be visiting them positively. The first two

+,

verses (34,35) list three such crimes by them.
1. Firstly, these people are themselves just not worthy of going into
the Sacred Mosque and devote to acts of worship there as due - and
these very people prevent Muslims who wish to go there to devote
themselves to acts of worship, Salih, TawZf etc. Here, the reference is
to the event at Hudaibiyah when, in the Hijrah year 6, the Holy Prophet +, +JJI & had reached there with his Sahiibah in order to perform
'Umrah a t Makkah - and the disbelievers of Makkah had prevented
him from doing so and had compelled him to go back.
2. Secondly, for no sane reason, these people assume and claim
that they were the custodians of the Sacred Mosque whereby they
would let anyone they permit come in and not permit anyone they did
not wish to come in.

This thinking of theirs was a combination of two misunderstandings. To begin with, they took themselves to be the custodians of the
Sacred Mosque although no KZfir can become the custodian of any
mosque. Then, they thought that a custodian had the right to stop
anyone he wished from entering into the mosque - while, a masjid or
mosque is a House of God and no one has the right to stop anyone from
coming in it. Of course, exempted are particular situations in which
there be the apprehension of someone desecrating the mosque or causing pain to other makers of Salih there. For example, the Holy Prophet
+, +JJI& said: Shield your m a s s i d from small children, and insane
individuals, and from mutual disputations. Small children mean children who have no sense of purity or impurity, therefore, the danger of
the later is predominent. Then, the same danger of impurity a s well as
the danger of causing pain to those making SalZh exists in the case of
someone insane. As for mutual disputations, it amounts to desecration
of the masjid and is also a source of causing pain to people making Salab there.
In the light of the Hadith quoted above, the custodian (mutawallD
of the masjid does have the right not to allow such small children and
insane individuals into the masjid, and see to it that no one indulges
in mutual disputes in the masjid - but, in the absence of such situations, no custodian of a masjid has the right to stop a Muslim from
coming into the masjid.

In the first verse cited above, it has been considered sufficient to
state that there was no way these people could be taken as custodians
of the Sacred Mosque when the rule was that only God-fearing Muslims could become its custodian. From here we learn that the custodian of a masjid should be a practicing-observing Muslim, in faith and
conduct. And there are some commentators who take the pronoun in:&
as reverting to Allah Ta'ala which would mean: 'only the Godfearing can be the Awliy ;of Allah.'

'd'juti

According to the TafsIr mentioned immediately above, the outcome
of the verse would be that those who, despite acting contrary to Shari'ah and Sunnah, claim to be a Waliyy of Allah are liars and those who
take such people to be a Waliyy of Allah are down in deception.
3. The third crime of these people, other than the filth of Kufr and
Shirk which was already their way of life, was the state of their doings
which were low down, much lower than the ordinary human level. A
sampling of this was pointed to when it was said that the act of prayer
which these people called Salah was nothing but that they would whistle with their mouths and clap with their hands. It is obvious that no
reasonable person would call these acts 'worship' and 'prayer,' in fact,
not even a regular human act. Therefore, at the end of the verse (35), it
' $5+1;;i'
lj/<$(So, taste the punishment, because you
was said: ;%
used to disbelieve), that is, the denoument of their disbelief and crimes
is that they must now taste the punishment of Allah. 'Punishment' referred to here may mean the punishment of the Hereafter, as well as
the punishment in the present world which came upon them in the
battle of Badr a t the hands of Muslims.

After that, described in verse 36, there is another event relating to
the disbelievers of Makkah when they collected a huge fund to raise a
powerful striking force against Muslims and then spent it to wipe out
the true faith and its upholders. But, what happened finally was that
lost to them was not only the wealth they had pooled together but that
they, rather than achieve their objective, were themselves subjected to
utter disgrace.
The event as reported by Muhammad ibn Ishaq from Sayyidna
&I& is as follows. When the defeated, in'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas +,
jured and surviving disbelievers of Makkah returned from the battle of
Badr back to their city, the people whose fathers or sons were killed in

Jihad went to Abu Sufyan, the leader of the trade caravan. They told
him: You know that this war was fought in defence of your trade caravan as a result of which we had to suffer from all this loss of lives and
properties. Therefore, we wish that we be helped by this corporate
trading venture so that we can take our revenge against Muslims in
the future. The people of the trading company accepted their plea and
gave them a huge amount which they spent on their bid for victory in
the battle of 'Uhud. In this bid too, which was to avenge their defeat in
the battle of Badr, they met a sad end and were overpowered as before. With the shock of defeat, left for them was the added remorse for
having lost all that wealth they had invested in the unsuccessful challenge.
In this verse, the Holy Qur'an has foretold the Holy Prophet &I &
about this event much before it took place. It said there:
"Surely, those who disbelieve spend their wealth to prevent (people)
from the way of Allah. So, they shall spend it, then it will become remorse for them, then they shall be overpowered -36." Consequently,
this is how it happened a t the battle of 'Uhud. They spent everything
they had collected. Then, they were overpowered as a result of which,
on top of the shock of defeat, they were smitten by the remorse for
having lost the wealth they had invested in their venture.

+,&

Al-Baghawi and some other commentators have attributed the subject of this verse to the expenses incurred on the battle of Badr itself.
According to them, the thousand strong army of disbelievers which
had gone to confront Muslims in the battle of Badr was already paid
for. All expenses of their maintenance were guaranteed by twelve
chiefs of Makkah, included among them being Abu Jahl, 'Utbah, Shaybah and others. It goes without saying that the cost of transporting
and feeding one thousand men must have been enormous. This being
the state of affairs, these people not only that they felt bad about their
defeat, they were also extremely remorseful about having lost their
wealth. (Mazhari)
At the end of the verse (36),given there is the evil end of these people in terms of the Hereafter: z < ~ - j ? & J!+>
+
(And those who disbelieve shall be gathered into Jahannam).

&I;

In the verse under study, the mention of an evil end of spending
wealth to stop people from following the true faith also includes the

disbelievers of today who spend enormous wealth in the name of hospitals, educational institutions and charities only to stop people from following Islam and to attract them to their call for the false. Similarly,
also included here are all those who have gone astray, those who
spend their wealth to invite people to listen to doubts and superstitions they have generated into the established collective beliefs of Islam. But, Allah Ta'ZlZ has His ways of keeping the faith revealed by
Him protected. There are many occasions when it is openly noticed
that such people fail to achieve their objective despite having spent
huge amount of money and materials.
Verse 37 describes some consequences of the events mentioned earlier which, in a nutshell, are that the disbelievers used their wealth
against Islam, then they were bitten by remorse and were utterly disgraced. This series of happenings had its own advantages which find
mention in the opening sentence of this verse: &I
;< L $ I ~ I2,
(so
,
that Allah separates the impure from the pure).
I

The two words, +I
(al-khabiih : impure) and c,bll (at-taiyyib : pure),
stand in contrast to each other. The word, al-khabiih, is used to refer to
that which is impure, filthy and forbidden while at-biyyib set against
it denotes what is pure, clean, nice and lawful. At this place, the use of
these two words may be referring to the impure possessions of the disbelievers, and the pure possessions of Muslim as well. Given this projection, it would mean that the enormous wealth spent by the disbelievers was impure and filthy. The evil end it met was that they
suffered the loss of wealth, and the loss of lives as well. As compared
to them, Muslims spent very little of whatever they had in the name of
wealth, but that wealth was pure and lawful. Those who spent it succeeded, not to mention the additional spoils of war that fell into their
hand. After that, it was said:

'and (Allah) puts some of the impure on some others, and
heaps them all together and puts them into Jahannam. Those
are the losers - 37'

The sense is that the way magnet pulls iron and amber pulls grass
and in the light of new scientific discoveries, the system of the world is

held together by the constant of force fields pulling things together,
the case in deeds and morals is also identical. They have a pull of their
own. One bad deed draws in another bad deed and a good deed draws
in another good deed. Impure wealth pulls in another body of impure
wealth and then this heap of impure wealth generates vestiges which
are equally impure. As a result of this, Allah Ta'Ela will heap all impure wealth into Jahannam and those to whom it belonged would find
themselves in a terrible loss.
And there is a large number of commentators who take al-khFb3h
and a t - b i y y i b in the general sense a t this place, that is, pure and impure. Thus, pure would signify true believers and impure would mean
the disbelievers. Given this approach, the verse would mean that
through conditions mentioned above, Allah Ta'alE likes to make the
pure distinct from the impure, that is, make a true believer distinct
from a disbeliever and - as a consequence of which - true believers are
gathered together in Jannah and the disbelievers, all of them a t one
place, into Jahannam.
Appearing once again in verse 38, there is a patronizing address to
disbelievers - which carries the elements of persuasion and warning
both. The part of persuasion is that should they repent from their
shocking deeds even then, and come forward to believe, then, all their
past sins shall be forgiven. If they failed to desist even then, the warning part tells them that they better understand that Allah Ta'ala
would not have to think about making some new law for them. The
law is already there. It has been in force in the case of disbelievers of
earlier times. The same law would come into force against them too that they were destroyed in the present world and became deserving of
the punishment of the Hereafter.

-

Verses 39 40

And fight them until there is no Fitnah (disorder or disbelief) and total obedience becomes for Allah. So, if
they desist, then, Allah is indeed watchful over what

they do. 1391 And if they turn away, then, be sure that
Allah is your protector. He is the excellent protector
and excellent supporter. [40]

Commentary
We are now on verse 39 of SGrah al-Anfal. Two words: *;;; (Fitnah)
and s,( D h ) used here need our attention since both are used in many
shades of meaning lexically.
At this place, two meanings have been reported from authorities of
Tafsir from among the Sahabah and Tabi'in: (1)That Fitnah is taken to
mean Kufr and Shirk, and Din is taken to mean the Din of Islam. This
very TafsIr has been reported from Sayyidn&'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas
L;S d
l.Given this exegetic view, the verse would mean that Muslims
must continue fighting disbelievers until disbelief disintegrates yielding its place to Islam and there remains no religion and faith other
than Islam. Given this situation, this injunction will be specific to only
the people of Makkah and the people of Arabia - because, the Arabian
Peninsula is the home of Islam. The presence of any other religion,
other than Islam in it, shall be dangerous for Islam. As for the rest of
the world, other religions and faiths could be kept existing as confirmed by other verses of the Holy Qur'an and reports from Hadith.
&J

(2) According to the second Tafsir reported from Sayyidna
'Abdullah ibn 'Umar L L &I
~ CPJ and others, Fitnah a t this place means
the chain of pain, retributive suffering and endless woes which the disbelievers of Makkah had always been inflicting on Muslims. As long as
they were in Makkah, they kept braving all sorts of pain caused to
them all the time. They could do nothing about it being virtually held
by them in their clutches. When these people migrated towards Madinah, they pursued each single Muslim and kept killing or looting
them. Even after these people had reached Madinah, the wrath and
anger of the disbelievers kept showing up in the form of attacks on the
whole city of Madinah.

Set against Fitnah, the term Din means the state of exercising
functional reach and control and prevailing over antagonists. Seen
from this angle, the Tafsir of the verse would be that Muslims must
keep fighting disbelievers until fellow Muslims are delivered and secured from the tyrannies of disbelievers - and until Islam takes over so
that it can defend and protect Muslims from the injustices inflicted on

them by others. An event relating to Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar &J
~C;Sdl also goes on to support this very Tafsir. The report of the event
says: When HajjEj ibn Yisuf launched an armed attack against Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Zubayr GS dl d J , the Amir of Makkah, it became a
strange scene. There were Muslims on both sides and their swords
were swishing against each other. Seeing this, a couple of people came
to Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar 1;-5 JJIdJand said to him: Here you
are watching the horror Muslims are in, although you are the son of
Sayyidna 'Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ ;dlt
who was not one of those who
would ever tolerate such evil generating disorder. Why is it that you
would not come out to remove this Fitnah? Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn
'Umar ~ tdtl LPJ said: The reason is that Allah Ta'ala has decreed that
shedding the blood of any Muslim is forbidden. Both of them countered
him by saying: Do you not recite the verse of the Qur'an: ;&<
?&, (Fight them until there is no Fitnah [disorder or disbeliefl any more
- 39)? Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar L;S Jjl &Jsaid: Of course, I do recite this verse - and act in accordance with it as well. We continued
fighting disbelievers as commanded in this verse until came the time
when there remained no Fitnah anymore, and Islam became the dominant DTn. Now, here are people like you who wish to kill each other
and plant the Fitnah all over again, as a result of which, everything
other than Allah will come to reign supreme, and that which thus
reigns supreme shall be counter to the true faith, our Din. What he
meant to say was that the command to wage Jihad, fight and kill, was
against the Fitnah of disbelief and the tyranny of the disbelievers that they had done, and continued doing so until that Fitnah was eliminated. Now to apply this state of affairs as an analogy to fit forms of
infighting among Muslims themselves was not sound logic. In fact, at
a time when Muslims fight and kill each other, the instructions of the
are: 'In such a situation one who keeps sitHoly Prophet +, & &I
ting is better than one who stands up.'
&J
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Summarizing this Tafsir, it can be said that Jihad, fighting and
killing against the enemies of Islam was WGib (necessary) on Muslims
until the Fitnah of their tyranny unleashed on Muslims is eliminated,
and Islam's ascendancy stands established over all other orders - and
this outcome will come to pass only close to Qiyzmah, therefore, the injunction of Jihad is valid and operative right through the Last Day of
Qzyiimah.

Two things could result from Jihad against the enemies of Islam:
(1)That they stop being oppressive to Muslims, either by entering the
Islamic brotherhood and becoming brothers-in-faith, or by remaining
attached to their religion, they stop harassing and hurting Muslims
and enter into a treaty of allegiance.

( 2 ) That they reject both options and stick to their policy of confrontation. Injunctions covering both options have been mentioned in
the next verse (40). It was said:
9
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So, if they desist, then, Allah is indeed watchful over what
they do.
9
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It means that Allah Ta'ili would deal with them in the light of
their conduct. Put simply, if they desisted, Jihad action against them
will be suspended. Under this arrangement, Muslims may have apprehended danger from the disbelievers. Their readiness to sign a peace
pact or their declaration to have become Muslims soon after &heencounter of mutual killing may have possibly appeared to Muslims as
nothing but some strategy of deception usually employed in wars. In a
situation like that, stopping the ongoing war could have been harmful
for Muslims. The answer to this apprehension was given by saying
that Muslims are bound by deeds they see outwardly. The one who
looks into hearts and knows their hidden secrets is none but Allah
Ta'ala Himself. Therefore, when disbelievers declare their adherence
to Islam or make a peace pact, Muslims have no choice but that they
stop fighting and killing in Jihad. As for personal doubts about whether or not they have accepted Islam, or peace, honestly from their heart
or all this is a cover for deception - these are things which fall in the
domain of Allah. He knows it well that should they do something like
that, they will be taken care of in some other way. Muslims should not
lay the foundation of their matters and dealings on such thoughts and
apprehensions.
If hands were raised against them after their declaration of Islam
or pact of peace, those waging Jihad would turn into criminals - as it
appears in a Hadith of the Sahih of al-Bukhari and Muslim. There, the
Holy Prophet
4jJI & has said that he has been commanded to
fight the enemies of Islam until they accept the Kalimah: '?%&I

+,

; i ~ ' J $ j ( ~ h e r is
e no god worthy of worship but Allah, Muhammad is a
Messenger of Allah), establish Salah and pay Zakah. When they have
done that, their life and property shall all become protected.1 The only
exception shall be that of a punishment given to them against a crime
under the Islamic Law. What remains of the accountability of their
hearts - whether they are accepting the creeds and deeds of Islam
heartily or that they are doing it hypocritically - shall be resting with
Allah.
According to another Hadith which Abu Dawud has reported from
Ljt &I
several noble Companions, the Holy Prophet
said: Whoever does any injustice to a peace pact beneficiary (a person who has entered into a pact of allegiance with the Islamic government) or brings
him any harm, or makes him do something which is more than what
he can physically do, or takes something from him without his genuine, heart-felt consent, then, on the Day of Judgement, I shall support
that peace pact beneficiary against a Muslim who has done something
like that.

+,

The present verse of the Holy Qur'an under study along with reports from Hadith have obviously exposed Muslims to a political danger. Think of an arch enemy who happens to be at their mercy. Just to
save his life, the enemy recites the Kalimah of Islam. Right there,
Muslims have been obligated to hold their hands instantly. One may
think: With this style of combat, Muslims would be unable to overcome
just about any enemy! But, Allah Ta'Zla has His own ways of doing
things. Here, He has taken the hidden secrets of their hearts a s His
area of responsibility. In a miraculous manner, it has been demonstrated practically that Muslims never faced such an embarassing situation in any of their battlefields. However, there have been hundreds
of hypocrites in a state of peace who cheated, passed on as Muslims,
even went about fulfilling the obligations of Salah and Sawm a t least
outwardly. Some of the miserably graceless among them had no other
objective in sight but that they would exact a few benefits from Mus1. It should be recalled that this principle is restricted to the Arabian
Peninsula, where no disbeliever is allowed to live as a permanent citizen.
In other parts of the world, the disbelievers may opt for jizyah and may
continue to profess their own religion, the punishment of their disbelief
being deferred to the Hereafter. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani).

lims and remain safe from their revenge despite nursing hostility in
their hearts. Then, there were some of those too who were doing so
with political motives of spying on Muslims, find their secrets and
maintain conspiratorial liaison with enemies. But, such was the Divine law that it instructed Muslims to treat all of them as they would
treat Muslims - unless it was proved that they had themselves betrayed their hostility to Islam or contravened the peace agreement.
This teaching of Islam applied to the condition in which the enemies of Islam promise to desist from their hostility and enter into
agreement to that effect.
The second condition is that they stick to their doggedness and
hostility. The injunction covering this situation appears in the later
9 , ,,*
' / / p 0 ,
verse (40)where it was said:
+;J$I ,3pP
51 I+L: IJ'&
(And if
they turn away, then, be sure that Allah is your protector. He is the an
excellent protector and excellent supporter).

GI

In brief, if they fail to desist from their tyranny and disbelief, the
injunction Muslims are obligated with is the same as stated above,
that is, continue fighting them. Since Jihad involves fighting and killing, it is usually associated with a big army, ample weapons and other
hardware and logistic support. But, those days Muslims did not,have
much of this normally, therefore, it was possible that Muslims would
have found this command to fight and kill somewhat heavy, or their
lack of numbers or paucity of equipment may have led them to realize
that they could not win a war like that. Therefore, Muslims were given
the antidote they needed. They were told that it did not matter if the
disbelievers had more men and equipment to fight with, but where in
the world were they going to get the unseen support and help of Allah
Ta'ala which Muslims have with them and which they have been witnessing as being alongwith them on every battlefield. Then, towards
the end it was said that, for all practical purposes, everyone in the
world finds some help and support from someone or somewhere, but
the touchstone of how effective and functionally superior it is depends
on the power, strength, knowledge and experience of that helper or
supporter. It goes without saying that a whole world-full of people
could never exceed, even equal the power and strength and knowledge
and perception of Allah Ta'iilii because He is an excellent protector and
an excellent supporter with no one to match Him.

-

Verse 41

And know that whatever spoils you receive, its one
fifth is for Allah and His Messenger and for kinsmen
and orphans and the needy and the wayfarer, if you do
believe in Allah and in what We have sent down upon
Our Servant on the decisive day, the day the two forces
met. And Allah is powerful over everything. 1411

Commentary
Mentioned in this verse are injunctions of spoils and the law of
their distribution. Before we take up the subject in detail, let us understand some important words first.
Lexically, the word: A+ ( g h a n h a h ) is applied to property which is
acquired from the enemy. In the terminology of the Shari'ah, property
which is acquired from non-Muslims through fighting and killing,
truimph and control, is called: A+ (ghanimah, translated here as
spoils). And the property which is acquired in peace and with consent,
like: c~+, & , Jizyah, KhirG etc., is called: ;lj(fai'). These two words
have been used to describe injunctions of these two kinds in the Holy
Qur'an. The present SGrah al-Anfa1 takes up injunctions relating to
ghanimah or spoils which is acquired from non-Muslims a t the time of
fighting and killing.
At this point, we should first keep in mind that, according to the
Islamic and Qur'anic view of things, the real ownership of the entire
universe belongs to Allah Ta'iilii, the one and only Being who has
created whatever there is in it. The only way through which the ownership of something can be attributed to human beings is no other but
that Allah Ta'ala may have Himself declared it, through His Law, to be
under the ownership of someone. For instance, while mentioning quad;.. / * ,>.,
,,,,
ruped animals in Surah Yz Sin (23:71), it was said: L h 4 + l;hl; L;I +I,
;$,$ L$$ dGi&&i(Do they see not that We created the quadrupeds
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,e

with Our Own hands then they became their owners?) As obvious, the
sense is that this ownership of theirs is not private and personal - it
was Allah who made them the owners out of His grace.
When some set of people rebels against Allah Ta'ala, that is, indulges in Kufr and Shirk, then, the first action Allah Ta'iila takes to
reform them is that He sends His Messengers and Books to them.
When the unfortunate ones among them are not impressed even by
this act of Divine grace, Allah Ta'alii commands His Messengers to
wage Jihad against them and kill them. The outcome of this was that
the lives and properties of these rebels became Mubzh (allowed). They
no longer had the right to benefit from the assets of life and property
given to them by Allah Ta'ala, instead, in a manner of saying, all that
belonged to them was confiscated in the name of the Authority in command. These very confiscated properties are given the name of ghan.fmah, spoils or war booty - which went out of the ownership of disbelievers and deposited itself separately as being under the ownership of
Allah Ta'ala alone.
According to the ancient Divine Law which governed such confiscated properties, no one was allowed to benefit from them. Such properties were, rather, gathered and placed on some open spot where
lightening would come from the heavens and burn these up. This was
the sign that their effort by way of Jihad was accepted.
One of the few unique distinctions bestowed upon the Last of the
by Allah Ta'Gla was that g h a n h a h properties
4 &I
Prophets
(spoils) were made lawful (bald) for the Muslim community (as in a
HadIth of Muslim). And such was the quality of its lawfulness that it
was classed as 'the purest of properties!' The reason for it is not far to
find. Is it not that wealth and property which one acquires through
hard labour comes to him under his ownership after having passed
through chains after chains of transfers from the ownership of many
human beings? Now, while passing through these numerous chains,
there exists a strong probability of unlawful, impermissible or repugnant methods being employed somewhere in the pipeline. The case of
ghanimah or spoils happens to be quite contrary. Here, the ownership
of disbelievers stands severed from them and passes directly into the
ownership of Allah Ta'ala, remaining there as such. Now, whoever gets
it, gets it directly from what is owned by Allah Ta'ala and that leaves

+,

no doubt, or apprehension of unlawfulness or repugnance as could be
the case in receiving from what is owned by human beings. This is like
water drawn from a well, or natural grass, which reaches man directly
as a blessing of Allah Ta'ElE without any human intermediacy in between.
To sum up, it can be said that ghanimah or spoils which was not
lawful for past communities was made lawful as a token of blessing
and mercy for the Muslim Ummah. The rule of its distribution has
,-, y , * 0zjd
been introduced by saying: $2 fl kl /&I; (And know that whatever
spoils you receive - 41). To begin with, according to the rules of Arabic
language, the word: L. (ma) already signifies generality. Then, to put
further stress on this generality, added there was the expression:
(min sha'i) which means whatever is collected as spoils, big or small,
falls under the purview of this very law. Anyone who takes anything
outside the provisions of the law of distribution, even if ordinary or
small in his judgement, he will still be considered guilty of a serious
Ljs &I
said that it is not percrime. Therefore, the Holy Prophet
missible for anyone to take even a needle and its thread which is a
part of the spoils ( g h a n h a h property) without his entitlement to it as
his legally alloted share. In addition to that, he has given a severe
warning against taking anything from spoils outside the alloted share.
The name given to this act of misappropriation in spoils in Hadith is
G h u l 2 where it has been declared as brazenly unlawful, far more serious than common theft.
/
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By introducing the ground rule for distribution, all m u j a i d Muslims were served with a notice that Allah Ta'ala has made spoils lawful for them, but that it was lawful under a specific procedural regulation. Anyone who takes anything against it, then, that will be nothing
but an ember of the fire of Jahannam.
This is what makes the law of the Qur'an distinct from other laws
of the world. Then, this is the real secret behind the perfect effectiveness and success of the law of Qur'an when it begins by focusing on the
need to fear Allah and to be concerned about the Hereafter and follows
it up with warnings of consequences. After that, as part of the next article, penal punishments were also promulgated.
Otherwise, it is worth pondering how is it possible in the middle of
the wild commotion of the-battlefield that properties be acquired from

out of the possession of non-Muslims, properties the details of which
are known neither to the commander of Muslims nor to someone else.
On top of that, battles are fought on grounds which form part of desolate jungles and deserts where thousands of places exist as possible
hideouts far from the arm of law. To stand guard over these properties
with the sole strength of law was something just not possible for anyone. Ultimately, it was the fear of Allah and Akhirah alone which enabled every single Muslim to desist from making even the minutest
misappropriation in these properties.
Now, let us have a look at this rule of distribution. It was said: $J:G
+i;w'
&&'
ljI; J$'Id;j 4~2;L d (its one fifth is for Allah and the
Messenger and for kinsmen and orphans and the needy and the wayfarer - 41).
First of all, worth pondering a t this point is that the rule of the distribution of g h a n h a h or spoils being described here covers the distribution of spoils as a whole. But, the Qur'Zn has elected to simply mention the rule as it applies to its one-fifth. No mention has been made of
the remaining four shares. What is the secret behind it and what is
the law which governs the distribution of the rest of four shares? If we
ponder over and deliberate in the Qur'an, an answer to these two questions comes out from within the existing word arrangement of the text.
To wit, addressing Muslims engaged in Jihad, the Holy Qur'Zn said:
%G
( m a g h a n h t u m : whatever spoils you receive). There is a hint
here to the effect that this property is the right of those who receive it.
And after that, it was declared that one fifth from it was the share of
Allah and the Messenger and others. Thus, the outcome is all too clear
- the remaining four shares belonged to the mujihidin and to those
who collected spoils among them. This is similar to what the Qur'an
has said elsewhere in connection with the law of inheritance:

And his parents have inherited him, then, his mother gets the

one-third. (4:11)
Here too, the mention of mother has been considered sufficient which
tells us that the remaining two shares are the right of the father. Similarly, after mentioning: # G (mZghanimtum : whatever spoils you receive), when only one fifth share was set aside for Allah, it became

clear that the remaining four shares were the right of the mujzhidh.
Later, the corresponding word and deed of the Holy Prophet r j s &I
+, fully clarified the rule in details that these four shares were distributed over muj&idh under a specific law.
Now, let us take up the details of that one fifth share which has
been clearly determined by the Holy Qur'Zn in this verse. The count of
words used in the Qur'an to say this here is six. The six words are: (1)
$ (ZillZh : for Allah), (2) +$A (lirrasiii : for-the- Messenger), (3) &$I d$
(lidhilqurba : for kinsmen), (4) $\
(al-yatama : orphans, (5) ~ 1 3 (al1
m a s & h : the needy) and (6) MI
&I (ibn as-subit : the wayfarer).
'
I

Out of these words, the first word: d (LillZh) serves as the main
heading under which this one fifth shall be disbursed. In other words,
the statement made is that all these disbursements are exclusively for
the sake of Allah. Then, the introduction of this word a t this place carries a particular wisdom of its own which has been pointed out to in
Tafsir Mazhari. It has been said there that wealth and property coming out of gzdaqzt (charities) had been declared unlawful for the Holy
and his family since it did not suit his station as
Prophet +, + d l
a prophet of Allah, and also because it was a portion taken out from
the wealth and properties of Muslims a t large for the purpose of making these purified. The name given to such give outs in HadIth is: +I,
,UI (aws&hu 'n-nzs : dirt removed from people). This is not fit for the
high status of a prophet.
Since this verse has also given a share out of the one fifth of spoils
and his family, therefore, it was par&I
to the Holy Prophet
ticularly stressed that this share did not wind its way through what
was owned by people, instead, it was directly from Allah Ta'ala - as
mentioned a little earlier that the property of ghanimah or spoils goes
out from the ownership of disbelievers and passes directly into the sole
ownership of Allah Ta'ala. Thereafter, it is distributed as a reward
from Him. Therefore, to indicate that the share given to the Holy
c
and his kinsmen from the one fifth of spoils had
Prophet +, ~ j &I
nothing to do with charities given by people, instead, was grace and reward directly from Allah Ta'Zla, it was said a t the beginning of the
verse: $,(lillZh) which means that all this property belongs to Allah
Ta'ZlG, really and specifically, and it will be disbursed according to His
command alone on heads as determined.

+,

So, there remain five real categories of disbursement from this one
fifth - the Messenger, the kinsmen, the orphan, the needy and the
wayfarer. Then, there are different degrees of entitlement among
them. One marvels a t the eloquence of the Holy Qur'an as to how delicately it has described the difference in their degrees of entitlement.
For instance, the intensifying particle: (lam)has been affixed before
(for the Messenger and for
the first two of these five as in: &I d$; 43%
the kinsmen) - and the rest of the three kinds have been conjoined together and mentioned without the particle lam.
The particle lam is used for particularization in the Arabic language. In the word: $(lill&), the particle lgm denotes exclusivity of
ownership which means that Allah Ta'ZlG is the real owner of everything - and in: $$& (lirrass), the objective is to highlight the speciality
of entitlement since Allah Ta'ala bestowed the right of disbursing and
distributing the one fifth of spoils on the noble Prophet +, & &I A.
The purport of this arrangement has been ably stated by Imam Tahaw; and Tafsir Mazhari when they said: Though, five names have
been mentioned a t this place with reference to the heads of
disbursement of one fifth of spoils but, in reality, the entire right of
disposal rests with the Holy Prophet +, *_j, &I
who shall expend the
one fifth of spoils over these five categories at his discretion. This is
similar to what was said in the first verse of SGrah al-Anfgl where the
injunction about the entire collection of spoils was that the Holy
Prophet +, ~ j &I
s
had the right to expend it where he wished or
give it to whom he wished, all a t his discretion.
/C.-;p,

Though, the verse (
4
1
GI)
I&I;
:
s
(And know that whatever spoils
you receive) by dividing the whole of spoils over five shares, declared
that four of these were the right of the m u j a i d i n , but the fifth share
continued to be governed by the same injunction which had left its disbursement at the discretion of the Holy Prophet +, 4 &IA.
However, the only addition made there was that five heads of expenditure relating to this fifth share were spelt out and that it will keep revolving
within these. But, according to the majority of expert scholars, it was
not incumbent on him that he should make five equal shares out of
this one fifth and distribute it equally over the five categories of recepients mentioned in the verse. Instead, what was necessary was no
more than that he would give the one fifth of spoils within the same

five categories, to all, or to some, at his discretion.
The clearest proof of this statement lies within the words of the
verse and the categories of recepients it mentions. It means that all
these categories are not practically separate and detached from each
other. In fact, they can be common to each other. For instance, a person who falls under the category of 'kinsmen,' could also be a n
'orphan', or 'needy' and 'wayfarer' too. Similarly, the needy and the
wayfarer could also be orphans, and kinsmen too. Someone needy
could also have the status of a wayfarer. If the purpose was to have
spoils distributed equally and separately over all these categories,
then, these categories should have been such as would not admit one
category of person in the other. Otherwise, it would become necessary
that a person who is from kinsmen and who also happens to be a n orphan, a needy one and a wayfarer too will have to be given four shares
a t the rate of one share for each status. Incidentally, this is the governing rule in the distribution of inheritance. Someone who has different kinds of relationship with a deceased person gets a separate share
against each such relationship. Nevertheless, giving four shares to one
person is something no one in the Muslim community goes by. This
tells us that the verse does not aim to put a restriction of the Holy
s
that he necessarily gives to all these categories
Prophet +, ~ j &I&
and gives equally too. Instead, the aim is that he may give out of the
one fifth of spoils to any category from the five categories specified as
he deems fit and appropriate. (Tafsir Mazhari)
This is illustrated by an incident relating to Sayyidah Fatimah &
that she be given a
When she requested the Holy Prophet
r,js d
l
servant to help her with home chores in view of her physical weakness, he refused to accept her request on the ground that, in his sight,
the need of his Companions from the people of Suffah was more urgent
than hers. They were extremely poor and needy and there was no way
he could bypass them and give to her. (Sahih al-BukhZr: and Muslim)
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From here, it becomes very clear that there was no separate right
or entitlement for each category, otherwise, who could have been more
deserving than Sayyidah Fatimah in the category of kinsfolk? In brief,
all this is a description of the heads of disbursements, and not a description of entitlements.

The Distribution of One Fifth (Khums) after the passing away
of the Holy Prophet +, 4&I
According to the majority of Imams, the share assigned to the Holy
~ j JJI
s & in the one fifth of spoils was, in terms of his auProphet
gust station as a prophet and messenger. This was very similar to the
special right given to him that he could pick and take anything from
out of the total spoils for his personal use, because of which he had actually taken certain things from out of some spoils. Then, he took care
of his expenses and the expenses of his family from the one fifth of
spoils. After his passing away, this share ceased to exist automatically
- because, there is no messenger or prophet after him.

+,

The Khums (one fifth) of Dhawi 'I-Qurba(the kinsmen)
At least, there is no difference of opinion about the precedence of
the right of poor kinsmen in the one fifth of spoils as compared to that
of other categories of receivers, that is, the orphans, the needy and the
wayfarer. The reason is that poor kinsmen cannot be helped with Zakah and Sadaqat, while other categories of receivers could also be
helped with ZakEh and Sadaqat (as clarified in Al-Hidayah where precedence is given to poor kins folk over other categories). However, the
question remains whether or not the need-free kinsmen would be given from it. Imam Abu Hanifah says: Whatever the Holy Prophet JJI&
+, +L himself used to give to kinsmen was based on two considerations: (1)Their need and poverty and (2) help and support given to him
in establishing faith and defending Islam. The second cause came to an
end with the passing away of the Prophet. What remained was the
consideration of need and poverty. As based on this aspect, every
Imam and AmTr of Muslims shall keep granting them precedence over
others (HidZyah, al-JassZe). Imam Shafi'T has also taken the same position.
(Qurtubi)

And according to some Muslim jurists (fuqahz),the share of kinsLjc &I&
men in their capacity as being related to the Holy Prophet
remains valid for ever. Included there are the poor and the need-free
all alike, however, the ruling Muslim authority of the time shall give
them a share at his discretion. (Mazhari)

+,

The real factor in this matter is the conduct and practice of the
rightly-guided Khulafg' of Islam in terms of what they did after the
1111A.
This author of Hidayah
passing away of the Holy Prophet

+,

has this to say about it:
p8-I i.zL" & +b
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(After the passing away of the Holy Prophet
~ jJJI
t
) the four
rightly-guided Khulafa' have distributed the one fifth of spoils over
three categories only (that is, orphan, needy, and wayfarer).

+,

However, it stands proved about Sayyidna 'Umar
4&I
that
he used to give out to poor kinsmen from the one fifth of spoils (deduced
by AbG DiwGd) - and it is obvious that this is not peculiar to Sayyidna
'Umar alone, other Khulafii' would have also been doing the same.
As for the narrations which prove that Sayyidna Ab6 Bakr and
Jjl
used to take out the rightful share of
Sayyidna 'Umar 1kinsmen right through the later period of their Caliphate and had
these distributed through Sayyidna 'Ali as custodian on their behalf (as
in a narration of Kitib al-Kharij by Imam AbG YGsufl, it is not contrary to that
distribution being particular to poor kinsmen. Allah knows best.
&J

Special Note
The Holy Prophet +, I-js AI 3,had himself determined the qualification of kinsmen through his deed when, apart from Ban6 Hashim
which was his own tribe, he had associated Ban6 al-Muttalib too with
them for the reason that they had never separated themselves from
Banu Hashim whether in Jahiliyyah or Islam - so much so that a t the
time the Quraysh of Makkah had cut off food supplies to Ban6 Hashim
and had confined them to Shi'b Abi Talib, the Ban6 al-Muttalib were
though not included under those boycotted, yet they joined Ban< HZshim in this trial. (Mazhari)
The Day of the Battle of Badr was the Day of Distinction
In this verse, the day of Badr has been called Yowm al-Furqzn (the
day of distinction between the true and the false). The reason is that
Muslims scored a clear victory at Badr and the disbelievers faced a
disgraceful defeat. Though, this happened as a ground reality on that
day, yet it was, by extension, a day of decision also, the ultimate decision between disbelief and Islam.
Verses 42 - 44

/

/

And (remember) when you were on the nearest cliff,
and they were on the farthest one, and the caravan was
downwards from you. And had you re-arranged it with
each other, you would have deviated from the appointment. But (it happened like this) so that Allah might
accomplish what was destined to be done, so that
whoever is going to die may die knowingly, and whoever is going to live may live knowingly. And Allah is indeed All-Hearing,All-Knowing. [42]
And when in your dream, Allah showed them to you
few in number. And if He had shown them to you many
in number, you would have been demoralized and
would have disputed in the matter, but Allah saved
(you). Surely, Allah is All-Aware of what lies in the
hearts. [431
And when, at the time you met each other, He showed
them to you few in number in your eyes, and reduced
your number in their eyes, so that Allah might accomplish what was destined to be done. And to Allah all
matters are returned. [441

Commentary
The battle of Badr was the first confrontation of Kufr and Islam
which registered a practical proof of the superiority and veracity of Islam, even visibly and materially. Therefore, the Holy Qur'Zn has taken
special steps to describe its details which appear in the verses cited
above. Besides the many considerations of wisdom behind these details, one such consideration is to assert that there was just no possibility, either visibly or technically, that Muslims will win and that the
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disbelievers of Makkah will be defeated. But, the unseen power of Allah Ta'ala overturned all superiority of men and materials as well as
its obvious causes. To give a clear picture of this event, the Holy
~ u r ' a nhas virtually outlined in these verses a whole map of the battlefront a t Badr. Now, before we explain these verses, let us glance
over the lexical explanation of some words.
The word: i$ ('udwah) refers to a side and the word: L;, ( d u n y a is
?"
derived from: J d (adnz) which means nearer. When compared to the
Hereafter, this world of ours is also called: c ; (dunyz)
~
because, as related to the universe of the Hereafter, it is closer a t hand for human
beings. And the word: &d (qusw;) is a derivation from: d
1
(aq&)
which means farther.
In verse 42, death has been mentioned against life. The Arabic
words used here do not carry the outward sense of death and life. Instead, meant here is spiritual death and life, or destruction and salvation. Spiritual life is Islam (belief in Allah and the Messenger) and
'Iman (faith), and spiritual death is Shirk (polytheism) and Kufr
(disbelief). The Holy Qur'an has used these words a t several places in
this very sense. For instance, earlier in SGrah al-Anfal, it was said:

0 those who believe, respond to Allah and the Messenger
when He calls you to what gives you life. (8:24).

The life mentioned here is the real and eternal life which one is
blessed with in return for 'ban and Islam. P!ow, we can move to a detailed explanation of the cited verses.
Opening with almost a cartographic view of the war front a t Badr,
verse 42 tells us that Muslims were on the nearest cliff (L;: 8Z
;) and the
The spot occupied by
disbelievers were on the farthest one (c5sb;s).
Muslims was on the side of the terrain closer to Madinah, while the
disbelievers had taken the other side of the terrain which was farther
from Madinah. As for the trade caravan of Abu Sufyan, the main cause
of waging this Jihad, that too was closer to the army of disbelievers
which had come from Makkah but was out of the range of attack by
Muslims and moving by the sea shore a t a distance of three miles. The
purpose of focusing on this battle plan is to say that Muslims were located a t a spot totally unsuitable and wrong strategically, a spot from

where they had no chance of overpowering the enemy, in fact, no
chance of even saving their own lives - because, the 'side of the terrain
which was closer to Madinah happened to be a big sandy patch walking through which was hard and heavy. Then, they had no access to
water around the spot they were in, while the side farther from Madinah where the disbelievers had set up their camps was smooth terrain
with a supply of water close by.
Then, by pointing out to the two edges of the sides occupied by the
two armies, it was made much too clear that the two forces were
standing face to face, under which condition, it was not possible to conceal the strength or weakness of one party from the other. In addition
to that, it was also indicated that the army of the disbelievers of Makkah was already a t peace with the realization that their trade caravan
had moved away from the attacking range of Muslims. Now, if they
needed them a t some stage, they too could come out to help them. As
compared to them, Muslims were in trouble in terms of their location
where they had no probability of getting support of men and materials
from anywhere. Then, it is already settled, and known to every educated Muslim, that the total count of Muslim 'army' was three hundred
and thirteen, while that of the disbelievers was one thousand. Muslims did not have sufficient number of mounts, nor did they have
enough weapons. Against that, the army of the disbelievers was laced
with everything.
Besides, Muslims simply had not embarked on this Jihad as some
armed force ready to fight a war. Being an emergency measure to
block the passage of a trade caravan and to lower the morale of the enemy, only three hundred and thirteen Muslims had started off illprepared, ill-equipped. It was only all of a sudden that there they
stood having to confront a thousand-strong force of armed men.
This verse of the Qur'an tells us that this event, though it came to
pass accidentally, with no intention behind it, but the truth. is that all
that happens in this world, accidentally and involuntarily - though, it
looks like some plain accident in terms of its level and form - is, in the
sight of the Creator of the universe, nothing but the well-set chain of a
formidable system. There is nothing in this system which can 6e called
abrupt or out of place. It will take the whole system to unravel itself to
man, only then, man could find out the full range of wisdom hidden be-

hind what was, supposedly, an accidental happening.
Take this event of the battle of Badr as a test case. That it came to
pass in an accidental and involuntary manner had its own wise considerations as stated in: ?G$I
$ CG$; (And had you re-arranged it
with each other, you would have deviated from the appointment - 4 2 ) .
It means that, had this battle also been fought like common battles
around the world, fought with all possible survey of available options,
mutual arguments and crisis resolutions, then, given the dictates of
circumstances, this battle would have never been fought. In fact, differences would have crept in one way or the other - either, Muslims
themselves would have started thinking otherwise because of their being few and weak against adversaries who were many and strong; or
that both parties, the disbelievers and the Muslims, might have not
shown up on the battle ground as appointed mutually. As for Muslims,
they would have not had the courage to initiate action in view of their
being few and weak - and the disbelievers, in whose hearts Allah
Ta'ala had already put the awe of Muslims, would have been scared to
come out against them despite their superiority in number and
strength.
Therefore, that formidable Divine system created such conditions
on both sides as would not allow them time and occasion to think and
understand. The people of Makkah were so overwhelmed by the disturbing plaint from the trade caravan of Abu Sufyan that they were
ready to march out without much deliberation. The Muslims were
prompted by the thought that they were going to take care of a n ordinary trade caravan and not a formal armed force arrayed against
them. But, Allah, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise, so willed that a war
starts between them so that the consequences of the victory of Islam
which are to emerge from behind this war become visibly manifest.
(But [it happened like
Therefore, it was said: $%&? l$fil&$;
this] so that Allah might accomplish what was destined to be done 42). It means that, despite conditions being what they were, the war
had to be fought so that Allah might accomplish what was destined to
be done. And destined to be done was that arrayed against an army of
armed and equipped youngmen a thousand-strong, a motely group of
three hundred and thirteen ill-equipped and hunger-stricken Muslims
- and that too out of place in terms of the demanding war front - rams

itself against what was a virtual mountain for them, then, the unbelievable happens. The mountain turns into smithereens. This insignificant group of men wins. This is nothing but an all too visible demonstration of the fact that some big power was operating behind them,
something that thousand-strong army missed. Then, it is also evident
that Muslims were supported because of Islam and the disbelievers remained deprived because of their disbelief, something which gave every sensible human a criterion to distinguish truth from evil and genuine from the fake. Therefore, at the end of the verse, it was said: $
$3 9 ,
(SO that whoever is going to die may die know*;.:('$%
;
ingly, and whoever is going to live may live knowingly - 42). It means
that the loud and clear veracity of Islam vis-a-vis the falsity and horror of Kufr and Shirk was exposed for ever so that anyone who opts for
destruction should do so while fully realizing the consequences of his
or her action, and anyone who goes on to live should also live with full
realization of the choice so made. The caveat is: Let nothing be done
unknowingly and mistakenly, so be on guard.

=(>
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The word: LS% (halgkah : death, destruction) in this verse means
Kufr or disbelief while 3L3 (hayat : life) denotes Islam. In other words,
once the truth has come out in the open, the probability and excuse of
misunderstanding stand eliminated. Now, whoever takes to disbelief
as his or her life style is going towards destruction with open eyes.
And whoever takes to Islam takes to eternal life knowingly, conscious: (And Allah is indeed
ly and deliberately. Then, it was said:9& rpe'h~$
All-Hearing, All-Knowing - 42) that is, He knows the secrets in everyone's heart, even the nature of everyone's belief and disbelief, as well
as the due reward and punishment for it.
Mentioned in verses 43 and 44, there is particular marvel of Divine
power which was designed to take place at the battle of Badr for the
express purpose of making sure that none of the two armies were to
put an end to the war itself by deserting the battlefield - because, it
was as a result of this very war that the manifestation of the veracity
of Islam was destined even as a ground reality, all earthy, material.
Such was the nature of this Divine marvel that the army of the disbelievers which was though three times larger than that of Muslims,
yet Allah Ta'alii, by His perfect power alone, made their,number appear much less to Muslims so that it may not cause any difference of

opinion or sense of weakness to affect them. This event took place
twice. Once, it was shown to the Holy Prophet
Ljs 1111 & in a dream
which he related to all of them and which renewed their courage and
resolve. The second time, when the two groups stood facing each other
on the battlefield itself, their number was shown to Muslims as being
small. The event mentioned in verse 43 relates to the dream and that
in verse 44 to a state when they were wide awake.

+,

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud L;S JJIL C ~ Jsays: In our sight, the
army facing us looked as if - as I said to the man next to me - these
people would be ninety in number. That man said: No, they must be a
hundred.
In the last verse, along with this, it has also been mentioned:
(and reduced your number in their eyes - 44). This could also
mean that Muslims were, in reality, already few in number, thus,
what was shown to disbelievers was their number as it was. And it
could also mean that the number shown to them was much reduced
than it really was - as it appears in many narrations that Ab3 Jahl on
seeing the Muslim 'army' said to his compatriots: The number of these
people does not seem to be any more than the number who would eat a
camel as their daily ration. In Arabia of those days, the measure used
to find out the number of men in an army was to first guess the number of animals slaughtered for their meals. One camel was understood
to be sufficient to feed one hundred people. Right here on this battle
site of Badr, the Holy Prophet
Ljt &I A,
in his effort to find out the
number of men in the army of the Quraysh of Makkah, had asked
some local people: How many camels are slaughtered in their army
camp every day? The answer given to him was: Ten camels daily. This
led him to estimate the number of men in their army a s being one
thousand. In short, the total number of Muslims was shown as being
one hundred in the sight of Abu Jahl. Here too, the wisdom of showing
them in a reduced number was that the awe of Muslims may not so
adversely affect the hearts of disbelievers ahead of the actual confrontation that they bolt from the battlefield itself.

+pis
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Special Note
From this verse, we also find out that there are occasions when, as
a matter of miracle and supernatural happening, optical observation
may prove incorrect - as it transpired here.

-

-

-
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For this very reason, the statement: G f i SL? filh~ (so that Allah might accomplish what was destined to be done - 44) was repeated
here. It means that the Divine marvel and the phenomenon of superimposition on optical observation was manifested for the reason that
the will of Allah stands accomplished right upto the end, that is, by
giving Muslims victory despite their lack of numbers and materials,
the central objectives of this war, that is, the veracity of Islam and the
expression of unseen Divine support, should be fully achieved and established for ever.

Js

At the end of the verse, it was said: <$'U'I $$ $1
(And to Allah all
matters are returned - 44). It means that He does what He wills and
He commands as He wills. He can make a minority overcome a majority and weakness overtake strength. He may make less become more
and more become less.

-

Verses 45 47

0 those who believe, when you face a group (in battle),
stand firm and remember Allah much, so that you may
be successful. [451
And obey Allah and His Messenger, and do not dispute,
lest you should show weakness and should lose your predominance, and be patient. Surely, Allah is with the patient. [461
And do not be like those who set forth from their homes
waxing proud and showing off to people, preventing
(people) from the way of Allah. And Allah is AllEncompassing of what they do. [471

Commentary
Qur'anic Instructions for Success in Jih6d
Given in the first two verses cited above is a special set of instructions for Muslims when they confront enemies on the battlefield.
These instructions from Allah Ta'ala are for them the master prescrip-

tion of success and ascendancy in the present world as well as that of
salvation and prosperity in the eternal life to come. In fact, the secret
of unusual successes and victories achieved by Muslims in all wars
fought by them during the early period lies hidden behind their adherence to these very golden guidelines - and they are:
1. Be Steadfast
The Arabic word used by the Qur'kn is thiba which means to stand
firm, hold the ground, be steadfast. This includes firmness of the feet
and firmness of the heart both because a person whose heart is not
strong and firm can hardly be expected to have the rest of his body
hold the ground. This is something everyone knows and understands,
believer or disbeliever. Every nation of the world gives high priority to
this strength in its wars because all experienced people know it well
that the first and foremost weapon in the theater of war is nothing but
the firmness of heart and feet. Without these, all weapons are rendered useless.

2. Remember Allah
The second principle is the Dhikr of Allah which is a weapon in its
own right, special and spiritual, something known to Muslims only
and not known to or neglected by the rest of the world. The world as
we know it today would do anything to get together state-of-the-art
weapon systems for their war plans, the latest in logistics and morale
boosting sessions to inculcate combat firmness among forces - but,
strangely enough, it is unaware and unexposed to this spiritual weapon of Muslims. This is the reason why Muslims, wherever they had to
confront some other nation while following these instructions precisely
as given, they were able to demolish superior forces of the adversary
laced with men, weapons and war materials. As for the inherent spiritual benediction of the Dhikr of Allah, they have a place of their own
in our lives, nevertheless, it is also difficult to deny its efficacy in enabling one to continue to hold on and remain standing firm on his feet.
To remember Allah and to be confident about it is like a highly
charged electronic energy which makes a weak person run through
mountains. No matter what the odds be against, personal discomfort
or emotional anxiety, this remembrance of Allah shoos all that into
thin air making the heart of man strong and his feet firm.
At this stage, let us keep in mind that the time of a raging battle is

usually a terrible time when no one remembers anyone and everyone
is consumed with the thought of self-preservation. Therefore, the poets
of pagan Arabia take great pride in insisting that they remember their
beloved even during the heat of the battlefield. To them, this was a
proof of the power of heart and the firmness of love. A pagan poet has
said: l;j
&I,
&& (I remembered you even at a time when spears
were swinging dangerously between us).
The Holy Qur'an has prompted Muslims to engage in the Dhikr of
Allah even in this dangerous situation, and that too with the emphasis
on : 13
(kathira : much).
Also worth pondering over at this point is the fact that no other
act of worship ('Ibdah), except the Dhikr of Allah, has been commanded in the entire Qur'an with the instruction that it be done abundantly
f+ (making Salih much) and: G+
and profusely. Expressions like :
12
(fasting much) have not been mentioned anywhere. The season is
that the Dhikr of Allah is easy to do, a convenient act of worship indeed. You do not have to spend a lot of time and labour doing it, nor
does it stop you from doing something else on hand. On top of that,
this is an exclusive grace from Allah Ta'ala who has not placed any
pre-condition or restriction of Wudu (ablution), Taharah (state of ,purity
from major or minor impurities), dress and orientation to Qiblah
(facing the direction of Ka'bah) etc. in its performance. This can be
done by anyone under all states, with Wudi or without, standing, sitting or lying down. And if we were to add to it the higher investigative
approach of Imam al-Jazri appearing in the famous collection of authentic Islamic prayers, Hisn H a s h , where he states that the Dhikr of
Allah is not limited to the act of remembering Allah only verbally or by
heart, instead of which, any permissible act which is performed by remaining within the parameters of obedience to the Holy Prophet JJI &
+, ~ j shall
s
also be counted as the Dhikr of Allah, then, given this approach, the sense of Dhikr of Allah becomes so common and easy that
we could call even a man in sleep a Dhakir (one who remembers Allah). This is supported by what is said in some narrations: i+ IJWI ?_;,
(The sleep of the 'Alim is included under 'Ibidah) because a n 'Alim or
scholar of Islam who lives and acts in accordance with the demands of
his 'Ilm or knowledge of Islam is duty-bound to see that all his states
of sleeping and waking must remain within nothing but the boundries

)Is

of obedience to Allah Ta'ala.
In the present context, the command to remember Allah abundantly while on the battlefield may give the impression of being a n addition of one more duty assigned to the mujaidin, something which may
usually demand concentrated hard work. But, certainly unique is the
property of the Dhikr of Allah. It does not subject its performer to
what would be hard labour. Instead, it brings in a kind of pleasure, energy and taste which actually goes on to help one accomplish a lot of
things one does in life. For that matter, there is nothing unusual about
it as we commonly notice that people who handle hard labour would
habitually take to a s e t of words or some beat or jingle or song and are
heard humming it while working. The Holy Qur'an has blessed Muslims with a n alternate for it, something which is based on countless
advantages and wise considerations. Therefore, towards the end of the
9 5,4
verse, it was said: 5e-,3U(so that you may be successful - 45). It
means if you went on to master these two tested techniques of standing firm and remembering Allah - and used it on the battlefield - then,
you can be sure that prosperity and success are all yours.
7)

One method of remembering Allah on the battlefield is what we
generally recognize as the well-known battle cry of 'Allahu-Akbar' (the
Na'rah or cry of TakbiF which is a positively voiced statement of belief
in the greatness of Allah in the setting of a battlefield). Thus, saying:
'Allahu-Akbar' is also a form of Dhikr or remembrance of Allah. In addition to this, it also includes the attitude of keeping the thought of Allah always in sight, having confidence and trust in Him and remembering Him with all your heart in it. As such, the term Dhikr of Allah
includes all that.
Moving to verse 46, we see that believers have been prompted to
follow a third instruction and that is: ~$;;hli&i (obey Allah and His
Messenger) - because, help and support from Allah Ta'ala can be expected to come only through obedience to Him. Negligence and disobedience can only be the causes of the displeasure of Allah and a certain
deprivation from whatever grace could come from Him. Thus, we have
before us three articles of the Qur'anic code of conduct for the battlefield: (1)Firmness (2) Dhikr of Allah (3) Obedience. After that, it was
said: 1;&21;@3 &j' I&% G~c-.
Q (and do not dispute, lest you should
show weakness and should lose your predominance, and be patient 46).

Given here is a warning against negative aspects of conduct which
must be avoided. As for the negative conduct which impedes successful
war effort, it is nothing but mutual difference and disputation. Therefore, it was said: I$~G;".; (and do not dispute - 46) for mutual dissension
and discord would breed cowardice among them and they would soon
lose their image of dominance.
The verse points out to two end-products of this mutual dissension:
(1)That you would become personally weak and cowardly and (2) that
you would lose your predominance and turn low in the sight of the enemy. The fact that mutual disputation would make disputants appear
low in the sight of others is obvious, but how does it affect one's own
strength to the limit that it turns into weakness and cowardice? The
reason is that, given mutual unity and trust, everyone is backed up by
the strength of a whole group. Therefore, one individual feels the relative strength of his whole group in himself and once that mutual unity
and trust is gone what remains behind is no more than his own solitary strength - which, obviously, means nothing in a killing field.
After that, it was said: FYI; (and be patient - 46). Looking a t the
context of the statement, this appears to have been suggested as a successful prescription of remaining safe from getting involved in dissension and disputes. To elucidate, it can be said that no matter how united in thinking and objectives a group may be, but physical traits of
human individuals remain different after all. Then, the divergence of
opinion among the informed and experienced in the process of achieving a certain purpose is also inevitable. Therefore, in order to go along
with others and to keep them together, there is no alternative but that
one should be used to remaining patient over counter-temperamental
matters of concern and being accustomed to ignoring them when necessary. In other words, one should not be so rigid and uncompromising
over his personal opinion that, in the event it was not accepted, he
would explode and fight. &br or patience is just another name for this
quality of resilience. These days everyone knows and says that mutual
dispute is very bad, but the master stroke of remaining safe from it that one trains himself to become used to remaining patient over what
does not match his physical temperament and that he does not worry
about making people say yes to his view and see that they go by it - is
something very few people have learnt to employ successfully. As a re-

sult, all sermons of unity and harmony are rendered useless. So, it can
be conceded that one does not normally have the capability to make
the other person surrender to his view, but two things still remain possible: (1)That he himself accepts what the other person has to say (2)
and should the dictate of his reason and justice goad him not to accept
it, then, the least he could still do is to say nothing for the sake of
averting a possible dispute. This much is, after all, within one's power
and control. Therefore, alongwith the instruction to avoid dissension
and dispute, the Holy Qur'Gn has also exhorted every individual of a
group to observe patience so that avoiding disputes becomes easy in
practice.
Also worth pondering a t this stage is the statement made in the
Qur'an when it has said: I$~G$(and do not dispute - 46). Here, it has
stopped mutual disputation, not any difference of opinion or its expression. Difference of opinion which is prompted by honesty and sincerity
never develops into disputation. Quarrels and disputations are generated when things go beyond ordinary difference of opinion, particularly when gripped by the emotional attitude of making the other person
accept what one says and not to accept what the other person does.
And this emotional attitude is what the Holy Qur'an has eliminated by
saying: Ij$l,'(and be patient - 46). Then, at the end, by pointing out to
the most sublime gain to be made from the observance of patience, it
removes whatever unpalatable there may be about it. It was said: dl 3!
3 2 12 (Allah is with the patient - 46). That they have the company of
Allah Ta'iila all the time and under all conditions is so great a wealth
that wealths of the world and beyond, as we do or do not know, are
just nothing as compared to that honour.
It was to make these very instructions become their ever-present
+&I delivered the following serresponse, the Holy Prophet
mon right there on the site of combat during many a battles of Islam:

+,

"0 my people, do not look forward to fight the enemy in a cornbat. Rather, pray that Allah keeps you in a state of peace and
well-being. However, when the inevitable happens and you
have to confront them, then, stand firm and be patient and be
assured that Paradise lies under the shade of swords."
[Muslim]

Another negative and detrimental aspect of conduct against which

warning has been given in verse 47 and from which abstinence has
been advised is t h a t believers should not wax proud over their
strength and numbers nor should they be guilty of nursing some personal interest of theirs rather than remaining sincere to their mission
a t hand, because these two approaches would usually bring down
great powers of the world on their knees.
Embedded in this verse, there is an allusion to the circumstances
under which the Quraysh of Makkah who had marched off from their
city to give military cover to their trade caravan with the heavy backing of men and materials and waxing proud over their number and
strength. And even when the trade caravan had passed far beyond the
range of any possible attack by Muslims, they elected not to return
even then - because, they had other axes to grind by giving a little
demonstration of their valour on the site of combat.
According to authentic reports, when AbG Sufyzn succeeded in getting past the range of Muslim attack with his trade caravan, he sent a
courier to Abu Jahl bearing the message that there was no'need for
him to go any further and that he should better return. Many other
Quraysh chiefs had also concurred with this advice. But, driven by his
pride, arrogance and the desire for recognition, AbE Jahl declared on
oath that they would not return until they reach the site of Badr and
celebrate their victory there for a few days.
The outcome was that he and his well-known accomplices found
themselves dumped there for ever. Muslims have been instructed to
abstain from the methods adopted by them.

-

Verses 48 49
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And when the Satan beautified their deeds for them

and said, "None of the people is to overpower you today, and I am a protector for you!' But, when the two
groups saw each other, he turned back on his heels and
said, 'Thave nothing to do with you. I am seeing what
you do not see. I am scared of Allah, and Allah is severe
in punishment!' [481
When the hypocrites and those who have a malady in
their hearts said, 'The belief of these people has deluded them!' And whoever places his trust in Allah, then,
Allah is Mighty, Wise. [491

Commentary
Since its beginning, SGrah al-AnfGl has been dealing with the actual events and attending circumstances of the battle of Badr alongwith
subsequent lessons learnt and related injunctions given.
One such event from here relates to the Satan who misled the disbelievers of Makkah, exhorted them to go to battle against Muslims
and then he disengaged, and left them all by themselves right there in
the middle of the battlefield. This event has been mentioned at the beginning of verse 48.
Did this deception of the Satan take the form of scruples put into
the hearts of the Quraysh? Or, did the Satan come to them in human
form and talked to the Quraysh face to face? Both probabilities exist
here. But, the words of the Qur'an seem to support the second eventuality - that the Satan misled them by appearing in a human form before them.
According to a narration of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas Jfl dJ
~ g -reported
.
by Imam ibn Jarir, when the army of the Quraysh of
Makkah marched out from the city, they were terribly worried about a
possible danger from their neighbouring tribe of Ban; Bakr, also a n
enemy. They apprehended that once they went out to confront Muslims, this tribe hostile to them may find an opportunity to attack their
homes and hurt their women and children there. No doubt, they had
demonstrated their readiness to respond to the plaintive appeal for
help made by Abu Sufygn, the leader of their trade caravan, but they
were dragging their feet because of this danger. In this perplexing situation, all of a sudden, the Satan appeared in the form and guise of
Suraqah ibn Malik holding a flag in his hand and flanked by a regiment of tough fighting men. Surzqah ibn Malik was a big chief who

controlled the tribal area from where that danger of attack was expected. He stepped forward and addressed the army of Quraysh youngmen
through which he misled them in two ways. First, he said: (3'l9$;l,g $
r f ~& (None of the people is to overpower you today - 48). By this, he
meant that he had a good idea of the strength of their adversary and
he could also see their own physical and numerical superiority, therefore, he assured them that they should stop worrying, march ahead
and prevail, for no one is going to prevail against them.
$!(I
: am a protector for you - 48). By saying this,
Then, he said: .$!l
he was referring to their apprehensions against the tribe of B a n i Bakr
who might attack their homes and families in Makkah during their
absence. Here, he was taking the responsibility that nothing of this
sort was going to happen as he was their supporter and caretaker. The
Quraysh of Makkah already knew about Suraqah ibn Malik being a
known and influential personality of the area. Hearing this assurance
from him, they became emotionally stable. They dismissed the threat
from the tribe of B a n i Bakr from their hearts and became all set to go
and confront Muslims.
Thus, by employing this dual deception, the Satan drove these people to their killing field and what he did for himself is described by the
- T ru
"' (So, when
Holy Qur'an in the following words: ,# $ &C &'I y.
the two groups [the disbelievers of Makkah and Muslims] saw each
other [at Badr], he turned back on his heels - 48).
Since a force of satans had also assembled in support of the disbelievers of Makkah at the battle of Badr, therefore, Allah Ta'ala sent a
force of angels under the command of Jibra'il and Mika'il to meet their
challenge. According to a narration of Say-yidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas
r;s JJI
reported by Imam Ibn Jarir and others, when the Satan who
was commanding his force in the human guise of Suraqah ibn Malik a t
that time saw Archangel Jibra'il and the force of angels with him, he
lost his nerves. At that time, he was standing hand in hand with a Qurayshi warrior, Harith ibn Hisham. All of a sudden, he tried to free his
hand clasped into the hand of Harith. When Harith asked him as to
why he was doing that, he whacked his chest with a blow and threw
him down. Now unchecked, he bolted out from the battlefield. Harith under the impression that he was Suraqah - shouted a t him: 0 Suraqah, chief of Arabia, you had said that you will support us and here
&J

you are doing this to us in the middle of a battle! The Satan - in the
i O ~ '-qy $1 (I have nothguise of SurZqah - replied: &I Siig!6;3 $;I d f f4,
ing to do with you. I am seeing what you do not see. I am scared of Allah - 48). Thus, he disengaged himself from the earlier compact because he was seeing a force of angels and parted ways with the
disbelievers on the plea that he feared Allah.

,.+

When the Satan saw the force of angels, he virtually saw trouble
for him a s he knew their power. As for his statement that he was
scared of Allah, says TafsTr authority Qatadah, this was a lie forged by
him. Had he feared Allah, why would he disobey Him? But, other
Commentators have suggested that his fear is justified in its own place
because he is fully aware of the perfect power of Allah Ta'ala and that
He is severe a t punishment. Therefore, there is no reason for not fearing. However, bland fear without faith and obedience is useless.
Abu Jahl, when he noticed signs of weakness showing up in his
army because of the withdrawal of Suraqah and his force, he tried to
avert the awkward situation by appealing that they should not feel being affected by the sudden retreat of Suriiqah for he had a secret un4 dl & to do that. In short, after
derstanding with Muhammad
the retreat of the Satan, what was due to happen to them did. It was
on their return to Makkah that one of them met Suraqah ibn Miilik.
This person scolded Suriiqah telling him that he was responsible for
their defeat in the battale of Badr and certainly for all the losses that
followed in its wake because he had broken the backs of their fighting
men by retreating from the action on the battlefield. Suraqah said: I
never went with you, nor did I ever take part in anything you were doing there. In fact, I heard of your defeat only after you had reached
Makkah.
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After having reported all these narrations in his Tafsir, Imam Ibn
Kathir said: It is the customary practice of Satan, the accursed, that he
would cause man to become involved with evil and then leave him off
in the middle of it. The Qur'an has mentioned this habit of the Satan
repeatedly. One such verse says:

It is like the Satan when he tells man: "Disbelieve." Then, af-

t e r h e becomes a disbeliever, h e says: "I have nothing to do
with you. I am scared of Allah, the Lord of all the worlds".
(59:16)

The Anatomy of Satanic Deception and Personal Defence
There are some elements of guidance we receive from what has
been mentioned in this verse:
(1) That the 'ShaitZn' is man's enemy who employs all sorts of
tricks, guises and strategems to bring loss to him. There are occasions
when he would simply inject a scruple in the heart and harass his victim and there are times when he would deceive man by appearing before him.

(2) That Allah Ta'Elii has given him the ability to appear before
man in various guises. There is a well-known book of Hanafi jurisprudence called &.I ,&i j &JI ,lsi : 'Ak a m al-MarjZn fi &kam al-Jann
where it has been proved in detail. Therefore, authorities among mystic scholars who are recognized as masters in illumination (kashfl and
eye-witness ( s h u h i d )have warned people that it is dangerous to start
following a person simply by seeing him or hearing him say something
without taking the trouble of finding out his antecedents and circumstancial conditions. There could be couched Satanic inputs even in
what is known as illumination (kashf) and inspiration (ilham).So, the
ideal method of remaining safe against satanic deceptions is to follow
Divine Revelation faithfully.

Success Comes By Actually Being on the Straight Path and Not
By Simply Having Sincere Intentions
(3) That the most frequent reason why people get involved in disbelief, polytheism or other impermissible doings is no other but that the
Satan, by making their evil deeds appear handsome, desirable and
beneficial, turns their hearts away from truth, as it is, and its consequences, as they would be. Once so brain-washed, they would start
taking their false as the epitome of truth and their loss as the ultimate
gain, so much so that, very much like the votaries of truth, they would
be all set to lay down even their lives for the sake of their false notions. It was for this reason that the army and the chiefs of Quraysh,
when they were departing from the Baytullah, had already supplicated before it by saying: &&tl
du~
+I +I (0 Allah, help the betterguided group between the two of us) (See pages 183-184). Such was the

level of their unawareness that they simply walked into the snare of
the Satan and started taking themselves to be the ones better-guided
and truth-oriented and, unbelieveably enough, they would go to the
outer limits of sacrificing their lives and possessions in support of their
false stand - and that too with all 'sincerity' at their command!
From here we find out that bland sincerity is never sufficient unless the direction of deeds is correct.
In the verse which follows (49), mentioned there is a common saying of the hypocrites of Madhah and the polytheists of Makkah. It was
almost in a strain of combined sympathy and contempt that i t was
said about Muslims: >$?
?$ (The belief of these people has deluded
them). It means that those handful of Muslims had come all the way to
the battlefield of Badr to challenge an army so powerful and wellequipped as if those poor people have been deluded by their faith
which seems to have thrown them into the jaws of death. Responding
to them, Allah Ta'zla said: W'>+'~JI
Z l j 91,.,C 3 ~ ~ ; (And
; ; whoever
places his trust in Allah, then, Allah is Mighty, Wise). The sense of the
statement is that one who places his total trust in Allah never runs
into disgrace because Allah is all-dominating and when it comes to
wisdom, there is no plan or intelligence or insight into the future
which can hold before it. In other words, those who know no more than
what is material would only place their trust in nothing but the material. How would they know the secret power which lies in the treasures of the One who has created everything material. This power accompanies those who believe in Allah Ta'alE and place their total trust
in Him.

'7

Even in our day, there are those religiously-observing and innocent-looking Muslims who would become ready targets for those who
claim to have advanced rationally and intellectually and who. would
benignly dismiss them as old-timers who might as well be left alone.
But, should such people be armed with perfect faith and trust in Allah,
no harm can touch them - even if intended and tried.

-
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And only if you were to see (them) when the angels
take out the souls of those who disbelieve, beating
their faces and their backs, and (saying) "Taste the
punishment of the flaming Fire. [50] That is due to what
your hands sent ahead, and that Allah is not cruel to
the slaves." [511
(Their way is) like the way of the people of Pharaoh
and of those before them. They disbelieved the signs of
Allah. So Allah seized them for their sins. Surely, Allah
is strong, severe in punishment. [52]
All this because Allah is not to change a favour He has
conferred on a people unless they change their own
selves, and that Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. [531

Commentary
Mentioned in the first two of the verses cited above is the punishment of disbelievers at the time of their death and the warnings given
to them by the angels. Here, addressing the Holy Prophet +, +.L dl&,
it has been said that had he seen the condition of the disbelievers a t
that time when the angels of Allah were beating their faces and backs
as they extracted their souls and telling them to have a taste of the
punishment of burning in the Fire, then, he would have seen something awesome.
Some of the leading Commentators have declared this statement to
be about the particular disbelievers from among the Quraysh who had
come out to confront Muslims a t the site of Badr where Allah Ta'ala
had sent an army of angels to help Muslims. Thus, the meaning comes
to be that the Quraysh chiefs who were killed in the battle of Badr
were killed a t the hands of the angels who were hitting them from the
front on their faces and from the rear on their backs and were killing
them in this manner while giving them the dark tidings of the punish-

ment of Hell in the Hereafter.
Then, there are other Commentators who have kept the sense of
this verse general in view of the generality of the words used in it. According to them, the verse means: When a disbeliever dies, the angel of
death beats his face and back while taking out his soul. In some narrations, it appears that they have lashes of fire and maces of iron in their
hands which they use to strike a t the disbeliever condemned to death.
But, as this punishment is not related to this world of elements, rather, is related to the universe of the grave which is known as Barzakh
(the post-death---pre-ressurrection state), therefore, this punishment
is not generally seen optically.
Therefore, the modality used to address the Holy Prophet & &I
+, was: 'And only if you were to see,' you would have seen a scene full
of sobering lessons. This tells us that, after death, punishment is given
to disbelievers while they are in the state of Barzakh, but that phenomenon is related to the universe of the Unseen ('&am al-ghayb),
therefore, it is not seen usually. The punishment of the grave finds
mention in several other verses of the Holy Qur'an as well, while HadIth narrations on this subject just abound.
Addressing the disbelievers in the second verse (51), it was said
that the punishment of this world and that of the Hereafter was nothing but what they had earned with their own hands. Since things done
usually take their shape through the work of hands, therefore, mention was made of hands. The sense is that the punishment coming to
them was a direct outcome of their own deeds. And as for Allah Ta'Zla,
He was not the kind of authority who would bring injustice upon His
servants and go about subjecting someone to punishment just for no
reason.
The third verse (52) tells us that the punishment of Allah visiting
these criminals is not something totally unprecedented. In fact, it is
nothing but the customary practice of Allah that He would give reason
and understanding to His servants so that they could act as guided.
Then, all around them, they have countless things they can think
about and go on to know Allah Ta'iilii and recognize His great power,
and then do not stoop to the level of taking the weak ones from among
His creation as His partners, associates or equals and, after that, He
sends His Books and Messengers for additional warning. When the

Messengers of Allah come, they leave no stone unturned in making
people understand the message. They even go to the outer limits of
demonstrating the manifestations of the inalienable subdueing power
of Allah Ta'ala in the form of miracles. Now, if a person or a people
were to close their eyes to all these things, give no ear to any of these
Divine warnings, then, for such people, there is the inevitable practice
of Allah Ta'ala: That they are visited by punishment in this world too,
and that they are subjected to the everlasting punishment of the Hereafter as well. It was said: +$& B$~;ilj~2 j1'~!2
'(Their way is) like the
way of the people of pharaoh and of those before them - 52.' The Arabic
word: "1, (da'b) used in the text means habit or way. Thus, the sense is
that the world already knows the customary practice of Allah Ta'ala
vis-a-vis the haughty and the contumacious like Pharaoh and his people and has seen its manifestation when Pharaoh was made to drown
in the sea with all his power and people, and similar was the fate of
those before him, the people of 'Ad and Thamud, who were hit by many
kinds of punishment which eliminated them totally. Then, it was said:
'I;$' (52) which means when these people belied the verses and signs of
Allah Ta'ala, He seized them with His punishment because of their
sins. After that, the verse ends with the statement: $1 $! (52) which
gives the reason why it happened the way it did - that Allah Ta'Zlii is
Strong. No one claiming any kind of strength and valour can, on that
basis alone, get away from His punishment. And then, certainly very
severe is the punishment which comes from Allah Ta'ala Himself.
Stated in the fourth verse (53) there is a standing rule which spells
out the condition under which Allah Ta'ala allows a people to continue
enjoying blessings bestowed by Him. It was said: Giz-;IF
@$&I y&
': I$$&
r$ $
(because
i
Allah is not to change a favour He has'
conferred on a people unless they change their own selves - 53).

+.$4
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The first thing worth pondering about a t this place is that Allah
Ta'iila has not set forth any rule as to the bestowal of blessing and favour, nor has He put any restriction and condition for it, nor has He
made it to be dependent on some good deed - because, had this been so,
then, the foremost favour bestowed on us is our very existence. Placed
in this marvelous menagerie of the power of Allah are thousands and
thousands of additional blessings which, it is all too obvious, were conferred on us a t a time when we did not exist nor any of our deed did.

If blessings and favours from Allah Ta'ala were to wait for good
deeds from His servants, our being itself would have not materialized.
The blessing and the mercy of Allah Ta'ala is there all by itself as
an outcome of His being the Lord of all the worlds and the One who is
All-Merciful and Very-Merciful. However, what has been described in
this verse is a rule which governs the continuity of this favour and
mercy. According to this rule, when Allah Ta'ala favours a people with
His blessing, He does not take it back until such time that the people
themselves bring about changes in their conditions of living and ways
of doing things and thus become the very agency which invites the
punishment of Allah.
The change of conditions referred to here means a shift or change
from good deeds to bad deeds and from good 'states of being to bad
states of being, or that a person who, a t the time of the coming of
blessings, was involved in certain sins and evils, then, once he had received those blessings, he stoops lower and gets involved in deeds far
more evil.
It becomes evident from the details given above that peoples mentioned in previous verses, that is, the Quraysh disbelievers and the
people of Pharaoh, have their relevance to the present verse on the
grounds that these people were not all that good in their states of living even a t the time the blessings came. They were still the polytheists
and disbelievers they were. But, after having been blessed with favours, these people became far more dauntless in their evil deeds and
acts of wickedness.
The people of Pharaoh started inflicting all sorts of injustices
against the Bani Isra'il. Then they rose in hostility against Sayyidna
Muss r~~
which was a grave addition to their past crimes. Through
these doings, they brought changes in their living conditions which led
them to more evils and when this happened, Allah Ta'ala too brought a
change in His blessing by changing it into retribution and punishment. Similarly, the Quraysh of Makkah were though involved in polytheism and other evil practices, yet they did have a few good deeds to
their credit, such as, regard for kinship, hospitality, service of Hajj pilgrims, respect for Baytullah etc. Allah Ta'ala showered on them many
material and spiritual blessings. On the material plane, great impetus
was given to their trading activities. In a country where no trading

caravan belonging to anyone could pass through safely, their trade
caravans would go to Syria in the north and Yemen in the south and
return in safety and with success - something mentioned by the Qur'an
in Surah al-Quraysh (106) under: @I;
:"k.&t~ZJ(they used to make alternate trading visits in winter and summer -106:Z).
Then, on the spiritual plane in terms of their religion, they were
blessed with a favour so great as was never conferred upon any of the
past peoples - that the foremost among prophets, the last of the line,
sallall&u 'alaihi wa sallam, was destined to rise among them, and
Qur7an,the last, the comprehensive Book of Allah Ta'ala was sent to
them through him.
But, these people, rather than correct themselves through gratitude and appreciation for these blessings of Allah Ta'ala, went on to
make a mess of their moral condition, making it far worse than it already was. They stopped treating their near relations well and started
inflicting savage injustices against their own brothers and nephews
who chose to embrace Islam. Rather than keep to their tradition of
hospitality, pledges were written and promulgated that a total boycott
of such Muslims be made, even to the limit of holding back the supply
of food and water to them. Instead of providing essential services for
Hajj pilgrims which they once considered to be their duty, they started
preventing Muslims from entering the Haram. These were the standing conditions on the ground which brought about a change in the disbelievers of Quraysh - as a result of which came the counter-change
from Allah Ta'iila. He transformed His favours and blessings into retribution and punishment, thus making them have a taste of disgrace in
the mortal world too, and then, it was through the noble person sent
as mercy for all the worlds that they invited their own destruction.
As based on trustworthy books of history, it has been said in Tafsir
Mazhari that Kilab ibn Murrah, who is the grandfather of the third
L ~ JJI
L
geneologically, was a
grandfather of the Holy Prophet
staunch adherent of the faith of Sayyidni Ibrahim and 1sma';l +I
Lgj,
right from the beginning, and he retained the role of leadership in this
faith, generations after generation. It was during the period of Qusayy
ibn Kilab that idol-worship started as a practice among people. Before
him, Ka'b ibn Lu'aiyy was their religious leader. He used to deliver a
sermon before everyone on the day of Jumu'ah which was called

+,

v+ ~

'Arubah in their dialect and tell his audience that the last among
prophets +, LjS *III& would rise from among their progeny. Everyone
will be bound to follow him. Whoever fails to have faith in him, no
deed of his shall be acceptable with Allah. Well-known are his poetic
compositions about the coming of the Holy Prophet
4 &I
as
part of pagan poetry. Then, Qusayy ibn Kilab used to make arrangements of food and water for all Hajj pilgrims, so much so, that these
things continued to be within the family of the Holy Prophet L ~ SJfl
pl, until his blessed period. Given this historical perspective, it could
also be said that the change which affected the mass behaviour of the
Quraysh may as well mean that they had forsaken the faith of SayyidnZ Ibrahim rUI4 and taken to idol-worship.

+,

However, a return to the subject of the verse tells us that there are
occasions when Allah Ta'ZlZ would bestow His favour also on people
who do not seem to be deserving of it in view of their deeds. But,
should they start, after having received that favour, committing excesses and indulging in evil deeds more frequently, rather than turn
the direction of their deeds towards correction and betterment, then,
this favour is taken away from them and they become deserving of Divine punishment.
At the end of the verse, it was said:
h1~1;
(and that Allah is
All-Hearing, All-Knowing - 53). It means that Allah Ta'alZ is the one
who hears everything they say and knows everything they do, therefore, there is no probability of some error or misunderstanding in the
decision He finally takes.

-
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(It is) like what did the people of Pharaoh and those before them. They belied the signs of their Lord. So, We
destroyed them for their sins and drowned the people
of Pharaoh, and they all were unjust. [541
Surely, the worst of all the living, in the sight of Allah,
are those who reject Faith, so they do not believe [551 those from whom you have taken a pledge, then they
break their pledge each time, and they do not fear
Allah. [561
So, if you find them in war, make them an example
(deterrent) for those behind them, so that they take a
lesson. [571 And if you apprehend a breach from a people, then, throw (the treaty) towards them being right
forward. Surely, Allah does not like those who breach
trust. [581

Comm.entary
The words used in the first of the verses cited above are almost the
;
:S?'$jzs3 J I ' ~ %
same as have appeared a verse earlier in: -&#I<$
,,,, 5
F r $ i : A ~ $'(Their
~ ~ ~way is) like the way of the people of Pharaoh
&d of those before them - 52.' But, the purpose behind these two statements differs in both. The purpose in the first verse (52) was to state
that the disbelief of those people became the cause of their punishment
while, in the present verse (541, the purpose is to state that, according
to the common law of Allah Ta'ZlZ - when the blessings of Allah Ta'ala
descend upon a people and they fail to recognize their worth and value
and refuse to bow down before Him - then, His blessings are transformed into misfortunes and punishments. When the people of Pharaoh and the peoples before them failed to appreciate the blessings of
Allah Ta'alZ as due, blessings were taken away from them and they
were seized'by punishment instead. Apart from this difference in purpose, changes have also been introduced in words used at some places
which serve to release particular hints in the text. For example, in the
(They disbelieved the
first verse (52), the words used were: $1 -$, ~9
... the signs of
signs of Allah) while here, the words used are:
their Lord - 54). Thus, by mentioning the attribute: +
; (Rabb:Lord) instead of the name, 'Allah,' hint was given that these people were terribly unjust and insensate against truth, people who would just go

v;-G,(

ahead and start belying the signs of the very Being who was their
Rabb (sustainer, nourisher, cherisher) under whose blessings they all,
from their dawn of existence to their present condition, have been
brought up.

In addition to that, in the first verse (52), said there was: d l ' j ~ ~
~ 3 (SO,
5 Allah seized them for their sins) while what has been said
&re is: +
,$:!'$ k 6 G (so, We destroved them for their sins - 54). This explains the brevity in the first statement because, in the first verse,
mentioned there was their being seized in punishment which could
take different forms. May be, they are overtaken by misfortunes within their lifetime on this earth, or that their very existence in eliminated outright. In the present verse (541, by saying: pi(We destroyed
them), it was made clear that the punishment all those peoples deserved was the punishment of death, therefore, they were destroyed.
The destruction of every set of such people took different forms. Since
the Pharaoh from among them claimed godhood and his people attest+J
ed to his claim, therefore, he was mentioned particularly: 5;;251'~~'i(and drowned the people of Pharaoh - 54). As for the forms in which destruction came upon other peoples, it has not been described here.
However, details pertaining to these too have appeared in other verses
where it has been said that some of them were overrun by an earthquake, some others were made to sink into the earth, or transformed
into animals, or seized by wind storms - and finally, came the punishment for the disbelievers of Makkah at the hands of Muslims in the
battle of Badr.
99

In the verse which
follows immediately, it was said about the same
'
disbelievers: 15% &I &I L$ ~ 7 5 1 (surely, the worst of all the living,
, those who reject Faith - 55). Here, the word:
in the sight of ~ l l a hare
3%;(dawgbb)is the plural form of dabbah which literally means creatures who walk on the earth. Therefore, this word covers human beings and whatever of the animals walk on the earth. But, in common
usage, this word is used particularly for quadruped animals. Since
they were far below animals in their state of insensitiveness, they
were identified with that expression in the language. Thus, the meaning of the verse is clear - that these people were the worst of animals
from among all animals and human beings. At the end of the verse, it
was said: ;&$:<,$' (so they do not believe - 55). The sense is that these
I

sz!

people have allowed their God-given abilities to go waste by making
the satisfaction of their physical needs the very purpose of their life,
therefore, having access to the refinements of Faith was just not possible for them.
Sa'id ibn Jubayr said that this verse was revealed about six men
from the Jews about whom Allah Ta'ala has declared in advance that
they will never enter the fold of Faith.
In addition to that, through this word, tlie aim is to grant an exemption from punishment for people who were though engaged a t that
time, in tandem with disbelievers, in their struggle against Muslims
and Islam but the likelihood was that, in future, a time will come
when they will repent their past mistakes and embrace Islam. The fact
is that this is how it came to be. A very large group from among them
became, by embracing Islam, not only personally pious and righteous,
but rose to be - in word and deed alike - leaders among men and women of the world as heralds of moral betterment and paradigms of responsible conduct of life before the Creator.
The third verse (56):

(those from whom you have taken a pledge, then they break
their pledge each time, and they do not fear Allah)

is about the Jews of Madinah and those of Ban< Qurayzah and BanG
Nadir. Mentioned in the previous verses was the descent of Divine
punishment on the disbelievers of Makkah in the battle of Badr a t the
hands of Muslims, as well as their resemblance with disbelievers of
past communities. In this verse, mention has been made of the particular group of unjust people who became like serpents in the sleeves of
Muslims soon after their migration to Madinah. On the one hand, they
claimed to be a t peace with Muslims while, on the other, they used to
conspire with the disbelievers of Makkah against Muslims. These people were Jews by religion and the way Abu Jahl was the top leader of
the disbelievers of Makkah against Islam, similarly, the top anti-Islam
leader of the Jews of Madhah was called Ka'b ibn Ashraf.

+,

When the Holy Prophet
4 &I & graced the blessed city of Madinah after Hijrah, they saw the rise of Muslim power, were impressed, even somewhat overawed by it, but the fire of their anti-

-
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Muslim feelings kept burning in their hearts all the time.
Islamic political wisdom demanded that, as far as possible, the
Jews of Madinah should be engaged to go along with Muslims under
some sort of bilateral treaty, so that they would not come to the assistance of Makkan disbelievers. Because of their awe of Muslims, the
Jews too wished to have this very arrangement.

Towards Islgmic Nationality: The First Step
After reaching Madinah, the Holy Prophet
+IS dl & laid the initial foundation of political theory in Islam. The first step he took was
to eliminate prejudices of country and tribe from the Muhajirin
(Emigrants: those who had migrated from Makkah) and Ansar
(Residents of Madinah who helped the Muhijirin). In its place, he established a new nationality in the name of Islam. This turned different
tribes from the Muhiijirin and Ansar into brothers to each other. Then,
it was through him that Allah Ta'ala helped remove mutual differences among Ansars themselves which had been continuing for centuries.
Thus, not only did the Ansars enter a new era of brotherhood among
themselves, they became brothers to the Muhajirin as well.

+,

Treaty with Jews: The Second Step
The background in which the second political step was taken was
marked by two adversaries of Muslims. The first were the disbelievers
of Makkah whose tortures had compelled them to leave Makkah. The
second were the Jews of Madinah who had then become the neighbours of Muslims.
Out of these two, a treaty was concluded with the Jews and was
duly documented in details. The compliance of this treaty was made
incumbent on all Jews living in and around Madinah as well a s on all
Muhajirin and Ansar. The full text of this treaty can be seen in i+I+tl
Al-Bidayah wa an-Nihayah of Ibn KathTr and Sirah of Ibn Hisham and elsewhere. The most significant article of this treaty was
that, in the event of a mutual difference, the decision of the Holy
Prophet +, +IS &I & shall be binding for all. There was another article
there which stipulated that the Jews of Madinah shall not provide any
assistance to any enemy against Muslims, either overtly or covertly.
But, at the time of the battle of Badr, these people committed a breach
of trust and supported the disbelievers of Makkah by supplying weapons and other war materials to them. However, when the outcome of

the battle of Badr appeared in the form of a clear victory for Muslims
and a disgraceful defeat for the disbelievers, they felt cowed down once
again. They presented themselves before the Holy Prophet 4s dl &
,&
and
, apologized for the mistake they had committed a t that time
and sought his forgiveness for it on the promise that they would commit no breach of trust in the future.
Because Islamic forbearance and generosity was his way, the Holy
accepted to renew the treaty once again. But,
Prophet +, +JJI
these people were captives of their peculiar instinctive reflexes. When
they heard about the initial defeat and loss of Muslims in the battle of
Uhud, their ambitions went high. Their chief, Ka'b ibn Ashraf, himself
travelled to Makkah and exhorted the disbelievers of Makkah to
mount another attack on Muslims with fresh and full preparation in
which the Jews of Madinah will be with them.
This was the second breach of trust they committed against Islam.
In the present verse, by mentioning this repeated breach of trust,
brought into focus is the wickedness of these people, for they were the
people who themselves made a treaty with the Holy Prophet Ljt JJI &
+,yet they were the ones who, each time, kept breaking their pledge
to abide by the treaty. At the end of the verse, it was said: j+-~pc, (and
they do not fear Allah - 5 6 ) . This could also mean that, since these illfated people are drunk with worldly greed having no concern for the
life to come, therefore, they do not fear the punishment of the Hereafter. Then, it could also mean that such characterless people who
break pledges do meet their evil end in this world, yet these are the
kind of people who, because of their negligence and ignorance, do not
fear it.
Then, came the time when the whole world saw that these people
tasted the punishment for the evil role they played. Like Abu Jahl, the
chief of the disbelievers, Ka'b ibn Ashraf, the chief of the Jews, was
killed and the rest of the Jews of Madhah were expelled from the city.
In the fourth verse (57), Allah Ta'ala has given a standing instruction to His Ras
+JJI about such evil breakers of solemn
pledges in the following words:
'I'
5 , /*/
$ <
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So, if you find them in war, make them an example
(deterrent) for those behind them, so that they take a lesson.

(tathqafannahum) means to get the upper
Here, the word:
hand against them and the word:: ;2 (sharrada) is a derivation from
the infinitive noun: A+- (tashrfd) which essentially means to drive out
or scatter away. So, the verse means: 'If you overpower such people in
a war, give them a drastic punishment which becomes an instant lesson for others - so that those who are busy bashing Islam behind the
cover of such people serving as their agent provacateurs should understand clearly that there remains no alternative for them but to run for
their lives. The drive of the instruction is that these people should be
punished in a manner which makes an impression on the disbelievers
of Makkah and other hostile tribes and sucks away any courage they
may have to come back and confront Muslims in the future.
/ C

By saying: ;$%,&'(so
that they take a lesson - 57) a t the end of
the verse, a hint has been given towards the universal mercy of the
Lord of all the worlds. This treatment makes it clear that the real purpose of this exemplary punishment was not to take revenge or release
personal anger, in fact, this was being awarded in their own interest
and expedient gain whereby they may, perhaps, review conditions before them, regain some of their sanity, feel ashamed of what they did
and go on to correct themselves.

The Option to Cancel a Peace Treaty
In the fifth verse (58), the Holy Prophet +,&A &I 3, has been told
about a n important article which forms part of the law of war and
peace. Here, after placing due stress on the importance of complying
with the terms of a treaty, an alternative has also been laid out to cover a situation in which there may arise a danger of breach of trust
from the other party to the treaty any time during its legal tenure.
Given this situation, it remains no more necessary that Muslims
should continue to abide by their allegiance to the treaty. But, also not
permissible for Muslims is the taking of any initiative (pre-emptive action of any kind) against the other party - before the treaty has been
clearly terminated. In fact, the correct approach is to pick up a peaceful and convenient occasion and let them know that their ill intentions
or treaty contraventions are no secrets to them, or their dealings appear to be dubious, for which reason, Muslims shall not consider themselves bound by the treaty. Consequently, they too were free to take
any action they wished to take. The words of the verse are:

And if you apprehend a breach from a people, then, throw (the
treaty) towards them being right forward. Surely, Allah does
not like those who breach trust - 58.

The sense of the verse is that taking any military initiative against
a people with whom a peace treaty has been signed is included under
breach of trust and Allah Ta'ala does not like those who are guilty of
K h i ~ g n a hthat
,
is, those who commit breach of trust - even if this KhiyZnah were to cause loss to hostile disbelievers, something also impermissible. However, should there be the danger of a breach of trust
from the other party, it is possible to go ahead and openly proclaim before them that Muslims shall not remain bound by the treaty in future. But, this proclamation has to be in a manner which makes Muslims and the other party like-wise, on the same footing. It means that
nothing should be done to create a situation in which preparations are
made to confront the other party in advance of this proclamation and
warning while they are caught unawares and remain unable to make
counter preparations for their defence. In short, the message given is:
Make whatever preparations have to be made, but do it only after the
proclamation and warning.
This, then, is the justice of Islam - that the rights of its enemies
who commit breach of trust are also guarded and that restrictions are
placed on Muslims - not on their adversaries - that they should not
make any aggressive preparations against them before having declared that they have nothing to do with the treaty anymore. (Mazhari
and others)

Fulfillment of Trust Obligations:A Significant Episode
Based on a narration of Salim ibn 'Amir, it has been reported by
AbG Dawid, Tirmidhi, Al-Nasa7i and Imam &mad ibn Hanbal that
sl
Sayyidna Mu'awiyah ~ ; d
had a no-war pact with a group of people
for a specified period of time. It occured to Sayyidna Mu'awiyah that
he should move his army and equipment close to those people so that
his forces could pounce on the enemy immediately on the expiry of the
period of their peace pact. But, exactly a t the time when the army of
Sayyidna Mu'awiyah was getting ready to march ahead in the desired
direction, it was noticed that an aged person riding on a horse was
L
shouting a slogan very loudly. He was saying: ITGGT~;9i&ign h l
9,

.

( A l l s h u Akbar, Allzhu Akbar - Allah is Great, Allah is Great - we
should fulfill the pledge, we should not contravene it). He was saying
that with the famous cry of Allghu Ahbar (which increased the religLjc dl & has said:
ious gravity of the matter). The Holy Prophet
When a cease-fire agreement or a peace pact with a people comes into
effect, it is necessary that no knot be opened or tied against their proc l d>
was informed about it. When he
visions. Sayyidnk Mu'awiyah ~ ; d
saw the herald of the saying, he recognized him. He was Sayyidnk
'Amr ibn 'Anbasah, a Sahabi. Sayyidna Mu'awiyah lost no time and ordered his army to march back so that he does not become one of those
who had committed a breach of trust by initiating war action while being within the time frame of a no-war pact. (Ibn Kathir)
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Verses 59 62

And the disbelievers should never think that they have
surpassed. Surely, they will not frustrate (the Divine
will). [591
And make ready against them whatever you can of the
power and of the trained horses whereby you frighten
the enemy of Allah and your own enemy and others besides them whom you do not know. Allah knows them.
And whatever thing you spend in the way of Allah, it
will be paid to you in full, and you shall not be
wronged. [601
And if they tilt towards peace, you tilt towards it, and
place your trust in Allah. Surely, He is the All-Hearing,

the All-Knowing. [611
And if they intend to deceive you, then, Allah is allsufficient for you. He is the One who supported you
with His help and with the believers [621

...

Commentary
Mentioned in the first of the four verses cited above are disbelievers who had not participated in the battle of Badr, therefore, they survived or there were those of them who deserted the battlefield after
showing up as participants and were thus able to save their lives. It is
about these people that it was said in this verse that these people
should not think that they have made their escape good because the
battle of Badr was Divine punishment for disbelievers and escaping
from its grip was not possible for anyone. Therefore, it was said: I$;'!
: 'Surely, they will not frustrate [the Divine will] - 59'. It means
that these people cannot outsmart the will and power of Allah by their
cleverness. If He decides to seize them, they would be unable to move
even one step. May be, they are seized right here in this mortal world,
otherwise, their detention in the Hereafter is all too obvious.

.
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This verse has given a clear indication that a sinner who finds
himself delivered from some hardship or pain, yet he fails to repent
and make amends, rather stands adamant and obstinate over his sin,
then, one should never take this to be a sign of success and everlasting
deliverance. In fact, such a person is in the grip of Allah Ta'ZlG all the
time and this respite given to him is actually adding on to his punishment and distress - though, he may not realize it as such.

Production and Supply of Military Hardware for Jihsd is a Religious Obligation
Given in the second verse (so),there are injunctions relating to
preparations for the defence of Islam against disbelievers. I t was said:
b 9 I;+g (And make ready against them whatever you can - 60).
Here, by placing the restriction of: $&21L' (whatever you can) with the
need to produce and supply war materials, the hint given is that it is
not necessary for your success that you go about acquiring the same
quantity and quality of military equipment as is available to your adversary. Instead of that, it is quite sufficient that you put together
whatever supplies you can possibly acquire. If so, the help and support
of Allah Ta'Zla shall be with you.

PI
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After that, some details about the direction of these preparations
were stated tersely. It was said: $'& (min quwwah : of power). I t
means: Collect and keep ready the power to fight. Included here is
everything in the form of military equipment, weapons, means of
transportation and other relevant support - and also learning to stay
physically fit and training in fighting skills and strategy. The Qur'an,
however, does not mention the weapons commonly used during those
days a t this place. Instead, by using the general word, 'quwwah' or
power, it has pointed out in the direction that this power could be different in terms of every age, country or area. The weapons of those
days were arrows, swords and spears. Then came the age of guns and
cannons and now is the time of bombs and rockets (and what not). The
word: 'Quwwah' or power used here covers everything. Therefore, Muslims of today should acquire nuclear capability as far as they can - and
tanks and fighter planes and submarines - because all these are included within the sense of this very 'Quwwah' or power. It should also
be borne in mind that should we need to learn any art or science to
achieve this end and if such effort be made with the intention that it
will be employed to defend Islam and Muslims and to meet any aggressive challenges from the disbelievers - then, that too will fall under the
procedure of JihGd and will carry reward.
After having mentioned the word: 'Quwwah' (power) in a general
sense, also mentioned there was a particular form of power in clear
terms by saying:
(and of the trained horses). The word: b ~ ,
(Ribat) is used in its sense as a verbal noun as well as in the sense of:
(marbiit). Taken in the first sense, it would mean to tie horses and
in the second, tied horses. The outcome of both is the same, that is, to
breed, break and train horses and hold them tied in readiness with the
intention of using them in Jihad, or to assemble together a collection of
such trained horses. Out of the supplies needed in a war, horses were
mentioned particularly for the reason that those were times when the
most effective mode of winning a war against countries and peoples of
that period was no other but horses. Even today, there are inaccessible
areas which cannot be overtaken without horses. Therefore, the Holy
Prophet +, +JL JJI said: Allah Ta'ala has placed barakah on the forehead of horses.

&I

L+L~
There are other sound &Gdith in which the Holy Prophet +JII

pl, has declared the efforts to procure and assemble war materials and
the learning of the ability to use them efficiently to be a great act of
'Ibgdah deserving supreme rewards from Allah. Similarly, equally
great returns have been promised for making and shooting arrows.
And since the real purpose of Jihad is to protect and defend Islam
and Muslims - and defence as conceived in every period of time and by
every set of people remains different - therefore, the Holy Prophet &
9 # 7 YY,
9
+, +dl said: $ L ~, I ~ + I ; w $ &,?;$;I' , , b41; (Carry out Jihad against
the Mushriks with your belongings, and your ownselves and your eloquence (of speech or writing). (Hadith reported by AbG DKwGd and An-Nasa'i and
I

Ad-DKrim? from Sayyidna Anas *;s JJI p,)

This HadIth tells us that the way Jihad - defensive or initiated - is
waged with weapons, it is also carried out a t times with the power of
speech, and the Jihad carried out with the power of pen or writing is
governed by the same injunction which governs speech. When Islam
and Qur'an are defended through the medium of speech or writing
against attacks from the forces of disbelief and atheism, or from
agents of disinformation, distortion and interpolation, that too is included in Jihad as based on this clear and definitive textual authority
of the Qur'an (Nass).
After having given the command to make war materials ready for
use, also described there was the wisdom of assembling these materials together - and its real purpose - in the following words: $1 jc %&$'
$fk;(whereby you frighten the enemy of Allah and your own enemy 60). It means that the real purpose of acquiring and storing military
hardware, whether for initiated action or defence, is not to indulge in
an exercise of killing and being killed. The purpose, in fact, is to bring
down the force of Kufr and Shirk and fill the hearts of their protagonists with awe so that they stay suppressed. On occasions, that can be
done by the power of the spoken or the written word only. Then, there
are other occasions when fighting and killing become necessary. So,
defence is obligatory ( f a r 4 as dictated by the prevailing condition.
Then it was said that Muslims do know some of those people who
are to be impressed with preparations and readiness for combat - and
these are people engaged in an ongoing confrontation with Muslims,
that is, the disbelievers of Makkah and the Jews of Madinah. Then,
there were other people too, those whom the Muslims did not know

yet. The reference here is to the disbelievers and polytheists of the
whole world who had not come up against Muslims, yet in future, they
too were to clash against them. This verse of the Holy Qur'an has told
Muslims clearly that, in case they do make full preparations to fight
against their present adversary, it will not only cow them down but
will also cast its shadows over disbelievers living in distant lands, as it
did happen in the case of Cyrus and Ceaser and others of those days.
They all were deterred and suppressed during the age of the rightlyguided Khulafg of Islam.
It goes without saying that the process of putting war materials together and fighting a war has to be backed financially and when it
comes to actual production or procurement of military support, that
too can be made available through investment of money. Therefore, a t
the end of the verse, the great merit and reward of spending wealth in
the way of Allah has been described by saying that 'the return for
whatever you spend in the way of Allah shall be given to you in full.'
There are times when this return is received in the form of war spoils
right here in this mortal world as well, otherwise, the return to be received in the Hereafter stands already determined - and, as obvious,
that is more praiseworthy.
The third verse (61) takes up injunctions of peace and aspects relats;!i (And if they tilt towards peace,
ed to it. It was said: t$'gi$,1
you tilt towards it). The word: ,L(salm) with fatha on sin, or: ,,L (silm
with kasrah on s h are both used in the sense of peace. The meaning of
the verse - as fairly evident from the translation - is that should the
disbelievers incline towards peace on some occasion, you too should incline towards it. At this point, it should be borne in mind that the imperative form has been used here to carry the sense of choice. Thus,
the intended sense is that a t a time when disbelievers are inclined toLjs dl & also has the choice of makwards peace, the Holy Prophet
ing peace, if he feels peace is in the best interest of Muslims.

+,

And the restriction of: 1% i! (if they tilt) tells us that peace can be
made only when the desire to have peace comes from the disbelievers because, should Muslims themselves start proposing peace without
their desire to have it, then, this would be taken as a sign of their
weakness.
However, should there arise a situation in which Muslims are to-

tally encircled and find no way out except a peace for security deal,
then, initiating a peace proposal is also permissible as ruled by Muslim jurists and as proved through hints given in the directives of the
Holy Qur'an and Sunnah (nus&).
And since the proposal of peace initiated by the enemy does have
the probability that they might use it as a strategy of deceit, make
them negligent and then make a surprise attack, therefore, a t the end
Ljc dl
of the verse, the instruction given to the Holy Prophet
f, G
9 6 :
, ,,,C
$9; (and place your trust in Allah. Surely, He
was:
L!$I
is the All-Hearing, All-Knowing - 61). It means that Allah Ta'iilii hears
what they say and also knows the intentions and designs concealed in
their hearts. He is sufficient to help you, therefore, do not base your
decisions to do things on such probabilities which cannot be proved.
The safest policy was to entrust all such apprehensions and scruples
with Allah.

+,

After that, in the fourth verse (621, the same subject has been taken
up with added clarity where it was said:

And if they intend to deceive you, then, Allah is all-sufficient
for you. He is the One who supported you with His help and
with the believers.

It means that should this very probability turn out to be the reality
on the ground - that their intention is bad and they stop a t nothing
short of a deceptive strike against you - even then, you do not have to
bother about it because Allah is sufficient as your supporter. This has
been true earlier too. Things have worked for the Holy Prophet
with
nothing but the help and support of Allah Ta'alii. He was always there
behind him, a fact which is the very basis of his victory and success.
Then, it was for everyone to witness that He made a group of Muslims
rise around him who became his helping hands in the mission. All
these arrangements were the outward causes of the phenomena. The
thing to believe is that the real and absolute Master who fused together all causes of victory and success in a visible form shall never leave
him alone to be deceived by the enemy even today. It was under this
Divine promise when, after the revelation of this verse, it never happened throughout the entire span of his life that any deceit or ambush
from his enemies brought any harm to him. Therefore, the scholars of
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~GrahAl-Anfa1 :8 : 63 - 66

Tafsir have said that this promise for the Holy Prophet +, r j s JJI
is
:LC&dtl; (and Allah shall
very much like the promise made in: ,&I ;
keep you protected from the people - 5 6 7 ) when, after the revelation of
this verse, the Holy Prophet +, Ljs &I& had asked his noble Companions who guarded him against any such dangers that they should now
feel relieved and forget about their security concerns regarding his
person. This tells us that this promise was special to the Holy Prophet
J&
&IA.
(Bayan al-Qur9Zn)As for others, they should do things in
terms of formal arrangements after assessing prevailing conditions.

+,
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Verses 63 66

... and united their hearts. Had you spent all that is on
earth, you would have not united their hearts. But Allah did unite their hearts. Surely, He is Mighty, Wise.
[631

0 Prophet, Allah is sufficient for you, and the believers
who followed you. [641
0 Prophet, rouse the believers to fight. If there are
twenty among you, who are patient, they will overcome
two hundred; and if there are.one hundred among you,
they will overcome one thousand of those who disbelieve, for they are a people who do not understand. [651
And Allah has made it easy on you and He knew that
there is weakness in you. So, if there are one hundred

among you, who are patient, they will overcome two
hundred; and if there are one thousand among you,
they will overcome two thousand by the will of Allah.
And Allah is with the patient. 1661

Commentary
The first (63) of the four verses from Surah Al-Anfgl cited above describes the cause of Muslim victory and the method through which it
was achieved. In the verse appearing previous to it (621, the address
was to the Holy Prophet +, &A &I
where he was told that it was but
Allah who had helped him in His own special way, and through the
community of Muslims with him. This verse is telling us that help
from the community of Muslims can only be made available when this
community is mutually in agreement with each other and united as
one. Thus, the power and weight it carries emerges to the measure of
cohesion and unity it has. If relationship based on mutual unity is
strong, the whole community is strong and if this mesh of relationships is loose, the whole community turns incoherent and weak. In
this verse, Allah Ta'ala has mentioned his particular blessing which
was bestowed on common Muslims for their help and support to the
whereby their hearts were filled with perHoly Prophet +, +&I
fect unity and love. Though, before the migration of the Holy Prophet
+, Ljs &I to Madlnah, deadly wars had been fought between two of
their tribes, Aws and Khazraj. As for mutual disputes, they were a
regular feature of their lives. But, it was the barakah of the Holy
JJI& that Allah Ta'alii made sworn enemies loving
Prophet +,
brothers to each other. So, the real cause of the establishment and survival of the new Islamic state at Madinah and that of its dominance
over enemies was nothing but the help and support given by Allah
Ta'ala - and the apparent cause was the mutual love and unity among
Muslims.
Alongwith it, also made clear in this verse is the fact that uniting
the hearts of different people and infusing them with love and concern
for each other is something beyond human control. This can be done
only by Him who has created all. If someone were to spend the entire
wealth of the world to make this happen by creating love in the hearts
of people who hate each other, even then, this feat shall remain beyond his reach and control.

-

Real and Lasting Unity among Muslims depends on Obedience
to Allah Ta'ala
This also tells us that uniting the hearts of people and making
them mutually filled with love for each other is a blessing from Allah
and it is also obvious that this blessing cannot be hoped for in the
presence of disobedience to Allah Ta'alii, in fact, for any hope to have
His blessing, obedience to Him and the seeking of His pleasure are
binding conditions.
No sensible person from any religion or community would differ
about unity among individual and social groups as being commendable
and beneficial. Therefore, everyone who is concerned about reforming
people puts stress on uniting them together. But, the world a t large
(as we have found it and fashioned it) is unaware of the reality of
things - that full and lasting unity cannot be forged and received on an
assembly line through pragmatic designs. This can be achieved only
through obedience to Allah Ta'iila and the seeking of His pleasure. The
Holy Qur'an has pointed out to this reality in several verses. For in,94',
stance, a t one such place, it was said: 1
3
3+Y;
$1 ,J& lg+~;(Hold the
cord of Allah firmly, all of you, and do not be div;d;d - 3:103). Given
here is the method of avoiding differences and dissensions. The method is that everyone should firmly hold on to the cord of Allah - the
Qur'an or the Sharyah of Islam - and, as a result, everyone shall stand
united together all by themselves and all mutual differences would
evaporate from the scene. As for the normal difference of opinion, that
is something else. If it remains within its limits, it never becomes the
cause of dissensions and disputes. Dispute and disorder erupt only
when the limits of Shari'ah are crossed. In our day, everyone loves to
harp on unity. But, the meaning of unity everyone is fond of taking is:
If people agree to what I say, everyone will stand united. And others
too who are equally concerned about unity would very much like them
to agree to what they say, and thus claim that this is the only way for
all to be united. Although, when a normal difference of opinion is inevitable, even necessary, among reasonable and honest people, then, it is
evident that should everyone make his or her agreement with the other person depend on the eventuality that the other person agrees to
what he or she says, then, mutual unity cannot materialize until the
Day of Doom. Instead of all that, there is just no sound and natural
format of unity other than that which has been given by the Holy
/ /

Qur'an - that both parties sit together and agree to what a third party
has to say, and this third party has to be the one about whom it is certain that the decision of this party will be free of error. It goes without
saying that Allah alone can be such a decision-maker. It is for this reason that, in the present verse, it has been advised that everyone
should hold on to the cord of Allah firmly and jointly whereby mutual
disputes will evaporate in thin air and perfect unity shall prevail.

&I
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In SGrah Maryam, it was said: ?j9&jlq=
+I;
l;il &I
3
(Surely, among those who believe and do good deeds, the All-Merciful
[Allah] generates love - 19:96). This verse makes it clear that the real
method through which hearts shall be filled with genuine love and intense fellow feeling is adherence to the dictates of Faith and insistence
on doing what is good and right. Without it, even if some kind of unity
could be artificially arrived at, that 'unity' will be simply baseless and
weak making it disintegrate at the slightest provocation or pressure something commonly noticed in the experiences of peoples around the
whole world. In short, for our instant purpose, this verse explains how
the blessing which was bestowed by Allah Ta'ala on the Holy Prophet
Ljc 1.111& - a blessing which was to generate mutual love into the
hearts of all tribes of Madinah making them all set to help and support
Ljc 1.111& - went on to turn his supporters into an
the Holy Prophet
iron wall for him.

+,

+,

In the second verse (64) as well, by stating the same subject briefly,
&A
dl
has been comforted by telling him that
the Holy Prophet
sufficient for him is Allah Ta'ala in the real sense, and the group of believers in the physical sense. So, he should have no fear of an enemy,
no matter how big, strong, numerous or well-equipped. Commentators
have said that this verse was revealed before actual fighting started in
the battle of Badr so that Muslims, small in numbers and virtually unequipped, would not be overawed by the heavy numerical and technical superiority of their adversary.

+,

Mentioned for Muslims in the fourth (65) and fifth (66) verse, there
is a law of war which stipulates the limit to which it was obligatory
(fard) for them to stand resolutely against their adversary - and any
retreat from which was a sin. In previous verses and events, it has
been mentioned in detail that the unseen help of Allah Ta'alii is with
Muslims for their matter is different, not like that of the peoples of the

world a t large. They, even if small in numbers, can overcome a lot
more of their challengers as stated in the Holy Qur'an:

There are many smaller groups which overcome larger groups
with the will of Allah - 2:249).

Therefore, ten Muslims were declared to be equal to one hundred
men in the first Jihad of Islam at the famous battle of Badr where the
command given was:

If there are twenty among you, who are patient, they will overcome two hundred; and if there are one hundred among you, they
will overcome one thousand of those who disbelieve - 8:65

The style of expression used here is that of a welcome news flash that one hundred Muslims shall overcome one thousand disbelievers.
But, the purpose is to order that it is not permissible for one hundred
Muslims to run against one thousand disbelievers. The wisdom behind
using the style of news is to make the hearts of Muslims become
strong with this glad tidings telling them that Allah is promising their
safety and victory. Had this order been announced in the imperative
mood as a law, it would have naturally weighed heavy on temperaments.
The encounter a t Badr was the very first battle Muslims had ever
fought. At that time, they were in a terrible condition. The total number of Muslims itself was insignificant. Then, all of them had not gone
to the war front. The hard fact was that only those who could get
ready on the spot were the ones who became the 'army' of this war.
Therefore, in this Jihad, one hundred Muslims were commanded to
confront one thousand disbelievers in a style which carried the promise of Divine help and support.
In the fourth verse (66),by abrogating this injunction for future, the
second injunction given was:

.$
3
1
Now Allah has made it easy on you and He knew that there is

weakness in you. So, if there are one hundred among you, who
are patient, they will overcome two hundred - 8:66.
Here too, the purpose is to order that it is not permissible for one
hundred Muslims to avoid fighting against two hundred disbelievers.
It will be recalled that, in the first verse (651, the avoidance of one Muslim to fight against ten was declared to be forbidden. Here, in this
verse (66), the avoidance of one against two was all that remained forbidden. And this is the last and final injunction which is operative for
ever and shall continue as such.
Here too, the command does not appear in the usual style of a command. Instead, the manner used is that of glad tidings which indicates
that asking one Muslim to go out and stand firm against two disbelievers was, God forbid, no injustice or coercion. To be honest, Allah Ta'ala
has Himself placed in a Muslim person - because of his 'Iman or Faith a special power that one of them turns out to be equal to two.
But, a t both places, the glad tidings about this support and victory
has been made subject to the condition that these Muslims should be
observers of patience and fortitude. It is obvious that standing steadfast while endangering one's dear life in fighting and killing on a battlefield is a feat which can be performed only by a person whose 'Iman
is perfect - because, perfect 'Iman generates enthusiasm for surrendering one's life in the way of Allah and this enthusiasm multiplies his
combat strength a lot more.
Towards the end of the verse, it, was in the manner of a general
principle that it was stated: 3 2I t;'* dl; (And Allah is with the patient 66). Included here, there are those who remain steadfast in the battlefield as well as those who keep following the usual injunctions of the
SharTah strictly. The promise of Divine company stands good for all of
them and in this state of His being with one and $1 of them lies the
real secret of their victory - because,whoever has the good fortune of
having the company of the Absolute Master simply cannot be moved
away from the station of duty by anyone, not even by the whole world
in unison.

Verses 67 - 69

It is not for a prophet that there remain prisoners with
him until he has had a thorough blood-shed in the land.
You want things of this world while Allah wants the
Hereafter (for you). And Allah is Mighty, Wise. [671 Had
there not been a writ from Allah which came earlier,
there would have reached you, for what you took, a
great punishment. [681
So, eat of the spoils you have got, lawful and pure, and
fear Allah. Surely, Allah is Most-Forgiving, VeryMerciful. [691

Commentary
The verses cited above relate to a particular event of the battle of
Badr. Therefore, prior to an explanation, it is necessary to describe
this event on the authority of sound and authentic narrations appearing in Hadith.
The scenario of the event is the battle of Badr. It was the first Jihgd in Islam, and it had come up all of a sudden. Until then, the detail
of injunctions pertaining to Jihad was not revealed. There were questions. If spoils come on hand during Jihad, what should be done with
it? If enemy soldiers fall under your control, whether or not it is permissible to arrest them? And if they are arrested, what should be done
with them?
The law of spoils operative in the religious codes of past prophets
was that it was not lawful for Muslims to use them for their benefit.
Instead, the injunction was that the entire spoils be collected and
placed in some open field. According to a Divine practice, a fire would
come from the skies and burn the whole thing. This was taken to be a
sign that the particular Jihad was approved of. If the fire from the
skies did not come to burn the spoils, it was taken io be a sign that
there was some shortcoming in the Jihad effort because of which it
was considered unacceptable with Allah.

According to narrations in the Sah& of Al-Bukhar; and Muslim, the
Holy Prophet
Ljs dl
said: 'I have been blessed with five things
which were not bestowed on any prophet before me.' One of these was
that spoils acquired from disbelievers was not lawful for anyone, but it
was made lawful for the Muslim Ummah, the traditional recepient of
mercy from Allah. That the property of spoils was particularly lawful
for this Ummah already existed in the infinite knowledge of Allah
Ta'ala, but no revelation attesting to its being lawful had been sent to
+&
,dl & until the event of the battle of Badr rethe Holy Prophet ,&
ferred to above. And what happened in the battle of Badr was that Allah Ta'ala blessed Muslims with an extraordinary victory which was
totally beyond their imagination. The enemy also left behind its belongings which fell into the hands of Muslims as spoils. Then they took
seventy of their big chiefs as prisoners. But, the necessary clarification
of whether or not the later two actions were permissible was yet to
come through a Divine revelation.

+,

Therefore, this hasty action taken by the noble Companions was
censured. This censure and displeasure was demonstrated through a
revelation in which Muslims were given a choice between two courses
of action in the case of the prisoners of war. But, when giving this
choice, it was also pointed out to them that, out of the two aspects of
the case, one was desirable while the other was undesirable. Based on
a narration from Sayyidna 'Ali al-Murtada
&I dJ
, it has been reported in Jam? Tirmidhi, Sunan al-Nasa'T and Sahih Ibn HibbZn that
on this occasion Sayyidna Jibra'il al-Amin came to the Holy Prophet
+, ~rdl and communicated to him the command that he should
give his Companions a choice between two courses of action: (1)That
they either kill these prisoners and destroy the image of enemy power
for ever; (2) or, that they are released against some payment of fidyah
(ransom). However, should this second option be taken, it has to be
borne in mind that it stands Divinely ordained that, in return for this
next year, the number of Muslims who will fall as martyrs will match
the number of prisoners who will be released today on payment of ransom. Though, the two courses of action did have the element of choice
and the Companions did have the option of going by any one of the
two, but, in the second option where mention was made of the eventuality of the martyrdom of seventy Muslims, there did exist a delicate
indication towards the undesirability of the second option i n the sight

of Allah Ta'iilii - because, had it been desirable, the killing of seventy
Muslims would have not been binding as a result.
When these two alternatives were presented before the Companions as a matter of choice for them, some of them thought if these people were released against payment of ransom, it was quite possible
that they all, or some of them, may become Muslims a t some later
stage which would, then, be the real gain, and the very objective of Jihad itself. They also thought that Muslims were poor a t that time and
should they make some financial gain through ransom for seventy
men, that would not only help remove their hardship but also contribute towards their preparations for Jihad in future. As for the martyrdom of seventy Muslims, it was a standing blessing and good fortune
for Muslims themselves. Why should they worry about something so
welcome, they thought. It was in view of these thoughts that Sayyidna
Abu Bakr ~ ; &I
s dJ
and most of the Companions tilted towards the option of releasing the prisoners against ransom. Only Sayyidna 'Umar,
Sayyidna Sa'd ibn Mu'adh and some other Companions ,+a JJI &Jdiffered with this opinion and recommended the option of killing them all
on the ground that it was a good chance as all Quraysh chiefs, who
sponsor and supply the entire striking force arrayed against Muslims,
had fallen into their hands a t one given time. That they would embrace Islam in the near future was a figment of their imagination.
However, what was more likely to happen was that these people, once
they return, will become the cause of enhanced hostility against Muslims, much too pronounced than ever before.
As for the Holy Prophet +, & &I A,
he had come to grace this
mortal world as the universal messenger of mercy - and was himself
mercy personified - he looked at the two opinions from the Sahabah
and accepted the one which provided mercy and ease for prisoners that they be released against ransom. Addressing Sayyidnii A b i Bakr
and Sayyidna 'Umar GS &Id J , he said: Wl; L &-I J (Had you two
agreed upon any one opinion, I would have not acted against the
opinion given by you two). (Mazhari) Faced with a difference of opinion
a t that time, it was but the dictate of his inherent mercy and affection
he had for the creation of Allah t h a t the course of ease and
convenience was taken to in their case. So, that was what was done.
And the outcome was that next year, a t the time of the battle of 'Uhud,

the event of the martyrdom of seventy Muslims came to pass a s
Divinely indicated.
u
things of this world - 67), the
In the words: G$I&$ ; i M ( ~ o want
address is to the noble comdanions who had suggested release for ransom. This verse tells them that they had given improper advice to the
RasZ of Allah because it did not match with the august station of any
prophet that he would not, once he overpowers the enemies, go on to
demolish their power and its image, instead, would opt for granting relief to a wicked and conspiratorial enemy only to commit Muslims to
everlasting trouble.
.f
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The words used in this verse are: $5~14
(until he has had a
(ithkhzn)
thorough blood-shed in the land - 67). Lexically, the word:
means to demolish someone's might and power exhaustively and conclusively. The words: +5$d (fi ?-ard : in the land) have been made to
follow in order to intensify this very sense of total termination.
As for the Sahabah who had recommended release against ransom,
part of their view was, no doubt, purely religious - they hoped that,
once free, these people may embrace Islam. But, alongwith it, part of it
was motivated by personal interest as well - that they will have spoils
to bring back - although, until that time, there was no decisive textual
authority which proved spoils as permissible property for Muslims.
Therefore, in view of the high standards being set for the society of
men and women under the education, training and guidance of the
+ t ~JJI & - standards which aimed to take them to
Holy Prophet
ranks even higher than angels - the slightest turn of thought towards
material acquisitions was considered a kind of disobedience. Thus, it
goes without saying that the sum total of what is a potpurri of deeds
which are both permissible and impermissible will, after all, be called
impermissible. Therefore, such conduct from the Sahabah met with
~ ? & I ; Q &&$;;2i'
I
: YOU
displeasure and it was said: '+?,hl;?$$
want things of this world while Allah wants <he Hereafter (for you) 67,' that is, Allah wants you to seek the Hereafter. Mentioned here as
reprimand was a particular act of theirs which was the cause of displeasure. The other cause, that of the hope of released prisoners becoming Muslims, was not mentioned here. This indicates that a special
group like the group of righteous, sincere and noble Sahabah would accomodate such mixed up intention as would combine some faith and

+,

some personal interest was something not acceptable even in that degree. Worth noticing here is the fact that the admonition and warning
in this verse are being addressed to the noble Sahabah. Though, the
dl ULtoo, by accepting their opinion, had gone
Holy Prophet
along with them in a certain way, but, this act of the Holy Prophet
+, ~ j 1111
s was purely a demonstration of his being universally merciful
when he, subsequent to a difference of opinion among the Sahabah,
had gone by a course of action which promised grace and convenience
for the prisoners.

+, +

At the end of the verse, by saying:+9 ;y&q(And Allah is Mighty,
Wise - 67), it was pointed out that Allah Ta'iilii, being the source of all
might and wisdom, would have - only if they had not acted in a hurry provided for them wealth and properties as well in their future victories through His infinite grace.
The second verse (68) is also a supplement to this admonition where
it has been said that had it not been for a Divine writ already established, the course of action which you opted for - that of releasing the
prisoners against ransom - would have brought upon you some grave
punishment.
What is this writ and what does it mean? According to a narration
reported in Tirmidhi, the Holy
from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah AL dl
said: Spoils were not lawful for any community
Prophet +, r j f 1111
before you. When, on the occasion of Badr, Muslims went after collecting spoils - though, spoils were not made lawful for them until that
time - this verse was revealed. It emphasized that this initiative taken
by Muslims, before the injunction making spoils lawful for them was
revealed, was a sin which deserved instant punishment. But, since the
writ of Allah that spoils shall be made lawful for this community was
already there in the Preserved Tablet, therefore, punishment was not
sent over Muslims for this misconduct. (Mazhari)
&J

It appears in Hadith narrations that, subsequent to the revelation
of this verse, the Holy Prophet +, r j f 1111& said: The Divine punishment was almost about to descend when Allah, in His grace, held it
back and had this punishment come, no one except 'Umar ibn alKhattab and Sa'd ibn Mu'adh &z dl
would have remained safe
from it. This tells us that the cause of Divine admonition was the act
of releasing prisoners against ransom - and, in the light of the narra+J

tion from Tirmidhi mentioned earlier, the reason seems to be the act of
collecting spoils. But, there appears to be no contradiction between the
two. Taking ransom from prisoners is also nothing but a part of spoils.

Ruling 1: In the verse under discussion, admonition came upon releasing prisoners against ransom or collecting spoils, warning of Divine punishment was given, then came forgiveness. But, what remained still not clear was the future course Muslims would be
required to take in such matters. Therefore, in the next verse (69), the
matter relating to spoils was made all too clear by saying: ,k+
(So, eat of the spoils you have got), that is, it has been made lawful for
you in the future. But, even now, there remains a doubt to the effect
that the injunction making spoils lawful had come a t the present
stage, however, spoils which had been collected in error before the
coming of this injunction may contain some element of undesirability
in it. Therefore, by saying: @%k(lawful and pure - 69) soon after it,
even this doubt was removed. It means: Though, taking the initiative
in collecting spoils, before the revelation of Divine guideline, was not
correct - but now that the injunction making spoils lawful has been revealed, all that has been collected earlier is also lawful without any
shade of repugnance or reprehensibility ( k a r a a h )in it.

&,I&

Ruling 2: At this point, worth notice and retention is a principle of
Islamic jurisprudence: When some impermissible initiative is regularized through a standing verse, no effect of the previous initiative remains operative therein. The properby becomes lawful and pure - as it
happened here. But, there is a corresponding instance relevant to
what has been stated above. Take a case in which there was an injunction already revealed, but its revelation did not seem to affect the initiators of an action, based on which they went on to contravene it. It
was later on that they found out that the particular deed of theirs was
contrary to such and such injunction of the Qur'an and Sunnah. Then,
in such a situation, after the coming of the injunction, that property
does not remain lawful - even though the previous error is forgiven.
(NGru 'I-Anwar, MullZ Jiwan) However, in the present verse, spoils have, no
doubt, been declared to be lawful and pure, but the restriction imposed
'
I
a t the end of the verse was: %
j
:
$
GI5!1u1 I$G (and fear Allah. Surely,
Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful - 69). The hint given here is
that, though spoils have been made lawful, but that too has been made

lawful under a particular law. Taking against that law or taking more
than due shall not still be permissible.
There were two matters in question here: (1)Spoils (2) Release of
prisoners against ransom. The first problem was resolved clearly by
the present verse, but the other matter was yet to be cleared. Regarding this, the following verse of SGrah Muhammad was revealed:

So, when you confront those who disbelieve at war, then keep
beheading them until when you have had a thorough bloodshed to break their power, then shackle them tight. After
that, either free them as favour without any return or release
them against ransom - until the war lays down its arms 47:4)

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S d
ldJsays: Divine admonition
came upon releasing prisoners against ransom in the battle of Badr.
This was the first JihEd of Islam. That was a time when the might and
power of disbelievers was yet to break apart. It was by chance that
they had run into trouble. Finally, when Islam and Muslims went on
to achieve total ascendency, Allah Ta'ala abrogated the earlier injunction and revealed the verse of the SGrah Muhammad quoted above in
l
and Muslims have been given
which the Holy Prophet +, Ljs d
four options about prisoners. These are:
Ij s L : jlj ~ j i L iIjl c L : j l j , + ~ j * . ~b cj L:
l j l j ,+A&"
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If they wish, they can kill them all; or if they wish, they can
put them in bondage; or if they wish, they can release them
against ransom; or if they wish, they can (just) free them
(without taking any ransom). (Mazhari)

There is a consensus of the entire Muslim Ummah on the first
two of the four options mentioned above that the Amir of Muslims has
the dual right of killing the prisoners and holding them in bondage,
but there is a difference of opinion among Muslim jurists about setting
them free without compensation or releasing them against it.
The position taken by Imam Malik, Shafi'i, &mad ibn Hanbal,
Thawri, Ishaq, and Hasan al-Basri and 'At2 from among the Tibi'in, is

that both these forms are permissible for the Amir of Muslims - that
he may release the prisoners against compensation, or set them free
without compensation, or exchange them for Muslim prisoners.
But Imam Abu Hanifah, AbG Yisuf, Muhammad, Awza'i, and Qatiidah, Dahhak, Suddiyy and Ibn Jurayj say that setting them free is just
not permissible without compenstion. Even releasing them against
ransom is not permissible in the well-known creed of Imam AbG Hanifah. However, it appears in a report of al-Siyar al-Kabir that, should
Muslims be in need of financial support, they can release prisoners
against ransom. However, releasing them in exchange for Muslim
prisoners is permissible with Imam A b i Hanifah and the two Jurists,
Imams Abu Yisuf and Muhammad. (As evident from the two reports
from them - Mazhari).
Those who have permitted release against ransom or without ransom, they - as said by Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas - regard the verse of S i r a h
Muhammad to be the abrogator (nGikh) of the verse of SGrah Al-Anfa1
and take the later as abrogated ( m a n s a h ) . According to Hanaf; jurists,
what stands abrogated (mansikh) is the verse of SGrah Muhammad,
$+:$' (make them an examwhile the verses of S i r a h Al-AnfGl:
9Eg
/9**
ple,for those behind them -57) and k r a h Al-Taubah: 2*,$1
,I
(kill the Mushriks wherever you find them -95) are its abrogator
(nzsikh). Therefore, according to them, it is not permissible to release
the prisoners, whether against ransom or without it. (Mazhari)
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But, a careful deliberation into the respective words of the verses
of SGrah Al-Anfa1 and Surah Muhammad leaves us with the impression that none of these two can be called the abrogator or the abrogated. In fact, they are two injunctions for two different situations.
It can be seen that the pivotal injunction of breaking the power of
disbelievers ( > > ~ l j jl;'l)
has been taken up in the verse of SLrah AlAnfEl, then, the option of releasing prisoners without compensation or
against it (in the form of: .I&, *) has been given in S h a h Muhammad
too, but the main objective has already been stated in the former - that
of 'ithkhG fi 'Lard. Thus, it means that once the power facade of the
disbelievers has been broken through a thorough blood-shed, Muslims
have the option of releasing prisoners against ransom, or setting them
free without any ransom.

The report of al-Siyar al-Kabir from Imam Abu Hanifah could also
be intended to establish that both kinds of injunctions can be given
keeping in view the conditions and needs Muslims are faced with. hI;
1
9
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Verses 70 - 71

0 Prophet, say to the prisoners in your hands, "If Allah
knows of any good in your hearts, He will give you
something better than what has been taken from you,
and will forgive you. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, VeryMerciful. [701
And if they intend to commit treachery against you,
then, they have already committed treachery against
Allah, so Allah has given (you) power over them. And
Allah is All-Knowing, Wise. [711

Commentary
The prisoners taken in the battle of Badr were released against
ransom. These were sworn enemies of Islam and Muslims who had left
nothing undone when it came to harassing, torturing, beating and killing them, anytime, anywhere. The slightest opportunity on hand
would make them inflict their savagery on them. Now that they were
prisoners in the hands of Muslims, granting them a lease of life was no
mean feat. In fact, it was much more than adequate for them, virtually
touching the outside limits of kindness under given circumstances.
Then, the amount of ransom taken from them was far too ordinary.
Certainly great is the kindness of Allah Ta'ala. Imagine the consideration shown for the discomfort caused to them in paying that paltry
sum for freedom and see how it is removed. It has been said in verse
70: If Allah shall find any good in your hearts, then, He shall give you
1. Some more detail about the war-prisoners will appear in the commentary
of Siirah Muhammad insha-allah. (Editor)

what is better than what has been taken from you - and in addition to
that, He shall forgive your past sins. The word: 2 (khayr: good) used
here means 'Imzn (faith) and IkhlG (sincerity). The sense of the statement is that prisoners who, once they are free, were to take to ' I m h
and Islam with sincerity, then, they shall be receiving more and better
than what they have given in ransom. Thus, made free and independent, the prisoners have been invited to consider their profit and loss
as free individuals. In consequence, events prove that those from
among them who embraced Islam were so heavily rewarded by Allah
Ta'ala right here in this mortal world with wealth and property which
was way higher than what they had paid as ransom - not to mention
the forgiveness they were blessed with and the high ranks of Paradise
they received in the Hereafter.
Most commentators have said that this verse was revealed about
Sayyidna 'Abbas u &I A>,the uncle of the Holy Prophet +, & &I
because he too was one of the prisoners of Badr and ransom was taken
from him too. His case was special in that he had left Makkah to participate in the battle of Badr with almost seven hundred guineas of
gold on his person which was meant to be spent on the army of the disbelievers. However, before this could be spent, he was taken a prisoner
with the gold.
When came the time to pay ransom, he said to the Holy Prophet
+, & &I,+ that the gold he had with him should be applied to cover
the amount of his ransom. The Holy Prophet
&A
&I& said: The
wealth you brought to support disbelief became war spoils for Muslims. Ransom has to be in addition to that. Alongwith it, he also said:
You should also pay the ransom for your two nephews, 'Aqil ibn Abl
Talib and Nawfil ibn Harith. Thereupon, Sayyidna 'Abbas said: If so
much financial burden was placed on me, I shall have to beg before the
Quraysh like a pauper. The Holy Prophet
& &I
said: Why?
What about the wealth you had entrusted with your wife, Umm alFad1 while leaving Makkah? Sayyidna 'Abbas asked: How did you
know this when I had entrusted it with my wife in the darkness of
night, personally and in private. There is no third person who knows
about it. He said: My Rabb has told me everything about it. When
SayyidnZ 'Abbas heard these words, his heart became certain that the
& LJJI
was a true messenger of Allah. In fact,
Holy Prophet

+,

+,

+,

Sayyidna 'Abbas L;S LLII
had held the Holy Prophet in esteem even
before this happened, but there were some doubts as well - which Allah Ta'ala removed a t this moment. So, in reality, he had become a
Muslim right then. But, he had a lot of money he had loaned out to the
Quraysh of Makkah. If he were to declare his conversion to Islam immediately a t that time, all that money would have gone waste. Therefore, he did not make a public announcement of i t and the Holy
&A
dl & too said nothing about it to anyone. Before the
Prophet
4 &I
for
Conquest of Makkah, he requested the Holy Prophet
his permission to migrate from Makkah to Madinah. But, the Holy
Ljs JJI ,+ advised him not to do that yet.
Prophet

+,

+,

+,

Following this conversation with Sayyidna 'Abbas L;S &I v;3>, the
Holy Prophet
JJI & also told him about the promise appearing
in the present verse which says that should he embrace Islam and become a Muslim with unalloyed sincerity of heart, then, the money he
has spent in ransom shall be returned to him by Allah Ta'ala making
it much more and much better for him. Hence, it was after his adherence to Islam had become public knowledge, he used to say: As for me,
I am seeing the manifestation of this promise with my own eyes - because the amount of gold taken from me in ransom a t that time was
seven hundred guineas (20 Uqiyah).Now, a t present, twenty of my
slaves are running businesses a t several places and no business venture being run by them is worth any less than twenty thousand dirhams each. And on top of all this, I have been blessed with the opportunity to serve Hujjaj, the visiting pilgrims, by providing to them
drinking water from the sacred well of Zamzam - a service I consider
to be so valuable as would pale out the possession of the entire wealth
of the people of Makkah.

+,

About some prisoners of the battle of Badr who had become Muslims, there remained a doubt that they, once back in Makkah, may
turn away from Islam and start hurting them thereafter. In the next
verse (71), Allah Ta'ZlG has removed this apprehension by saying: 1;2$5!
//P
$L
(And if they intend to commit
~*V&&I&;
$i. JLi
treachery against you, then, they have already committed treachery
against Allah, so Allah has given [you] power over them. And Allah is
All-Knowing, Wise). It means that should these people decide to commit a breach of trust with you, it will not bring any hurt or loss to you.
/

su+

They were the same people who had already committed a breach of
trust with Allah. They had admitted of Allah being the Lord of all the
worlds a t the time of the original Covenant, then they became hostile
to it. But, this breach of trust turned out to be fatal for none but them
when, finally, they were disgraced and detained. As for Allah Ta'ala,
He is the knower of secrets hidden in hearts, and He is the possessor
of great wisdom. If these people start opposing you even now, there is
nowhere they can go, certainly not anywhere outside the range of the
power and control of Allah Ta'ala. Inevitably, He shall seize them as
before. To sum up, it can be said that, in verse 70, the da'wah of Islam
was given to the released prisoners in the mode of persuasion - while
in verse 71, it was in the mode of warning that they were told that success in their worldly life and in their life to come depends on Islam and
'ImZn.
Upto this point, the text was dealing with injunctions relating to
fighting and killing disbelievers, taking them prisoners, setting them
free and carrying on peace negotiations with them. In verses which follow right upto the end of the S i r a h itself, a particular related chapter
has been taken up alongwith some details of its injunctions. They are
the injunctions of Hijrah (Emigration) - because, situations can arise
during a confrontation with disbelievers wherein neither the Muslims
have the power to launch an attack against them and kill them off, nor
are they willing to go for peace. In such a state of weakness, the only
course through which Islam and Muslims can be salvaged is Hijrah
(Emigration) which means that Muslims should leave that city or
country and go to stay in some other land where acting freely in accordance with Islamic injunctions is possible.

Verses 72 - 75

Surely those who believed and emigrated and carried
out Jihad in the way of Allah with their wealth and
l i v ~ sand
,
those who give refuge and help
those are
friends to each other. And those who believed and did
not emigrate, with them you have no friendship at all
unless they emigrate. And if they seek your help in the
matter of faith, then, you are bound to help except
against a people who have a treaty between you and
them. And Allah is watchful over what you do. [721

---

And those who disbelieve are friends to each other. If
you do not do so, there shall be disorder on the earth,
and a great corruption. [731
And those who have believed and emigrated and carried out Jihad in the way of Allah, and those who gave
refuge and help --- those are the believers in truth. For
them there is forgiveness and a respectful provision.
[741

And those who believed later on and emigrated and
participated with you in Jihad, then, they are one of
you. As for the womb-relatives, some of them are closer
to some as in the Book of Allah. Surely, Allah is aware
of every thing. [75]
Commentary

These are the last four verses of Surah Al-AnfZ1. The real objective
therein is to describe the injunctions of Hijrah (Emigration) which relate to the inheritance of Muhiijir (Emigrant) Muslims. In contrast,
also mentioned there is the inheritance of non-MuhZjir Muslims and
non-Muslims.

The gist of these injunctions is that people who fall under Islamic
legal authority are, in the first instance, of two kinds: (1)Muslim (2)
%fir (disbeliever). Then, in terms of that period of time, Muslims were
of two kinds: (1)Muhajir, those who after hijrah becoming obligatory,
had left Makkah and had settled in Madinah. (2) Non-Muhajir, those
who had, for a valid reason or for some other reason, stayed behind in
Makkah itself.
Mutual relationship was a common factor among individuals from
all these kinds because, during the early period of Islam, it was quite
common that a son would be Muslim while the father would be a
Kafir, or a father would be Muslim while his son would be a Kgfir. The
same was true about other relationships, such as, brothers, nephews,
maternal grandfathers and maternal uncles etc. And that there were
mutual relationships among Muhzjir and non-MuhZjir Muslims is fairly obvious.
Allah Ta'iila has, in His perfect mercy and profound wisdom, declared that the wealth and property left by the deceased person belongs to his or her own relatives as its deserving recepients. Although,
the initial reality was that whoever received anything during this mortal life was entirely owned and possessed by Allah Ta'ala in the real
sense. It was a simple arrangement from Him that everyone was
made, on His behalf, a temporary owner of what was given to man to
use for a life-time and drive benefit from it. Therefore, by all cannons
of logic, reason and justice the inheritance of every deceased person
should have ricocheted back into His ownership - the practical implementation of which was to have it placed in the Public Treasury of the
Islamic State which serves the great masses of people created by Allah
by fulfilling their multi-faceted developmental needs. But, in doing so,
first of all everyone would have been naturally hurt to find out that,
after death, one's wealth and property will not reach one's own children, nor to parents, nor to wife or husband. Then, its logical consequence was also somewhat equally natural - that no one would have
cared to work for more and take steps to keep it preserved. In other
words, no one would have been burning his feet to work for more than
what was needed to collect just about enough to take care of the basic
needs of his or her life. And it is obvious that this attitude to life would
have meant disaster for all human beings and their cities.

Therefore, Allah Jalla thana'uh, made inheritance the right of relatives among human beings, specially relatives for whose benefit one
has been working hard and putting financial assets together during
the Eourse of one's life.
Alongwith it, while instituting the distribution of inheritance, Islam has also kept in sight the important objective for which human beings were created, that is, the obedience to and worship of Allah Ta'ala
- and it was in terms of this objective that the entire human species
was declared to be two separate peoples or nations: Believers and Dis' 9 , < 9.*,
believers. The verse of the Qur'iin:
.;z~
( It is He who
created you, then, among you there is a disbeliever and among you
there is a believer - Al-Taghiibun, 64:2) means exactly this.

'&2$&+++

This two-nation theory severed relationships based on lineage and
kinship as far as it concerned inheritance stipulating that neither
shall a Muslim receive a share from the inheritance of a related disbeliever, nor shall a Kafir have any right in the inheritance of a Muslim
relative. ~ h ' l sis the subject stated in the first two verses (72, 73) and
the injunction given therein is for ever, was never abrogated and has
continued to be Islam's basic principle of inheritance since its very beginning and shall remain operative right through the day of QiyZmah.
Allied with it, there is another injunction which concerns mutual
inheritance between Muhajir and non-MuhGir Muslims about which it
has been stated in the first verse that the relationship of a Muslim until he emigrates from Makkah - shall also remain severed with
Muslims who have emigrated, as far as inheritance is concerned. In
this case, no Muhgjir Muslim shall inherit his or her non-Muhijir
relative, nor shall a non-Muhajir receive any share from the
inheritance of a Muhiijir Muslim. As obvious, this injunction was valid
upto the time Makkah al-Mukarramah was still unconquered. After
l& had himself
the Conquest of Makkah, the Holy Prophet +,&A d
declared: &I + i+u (liihijrata ba'd al-fath : There is no hijrah after
the Conquest). It means that after the Conquest of Makkah the
obligation of Hijrah does not remain operative any more, and when the
obligation of Hijrah itself ceases to be operative any more, the question
of severence of relationships with those who did not migrate stands
automatically terminated.
Therefore, most commentators have said that this injunction

-

-

stands abrogated by virtue of the Conquest of Makkah while,
according to investigative scholars of the field, this injunction too is
everlasting and unabrogated - but that it has changed under specific
conditions. If conditions in which this injunction was sent a t the time
of the revelation of the Qur'an were to reappear a t some period of time
or in some country, then, the same injunction will come into force once
again.
To explain it further, it can be said that, before the Conquest of
Makkah, every Muslim man and woman was obligated to migrate
from Makkah as an absolute duty. In obedience to this injunction,
most Muslims - with the exception of only a few - had migrated from
Makkah to Madinah. At that time, not migrating from Makkah had
become a sign of not being a Muslim. Therefore, a t that time, Islam as
professed by a non-Muhzjir was also taken to be doubtful and it was
for this reason that mutual inheritance between Muhzjir and nonMuhsjir was severed.
Now, if the same conditions were to re-emerge in some country
once again - that it becomes totally impossible to fulfill Islamic obligations while living there - then, emigrating from that country will become obligatory once again, so much so that not emigrating under
such conditions without a strong excuse, becomes a doubtless sign of
disbelief, then, the same injunction shall still apply, that is, mutual inheritance between Muhgjir and non-Muhajir shall not remain operative any more. This presentation, it is hoped, makes it clear that the
injunction relating to the severence of mutual inheritance between
Muhgjir and non-Muhijir is really no separate injunction. In fact, it is
the very same first injunction which describes the severence of inheritance between Muslim and non-Muslim. The only difference is that a
non-muhgjir in such a case was though deprived from the inheritance
because of this sign of disbelief, yet he was not classed as a disbeliever
just on the basis of this much sign of disbelief - unless, of course, one
was to betray open, clear and decisive proof of one's Kufr or disbelief.
And perhaps, it is in view of this expedient consideration that yet
another injunction relating to non-Muhsjir Muslims has been mentioned a t this place. This injunction specifies that, should they ask for
help from Muhijir Muslims, then, it is necessary for Muhgjir Muslims
to help them - so that it becomes clear that they have not placed non-

Muhajir Muslims in the category of outright disbelievers, in fact, retained was their Islamic right that they be helped when in need.
And since the background of the revelation of this verse is a particular Hijrah - that from Makkah to Madinah - while non-Muhajir Muslims were only those who had stayed back in Makkah threateningly
surrounded by the disbelievers of Makkah, it is obvious that the help
they sought could only be against the same disbelievers of Makkah.
However, when the Holy Qur'En ordered MuhGjir Muslims to help
them out, then, given a surface view of things, it could be deduced
from here that helping them has been made necessary for Muslims
against all peoples and under all conditions - even if, the people
against whom help is sought already have a no-war pact with Muslims
- although, doing justice and upholding pledges is a serious duty in Islam. Therefore, in this verse, an exempting rule was mentioned according to which, should non-MuhGjir Muslims seek help from MuhGjir
Muslims against a people with whom Muslims already have a no-war
pact, then, helping even brother Muslims against treaty-covered disbelievers is not permissible.
This was the essential meaning of the first two sentences. Now let
us look a t it in synchronization with the words. It is being said:

that is: "Those who believed and those who emigrated (for the sake of
Allah, leaving their homeland and relatives behind) and carried out Jihad in the way of Allah with their wealth and lives (by buying weapons and other war materials with their wealth and by staking their
lives in the line of duty on the battlefield - which refers to the o~iginal
Emigrants, the first among MuhGjirs) and those who gave refuge and
help (which refers to the Ansar of Madinah, the supporting residents of
Madinah, whereafter it was said about the two parties) --- those are
friends to each other. (Then, it was said:) And those who did believe
but did not emigrate, with them you have no friendship at all unless
they emigrate.
At this place, the Holy Qur'an has used the words: Waliyy and Wilayah which mean friendship and close relations in the real sense. Ear-

ly Tafsir authorities, Sayyidng Ibn 'Abbas, Hasan, Qatadah, Mujahid
and others have said that Widayah a t this place means Wirathah or inheritance while Waliyy means WGith or inheritor. Nevertheless, some
others have taken Wilgyah in the usual lexical sense, that is, friendship, help and support.
According to the first Tafsir, the verse would mean that Muslim
Muhsjir and Ansir shall be inheritors to each other. Their bond of inheritance shall not remain operative either with non-Muslims or with
particular Muslims who did not emigrate. The first injunction, that is,
severence of inheritance on the basis of difference in religion, was for
ever and remained as such. But, as for the second injunction, the position was that after the Conquest of Makkah, when Hijrah was no more
needed, the injunction of severence of inheritance between the categories of Muhajir and non-Muhgjir also did not remain operative any
more. From here, some Muslim jurists have deduced that the way difference in religion is a cause of severence of inheritance, similarly, the
difference in homelands is also the cause of severence of inheritance. A
detailed discussion on this subject appears in books of Islamic Fiqh.
/

After that, it was said: $L&2,&$r$ & 61w~
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(And
if
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seekkour
help
in
the
matter of faith,
&g+#;fithen, you are bound to help except against a people who have a treaty
between you and them. And Allah is watchful over what you do - 72).
The sense of the statement is that people who have not migrated, relationship with them has though been terminated as far as inheritance
is concerned, yet they are Muslims after all. If they seek help from
Muhzjir Muslims to safeguard their faith, then, to help them is obligatory on them. But, when doing so, Muhijir Muslims should not surrender rules of justice and their own fidelity to an existing treaty when a
situation comes in which non-emigrating Muslims were to seek the
help of Muhsjir Muslims against a people with whom they already
have a no-war pact. If so, even helping these Muslims against the
peace pact party is not permissible.
c
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A similar incident came to pass at the time of the Peace Treaty of
Hudaibiyah. When the Holy Prophet
+ISJJJ
arrived a t a peace
arrangement with the disbelievers of Makkah and included in the
terms of peace was the condition that the Holy Prophet +, Ljs dl
would repatriate anyone who went to Madkah thereafter. Just a t the

+,

time the peace treaty was being concluded, somehow there appeared
Sayyidna Abu Jandal L L &I~
whom the disbelievers of Makkah had
put in detention where he was being tortured in all sorts of ways. He
presented himself in person before the Holy Prophet +, & &IA,
told
him how oppressed he had been and sought his help. Imagine this
plaint was being made before none but him who had come to this
world as the universal mercy. What this plaint from an oppressed
Muslim would have done to his blessed heart is something everyone
cannot realize easily. But, despite this empathy, he excused himself
from helping him as bound by the injunction in the said verse, and let
him go back.
&J

His return in this manner was heart-rending for all Muslims
present on the occasion. But, the blessed Prophet of Islam, guided by
Divine words, was as if witnessing the welcome spectacle that the
years of oppression were not going to last any longer and the reward of
a few more days of patience was to be added to the destiny of Sayyidna
Then Makkah will soon be conquered. Then all
Abu Jandal LLS j f l
these problems were going to be all over. Still, a t that time, the Holy
Prophet +, +&I
acted in accordance with the command of the
Qur'an and preferred treaty obligations over the personal misfortune
This is the distinctive feature of the
of Sayyidna A b i Jandal 1;5 &I
Shari'ah of Islam which has made its adherents deserving recepients of
victory, honour, and success which awaits them in the Hereafter. Otherwise, as observed commonly, world powers play games with treaties
and pacts. They use them as weights and levers to make the weak
cringe and the strong walk in trap. The game plan always stays in
their hands. With the slightest expediency in sight, they would unleash a hundred interpretations and kill the treaty and begin looking
for scapegoats to put the blame on.
d J .
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1'9
j:$q (And those
Said in the second verse (73) was: &<&I;$&
who disbelieve are friends to each other). The word: 3, (waliyy) used
here, as stated earlier, carries a general sense included wherein is inheritance as well as the guardianship and patronage of affairs. Therefore, from this verse, we learn that disbelievers shall be considered inheritors to each other and the very law of the distribution of
inheritance which is in force in their own religion shall be implemented as far as matters of their inheritance are concerned. In addition to

that, the guardian (waliyy) responsible for the upbringing of their orphaned children and for the marriage of their girls shall be from
among them. In a nutshell, it means that, in family matters, the religious law of non-Muslims themselves shall stand duly protected in a n
Islimic state.
94,
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At the end of the verse, it was said: *$?T;;&YI
dm,&u!(And
if you will not do so, there shall be disorder on the earth, and a great
corruption - 73).
0,

This sentence is connected with all those injunctions mentioned a
little earlier, for instance, (1)the MuhGjir and the AnsGr should be
friends to each other, which includes mutual help and support, as well
as inheritance; (2) the MuhEjir and non-Muhijir Muslims of that period of time should not consider themselves related to each other in
terms of inheritance, but the doors of help and support should remain
open subject to relevant conditions; (3) the disbelievers were caretakers (waliyy) of each other, therefore, Muslims should not interfere with
their law of guardianship and inheritance in any way.
Thereafter the text says if things were not done according to these
injunctions, there shall be disorder and corruption on the earth. Perhaps, this warning has been given in view of the importance of the injunctions described here for they were based on major principles of equity, justice and public peace. The related verses make it amply clear
that the way mutual help, support and inheritance depend on lineal
bond - in the same manner, religious bond has its own importance in
this matter. In fact, religious bond has precedence over lineal bond.
This is the reason why a K6fir (disbeliever) cannot inherit from a Muslim and a Muslim cannot inherit from a Kifir - even though, they be
fathers or sons or brothers by lineage. Along with it, in order to block
religious prejudice and pagan partisanship, instructions were given
that, no doubt, the religious bond is so formidable, yet standing by the
terms of a treaty comes first and is more preferable. Contravention of
the terms of a treaty is not permissible under the heat of religious partisanship. Similarly, also given was the instruction that the disbelievers are responsible for each other as guardians and inheritors, therefore, no interference should be made in their personal law of
guardianship and inheritance. On the surface, these look like a few
subsidiary injunctions, but they are, in reality, comprehensive basic

principles of equity and justice for all which guarantee world peace.
This is the reason why, a t this place, following the description of these
injunctions, warning has been given in words which have not been
generally used in the case of other injunctions: 'If you will not do so,
there shall be disorder and corruption on the earth.' Also given within
these words is a hint that these injunctions have an effectiveness of
their own in checking disorder and corruption.
Mentioned in the third verse (74) are words of praise for the Sahabah who emigrated from Makkah and for the AnsZr of Madinah who
helped them, as well as the attestation to their being true Muslims
and the promise of forgiveness and respectable provision made to
them. When i t was said:
(those are the believers in
truth), the hint given was in the direction that those who did not migrate were though Muslims, but their Islam was neither perfect, nor
certain - because there existed the probability that they may really be
hypocrites professing Islam only outwardly. After that, it was said: $
?P~,.:
(For them there is forgiveness) - as it has been explained in sound
(&hTh) &adith: . $sb ~ ; q ~ i e $ ( ~ s l i demolishes
im
what was before it)
j l ':
~fg!ijl;(Hijrah razes what was before it). In short, this
and:
means that the act bf becoming a Muslim goes on to demolish the entire edifice of past sins. Similarly, the making of Hijrah razes all past
sins.
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Described in the fourth verse (75) is the injunction concerning different categories of Muhajirin (Muhajirs, emigrants). It says: Though,
some of them are the very first among Muhajirin - those who migrated
earlier than the Peace Treaty of Hudaibiyah. Then, there is a second
category of Muhzjirs - those who migrated after the Peace Treaty of
Hudaibiyah and, because of this, there will be difference in the ranks
they are to have in the Hereafter, but regarding injunctions of this
mortal world, they too shall be covered by the injunction governing the
first category of Muhijirin in that they are inheritors to each other.
Therefore, addressing the first among the Muhgjirin, it was said: LdJ%
(then, they are one of you - 75). It means that these Muhsjirin of the
second category are also a part of your group. Hence, under injunctions governing inheritance, they are governed by rules which apply to
Muhajirin in general.

&

This is the very last verse of S h a h Al-Anfal. Given at the end of it

is a comprehensive regulation of the law of inheritance through which
stood abrogated what was a n interim injunction promulgated during
the early period of Hijrah mentioned in the preceding verses about
having the Muhzjirin and AnS& become inheritors to each other
through a n arrangement of brotherhood between them. The words of
the last verse which abrogated this temporary law of inheritance are:
9?
'9,
$1
3 &,&I , , # 7I""
r,L-JYl i,l,!, (As for the womb-relatives, some of them
are closer to some as in the Book of Allah -75). Let us study them in a
greater detail

&
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In Arabic, the word: ,I,\ (ulu) is used to carry the sense of being the
possessor, owner, person or people of certain entitlement. In absence of
a n exact counterpart in English, it is usually translated as 'men of or
'people of ', a s in: 'people of wisdom' for: WI
! , I , (ulu '1-'aql) and 'people
~ '1~of authority' for: 9Yl \,I (ulu '1-amr). Therefore, the word: r ~I,!., , (ulu
-arhZm) means the people of arhZm or wombs. Arhzm is the plural of
rahim which is basically the name of the part of the body where the
creative process of the human child takes place and since the bond of
relationship is established via the association of rahim (,+,), therefore,
r~,~l,J,l (ulu ' I - a r h k : translated literally as womb-relatives) is used in
the sense of relatives.
The meaning of the verse is that, though a universal bond of brotherhood binds all Muslims to each other, because of which, if needed,
helping and supporting each other becomes obligatory, and that they
also inherit from each other. But, Muslims who are bound by mutual
relationship have precedence over other Muslims. The phrase: $1 & 3
(fiKitCbillah: translated literally 'as in the Book of Allah - 75') a t this
place h a s been used in the sense of: $1 ,.&!2 (fihukmi '1-lzh) which
means t h a t Allah Ta'ala has made this law through His special command.
The rule of procedure given by this verse is that the distribution of
inheritance should be on the criterion of relationship and the word:
rLJYl,J31 (ulu ' 1 - a r h k ) is applied to relatives in a n absolute sense. Out of
these, the shares of particular relatives have already been determined
by the Holy Qur'an in S h a h al-Nisa'. These are called Ash& a l - F u r i d
or Dhawi al-Furs in the terminology of the Law of Inheritance. Popularly referred to as "Qur'anic heirs," they mean those who are entitled
to a statutory share in the inheritance of a deceased person. Any prop-

erty which remains, after the determined shares have been given,
should be distributed over other relatives as provided in this verse.
Then, it is also evident that it is not possible for anyone to distribute
any property over all relatives because some kind of a distant relationship definitely exists among human beings of the whole world - for all
of them owe their fact of birth to but one father and mother, Sayyidni
Adam and Sayyidah HawwE +I
,.& (Adam and Eve). Therefore, the
only practical way of distributing inheritance over relatives can be
that, by giving close relatives precedence over those distant, the
benchmark of the near should be used to exclude the distant. A detailed description of this is present in the &Edith of the Holy Prophet
+, LjC JJI & which stipulate that, after having given the shares of
Dhawi al-Furid (Qur'inic heirs), whatever remains should be given to
the 'Asbat (agnates or paternal relatives) of the deceased person, degree-wise, that is, by giving precedence to the near agnate ('asbah)
over the distant one, the benchmark of the near should be used to exclude the distant.
And in case, there is no one alive from among the agnates ('asbat),
then, distribution has to be made over rest of the relatives.
In addition to 'asbat or agnates, there are a host of other relatives.
It is for them that the word: Dhawi al-Arbam has been particularized
in the technical terminology of the science of inheritance and distribution. But, this terminology has found currency in a later period. In the
I /
Holy Qur'sn, the word: CG:~ll,J, (ulu '1-arhzm : womb-relatives), according to its lexical connotation, covers all relatives included wherein are
Dhawi al-Furid (Qur'anic heirs), 'Asbat (agnates) and Dhawi al-Arham
(womb-relatives) in a general sense.
0

Then, some details about the subject have been covered in Surah
al-Nisa' where Allah Ta'ili has Himself determined the shares of particular relatives and which are known as Dhawi al-Fur& in the termi&A
dl&
nology of Inheritance. As for the rest, the Holy Prophet
has said:

+,

(,5jC;?I)
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wb ,b;ldl 1
9
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It means: After giving shares to those identified in the Qur'Zn,
that which remains is to be given to males nearer to the deceased. (al-BukhZri)

They are known as 'Asbat (agnates) in the terminology of inheritance. If there be no one from among the 'asbat (agnates) of the deceased person, then, according to the saying of the Holy Prophet &,
other relatives get it. These relatives are technically known as Dhawi
'1-Arham (womb-relatives) such as, maternal uncle or maternal aunt
.and others.
The last sentence of this last verse of S i r a h Al-AnfZ1 has abrogated
the law of Islamic inheritance mentioned in verses earlier to this. According to that law, mutual inheritance used to be in force among the
Muhzjirin and Ansar, even though there be no lenial kinship between
them. It was abrogated because it was an emergency-oriented injunction given during the initial period of Hijrah.
S h a h Al-Anfzl ends here. May Allzh Ta'ZlZ give us all the Tauffqof
understanding it and acting in accordance with it.

Praised is Allah with whose help SLrah al-'Anfiil comes to its
conclusion the night of Thursday, 22nd of Jumada 11, Hijrah
Year 1381. I seek from Allah Ta'alii His Taufk and help in the
Tafsli. of SGrah al-Taubah and for Allah is all praise from its
beginning to its end --- Muhammad Shafi, may he be forgiven.

A review of it was completed on the day of Jumu'ah, 19th of
Jumada I, Hijrah Year 1390 and praised be Allah for that.
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S i r a h Al-Taubah : 9 : 1- 5

Surah Al-Taubah
(Repentance)
SGrah al-Taubah is MadanT and it has one hundred and
twenty nine verses and sixteen sections

Verses 1 - 5

Here is a withdrawal (proclaimed) by Allah and His
Messenger against the Mushriks* with whom you have
a treaty. [ll
So, move in the land freely for four months, and be sure

* Mushriks, anglicized plural of mushrik, stands for al-mushrikin - those who
associate partners with Allah.
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that you can never defeat Allah and that Allah is about
to disgrace the disbelievers. [21
And here is an announcement, from Allah and His Messenger to the people on the day of the greater Hajj, that
Allah is free from (any commitment to) the Mushriks,
and so is His Messenger. Now, if your repent, it is good
for you. And if you turn away, then be sure that you
can never defeat Allah. And give those who disbelieve
the 'good' news of a painful punishment. [31 Except
those of the Mushriks with whom you have a treaty,
and they abated nothing of your rights and backed no
one against you, so then, fulfill the treaty with them up
to their term. Surely, Allah loves the God-fearing. [41
So, when the sacred months expire, kill the Mushriks
wherever you find them. And catch them and besiege
them and sit in ambush for them everywhere. Then, if
they repent and establish Yalih and pay ZakZh, leave
their way. Surely, Allah is most Forgiving, Very Merciful. [51

Commentary
Now begins Surah Al-Bara'ah which is also called S i r a h Al-Taubah
(as written; also S i r a h At-Taubah as pronounced). It is called Bara'ah
for the reason that it mentions bara'ah or disengagement with the consequences of what the huff& (disbelievers) do. Then, it is also called
Taubah because it announces that the repentance of Muslims has been
accepted. (Marhari). It is a feature of this Surah that 'bismillZh' (&I ,+,
$31: Bismill&ir-Rahmznir-RaGm:With the name of Allah, the
[All-] Merciful, the Very Merciful) is not written in the copies of the
Qur'an when the Surah begins. However, Bismillah is written a t the
head of all Surahs of the Qur'an - the sole exception being that of S i rah Al-Taubah. Before we find out the relevant reason, let us bear in
mind that the Holy Qur'an was revealed bit by bit during the period of
twenty three years. The verses of a S i r a h were revealed a t different
times. When Sayyidna Jibra'il would come with a revelation, he would
also point out to the Divinely intended arrangement of each revealed
verse, explaining that it should be placed in such and such S i r a h after
such and such 'Ayah (verse). It was in accordance with this Divinely
intended arrangement that the Holy Prophet & would have scribes of
the revelation write them up.

&I
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And when, a t the end of a SGrah, the next was to begin,
'Bismilliihir-Rahmanir-RahTm'
would be revealed before the next actually did - which made it easy to understand that the previous Surah
had concluded and another SGrah was beginning. All S h a h s of the
Holy Qur'an were revealed in that manner. SErah Al-Taubah is, in
terms of the order of revelation, among one of the very last S h a h s .
When it began, neither was Bismillah revealed as customary, nor did
the Holy Prophet g instruct the scribe of the revelation to do that. So,
Ljc JJI,& passed
this was how things stood when the Holy Prophet
away.

+,

arranged the Holy
When Sayyidna 'Uthman al-Ghani LC &I
Qur'in in the form of a book during the period of his Caliphate, Bismillah was not there a t the beginning of SLrah Al-Taubah, a n arrangement contrary to that of the rest of SGrahs. Therefore, a doubt rose perhaps, this is not an independent S h a h , or may as well be a part of
some other Sirah. Now, they thought, if this happens to be a part of
some other SGrah, which S i r a h is that? In terms of its subjects, S h a h
Al-Anfa1 seemed to fit the slot.
+
J

r 2J
elsewhere, 'during
Also, as narrated by Sayyidna 'Uthman ~ ;&I
the blessed period of the Holy Prophet +, ~ j c A,
both these S i r a h s
were called: e ,
(qarinatayn: the two connected ones)'. (Mazhari).
Therefore, it was placed after S i r a h Al-Anfiil. This precaution was
taken for the reason that, should it be a part of another Surah, it must
stay with it. But, it was also probable that it may be a separate and independent Surah. Therefore, when writing, a particular format was
adopted whereby some space was left open a t the end of Surah AlAnfa1 and before the beginning of SErah Al-Taubah - similar to the
spot meant for writing Bismillah at the head of other Sirahs.

The precise reason why Bismillah was not written a t the beginning
of S i r a h Al-Bara'ah or Al-Taubah has been reported from the great
compiler of the revealed text of the Qur'an, Saiyyidna 'Uthman &I
L;S himself. At that time, he was answering a question posed by Sayyidn a 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas, the Sahabi and Mufassir (exegete) of tfie
Qur'an, which appears in Abu Dawud, An-Nasa'i, the Musnad of &mad
and Tirmidhi. In that question, Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas had also asked
Sayyidna 'Uthman about the order in which the Surahs of.the Qur'an
have been arranged. Giving an example, he pointed out that placed
&J
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first were the larger S i r a h s that have more than hundred verses.
Technically, they are called +(mi'h: hundreds). After that, there are
the large S i r a h s that have less than hundred verses. They are called
jlt. (mathan? the oft-repeated ones). Placed thereafter were smaller
S i r a h s that are called ou (mufassalZt: the Surahs starting from
"Qaf' [ ~ O to
I the end of the Qur'an [1141). The order of this very arrangenlent necessitated that S i r a h Al-Taubah should be placed before SErah Al-Anfgl - because the verses carried by S i r a h Al-Taubah are
more than one hundred while those of S i r a h Al-Anfa1 are less than one
hundred. The first seven long SGrahs called JI,~ lc, (sub' tiwal: the seven
long ones) also show that the placement of S i r a h Al-Taubah before S i rah Al-Anfgl is naturally more appropriate there too. After having
stated the existing position, Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas L;S JJI &,,asked about
the consideration that had led to a contrary arrangement. Sayyidna
'Uthman ~ ; &Ic
said: 'Correct. But, the Qur'an was serious matter.
Precaution demanded that we do what we did - because, in case Surah
Al-Taubah is not taken as an independent Sirah, instead, is taken as
a part of Surah Al-Anfsl, it will be obvious that the verses of S i r a h AlAnfZil have been revealed earlier and those of S i r a h Al-Taubah after
that. Given this situation, it is not permissible to give precedence to
the verses of the latter over the verses of S i r a h Al-Anfgl without the
sanction of Wahy (revelation). And since we did not find any such instruction in the Wahy, therefore, S i r a h Al-Anfa1 was made to precede
and S i r a h Al-Taubah, to succeed.'
&J

From these precise details we learn that the reason for not writing
Bismillah a t the beginning of S i r a h Al-Taubah lies in the probability
that S i r a h Al-Taubah may not be an independent Sirah, instead, be a
part of S i r a h Al-Anfgl. Given this probability, writing Bismillah a t
this place shall be as incorrect as someone were to write Bismillah in
the middle of any Siirah of the Qur'an.
On this basis, Muslim jurists have said that a person who has already been reciting SGrah Al-Anfgl from above and is going to begin
S i r a h Al-Taubah, then, he or she should not recite Bismillgh. But, a
person who is starting his or her t i l h a h (recitation of the Qur'an)
from the beginning, or from somewhere in the middle, of this very S i rah should say: +$I &I
+
, . (Bismill&ir-RahmZnir-Ra&) and then
begin his or heirecitation. Some people who do not know rules think
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that the recitation of Bismillah while reciting S i r a h Al-Taubah is not
permissible under any condition. This is a mistaken notion. Then, they
would make another mistake on top of that. Instead of reciting Bismillah, they would recite: $1
&$!$i(1 seek the protection of Allah from
the Fire) when initiating or beginning from it. For this, there is no
and his Companions.
~ j JJI
c
proof from the Holy Prophet

+,

reported in a
Then, there is the statement of Sayyidna 'Ali r;s &I
narrative from Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas LZ dl dJ.
It says, 'the reason for
not writing Bismillah a t the beginning of S i r a h Bara'ah (Al-Taubah) is
is an assurance of
that ,,,L~I P>I &I +i&Bismill&ir-Ra)m&ir-Ra@n)
protLction, but in Surah Al-Bara'ah, this assurance of protection and
the pledge of peace given to disbelievers has been terminated.' This
statement should be taken as a refinement of approach that does not
go against the real cause. And the real cause is nothing but that Bismillah was not written on the basis of the probability that S i r a h AlAnfGl and Surah Al-Taubah may be one. Then, there could be yet another subtle point about why it was not written. This S h a h proclaims
freedom from any responsibility for the disbelievers and announces the
withdrawal of peace and protection from those people - which is not fit
for Bismillah. Therefore, in terms of the design of creation, particular
causes were generated here so that Bismillah was not to be written a t
this place.
To understand the present verses of S h a h Al-Taubah fully, it is
necessary to know some events that became the cause of the revelation
of these verses. Therefore, given here first are consolidated details of
the relevant events:

1.As a whole, Surah Al-Taubah carries the description of some battles, events related to them, and many injunctions and rulings emerging therefrom - for example, the termination of pacts with all tribes of
Arabia, the Conquest of Makkah, the battles of Hunain and Tabuk.
Out of these events, first came the Conquest of Makkah in Hijrah year
8, then came the battle of Hunain in the same year, then the battle of
Tabuk in Rajab of Hijrah year 9. Finally came the announcement terminating pacts with all tribes of Arabia in the month of Dhu al-Hijjah,
Hijrah year 9.
2. A summary of subjects concerning the repudiation of treaties
mentioned in these verses shows that it was in the Hijrah year 6 that
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the Holy Prophet +, +.k JJI & started with the intention of 'Umrah
but the Quraysh blocked their entry into Makkah. Then came the
peace treaty between them a t Hudaibiyah. The time frame of this treaty, as reported in R6h al-Ma'ani, was ten years. In Makkah, there were
other tribes too, other than the Quraysh. An article was included in
the peace treaty to cover them. It allowed a tribe, from out of the tribes
other than the Quraysh, to become allies to the Quraysh and be with
them, if they chose to do so; and whoever chose to become the ally of
and be with him was allowed to do that.
the Holy Prophet +, Ljs Jl
So, the tribe of Khuza'ah chose to become an ally of the Holy Prophet
+, Jl and went with him, while the tribe of Ban6 Bakr chose to
go with the Quraysh. According to the treaty, it was necessary that
within ten years there shall be no internecine war, nor shall any aggressor be helped from any side. And the tribe that was an ally of a
party to the treaty shall be considered as governed by the same rule
that governed the party. In other words, launching an attack on it or
helping the aggressor was to be taken as a contravention of the treaty.
This treaty was signed in the Hijrah year 6. In Hijrah year 7, acLjs J
I
and his Compancording to this treaty, the Holy Prophet
ions left for Makkah to perform the 'Umrah they had missed earlier
('Umrah al-qadi?). After staying there for three days, he returned as
stipulated in the treaty. Until then, no party had acted against the
peace treaty in any way.

+,

After that, it was within a period of five or six months when the
tribe of Ban6 Bakr mounted a nightly ambush against the tribe of
Ban< Khuza'ah. Thinking that the Holy Prophet +, ~ j JI
s 3, was far
away and things were happening during the night which would make
it difficult for the Holy prophet ,&,JI to find out details of what
had actually happened, the Quraysh too came to the assistance of
Ban% Bakr by providing weapons and men to them.
Events as they transpired and conditions as they prevailed made
the Quraysh too accept that the treaty of peace entered into at Hudaibiyah - requiring a ten-year moratorium on internecine wars - was
broken.
The tribe of Ban6 Khuza'ah, being an ally of the Holy Prophet
+,+dl, informed him about this event. When he learnt about this
breach of trust committed by the Quraysh, he started making secret
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preparations for war against them.

During their encounters a t Badr, 'Uhud and &z&b, the Quraysh
had realized that some unseen Divine power was a t work in favor of
Muslims. They were no more intoxicated with their muscle and might.
Now that they had broken their solemn pledge, the danger of a war
likely to be initiated by Muslims had become all too obvious to them.
The likelihood became much stronger after the report of their breach
Jt &I
and he chose to observe
of trust reached the Holy Prophet
a total silence about the matter. Left with no choice, they asked AbG
Sufyan to go to Madinah personally, assess the situation there and
should he sense a war action being initiated by the Holy Prophet &I &
+, 4,he should offer his apologies on what had happened in the past
and have the treaty renewed for the future.

+,

When AbG Sufyan reached MadTnah, he did notice some indicators
& &I &. This
of war preparations being made by the Holy Prophet
increased his concerns. He went out to see prominent Sahabah of the
Ljc 1111& one by one so that they would recommend
Holy Prophet
his case and help him have the treaty renewed. But, all of them refused to do so in view of their unpleasant past and present dealings.
Consequently, Abu Sufyan returned empty-handed. The Quraysh of
Makkah were hit by panic.

+,

+,

At the other end, as reported in Bidayah and Ibn Kathir, it was on
Ramadan 10, Hijrah year 8 when the Holy Prophet +,A& &I
marched out from MadTnah with a large force of his noble Companions
in order to attack Makkah. Ultimately, Makkah was conquered.

Conquest of Makkah: Vanquished enemies were treated nobly
At the time of the Conquest, there were many Quraysh chiefs who
believed in the veracity of Islam earlier too, but they could not express
themselves freely due to peer pressure in the society. Now that they
had their opportunity, they embraced Islam. As for those who chose to
stick to their time-worn creed of disbelief even a t that hour, they too with the exception of some individuals - were granted amnesty by the
Holy Prophet &. This was an unusual demonstration of morals, prophetic and miraculous, something others could not even dream of. He
ignored all their hostilities and injustices in the past and simply said:
'Today, I say to you exactly what was said by Yusuf rUI+ to his
brothers a t the time when they had reached him in Egypt with their
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parents: ;gi ,&k
(This day, there is no blame on you).' It means
that, for him, taking a revenge for the past injustices inflicted by them
or seeking to punish them in some way was unimaginable, in fact, he
did not consider it appropriate even to blame them for anything that
happened in the past.

Rules for four kinds of Mushriks at the time of the Conquest of
Makkah
So then, Makkah came under the control of Muslims. Non-Muslims
living in and around Makkah were given full protection of their lives
and properties. But, that was a time when the existing status of these
non-Muslims was different. One kind of people among them was of
those who were a party to the peace treaty of Hudaibiyah which they
themselves broke and which by itself became the cause of the Conquest of Makkah. Then, there was another set of people with whom a
peace treaty was signed for a specified period of time and they continued abiding by this treaty, such as the two tribes of Ban6 Kinanah
called Bank Damurah and Bank Mudlaj. The peace treaty with them
was for a specified period of time and, at the time of the revelation of
S h a h Al-Bara'ah (Al-Taubah) as stated by Khazin, they had another
nine months left for their period of treaty to expire.
Thirdly, there were people with whom a peace treaty was concluded without any set time limit. Fourthly, there were those with whom
no treaty existed.
The unsavory experience of all treaties entered into by the Holy
Ljc dl & with disbelievers or the People of the Book (Jews
Prophet
and Christians) was that they flouted these openly and secretly always
conspiring with enemies to hurt him and his Muslim adherents a s
much as they could. Therefore, led by his own long experience and Di+k
,d~& had made up
vinely inspired indicators, the Holy Prophet ,&
his mind not to enter into any peace treaty with any of these people
and that the Arabian Peninsula was to be particularized with Muslims
only as a bastion of Islam. This required a proclamation soon after the
takeover of Makkah and the Arabian Peninsula ordering non-Muslims
to leave and go somewhere else. But, in view of Islam's principle of justice, equity and humane dealing as well as under the universal mercy
+& AI
himself, doing something like that
of the Holy Prophet
without allowing a suitable time limit was not considered appropriate.

+,

+,
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Therefore, at the beginning of Surah Al-Bara'ah (Al-Taubah), separate
injunctions were revealed that covered the four kinds of non-Muslim
groups.
The first such group was that of the Quraysh of Makkah who had
themselves broken the treaty of Hudaibiyah. Now, they deserved no
extra respite. But, since this was the period of 'sacred months' during
which fighting and killing was forbidden by Allah, therefore, the injunction which covyrs them appears in the fifth verse of SGrah AlTaubah, that is, ; J S & ;~~ 2 1$6#l
%
$% &I', I:$ (So, when the sacred months expire, kill the 'Mushriks wherever you find them. And
catch them and besiege them and sit in ambush for them everywhere.
Then, if they repent and establish salgh and pay zak&, leave their
way. Surely, Allah is most Forgiving, Very Merciful - 95). It means
that they had, though, forfeited all their rights by breaking the treaty
obligations, but observing the sanctity of the 'sacred months' was after
all necessary, therefore, they should either leave the Arabian Peninsula soon after the 'sacred months' expire, or embrace Islam, or be prepared to face war.
Then, there was the second group with whom a peace treaty was
made for a specified period of time and they had abided by it. The injunction about them was given in the fourth verse of S i r a h Al-Taubah:

Except those of the Mushriks with whom you have a treaty,
and they have abated nothing of your rights and backed no
one against you, so then, fulfill the treaty with them up to
their term. Surely, Allah loves the God-fearing - (9:4).
This injunction pertained to B a n i Damurah and Banu Mudlaj a s a result of which they were allowed a respite of nine months.
As for the third and the fourth group, only one injunction was revealed to cover both. It has been mentioned in the first and the second
verse of S i r a h Al-Taubah as follows:

Here is a withdrawal [proclaimed] by Allah and His Messen-
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ger against those of the Mushriks with whom you have a treaty. So, move in the land freely for four months, and be sure
that you can never defeat Allah and that Allah is about to disgrace the disbelievers - (9: 1,2).

Thus, according to the first two verses, all those who were covered
by some treaty without a fixed time limit, or those with whom there
was no treaty, were allowed a respite of four months.
And according to the fourth verse, those who had a treaty for a
specified period of time received a respite until it expired and, according to the fifth verse, the Mushriks of Makkah got their respite until
the 'sacred months' expired.

The generosity of giving respite to disbelievers even after treaties with them had expired
It was stipulated that these injunctions shall come into force and
the period of respite shall start from the time the relevant information
has been promulgated throughout the Arabian Peninsula. According to
the arrangement made for this purpose, the public proclamation was
to be made in the great gathering of the Hajj of the Hijrah year 9 a t
Mina and 'Arafat. This finds mention in the third and fourth verses of
Surah Al-Taubah as follows:

And here is an announcement, from Allah and His Messenger
to the people on the day of the greater Hajj, that Allah is free
from [any commitment to] the Mushriks, and so is His Messenger. Now, if you repent, it is good for you. And if you turn
away, then be sure that you can never defeat Allah. And give
those who disbelieve the 'good' news of a painful punishment (9:3,4).

When abrogating a treaty with disbelievers, taking any action
against them without prior public announcement is not
correct
So, in order to imp1,ement this Divine injunction, the Holy Prophet
+, Ljc JJI & sent Sayyidna Abu Bakr and Sayyidna 'Ali +J-ll to
the Hajj of the Hijrah year 9 at Makkah al-Mukarramah and had
&J
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them make this proclamation before a gathering of all tribes of Arabia
on the plains of 'ArafGt and MinE. It was all too obvious that this injunction would become widely known through the medium of t h a t
great gathering all over Arabia. However, as a matter of added precaution, he had this proclamation particularly made in distant Yemen
through SayyidnE 'Ali ~ ; d
s
l &>.
After this public proclamation, the situation was that the first
group, that is, the disbelievers of Makkah had to leave the limits of the
state by the end of the 'sacred months,' that is, the end of the month of
Muharram of the Hijrah year 10. Similarly, the deadline for the second
group was Ramadan of the Hijrah year 10; and that of the third and
fourth groups was the tenth of Rabi' ath-ThGni of the Hijrah year 10.
Any contravention of this executive order would have rendered the offender liable to face an armed confrontation. Under this arrangement,
by the time of Hajj next year, no disbeliever was to remain within state
limits. This will appear in verse 28 of SGrah Al-Taubah where it has
been said: +;I,
I
I
g2% (so, let them not come near AImasjid-al-haramafter this year of theirs). And the saying of the Holy
&-u (The disbelievers shall
Prophet pl, cjc JJI3, in Hadith: d+
not perform Hajj after this year) means precisely this.
Up to this point, given here was an explanation of the first verses
of Surah Al-Taubah in the light of corresponding events. Now, some
relevant point that emerge from these verses are being discussed below.

What do these five verses teach?
1.First of all, soon after the Conquest of Makkah, the general amnesty granted by the Holy Prophet +, & &I & to the Quraysh of
Makkah, and to other enemy tribes, taught Muslims a practical lesson
in high morals. The lesson was: if they overpower an enemy who
stands helpless before them, they should not seek revenge from that
enemy for his past hostilities. Rather than do something like that,
they should actually demonstrate the best of Islamic morals by being
generous and forgiving to their enemies. Though, acting in this manner may require a certain trampling over their natural feelings, still
such a conduct is full of great advantages.
(A) To begin with, it can be said that revenge does help one take
out anger, a t least temporarily - which may even give one a sense of
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personal relief - yet, this sense of relief or comfort is transitory. Then,
as compared with it, the pleasure of Allah Ta'Zla and the high ranks of
Paradise one is going to get are far more and are for ever in all respects. Consequently, reason demands that one should prefer what is
everlasting to what is temporary.

(B) Then, there is this act of suppressing one's angry emotions after having overpowered the enemy. This clearly proves that the battle
fought by these people had no selfish motive behind it. The only motive they had was fighting in the way of Allah - and this great objective is what draws the decisive line between the Jihad of Islam and the
wars of common kings and rulers of the world, and what also lays bare
the difference in Jihad and rotten aggression. Thus, the truth is that a
war waged for Allah to implement His injunctions shall be what Jihad
is, otherwise it shall remain a high-handed exercise in disorder.
(C) The third benefit yielded by this conduct comes naturally.
When the overpowered enemy observes the high morals of the victors,
he is likely to be drawn towards Islam and Muslims, something which
is bound to lead him on to the path of his own success in life - and this
is the real objective of Jihad.

Forgiving disbelievers never means lack of vigilance against
any impending harm from them
2. The second ruling which has been deduced from these verses is
that forgiveness and generosity do not mean that one should become
negligent about self-protection against the evil designs of enemies by
giving them free rein to go ahead and keep causing loss and injury to
their forgivers. No doubt, forgiveness and generosity are in order, but
along with these, commonsense demands that one should take lesson
from past experience and restructure the pattern of life ahead by
blocking all holes and crevices through which one could come within
the range of enemy hostility. The Holy Prophet +, Ljs dl & said: LAY
+-Y h
t,
(One is not bitten twice from the same hole) meaning
that a person does not put his hand twice in the same hole from which
a poisonous reptile had bitten him.
The Qur'anic proclamation of the withdrawal of Hijrah year 9 and
the ensuing instructions given to the Mushriks that they should vacate the environs of the Sacred Mosque peacefully within the period of
respite allowed are proofs of this wise strategy.
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3. The initial verses of SGrah Al-Taubah also tell us that forcing
weak people to leave a place without reasonable notice of evacuation,
or attacking them without warning is cowardly, and very ignoble indeed. Whenever such an action has to be taken, it is necessary to make
a public announcement first so that the affected people, who do not accept the law of the land, may get the time to go wherever they wished,
freely and conveniently. This becomes clear through the general proclamation of the Hijrah year 9 as mentioned in the cited verses and as
demonstrated by the legal respite granted to all affected groups.
4. The fourth ruling emerging from the cited verses tells us that, in
case there is the need to annul a treaty of peace already made - which
is permitted subject to some conditions - it is far better to allow the
treaty to remain valid until it expires automatically. This has been
commanded in the fourth verse of Surah Al-Taubah where Muslims
were required to fulfill their treaty obligations to the tribes of BanG
Damurah and Ban6 Mudlaj for the remaining nine months.
5. The fifth ruling from the cited verses tells us about the standard
Muslim attitude towards the enemies of Islam. When confronted with
enemies, Muslims should always keep in mind that they are no enemy
to them personally. The truth of the matter is that they are opposed to
their disbelief, which is actually the cause of their own loss in the
present world as well as in the Hereafter. As for the opposition of Muslims to them, that too is really based on good wishes for them. Therefore, Muslims should never abandon the opportunity to give good counsel to them, whether in war or peace. This theme appears in these
verses repeatedly. It promises real prosperity for them in this world
and in the world to come, only if they were to rescind their thinking.
The text does not leave it a t that. It also warns them of the consequences: if they refused to repent and correct, they would not only be
destroyed and killed in the present world but, they would also not escape their punishment even after death. It is interesting that, along
with the proclamation of withdrawal in these verses, the strain of sympathetic insistence also continues.
6. The sixth ruling comes out from the fourth verse where Muslims
have been prompted to fulfill their pledge right through the end until
the term of the peace treaty expired. Immediately thereafter, the verse
6'
has been concluded with the sentence: &dl +:&I 5!(surely, Allah loves
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the God-fearing). This gives a clear hint to the advice that Muslims
should observe utmost precaution in fulfilling the pledge they have
given. They should never look for lame excuses and far-fetched interpretations only to find a way to contravene treaty obligations, as done
by nations a t large.
7. Details as they appear in the fifth verse carry the seventh ruling. When war in defense of a correct objective breaks out against any
power, all available combat resources should be used fully and conclusively. That is a time when showing mercy and appeasement would be
showing cowardice.
From the same fifth verse comes the eighth ruling, that is, trust in
a non-Muslim who has become a Muslim depends on three things. (A)
Taubah (repentance) over disbelief in the past, (B) the establishing of
Salah and (C) the paying of Zakah as due. Until these three conditions
have been implemented practically, the option of war will not be withdrawn simply on the basis that someone has recited the Kalimah of Islam. When after the passing away of the Holy Prophet +, & 91
+,
some people refused to pay Zakih, Sayyidna Abu Bakr L;S &I C C ~ Jhad declared a Jihad against them. On that occasion, by referring to this very
verse in support of his action, he was able to convince and satisfy all
Companions.
8. The ninth question in these verses concerns the meaning of the
expression:
$1 63;(yaumu '1-hajju '1-akbar: The day of the great
hajj). The sayings/ of early commentators differ in this matter. Sayyidn a 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas, Sayyidna 'Umar, Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn
~-e;sJJI p,say that 'the
'Umar, and Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Zubayr -I
day of the greater hajj' means 'the day of 'Arafah' because the Holy
Prophet
+JJI & has said: i i , ~+I ('Arafah is the Hajj). (Abu Dawiid,

fl~

+,

Tirmidhi)

9. Some others have said that it signifies: &I rA Cyaumu 'n-nahr: the
day of sacrifice), that is, the tenth of Dhu al-hijjah. In order to accommodate all these sayings, Sufyin ath-Thawri and other authorities
have said that all five days of the Hajj are the substantiation of: $1 rA
,.Sul Cyaumu -'l-hajju '1-akbar: the day of the greater hajj) which includes 'Arafah and Yaumu 'n-nahr both. As for the use of the word
yaum or day in the singular, it is in accordance with the usage elsewhere - as the Holy Qur'Gn calls a few days of the battle of Badr by
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the name of jLiPI! ,? :yaumu 'I-Furqzn in the singular form. Then, there
are the common wars of Arabia. They too are identified by the word
yaum or day - even though, they may have been spread over many
more days - such as, awl%
.,
:yaurnu 'I-bu'gth, &Ylr2 :yaumu I'UhGd etc.
And since 'Umrah is called 'the smaller h a j ~(+, I r),
therefore, i t was
to make it distinct that Hajj was called 'the greater hajf (al-hajju 'Iakbar). This tells us that, in the terminology of the Qur'an, Hajj as it
takes place every year is nothing but 'the greater hajj' ( a l - h a j ~ u'1akbar). As for the popular assumption that the year in which 'Arafah
falls on a Friday is specially 'the greater hajj,' it has no real basis except that the year in which the Holy Prophet
Ljc &I,+ performed
his last Hajj (tl>Jl
: ~ U J J U ~ U'I-wad& just happened to be the year in
which 'Arafah fell on the day of Jumu'ah. No doubt, this is a matter of
distinction in its own place, but it has nothing to do with the sense of
this verse.

-

+,

In his Ahkam al-Qur'an, Imam Abu Bakr al-Jassas has said: By
calling the days of Hajj as 'the greater hajj,' the problem that 'Umrah
cannot be performed during the days of Hajj has also been resolved
here - because, the Holy Qur'an has specified these days for 'the greater hajj.'

Verses 6 - 11
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And if any one of the ~ u s h r i k ;seeks your protection,
give him protection until he listens to the Word of Allah, then let him reach his place of safety. That is because they are a people who do not know. [61
How can the Mushriks have a treaty with Allah and His
Messenger? Except those with whom you made a treaty
near Al-masjid-al-harim.Then, as long as they remain
straight with you, remain straight with them. Surely,
Allah loves the God-fearing. [71
How (can they have a treaty) while if they overcome
you, they shall not observe any bond or treaty in your
case. They want to please you with (words from) their
mouths, but their hearts refuse. Most of them are sinners. [81
They have taken a paltry price for the verses of Allah,
so they have prevented (people) from His path. Indeed,
evil is what they have been doing. [91
They do not observe, in the case of a believer, any bond
or treaty. And they are the transgressors. [I01
Then, if they repent and establish galah and pay Zakih,
they are your brothers in faith. And We elaborate the
verses for people who understand. [Ill

Commentary
I t was said in the first five verses of SGrah Al-Taubah that, soon after the Conquest of Makkah, general amnesty was granted to all polytheists and disbelievers of Makkah and its environs. But, in view of
their dismal record of treachery and breach of trust in the past, it was
decided that no treaty would be signed with them in the future. It was
despite this policy decision that injunctions to honor the treaty - made
with these people earlier and which they had never contravened were revealed whereby they were required to fulfill the terms of the
treaty until i t expired. As for those with whom there was just no treaty, or there was no treaty with a fixed duration, they too were granted
suitable concession. Rather than they be ordered to leave Makkah immediately, they were allowed a respite of four months so that, during
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this period of time, they could arrange to leave Makkah and go
wherever they deemed fit, with convenience and in peace. Or, if the
truth of Islam had become apparent to them in the meantime, they
were welcome to become Muslims. The outcome of these injunctions
was that the sacred site of Makkah was to be vacated by all treacherous disbelievers. The evacuation was being implemented without any
intention to retaliate. In fact, it was enforced in self-defense because of
consistent experience. Therefore, the door to a good future for them
was left open even then. This has been mentioned in the sixth verse
the substance of which is: If someone from among the disbelievers
seeks asylum with you, then, you should grant it so that he could come
close to you and listen to the Word of Allah and understand the veracity of Islam. Then, your responsibility does not end a t granting him a
temporary asylum. The truth of the matter is that, as soon as he has
done what he had come for, it is the responsibility of Muslims that
they should escort him under full protective arrangements to the place
where he considers himself safe and happy. At the end of the verse, it
was said that the particular injunction has been sent because these
people are not sufficiently aware. By coming close, they could know
things better.
Some rulings and points of guidance come out from this verse (1.1)
as well. These have been discussed in details by Imam A b i Bakr alJassas. In brief, they are:

Proving the Veracity of Isliim is the Duty of Muslim Scholars
1. First of all, this verse confirms that, in case, a disbeliever asks
Muslims to explain the veracity of Islam to him with valid proofs,
then, it becomes their duty to accede to his demand.

2. Secondly, it is obligatory on Muslims that they should allow and
protect anyone who comes to them to learn more about Islam. Causing
any hurt or harm to such a person is not permissible. This injunction,
according to Tafsir al-Qurtubi, is operative only in a situation when the
purpose of the visitor is to listen to the Word of Allah and know more
about Islam. In case, the objective of the visitor is business, or some
other pursuit, it would depend on the discretion of relevant Muslim officials who would decide in terms of what is best in Muslim interests.
Should they deem it fit, they may permit and should they think otherwise, they can act a t their discretion.
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Non-Resident Non-Muslims should not be permitted to stay in
~ a al-Islzm
r
any longer than necessary
3. The third ruling stipulates that a non-Muslim a t war, with
whom Muslims have no treaty, should not be allowed to stay any longer than necessary - because, in the cited verse, a limit of stay and pro((until he listens to the
tection has been set by saying: $1 ;%+:&
Word of Allah).

4. According to the fourth element of guidance embedded here, it is
the duty of a Muslim ruling authority to remain aware of the progress
of the mission undertaken by any non-Muslim at war once he has entered into the Muslim country with valid permission (visa) and purpose. And, as soon as he has completed his job in the country, it is also
the duty of Muslim Am$ (ruler) that he should arrange for his safe return.

Stated in the next four verses (7-10) is the wisdom behind the proclamation of withdrawal mentioned in the initial verses of SLrah AlTaubah. Here, by referring to the inherent meanness of pledgebreaking disbelievers whose malice and hostility against Muslims
knew no bounds, it was advised in verses 7 and 8 that entertaining any
hope from such people that they would ever abide by their pledge was
simply wrong to begin with. It was said in the text: Except for s0m.e
people with whom Muslims had entered into a treaty near the masjid
al-haram, how could any pledge given by these disbelievers be credible
before Allah and His Messenger? The fact was that they were a set of
people who, if given the least opportunity, would not blink about any
relationship they had with them or bother to honor the word of promise given by them. The simple reason was that these people had no intention of honoring the treaty even when they were signing it. Their
sole purpose was just to placate them. With their hearts set elsewhere,
most of them were sinners, compulsive breakers of pledges and practitioners of treachery.

Uphold truth and commit no excess or injustice even against
disbelievers is the teaching of Qur'in
This statement of the Qur'an provides guidance for Muslims that
they should never surrender truth and justice even when they are
dealing with confronting enemies. Whenever they have to take up an
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issue with them, they are required not to slip into taking exaggerated
approaches and stances against them. This is as it has been demonstrated in these verses where full consideration has been given to the
case of the disbelievers of Makkah. The fact was that most of them had
broken their pledge. Naturally, when something like this happens in
that setting, people tend to make a sweeping allegation against everyone. But, the Holy Qur'in, by saying: $51
4'1?J+C,, , &I,.: Y:l (except
those with whom you made a treaty near al-masjid-al-harzm), has exempted those who had not broken their pledge. In fact, it has ordered
that Muslims should stay firm on their commitment as long as the others remain committed and faithful to their pledge. The breach of trust
committed by other people should in no case influence their stance
whereby they themselves may be led to become breakers of the pledge
given to them.

+

Earlier when it was said that disbelieving people had nursed betrayal in their hearts right from the beginning and had no intention of
staying faithful to their pledge, an exception was also granted. Simiy $ ( ( ~ o s t of them are sinners - 8), it
larly, when the text says:
hints that all of them were not like that. There were some nice people
among them too, who wanted to stand by their commitment, but they
were not heard before others.

5
s

This is the same subject the Holy Qur'an takes up elsewhere say9 ,5'
z
ing in very clear terms: l;l& Y \ & jU
(and malice against a
people should not bid you to not do;ng justice - 5:8)

+ psu'
, j t # . , 9

#

After that comes the ninth verse with the reason why these Mushriks were so chronically treacherous and what was it that ailed them.
Thus, they too were given a prescription of hope to ponder about so
that they could still correct themselves if they chose to. At the same
time, Muslims a t large were also served with a warning that they
should take their guard against the pitfall of treachery and disobedience which had sucked these people in and make a total abstention
from this behavior model their distinct life style. The reason is their
relentless love of the material. The desire to acquire, possess and expend the limitless range of things of this world had blinded them to
the limit that they would not hesitate to sell off the very Words of Allah and their own faith in exchange for paltry gains. This character is,
to make an understatement, evil.
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Moving on to the tenth verse, the text describes the extreme crook>9?/ '
edness of these people by saying: %i ~ % e b,
+
,~
, ~ A
(They do not observe, in the case of a believer, any bond br treaty). The sense is that
this was no isolated case of disbelieving people acting treacherously
against Muslims to whom they were bound by ties of kinship and treaty obligations. In fact, disbelieving people were a lot who would never
consider kinship or pledge a s valid grounds when dealing with
Muslims.
Given the aforesaid behavior pattern of disbelieving people, it could
have been but natural for Muslims to have become disillusioned with
them forever and refuse to have any brotherly relationship with them
under any condition. Therefore, as the Qur'anic justice and equity
would have it, the eleventh verse gives the following instruction: $I;'@
+?I4 +I, )Y,.=.l .Jjl G @'~Z'*I
$6k (Then, if they repent and establish wlr;h
and pay zak&, they are your brothers in faith).
l

Here we are being told that once an enemy - no matter how deadly
and no matter how hurtful he has been - becomes a Muslim, things
change dramatically. Allah Ta'ala forgives his past sins, all of them.
So, it becomes obligatory on Muslims too that they should forget the
past, start afresh, take them as their brothers in faith and do whatever it takes to fulfill the rights enjoined under such relationship.

Three Conditions of Entry into the Islsmic Brotherhood
This verse makes it clear that there are three conditions of entry
into the Islamic brotherhood: (1)Taubah or repentance from Kufr and
Shirk, (2) establishment of Salah and (3) payment of Zakah - because,
'Iman (faith) and Taubah (repentance) are concealed matters. Common
Muslims cannot find out their reality. Therefore, two of their outward
signs were mentioned, that is, Saliih and Zakzh.
Sayyidna 'AbdullGh'ibn 'Abbas r;c &I
said: 'This verse has made
the blood of Muslims, who qualify as 'the people of Qiblah,' unlawful
(haram).' In other words, people who establish Salah, pay Zakgh and
have said or done nothing against Islam as proved against them, shall
be taken as Muslims in the matter of all religious injunctions - even
though, they may not have true 'Tman (faith) in their hearts, or have
hypocrisy (nifzq).
&J

This is the verse Sayyidna AbG Bakr

u Jjl &J

had quoted in sup-
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port of his declaration of Jihad against those who had refused to pay
Zakah after the passing away of the Holy Prophet +, +L JIIA. The
ndble Companions before whom he had made this assertion were satisfied with his approach. (Ibn Kathir)
At the end of verse 11,the text stresses upon the need to abide by
given injunctions, regarding those covered under a treaty and those
who have repented, by saying:
-iri
(And We elaborate the
verses for people who understand).

;&fr3&;

Verses 12 - 16

And if they break their oaths after they have made a
covenant and speak evil of your Faith, then fight the
leaders of infidelity - in fact, they have no oaths - so
that they may stop. [I21 Would you not fight a people
who broke their oaths and conspired to expel the Messenger and it was they who started (fighting) against
you for the first time? Do you fear them? Then, Allah is
worthier that you fear Him, if you are believers. [I31
Fight them, so that Allah should punish them at your
hands and disgrace them, and help you win against
them and bring relief to bosoms of a believing people,
[I41 and remove the rage of their hearts. And Allah relents to whomsoever He wills. And Allah is (All-)Know-
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ing, (All-)Wise. [I51
Do you think that you will be left alone while Allah has
not yet seen those of you who struggle in jih& and never take anyone, other than Allah and His Messenger
and the believers, as their confidant? And Allah is (All-)
Aware of what you do. [I61

Commentary
It will be recalled that a cease-fire agreement with the Quraysh of
Makkah was concluded a t Hudaibiyah in the Hijrah year 6. That the
Quraysh will not stick to the agreement was foretold in verse 7 of Surah Al-Taubah: $ ss,$&
3 (how can the Mushriks have a treaty ...). Then, came verses 8, 9 and l o with the causes of their pledge
breaking. And in the 11th verse it was announced that, despite having
broken their solemn covenant, if these Mushriks become Muslims and
start expressing their faith in Islam through prayers and fasting, then,
Muslims are duty-bound to keep their present dealings with them free
of any effects from the past. In fact, they should take them to be their
brothers in faith and treat them as such. In verse 12 cited above, Muslims have been told about the course of action they should take in the
event these people do break their pledge, as prophesied earlier.
/ /

-

I&;

>.
,yf,,F-p-*9
The actual words of the text read: 31$7
3 IS;,+
+re $
,,+&I
99///'Y
,
,
&I
GI
(And if they break their oaths after they have made a cove;ant Lnd speak evil of your Faith, then fight the leaders of infidelity 12). It is worth noting that the present situation in the text demanded
:
fight them). The Holy Qur'an has
the use of , $ $ j : ; ~ f a ~ ~ t i l & u mthen
,*
said: &.,I
GI 14(then
s fight the leaders of infidelity) which bypasses
the use of a shorter pronoun a t this place. The word: G;(a'irnmah:
leaders) is the plural of Imam. The sense is that these people by breaking their word of honor turned into leaders of infidelity and thus became deserving of a war against them. This statement also carries the
wisdom and justification of the command to fight. Spme commentators
say that 'leaders of infidelity' at this place refers to the chiefs of the
tribe of Quraysh in Makkah who kept on instigating people against
Muslims and remained busy making war preparations. Fighting
against them was particularly mentioned because these people were
the real source of power the Makkans were credited with. In addition
to that, since they were the ones with whom Muslims had bonds of
close kinship, there was the possible apprehension that soma conces/

Y I/

/dJ

,

I
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sion could be granted in their case.

Honest critical study of Islam by Protected Non-Muslim
Citizens of Dar al-Islgmis possible - vilification is not
Some commentators have interpreted the words: *&:?A 19
(speak
evil of your faith) to mean that speaking evil of the Faith of Muslims is
included under contravention of pledge. A person who speaks evil of Islam and the Shar7ah of Islam cannot continue to be a party to the
treaty with Muslims. But, according to a consensus of Muslim jurists,
it means vilification that is done to insult and belittle Islam and
Muslims, openly and publicly. Honest intellectual criticism while
conducting research into problems and rulings remains exempt from
its purview - then, it is not supposed to be vilification in its lexical
sense.
Therefore, for non-Muslim citizens of Dar al-Islam, any honest intellectual criticism can be allowed, but what cannot be allowed is vilification, contempt, insult or outrage against Islam.

~ l t fact, they have no
In the same verse (lz), it was said: $ f ~ ; &(in
oaths). The sense is that these are the kind of people none of whose
oaths are trustworthy - because, they are addicted to breaking their
oaths and committing breaches of trust. Then, the use of the plural
form of oaths here could also mean: 'when they broke their oath, they
also absolved Muslims of any responsibility for their oath and pledge.'
At the end of verse 12, it was said: j+- ,&(so that they may stop).
This last sentence tells us that the objective of Jihad carried out by
Muslims should never be the conquest of countries like common kings
or to hurt the enemy and to take vengeance as belligerent people
around the world would love to do. Instead of doing anything like that,
when it comes to fighting that they must, the driving objective should
be compassion for the enemy, the empathy and the desire that they
would stop doing what was not right.
,,n,>079'/4

After that, to persuade Muslims to fight, they were told in verse 13
that there was no reason why they would not be ready to fight against
the kind of people who had conspired to expel the Messenger of Allah.
This refers to the Jews of Madinah who had hatched a plan to expel
&A
dl 3, from the city of MadTnah. They had
the Holy Prophet
,, $,.,s, ,
said: 'J~YI ; c ~ l
(the one having more honor and power will cer-

+,

'007

0
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tainly expel the one being humble and weak from there - 63:B). In their
self-view, they were the people of honor and power while Muslims
were weak and lowly. The answer they needed was given by Allah Almighty in His way. He took their proud statement as it was and made
it come true in a manner that the Holy Prophet +, & 1111& and his
Companions, by turning the Jews out of Madhah, proved that honor
belonged to Muslims and disgrace to Jews.
Giving the second reason for fighting against them, it was said: $
;
9
;9I;J 7;:s (and it was they who started [fighting] against you for the
first time). The sense is that they were the aggressors. What Muslims
have to do now is simply to defend themselves, an action universally
sane and normal.
-5,

"4

Then, to remove the awe of the enemy from the hearts of Muslims,
9,'
3,,49
2.
it was said: b;;-jl$~Lt~uu~$wi(Do
you fear them? Then, Allah is
worthier that you fear Him) for there is no power that can cause His
punishment to disappear. Finally, by saying: &+
,, ,+d
j!(if you are believers), it was made clear that fearing anyone or anything other than
Allah in a manner that obstructs the fulfillment of the injunctions of
the Shari'ah of Islam is not what a true believing-practicing Muslim
would do.
4

4

72,979

9

For Muslims, the same exhortation to fight in Jihad appears in
verses 14 and 15 as well, though from a different angle. They were told:
1. If you get ready to fight them, the help and support from Allah
will be with you. As for their enemies, they have already become deserving of Divine punishment because of their evil deeds but this punishment will not come down upon them from the heavens or up from
is,
beneath the Earth. Instead of that, says the verse: ,&$$b~-$;-"that
'Allah shall punish them a t their hands.'
#

,

2. As a result of this fighting, Allah Ta'ala will mollify the hearts of
Muslims after all those pains and sorrows continuously inflicted upon
them by the disbelievers.
3. Then, the anger which filled Muslim hearts because of their
treachery and pledge breaking was to be removed by Allah Ta'alZ
when He punishes them at their hands.
,,9.>',95,/

In the previous verse (12), by saying: j+-+
(so that they may
stop), Muslims were told that they should not fight a people just to re-
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lease their anger, rather make their correction and betterment the
main purpose of their action. When they cleanse their intention from
all irrelevant shades, and let it be for Allah alone, and fight for none
but Allah, then, Allah Ta'ZlZ shall cause things to unfold in a manner
that automatically removes the feelings of anger and sorrow raging in
their hearts.

?zs$41

4. Finally, it was said:
+$;(And
Allah relents to whomsoever He wills -15). This tells us that there will be an added gain as a
result of this Jihad. There will be many from among the enemies who
will have the taufTq of Islam. They will become Muslims. So, there were
many arrogant ones at the time of the Conquest of Makkah who were
put to disgrace while there were many others who embraced Islam.

History proves that the circumstances and events predicted in
these verses were witnessed one by one as pointed out by the Holy
Qur'an. Therefore, these verses contain many miracles.
Verses 17 - 18

It is not for the Mushriks to build up the mosques of Allah while they are witnesses of their own infidelity.
Those are the ones whose deeds have gone waste. And
in the Fire they shall remain for ever. [I71
In fact, the mosques of Allah are built-up only by those
who believe in Allah and the Last Day and those who
establish sallih and pay zaklih and who fear none but Allah. So, it is in all likelihood that they are to be among
those on the right path. [I81

Commentary
Mentioned in the previous verses was how crooked the Mushriks of
Makkah were, how they broke their pledges and what they did to de-
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fend their false ways in religion. With this in view, Muslims were also
brought around to stand up against them. In the last previous verse
(16), Muslims have been told that JihZd is a test for them. This test is
necessary because it helps in marking out a sincere Muslim from
hypocrites and the weak-in-faith. Says the verse: 'Do you think that
you will be left alone while Allah has not seen those of you who struggle in jihad and never take anyone, other than Allah and His Messenger and the believers, as their confidant?'
The address in this verse is also to those common people who were
taken to be Muslims, though some of them were hypocrites while some
others were weak in faith and kept wavering. Such people would pass
on sensitive information about Muslims to their non-Muslim friends.
Therefore, two signs of a sincere Muslim were identified in this verse.

Two signs of sincere Muslims
(1)They fight disbelievers in the way of Allah.
(2) They take no non-Muslim as their close friend to whom secrets
are confided.

At the end of the verse, it was said: $$SI~;%$I; ( ~ n Allah
d
is [All]
Aware of what you do) that is, before Him nobody can get away with
false excuses and alibis.
This wisdom of Jihad mentioned earlier has appeared in another
;
, , Z P p:
verse of the Holy Qur'Gn in the following words: I ~1;1I;. 51 y$;i$&l++i
$; (Do people think that they will be left to say, "We believe,"
and they will not be tried? - 29:2)
' Z .

$wS

On taking non-Muslims as close friends and insiders
The word: 4
,
(walcah) used in verse 16 means an insider who
shares secrets. There is another verse which uses the word: ;1;&
(bitanah) to carry this very sense. Literally, 'bitanah' means what is
worn under normal clothing and is close to the body. It denotes a person who knows secrets as an insider. The actual words of the verse
9'9s
P
9 C,/
,!,/
5
i;&;+
I-Y
&II ; ,
GL:(0 those who believe, do not
read: $L$ Fi;lFY 7 i L , 2
take anyone as insider but from your own selves for they would spare
no effort to put you in trouble). ( 3 : l l B )
*
.,,7
',,.

'Jf-.

Now we can turn to the present verses (17 and 18) where instructions have been given to cleanse al-masjid-al-haram and other masGid
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(mosques) of false modes of worship and replacing them with what is
correct and acceptable.

A little background detail is in order at this point. When the Holy
got rid of all those idols the Mushriks used to
Prophet +, & &I
worship from the Baytullah and the Sacred Mosque soon after the conquest of Makkah, it was a matter of relief, a t least externally, for the
Sacred Mosque was now free from the physical vestiges of Shirk. But,
the Holy Prophet +, ~ l1.111~ t had granted his old enemies pardon and
protection soon after they were overpowered. They still used to do
their 'Ibadah and Tawsf in the Sacred Mosque following their false
ways.
That the Sacred Mosque was cleansed of idols was good, but it was
also necessary to purify this sacred site from the fallout of idolatry and
its false mores. The only way it could be done was to prohibit the entry
of the Mushriks into the Sacred Mosque. But, this would have gone
against the promise of protection given to them - and abiding by the
terms of a treaty was far more important in Islam. Therefore, such orders were not given immediately. Instead, it was done in the year next
to the conquest of Makkah. At that time, the Holy Prophet +L &I
had Sayyidna Ab6 Bakr and Sayyidna 'AB c ; 9
~1p
, make a n announcement in the great gathering of Mink and 'ArafZt that, in the future, no 'Ibadah, Hajj or Tawaf performed in the Mushrik way will be
allowed in the Sacred Mosque. Also prohibited through this announcement was the evil custom of making Tawaf in the nude that had lingered from the days of Jahiliyah. It was in the gathering a t MinZ that
Sayyidna 'Ali r;s &IdJproclaimed:

+,

After this year, no Mushrik will perform Hajj and no naked
person will make Tawiif of Baytullah.
And this respite of one year was given for the reason that there
were many people among them with whom Muslims had a treaty and
they had continued to abide by the terms of the treaty. That they
should be made to obey a new law before the expiry of the existing
treaty with them was contrary to Islamic policy of tolerance. Therefore, a public announcement was made a year in advance to the effect
that it has been decided to cleanse the Sacred Mosque from all Mush-
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rik customs and ways of worship - because, their kind of worship
would not let a mosque flourish, rather would go on to make it
desolate.
These Mushriks of Makkah equated their pagan customs with
'worship' and thought that they were contributing towards the maintenance and functional thriving of the Sacred Mosque. They were proud
of being the custodians of the Baytullah and the Sacred Mosque.
SayyidnG 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;C. &I
says, 'when his father, before
he became a Muslim, was taken prisoner at the battle of Badr, Muslims reproached him for staying on the side of Kufr and Shirk. He told
them, 'you only remember what is bad about us. You do not like to talk
about our good things. Do you not know that we are the custodians of
the Sacred Mosque? We take care of the building. We keep it filled
with people. We manage it and we run a drinking water service for the
pilgrims. Revealed thereupon were the verses: $1 +!2 1;s;is$,51ir:
(It is not for the Mushriks to build up the mosques of Allah). It means
that Mushriks (those who ascribe partners to Allah) do not have the
right to build and populate the mosques of Allah. The reason is that a
masjid is a place that has been built to worship One God while Shirk
and Kufr are its antithesis that cannot be combined with the structure
and function of a masjid.
&J

The word: i J b ('imgrah: building) appearing in this verse is a multifaceted word and is used to convey several meanings. It could mean
the physical building of the masjid including all elements that go in
raising and finishing it externally and internally. Then, it could also
denote the maintenance of the masjid that would be inclusive of security arrangements, sanitation, upkeep and provision of necessary supplies. And then, it also includes the human dimension of the masjid that believers present themselves in the masjid for 'Ibadah. (Since
there is no exact equivalent in English to carry this sense, the nearest
one could come would be to populate, people, fill up, make the masjid
flourish in the number of those present and in the quality of acts of
'Ibadah they perform therein.) Incidentally, 'Umrah (-) is called by
that name in view of the fact that one visits Baytullah and makes the
best of his presence there in terms of 'Ibiidah.
So, the sense of the Qur7anicword 'imGah' covers building, maintenance and presence. The Mushriks of Makkah took credit for all three.
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They took special pride in considering themselves the custodians of the
building of the Sacred Mosque. The present verses tell them that the
Mushriks did not have any right to build the mosques of Allah while
they were witnesses of their own infidelity. Because of their Kufr and
Shirk, their deeds had gone waste and they were to live in the Fire of
Jahannam eternally.
The expression: 'witnesses of their own infidelity' could have two
meanings. It could either mean that they were virtually confessing to
their Kufr and Shirk because of what they were doing as Mushriks.
Or, it could refer to their implied confession and witnessing of their
Kufr and Shirk when they identify themselves in social situations.
Customarily, when a Christian or Jew is asked as to his religious identity, he would say that he was a Christian or Jew. The same would be
the case with a fire-worshipper or idolater. They would identify themselves with what they believe in. Thus, the Mushriks will become witnesses of their infidelity against themselves. (Ibn Kathir)
Verse 17 was describing the negative aspect as related to the Mushriks. It said that they did not deserve the honor of building and maintaining mosques. Verse 18 takes up the positive aspect relating to
mosques by saying:

In fact, the mosques of Allah are built-up only by those who
believe in Allah and in the Last Day and those who establish
Salah and pay ZakZh and who fear none but Allah. So, it is in
all likelihood that they are to be among those on the right
path.

It means the building of mosques in the real sense is a serene task.
It can be done only by those who are bound by the commandments of
Allah in their 'AqTdah (faith) and 'Arnal (practice). They must believe
in Allah and in the 'Akhirah, establish Saliih, pay Zakiih and fear none
but Allah. At this place, only 'ImZn (faith) in Allah and 'Akhirah (Last
Day) have been mentioned. Faith in the Rasil (Messenger) of Allah
was not mentioned expressly because there is no way one can have
faith in Allah Ta'ala except that one puts his or her faith in His Rasul
- and wholeheartedly accepts the commandments that come from Al-
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lah Ta'Zlii through him. Therefore, 'faith in the Rasul' is naturally included under 'faith in Allah.' This is why the Holy Prophet +dl&
+, once asked his noble Companions, 'Do you know what 'iman in Allah is?' The Companions said, 'Allah and His Rasul know best.' He
said, 'Iman in Allah is that one bears witness to the fact that there is
no one worthy of worship but Allah and that Muhammad is the Rasul
of Allah.' This HadTth clearly states that having faith in the Rasul is included under having faith in Allah and is comprehensively united with
it. (Mazhari with reference to al-Bukhari and Muslim)
As for the statement: 'fear none but Allah,' it means that, in matters of religion, one should not abandon the command of Allah out of
some fear. Otherwise, fearing things that cause fear is quite natural.
Beasts, snakes, thieves and robbers generate physical fear but that is
not the kind of fear we are talking about here. When the magicians
showed snakes made of ropes and staffs to Sayyidna Mu&, rUl+ he
had a sense of fear within himself as mentioned in the Qur'an: 2 s , g
, ,Z?<>.
- 20:67. Therefore, the normal fear caused by what causes
pain or brings loss is neither contrary to the injunction of the Qur'an
nor to the station of a prophet, ~ a l . &
or ~saint. However, one should
not become so overcome by this fear as to start creating confusion
about the injunctions of Allah Ta'alZ or leaving them out altogether.
This is not the style of a true believer and this is precisely what is
meant a t this place.

-

,
, 4.

Some related issues
When it is said in the present verses that Mushriks and Kafirs cannot take up the task of 'maintaining' a masjid which was something
only righteous Muslims could do, it refers to the trusteeship and administrative responsibility of the masaTjid. The outcome is that it is not
permissible to appoint a %fir the trustee and administrator of any Islamic Waqf (endowment). As for the construction of the different units
of the structure such as walls and doors, it does not matter even if
some non-Muslim is assigned to do the job. (Tafsir Maraghi) Similarly,
when a non-Muslim makes a masjid as an act of thawzb, or contributes
funds for its building, then, it is permissible to accept it. However, the
condition is that there should be no danger of a religious or worldly
loss, or blame, or usurpation of the property later, or harping on the
favor done. (Al-Durr al-Mukhtir, ShamI and Maraghi)
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It was hinted in verse 18 that building a masjid and making it throb
with multitudes of Muslims making prayers, remembering Allah and
reciting the Qur'an is a task that can only be accomplished by a righteous Muslim. It proves that anyone who keeps coming to the masjid either to supervise arrangements for the security, maintenance, upkeep
and supplies for the masjid, or for the Dhikr of Allah, or to learn about
his religion, or to recite or teach the Holy Qur'an is a perfect believer.
These deeds are sufficient as witnesses to this honor.
The Holy Prophet +, 4 .&I
said: 'when you notice that a person is punctual with his presence in the masjid, bear witness to his
'iman - because, Allah TaEla has said:
I'G i+s 1% G! (1n fact,
the masiijid of Allah are built-up only by those who believe in Allah.. . 18). Imam Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah have reported this Hadith on the
authority of Sayyidna Abu Sa'id Al-Khudr!.

&+

&I

It appears in Al-Bukhar! and Muslim that the Holy Prophet &
said: 'a person who presents himself in the masjid morning and evening, Allah Ta'ala sets aside a rank of Paradise for him.'
And Sayyidna Salman al-Farisi narrates that the Holy Prophet &
said: 'a person who comes into the masjid is a visiting guest of Allah
Ta'ala - and it is incumbent on the host that He honors the guest.'
(Mazhari with reference to Tabargni, Ibn Jarir, al-Baihaqi and others)

The commentator of the Qur'an, Qadi Thani'ullah of Panipat has
said, 'the expression 'maintenance of the masaTjid' also requires that
the masjid should be cleansed of things and practices for which it was
not made. It includes activities like buying and selling, worldly conversation, search of lost property, asking people for material help, recitation of idle poetry, disputation, fighting, disturbing peace by noises
and things like that. (Mazhari)

Verses 19 - 23
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Have you taken the serving of water to the pilgrims
and the maintenance of Al-masjid-al-hargm as equal to
(the acts) of one who believes in Allah and in the Last
Day, and takes up Jihild in the way of Allah? They are
not equal in the sight of Allah. And Allah does not lead
the wrongdoing people to the right path. [I91
Those who believed and emigrated and took up Jihad
in the way of Allah with their wealth and lives are
greater in rank in the sight of Allah, and they are the
successful ones. [201
Their Lord gives them the happy news of Mercy from
Him, and Pleasure, and of Gardens having an
everlasting bliss for them, [211 where they shall dwell
forever. Surely, it is Allah with whom there is a great
reward. [221

0 those who believe, do not take your fathers and your
brothers as your friends, if they prefer infidelity to
Faith. And whoever from you has friendship with them,
then such people are the wrongdoers. [23]

Commentary
The first four verses (19 - 22) relate to a particular event. A cursory
look into its background shows that many Mushriks of Makkah felt
proud that they kept the Sacred Mosque bustling with visitors and
devotees and ran a drinking water service for the pilgrims. Keeping
their rival Muslims in view, they claimed that no deed by anyone could
came to Muslims as a
match theirs. When Sayyidna 'Abbas L;S JJI
prisoner from the battle of Badr, he had not embraced Islam by that
time. His Muslim relatives reproached him for remaining deprived of
the blessing of 'Iman. In response, he too had said the same things,
'you think 'Iman and Hijrah are big feathers in your cap, but we too
&J
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have our own assets. We are the custodians of the building of the Sacred Mosque and serve water to the pilgrims. No deed by anyone can
match these.' Revealed thereupon were these verses. (Ibn Kathir on the authority of 'Ali ibn Abi Talhah from Ibn 'Abbas)

And according to some narratives in the Musnad of 'Abd al-Razzaq,
it was after the entry of Sayyidna 'Abbas LC d l
into the fold of Islam
that Sayyidna Talhah ibn Shaybah, Sayyidna 'Abbas and SayyidnG 'Ali
+ z J J I ~were
~
talking together. Talhah said: 'I enjoy an excellence
which none of you do. I have the keys to the Baytullah in my hands. If
I wish I could go inside it and spend the night there.' Sayyidna 'Abbas
said: 'I am the administrator of the water service for pilgrims and I
have rights to the Sacred Mosque.' Sayyidna 'Ali ~L;SIjfl
said, 'I do
not understand that which makes you so proud. As for me, I have said
my prayers facing the Baytullah six months before anyone of you and I
have participated in Jihad with the Holy Prophet
+L dl &.' Thereupon, these verses were revealed. They made it clear that no deed
done without 'Iman, no matter how merit worthy, carries any value in
the sight of Allah, and no doer of such deeds, while still involved in
Shirk, is acceptable with Him.
+J

+,

And the Sahih of Muslim reports an event on the authority of Sayyidna Nu'man ibn Bashir GC JJI d Jwho says that he was sitting with
some Companions close to the Mimbar of the Holy Prophet 4 &I
+, in his Mosque on a Friday. Someone from those present there said,
'In my view, after Islam and 'Iman, there is no deed superior to serving
water to the pilgrims and I do not care about any deed other than this.'
Someone else retorted, 'no, Jihad in the way of Allah is the highest of
all deeds.' When an argument started between those two, Sayyidna
'Umar u JJI
reprimanded both of them and said, 'stop quarreling
&A
dl &. The proper thing to
near the Mimbar of the Holy Prophet
do is to say your Jumu'ah prayer first, then you can go and ask the
himself about it.' As suggested, they did go
Holy Prophet +, ~ j Jsl l
to the Holy Prophet +, +&I 3, to find out his opinion on the matter.
Thereupon, these verses were revealed where Jihad has been identified as the deed superior to the 'building' of the Sacred Mosque and the
serving of water to pilgrims.

+,

There is nothing far out about the possibility that the revelation of
the verses themselves may have been aimed as an answer to the pride
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and arrogance of the Mushriks. Later, when unpleasant things took
place among Muslims, it is quite possible that the same verses were
used as the deciding argument - which might have given the listeners
the feeling that these particular verses were revealed in the background of that particular event.
- However, the present 'ayat of the Qur'an carry an answer to both
these kinds of events - that an accomplishment, no matter how good
and acceptable, is reduced to zero if it smacks of Shirk. Therefore, no
Mushrik is superior to Muslims because of his association with the
maintenance of the Mosque or the serving of water to pilgrims. And
even after their rejection of disbelief and entry into Faith, the status of
'ban and Jihad is much higher than the maintenance of the Sacred
Mosque and the serving of water to pilgrims. Muslims who took the initiative in 'Iman and Jihad are superior to Muslims who did not take
part in Jihad and remained rendering these services to the Sacred
Mosque and the pilgrims.
After these introductory remarks, let us go back to the words of the
verses and their translation once again. It reads:

Have you taken the serving of water to the pilgrims and the
maintenance of Al-masjid-al-haramas equal to (the acts) of
one who believes in Allah and in the Last Day, and takes up
jihad in the way of Allah? They are not equal in the sight of
Allah - 19)

Seen contextually, the purpose is to urge that each one from 'Iman
and Jihad is superior to the serving of water to pilgrims and the maintenance of the Mosque, that is, 'Iman too is superior to both, and Jihad
too. Thus, the superiority of 'Iman provides an answer to what the
Mushriks said and the superiority of Jihad corrects Muslims who said
that maintaining the Mosque and serving water to pilgrims were superior to Jihad.

The Dhikr of Allah is superior to Jihzd
Qadi Thana'ullah has said in Tafsir Mazhar?, 'the precedence given
to Jihad over the maintenance of the Mosque has been done in terms
of physical and outward maintenance, that is, the building, repair,
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cleaning and allied arrangements
had takes precedence over these.'

- for it goes without

saying that Ji-

But, the maintenance ('imzrah) of the masjid is not restricted to
this sense alone. It has another meaning also, that of being present in
the masjid for 'Ibadah and Dhikr of Allah, which also applies here
strongly. In fact, the genuine flowering of the objective of making,
maintaining and manning the masjid with eager devotees comes out
from this factor alone. Given this sense, the maintenance of the masjid
- as very clearly stated by the Holy Prophet
&I& - is superior
to Jihad. To substantiate, we can refer to the report of Sayyidnz A b i
al-Darda' appearing in the Musnad of &mad and in Tirmidhi and Ibn
Majah. According to this report, the Holy Prophet
I j c AI & said,
'should I not tell you about an act that is superior to all your acts and
certainly more so in the sight of your Master? - This act would raise
your ranks to the highest levels, would be even superior to spending
gold and silver in the way of Allah, and still be way superior to that
you bravely fight your enemies in Jihad where you kill them and they
kill you?' The noble Companions said, 'Do tell us about that act, Y a
RasdallZh.' He said, 'that act is the Dhikr of Allah.' This tells us that
the merit of the Dhikr of Allah is more pronounced than that of Jihad
also. And if the 'maintenance of the masjid' is taken in the sense of the
Dhikr of Allah, then, it is superior to Jihad. But, at this place, the
pride shown by the Mushriks was not based on the Dhikr of Allah and
the 'Ibadah performed in the masjid, instead, it was based on its structural and administrative aspects. Therefore, Jihad was deemed as superior to that.

+,

+,

And when we deliberate into different statements of the Qur'an
and Sunnah as a whole, it appears that the phenomena of the superiority of one act over the other depends on attending conditions and circumstances. There are conditions when one act is superior to the other. With a change in conditions, things could be the other way round.
When Islam and Muslims must be defended a t all costs, a t that time
Jihad shall definitely be more merit worthy as compared to all 'IbadZt
- as evident from the event of the battle of Khandaq where the Holy
Prophet +,&A rill & had to miss four of his daily prayers (qadi& Conversely, when the need is not so acute, the Dhikr of Allah and 'Ibadah
will be more merit worthy as compared to Jihad.

/&I

At the end of the verse (19), by saying:
$1
d?jl$d~;(~nd
Allah
does not lead the wrongdoing people to the right path), it was pointed
out that the thing they were being told about was not difficult to understand. In fact, it was clear, as clear as it can be - that 'fman is the
foundation of all that is done, and is superior to all of them. Then
comes Jihad that is superior as compared to the maintenance of the
masjid and serving water to pilgrims. But, Allah Ta'ala does not bless
the unjust and the wrongdoing with the gift of understanding. Therefore, they keep at their crooked hairsplitting into things that are otherwise very open and obvious.

Verse 20 enlarges upon the subject initiated with the words: 5 ~ 9
(lZyastawGn: they are not equal) in the previous verse (19) where it
was said that the believing Mujahidin and those engaged only in maintaining the masjid and serving water to pilgrims are not equal. This
$;i33k~@~p~\$l
g.z
1j56;I$I'~$
was enlarged by saying: i+
,, 2 I;.$;
,,.+' P., , 9 J
~',I;+I (those who believed and &igrated and took up jih& in
the way of Allah, with their wealth and lives, are greater in rank in
the sight of Allah, and they are the successful ones). The reason is that
the Mushriks against them simply had no measure of success whatsoever. As for Muslims in general, they too shared this success in essence, but the success of those identified above had more to it. Therefore, they were the ones whose success was comprehensive.
Verses 21 and 22 tell us about the great reward and ranks these
successful people shall have in the life to come:

Their Lord gives them the happy news of Mercy from Him,
and Pleasure, and of Gardens having an everlasting bliss for
them, where they shall dwell for ever. Surely,'it is Allah with
whom there is a great reward.
These verses mention the merits of Hijrah and Jihad which require
that one leaves his country, relatives, friends, companions, wealth and
property, all in one stroke. As obvious, surrendering all these attachments is most difficult and painful. Therefore, in the next verse (23),
the text disapproves of limitless attachment with these things and
thereby prepares Muslim minds to welcome Hijrah and Jihad. It was
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0 those who believe, do not take your fathers and your brothers as friends, if they prefer infidelity over Faith. And whoever from you has friendship with them, then such people are
the wrongdoers.

As for the need to maintain strong bonds of kinship with parents,
brothers and sisters and other kinsfolk and to treat all of them generously, the Qur'an remains full of relevant instructions. But, this verse
has made it very clear that each relationship has a limit. Every relationship out of these, whether that of parents and children or that of
real brother and sister, has to be bypassed when it stands in competition with one's relationship with Allah and His Messenger. Should
these two relationships come on a collision course on some occasion,
then, the relationship that has to be kept intact is one's relationship
with Allah and His Messenger. All relationships competing against it
are to be ignored.

Some special notes and rulings
Some special notes and rulings emerging from verses 19 - 23 are being given below:
1. 'Iman (faith) is the moving spirit of 'Amal (deed). A deed devoid
of it, no matter how good, is nothing but a lifeless form, and simply unacceptable. It has no worth in terms of the salvation in the Hereafter.
Of course, there is no injustice with Allah Ta'ala. He would not let even
good deeds of disbelievers that are devoid of the essential light of faith
go waste in toto. Their return is given to them right here in this world
of their experience. They are given possessions and wealth to procure
articles and means of comfort and self-satisfaction as desired. Thus,
their account stands all settled, something the Holy Qur'an takes up in
several verses of the Holy Qur'an.
2. Sin and disobedience spoil human reason. One starts taking
good as bad and bad as good. The statement:
;(i;li
;(And Allah does not lead the wrongdoing people to the right path -19) releases
a hint in this direction. Similarly, it has been counterbalanced in another verse of the Qur'an by saying: CG$$K&I lj%$: "0 those who

&I d$5d~
/ I
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believe, if you fear Allah, He will provide you with a criterion (to distinguish between right and wrong) - 8:29." This gives a clear indication
that the attitude of obeying Allah and fearing Him gives polish and
luster to human reason, balance and poise to thinking and a neverfailing ability to distinguish between good and bad.
3. Even good deeds have a mutual rivalry for precedence. Correspondingly, the same element of precedence operates in the ranks of
those who do good deeds. All doers of deeds cannot be placed in the
same rank since things depend, not on abundance, but on the quality
of deeds. It was said in S i r a h al-Mulk:
(so that He
might test you as to who among you is better in deed - 67:2).

~sr$$i$&,

4. For blessings to remain everlasting two things are necessary that there is no end to them and that they are not separated from
those who are blessed with them. Therefore, a guarantee was given to
the favored servants of Allah on both counts. By saying: v+4'
(Gardens having an everlasting bliss for them -21),it was declared that
5,
the blessings were eternal. Then, by saying:
lg,j,g& (where they
shall dwell forever -22), these successful people were assured that they
shall never be separated from these blessings.
4.r'

The real bond is the bond of Islam and 'Iman - all bonds of lineage and country must be sacrificed for it
5. The fifth point elaborated here is of basic importance. It settles
that the relation with Allah and His Messenger should be given precedence over all relations of kinship and friendship. The relation that
clashes against it deserves to be broken. This was the way of the noble
Companions. This was why they rose to be the superior most people of
the Muslim Ummah. It was some trail they blazed by sacrificing all
that was with them, their life, wealth, property, relatives and bonds of
all sorts, only for the sake of Allah and His Messenger. That the bond
of Islam was supreme and universal stood proved when BilZl from
Ethiopea, Suhayb from Byzantium, Salman from Persia, the Quraysh
from Makkah and the Ansar from Madinah became brothers to each
other. And that the bonds of lineage and tribe had to be cast aside was
also demonstrated when, on the battlefields of Badr and 'Uhud, swords
were crossed between father and son and between brother and brother. These are significant evidences of the creed they held dear.
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YZ Allah, bless us with the ability to follow them, and make
Your love the dearest of everything in our sight and make
Your fear the most fear-worthy of everything with us.
Verse 24

Say, "If your fathers and your sons and your brothers
and your spouses and your clan and the wealth you
have earned and the trade you apprehend will recede
and the homes you like are dearer to you than Allah
and His Messenger and jihzd in His way, then, wait until Allah comes with His command. And Allah does not
lead the sinning people to the right path. [241

Commentary
This verse of Surah al-Taubah was revealed essentially about people who did not migrate from Makkah a t the time migration was made
obligatory for them. Their love for family and property had stopped
them from carrying out their obligation to migrate. In their case, Allah
Almighty asked the Holy Prophet +, Ljc &I & to tell them what appears in the verse cited above.
As for the statement: "Wait until Allah comes with His command,"
TafsTr authority Mujahid has said that 'command' referred to here
means the command to carry out Jihad and conquer Makkah. The
sense of the statement is that the time is near when the evil end of
those who sacrifice their relationship with Allah and His Messenger
for the sake of worldly bonds shall become visible to all. That is the
time when Makkah shall stand conquered, those who chose to discard
their appointed duty shall face disgrace and their bonds p i t h people
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and things they fancied shall be of no avail to them.
Then, there is the interpretation of the famous Hasan al-Basri who
has said that 'command' a t this place means the command of punishment. The sense is that those who sacrificed their spiritual bonds as
related to the Hereafter just for the sake of their attachment to what
was blandly material and did not migrate as instructed were people
who would be seized by the Divine command of punishment fairly
soon. Either this punishment would come upon them right here in this
mortal world, or they shall have to face the punishment of the Hereafter - which is certain. The purpose a t this place is to serve a note of
warning against the abandonment of the obligation of migration - but,
what has been mentioned here is 'Jihad' and not Hijrah (migration),
which is the next step after Hijrah. The hint embedded here is that the
real thing has not happened yet. What has come up right now is no
more than the initial command to migrate. There are people who did
not have the courage to do even that. Ahead of them is the forthcoming
command of Jihad following which they would have to surrender all
worldly attachments for the sake of love for Allah and His Messenger,
even stake their lives for that noble cause. And it is also possible that
this may be a place where migration itself has been made to stand for
Jihad - because, in reality, that too is nothing but a department-of Jihad.

;$'Il&~!hlj
(And Allah does not lead the
Finally, by saying: @I
sinning people to the right path) at the end of the verse, it was made
amply clear that those who, despite the standing command of migration, opted for their temporal relationships and kept clinging to their
family, relatives, wealth and property, shall soon find out that this
conduct of theirs was not going to serve their purpose even in this mortal world. If they were thinking that they would keep basking in the
sunshine of family, wealth and property in everlasting peace and tranquility, then, they would never realize this dream. Once the command
of Jihad comes, these very attractions will turn into burdens too cumbersome to go along with - because, Allah Ta'ala does not allow the
sinning and the disobedient to achieve their desired objective.
Standing Rules of Hijrah (migration)
1. First of all, when Hijrah from Makkah to Madinah was made
obligatory, it was not simply a matter of obligation, in fact, it was also
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a hallmark and a symbol of being a Muslim. Anyone who did not migrate a t that time, despite having the ability to do so, was not taken to
be a Muslim. This injunction was abrogated after the Conquest of
Makkah.
2. After that, the basic injunction which remained operative was:
Should there be a land where it is not possible for one to comply with
his or her religious obligations, such as praying and fasting in accordance with the injunctions of Allah, migrating from there shall remain
a matter of duty (far& for ever - on condition that one is capable of undertaking such migration. This is the first degree of compliance.
3. Compliance in the second degree is that one should leave every
such place where sin and disobedience have a dominant role in life.
This act remains recommended (mustahabb)for ever. (see details in Fath
al-Bar3

It will be noticed that the address in the verse under study is direct. Those being addressed are people who did not migrate when they
were asked to do so because they cared more about their worldly
bonds. But, the generality of the words of the verse is telling all Muslims that their love for Allah and His Messenger is obligatory on them
in a special degree. That degree is the highest, the foremost. This degree requires that no other bond or love for anything or anyone should
ever prevail over it. So, whoever fails to come up with this level of love
becomes deserving of punishment from Allah. Let him, then, wait for
it.

The Touchstone of True Faith ('Irnan)
Therefore, it has been reported in an authentic Hadith narrated by
which appears in the two collections
Sayyidna Anas ibn Malik u dl
Ljc dl& said: No
of al-Bukhari and Muslim that the Holy Prophet
one can be a true believer until I become to him dearer than his father,
children and everyone else in this world.

+

According to a Hadith from Sayyidna AbG Umamah u &I dJ
aphas
pearing in Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi, the Holy Prophet
r,jc dl
said: Anyone who takes a friend or makes an enemy for the sake of Allah or spends his wealth or withholds it for the sake of Allah has made
his faith perfect.

+,

These narrations from Hadith prove that perfection of faith de-
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pends on the dominance of the love for the Holy Prophet +, +rill &
over all other kinds of love, friendship and enmity, concession and reservation - all of which must remain subservient to the will and command of Allah and His Messenger.
Tafsir authority, Qadi al-Baidawi and other commentators have
said that there are very few people who could be considered exempt
from the warning given in this verse. The reason is that even the
greatest among those who practice and teach religious percepts and
virtues seem to be subdued by their love for family and belongings - of
course, with the exception of those Allah wills to be otherwise. However, Qadi al-Baidawi explains further by saying that 'love' here means
love that is within one's control. It has nothing to do with love which
one does not control, that which is natural - because Allah Ta'ala does
not obligate anyone beyond one's capacity and control. Therefore, a
person may have his heart full of natural love for worldly bonds but he
should not let it overpower him to the limit that he starts acting
against the will and command of Allah and His Messenger If so, this
warning will not apply to him and he will be taken as one who keeps
his love for Allah and His Messenger above everything. This is very
much like the case of a patient who gets nervous about an unpleasant
medicine or unexpected surgery. This is natural. But, he does agree to
it rationally since it is for his own good. If so, it is not blameworthy.
Then, commonsense never forces him to get rid of his natural nervousness and dislike. Similarly, if someone feels naturally uncomfortable
while complying with some Divine injunctions due to his love for
wealth and children, yet bears by the discomfort and carries those injunctions out, then, that is not blameworthy either. In fact, it is praiseworthy for he would be regarded as one who keeps his love for Allah
and His Messenger on top of everything in the light of this verse.
Nevertheless, as for the high station of love is concerned, there is
no doubt about the ideal that love must come to prevail over one's nature as well and go on to turn every discomfort welcome while complying with what your beloved would like you to do. This is not so difficult
to comprehend. Think of the seekers of material comfort in this world.
Day in and day out, they would embrace the hardest conceivable labor
with a smile to get what they want. For a salary check a t the end of
the month, one would sacrifice sleep, comfort and social relationships.
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Honestly or dishonestly, such a seeker would let his desire dominate
everything else to achieve his goal.
Moving away from the seekers of the material, let us consider the
charisma of the People of Allah. When they seek Allah and His Messenger and the blessings of the-life-to-come, they too reach a station of
love which pales out any thoughts of pain and discomfort. According to
a Hadith in al-Bukhari and Muslim, the Holy Prophet +,A& &I
said: There are three traits which, if found in a person, would bless
him or her with the sweetness of faith. Those three traits are: (1)That
Allah and His Messenger are, in his sight, dearer than anything other
than them, (2) that one loves a servant of Allah for His sake only, (3)
and that the very thought of Kufr and Shirk gives one the feeling of
being thrown away into the fire.
The 'sweetness of faith7 mentioned in the Hadith quoted above
means this very station of love that makes the hardest possible labor
most welcome for the true seeker. Love has its own chemistry of turning the sour into the sweet. Some Muslim scholars have pointed out
that a heart when enriched with the sweetness of faith starts passing
it on to other parts of the body which begin to relish it during acts of
worship and obedience. In some reports, the same thing has been
equated with the ecstasy of faith - and in HadTth, the Holy Prophet
+, 6 &I said: The delight of my eyes is in Salah.
Qadi Thana'ullih of Pinipat has said in TafsTr Mazhari: This station
of love for Allah and His Messenger is a great blessing - but, it can be
acquired only when one stays close to the People of Allah. It is for this
reason that Muslim mystics consider it necessary that it be sought
with Shaykhs. The author of Rib al-Bayan has said that this station of
friendship can be acquired by the one who is ready to sacrifice, like
Sayyidni Ibrahim Khalilullah, r U&A ~ everything for the love of Allah
- wealth, children, life, everything.
Finally, says commentator al-Baidawi: The preservation and protection of the Sunnah and SharT'ah of the Holy Prophet +, & JII &
and the rebuttal of and the defense against those who oppose or malign them is also an open sign of love for Allah and His Messenger.
b
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May Allah bless us and bless all Muslims with love for Him and
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the love for His Messenger.

Verses 25 - 27

Allah has surely blessed you with His help on many
battlefields, and on the day of Hunain* : (remember)
when you were proud of your great number then it did
not help you at all, and the earth was straitened for
you despite all its vastness, then you turned away on
your backs. [25]
Then Allah sent down His tranquility upon His
Messenger and upon the believers, and sent down
forces which you did not see, and punished those who
disbelieved. And that is the recompense of the
disbelievers. [26]
Yet Allah relents, after that, to whomsoever He wills.
And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [27]

Commentary:
Described in the verses cited about are events relating to the scenario of defeat and victory a t the battle of Hunain. Along with it, several primary and subsidiary problems have also been resolved as a corollary. As the verse opens, Allah Ta'ala mentions His favor and grace
which has descended'upon Muslims on all occasions and under all conhas surely blessed you
ditions. It was said: $.$$g 2'=il$+'%.'(~llah
with His help on many battlefields). Particularly cited soon after this
on the day of Hunain) that is, Muslims were
opener was: $;$;(and
blessed with :he help of Allah on the day of the battle of Hunain as

*. Hunain
nain.

: The name of a place near Makkah, the site of the battle of Hu-
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well.
The battle of Hunain was specially mentioned because many
events and circumstances unfolded unexpectedly and extraordinarily
during the course of this encounter. If you were to think about these
happenings, you would realize that they make one stronger in faith
and bolder in deed. Therefore, before we take up a literal explanation
of the verses under study, it is appropriate to describe the major
events of this battle. They appear in authentic books of Hadith and
history. We are describing them in a somewhat detailed manner so
that it becomes easier to understand not only the verses mentioned
above but also the lessons that these events teach. The major portion
of these events has been taken from TafsTr Mazhari. Necessary references to books of Hadith and history may be seen there.
Hunain is the name of a place between Makkah al-Mukarramah
and Ta'if. It is located a t a distance of about ten miles from Makkah.
When Makkah was conquered in Ramadan of Hijrah 8, the Quraysh of
Makkah laid down their arms before the Holy Prophet +,&A d
l A.
This alarmed the tribe of Banu Thaqif from Ta'if who were a branch of
the tribe of Hawazin known all over Arabia as big, brave, rich and
warring. They got together and considered the challenge posed by the
newly gained strength of Muslims after their conquest of Makkah.
Once the Muslims settled down, they concluded, they would turn to
them. Therefore, they decided, the wisest course for them was to
launch a pre-emptive attack on Muslims much before they came upon
them. To carry out this plan, the tribe of Hawazin brought all its
branches spread out from Makkah to Ta'if together. Included there
were all big and small units of this tribe - except a few individuals
who were less than a hundred in number.
The leader of this movement was Malik ibn 'Awf who became a
Muslim later on and rose to be a major standard-bearer of Islam. However, a t that particular time, his zeal to attack Muslims was the highest. Going along with him, the overwhelming majority of the tribe
started preparing for war. Two small branches of this tribe, Banu Ka'b
and Banu Kilab, did not approve of this action plan. Allah Ta'Zla had
blessed them with some foresight. They said: Even if the forces of the
whole world from the East to the West came together against Muham-
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mad, he would still overcome all of them. We cannot fight the power of
God (with him). As for the rest of them, they all gave their pledges to
fight. Malik ibn 'Awf devised a plan to ensure that all of them abided
by their commitment to the war. He proposed that all participants
should take their families and valuables with them. The catch was
that, in case they thought of bolting away from the battlefield, the love
of wife, children and things of value with them would hold them back
like shackles on their feet and they would be left with no freedom to
desert the battlefield. As for their numbers, historians differ. According to the master of Hadith, 'Allamah ibn Hajar and some others, the
weightier opinion is that they were twenty-four or twenty eight thousand in number. Some others have given a number of four thousand. It
is possible that, with the inclusion of women and children, the total
number could be twenty-four or twenty eight thousand while the actual number of fighting men among them remained four thousand.
Anyway, when the news of their dangerous intentions reached the
Holy Prophet +, +JJI& in Makkah al-Mukarramah, he decided to
confront them. He appointed Sayyidna 'Attab ibn Asid as the Amir of
Makkah al-Mukarramah, left Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal behind to
teach people Islam, and asked the Quraysh of Makkah for weapons
and other war supplies - of course, as a borrowing. The Quraysh chief,
Safwin ibn Umaiyyah spoke out: 'Do you want to take this war material forcibly against our will?' He said: 'No, we would rather like to borrow it from you, a borrowing guaranteed to be returned.' After hearing
that, he gave one hundred coats of mail and Nawfil ibn Harith offered
three thousand spears likewise. According to a narration of Imam Zuhri, the Holy Prophet
JJI & was now ready to launch the Jihad
with a n army of fourteen thousand Companions - which included
twelve thousand Ansar of Madinah who had accompanied him for the
conquest of Makkah. Then, there were two thousand Muslims who
were residents of Makkah and its environs and who had embraced Islam a t the time of its conquest. They are known as 'al-tulaqz' It was
on Saturday, the 6th of Shawwil that he marched out for this battle
saying that the next day, insha'Allah, they shall be camping a t the
spot in Khaif bani Kininah where the Quraysh of Makkah had assembled to write down their pledge to excommunicate Muslims.

+,

As for the army of fourteen thousand Mujahidin, it did march out of
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the city for Jihad. But, there was another crowd of people - many men
and women of the city of Makkah - who also came out of their homes
a s spectators. Their hearts were excited with conflicting emotions.
Speaking generally, if Muslims were to be defeated on this occasion,
they thought, they would have a good chance of taking their revenge
against Muslims - and if they were to win, they consoled themselves
that they were not going to lose anything after all.
Shaibah ibn 'Uthman was one of these spectators. When he embraced Islam later on, he narrated what had happened to him: 'In the
battle of Badr, my father was killed by Hamzah and my uncle by Sayyidna 'Ali. My heart was full of anger. I was bent on taking my revenge.
I took advantage of this opportunity and started walking alongside the
Muslim forces. The purpose was to find an opportunity and attack the
Holy Prophet +, r j s JJI &. I kept hanging with them always on the
look out for that opportunity until came the time during the initial
stage of this Jihad when some Muslims had started losing their
ground. When I found them running, I seized the opportunity and
reached close to the Holy Prophet +, +JL jJI A.
But, I saw that
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas was guarding him on the right and AbG Sufyan
ibn Harith on the left. Therefore, I dashed towards the rear with the
intention of attacking him with my sword all of a sudden. Right then,
he happened to look a t me and he called out to me: 'Shaibah, come
here.' He asked me to come closer. Then, he put his blessed hand on
my chest and prayed: '0 Allah, remove the Shaytan away from him.'
Now, when I raise my eyes, the Holy Prophet pL-J &A Jll & becomes in
my heart dearer than my own eye and ear and life. He said to me: 'Go
and fight the disbelievers.' Now, there I was staking my life for him,
fighting the enemy valiantly right to the end. When the Holy Prophet
I,LJ cjs llt~ returned from this Jihad, I presented myself before him.
At that time, he told me about the thoughts I had when I started off
from Makkah with a particular intention and how I was shadowing
him in order to kill him. But, since Allah had intended that I must do
something good, I did what I did.'
Something similar happened to Nadr ibn Harith. He too had gone
to Hunain with the same intention. However, when he reached there,
Allah Ta'ala put in his heart the thought of the innocence of the Holy
Prophet +, r j s &I& and a feeling of love for him. This turned him
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into a valiant Mujahid who took no time in piercing through the enemy
lines.
During the course of this very expedition, yet another event took
place. This concerns Abu Burdah ibn Niyar When he reached the place
known as Awtas, he saw that the Holy Prophet +,&&I
was sitting under a tree and there was someone else with him. The Holy
i j s &I
told A b i Burdah that he was sleeping when the
Prophet
man sitting with him came, grabbed his sword, positioned by the side
of his head and said: '0 Muhammad, now tell me who can save you
from me?' I said, 'Allah!' When he heard this, the sword fell down from
his hands.' Abu Burdah said: '0 Messenger of Allah, please allow me to
behead this enemy of Allah, he looks like a spy.' The Holy Prophet &
+, 4&I said: 'Abu Burdah, say no more. Allah Ta'ala is my Protector
until my religion prevails over all others.' After all that, he uttered not
a single word of reproach for that person, in fact, let him go free.

+,

When Muslims camped after reaching Hunain, Sayyidna Suhail
with the news
& JJI
ibn Hanzalah came to the Holy Prophet
that one of their riders had brought a report that the entire tribe of
Hawazin had arrived with a n array of their war materials. Hearing
r j s &I
smiled and said: 'Do not worry. All
this, the Holy Prophet
this material has come as war spoils for Muslims!'

+,

+,

Once settled a t the camping grounds, the Holy Prophet 4 JJI &
+, sent Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Haddad to gather intelligence from the
area controlled by the enemy. He went there and stayed with them for
two days watching all prevailing conditions closely. He saw the enemy
leader and commander, Malik ibn 'Awf and heard him saying to his
people: 'Muhammad has yet to face a nation of experienced warriors.
That fight against the innocent Quraysh of Makkah has given him
false notions. He has become proud of his power. Now, he will find out
where he stands. Let all of you go in battle formation a t the early hour
of dawn in a manner that each warrior has his wife, children and articles of value behind him. Then, take your swords out of the sheaths,
break the sheaths, and attack, all together in one go.' These people
were really very experienced in warfare. They had deployed their forces not only openly but secretly too. For example, they had hidden some
units of their army in different mountain passes.
This was a view of how the army of disbelievers was getting ready
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to fight. On the other side, this was the first Jihad of Muslims in
which fourteen thousand fighters had come out to confront the enemy.
The war material they had with them was much more than they ever
had. Then, they had the experience of Badr and 'Uhud where they had
seen how a negligible number of three hundred and thirteen illequipped men had triumphed over a strong army of one thousand wellequipped fighters. Under these circumstances, when they came to
think about their numbers and preparations on that day, some unfortunate words - 'today, it is impossible that anyone can defeat us, for today, once the fighting starts, the enemy will run' - were uttered by
some of them (as reported by Hakim and BazzZr).
This attitude - that someone relies solely on one's own power - was
something disliked by the supreme Master of humans, jinns and angels. Hence, Muslims were taught a lesson for their lack of discretion.
They got a taste of it when the tribe of HawZzin, following their battle
plan, launched a surprise attack and their army units lurking in
mountain passes encircled Muslims from all sides. The dust kicked up
by their sudden tactical advance turned the day into night, the Companions lost their foothold and started running. In contrast, the Holy
Ljs JJI & was the lone figure seen advancing on his mount,
Prophet
forward and not backwards. A counted few of his noble Companions reportedly, three hundred, or even less than one hundred as said by
others - did, however, stay with him, but they too wished that he
would not continue advancing.

+,

realized that the situation
Then, the Holy Prophet +, Ljs JJI
to call his
was grave. He asked Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ ;dlt
Companions. These were his Companions who had given him a pledge
to fight when they had assembled under the Tree. Then, he pointed
out to those who had been mentioned in the Qur'an as well as to the
Ansar of Madinah who had promised to stake their lives in this Jihad.
He wanted all of them to come back and wanted them to know that the
Messenger of Allah was present on the battlefield.
The call given by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &I dJran
through the battlefield like some power current. All deserters were
smitten with remorse. They regrouped with fresh vigor and valor and
fought against the enemy fully and decisively. First the enemy commander, Malik ibn 'Awf ran away from the battlefield leaving his fami-
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ly and belongings behind and took refuge in the fort of Ta'if. After him,
the rest of his people deserted the battlefield. Seventy of their chiefs
were killed. Incidentally, when some children received wounds a t the
&I
took immedihands of Muslim soldiers, the Holy Prophet
ate notice and prohibited them sternly against any such action in future. Everything they left fell into Muslim hands. It included six thousand prisoners of war, twenty four thousand camels, forty thousand
goats and four thousand 'uqiyah* of silver.

+, +

The same subject has been taken up in the first (25) and second (26)
verses. The gist of what was said there is: 'when you waxed proud of
your numbers, it did not work for you and you found yourself all cornered as if the earth was straitened for you despite its vastness. Then,
you showed your backs and ran. Then, Allah Ta'ala sent down upon
you His tranquility - sending forces of angels for His Messenger and
the believers with him, something you did not see. Thus, the disbelievers were punished a t your hands.'
It will be useful to explain the statement: A;
f i J;~;?'
%$I(Then Allah sent down His tranquility upon His Messenger and
upon the believers) appearing in verse 26 a little further. It means that
Allah Ta'ila sent down His tranquility upon the hearts of the noble
Companions who had lost their foothold on the battlefield during the
initial attack of the enemy a t Hunain. This caused their feet to become
firm again and those who had run away came back. As for the sending
of tranquility upon the Holy Prophet +, 4 &I& and the Companions
who had stayed on the war front with firmness and determination, it
means that they could see victory close a t hand. And since the tranquility mentioned here was of two kinds - one for those who ran, and
the other for those who stayed on with the Holy Prophet
&I
with firmness and determination - it is to point out to this refinement
;
(. ..upon His Messenger and upon
that the expressions: * + I 3;$$&
the believers) have been placed separately and introduced one after
the other with the repetition of the preposition
('a12 upon).

+,

.1:s

After that, it was said: G$;?
23b (. .. and sent down forces which
you did not see). This means that the people a t large did not see. That
some reports mention the 'seeing' of these 'forces' should not be taken

* 1'Uqiyah= 122.472 grams approximately. (A&;

&I,

1 Mufti Muhammad Shafi)
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as contrary to this.
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After that, in conclusion, it was said:
+i; I,>
3s; It
means that Allah punished those who disbelieved - and those who disbelieved deserved that punishment. This punishment or recompense
refers to their subjugation a t the hands of Muslims which was something witnessed openly. In sum, what was their worldly punishment,
they received promptly. As for their fate in the Hereafter, it has been
;LIL$ g ~ h
+ zl $ ( ~ e tAllah
mentioned in verse 27:9&5~$&l;!u$
relents, after that, to whomsoever He wills. And Allah is MostForgiving, Very-Merciful).
A hint has been given here that some people out of those who have
received their punishment in the form of defeat a t Muslim hands in
this Jihad and who still keep adhering to their disbelief will be blessed
with the ability to become true believers. The manner in which this
happened is given below in some details.

Victory of Hunain: Enemy chiefs embrace Islam, Prisoners
Return
It will be recalled that some chiefs from the tribes of Hawazin and
Thaqif were killed in the battle of Hunain. Some ran away. Their families became prisoners of war and their properties fell into Muslim
hands as spoils that included six thousand prisoners, twenty four
thousand camels, more than forty thousand goats and four thousand
'nqiyah of silver that equals approximately 489.888 kilograms. The
appointed Sayyidnz Abu Sufygn ibn Harb as
Holy Prophet +, i j s 1111
the Custodian of war spoils.
After that, the defeated forces of Hawazin and Thaqif tried to regroup a t various places to challenge Muslims but a t every such place
they kept facing defeat. Such was the awe of their victors that they
chose to lock themselves up into the strong fortress of Ta'if. The Holy
Prophet & put this fortress under siege which lasted up to fifteen or
twenty days. The besieged enemy kept shooting their arrows from inside the fortress. They could not muster enough courage to come out in
1111 requested
the open. The Companions of the Holy Prophet +,
him to pray that some evil befalls these people - but he prayed that
they be guided right. Then, he went into consultation with his Companions and decided to return. When he reached Ji'irranah he intend-

+

ed to go to Makkah al-Mu'azzamah and perform "Umrah and then return to Madinah. Many of the Makkans who had come as spectators of
Muslim victory or defeat seized the occasion to announce their conversion to Islam.
It was on arrival a t this stage of the journey that arrangements
were made to distribute spoils. While this distribution was still in process, a deputation of fourteen chiefs of the tribe of Hawazin led by Zuhayr ibn Surad came in all of a sudden. They had come to pay their respects to the Holy Prophet +, Ljc Dl &. Included in the group was AbE
Yarqan, a foster uncle of the Holy Prophet
dl &, who came up
to him, told him that they had embraced Islam and requested that
their families and properties may be returned to them. The request
was made more personal when he reminded the Messenger of Allah
that they were related to him through the bond of fosterage and they
were in a distress that was no secret for him. So, he pleaded for his favor. The leader of the deputation was a man of poetry. He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, had we presented some such request in a distress
like this before the King of Byzantine or Iraq, then they too - we believe - would have not rejected our entreaty. And as for you, Allah has
certainly made you the foremost in high morals, so we have come to
you with high hopes.'

+,

The Holy Prophet g
$ who was himself a mercy for the whole world
found his difficulty compounded. On the one hand, his inherent mercy
for people demanded that all prisoners and properties be returned to
them, while on the other, he realized that all Mujahidin have a right in
spoils and depriving all of them of their due right was not proper in
terms of justice. Therefore, according to a report in the Sahih of alBukhari, the Holy Prophet & addressed his companions saying:
"Here are your brothers. They have repente'd. I wish that
their prisoners should be returned back to them. Those from
you who are ready to return their share willingly, and with
pleasure, should do so as an act of grace. As for those who
are not ready to do so, to them we shall give a proper return
for it from the first Fai' properties (spoils gained without
fighting) that come to us in future."

Seeking of public opinion: The correct method
Voices rose from all sides that they were willing to returnall pris-
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oners in good cheer but, in view of his 'concern in matters involving
did not conjustice, equity and rights, the Holy Prophet pL-J Ljs &I
sider different voices of this nature as sufficient. He said: I do not
know who are those who got ready to surrender their right gladly and
who are those who remained silent under pressure. This is a matter of
the rights of people. Therefore, every head of a family or chief of a
group should go to their respective families and groups, talk to them
individually, separately and frankly, and tell him the truth.
Following his wishes, the chiefs went back to their people, met
each of them separately, secured their first-hand agreement and reLjt dl& that all of them were ready to
ported to the Holy Prophet
Ljt &I
returned
surrender their rights. Then, the Holy Prophet
all those prisoners back to them.

+,

+,

These were the people whose Taubah or repentance was pointed to
in verse 27 which begins with the words: qi G&&~
J$$ (Yet Allah
relents, after that, to whomsoever He wills). As for the details of
events that came to pass during the battle of Hunain, part of it has
been mentioned in the Qur'an while the rest has been taken from authentic narrations of Hadith. (Mazhari and Ibn Kathh-)

Injunctions and Rulings
Many injunctions, rulings and subsidiary elements of guidance appear here under the shadows of these events. In fact, they are the very
purpose of the narration of these events.
The very first instruction given in these verses is that Muslims
should never wax proud of their power or numerical superiority. They
should realize that the way they look towards Allah and His help a t
times when they are weak and deficient, very similarly, when they are
strong and powerful, their total trust should also remain on nothing
but the help of Allah alone.
In the battle of Hunain, Muslims enjoyed numerical superiority.
They had sufficient weapons and supplies. This led some Companions
to utter words of pride to the effect that no one could dare defeat them
on that particular day. Allah Ta'ala did not like that a group of people
so dear to him would say something like that. The result was that
Muslims lost their foothold on the battlefield a t the time the enemy
launched the initial attack. They started running. Then, it was only
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with unseen help from Allah that this battle was won.

Properties of defeated non-believers:
The need for justice and caution
The second instruction given here relates to the need for observing
caution and justice when handling properties owned by non-believers
who have been defeated and overpowered. This is illustrated by the action taken by the Holy Prophet +, +&I & when he had taken war
materials for the battle of Hunain from the vanquished non-Muslims
of Makkah. This was an occasion when these supplies could have been
taken from them by force too. But the R a s a of Allah +, cjs dl& took
these as borrowing - and then, he returned everything so borrowed
back to them.
This event taught Muslims an essential lesson - that they should
maintain perfect justice and show mercy and magnanimity even when
they are dealing with enemies.
The third instruction is embedded in what he said while making a
stopover a t Khaif bani Kinanah enroute Hunain. 'Tomorrow', he said,
'we shall be staying a t a place where our enemies, the Quraysh of
Makkah, had once sat and resolved to excommunicate Muslims!' The
hint given here is clear - when Allah Ta'ala has blessed Muslims with
victory and power, they should not forget about the days of distress in
the past, so that they remain grateful to Allah under all conditions. It
will also be recalled that the defeated Hawazin forces had taken refuge
in the Ta'if fortress from where they were shooting arrows against
Muslims repeatedly. The Holy Prophet +, +&I& was requested to
pray for a curse to fall on them. He did not respond to their arrows in
that manner. He prayed that they be guided to the right path. Being
mercy for all the worlds, this prayer for his enemies is teaching Muslims the lesson that Muslims, when they fight in a Jihad, do not intend
to subdue the enemy, instead, their objective is to bring them to guidance. Therefore, making efforts to achieve this objective should not be
neglected at any time.
The third verse (27) instructs Muslims that they should not write
off disbelievers who have been defeated a t war because it is likely that
Allah Ta'ala may give them the ability to embrace Islam and be
blessed with the light of faith. The Hawazin deputation's entry into
the fold of Islam proves it.
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The same deputation from the tribe of Hawazin had requested the
return of their prisoners and the Holy Prophet
& JJI & had asked
the gathering of Companions if they agreed to do that out of their free
will. The response came in the form of voiced ayes from the audience.
LjS dl
did not consider it to be sufficient. InThe Holy Prophet
stead, he took elaborate steps to ascertain the approval of each and
every individual before he would act.

+,

+,

This proves that the matter of rights is serious. It is not
permissible to take what belongs to a person as a matter of right
unless it becomes certain that this was done on the basis of his or her
free will. The silence of a person either due to the awe of the crowd or
the sense of shame before people is not a sufficient proof of the
person's free will and heart-felt consent. From here, Muslim jurists
have deduced the ruling that it is not correct to solicit contributions
even for some religious purpose when it is done to impress a person by
one's personal office, power, or influence. The reason is that there are
many gentle people who would be affected by such conditions around
and decide to get away by giving something just to avoid being
embarrassed - of course, this does not have the backing of genuine
free will, approval and pleasure. Incidentally, what is given in that
spirit does not have any barakah either.

Verse 28

0 those who believe, the Mushriks* are impure indeed,
so let them not come near Al-masjid-al-haram after this
year of theirs. And if you apprehend poverty, then, Allah shall, if He wills, make you self-sufficient with His
grace. Surely, Allah is All-Knowing,All-Wise. [281

Commentary
A proclamation of withdrawal was made against Mushriks and disbelievers a t the beginning of S i r a h Al-Taubah. The verse appearing

*. Those who associate partners with Allah.
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above describes injunctions related to this proclamation. In substance,
it stipulated that treaties with disbelievers should be terminated or
fulfilled within a year and after the passage of one year from this proclamation, no Mushrik should remain within the sacred precincts of the
Haram.
This has been stated in the present verse in a particular manner
that accomplishes two objectives simultaneously. It points out to the
wisdom behind this injunction and it also alleviates the apprehensions
of some Muslims about its implementation. Here, the word: & (najas)
has been used with fathah on the letter jh which carries the sense of
filth and filth denotes every impurity which one averts naturally.
Imam R;gh?b al-Isfahani has said: It also includes impurity that is perceived through the senses, such as the eye, the nose or the hand as
well as that which one is able to know about through knowledge and
reason. Therefore, the word: 'najas' is inclusive of filth or impurity of
three types. The first one is real. 'Everyone perceives it as such. Then,
there is the second type. This is known as legal because it makes w u d i
(ablution) or ghusl (bath) legally necessary. Examples are the state of
J a n z b a h (intercourse, ejaculation, wet-dream etc.), as well as, the
post-menstruation and post-childbed states known as haid and nifzs.
And then, there is the spiritual impurity that relates to the human
heart, for example, false beliefs and evil morals. The word 'najas' covers all of these.
The word, kl (innam;) introduced in this verse has been used for
hasr or restriction. Therefore, the sentence comes to mean that Mushriks (those who ascribe partners to Allah) are impure indeed (in the
sense of 'are but filth'). The truth of the matter is that all three types
of impurities are found in Mushriks because they just do not take a lot
of impure things as really impure. The outcome is that they do not
make any effort to stay away from smearing themselves with obvious
impurities - such as, liquor and things made with it. As for the modalities of purification against acquired impurities provided by religious
codes - such as, the prescribed bath after having fallen into the state
of Janabah - they simply do not believe in them! Similarly, spiritual
impurities like false beliefs and evil morals do not make much sense to
them.
Therefore, by declaring Mushriks to be impure in this verse, the in-
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junction given was: &+ti
L&riI$l WI' $g%(so let them not come near
Al-masjid-al-haram after this year of theirs).
The word: Al-masjid-al-harim is generally used to denote the place
that is surrounded by a walled structure around the Baytullah. But, in
the Qur'in and Hadith, this word, a t times, has been used for the sacred precincts of the entire Haram of Makkah as well - which is a n
area of several square miles and is hemmed in by limits originally appointed by Sayyidni IbrGhIm ?XJI +. It is in this very sense that words
of the text of the QurEn referring to the event of Mi'rij: $I?,
@I'
&
(from Al-masjid-al-haram - 18:l) have been taken. This interpretation
has the backing of a consensus because the event of Mi'rij did not originate from inside what is commonly known as Al-masjid-al-haram, instead of which, it started from the home of Sayyidah Umm HinI' &I dJ
P
b.Similarly, in the noble verse: $$I @I' & 7%
31 (Except those
with whom you made a treaty near Al-masjid-al-haram - 9:7), Almasjid-al-haram means the whole of Haram - because, the event of
making a peace treaty mentioned there took place a t Hudaibiyah,
which is located outside the limits of the Haram close by. (Al-JassiiS)

$4

Therefore, the verse comes to mean that the entry of the Mushriks
into the sacred precincts of the Haram shall be banned after 'this'
year. Which year is 'this' year? Some commentators say that it means
the Hijrah year 10. But, according to the majority of commentators,
the preferred year is Hijrah 9 - because, the Holy Prophet
r j f &I
L,,
had made the 'proclamation of withdrawal' through Sayyidni Abu
Bakr and Sayyidna Ali L+ &I dJduring the Hajj season of this very
Hijrah year 9. Therefore, the period between Hijrah 9 and Hijrah 10 is
the year of respite. It was only after Hijrah 10 that this law came into
force.

+,

Does the rule stop Mushriks from entering the Sacred Mosque
only, or does it apply to all mosques?
About the injunction appearing in the cited verse: that no Mushrik
should be allowed to come near Al-masjid-al-haram (the Sacred
Mosque) after Hijrah 10, three things need consideration. Firstly, we
have to determine if this injunction is particular to the Sacred Mosque,
or other mosques of the world also fall under its jurisdiction. Secondly,
if this is particular to the Sacred Mosque, then, is the entry of a Mushrik in the Sacred Mosque banned in an absolute sense? Or the ban of
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such entry applies only in the case of Hajj and 'Umrah - not otherwise.
Thirdly, this injunction appearing in the verse relates to Mushriks. In
that case, are the disbelievers (huff&) among the People of the Book
included here, or are they not?
Since the words of the Qur'an are silent about these details, therefore, the Mujtahid Imams have, by turning to the hints of the Qur'an
and the reports of Hadith, given a description of injunctions in accordance with their respective Ijtihad. The first investigation in this connection is about the terms of reference in which the Holy Qur'an has
declared Mushriks as 'najas' (filth). If this means physical filth or some
major legal impurity (jangbah etc.), then, as evident, allowing the entry of filth in any masjid is not permissible. Similarly, allowing any
person in the state of major impurity or a woman in the state of menstruation or childbed in any masjid is not permissible. And if 'najzsah'
in this verse means the spiritual filthiness of kufr and shirk, then, it is
possible that the injunction which covers it may be different from the
injunction which covers outward filth.
According to Tafsir Al-Qurtubi, Imam Malik and other jurists of
Madinah, may Allah have mercy on them, said: Mushriks are filthy on
all counts. They generally do not abstain from obvious filth, are not
very particular about taking a bath after having fallen into the state of
major impurity and, as for the spiritual impurity of kufr and shirk,
they already suffer from it. Therefore, this injunction is equally applicable to all Mushriks and mosques. To prove this, they have cited a n
executive order given by Sayyidna 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz L;S JIIIL C ~ Jin
which he had instructed the administrators of cities that they should
not allow disbelievers to enter mosques. He had quoted this very verse
as part of his executive order. In addition to that, there is a Hadith of
the Holy Prophet
JJI CCg in which he said: &5 ;+&
; +I C&IP Y, (I
.y
do not make entry into the masjid lawful for any woman in menstruation or for any person in the state of major impurity) - and since the
Mushriks and disbelievers do not generally take a bath when in a
state of janzbah, their entry into the masjid has been prohibited.

+,

-

Imam Shafi'i has said that this injunction is applicable to all Mushriks and disbelievers among the People of the Book - but, is restricted
to the Sacred ~ o s ~ uTheir
e . entry into other mosques is not prohibited. (Qurtubi) In proof, he has cited the event relating to Thumamah ibn
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Athal, according to which Thumamah was arrested. The Holy Prophet
+, cjs rll~ had him tied to a pillar of his Mosque before he embraced
Islam.
According to Imam Abu Hanifah, not letting Mushriks come near
the Sacred Mosque as commanded in the verse means that they will
not be allowed to perform Hajj and 'Umrah in their peculiar polytheistic manner from the next year. Its proof lies in the proclamation of
withdrawal which was made through Sayyidna 'Ali al-Murtada &I dJ
u a t the time of the Hajj season. This proclamation made was for
which made it very clear that no Mushrik
nothing but: 3$'r,6'l
will be able to perform Hajj after that year. Therefore, the meaning of
the statement: ;\$I
I;~%(SO
let them not come near Al-masjid-alharam) in this verse is - in accordance with this proclamation - nothing but that they have been prohibited to perform Hajj and 'Umrah,
with the exception of entering there on the basis of a particular need
which would be subject to the permission of the Muslim 'Amir. This is
proved by what happened in the case of the deputation from the tribe
of Thaqif. When, after the Conquest of Makkah, their deputation came
&A
1111A,
he let them stay in the masjid, alto the Holy Prophet
though they were kZfirs at that time. Thereupon, the Companions submitted: 'YaRasiiZall&, these are filthy people!' He said: 'The floor of
the masjid is not affected by their impurity.' (Jassas)

i&rg<

+,

This report from Hadith also makes it very clear that the Holy
Qur'an, when it calls Mushriks 'najas' (filth), it refers to the filth of
their kufr and shirk - as interpreted by the great Imam Ab3 Hanlfah.
Similarly, according to a narration of the Companion, Sayyidna Jabir
ibn 'Abdullah LC &I &J, the Holy Prophet +, & JJI
said that no
Mushrik should go near the Masjid except that the person be a bondman or bondwoman of a Muslim - then, he could be admitted if needed. (Qurtubi)
This Hadith too confirms that the Mushriks were not prevented
from entering into the Sacred Mosque on the basis of their outward
impurity as the cause - otherwise, there was nothing particular about
a bondman or bondwoman. In fact, the real basis is the danger of kufr
and shirk lest these come to dominate. In the case of a bondman or
bondwoman, this danger does not exist. So, they were allowed. In addition to that, as far as outward impurity is concerned, even Muslims
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stand included under this restriction for they too, if in a state of full
impurity (jangbah or haid or nif&), are not allowed to enter the Sacred
Mosque.
Besides, when according to the explanation given by the majority
of commentators, Al-masjid-al-harim a t this place means the entire
Haram, then, that too lends support to the view that this prohibition is
not based on outward impurity, instead, it is based on the impurity of
kufr and shirk. It is for this reason that their entry was banned not
simply in the Sacred Mosque, in fact, it was banned in the entire area
known as the Haram. This was done because the Haram is the sanctuary and fortress of Islam and having some non-Muslim inside it cannot
be tolerated.
To sum up the investigative approach of the great Imam Abu Hanifah, it can be said that the concern for maintaining masGid in a state
of perfect purity, free from all sorts of outward and inward pollution, is
an issue of major importance having its proof from the Qur'an and Hadith. But, this verse is not connected with this problem. It is, in fact,
connected with the particular political order of Islam that was announced a t the beginning of S i r a h Al-Bara'ah and wherein the purpose was to have the sacred Haram vacated by all Mushriks present in
Makkah. But, such was the dictate of justice and mercy that all of
them were not ordered to vacate immediately and en-block soon after
the Conquest of Makkah. Instead of that, the plan was to be implemented within the time-span of one year by allowing people who had a
treaty for a specified period to complete that period subject to its solemn fulfillment and by giving others available periods of respite. This
is what was stated in the verse under study - that the entry of Mushriks will stand prohibited within the sacred precincts of the Haram after that year and they would no more be able to perform Hajj and
'Umrah in their polytheistic style.
After it was clearly stated in the 'Zygt of SLrah Al-Taubah that no
Mushrik would be able to enter the sacred precincts of the Haram afhad increased this injuncter Hijrah 9, the Holy Prophet +, +.L &I
tion to cover the whole of the Arabian Peninsula. Hadith reports confirm it but its implementation could not take effect during the lifetime
of the Holy Prophet r . ~ Jr j c QI&. Then, SayyidnG Abu Bakr LZ dl dJ
remained unable to attend to it because of other emergent problems on
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who, during his period, put this

As for the problem of the impurity of disbelievers and the problem
of keeping masijid secured from impurities of all kinds, that has its
own place. These problems and their solutions have been taken up in
books of Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence). Details can be seen there. In
brief, no Muslim can enter any masjid in the state of najGah or jangbah. As for disbelievers and Mushriks or the People of the Book, they
too are not generally free and duly purified from these impurities,
therefore, their entry too is not permissible in any masjid, unless needed acutely.
When, according to this verse, the entry of Kgfirs and Mushriks
into the Haram was banned, Muslims had to face an economic problem. Makkah had no produce of its own. Visitors from far and near
brought the needed supplies with them. Thus, during the Hajj season,
the people of Makkah found what they needed available locally. Now
that their entry was banned, the Makkans worried, how things would
work for them. In response, they were told in the Qur'in: Ss'&
$
,Y/
,* , ,A41)9, 79(And if you apprehend poverty, then, Allah shall, if
' L:b!+
He wills, make you self-sufficient with His grace). In other words, the
sense is: if you foresee any economic hardships, then, you must realize
that the economic support of the entire creation rests with Allah
Almighty. If He wills, He shall make you self-sufficient, free from any
dependence on all those kgfirs. Incidentally, the restriction of 'if He
wills' placed here does not mean that there is any doubt or hesitation
in carrying out the Divine will. On the contrary, this is to point out
that those who have their sights trained on nothing but material
causes find it very difficult to understand and accept a situation like
this. Here, the ground reality was that these non-Muslims were the
apparent source of all economic support. Putting a ban on the entry of
disbelievers amounted to nothing but a termination of the means of
livelihood for believers. So, this restriction was placed to remove any
such doubts and apprehensions. The strong message given to them
was that Allah Ta'ali does not depend on material causes a s such.
When He intends to do something, all related causes start falling in
line with His will. So, His will is what matters - the rest follows.
Hence, ;G:\(in sha') a t the end of the sentence serves a s a wise
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indicator of this truth.

Verses 29 - 30

Fight those who neither believe in Allah nor in the Last
Day, nor take as prohibited what Allah and His
Messenger have prohibited, nor submit to the Faith of
Truth of those who were given the Book - until they
pay j i z y a h with their own hands while they are
humbled. 1291

-

And the Jews said, "'Uzair (Ezra) is the Son of Allah"
and the Christians said, "Masih (the Christ) is the Son
of Allah." That is their saying (invented) by their
mouths. They resemble the earlier disbelievers in their
saying. Be they killed by Allah, how far turned away
they are! [301

Commentary
Verse 28 appearing earlier referred to Jihzd against the Mushirks
of Makkah. The present verses talk about Jihad against the People of
the Book. In a sense, this is a prelude to the battle of Tabik that was
fought against the People of the Book. In Tafsir al-Durr al-Manthur, it
has been reported from the Qur'an commentator, Mujahid that these
verses have been revealed about the battle of Tabik. Then, there is the
reference to 'those who were given the Book.' In Islamic religious terminology, they are referred to as 'ahl al-Kit&' or People of the Book. In
its literal sense, it covers every disbelieving group of people who believe in a Scripture but, in the terminology of the Holy Qur'an, this
term is used for Jews and Christians only - because, mly these two
groups from the People of the Book were well-known in and around
Arabia. Therefore, addressing the Mushriks of Arabia, the Holy Qur'an
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lest you should say, "The Book was sent down only upon two
groups before us, and we were ignorant of what they studied."
- 6:156

As for the injunction of Jihad against the People of the Book given
in verse 29, it is really not particular to the People of the Book. The
fact is that this very injunction applies to all disbelieving groups because, the reasons for the injunction to fight mentioned next are
common to all disbelievers. If so, the injunction has to be common too.
But, the People of the Book were mentioned here particularly to serve
a purpose. Since, it was possible that Muslims may hesitate to fight
against them on the ground that they too are believers in a certain
- degree, believers in Torah and Injil, and in Sayyidna Musa and 'Is;,
?K-lI,+++ may peace be upon them both. So, it was possible that their
connection with past prophets and their Books may become a factor in
dissuading them from Jihad. Therefore, fighting with them was
mentioned particularly.
There is yet another element of coherence a t this place. This particularization of the People of the Book in the verse is also releasing a
hint that, in a certain way, these people are deserving of greater punishment. The reasons were simple. They were people with knowledge.
They had the knowledge of Torah and Injil. These Scriptures referred
to the Last among prophets, Sayyidna Muhammad al-MustafZ &I
+, 4,giving his blessed identity in details. They knew all this, yet
elected to reject the truth and went on to mount conspiracies against
Islam and Muslims. When they did what they did, their crime became
much more serious. That explains why fighting against them was
mentioned particularly.
The injunction to fight spells out four reasons in this verse:
1.$ $ ; $ + J : They do not believe in Allah.
2. +%?,~&,G; : They do not believe in the Hereafter.
I

3.UI ;$LI

;$gu': They do not take as prohibited what Allah and His

Messenger have prohibited.
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s?$&$: They do not submit to the Faith of Truth.

This raises a doubt. Is it not that the People of the Book, that is,
the Jews and Christians, obviously believe in Allah - and in Hereafter
and a Last Day too? Why, then, their faith ('lman) in these things has
been negated? The reason is that mere words of faith are hardly sufficient to prove one's actual belief in it. Not having the kind of faith desirable in the sight of Allah would amount to having no faith a t all. Of
course, the Jews and Christians did not openly reject the belief in
Tauhid, that is, oneness of Allah or pure monotheism. But, as says the
next verse, the Jews took SayyidnZ 'Uzayr r~~ +A and the Christians
- - took Sayyidna 'Isa
+ISto be the sons of God and thereby assigned
to them partnership in His divinity. Therefore, their confession of pure
monotheism became ineffectual and any claim to faith, false.
Similarly, the kind of faith desirable in the Hereafter was something not to be found with the People of the Book. Many of them went
by the belief that, on the Last Day (the Qiyzmah) there will be no return to life in body forms they had in the mortal world. Instead, it will
be a kind of spiritual life. As for Paradise and Hell, they did not consider them to be any particular places. Spirit when happy was Paradise and spirit when gloomy was Hell. Since all this is patently contrary to what Allah says, therefore, even their faith in the Last Day
too turns out to be no faith in real terms.
The third thing - that these people do not take, what Allah has declared to be unlawful, as unlawful - means that they do not believe in
the unlawfulness of many things prohibited by Torah or Injil - for example, riba(interest). Similarly, there were many edibles prohibited in
Torah and Injil. They just did not consider these unlawful and indulged in them freely.
This tells us about a religious rule of conduct. According to this
rule, taking anything declared unlawful by Allah Ta'Ela as lawful is
not simply the commitment of a sin, in fact, it is kufr, a flat rejection of
the faith itself. Similarly, taking something lawful to be unlawful is
also kufr. However, should someone inadvertently fall short in practice
while still taking the unlawful as unlawful, then, that would be sin,
not kufr.
Since all wars must end, a limit and end of the action of fighting
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against those people has also been set forth in this verse where it has
,$j$;L 231
&
$
!',I
(until they pay jizyah with their own
been said:
hands while they are humbled).

;;+

Literally, jizyah means return or recompense. In the terminology of
the Shari'ah, it refers to the amount of money taken from disbelievers
in lieu of killing.
The reason is that kufr and shirk are rebellion against Allah and
R a s d . Killing is the real punishment for it. But, Allah Ta'ala has, in
His perfect mercy, reduced their punishment by giving them a n option.
The option is that, should they agree to live as subjects of the Islamic
state under the general Islamic legal framework, they may be allowed
to remain there against the payment of a nominal amount of jizyah.
Since, they would be living there as citizens of a Muslim state, the protection of their life, property and honor will be the responsibility of the
Islamic government and no hindrance will be placed in the observance
of their religious duties. The amount thus taken is called jizyah.
Should jizyah be fixed by mutual conciliation and agreement, there
is no prescribed limit imposed by the Shari'ah. It accepts the amount
and thing for which a mutual peace treaty is arrived a t - as was done
with the people of Najran. A peace
by the Holy Prophet +, 4 &I
pact was concluded between him and the whole group of these people.
They agreed to give him two thousand hullahs annually. A hullah is a
pair of clothes. It could be a waist wrap for the lower part of the body
with a top sheet wrap, or a long, loose shirt or cloak. Even the estimated monetary worth of every hullah was pre-determined. The value of
each hullah was supposed to be one 'nqiyah of silver. An 'uqiyah is
equal to approximately 122.472" grams of silver, according to our
weights.

A similar agreement was reached between Sayyidna 'Umar &I-31,
L;S and the Christians of Bani Taghlib which stipulated that the jizyah
on them be levied at the rate of Islamic ZakZh - but, twice the ZakZh.
Furthermore, in the event Muslims conquered a certain land
through war, then allowed the properties of its residents to remain under their ownership and possession, and they too agreed to continue
- -

1.Awzan-i-Shar'iyyah, Hadrat Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi.

living there as law-abiding citizens, a jizyah was levied on them. The
rate of jizyah fixed and implemented by Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ; JJI
c
durfrom the rich, two diring the period of his Khilafah was four dirhams
,
hams from the middle class and only one dirham from the active poor
who earned by working on wages, or by making or vending things.
This monthly payment of one dirham was equal to about 3.618 grams*
of silver or its equivalent amount. According to rules, nothing was to
be taken from the very poor, disabled or handicapped. Similarly, nothing was to be taken from women, children, aged people and religious
leaders living in seclusion.
&J

These were small amounts, yet there were instructions from the
& J-ll
that no one should be made to pay more
Holy Prophet
than he could afford. If anyone oppressed a non-Muslim, the Holy
&A
& I & himself will support that non-Muslim against his
Prophet
oppressor on the day of QiyZmah (Mazhari)

+,

+,

Reports such as these have led some Muslim jurists to hold the position that there is no particular rate of jizyah payment as fixed by the
Shari'ah. Instead, this has been left for the ruler of the time to determine the appropriate action in terms of existing conditions.
The comments appearing above also make it clear that jizyah is a
compensation for removing the punishment of killing from disbelievers
- not a substitute for Islam. Therefore, there is no justification for
doubting as to why were they given the permission to keep staying on
their policy of aversion from and denial of Islam for a paltry price. The
proof is that permission is given to many other people also who live in
an Islamic country with the freedom to keep observing the percepts of
their religion. Jizyah is not taken from them - for example, women,
children, the aged, religious leaders, the disabled and the handicapped. Had jizyah been taken in lieu of Islam, it should have been
taken from these as well.
It should be noted that the paying of jizyah in this verse has been
:'with their own hands.' Here, the first
qualified with the words: J?$
word: ~ ('an: with) denotes cause, and + (yad: hands) signifies power
and subjugation. It means that the payment of this jizyah should not
1. Awzin-i-SharCiyyah,Hadrat Maulan; Muft; Muhammad Shafi.
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be in the spirit of some voluntary contribution or charity. Instead of
that, it has to be in the spirit of recognition and acceptance of 1slamic
victory and of the willingness to live under it. (As in Riih al-Ma'ani) As for
(while they are humbled), i t
the later part of the sentence: s$;L$;
means, according to the explanation given by Imam ShEfi'i 3 ~&I ;?,
that they should subscribe to the common law of Islam and take the
responsibility of remaining obedient to it. (RGh al-Ma'Zni and Mazhari)
Regarding the instruction given in this verse that once these people have agreed to pay jizyah, fighting should be stopped, a little explanation may be useful. According to the majority of Muslim jurists, i t
includes all disbelievers - whether from the People of the Book or from
those other than them. However, the Mushriks of Arabia stand excluded from it for jizyah was not accepted from them.
In the second verse (30), the subject taken up briefly in verse 2 9
(where it was said that these people do not believe in Allah) has been
enlarged. In the second verse, it has been said that the Jews take
Sayyidna 'Uzayr +I
4 to be the Son of God.' So do the Christians.
is the Son of God. Therefore, their
They say that Sayyidni 'Isi +I
claim that Allah is One and that they have faith turns out to be false.
J&

,lq9,

I

After that, it was said:
,..& $i. (That is their saying [invented]
by their mouths). This coild also mean that these people profess it
openly and clearly through their own tongues. There is nothing secret
about it. Then, it could also mean that this blasphemy they utter remains the work of their tongues. They can give no reason or justification for it.

>

/,9 ::g :,gJ) 9p'/!
3 *
4
9
Finally, it was said: jA1
j I dl ,+&a &i ~3
$+I
Ji; ;
>
,L! (They resemble the earlier disbelievers in their saying. Be they killed by Allah,
how far turned away they are!). It means that the Jews and Christians, by calling prophets sons of Allah, became the same as disbelievers and Mushriks of past ages, for they used to say that the angels,
and their idols, &t and Manat, were daughters of God.
1 ,

1. This is not the belief of all the Jews; it was the belief of some Jews of the
Arabia. Now, the Dead Sea Scrolls have also proved the fact that some
Jewish sects believed Ezra to be the son of God. It is learnt from some
scholars who have studied the Scrolls. +I JJ!, (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
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punishment, [341 on the day it will be heated up in the
fire of Jahannam, then their foreheads and their sides
and their backs shall be branded with it: "This is what
you had accumulated for yourselves. So, taste what you
have been accumulating!' [351

Commentary
The four verses cited above mention how astray the learned and
the devoted and the abstaining among the Jews and Christians had
gone and what blasphemies of word and deed they had come up with.
The word: ,kl (ahbar) is the plural form of fl (hibr) and jlp, (ruhbzn)
is the plural of +!,( r a i b ) . Hibr refers to a religious scholar among the
Jews and Christians while a rzhib denotes someone who devotes to
worship and abstains from a worldly role in life.
In the first verse (31), it has been said that these people have taken
their rabbis and monks as gods beside Allah and they have done the
- - same with Sayyidna 'Isa ibn Maryam r ~ LjSI whom they have given
the status of their Lord. This is, of course, obvious in the case of Sayyidna 'Isa ?XJI 6 whom they took to be the son of God and did not demur from saying so. As for the charge against them that they had taken their rabbis and monks as gods, it has its reason. They used to call
them as their Lord in clear terms, but even if it is presumed that they
did not believe their religious leaders to be their gods, they had
virtually transferred to them the right to be obeyed which is the right
of Allah Jalla ThanZuh, absolutely and exclusively. They would, so to
say, follow the dictates of these leaders under all circumstance - even
if their dictates happen to be against Allah and His Messenger. With
that attitude, one is bound to land in a valley of no return. How can
one go about obeying someone even if that person says things contrary
to the dictates of Allah and His Messenger? And how can one who has
reached this ultimate limit still not refuse to obey that person? This is
like taking someone as god - an act of flagrant blasphemy, a n open
kufr.
This tells us that the present verse is not related in any way to the
popular religious issue of following a particular juristic school (taqlTd)
which has two main aspects. Firstly, common people who are not
aware of religious precepts and their details trust 'Ulama' and follow
- their fatawa. Secondly, Mujtahid Imams are followed in juristic issues
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requiring Ijtihad. So, this verse has no bearing on that count because
such following is, in real terms, nothing but the following of the dic+LCI
-JJI
, A.
Those whom Allah has
tates of Allah and His Rasul ,+
blessed with knowledge and insight have a direct access to the original
resources of Shari'ah whereby they know what Allah and His R a s s
have said. They see it and act accordingly. The unaware masses act in
accordance with the same injunctions by asking those who have
knowledge. Then, there are those who have knowledge but are not
competent enough to occupy the station of Ijtihad, they too follow the
Mujtahid Imams in matters requiring ijtihzd. This following is in accordance with the injunction of the Holy Qur'an and is nothing but
,@ / J ,
obedience to Allah Ta'iilii - as says the QurEn: ;
j
&
$
J!$>I $1 I& It
means: 'If you yourself are not aware of the injunctions of Allah and
the Messenger, act by asking the people of knowledge - 16:43."
In sum, the masses of people among the Jews and Christians had
ignored Scriptures, Divine commandments and the teachings of apostles totally and, in its place, they had taken the word and deed of selfserving scholars and ignorant pseudo-devotees as the core of their religion. This is what has been condemned in the verse.
Then, it was said that these people chose to take the way of error
although they were asked by Allah to worship only one God who is free
and pure from what they associated with Him. This verse limits itself
to saying that they followed the false and obeyed people other than Allah, something they were not permitted to do. In the verse that follows
(32), mentioned there is another error they make. It is said that they do
not stop a t the error they have already made. They, rather, like to
compound their errors when they try to subvert Divine guidance and
1. The basic point of difference is that the one who follows an imam does not
believe him to be an independent point of obedience. Ye simply consults
him as an interpretor of the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah. That is why he will
not follow him if there is a clear clash between his view and a clear-cut
ruling given by the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah. The case of Jews and
Christians is totally different. They believe their religious leaders (rabbis
and popes) as law-givers. They believe them to be infallible who cannot
commit mistakes and their rulings are to be obeyed in any case, even
though they contradict the ruling given by the scriptures. For more
details on the subject, see my book on 'Taqlid' or on 'Uloom al-Qur'an.'
(Muhammad Taqi Usman:)
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black out the Faith of Truth. The statement has been dressed in a similitude - 'they want to blow out the Light of Allah with their mouths'
- although, this is something they cannot do. Allah Ta'ala has already
decided that He shall see to it that His Light, that is, the Religion of
Islam, reaches its perfection, no matter how displeasing this may turn
out to be for those who disbelieve.
After that, the same subject has been further stressed in the third
verse (33) by saying that Allah Ta'ala has sent His Messenger with
guidance, that is, the Qur'an, and with the Faith of Truth, that is, Islam, in order to have it prevail over all other faiths. Appearing in almost the same words, there are several other verses of the Holy Qur'an
promising that the religion of Islam shall be made to prevail over all
other faiths of the world.
This glad tiding regarding the ascendancy of Islam is, as in TafsTr
Mazhari, for most times and circumstances. In a Hadith from Sayydina
Miqdad rtt JJ\&J, the Holy Prophet
4 dl& said: No mud or mortar home shall remain on the face of the earth where the word of Islam
has not entered with the honor of the honored and the disgrace of the
disgraced. Whoever Allah blesses with honor shall embrace Islam and
whoever is to face disgrace shall not, though, accept Islam but shall
become a subject of the Islamic government. This promise of Allah
Ta'ala was fulfilled. For about a thousand years, the primacy of Islam
remained operative throughout the world.

+,

How this Light of Allah reached its perfection during the blessed
period of the Holy Prophet +, Ljc dl & and the most righteous and
worthy elders of the Muslim Community is a spectacle the world has
already witnessed. Then, in future too, in terms of its legitimacy and
truth for all times to come, the religion of Islam is a perfect religion no
sensible person would elect to criticize. For this reason, this Faith of
Truth, in terms of its arguments and proofs, has always been powerful. And, should Muslims follow this religion fully and faithfully, outward ascendancy, power and governance also turn out to be its inevitable results. As proved by the annals of the history of Islam, whenever
Muslims acted whole-heartedly in accordance with the Qur'an and
Sunnah, no impediment in their way could defeat their determination
and their presence was felt all over the world as a dominant force. And
whenever and wherever they have reached the limits of being subju-
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gated or oppressed, it was but the evil consequence of heedlessness to
and contravention of the injunctions of Qur'an and Sunnah which
came before them. As for the Religion of Truth, it stood its grounds as
always, august and protected.
In the fourth verse (341, the address is to Muslims but the subject
taken up concerns the conduct of rabbis and monks among the Jews
and Christians, a conduct which led common people astray. Perhaps,
the address to Muslims indicates a purpose behind the description of
the conduct of Jewish rabbis and Christian monks. The purpose is to
warn them as well in order that they too remain alert against such
conditions prevailing among Muslims.
The verse states that many rabbis and monks among the Jews and
Christians eat up the wealth of the people by false means and prevent
(them) from the way of Allah.
Most rabbis and monks among the Jews and Christians were involved in this practice - and under such conditions, people generally
tend to make a sweeping statement and call everyone bad. But, a t this
place, the Holy Qur'an, by adding the word: I&(kath5a: many), has
prompted Muslims to mind their words even when dealing with enemies. It was clearly demonstrated here by not attributing the practice
to all of them. Instead, what was said here was that many of them do
so. Then, it was said that they were not doing the right thing when
they eat up the wealth of people by false means. 'False means' refers to
their practice of giving fatwii(re1igious edict or ruling) counter to the
injunction of Torah, for money. In doing so, on occasions, they would
misinterpret Divine injunctions through concealment and falsification.
Further on from here, yet another error of their conduct was pointed
out by saying that they were unfortunate people who, not only that
they themselves had gone astray but were also ready to prevent others
from seeking the way of Allah in the hope of finding right guidance.
The reason is that people, when they see their leaders doing things
like that, the inherent love for truth in them dies out. In addition to
that, when they start basing their conduct on such false rulings, they
end up taking that error and waywardness to be as good as correct.
Since this disease among the rabbis and monks of the Jews and
Christians - that they give false rulings for money - showed up because of worldly greed and love for money, the verse takes up the sub-

I
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ject in its own way. It says that excess in love for money and property
produces bad results, even punishment if not spent in the way of Allah, and suggests how to get rid of this disease. The exact words of the
text are:

As for those who accumulate gold and silver and do not spend
it in the way of Allah, give them the 'good' news of a painful
punishment.

The words: q
a$
(and
; do not spend it) indicate that people who
spend in the way of Allah as necessary, for them the rest of their accumulated wealth brings no harm.

+,

In Hadith too, the Holy Prophet
4I l l 1
has said: Wealth for
which Zakah has been paid is not included under: r;ir (kanaztum: you
have accumulated). (AbG DawGd, *mad and others)
This tells us that keeping wealth which remains after taking out
Zakah is no sin.
The majority of Muslim jurists and Imams have taken this approach. It should be noted that the pronoun in ij5$$;(and
do not
spend it) reverts to i4i (fiddah) which means silver. Two things, gold
and silver, were mentioned immediately earlier but the pronoun was
made to revert to silver only. Tafsir Mazhari takes it to be a clear indicator of the rule that should a person have a little of both gold and silver, his threshold (nisgb)will be determined in terms of silver. His Zakah will be paid by calculating the price of gold in terms of the price of
silver.
Explained in the fifth verse (35) is the detail of the 'painful punishment' referred to a t the end of verse 34. There, it has been said:
,9'~',9,9
,9,3,9
9 9 / 9,#/
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the day it will be heated up in the fire of Jahannam, then their foreheads and their sides and their backs shall be branded with it: "This is
what you had accumulated for yourselves. So, taste what you have
been accumulating". It means that this 'painful punishment' will be for
those who do not pay Zakah. It will come on a day when the gold and
silver accumulated by them will be heated up in the Fire of Jahannam.
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Then, their foreheads, sides and backs shall be branded with it, and
they shall be told, as a sort of verbal punishment, that it was what
they had accumulated for themselves, and in consequence, they better
have a taste of what they had accumulated. The return of a deed is the
deed itself. That which was accumulated illegally or that which was
accumulated legally but without having paid its Zakiih ultimately became, by itself, the punishment of these people.
In this verse, mention has been made of branding foreheads, sides
and backs. Either it means the whole body or these three parts have
been particularized for the reason that a miser who does not like to
spend his wealth in the way of Allah would usually greet a needy visitor looking for charity or Zakgh with a forehead all wrinkled with distaste. After that, when to avoid him, he tries to turn away to the right
or the left side. And if the needy person still persists, he would turn
his back on him. Perhaps, the forehead, the sides and the back were
thus particularized for this punishment.

Verses 36 - 37

Surely, the number of months according to Allah is
twelve (as written) in the Book of Allah on the day He
created the heavens and the Earth, of which there are
Four Sacred Months. That is the right faith. So, do not
wrong yourself therein. And fight the Mushriks* all together as they fight you all together, and be sure that

*. Those who associate partners with Allah.
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Allah is with the God-fearing. [361
The postponement of the months is nothing but an increase in the infidelity whereby the disbelievers are
misguided. They allow it one year and disallow it another year, so that they may conform (only) to the number of what Allah has sanctified, and allow what Allah
has disallowed. Beautified for them is the evil of their
deeds. And Allah does not lead the disbelieving people
to the right path. [371

Commentary
Mentioned in the previous verses were the errors and misdeeds of
disbelievers and Mushriks who persisted with their disbelief and kept
associating others in the pristine divinity of Allah. In the present two
verses, mentioned there is another bad custom prevailing in Arabia
since its age of ignorance - which Muslims have been instructed to abstain from. That bad custom relates to a chain of happenings. Details
go back to the distant past since when a year was accepted as having
twelve months by the religious codes of all past prophets. Out of these
twelve months, four were considered sacred, therefore, worthy of great
reverence. They were three consecutive months of Dhu al-Qa'dah, Dhu
al-Hijjah, Muharram, and the month of Rajab.
All religious codes of past prophets agree that every act of worship
during these four months is more reward-worthy - and should someone commit a sin during these months, the curse and punishment resulting from it is also more blameworthy. Under these past religious
codes, fighting and killing was prohibited during these months.
Since the Arabs of Makkah al-Mukarramah are the progeny of
Sayyidna Ibrahim rK-lI & through Sayyidna Isma'il ?K-lI &, they all
professed belief in Sayyidna Ibrahim as a prophet and messenger of Allah and claimed to follow his Shari'ah. However, as fighting, killing
and hunting was also prohibited during these four sacred months
among the followers of the Ibrahimi community, the people of the Arab
age of ignorance found the implementation of this injunction extremely hard. The reason was that, during the pagan period, fighting and
killing had become the only vocation for them. Therefore, in order to
make this restriction somewhat easy on them, they spun out all sorts
of excuses to satisfy their self-serving motives. Whenever they needed
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to fight during one of the sacred months, or whenever a sacred month
approached while they were already fighting, then, they would say:
This year, this month is not sacred. The next month will be the sacred
one. For example, when Muharram arrived, they would say that 'this
year, the month of Muharram is not sacred, instead of that, the month
of Safar will be sacred'. And if they had some other exigency, they
would say, 'this year, the month of RabT' al-Awwal will be sacred;' or
say, 'this year the month of Safar has come earlier and Muharram will
come later.' Thus, in one stroke, they made the month of Muharram
the month of Safar! In short, they would somehow complete the count
of four month during one year, but would not bother to retain the order and signification of what was divinely determined. It was up to
them to give any name to any month, call it Dhu al-Hijjah or call it
Ramadan or make one come earlier and make the other come later. If
another emergency came, for example, when they would remain engaged in fighting for a period as long as ten months leaving only two
months to the year, then, on this occasion, they would increase the
number of months in a year saying, 'this year will be of fourteen
months.' In this way, they would make the remaining four months the
sacred months.
In short, they did show their reverence for the Ibrahimi faith a t
least by doing it during four months of the year when they would abstain from fighting and killing. But, they did not observe the order of
the months in a year according to which four of them were fixed as the
sacred months. This was what they juggled with seeking interpretations to suit their needs or fancies.
The outcome was that, during those days, it had become difficult to
determine a s to which month was Ramadan or Shawwal, or Dhu alQa'dah, Dhu al-Hijjah or Rajab. When Makkah al-Mukarramah was
conquered in the 8th year of Hijrah and the Holy Prophet +, +LG &I&
sent Sayyidnii A b i Bakr ~ ; d
c l dJ
to make the proclamation of withdrawal from disbelievers and Mushriks a t the Hajj season of Hijrah
year 9, this month was, according to the genuine calculation, the
month of Dhu al-Hijjah. But, according to the same old custom of the
Jahiliyyah, this month was declared to be that of Dhu al-Qa'dah - and,
that year, according to them, not Dhu al-Hijjah, but Dhu al-Qa'dah
was fixed to be the month of Hajj. Then came the Hijrah year 10 which

+,

was the year the Holy Prophet
4 ALII& went for his last Hajj. As
nature would have it, this brought about a unique arrangement when
the genuine month was that of Dhu al-Hijjah and, according to the arbitrary reckoning of the people of Jahiliyyah too, that turned out to be
Ljs &I & said in
Dhu al-Hijjah itself. Therefore, the Holy Prophet
his address at Mina: &yI;
9hl$ - ;ILLI s jj &915!
-$
(Time has
come back to its position Allah had set the day He created the heavens
and the Earth). It means that the month, the real month of Dhu alHijjah, turned out to be the same month of Dhu al-Hijjah that year,
even in the sight of the people of Jahiliyyah.

-- +,
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This was a window to the custom of Jahiliyyah, a custom that
changed the number, the order and the specification of months in a
year, even made deletions and alterations at will. The activity of making a few changes here and there may appear to be small and innocuous. A month is a month, call it by any name, it remains a month. But,
things were not that simple in the given situation. These changes disturbed the implementation of Islamic laws connected with a particular
month or a specific date in it. They also affected duties fixed for the beginning or the end of the year - such as, the injunctions of Hajj during
the ten days of the month of Dhu al-Hijjah, fasting during the ten days
of Muharram and the rules of ZakEh a t the end of the year. As a direct
result of this practice, hundreds of Islamic laws were distorted making
their compliance useless. In these two verses of the Holy Qur'an, Muslims have been instructed to remain on guard against the evil in this
pagan custom.

Explanation of the Verses
9 0s
In the first verse (36), it is said: 1% 901
$1
;% Z!(surely, the
number of months with Allah is twelve). Here, the word: SAG ('iddah) ap,, (shuh Fr) is the plural of 4
pears in the sense of number and+
(shahr) which means month. The sense of the verse is that the number
of months, in the sight of Allah, is set as twelve. No one has the right
to decrease or increase it.
q

Then, by placing the phrase: $1 &$,vTkitZbill&: as written in the
Book of Allah), it was stressed that this numerical setting of the
months stood recorded in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfiz)
since eternity. Then, by saying: j;G;+*l$
%
; (on the day He created
the heavens and the Earth), it was indicated that the Divine decree
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was, though, promulgated in eternity, but this order and setting of the
months came into being when the heavens and the Earth were
created.
After that, it was said: ;gL;i;:
(of which there are Four Sacred
Months). It means that, out of these twelve months, four are sacred.
They have been called rp: h u r u m (sanctified ones) in the sense that
fighting and killing is prohibited during these month, and also in the
sense that these months are blessed and it is obligatory to hold them
in due esteem and that acts of worship during these become more reward worthy. The first injunction out of the two was abrogated in the
Shari'ah of Islam. But, the second one, that of increased reverence, esteem and devotion to 'Ibadah during this period still remains operative
in Islam.
In his address1 of the Day of Sacrifice2 during the Last Hajj3, the
Holy Prophet
&A
&I& explained these months by saying: 'Three
months are consecutive - Dhu al-Qa'dah, Dhu al-Hijjah, Muharram and one month is that of Rajab.' But, there were two sayings of the Arabs regarding the month of Rajab. Some tribes used to call the month
we know as Ramadan the month of Rajab while, as seen by the tribe of
Mudar, Rajab was the month which comes in between Jumada athThaniah and Sha'ban. Therefore, the Holy Prophet
AI
- by
mentioning this month as 'Rajab Mudar' - also made it clear that it
means the month of Rajab which is in between Jumada ath-Thaniah
and Sha'ban.

+,

+,

Thereafter appears the statement:
@I qi (That is the right
faith). It means that keeping the setting and serial order of months,
specially the injunctions pertaining to the Four Sacred Months, according to the very original decree of Allah Almighty is the right faith
to hold. Making any changes, alterations, additions or deletions therein is a sign of crookedness in comprehension and temperament.
9 9
,
"

s,*, ..

The next sentence: +I
19
~i (SO,
- do not wrong yourselves
therein) means: 'Do not becoke unjust to your own selves either by
acting against the compliance-worthy injunctions pertaining to these
1.Khutbah.
2. Yowmu 'n-Nahr, a term used for 'Pdu '1-Adhg, the Feast or Festival of Sacrifice.

3. Hujjatu '1-Wad2.
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months, or by not observing proper respect for them, or by falling short
in devoting yourselves to 'Ibadah therein.
In his &kam al-Qur7an,Imam Abu Bakr al-Jassas has said: The
hint given here is that these blessed months have an exclusive characteristic of their own. Whoever devotes to 'Ibadah during these is
awarded with the ability and encouragement to engage in it during the
rest of the months. Similarly, a person who makes the necessary effort
to stay safe from sins and other bad deeds during these months finds
that remaining safe from these evils during the rest of the months of a
year has become easier on him. Therefore, not making the best out of
these months is a terrible loss.
Up to this point, the text has described and refuted a particular
custom of Jahiliyyah practiced by the Mushriks of Makkah. At the end
of the verse, the text reverts to the command, given a t the beginning of
the verse ( 5 ) , requiring that, soon after the expiry of the treaty deadline, Jihad is obligatory against all Mushriks and disbelievers.

.:

The second verse (37) also refers to this very custom of Jahiliyyah
gc/
by shying:
&%%-$I
L! (. .. is nothing but an increase in the infidel(nus?) is a verbal noun that means to move back or
ity). The word: &*
postpone. I t is also used in the sense of t h a t which is delayed
(mu'akhkhar).

3

By putting these month back and forth, the Mushriks of Arabia
thought, they would be achieving two things - that it will serve their
material interests and that it would also give them the credit of complying with the Divine injunction. This approach was not approved by
Allah Ta'ala for their act of postponing and moving months from where
they belonged was nothing but an addition to their stance of denial
which was going to lead them further astray. That they go about declaring that a sacred month was not sacred in some year and tfien be
ready to name it as sacred in some other year was simply unacceptaI$@, (so that they may conform [only] to
ble. The sentence: hl;$~i$
the number of what Allah has sanctified) following soon after means
that a mere act of conforming to the given number cannot stand for
the correct compliance of the injunction. The truth of the matter is
that the month for which the injunction has been given should be the
month in which the injunction must be carried out. This is imperative.
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Injunctions and Rulings
The verses cited above prove that the order of months and the
names by which they are known in Islam should not be taken as terms
coined by human beings. In fact, the day the Lord of all the worlds
created the heavens and the Earth, He had also settled this order and
these names and, along with it, particular injunctions to be carried out
during particular months. From here, we also come to know that, in all
Islamic legal injunctions, only lunar months are credible in the sight of
Allah Ta'ala. In other words, all injunctions of the Shari'ah of Islam such as, fasting, Hajj, Zakah and many others - relate to the lunar
calendar. But, when it comes to finding out the day, date and year, the
way the Holy Qur'an has declared the Moon as its indicator, it has,
m
,
very similarly, identified the Sun too as the other sign: , 5.G l
+@I;(SO that you may know the number of years and the count [of
time] - 105). Therefore, keeping track of days and years through a
lunar or solar calendar is equally permissible. But, Allah Ta'alii has
favored the lunar calendar for His injunctions and has made it the
pivot round which the laws of the SharTah of Islam revolve. Therefore,
the preservation of the lunar calendar is Fard al-Kifayah (a religious
obligation which, if fulfilled by some, will absolve others). If the entire
community of Muslims were to abandon the lunar calendar and forget
all about it, then, everyone will be a sinner. However, if it remains
viably preserved, the use of another calendar is also permissible - but,
there is no doubt that it is against the way of Allah and the way of the
worthy forbears of Islam - therefore, it is not good to opt for it
unnecessarily.
I

The month intercalated to complete the count of years has also
been considered by some as impermissible under this verse. But, that
is not correct because the system of reckoning under which the intercalation of a month is made has nothing to do with the laws of the
SharI'ah of Islam. The people of Jshiliyyah changed these religious
laws by adding to the lunar and legal months, therefore, they were
censured. As for the practice of intercalation, it does not affect Islamic
legal injunctions, therefore, it is not included under this prohibition.

Verses 38 - 42

Sirah Al-Taubah : 9 : 38 - 42

0 those who believe, what is wrong with you that when
it is said to you, "Come out in the way of Allah," you
turn heavy (and cling) to the ground. Have you become
happy with the worldly life instead of the Hereafter?
So, the enjoyment of the worldly life is but little as
compared with the Hereafter. [381
If you do not come out (in the way of Allah), He will
punish you with a painful punishment and will bring in
your place a nation other than you, and you can do
Him no harm at all. And Allah is powerful over everything. [391
If you do not help him, then, Allah has already helped
him when the disbelievers expelled him, the second of
the two, when they were in the cave, and he was saying
to his companion, "Do not grieve. Allah is surely with
us." So, Allah sent down His tranquility on him and
strengthened him with trobps you did not see, and rendered the word of the disbelievers low. And the word of

3.79
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Surah Al-Taubah : 9 : 38 - 42
Allah is the highest. And Allah is Mighty, Wise. [401
Come out (in the way of Allah), light or heavy, and carry out jihiid with your wealth and lives, in the way of
Allah. That is good for you, if you were to realize. [411
If there had been some gain near at hand and an average journey, they would have certainly followed you,
but the difficult destination was too far for them. And
they will swear by Allah: "If we could, we would have
set out with you." They are ruining themselves. And Allah knows that they are liars. 1421

Commentary
The verses quoted above describe an important battle from among
those fought by the Holy Prophet
& LLII A. As a corollary, also
given there are many injunctions and instructions. This battle is
known as the battle of Tabik and is almost the last battle of the Holy
&A
JJI &.
Prophet

+,

+,

Tabuk is the name of a place located close to the Syrian border towards the north of Madinah. Syria was, a t that time, a province of the
government controlled by Byzantine Christians. When the Holy
Prophet +,&A & I & reached Madinah in the 8th year of Hijrah after
the conquest of Makkah and the battle of Hunain, that was a time major parts of the Arabian Peninsula had come under the control of the
Islamic state. This was a period of some peace Muslims could enjoy after their eight year long battles against the Mushriks of Makkah.
But, destiny has its own workings. Is it not that Allah had already
s A:
revealed about the blessed person of the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
'UP
& $713 :&,.
(so that He makes it prevail over every faith - 9:33,48:28,
61:9) which was the glad tidings of a world of victories and the ascen&I& and his compandancy of the Faith of Truth? The Prophet
ions in the mission would hardly have the respite to relax. Soon after
they reached Madinah, Syrian traders of olive oil informed them that
the Byzantine ruler, Hiraql had assembled his forces a t Tabik on the
border of Syria. They were also told that soldiers of the Byzantine
army had been placated by the payment of advance salaries for one
year and that they had sinister understanding with some Arab tribes
and that they all had plans to mount a surprise attack on Madinah.
I'

4

+, +

When this information reached the Holy Prophet

+,

J&

&I

A,
he
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decided that their attack plans should be pre-empted and they should
be challenged where they are gathered together with their forces.
(Tafsir Mazhari, with reference to Muhammad ibn Yusuf Szlihi)

By chance, this was a terribly hot summer. People in Madinah
were generally devoted to agriculture. Their farms were close to being
harvested. On this depended their economy, rather the sustenance of
the whole year. Like people in vocations who have empty pockets by
the end of the month, people who depend on agricultural produce are
empty-handed close to the harvesting time. On the one hand, they
have poverty while on the other, they have hopes of income in the near
future. Then, there was this scorching heat of the summer for a people
who had their first breather after eight years of incessant wars. No
doubt, this was an exacting trial.
But, equally crucial was the time. This Jihad was different. It was
not like the wars they had fought before. At that time, they were fighting common people like them. Here, they were to confront the trained
armed forces of Hiraql, the ruler of Byzantine. Therefore, the Holy
Prophet +, +&I& ordered all Muslims of Madinah to come out for
this Jihad. He also invited some other tribes living around Madinah to
join in.
This general call was a tough test for those who were willing to
make sacrifices for Islam as well as a challenge to the hypocrites who
would have to prove their claim to be Muslims by joining the Jihad or
be exposed a s false pretenders. Apart from this consideration, the inevitable consequence was that those who professed belief in Islam reacted to the call in terms of the conditions they were in. The Holy
Qur'an has enumerated them as separate groups of people and has
pointed out to their condition as well.
The first group included those who were strong and perfect in their
faith. They were ready for Jihad without any hesitation. The second
group was composed of those who hesitated a t the initial stage but,
later on, joined up with those ready for Jihad. About these two groups
?, :) ,''pp,
* ,
of people, the Holy Qur9Znsaid: ,, 4 C . rug 4 5 j$? j i ;r;~:~
$$
( ... who followed him in the hour of hardship after the hearts of a
group of them were about to turn crooked - 9:117). The third group was
of those who were unible to join this JihZd on the basis of some genu,
5.z
(There is no
ine excuse. About that, by saying: &lI&
<;:kt;~IUj;/
I

;&

8'

4
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blame on the weak, nor on the sick - 9:91), the Holy Qur'an has announced the acceptance of their excuse. Belonging to the fourth group
were people who, despite that they had no excuse to offer, simply did
not participate in the J i h i d out of sheer laziness. Several verses were
,9?
#*.>
<*,#
d,+l
(And there are others
revealed about them, for example: +s;+,
~ n d are othwho admitted their sins - 9:102), an;: & ~ $ 5 ~ $ 5 < 5 1 ' (there
ers whose matter is deferred till the comkand of Allah [comes] - 9:106),
9d9
,I2
and: I&Z+I+I 3;(And [He relented] towards the three whose matter was deferred - 9:llB). These three verses were revealed about similar people. They carry admonition for their inertia as well as the good
news that their Taubah or repentance has been accepted.
The fifth group was that of the hypocrites, the munafiqs. Their hypocrisy was deep seated and saying yes to Jihad was hard. Finally,
they failed to cover it up and stayed away from Jihad. Hypocrites have
been mentioned in the verses of the Qur'an on many places.
The sixth group included munifiqs who had joined up with Muslims with the objective of spying and mischief making. The Holy
Qur'an mentions their conduct in the following verses:

(1)$;$k&;(~nd
4 )

9,/,9,w

(2) ;la+"IS

(3) $L:$

among you there are their listeners - 9 ~ 7 ) ;

$;(~nd
if you ask them, they will say - 9:65);
,

c ~$;(~nd had planned for what they could not achieve - 9:74).

Given above were details about those who stayed away from the
Jihad. But, the fact is that their total number was negligible. The
majority did belong to those Muslims who, despite many prohibitive
factors, chose to sacrifice all gains and comforts and were ready to face
expected hardships in the way of Allah. This is the reason why the
total number of the Islamic army which set out for this Jihad was
thirty thousand - a number never seen in a Jihad before.
The outcome of this Jihad expedition was that Hiraql, the Byzantine ruler - when he heard about such a large Muslim force coming up
against him - was overtaken by awe. He simply did not turn up on the
+L JJI
camped on the war front
battlefield. The Holy Prophet
with the army of his angelic companions for a few days in the hope
that the enemy may decide to come. When totally disappointed, he returned back to MadTnah.

+,
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The verses quoted above obviously relate to the fourth group of
people who did not take part in the Jihad because of their inertia and
without any valid excuse. In the beginning of this set of verses, they
were admonished for their lethargy, then, they were told why they behaved the way they did and, finally, they were told how to correct
themselves. This wise approach unfolds major lessons.

Regard for Dunyiand Disregard for a h i r a h :
The Root of all Crimes
No doubt, what has been said above is related to a particular event.
But, if we were to think about it, we shall realize that the real cause of
negligence towards faith - and of every crime and sin - is nothing but
this love for the material and heedlessness towards the,life to come.
& dl & said: ;
% $i;
he
Therefore, the Holy Prophet
love for Dunyii [material life of the present world] is at the top of every
error and sin). That is why it was said in the verse:

+,

2 ~$13

0 those who believe, what is wrong with you that, when it is
said to you, "Come out in the way of Allah," you turn heavy
(and cling) to the ground. Have you become happy with the
worldly life instead of the Hereafter? - 38.

This was the diagnosis of the disease. Its treatment appears next
when it was said:
So, the enjoyment of the worldly life is but little as compared
with the Hereafter - 38.

The thrust of the argument is that one's major concern in life
should be that of the eternal life in Akhirah. It is this concern for the
Akhirah that offers the only and the most perfect treatment of all diseases. Incidentally, this also happens to be the master prescription for
eradication of crimes that bother human societies all over the world.
The 'Aqa'id of Islam (articles of faith) are based on three principles:
(1)Tauhid (Oneness of Allah); (2) Risalah (the true mission of the messenger and prophet sent by Allah) and (3) Akhirah (Hereafter). Out of
these, the belief in Akhirah is, in all reality, the moving spirit for correction of deeds and serves as an iron wall before crimes and sins. A
little thought would make it amply clear that there can be no peace in
the world without subscribing to this belief. The world as we see it today has reached its zenith in terms of its material progress. Then,
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there is no dearth of functional solutions and plans designed to eradicate crimes. Laws proliferate. So does the administrative machinery to
interpret and implement the objective. No doubt, there is progress in
those terms. But, along with it, everyone is witnessing crimes increasing day by day, everywhere, in all societies. The reason, in our humble
view, is no other but that the disease has not been properly diagnosed
and the line of treatment is not sound. The root of the disease is materialism, excessive indulgence in the temporal and negligence or avoidance of the thought of any life to come. The only way this frame of
mind can be corrected is to remember Allah and think about the Akhirah, the life to come. Whenever and wherever in this world this master
prescription was used, whole nations and their societies became models of humanity a t its best earning the admiration of angels. That this
& J-ll A,
happened during the blessed period of the Holy Prophet
and during the age of his noble Companions, is sufficient as its proof.

+,

It is interesting that the modern world would very much like to
eradicate crimes but it would do so by not having to bother about God
and the Hereafter. To achieve this purpose, it invents, introduces and
surrounds itself with things to live with - a lifestyle which would never allow human beings to turn their attention towards God and Hereafter. The result of this negative approach is no mystery. We are
watching it with our own eyes. Even in the face of ever better laws, all
legal systems seem to be failing. Crimes are there as they were, in
fact, they are increasing with dangerous speed. To conclude, we wish
that intelligent people among countries and nations of the world would
think of using this Qur'gnic prescription, a t least for once, and discover
for themselves how easily crimes can be controlled.
Now, as we move to the second verse (391, the text has, after serving
a notice of warning to the lazy and the listless about their disease and
its treatment, delivered its verdict by saying:
'If you do not come out for Jihad, Allah will have you go
through a painful punishment and bring in your place a nation other than you, and (by your refusal to follow Islam) you
can bring no loss to Allah (or His Messenger) because Allah is
powerful over everything.'
In the third verse (40), by citing the event of the Hijrah of the Holy
Prophet &, it has been stressed that the Rasul of Allah has no need to
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depend on any human help and support. Allah can help him directly
through unseen factors - as it happened a t the time of Hijrah when
his own people had forced him to leave his homeland. On this journey,
the only companion he had was Sayyidna Abu Bakr L;S &I&, the true
one. Enemy foot soldiers and riders were looking for them in hot pursuit. The place to hide he had found was no fortified fortress. I t was
just a cave and the enemy search party had reached close to its edges.
Inside it, the companion of the cave, Sayyidna Abu Bakr L;S &IdJ
was
worried, not for his own safety, but about his ma;ter. He was in fear
lest the enemy outside were to harm the Holy Prophet &. But, the
master himself was sitting calm like a mountain a t peace. Not simply
that he was himself cool and collected, he was telling his companion,
<
Sayyidnz Abu Bakr: ir. j ! j j Y ('la t a b a n innalliiha ma'an2: Do not
grieve. Allah is with us).
@
,,,/

9/,#/

What has been said here is composed of a couple of words, easy and
effortless as they sound. But, let those listening place the blueprint of
conditions prevailing before their eyes, cross their hearts and ask: Can
someone dependent on mere material means be that tranquil? Every
honest person would say that it was just not possible. The reason for
this was no other but that which the Qur'an has given in the next sentence:
So, Allah sent down His tranquility on him and strengthened
him with troops you did not see ...

These troops could be troops of angels, and of the elemental forces
of the entire universe too - for they are, so to say, a virtual army of Allah. When this happened, the ultimate came to be. The. word of disbelievers was rendered low and the word of Allah remained the highest.
In the fourth verse (41), the command given earlier has been repeated for emphasis. It is being said here that, once the Prophet of Allah orders people to come out for Jihad, they must come out as a matter of absolute obligation - for on the compliance of this command
hinges all that is good for them.
The fifth verse (42) mentions an excuse offered by those who did not
participate in the JihGd because of negligence and lethargy. It was rejected as unacceptable because they did not use the ability given by Allah to pick and choose the right thing to do in His way. Therefore, the
excuse of not having that ability is not valid.
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Allah has forgiven you; why did you permit them before the truthful ones could become distinct to you, and
you could be sure of the liars. [431
Those who believe in Allah and in the Last Day do not
ask you to be excused from jihad with their wealth and
lives. And Allah is aware of the God-fearing. 1441
Only those people ask you to be excused who do not believe in Allah and in the Last Day and whose hearts are
in doubt, so they are wavering in their doubt. [451
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And had they wished to set out, they would have made
some preparation for it, but Allah disliked their going
forth, so He detained them, and it was said to them,
"Stay back with those who are staying back." [46]
And had they set out with you, they would have added
nothing for you but trouble, and would have run
around in your midst seeking disorder for you. And
among you there are their listeners. And Allah is aware
of the wrongdoers. 1471
They sought disorder even earlier and tried to upset
matters for you, until the Truth arrived and the will of
Allah prevailed, though they disliked it. [481
And among them there is one who says, "Allow me (to
stay behind) and do not expose me to an ordeal." Look!
They have already fallen into an ordeal, and certainly
the Jahannam has the disbelievers encircled. [491
If some good comes to you, it annoys them, and if some
suffering visits you, they say, "We had already taken
care of our problem" and they go their way delighted.
[501

Say, "Nothing can ever reach us except what Allah has
written for us. He is our Master. And in Allah alone the
believers must place their trust." [fill
Say, "Is it not that you are expecting for us but one of
the two good things (martyrdom and victory)? And we
are expecting for you that Allah sends to you a punishment from Himself or at our hands. So, wait. Of course,
we are waiting with you. [52]

Commentary
Mentioned in most of the seventeen verses of this entire section are
hypocrites who had, on false pretexts, secured permission from the
r-js JJI
that they would not go to participate in the
Holy Prophet
Jihad of Tabuk. Falling under it, there are many injunctions, rulings
and instructions that have been pointed out in the commentary.

+,

The first verse (43) begins in a subtle manner. Here, a complaint
has been made to the Holy Prophet
~r&IA. He has been told that
those hypocrites were lying when they presented themselves as deserving of being excused from active service in Jihad. But, he accepted
their plea without first having made an inquiry about the real state of

+,
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affairs with them which would have made the true and false of it come
out clearly. This gave them the opportunity to go about congratulating
themselves on how smartly they had deceived the Holy Prophet &.
Though, in verses coming next, Allah Ta'ala has also clarified that
those people were asking to be excused from Jihad just to play tricks otherwise, even if they were not permitted, still then, they would have
never gone. And in another verse, it was also pointed out that, in case
these people did go to this Jihzd, it would have been of no use to Muslims - in fact, their conspiracy and mischief would have been far more
dangerous.
But, the drift of the argument is that, in case, permission was not
given, they were still not going to go anyway - however, their hypocrisy would have definitely been exposed and they would not have had
the opportunity to throw taunts a t Muslims and exult that they had
fooled them. And the real purpose here is not to show wrath or displeasure, instead of that, it is a way of saying that, in future, the motives and moves of such people should be watched and screened carefully. Then, it can be conceded that there does exist a certain kind of
displeasure in the external framework of words but it has been coated
with a delightful concern for sensitivities, particularly that of his dear
prophet. We can see that the expression of displeasure which begins
with the words: $'s$p (why did you permit them?) does not actually
begin until said ahead of it was: da JJI L (Allah has forgiven you)!
It has been said by people having insight in the nature of Godl ~
+JJI & had a special
Prophet relationship that the ~ oProphet
attachment to Allah Jalla Thanguh. His heart could not simply bear
the shock of being in a situation where he is subjected to questioning
from Allah Ta'KlK. For instance, if the words: $G$$ (why did you permit them?) - which translate as interrogation in their formal appearance - were said in the very beginning, the blessed heart of the Holy
& AI& would have been simply unable to take it. ThereProphet
fore, the words: LGyhlG: (Allah has forgiven you) have been placed earlier. This serves two purposes. Firstly, it gives him the information
that something has happened, something that was not liked by Allah.
Secondly, the information that he has been forgiven for whatever had
happened was being given beforehand so that what is said next should
not break his blessed heart.

+,

+,
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As for the word of forgiveness, let there be no doubt about it and let
no one say that forgiveness is usually given for crimes and sins - and
the Holy Prophet +, &A 91&was ma'sGm (protected from sin) - what,
then, would be the sense of forgiveness a t this place? The answer is
that the way there is forgiveness for sin, similarly, there could also be
forgiveness for what is contrary to the preferred way (khilzf aal-awlZ)
or is simply undesirable - and that does not violate the concept of the
'ismah (infallibility) of a prophet.
In the second (44) and third (45) verses given there was the difference between believers and hypocrites. Those who believe in Allah
Ta'alii truly and staunchly do not pick an occasion like that only to
seek desertion from Jihad just for the sake of love for their lives and
wealth and go about asking the permission of their prophet to stay
back. In fact, this is the behavior of only those who do not believe in
Allah and the Day of Judgement ( a h i r a h ) , truly and correctly - and,
as for Allah, He knows the God-fearing perfectly well.
At least, one aspect of why their excuse was false has been given in
the fourth (46) where it has been said: ".aLil:&<$$~$l(And
;i;i; had
they [really] wished to set out [for Jihgd], they would have [of necessity] made [at least] some preparation for it [but they made none] - 46).
This shows that the plea of having an excuse was false. The truth of
the matter was that they just did not have any intention to come out
for Jihad.

How do we know if an excuse is reasonable or unreasonable?
An important principle comes out from this verse, a principle that
can be used to distinguish between a reasonable and an unreasonable
excuse. To wit, an excuse presented only by those who are ready to
carry out orders - but, were rendered helpless by some accident - can
be entertained and accepted. This rule applies to all matters pertaining to the excusable. As for a person who made no preparation to carry
out orders, did not even make the intention to carry them out when
called, thereafter, came some excuse - then, this excuse will be like
the excuse of sin which is worse than the sin. This will not be taken as
a genuine excuse. Take the example of a person who has made all
preparations to present himself in the masjid for his Jumu'ah prayers
and is intending to go there when, all of a sudden, came a n impediment which prevented him from going there. Then, his excuse is rea-
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sonable - and Allah TacZliblesses such a person with the full reward
of his 'Ibadah (worship). As for the person who just did not make any
preparation but, later on, by chance, there came an excuse before him,
then, this will be taken as nothing but a ruse and pretext.
Take a n example from everyday life. One makes the necessary
preparations to get up early in the morning and get ready for the Fajr
Salah. An alarm was set in the family clock, or somebody was assigned
to give a wake-up call. After that, by chance, whatever arrangements
were made did not work - and because of this, the SalZh was missed.
This is similar to what happened to the Holy Prophet & when he
camped on a journey late at night (Lailatu 't-ta'rfs). In order to get up
that
on time for Fajr Salah, he arranged with Sayyidnia Bilal L;C &I
he would sit the night out and wake up everybody when morning
comes. But, by chance, sleep overtook him too. Everyone got up only
when the sun had risen. So, this excuse is correct and reasonable.
said:
Based on this, consoling his Companions, the Holy Prophet
/5
$
,&I
y? . k ? lLi! r$l yl:i s Y ' ( ~ h e r is
e no negligence in sleep. Negligence
occurs oniy whhn awace) that is, one is excusable in sleep. The reason
was that, as far as it was possible to do, arrangements had already
been made to get up on time.
&J

9.

In short, a decision about an excuse being reasonable or unreasonable can be taken only by knowing whether or not preparation was
made to carry out orders. Simply using a lot of words to make a point
gets nothing done.
In the fifth (47) verse, it was explained that the hypocrites had procured the permission to stay away from Jihiad by deceit and now it was
better that they just did not participate in it. Had they gone there,
they would have done nothing but hatch conspiracies, circulate rumors
and spread disorder. The Qur'anic statement: $';*(And among
you there are their listeners) means that, among Muslims, there were
some simple people too, people who could be easily taken advantage of
and who may have likely been affected by their false rumors.

&;

%'I

I
The opening sentence of the sixth verse (48):' ~ & I ~ &'(They
sought disorder even earlier ...) refers to what had happened in the
battle of ' m u d .

The statement: 5$$

$; &$fd;

( ... and the will of Allah prevailed,
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though they disliked it) at the end of the verse indicates that victory is
in the hands of Allah. This has been proved on earlier occasions when
Ljc JJI
was blessed with victory. The same will
the Holy Prophet
happen in this Jihad as well when all tricks played by hypocrites will
fail.

+,

In the seventh verse (491, after citing a particular excuse made by a
noted hypocrite called Jadd ibn Qays, a comment has been made
which shows how astray he had gone. The excuse for not going on Jihad he came up with was that he happened to be a young man. If he
went out against the Roman Christians in their territory, there were
chances that' he might fall into the snare of their beautiful women!
,<i
('Do not expose me to an ordeal') The Qur'an responded by saying: j
I G G(Look!
~ they have already fallen into an ordeal). It means that
such people were not very smart. They were trying to hide behind the
excuse of an imaginary ordeal, not realizing that they had already fallen into the sin of a certain ordeal, the ordeal of acting against the
command of Allah and His Messenger, and of deserting the Jihad effort, right on the spot.

+ (and certainly the
The last sentence of the verse: ;&'$'~'-'.':
Jahannam has the disbelievers encircled) could have two meanings. It
could either mean that the Hell would encircle them in the Hereafter.
Or, it could mean that the very chain of causes, which are operating to
take them to Hell, and which have them all encircled a t that time, are
what has been equated with Hell. Given this interpretation, it would
suggest that they happen to be, even now, within the larger circle of
nothing but Hell.
In the eighth verse (501, yet another aspect of their low nature has
been mentioned by saying that, though these people live among Muslims giving the outward impression that they are one of them, but they
are soon exposed by their inner reactions to what happens to the Holy
The text illustrates it by saying:
Prophet +, +LIA.
(If some good comes to you, it annoys them) and: LA 2
?
;
,J ' ,92 ,s,.#,9 '
jrj f,I,J,+, JLi & i$T (and if some suffering visits you, they say, "We
had already taken care of our problem"). They would take it as expedient in their favor that they did not go along with Muslims and found
the results satisfying enough to go away delighted.
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In the ninth verse (51),Allah Ta'alG has instructed the Holy Prophet
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*Ill &, and Muslims, that they should not allow themselves to

be affected by things like that said by the hypocrites and that they
must always keep reality as it is before them. The words of the Holy
,9 '2
2 , s 79
,
&;d;.'$ ~ h
*L;
l 5\C&
J ji (Say, "Nothing
Qur9;n are: &$I $$$&I
can ever reach us except what Allah has written for us. He is our Master. And in Allah alone the believers must place their trust"). In other
is being asked that he should tell
words, the Holy Prophet +, &A &I
those, who worship material causes such as these, that they were in a
serious deception. These material causes were no more than a curtain.
The power that moves inside them belongs to none but Allah. Whatever happens to us is exactly whatever Allah has written for us - and He
is our Master, Guardian and Helper. And Muslims must place their
real trust in Him alone. Consequently, they must see material causes
as no more than effective agents and signs while never taking them to
be the real dispensers of any good or evil.
I

Belief in Destiny includes Management of affairs: Giving
Inaction or Mismanagement the name of Trust is Wrong
This verse (51) brings into sharp focus the essential reality of the religious issue of Taqdir (destiny) and Tawakkul (trust). The outcome of
believing in Taqdir and Tawakkul should never be that one goes home,
sits tight, does nothing and says what will be will be. This is no belief
in destiny and this is no practice of trust. Instead, the thing to do is
that one should devote full personal energy and courage to put together whatever lawful material means one can arrange for - within the
range of what lies in control. After this has been done, the matter
should be resigned to destiny and trust. However, the caveat is that
one has to keep his or her sight trained toward Allah alone - for it is
He who has the ultimate outcome of everything one does under His absolute power and control.
Speaking generally, people around the world are found in great
confusion about the religious problem of Taqdir and Tawakkul. Some
of them are plain irreligious. They just do not recognize the very possibility that something like that exists. They are content with material
means as the deity they are comfortable with. Then, there are other
people who lack proper awareness. They have turned destiny and trust
into a pretext for their sloth and inertia. The Prophet of Islam, may
the blessing of Allah and peace be upon him, made full preparation for
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Jihad, after which, the revelation of this verse put an end to this cycle
of excess and deficiency and showed the right way - as put in the live~ t ;JJY'
~ jr! (With Tawakkul [trust], do tie the
ly Persian saying: .+
knees of the camel). To sum up, means which you have the option to
utilize, are nothing but blessings given by Allah Ta'ala. Not taking advantage of these means is ingratitude, even stupidity. Of course, do
not give means the status they do not have and believe that results
and outcomes are not subservient to these means - instead of all that,
they obey the command of Allah Almighty.
The tenth verse (52), while mentioning the charming demeanor of
the man of true faith, has given an answer to hypocrites delighted over
the discomfort of Muslims. According to the man of true faith, the
thing that hypocrites take as suffering for Muslims and which makes
them happy is really no suffering for them. In fact, it is another form
of comfort and success. The reason is that a man of true faith becomes
deserving of eternal returns and rewards even after having failed in
his strong resolve, something that is the real objective of all his successes. Therefore, he succeeds, even in failure and gains, even in loss.
Z,

The first sentence of the verse: @'I
&l?!Lk$.Z$/$ (Say, "Is it not
t h a t you are expecting for us but one of the two good things
[martyrdom and victory]"?) means exactly this. However, along with it,
it was also said that the fate of the disbelievers was quite contrary for
they will find no respite from suffering or punishment under any condition. Either, they would be punished at the hands of Muslims right
here in this world, in which case, they will taste the punishment in the
mortal and the eternal world both. And, in case, they somehow escaped unscathed in the mortal world, there is no possibility of deliverance from the punishment of the Hereafter.

Verses 53 - 59
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Say, "Spend, willingly or unwillingly, it will never be
accepted from you. You have been a sinning people!'
[53J

And nothing has prevented their spending(s) from
being accepted from them but that they have
disbelieved in Allah and in His Messenger, and they do
not come to the Qalih but lazily, and do not spend but
unwillingly. [54]
So, their wealth and their children should not attract
you. In fact, Allah wants to punish them with these in
this lowly life and that their souls should depart while
they are disbelievers. [551
And they swear by Allah that they are from among you,
whereas they are not from among you, but they are a
people in fear. [561
If they find a place of refuge or caves or any place to
enter, they will turn towards it running unbridled. [571
And among them there are those who find fault with
you in the matter of S a d a q i t (alms). So, if they are
given some of it, they are quite happy, and if they
are given nothing from it, suddenly they become
unhappy. [581
Only if they were happy with what Allah and His Messenger had given to them, and had said, "Allah is allsufficient for us. Allah shall give us (more) of His grace,
and His Messenger as well. Indeed, we crave for Allah
alone." [591
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Commentary
Mentioned in the previous verses were bad morals and bad deeds
of the hypocrites. The same subject continues in the verses quoted
above. As for the statement in verse 55 -- where it has been declared
that the wealth and children of hypocrites should not be taken as a
blessing for them as these are, in fact, a form of punishment from Allah -- it has a reason. Is it not that love for and engrossment in worldly
life becomes a punishment right here in this world? One starts with
desires to acquire worldly wealth, then goes through a series of hard
work to establish the necessary channels, day in and day out, sacrificing sleep, comfort and family life. After that, if one succeeds, come the
concerns of increasing and retaining it - a round the clock punishment
indeed. A serious loss or sickness could become unwelcome cans of
worries, and if one happens to get everything one wants, the vicious
circle continues either through apprehensions of decreasing wealth or
cravings of increasing it further. There is just no respite anytime.
Finally, these things go out of one's hands. This may happen a t the
time of death, or much earlier. Whenever it does, despair takes over.
What is this, if not punishment? Man surrounds himself with articles
of comfort and calls it comfort. Real comfort, the peace and comfort of
the heart is something man has yet to find. But, in the meantime, man
has to rely on material means and things for satisfaction, not realizing
that these agents will keep snatching away his share of peace in this
world and will also become the prelude to the punishment in the world
to come.

Can qadaqah be given to a disbeliever?
The last two verses show that the hypocrites used to receive a
share from properties available as Sadaqat (plural of Sadaqah, meaning a donation through which one seeks reward with Allah Ta'ZlG, usually referred to as alms or charity). But, when they did not get these as
they wished, they became angry and started accusing and cursing. If,
a t this place, Sadaqat are taken in their general sense - which includes all Sadaqat, necessary (wiijib) and voluntary (nafl)- then, there
is no problem, because non-Muslims can be given out of the voluntary
Sadaqat. This is permissible on the basis of the consensus of Muslim
Ummah and stands proved from Sunnah. However, even if Sadaqat at
this place mean what is obligatory, like ZakZh and 'Ushr, then, we
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should remember tha.t the hypocrites were given a share from it on the
basis that they claimed to be Muslims. Since they claimed to believe in
all the necessary articles of faith and their kufr was hidden in their
hearts, with no conclusive proof in their apparent claims they were
treated as Muslims to the extent of this worldly life and Allah Ta'ala
had, in His wisdom, given the orders that the hypocrites should be
treated as Muslims. (Bayin al-Qur'in)

Signs of Hypocrites and Warning for Muslims
In verse 54, two signs of hypocrites have been given: (1)they come
to the Salah lazily and listlessly, and (2) that they spend in the way of
Allah unwillingly.
Muslims have been warned here that sloth in Salah and being sour
a t heart while spending in the way of Allah, that is, ZakZh and Sadaqah, are signs of nif@ (hypocrisy).All Muslims should make conscious
effort to stay safe from these signs.

Verse 60
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The Sadaqit (prescribedalms) are only for the poor, the
needy, those employed to collect these, those whose
hearts are to be won, in (freeing) slaves, in (releasing)
those in debt, in the way of Allah and for a wayfarer this being prescribed by Allah. And Allah is Knowing,
Wise. [601

Commentary
Recipients of $adaqit
Objection raised by some hypocrites against the Holy Prophet
and the answer to that, was given in verses previous to this. It will be
l&
recalled that the hypocrites had blamed the Holy Prophet +, +d
that he (dod forbid) does not observe justice while disbursing SadaqZt
and gives whatever he wishes to whomsoever he chooses.

a,

In the present verse, by listing the recipients of SadaqZt categorywise, Allah Ta'ala has removed their misunderstanding and told them
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that He has himself determined as to who should receive Sadaqat. The
Holy Prophet +,&A JJI & only complies with the Divine decree while
disbursing Sadaqat - doing nothing on his own or with his personal
opinion.
This is also confirmed by the Hadith reported in Abu DZwud and
Darqutni as based on a narration by Sayyidna Ziyad ibn Harith alS u d X who says: I visited the Holy Prophet
Ljs A
1 & where I noticed that he was sending Muslim forces against my people. I said to
him: 'YZRasuCalliih, you do not have to send any troops. I guarantee
that all of them will submit before you with pleasure.' Then I wrote a
letter to my people and all of them embraced Islam. Thereupon, he
,p ,
,
6 (which was like a title saying that this person
said: e$ 3 @I.
was the beloved one of his people who followed him!). I submitted: 'I
deserve no credit for that. Allah, in His grace, guided them right and
they embraced Islam.' I was still present in the sitting, says the narrator, when a person came in asking for something. The answer he gave
to him was:

+,

'9'

"Allah Ta'ZlZ has never handed over the distribution of Sadaqat to any prophet, even to anyone other than a prophet. Instead of that, He has Himself determined eight categories for
it. If you are included under one of those eight, I can let you
have it. (Tafsir al-Qurtubi, p. 168, v. 8)
This was the background in which this verse was revealed. Now,
before going to its explanation in full, please understand that Allah
Jalla Thanauh has promised sustenance for the entire creation. Says
9, h
the Qurhn: wj3$1 4 j!&
j
+f i ;
:G; (And there is no creature on
earth but that upon Allah is its provision - 11:6). However, in His infinite wisdom, he has not done something like making all of them equal
in the matter of provision or sustenance - or rizq as the Qur'an says.
This would have done away with the difference of rich and poor. This
is a vast field of inquiry full of hundreds of wise insights into the moral grooming of human beings and into the proper ordering of the universal system they live under - something that cannot be taken up in
details a t this place. So, it was in His wisdom that He made someone
rich and someone else poor and then fixed a share for the poor and
45 *9,9,s2
needy in the riches of the rich. It was said: +is'~;&q
Lu;j #G;$;
(And, in their wealth, there is a share Gxed fir the'asking and the deprived - 70:24) which was theirs as a matter of right.
I
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First of all, this tells us that the command to take out Sadaqah
from the wealth of the wealthy is no favor from them. In fact, this is a
right of the needy the fulfillment of which is their duty. Then, it also
tells us that this right is fixed in the sight of Allah Ta'ala -'not that
someone decreases or increases it a t will, anytime. Pursuant to that,
the duty of making the amount of this fixed right widely known was
assigned to the Holy Prophet +,A& &I&. Therefore, he acted with
marked diligence and elan in this matter. He could have informed his
Companions about it orally. But, he did not consider it to be sufficient.
Instead, he had detailed executive orders written and placed in the
custody of Sayyidna 'Umar and Sayyidna 'Amr ibn Hazam Lgtc JJl A>.
This clearly proves that the niszb (threshold) of Zakiih, and the
amount of ZakZh in each niszb, have been fixed by Allah Ta'ala and
promulgated through His Messenger to remain valid forever. No one,
a t any time and in any country, has any right to decrease, increase,
change or alter what has been prescribed.
It is correct to say that the obligation of Sadaqah and Zakah was
already decreed by revelation during the early stage of Islam in Makkah al-Mukarramah. Tafsir authority, Ibn Kathir has cited the verse of
SGrah Al-Muzzammil: ;,@I I:~$&I
I&,G (So, establish Salah and give
Zakah - 73:20) in proof because this S i r a h is among those that belong
to the initial period of revelation and, along with Salah, it carries the
injunction of Zakah. However, the narratives of Hadith seem to indicate that, during the initial period of Islam, any particular niszb for
Zakah, or a particular amount, was not fixed. In its absence, whatever
was left behind after having served the needs of a Muslim was spent
in the way of Allah. The fixation of niszb and the declaration of the
amount of Zakah came after Hijrah in Madinah al-Taiyyibah. After
that, the firmly established system of the receipts of ZakZh and Sadaqat was something that came into existence only after the conquest of
Makkah.
This verse - with the consensus of the Sahabah and the Tabi'Tn describes the disbursement of the same obligatory (wiijib) Sadaqah
which is obligatory on Muslims like Salah, because the heads of disbursement fixed in this verse are the heads of the obligatory Sadaqat.
As for the voluntary (NafZ)Sadaqat, given the clear statements of Hadith narratives, their range is quite vast. To be precise, they are not
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restricted to these eight heads of expenditure.
Though, in the verse appearing above, the general word: &ro
(Sadaqat) has been used - which apparently may include the obligatory and the voluntary both - but, there is a consensus of the Muslim
Ummah, on the point that this verse refers only to the obligatory
(wijib) Sadaqat. It appears in Tafsir al-Qurtubi that the word: ~b
(Sadaqah) whenever used in an absolute sense anywhere in the Qur'an
- while there is no textual evidence to prove that it is voluntary Sadaqah - it invariably means obligatory Sadaqah at that place.
This verse has been initiated with the word: lil (innumi) which is
used for restriction (hasr and inhisar). Thereby, the very first word in
the beginning of the statement speaks for itself that the recipients of
Sadaqat being enumerated next are obligatory Sadaqat and must,
therefore, be spent on them. In fact, obligatory Sadaqat cannot be
spent on any good cause other than them, such as, the preparation for
Jihad or making masjids and religious schools or other institutions of
public welfare. Though, all these projects are necessary and there is
great reward for investing in them, but obligatory Sadaqat the quantum of which stands fixed cannot be applied to such projects.
The second word: csbb (Sadaqat) appearing in the verse is the plural form of Sadaqah. Lexically, it denotes a portion of the wealth or
property that is spent for the sake of Allah (QZmiis). In Mufradat alQur'an, Imam Raghib al-Isfahani has said that Sadaqah is called Sadaqah because it is derived from the root of 'Sidq' which means 'truth'
and the one who gives something in Sadaqah purports that he is true
in his word and deed, he has no worldly motives and is spending for
the pleasure of Allah only. Therefore, a Sadaqah mixed up with a desire to earn a fair name or to project one's personality or any other
worldly motive conceivable has been declared to be null and void by
the Holy Qur'an.
As stated earlier too, the word: jb (Sadaqah) is general in terms of
its real meaning. It is used for voluntary Sadaqah as well as for obligatory Zakah. Its use for nafZ (voluntary or supererogatory charity) is already very common. However, it has also been used for fard (obligatory
or prescribed alms) at several places in the Qur'an, for example: $2
*'. ,
iir, @!$ct'~ake out of their wealth a Sadaqah [obligatory alms] - 9:103)
and the verse:
Sadaqat [prescribed alms] are only for ...)

he
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under discussion right now. In fact, according to the verification of
commentator Al-Qurtubi, when the Qur7Zn mentions the word: GL(Sadaqah) in a n absolute sense, it invariably means the f a r d
(obligatory) Sadaqah.
In Qadith narratives, the word: ~b(Sadaqah) has also been used
for every good deed, for instance, says the Hadith: 'Meeting a Muslim
with a smile is also a $adaqah.' Or, 'helping the bearer of a burden carry it is also a Sadaqah.' Or, 'to share the water drawn from a well for
personal use with someone else is also a Sadaqah.' In these Hadith references, the word: ~ i r (Sadaqah)
p
has been used in its general sense
with a figurative touch.
The third word after that begins with: .IN
(li' 1-fuqar2). It will be
noted that the letter lam appears in the very beginning, a letter used
to carry the sense of particularization. Therefore, the sentence would
mean that all Sadaqat rightfully belong only to those who have been
mentioned later.
Now, we can go to a detailed description of the eight recipients
mentioned after that:
Out of these, the first category of recipients is that of al-fuqarz
(the poor) followed by the second which is that of a l - m a s Z k h (the
needy or indigent). There is, though, difference of opinion about the
real meaning of 'faqTr' and 'miskfn.' A 'faqfr' is one who has nothing
while a 'rniskfn' is one who has less than the nisab.' But, they remain
the same under the injunction of Zakah. No difference exists there.
The outcome is that a person who does not own wealth or property to
the value of niszb in excess of his or her basic needs shall be a person
to whom Zakah can be given and for that person too this taking of Zakah is permissible. As for 'basic needs,' included therein is everything
like the residential house, utensils in use, clothes and furniture etc.
Anyone who has the niszb, that is, 7 112 tolas gold, or 52 112 tolas3 of
silver, or its equivalent in cash - and is not in debt - then, it is not
permissible for such a person to receive Zakah nor is it permissible for
1. The minimum quantity or amount, or threshold of wealth or property
liable to payment of obligatory Zakzh (prescribed alms or poor-due)

2. =87.48 grams.
3. = 612.36 grams.
2 & 3 as determined by Hadrat Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi
in his -9 jIj,I .

&IL+,
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anyone to give it to him. Similarly, a person who has some silver or
cash and some gold and the combined market price equals the price of
52 1/2 tolas (612.36 grams) of silver, then, this person too is deemed to
have the niszb. It is not permissible for him to take Zakgh nor is it permissible for anyone to give it to him. But, a person who is not a man of
niszb, however, is strong and healthy to earn his livelihood, and has
enough for a day, then, giving Zakah to him is, no doubt, permissible
but what is not permissible is that he goes about asking people to help
him out. Many such people ignore this restriction not realizing that
stretching their hands before others is Haram (unlawful). Whatever
such a person acquires by soliciting has been equated by the Holy
Prophet +, & BI & with an ember from Hell. (AbG DawGd, on the authority of a report from Sayyidna 'Mi, Qurtubi)

So, the outcome is that there is no difference in a 'faq&' and a
'miskfn' as far as ZakEh is concerned. But, it does make a difference in
the injunction of Wasiyyah (will). If a will is made for the 'maszkin,'
what kind of people will be eligible to receive the bequeathed amount?
And if the will is made for 'fuqarg what kind of people will be its recipients? There is no need to describe its details a t this place. In brief,
the common thing between the two categories - the 'faqir' and the
'miskin' - is that whoever of the two receives from the property of Zakah should be a Muslim and should not be the owner of property which
is more than his basic needs, or the standard of niszb.
Common Sadaqgt can, however, be given to non-Muslims as well.
& JJI & has said: $&3?
,
$ig
,
I$&
( ~ i v Sadae
The Holy Prophet
qah to people of all religions). But, about the Sadaqah of Zakgh, the
while sending Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal
Holy Prophet +, & BIA,
u &I dJ
to Yaman, had instructed him that ZakGh should be taken
from the rich among Muslims and be spent over their poor. Therefore,
Zakah can be spent only among Muslim fuqara (the poor) and mas&fn
(the needy). However, with the exception of Zakah, it is permissible to
give other Sadaqat - even the Sadaqitu 'I-Pi@- to a non-Muslim 'faqi;..'

+,

(Hidayah)

Incidentally, the second condition that a person should not be the
owner of niszb mentioned a little earlier becomes self-evident from the
very meaning of a 'faq.6' and a 'miskh' - because, either he would have
nothing or, a t the least, would have less than the fixed amount of nis-
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Gb holdings. Therefore, a 'faqFr7 and a 'miskk' are common in the sense
that they both do not possess property matching the standard value of
niszb. After having mentioned these two categories of recipients, the
text describes six more. Out of these, the the first (which is the third in
the aggregate list) is that of the collectors of Sadaqah which has been
described in the text as: &+,Gi
(and those employed to collect
them). This refers to those who are appointed by the Islamic government to collect the Sadaqit of Zakih and 'Ushr etc. from the people and
deposit it in the BaytulmGl (the state treasury). Since these appointees
spend all their time in carrying out this service, therefore, taking care
of their needs is a responsibility that falls on the Islamic government.
This verse of the Qur'an has, by allotting a share to them in the disbursement of ZakGh, has categorically determined that the payment
for the services rendered by them shall be made from the head of ZakGh.
Actually, Allah Ta'alii has entrusted the duty of taking Zakih and
Sadaqat from Muslims directly with the Holy Prophet ,&
+,91A,
as
(Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah
said in the verse: fL.&+1$2;&.$
,'
[obligatory alms] - 9:103) which appears later on in this very Surah.
Detailed comments about it will be taken up there. However, it is sufficient to mention here that, in the light of this verse, the duty of taking Zakah and Sadaqat has been placed on the shoulders of the Amir of
Muslims. It is obvious that the Amir cannot carry out this duty all by
himself throughout the country without functional executives and assistants. It is these executives and assistants who have been mentioned in the words: @ ~,Cti;(and those employed to collect them).
It was to implement the command given in these verses that the
Ljs
had sent many Companions as functional
Holy Prophet
executives responsible for collecting Zakah and Sadaqat to many regions of the Islamic state. The payment he had made for the services
rendered by them was, as instructed in the verse, from the very
amount collected as Zakiih. Included among such people were Sahabah
who were rich. In Hadith, the Holy Prophet +, & 91& said: gzdaqah
is not h a l d for anyone rich (al-ghaniyy: owner of m d , that is, wealth
and property) except five persons: (1)One who has set out for Jihad
where he does not have necessary financial support with him though, he may be rich back home. (2) The 'Amil of Sadaqah (the collec-

+,

tor) employed to carry out this duty. (3) One who, though, owns wealth
and property, but is in debt for more than the worth of what he has.
(4) One who buys Sadaqah property from a 'rnishh' (needy person)
against cash. (5) One who has been given a gift of property acquired as
Sadaqah by some poor person ('faq&').
As for the problem of determining the proportion of the amount of
money to be paid to those employed to collect Sadaqat, the answer lies
in the rule that it will be paid in accordance with the status of their
working hours and performance. (Jassas, a k a m al-Qur'an and Qurtubi)
Of course, it will be necessary that the salaries of the employees do
not go higher than a half of the total ZakZh. If the collection of Zakgh
is low, so low that, after the disbursement of salaries to employees, not
even that half remains available, then, salaries would have to be reduced. More than half shall not be spent. (Tafsir Mazharj, Zahiriyyah)
What has been said above shows that the amount of money given
to those employed to collect Sadaqah from the head of Zakih is not given to them as Sadaqah, instead of which, it is a payment in return for
their service. Therefore, they deserve to get this amount despite being
rich - and it is permissible to give this amount to them from the Zakiih
funds. Out of the eight heads of Zakih disbursement, this is the only
head in which the amount of ZakZh is given as payment in return for
services rendered. Otherwise, ZakZh is the very name of the gift given
to the poor without being a return for any services - and if a poor person was given something from ZakZh funds against some service rendered, ZakEh remained unpaid.
For this reason, two questions arise here - firstly, how was Zakih
property given in return for services rendered, and secondly, how
could this Zakah property become h a l d (lawful) for the rich person?
Both these questions have the same answer - that we should understand the real status of those employed to collect Sadaqah. The status
of these employees is that of the authorized representatives of alfuqar&' the poor ones, and everyone knows that the taking of possession by an authorized representative is regarded to be as good as the
possession taken by the principal himself. If a person makes someone
his representative authorized to recover his debt and the other person
in debt hands over the amount of debt to this authorized representative, then, soon after the possession taken by the representative, the li-
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ability of the debtor stands discharged. So, when the amount of Zakiih
has been recovered by those employed to collect it in their capacity as
the authorized representatives of the poor, i.e. the fuqarz, then, the
amount of Zakgh received from people stands duly paid. Now, this
whole amount lies under the ownership of the fuqara on whose behalf
the 'Zmilin have received it in the capacity of their authorized representative. Hence, the amount given to them in return for their services
is in fact given to them by the 'fuqar2' as a compensation of services
they have rendered for thein, because once zakzh is received by a faq&
or his agent, he may give it to anyone against his services.
Now remains the question: The f u q a r 2 never made these people
their authorized representatives. How, then, did they become their
agents in fact? The answer is that the head of a Muslim State (the
'Amir) has been appointed by Allah Ta'alii as a representative of all the
poor to collect and disburse zakzh on their behalf. The logical consequence of this arrangement is that the persons appointed by an 'Amir,
being his deputies, are also taken to be the representatives of the poor.
To sum up, that which was given to those employed to collect Sadaqiit (prescribed alms) was really no Zakah as such. Instead of that, it
was given to them as compensation in return for the service rendered
by them on behalf of the poor recipients of Zakiih. It is like a poor person making someone an attorney for his case and paying for his services from what he has received from Zakiih funds. In this situation, the
payment of attorney's fee cannot be termed as the payment of Zakah.

Special Note
Details given above also tell us that those who collect Sadaqat and
Zakiih for Islamic religious schools and organizations (without being
appointed by a n Islamic state for that purpose) are not included in
' ' ~ r n i l h(collectors
'
of zak&) as contemplated in the Holy Qur'in.
The reason is that neither the individual poor persons have authorized them to receive zakzh on their behalf, nor the head of an Islamic
state has appointed them as such. Their correct position is that the zakZh - payers have made them their agent to disburse zak& among the
deserving people. Therefore, they can neither draw their salaries from
zakzh, nor can the obligation of a zakzh-payer be discharged by their
possession, unless they pay it to a person entitled to receive zak&.
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Generally, serious negligence is shown in this matter. Many institutions collect ZakZh funds and keep it for years. Zakah payers think
that their ZakZh stands paid - although, their Zakah will stand paid
only when the amount given by them has been disbursed in favor of its
recipients.
Similarly, there are many others who would unknowingly take
such people to be included under the Qur'znic injunction about the collectors of Sadaqah and go on to pay their salaries from the funds of ZakZh itself. This is non-permissible, for the givers and the takers both.

Another Question: Payment for 'Ibadah
Another question should be clarified here. It is inferred from some
Qur'anic indicators and narrations of Hadith that taking wages and
compensation on 'Ibadah is harzm (unlawful, forbidden). The Musnad
of &mad reports a Hadith from Sayyidna 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Shibl
LZ &I,&
according to which the Holy Prophet
JII has said:
9P'.
+,Ip L - Y ; S ~$
!:,~I
(Recite the Qur'an but do not eat by means of it). In
some other reports, the compensation taken on the Qur'an has been
called a piece of Hell. It is on this basis that many jurists of Muslim
Ummah have held that the taking of wages or compensation for any
act of 'Ibadah (worship) is not permissible. Then, it is also evident that
the function of collecting prescribed alms is a religious mission and a n
act of 'ibzdah. The Holy Prophet +, 4dl& has called it a kind of Jihad. According to this principle it should not have been lawful to receive any remuneration for collecting zakdz. But, this verse of the Holy
Qur'an has clearly declared it to be permissible and has included it a s
one of the eight heads under which ZakGh can be disbursed.

.

+, +

Imam al-Qurtubi has taken up this question in his Commentary.
He has said that taking compensation for 'Ibadat (acts of worship) that
are obligatory (fard) or compulsory individually (waTjib al-'ain) is absolutely haram (unlawful). But, taking any compensation for duties
called fard al-kifaah is permissible in accordance with this very verse.
Fard al-Kifayah means that a duty has been imposed on the entire
Muslim community or on a whole city as a collective obligation. But, it
is not the duty of every individual to do it. If some of the people there
fulfill the duty, the rest stand absolved. Yes - if no one does it - everyone becomes a sinner.
Imam al-Qurtubi has also said that this very verse proves that
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taking a compensation for leading congregational prayers (Imamah)
and delivering sermons (Khitzbah) is also permissible - because, they
too are wGib al-Kifliyah (compulsory in the degree of sufficiency) and
not wGib-al-'ain (compulsory individually). Similarly, the areas of
teaching Qur'an, Hadith and other religious sciences are no different.
These are duties that must be carried out. The entire Muslim Ummah
is responsible for it. This is Fard al-Kifayah on the community. If some
people fulfill this obligation, others stand absolved. Therefore, if some
compensation or salary is taken for it, that too will be permissible.
The fourth among the eight categories of recipients of Zakiih is that
of 'people whose hearts are to be won.' The Qur'an calls them: +$I
These were people who were given Sadaqat so that their attitude towards Islam could be mollified. The general impression about this category is that it included both Muslims and non-Muslims. The object
was to persuade non-Muslims in favor of Islam and neo-Muslims to become more firm. Those who were already staunch Muslims were
helped to guide their people right through such measures. Then, there
were people among non-Muslims whose evil had to be avoided through
a policy of appeasement. And there were people who would listen to no
sermon or sword. The only language they understood was the language of favor and generosity. They too came closer to reconciliation
through this policy. At that time, the Holy Prophet +,&A &I & did
whatever was legally possible to bring people from the darkness of disbelief into the light of faith. However, after the passing away of the
Holy Prophet ,&
i j c,JJI A,
Islam had become politically strong and the
initial plans to avoid the threat of disbelievers or to provide support to
neo-Muslims did not remain valid anymore. What was expedient then
had lost its expediency. So, that share also came to an end. Some Muslim jurists have taken the position that it has been 'abrogated.' This
position is attributed to Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ; &I
s d J , Hasan al-Basri, AbG
Hanifah and Malik ibn Anas, may the mercy of Allah be upon them.
However, many others hold that the share of this category has not
been abrogated. That it was allowed to lapse during the ,period of
Sayyidna Abu Bakr and 'Umar g;c 91d,,means that it was allowed to
lapse because there was no need for it. However, if such a need does
come up a t some later time, it could be given again. This is the juristic
view of Imam Zuhri, Qadi 'Abd al-Wahhgb, ibn al-'Arabi, Imams Shafi'i
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and Ahmad. But, the most authentic position is that non-Muslims
were never given a share from Sadaqat a t any time whatsoever, nor
are they included under the category of mu'allafah al-quloob as contemplated in the present verse 60.
In his Tafsir, Imam al-Qurtubi has given a detailed list of people to
whom the HoIy Prophet +, r j s 91& had given a share from the head
of Sadaqat. The purpose was to win their hearts through persuasion.
$&$"& i @ ~
At the end of his list, Al-Qurtubi has this to say:
j K It means: 'To sum it up, it can be said that all recipients under this
category were Muslims and there was no kafir included therein.'
C

6,
5
Similarly, it appears in Tafsir Mazhari: &I,&; &&I &&I
31 i ; l +
, g 12i1tmeans: 'There is no report to prove that the
M +$.$l r ,&I
Holy Prophet
& Jfl
has ever given a share to a k i f i r
(disbeliever) from Zakah property in order to persuade him favorably.'
This is supported by what is said in Tafsir al-Kashshaf: 'The details of
the recipients of Sadaqat have been given here to refute the allegations
of disbelievers and hypocrites who used to raise objections against the
Holy Prophet
Ljc JJI & that he did not give them their share from
the Sadaqat. The purpose of giving these details in this verse is to tell
them that disbelievers had no right in Sadaqah properties. If the disbelievers were also included under the category of mu'allafah alquloob, there was no need for this answer in refutation.
0

$31

0'>,79>0

+,

+,

Tafsir Mazhari has also clarified the error into which some people
have fallen because of some Hadith narratives which seem to prove
that the Holy Prophet +,&dl & has given gifts to some nonMuslims. For example, there is a report in the Sahih of Muslim and
Tirmidhi which says that the Holy Prophet +, r-jr dl& gave some
gifts to Safwan ibn Umayyah when he was a kifir. About it, quoting
Imam al-Nawawi, the author of the TafsTr says that these gifts were
not from Zakah. Rather, they were given from the khums (one- fifth) of
the spoils of the battle of Hunain deposited in the Baitu'l-Ma1 - and it
is obvious that spending from this head of the Baitu'l-Ma1 both on
Muslims or non-Muslims is permissible under the consensus of Muslim jurists. Then, he says: Imam al-Baihaqi, Ibn Sayyid al-Nas, Imam
Ibn Kathir and others have concurred that this gift was not given from
Zakah, but was given from the one-fifth of spoils.
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A useful supplementary note
From here we also come to know that wealth and property belonging to Sadaqat were, though, deposited in the ~aitu'l- ME^ during the
blessed period of the Holy Prophet +, r,js &I& himself, but they were
kept under a totally separate account. Similarly, other heads of the
Baitu'l-Mal, such as, the Khums of G h a n h a h (one-fifth of spoils) or the
Khums of Ma'zdin (one-fifth of mines and quarries) etc., had their own
separate accounts and modes of disbursement. Muslim jurists have
given details in this connection. According to them there should be
four heads of accounts in the Baitu'l-Ma1 separate from, each other.
The main instruction given is that keeping the accounts separate is
not enough, instead of that, each head should have a separate Baitu'lMil so that each one of them exercises full control when spending it on
approved recipients and categories. Of course, if a particular head faces shortage of funds, these can be borrowed from another head of accounts and spent as necessary. These heads of the Baitu'l-Ma1 are as
follows:
1. Khums al-Ghaniim: The One-Fifth of Spoils: This is property
acquired from disbelievers as an outcome of war. Out of its five shares,
four are distributed among Mujahidin while the fifth share is the right
of the Baitu'l-Mal. Then, there is the one-fifth of mines (Khums alMa'adin). A one-fifth of whatever is mined from different kinds of
quarries is the right of the Baitu'l-Mal. Then, there is the one-fifth of
buried treasures. This is known as the Khums of Rikzz. It refers to
any old treasure dug out of the ground. A one-fifth of this too is the
right of the Baitu'l-Mal. All these three kinds of Khums (one-fifth) are
included in one single head of the Baitu'l-Mal.
2. qadaqit: This includes Zakah, Sadaqatu '1-Fitr, and 'Ushr of
their lands paid by Muslims.
3. Kharzj and Fai' Property which includes tax collected from
lands owned by non-Muslims, Jizyah paid by them, taxes on commercial enterprises run by them (al-kharG) and it included all properties
acquired from non-Muslims with their consent and agreement (al-fai').

4. Dawa'i' (Lost properties) which included what lost or remained
unclaimed as well as property left by a person having no heir.
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Though, expenditures under these four heads are separate, but the
right of the poor and the needy has been set aside in all four of these
heads. This shows the particular care taken to empower the weaker
section of the society - a certain hallmark of the Muslim state indeed.
Otherwise, elite classes keep getting the opportunities to grow among
usual social systems of the world a t the expense of the poor ones. The
poor never see their day. What came up as a reaction of this situation
in the form of socialism and communism was far from being natural.
In fact, it was like running from the rain and resting under the drain
pipe, not to say much about its harmful effects for human morals.
To sum up, a n Islamic government has four Baitu'l-Mals for four
different heads with the right of the poor and needy secured in all
four. The expenditures of the first three among these have been fixed
and explained clearly by the Holy Qur'an as follows. The description of
the expenditures of the first head, that is, of the one-fifth of spoils
(Khums al-Ghanaim) appears at the beginning of the tenth part in S i rah Al-Anfa1 (verse 41). The description of the expenditures of the second head, that is, of Sadaqat has been taken up in verse 60 of SGrah AlTaubah that is under study right now. The third head, technically
known as the property of al-fai', finds a detailed mention in SLrah AlHashr. Many expenditures of the Islamic government, such as, those
on the military, and on the salaries of civil servants, are disbursed
from this head. The fourth head of al-Dawa'i' covered lost or unclaimed
property or property having no inheritor. It was set aside for the disabled, the handicapped, destitute men and women and abandoned
children, following the practice and teachings of the Holy Prophet
r - ~ s&I to which the rightly guided Caliphs of Islam, faithfully adhered. (ShbI, Kitiibu'z-Zakiih)

+,

Incidentally, the saying of Muslim jurists, that the four heads of
the Baitu'l-Ma1 should be kept separate and that the expenditures
therein should be incurred as approved, has its proof in the Qur'an,
the practice of the Holy Prophet +, r j c dl & and the adherence of the
rightly guided Caliphs to that practice.
After this supplementary note, we can now revert to the original issue of mu'allafah al-quloob. It is already established that no zak& was
paid to a non-Muslim under this category. Therefore, they stand excluded from the recipients of zakiih. Now, left there are the new Mus-
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lims who can fall under this head. All the Muslim jurists are unanimous on the point that the poor new Muslims are eligible to get their
share under this category. However, there is a difference of opinion
about the rich ones. Imam Shafi'i and Imam &mad are of the view
that all the Muslim converts who need a sympathetic attitude to make
them firm on Islamic beliefs can receive zak& under the category of
'mu'allafah-al-quloob' even though they are not poor in the sense that
they own the niszb. The basic principle according to them is that
poverty is not a condition for the eligibility for zakzh under each head
from the eight categories mentioned in the verse. On the contrary,
Imam Abu Hanifah and Imam MGlik are of the view that Muslim
'mu'allafah-al-quloob' can be given zakgh only if they are poor and do
not own the nisgb. If they own the nisgb, they cannot receive zakgh
even under this category. Both these Imams hold that poverty is the
basic condition for all the eight categories mentioned in the verse, with
the sole exception of 'gmilh' as explained earlier. The debtors, the
wayfarers and the slaves a s well can receive zakgh only if they are
poor in their given state of affairs, even though may have wealth
otherwise.
This explanation shows that despite their difference of opinion in
this particular aspect, all of them agree on the point that 'mu'allafah
al-qulib' a s a category of the recepients of zakgh still holds good and
has never been repealed or abrogated.
Up to this point, four out of the eight recipients of Sadaqat have
been identified. The right of these four has been introduced with the
addition of the letter l& as in: &p'gT$,
(li'l-fuqars wa'l-mas&l: for
e has been changed while menthe poor and for the needy). ~ i form
tioning the next four recipients where the initial letter lam has been
4; (and in [freeing] slaves
replaced with the letter p a s in: 4&J,djLl162~
and in [releasing] those in debt). Al-Zamakhshari has given a reason
for this nuance of language in his Tafsir al-gashshaf. According to
him, this is a device employed to indicate that the last four recipients
are more deserving as compared to the first four, because the letter f:
is used to denote attending circumstances or conditions which yields
the meaning that Sadaqat should be placed 'in' or within these people.
Then, the reason for their being more deserving is their being more in
need - because, a slave owned by someone suffers more as compared to
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poor people in general. Similarly, a person in debt hounded by his
lenders is in deeper trouble as compared to common poor and needy
for he has the additional worry as to how he is going to pay off his debt
which is certainly more disturbing than the rest of his usual needs.
Out of the remaining four categories of recipients, the first one
mentioned here is that of uG21j;(wa fi 'r-riqzb: and in [freeing]
slaves). Riqab is the plural form of raqabah. Actually, it means the
neck. But, in recognized usage, it is also used to allude to a person
whose neck is shackled in the chains of slavery.
What is the meaning of ar-riqLb in this verse? Interpretations of
jurists differ. The majority of jurists and HadTth experts agree that it
refers to slaves who enter into a deal with their masters that they
would earn the amount specified by them, give it to them as they earn,
and once the agreed amount is paid off, they shall be free. In the terminology of the Qur'an and Sunnah, such a slave is known as muhatab.-The master of such a slave allows him to earn through business or
employment and give the income to the master. In the present verse, f:
'r-riqzb means that this person should be helped to secure his freedom
from his master who should be given a share from Zakgh funds to
write off the amount due against the slave.
There is a consensus of commentators and jurists that this kind of
slaves is the 'intended sense of the expression: +$I j;(wa fi rJriqgb:
and in [freeing] slaves) which requires that they should be helped to
become free by paying the amount due from Zakah funds. In cases other than this, such as, buying other slaves and setting them free, or entering into a deal with their masters that they would set them free
against a n agreed amount of ZakZh, there is a difference of opinion
among major Muslim jurists. The majority of the Imams of Islamic jurisprudence - Abu Hanifah, Shafi'i, Ahmad ibn Hanbal and others, may
the mercy of Allah be on all of them - do not take this to be permissible. Imam Malik agrees with the majority in one version (riwayah)
only when he declares the sense of fi r'riqzb as restricted to mukgtab
slaves (on freedom-against-money deal with master). In another version (riwzyah), it has also been reported from Imam Malik that he included common slaves under the definition of fi 'r-riqzb as well as gave
the permission to buy slaves from Zakah amounts and free them.
(Ahkam al-Qur'gn ibn al-'Arabi al-Maliki)
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The majority of Imams and jurists, who do not consider it permissible, have a juristic difficulty in doing so. If a slave was bought from Zakzh funds, and freed, the problem is that the very definition of Sadaqah does not fit right in his case - because, Sadaqah is a property
given to someone deserving without getting something in return. Now,
should the amount of Zakzh be given to the master, then, it is obvious
that he is neither deserving of Zakah, nor the amount of money being
given to him is without an expected return. As for the slave, who is deserving of ZakGh, the amount was never given to him personally. This
is another matter that the benefit of the amount paid to the master
somehow reached the slave in that he was bought and freed. But, freeing does not get to be included under the definition of Sadaqah - and
why would someone surrender the real meaning without any reason
and go by the figurative or general sense of Sadaqah unnecessarily?
This has no justification. Then, it is also obvious that, in the subject
verse, what is being described is nothing but the categories of the recipients of Zakah. Therefore, anything to which the definition of Sadaqah does not fit simply cannot be meant by fi 'r-riqab. And if, this
amount was to be given to the slave himself, then, the slave does not
have the right to own. The result will be that it will automatically become the property of the master. Then, the matter of releasing or not
releasing the slave will also continue to be in the control of his master.
It is because of this juristic difficulty that the majority of Imams
and jurists hold the view that the Qur'anic expression: &I, , j
;(fi 'rriqiib) refers to muk8ab slaves only. This also tells us about the standard rule of conduct in this matter. To give Sadaqah properly, the condition is that its giver makes a deserving person its owner and sees to
it that the amount has passed into his possession - because, until the
deserving person has taken the amount in his possession, as its owner,
Zakiih remains unpaid.
,,,

The sixth category of recipients: &,la,1, (a1-gh;rimh: and in
[releasing] those in debt) is the plural ofghzrim which means a person
in debt. It has been mentioned earlier that the fifth and sixth categories of recipients introduced with the letter fTare ahead of the first four
recipients in their claim of preference. Therefore, giving out to free a
slave or to release a person from debt is more merit worthy than giving to the poor and the needy in general. However, the condition is
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that the person in debt does not have enough funds to pay off that debt
lexically, the word: ghzrim is applied only to such a person
in debt. And some Imams also add a condition that this person should
not have borrowed for something impermissible. If someone goes in
debt for something sinful, such as, to pay for liquor and its likes, or
spends on impermissible customs of marriages and deaths, then, such
a client will not be helped from the head of ZakZh so that he is not encouraged in his sin and extravagance.

- because,

The seventh category of disbursement appears in the words: ~=;;;j
'
,

I

?ijt (f:sabitillZh: in the way of Allah). It will be noted that the letter fF
has been repeated here once again. According to Tafsir al-Kashshaf,
the purpose of this repetition is to indicate that this area of expenditure is more merit worthy as compared to those mentioned earlier. It
has two benefits. The first is helping a poor person. The second is
assisting in a religious cause. The reason is that fisabitillZh either
denotes a mujghid who does not have the means to buy necessary
weapons and war supplies, or it means the person who must fulfill the
obligation of Hajj but who does ,not have the necessary financial
support to complete his due duty. These two duties are purely
religious. They are acts of worship. Therefore, by spending Zakah
funds on them one helps a poor person and supports someone do his
'Ibadah. On the same analogy, Muslim jurists have included students
of the schools of Islamic learning under this category as they too take
it to fulfill what is an act of 'Ibadah in the way of Allah. (Riih al-hla'ani
with reference to Zahiriyyah)

The author of Bada'i' has said that one who wishes to undertake an
act of sincere 'Ibadah and needs financial support to do it will be taken
as included in the category of fTsab%ill& - subject to the condition that
he does not have enough funds to carry it out. The work of teaching
and transmitting religion along with the establishment of allied
institutions of promotion and publication are some examples. If
someone deserving ZakGh elects to take up this work, he may be
helped out with Zakah funds, but this help cannot be extended to a
rich man who owns the niszb.
Details appearing above show that all explanations of fTsabitill&
(in the way of Allah) under different circumstances carry the condition
of poverty and need alongside. The rich man who owns the niszb does
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not have a share in this head too - except that his present holdings
may be insufficient for the needs of Jihad or Hajj he is going to undertake. Call him rich because he has property above the niszb. In fact,
such a person has been called rich in Hadith. But, in the final analysis,
he too turns out to be a poor and needy person in terms of the amount
of funds he needs for Jihad or Hajj - and this he does not have with
him! Shaykh ibn Humam has said in Fath al-Qadir: The words used to
describe recipients mentioned in the verse of Sadaqzt prove that they
deserve what they do on the basis of poverty and need. The words for
the poor and the needy are obvious by themselves. Other words used
for freeing of slaves, releasing from debt, in the way of Allah and for
the wayfarer also suggest that they receive shares to alleviate their
needs. However, those employed to collect Sadaqat receive their share
in return for the services rendered by them. Therefore, in that, the
rich and the poor are equal. This is similar to what has been briefly
mentioned earlier under the category of 'those in debt.' A person owes
a debt of Rupees ten thousand.' He has Rupees five thousand with
him. He can be given Zakah up to Rs. Five thousand, because the
funds he has with him will be taken as not with him due to the debt.

A word of Caution
The literal meaning of f f sabitillih is very general and very common. Anything done for the good pleasure of Allah is included under f:
sabitilliih in the light of this popular sense. Unfortunately, there are
people who wish to understand the Qur'an through a literal translation alone. They would skip the explanations and statements of the
Holy Prophet +, Ljc &I
and ignore the sayings of major commentators. As a result, they fall into error. One such error shows up when
they look a t f f sabitillgh and find it spacious enough to accommodate
everything they fancy. Under this head of Zakah, they have included
everything that is considered to be good or religious. Under this umbrella, they have included the building of mosques, religious schools,
hospitals, inns, even the provision of public services like wells, bridges
and roads. Then, they do not seem to forget the salaries and contingent expenses of the institutions of public service. All these, they include under f:sabililliih and declare them to be worth receiving Zakah
funds. This is absolutely wrong and very much against the consensus
1.Approximately a little less than $200.
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of the Muslim Ummah. This is something already decided clearly and
categorically. There are statements of the noble Sahabah, the direct
disciples of the Holy Prophet
Ljc dl&. They had learnt and understood the Qur7anfrom him. Then, there are explanations of this expression passed on to us from the most learned authorities from
among the TEbi'Tn. All of them restrict the expression to Hujjiij and
Mujahidin.

+,

It appears in a Hadith that someone had given a camel a s religious
endowment in the way of Allah (fisab3illZh). For it, the Holy Prophet
+, 4 &I said: 'Use this camel to carry Hujjaj (Hajj pilgrims) on
their journey.' (Al-MabsGt,Al-Sarakhsi, p. 10, v. 3)
Imams Ibn Jarir and Ibn Kathir are known exegetes who limit
themselves to explaining the Qur7anthrough Hadith reports only. They
both have particularized fTsab3illZh with mujghidin and hujjiij who do
not have the wherewithal necessary for Jihad or Hajj. As for jurists
who have included students in religion or servants of good causes in
this category, they have done so subject to the condition that they
should be poor and needy. And it is obvious that the poor and the
needy are in themselves the first among the recipients of Zakah. Even
if they were not included under the sense of f~sabi2iZZ&, still they
woyld have deserved receiving Zakah. But, no one from among the four
Imams and jurists of Muslim Ummah ever said that expenditures on
institutions of public welfare, building of mosques and religious
schools and the rest of their functional needs are included under the
head of Zakah disbursements. In fact, they have made it very clear
that spending Zakah funds for this purpose is impermissible. Jurists
from different schools of Islamic jurisprudence have written about it in
great details. The names of some of them are being given as follows:
Hanafi jurist Al-Sarakhsi in al-MabsGt [p. 202,". 21 and Sharh al-Siyar [p.
244, v. 41, Shafi'i jurist A b i 'Ubayd in Kitab al-Amwal, Maliki jurist
Dardir in Sharh Mukhtasar al-Khalil [p.161, v. 11 and Al-muwaffaq in
al-Mughni.
Other than the clarifications from authorities of Tafsir and jurists
of Islam referred to earlier, a little thought over this matter will help
us understand the problem quickly. Let us think for a moment. If this
field of Zakah was so all-embracing that it could accommodate spending on every act of worship and virtue, then, the identification of these
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eight recipients in the Qur'an becomes (God forbid) totally redundant.
So does the statement of the Holy Prophet +, +&I & cited earlier
where he said that Allah Ta'iilk has not delegated the authority to determine the recipients of Sadaqat even to a prophet, in fact, He has
Himself determined the eight categories of its recipients. This tells us
that the element of universal application visible to an unaware person
from a literal translation of f ~ s a b 3 i l l Z h(in the way of Allah) is not
what Allah means. Instead, it means what stands proved from the
words of the Holy Prophet +, 4&I
and the related clarifications of
the Sahabah and the Tibi'in.
The eighth category of ZakGh disbursement is: M I a I (ibn al-sabit:
wayfarer). Sabil means way and the word: a~(ibn) is used essentially
for a son. But, in Arab usage, the words: (ibn: son), +I (ab: father) and
t~(akh: brother) etc. are also used for things which are deeply related
with someone. It is according to this usage that a wayfarer is referred
to as 'ibn al-sabit' - for the simple reason that a wayfarer is deeply related to traversing distances and reaching destinations. As a technical
term of ZakZh categories, it means a traveler who does not have necessary funds with him, even if he may be a rich person in his home country. Zakah may be given to such a traveler so that he can satisfy his
needs en route and return home in peace.
At this point, the discussion about the eight categories of recipients
of Sadaqkt and Zakah mentioned in verse 60 has reached its completion. Now, follow some other religious issues which relate to all these
categories equally.

The issue of T a m l a (Transfer of Ownership)
The majority of Muslim jurists agrees that, even in the fixed eight
categories of recipients, the condition for a valid payment of Zakgh is
that someone deserving should be given possession of ZakGh property
as its owner. If money was spent for the benefit of these very people without having made them possess it as its owner - Zakiih will remain
unpaid. This is the reason why the four Imams and the majority of
Muslim jurists agree that it is not permissible to spend Zakah funds
either on the construction of mosques, religious schools, hospitals and
orphanages, or on other functional needs related to them. There is no
doubt that the benefit of such projects does reach the poor, and all others who qualify as Zakah recipients, but the fact that these things
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have not passed on into their possession as owners makes ZakZh invalid.
However, in orphanages where meals and clothes are given to orphans as being owned by them, then, it is possible to spend ZakZh
funds to the extent of this specific expenditure. Similarly, the cost of
the medicine supplied to the poor in need, by making them its owner,
could be charged to the ZakGh fund. Likewise, Muslim jurists say that
the coffin of an heirless dead body cannot be provided from Zakah
funds, because the deceased is not capable of becoming an owner. Yes,
it is possible that the amount of Zakgh is given to someone poor and
deserving - and he, out of his free will, spends this amount on the coffin of the heirless deceased. In the same manner, if this deceased person is in debt, this debt cannot be paid off from ZakGh funds directly.
Yes, if the deceased person's inheritors are poor and deserve Zakah,
then the amount can be given to them with the right to possess and
own it. Once they become the 'owner' of this amount, they can - out of
their choice and free will - vacate the debt of the deceased from this
amount. Correspondingly, as pointed out earlier, the construction of
public works does bring benefits for those who deserve Zakah, but because they have no right of ownership established into the arrangement, Zakih remains invalid.
As we have said before, all four Mujtahid Imams - A b i Hanifah,
Shafi'i, Malik and &mad ibn Hanbal- as well as the majority of Muslim jurists agree with these rulings. Further clarifications appear in
easily available writings of jurists from the four schools of Islamic jurisprudence.
Also added here are a few points not mentioned during the earlier
discussion.
The Shafi'i jurist, Imam A b i 'Ubayd has said in Kitabu 'l-Amwal
that it was not permissible to spend Zakah funds to pay off the debt
owed by a deceased person, or in paying the cost of his funeral, or to
build masijid, or to dig canals for public use. Imam Sufyan al-Thawri
and other Imams concur with the ruling that spending on these undertakings leaves ZakZh unpaid - because, these are not one of those
eight heads of expenditure mentioned in the Qur'an.
Similarly, the Hanbali jurist, Al-muwaffaq has said in al-Mughni
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that spending Zakah funds on any undertaking of public service - other than the areas of spending mentioned in the Qur'an - is not permissible. Building mosques, bridges, and drinking water facilities or repairing public roads, supplying coffins for the deceased, feeding guests
and other undertakings of this nature are apparent examples. No
doubt, they are reward worthy deeds, but are not included under the
specified expenditures of SadaqEt (zak&).

The well-recognized author of Bada'i', while discussing the condition of 'tamlh' (the act of transferring the possession and ownership to
the recipient) as basic to making the payment of Zakah proper and valid, has also provided textual proof for it. In the Qur'an, he points out,
Zakzh and obligatory Sadaqat have been generally mentioned with the
word: .hl('.&' meaning giving in the sense of granting, offering). Listed
here are some examples of the use of this word: lG;'ll;<@l
/ I6
b ~ ~ j ~ ( E s t a bSalah
l i s h and give ZakZh - 2:277; 9:5,11; 22:41);
1 3 7
:,@I (Establish SalZh and give Zakah - 2:43,83,110; 43'7; 22:78; 24:56; 73:20);
& l-,j i S l
(establishment of SalZh and giving of Zakih - 21:73;
24:37) and (?LbriZbk$l' (give its due [Zakzh] on the day of its harvest 6:141). So, lexically this word is used in the sense of giving as gift.
Imam RIighib al-Isfahiin$ says in Mufradat al-Qursn
$;?&$I ! ~ i i
,G.$& ,j~$.'~
(The word al-'32 [giving] means giving as gift; presenting and the giving of the obligatory Sadaqah has been particularly
associated with this word in the Qur'an). Thus, the real sense of presenting something to someone as gift could be no other but that the recipient has been made its owner.

$31

/

9;

I

Firstly, the use of the word al-'32 in that sense is not restricted to
ZakZh and Sadaqat only. It has actually been used in the Qur'an in the
very sense of making someone an owner of what is given, for instance:
,%br IL;JI
$'(give women their dowers - 4 4 . It is obvious that the payment of dower is recognized as valid only when the husband has
passed on the amount of dower into the possession and ownership of
his wife.
1 9 ,

w

Secondly, Zakzh has been expressed by the alternate word: Sadaqah in the Holy Qur'an: .Ijiu i j d I li~
(The Sadaqat [prescribed alms]
are only for the poor - 60). This is a subtle explanation because Sadaqah, in the real sense, means to let a poor person possess, own (and
spend it a t will).
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It should be borne in mind that feeding someone out of mercy or
spending in public welfare projects is not called Sadaqah in the real
sense. Shaykh ibn al-Humam says in Fath al-Qadir: 'Making a poor
person the owner of what is being given is Sadaqah in the real sense.'
Similarly, Imam Abu Bakr al-Jassis has said in &kZm al-Qur'an: 'The
word: JU (Sadaqah) is another name for Tamlik (transfer of ownership).' (Jassas, p. 152, v. 2)

Some Important points about the Proper Payment of Zakgh
One point arises out of a Sahih Hadith where the Holy Prophet
had given instructions about the collection of Sadaqat to Sayyidna
Mu'adh ibn Jabal by saying: 815'q
@;+TGj&6 2 : 'Take it (Sadaqat)
from the rich among them ( ~ L s l i r n sand
)
disburse it back to the poor
among them.' Based on this, Muslim jurists have said that the Zakah
of a city or township should not be sent to another city or township
without the need to do so. Instead of that, poor people living in the
same city or township are more deserving of it. Of course, if the near
relatives of a person are poor, and live in another city, then, he can
has
send his ZakZh to them - because, the Holy Prophet +, r j s &I
given the glad tidings of a two-fold reward in that situation.

g

Likewise, if the state of poverty and hunger prevailing in another
township appears to be more acute than the condition in one's own city
of residence, then, it can be sent there as well - because, the purpose
of giving Sadaqat is to remove the need of poor people. This was the
reason why Sayyidni Mu'adh used to accept clothes as part of the Sada q i t paid in Yaman so that he could send these for the poor emigrants
of Madinah. (al-Qurtubi with reference to DKrqutn;)
If a person lives in a certain city while his property is located in
another, then, the city where he lives in person shall be taken into
consideration, because this is the person addressed for the payment of
Zakah. (Qurtubi)

Rulings:
1. For payment of Zakah due against a certain property, it is also
permissible to take out the fortieth part of that particular property
and give it to those deserving - such as, cloth, crockery, furniture and
things like that stocked for commercial sales. Similarly, one can also
determine the amount of Zakah by calculating the total value of the
property and distribute it over those deserving. Doing that stands
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proved on the authority of Sahih Ahadith. (Qurtubi) And some leading
jurists recommend that, in our time, giving the equivalent in cash is
much better, because the needs of poor people vary in nature and
number. Cash can be used for whatever is necessary.
2. If one's near relatives are poor and deserve Zakah, giving Zakzh
and Sadaqat to them is much better. It brings two rewards, one for the
Sadaqah itself and the other for taking care of a near relative (silah
al-rahim). In this case, it is simply not necessary that the recipients be
told that they were being given Sadaqah or ZakGh. It may as well be
given as some gift or favor so that the nice person who takes it does
not feel humiliated.
3. There is a religious problem that bothers people frequently. For
example, there is a person who, by his word or deed gives the impression of being needy, and asks for help from Sadaqat etc. Now, is it necessary for people who give Sadaqah to first investigate his real background and give him nothing of it when approached? According to
relevant reports from Hadith and the statements of Muslim jurists,
this is not necessary. Instead, if there is an overwhelming likelihood,
as gathered from the obvious state he is in, suggesting that the person
in question is really poor and needy, then, Zakah can be given to him.
It appears in Hadith that some people came to the Holy Prophet Jjl
+, r-jc in a very broken-down condition. He asked people to collect Sadaqat for them. The reasonably good collection thus made was given to
them. He did not consider it necessary to investigate into their inward
background. (Qurtubi)

4. But, in Ahkam al-Qur'an, Al-Qurtubi says that one in debt is also
one of the recipients of Zakah. If a person says that he owes so much in
debt and that he should be given Zakah money to pay it back, then, he
should be asked to prove that debt. (Qurtubi) If so, it is fairly evident
t h a t such investigation is not difficult to make in the cases of f i
sabitilliih (in the way of Allah) and ibn al-subit (wayfarer) as well. Investigations should be made as necessary when spending on these
heads.
5. Giving ZakEh money to one's relatives is more reward-worthy,
but husband and wife cannot give to each other, nor can parents and
children do so. The reason is that giving to them amounts to keeping it
in one's own pocket. Since their expenditures are generally combined,
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a husband giving ZakEh money to his wife or the wife to her husband
does not mean much. In reality, the whole remains in their use. The
same holds good for parents and children and the same rule operates
in the case of the children of children, the grandfather and the greatgrandfather - in that giving Zakih to them is not permissible.
6. If a person gave Zakzh to another person taking him to be, in his
estimation, deserving and legally qualified to receive Zakah, but found
out later that he was either his own slave or a hafir, then, Zakah will
remain unpaid. It should be given again because the ownership of a
slave is nothing but the ownership of the master. Here, he is still
owned by him, therefore, ZakEh remains unpaid. As for the kzfir
(disbeliever), he is no recipient of ZakZh.

7. In addition to that, if it is proved later that the person who was
given ZakZh was rich, or a Hishimite Sayyid, that is, a lineal descendant of the Holy Prophet +, 4 &I&, or a father, or son, or wife, or
husband, then, it is not necessary to repay the Zakih. The reason is
that the amount of ZakEh has gone out of his ownership and has already reached its place of reward with Allah. As for the error in determining the right recipient due to some misunderstanding, it should be
taken as forgiven. (al-Durr al-Mukhtar) The explanation of the verse of
Sadaqat and the details of necessary issues related to it end here.

Verses 61 - 66
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And among them there are those who hurt the Prophet
and say, "He is just an ear" (hearing and believing
everything). Say, "He is a good ear for you who believes
in Allah and trusts the believers and is a mercy for
those of you who have (truly) believed." And those who
hurt the Messenger of Allah, for them there is a painful
punishment. [611
They swear by Allah to you, (0 believers) so that they
may please you, whereas Allah - as well as His Messenger - has greater right that they should please Him, if
they are (true) believers. [621
Have they not come to know that whoever opposes Allah and His Messenger, definite for him is the fire of Jahannam wherein he will remain forever. That is the extreme disgrace. [631
The hypocrites are afraid that a Sirah (a chapter of the
Holy Qur'an) may be sent about them which tells them
what is there in their hearts. Say, "Go on mocking. Allah is surely to bring out what you are afraid of." [641
And if you ask them, they will say, "We were just chatting and having fun." Say, "Is it Allah and His verses
and His Messenger that you were making fun of?" [651
Make no excuses. You became disbelievers after you
professed Faith. If We forgive some of you, We shall
punish some others, because they were guilty. [661

Commentary
The present verses, like the previous ones, chastise hypocrites for
their absurd objections, hostility to the Holy Prophet
"j,&I
and
their feigned professions of Faith on false oaths.

+,

The first verse (61) mentions the painful comment made by the
hypocrites against the Holy Prophet
4 &I &. They thought, since

+,
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he hears and believes everything, they had nothing to worry about. In
the event, their conspiracy was exposed, they would simply tell him on
oath that they had nothing to do with it. Allah Almighty corrected
them by saying that His Messenger preferred silence against baseless
hostilities because of his high morals. He did not believe in what they
said. He himself knew reality as it was. He simply avoided refuting
them on their faces because of his inherent gentleness of nature.
4

'9 ' p

L

4

Announced in verse 64: ,,9C
j,J&~E,L 'JJ1:!(Allah is surely to bring out
what you are afraid of) is the news that Allah will expose their conspiracy and mischief. One such event came to pass while returning
from the battle of TabGk when some hypocrites had conspired to kill
the Messenger of Allah. Allah Almighty informed him about the plan
through angel Jibra'T1 helping him to bypass the spot where the hypocrites were sitting in ambush. (Mazhar; with reference to al-Baghawi)
And SayyidnZ 'Ibn 'Abbgs L;C &I CPJ says that Allah Ta'ZlZ had in& &I & about the names of seventy
formed the Holy Prophet
hypocrites complete with their parentage and addresses. But, being
the universal mercy, he did not disclose these before his people.

+,

(Mazhari)
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The hypocrites, male and female, are all alike. They bid
vice and forbid virtue and withhold their hands. They
forgot Allah, so He forgot them. Surely, the hypocrites
are the sinners. [671
Allah has promised the fire of Jahannam to the hypocrites, men and women, and to the disbelievers who
shall live there forever. It is adequate for them. And Allah has put His curse on them, and for them there is a
lasting punishment. [681
(You are) like those before you. They were stronger
than you in power, and richer in wealth and children.
So, they enjoyed their share, then you enjoyed your
share like those before you enjoyed their share. So, you
indulged as they indulged. They are the ones whose
deeds have gone waste in this world and in the Hereafter, and they are the losers. 1691
Has there not reached them the news of those before
them, the people of N i h (Noah) and 'Ad and Thamud
and the people of Ibrahim and the people of Madyan,
and (the news) of the towns overturned? Their
messengers came to them with clear signs; so, Allah
was not to wrong them, but they have been doing
wrong to their own selves. [701

Commentary
The first verse begins with a profile of the hypocrites. One of the
expressions used there: & ~ ? ; s : ( a n d they withhold their hands) has
been explained in Tafsir al-Qurtubi as abandonment of Jihad and noncompliance of obligatory rights and duties. Then, the sentence that foli,Zfliterally means 'they forgot Allah, so He forgot them.'
lows:
But, Allah Ta'Glii is free of forgetfulness. So, the sense at this place is:
'those people had abandoned the commandments of Allah, as if they
had forgotten it, therefore, Allah too abandoned their prospects of better life in the Hereafter, to the extent that there remained just no
trace of any good, or reward, in their name.'

W&I

Let us now consider the statement: @'%$$ '(You are) like those
before you' in verse 69. According to one exegetical explanation, this is
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addressed to hypocrites while according to the other explanation, the
address is to Muslims. The addition of 'you are' in parenthesis points
out in this direction. Thus, it means that 'you too are like people before
you. They went for worldly enjoyments and forgot all about the life to
come. The result was that they sank into all sorts of sins. So shall you
be.'
Explaining this verse, Sayyidna A b i Hurairah L;C dl
narrates a
Hadith in which the Holy Prophet
&A
&I& has been reported to
have said that 'you too will take to the ways taken by communities before you. You will imitate them in toto as dittos and clones to the limit
that should you see one of them entering into the hole of a lizard
(iguana), you will follow him there too.' After having narrated this far,
SayyidnZ A b i Hurairah L;C dl
said that should anyone wish to ascertain the thematic authenticity of this Hadith, let him read this
~ are) like those before you - 69.'
verse of the Qur'Zn: @& z $ '(You

+,

&J

.

On hearing this, Sayyidni 'Abdullah ibn 'AbbZs r ; &I
~
said: S;G
g4Q'bC@l that is, 'how similar is this night (in our time) to the last
night (way back) - they are the people of Bani Isra'il and we have been
likened to them.' (Qurtubi)
+J

The aim of the Hadith is fairly evident. It warns that Muslims too
will start following the ways of the Jews and Christians by latter
times. This statement appears only after a punishment has been announced for the hypocrites. It serves as an indicator that good Muslims would not do that. Only those among them, who are weak in
'ImZn may do so because they are still infected with the germs of hypocrisy. All good men and women of the Muslim community have been
instructed in this verse that they should themselves abstain from such
ways as well as help others do the same.
Verses 71 - 73
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The believers, male and female, are friends to each other. They bid virtue and forbid vice and establish $alZh
and pay Zakgh and obey Allah and His Messenger.
Them Allah will bless with mercy. Surely, Allah is Powerful, Wise. [711
Allah has promised to the believers, male and female,
gardens beneath which rivers flow where they shall
live forever and good homes in gardens of eternity. And
Allah's pleasure is the greatest. That is the supreme
success. [721

0 Prophet, carry out Jihid against the disbelievers and
hypocrites and be strict with them. And their abode is
Jahannam, and it is an evil terminus. [731

Commentary
Previous verses mentioned hypocrites - their conspiracies, hostilities, and the punishment waiting for them. The characteristic style of
the Qur7Gnrequired that true believers should also be mentioned a t
this place giving a view of their life style, rewards and ranks. The
verses cited above do just that.
It is interesting that the text, while making a comparison between
hypocrites and true believers on this occasion, has this to say: $&
&(they are all alike - 67). However, what it has to say about true be./>'= r 0 , 9 9
6 (the believers are friends to each other - 71).
lievers is: ;w
This releases a hint about the nature of their mutual relationships.
Hypocrites base it on functional cooperation between kinsfolk or on
self-interest. Such bonds do not last long, nor do they bring the kind of
spiritual benefits that are the hallmarks of a heart-to-heart friendship.
Juxtaposed against hypocrites there are the true believers. They are
sincere friends and wish well of each other. (Qurtubi)

fz

Moreover, since this friendship and concern for each other is for Al-
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lah alone, it is always constant. It remains the same under all conditions, open or secret, present or absent. And it is lasting. This is the
mark of a true believer. It is in the very nature of 'Iman (faith) and Al'Amal as-Szih (good deed) that they generate mutual love and friendship. The Holy Qur7Znconfirms it when it says: I ? ~ ~ ~
(19:96).
I $It'
means that among those who have believed and taken to consistent
good conduct in life, Allah Ta'ala creates friendship that is deeply rooted into their hearts. What has happened to us in our time? May be we
are short on the faith in our hearts and the concern for good in our
conduct. That is why mutual relationships among Muslims do not
seem to be what the Qur'an would like them to be. Unfortunately,
these are subservient to worldly needs and interests - and are not for
the sake of Allah alone, as they should be.
In the last verse (73): +$ g6$I;;&I $A (carry out Jihad against
the disbelievers and hypocrites and be strict with them), the Holy
Ljt. & I& has been commanded to wage Jihad against disProphet
believers and hypocrites both and to be strict in their case. The need to
fight against belligerent disbelievers is self-evident. But, the meaning
of carrying out Jihad against the hypocrites is explained by the very
+JJI &. It proves that Jihad against
conduct of the Holy Prophet
them signifies vocal Jihad through which they should be induced to
understand the veracity of Islam, start to feel for it and thus become
sincere in their adherence to Islam. (Qurtubi and Mazhari) Please bear in
(and
mind that the real meaning of the word: l;l;(ghilaz) used in: &I,
be strict with them) is that one should not show any leniency or grant
any concessions in taking a course of action which the person addressed deserves. This word is used as an antonym to iii, (rzfah) which
means mercy and kindheartedness.

+,

+,

In his comments, Imam al-Qurtubi has said that the use of the
word: ghiLzah (strictness) a t this place means that leniency should not
be shown and concessions should not be granted when the injunctions
of Shari'ah are enforced on them. This approach has nothing to do with
being vocally strict - because, that is against the favored practice of
the blessed prophets. They are never harsh in speech, nor do they
Ljt. &I& is reported
curse and swear. In Hadith, the Holy Prophet
5jli!(1f a bondwoman of anyto have said: I& ;~'i;*dl ;one among you commits fornication, just enforce the Islamit legal pun-

+,
~u$~isf

&
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ishment for it on her - but, do not denounce her verbally) (Qurtubi)
Alluding to the persona of the Holy Prophet +, +dl& - the image he exuded in his presence before people - Allah Ta'ila has Himself
d<?
7,.
z . ./,
,
said: $15
& I&
Y 41
L$ Clii dj,(and had you been rough and hardhearted, they would have dispersed from around you - 3:159). Then,
there is no evidence even from the actual dealings of the Holy Prophet
,&,&I & that he ever demonstrated any harsh attitude in conversation or address before disbelievers and hypocrites.
4

.

A warning signal
It is certainly a matter of regret that the attitude of harshness in
address and conversation was something Islam never took to even
against Kuffgr, the rigid and hostile disbelievers. But, contemporary
Muslims would not bat an eye and use it against other Muslims - not
to say much about many of those who would congratulate themselves
for having done this as some service to their religion. InnaliLl& ...
Verses 74 - 78

They swear by Allah that they said nothing while, indeed, they had said the word of infidelity and had disbelieved after having accepted Islam, and had intended
what they could not achieve. And they showed resent-
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ment against nothing but that Allah and His Messenger
have made them rich with His grace. So, if they repent,
it will be good for them, and if they turn away, Allah
shall punish them with a painful punishment in this
world and the Hereafter, and for them there is neither
a friend on the Earth, nor a helper. [741
And among them there are those who made a pledge
with Allah: "If He gives us (wealth) out of His grace,
then, surely we shall give alms and shall be among the
righteous!' [751
But when He gave them (wealth) of His grace, they became stingy about it, and went back turning their faces
away. t761
So Allah, in turn, put hypocrisy in their hearts till the
day they shall meet Him, because they broke their
promise with Allah and because they have been telling
lies. 1771 Did they not know that Allah knows what they
conceal and what they whisper and that Allah is the
well-aware of all the unseen. [781

Commentary
In the first verse: $6 ;$& (They swear by Allah --74), the text reverts to the hypocrites who keep uttering words of infidelity in their
gatherings but, should Muslims come to know about that, they would
promptly declare on oath that they had nothing to do with it. Giving
the background in which this verse was revealed, Al-Baghawi reports
that the Holy Prophet +, LjS dl & gave an address on the occasion of
the battle of Tabuk. He talked about the sorry state of affairs the hypocrites were in dnd warned them of their sad end. Also present there
was Jullas, a hypocrite. When he returned to his people, he said 'if
whatever Muhammad says is true, then, we are worse than donkeys.'
By chance, a Sahabi whose name was 'Amir ibn Qays heard the comment. He told him that 'there is no doubt about what the Holy Prophet
+, +dl & has said for it is true and you are really worse than donkeys .'

+,

When the Holy Prophet
+J.11 returned to Madinah back
from his trip to Tabuk, 'Amir ibn Qays told him about this event. But,
Jullas flatly disowned what he had said. On top of that, he charged
'Amir ibn Qays of having accused him falsely. The Holy Prophet LCll &
+, + ordered both of them to stand close to the Mimbar of the Nabiyy
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(the stepped platform used to deliver k h u e a h in the masjid originally
and traditionally regarded
occupied by the Holy Prophet +, r-jc JJl
as a symbol of his message) and take an oath. Jullas was quick to take
a false oath to the effect that he never said that and that 'Amir was lying. When it was 'Amir's turn, he took his oath. Then, he raised his
hands of prayer before Allah saying, '0 Allah, let Your Messenger
know about the reality of this matter through a revelation to him.' The
Ljc &I
said 'Am& (amen) following his prayer and
Holy Prophet
so did all Muslims present there. These people had yet to move from
there when came Angel Jibra'il with the revelation which included this
verse.

+

When Jullas heard this verse, he stood up immediately and started
rasilall ah, now I confess that I was the one in the wrong
saying,
and that which was said by 'Amir was the truth. But, this very verse
has also given me the right of making Taubah (repentance). Hence, I
seek forgiveness from Allah and repent for what I did earlier.' The
+k &I
accepted his Taubah after which he stayed
Holy Prophet
firm in it and things turned towards the better in his life. (Mazhari)

+,

Some commentators have referred to similar events as the background of the revelation of this verse - especially as this verse includes
the sentence: $gq l;13
(and
; had intended what they could not
achieve -74). This sentence seems to suggest that the verse is connected with some event when the hypocrites had hatched some conspiracy
+
,&I&
and his Muslim followers in
against the Holy Prophet ,&
which they could not succeed. For example, there is a fairly well
known incident that came to pass during the return from this very
battle of Tabuk. Twelve men from among the hypocrites sat in ambush
behind a mountain pass with the intention of taking the Holy Prophet
+A
JJI& by surprise and kill him. Angel Jibra'il informed him of
their intention. He took a different route and their conspiracy went to
dust.

+,

For that matter, several other events of this nature are also on
record. But, there is no element of contradiction or improbability in
the likelihood that all those events are being referred to through this
verse.
The second verse: dl i & L $+;(And among them there are those
who made a pledge with Allah - 75) is also connected with a particular
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event which has been reported by Ibn Jarir, Ibn Abi Hatim, Ibn
Marduwayh, Al-Tabarani and Al-Baihaqi on the authority of a
narration from Sayyidna A b i Umamah Biihili u &I&>. According to
this report, a person called Tha'labah ibn Hiitib al-Ansari presented
&A
JJI
and requested him to
himself before the Holy Prophet
pray that he becomes rich. He said, 'Is it that you do not like my way?
By the Being that holds my life in his His hands, if I had wished,
mountains of Madinah would have turned into solid gold following
behind me on my walkways. But, I do not like being that wealthy.' The
man went away. But, he returned later and repeated his request for
the same prayer with the pledge that, should he get the wealth prayed
for, he would give every deserving person his share from it. The Holy
Prophet +, A& 1111& made the prayer. The effect of the prayer showed
up in an unprecedented increase in the number of goats he owned.
When the number increased further, the space in Madinah became too
small for him. So, he moved out into the outskirts from where he used
to come to MadInah where he offered the SalZh of Zuhr and 'Asr with
the Holy Prophet +, L=JS &I &. AS for the rest of the prayers, he used
to perform these in the wilderness where his herd of goats, his prized
possession, was located.

+,

Then, this very flock of goats became so large that even that area
on the outskirts became insufficient. He moved farther away from Madinah coming there only on Fridays for the Jumu'ah Salah. As for the
five daily prayers, he did them where he was stationed. Then came
further increases in his wealth and he had to leave that spot too, only
to go far away from Madinah where he sat deprived of his Jumu'ah
and Jama'ah both.
After the passage of some time, the Holy Prophet +, +L &I
asked people about him. They told him that his 'wealth' had increased
to such proportions that he had to go far away from Madinah and that
is why he is not seen in the city. On hearing this, the Holy Prophet &
A& 1111 said:
(Alas for Tha'labah) three times.

+,

a&:

By chance, it was the time when came the revelation of the verse of
SadaqGt (60) where the Holy Prophet
Ljs JJI 3, has been commanded
to collect Sadaqat from Muslims - (ZZ$I$~& g). He had the whole
law of Sadaqat committed to writing, appointed two persons as the collectors of Sadaqah and sent them to collect the Sadaqat due on live-
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stock owned by Muslims. They were ordered to go to Tha'labah ibn Hatib as well, and to another person from the tribe of Bani Sulaym also.
When the two collectors reached Tha'labah and presented the order of the Holy Prophet
& dl &, he said that this thing had become a sort of Jizyah which is taken from non-Muslims. Then he
hedged and asked them to leave on that occasion, however, they could
call on him on their way back. The two of them left.

+,

Something different happened in the case of the other person from
the tribe of Bani Sulaym. When he heard about the order of the Holy
r-js JLll A,
he himself called on the two emissaries of his
Prophet
master carrying with him the best from out of his livestock of camels
and goats, precisely according to his Zakatable niszb of Sadaqah. They
told him that they have orders not to pick out the best among animals,
in fact, they were supposed to take the average ones, therefore, they
could not take these. The man from Bani Sulaym insisted that it was
his pleasure to present those very animals and requested that they be
accepted as they were.

+,

After that, when these two emissaries had completed their circuit
of Sadaqah collection, they returned to Tha'labah. He told them that
he wanted to see that Law of Sadaqah they were talking about. He
looked a t it and said no more than what he had said earlier - 'this
thing has become a sort of Jizyah that should not be taken from Muslims.' 'All right,' he said, 'you can go for now. I have to think about it
first. I will decide later.'
When these two gentlemen reached Madinah, they went to see the
Holy Prophet +,&A JJI &. At that time he, before hearing their report
$5 4.
on the mission, repeated the words he had said earlier:
@f:;
L. (Alas for Tha'labah). He said it three times. After that, he was
pleased to hear about the Sulaymi deal and prayed for him. Thereupon, came the verse: &I ji;$ $2 (And among them there are those who
made a pledge with Allah - 75). It means: 'if Allah gave them wealth,
they would give out alms and charities and fulfill the rights of all deserving people, the relatives and the poor, as done by the righteous
people of the community. But, when Allah blessed them with wealth,
out of His grace, they became misers overnight and turned away from
their pledge of obedience to Allah and His Messenger.'

a ges
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Verse 77: ,+$&
(So Allah, in turn, put hypocrisy in their
hearts) points'out to its cause which lies in their lying and pledge
breaking. As a consequence, Allah made the hypocrisy of their hearts
become deep and firm. Now, they would just not have the ability to
make Taubah itself.
A serious note of warning
From here we learn that there are occasions when the curse of evil
deeds assumes alarming proportions, so much so that one is deprived
of the very ability ( t a u f k ) of making Taubah. May Allah protect us
from this misfortune!
Let us now go back to the detailed narrative of Sayyidna Abu Umamah L;S dl dJmentioned a little earlier. Ibn Jarir writes a t the end of
Ljs Ill1 & said 'Alas for Tha'labah' three
it: When the Holy Prophet
times, some of his relatives were present in the gathering. When they
heard it, one of them immediately traveled to see Tha'labah. When he
reached there, he reproached him for his behavior while informing him
that it has caused the revelation of a particular verse of the Qur'an.
This made Tha'labah nervous. He reached Madinah and requested the
Holy Prophet +, 4&I& that his Sadaqah may be accepted. He said
that Allah Ta'ala had told him not to accept his Sadaqah. Hearing this,
Tha'labah went crazy with disappointment and literally started throwing dust on his head.

+,

said, 'this is something you have
The Holy Prophet +, 4
&I
chosen to do on your own. I ordered you and you did not obey. Now,
your Sadaqah cannot be accepted.' Tha'labah returned disappointed.
Then, some days later, the Holy Prophet +, & dl & departed from
this mortal world and Sayyidni Abu Bakr ~ t &I
c dJ
became the Khalifah. Tha'labah came to Sayyidna A b i Bakr ~ ; &I
c
and requested
that he should accept his Sadaqah. Sayyidna Abu Bakr u J-11 &Jsaid,
'when the Holy Prophet +, L ~ S&I& did not accept it, how can I do it?'
Then, after the demise of Sayyidna Abu Bakr L;S &I A>, Tha'labah
came to Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ; d
c l A>. He made the same request and got
the same answer from him, as was given by Sayyidna Abu Bakr &I&J
L;S. Again, he submitted this request to Sayyidna Uthman L;S JJI &>
during his period of Khilafah. He too refused it. It was during the tenure
c d, that Tha'labah died. We
of the Khilafah of Sayyidna Uthman ~ t &I
seek the protection of Allah from all evil deeds. (Mazhari)
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A question and its answer
When Tha'labah had submitted in repentance, the question is why
was his Taubah not accepted? The reason is evident. The Holy Prophet
+, Ljs JJI & was informed through revelation that he was not making
his Taubah with absolute sincerity. He had hypocrisy concealed in his
heart. He was simply trying to deceive Muslims for the time being only
to put matters right between them. Therefore, it was not acceptable.
And when the Holy Prophet +, 4 &I& himself declared him to be a
hypocrite, the Khulafz who succeeded him were left with no right to
accept his Sadaqah - because, being a Muslim is a condition for Zakah.
Now, after the Holy Prophet +, Ljs dl &, no one knows the hypocrisy
hidden in the heart of a person, therefore, the rule to follow in future
is: Anyone who makes Taubah and confesses to his Islam and 'Iman
should be treated as Muslims are treated - no matter what lies in his
heart. (Bayan al-Qur'an)

Verses 79 - 80

Those who find fault with believers who voluntarily
give alms and have nothing but their hard earnings still they mock at them - mocked they are by Allah and
for them there is a painful punishment. [791
Ask pardon for them or do not ask pardon for them even if you ask pardon for them seventy times, Allah
shall never pardon them. That is because they disbelieved in Allah and His Messenger. And Allah does not
lead the sinning people to the right path. [801

Commentary
Mentioned in the first verse (79) are taunts thrown at Muslims who
gave away in charity on a voluntary basis (NafZiSadaqZt).It appears
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in the Sahih of Muslim that Sayyidna Abu Mas'ud u &I dJsaid: 'we
had orders from Allah Ta'ala that we must give Sadaqah and, believe
it, we used to do manual labor for that (that is, we had no money or
thing with us. We used to take out that Sadaqah too from whatever we
earned through this very manual labor). Thus, Abu 'AqTl offered Sadaqah to the measure of 0.5 Sg (approximately 1.75 kilos). Then, someone
came and gave a little more than that. The hypocrites mocked a t them
for having brought something so insignificant in the name of Sadaqah.
Allah never needs things like that. And whoever gave a little more in
Sadaqah, they accused him that he had done it to show off before people. Thereupon, this verse was revealed.
I

Please note that, in the sentence: $$$I& (mocked they are by Allah - 79), the word 'mocked' stands for 'punished for their mockery'.
In the second verse (801, there is a statement about the hypocrites.
Ljs JJIA.
He has been
It has been addressed to the Holy Prophet
told whether or not he seeks forgiveness for them makes no difference
- and no matter how many times he seeks forgiveness for them, they
shall not be forgiven. A detailed explanation of this appears under the
(and never offer a prayer on any
comments on verse 84: t$$'gi$
one of them who dies) appearing a little later.

+,

g$

Verses 81 - 83

Those who were left behind were happy with their sitting back to the displeasure of the Messenger of Allah,
and they disliked to carry out jihad in the way of Allah
with their wealth and lives, and they said, "Do not
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march in this hot weather." Say, "The fire of Jahannam
is more intense in heat," only if they could understand.
1811

So, let them laugh a little, and weep a lot, being a reward of what they used to earn. [821
Then, if Allah brings you back to a group of them and
they seek your permission to march, say to them, "You
shall never march with me ever after, and shall never
fight an enemy in my company. You were happy with
sitting back the first time; now, sit with those remaining behind." [831

Commentary
Behavior patterns of hypocrites who did not take part in the battle
of Tabuk, despite the general call of Jihad, continue to be the main
theme since several previous verses.
The current verses give another example of their behavior. Then, it
was said that they will be punished in the Hereafter, their names will
be eliminated from the list of the mujzhidin of Islam forever in this
mortal world and that they will never be allowed to take part in any
future Jihad.
(those who were left behind - 81) is the plural of
The word:
&d(rnukhallafl which means 'abandoned' or left out. The subtle hint
thus released is that these people are pleased with the idea that they
have stayed away from endangering their lives by not participating in
the Jihad. But, the truth of the matter is that Allah Ta'alZ did not consider them to be worthy of this supreme honor. Therefore, it is not
they who have abandoned the Jihad, in fact, it is Jihad that has abandoned them. The reason is that Allah and His Messenger have, a t
their discretion, considered it fit that they should be left out.
Following immediately, there is the word: d% (khilgf)in: &I 4$;/d+
translated as 'to the displeasure of the Messenger of Allah.' This word
could be taken in the sense of 'behind' or 'after' as well. In fact, this is
the meaning A b i 'Ubayd has gone by. If so, it would meorl that these
people were rejoicing in their staying (at home) after (the depal clre of)
the Messenger of Allah - an occasion not really worth the mirth. As for
the word: +&,(bimaq'adihim: their sitting back) in the same verse, it
appears here in the sense of $4
(qu';;$: sitting) as a verbal noun.
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It is also possible to take the word k h i l q i n the sense of mukhdafat
(contravention, opposition). In that case, it would mean that they sat
home in contravention of the command of the Holy Prophet &. Then,
they did not leave it at that. They prompted others too by saying that
they should not march in that hot weather: ($1 & @<).
We already know that the command to fight the battle of Tabuk
was given a t a time when the heat was intense. The rejoinder to their
comment came from Allah Ta'ElZ: $ %f'@
(Say: [O Prophet] the
fire of Jahannam is more intense in heat) that is, these people are
really unfortunate. They see the heat of a certain given time and try to
beat it one way or the other. But, they do not realize that their disobedience to the command of Allah and His Messenger would bring them
face to face with the fire of Jahannam. Why would they not worry
about it? Is it that the heat of our seasons is more intense than the
heat of Hell?

$3

I&A$ (So, let them laugh a little, and
After that it was said:
weep a lot, being a reward of what they used to earn - 82). Though, the
word 'falyadhak3 (So, laugh) has been used in the imperative form,
but commentators interpret it in the sense of the predicate of a nominal clause. The wisdom behind the use of the imperative form given by
them is that this is categorical and certain. In other words, this is going to happen as a matter of certainty. Such people could laugh for the
days they have in the mortal world - but, in 'Akhirah, they must weep
and weep forever.
Commentator Ibn Abi Hatim reports the explanation of this verse
c
as follows:
from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ ; &I
&J

The dunya (present world) is short-lived. So, let them laugh
therein as they wish but when 'dunya?will come to a n end and
they will start coming to Allah, then, they will start weeping,
a weeping which will never come to a n end. (Mazhari)

The statement: I ~3S
(lan takhruju ... you shall never march) in
the second verse (83) has been explained by Maulan; Ashraf 'Ali
Thanavi in the summary of his Tafsir Bayan al-Qur'an. According to
him, 'even if these people intend to participate in a future Jihad, they
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would get out of it when they want to, under one or the other pretext;
and since they do not have faith in their heart, their intention too will
A& 91&
not be backed by sincerity. Therefore, the Holy Prophet
was commanded that, even if they want to take part in a Jihad, he
should tell them the truth that he does not trust their word and deed.
So, they would neither go for Jihad nor fight an enemy of Islam in his
company.'

+,

Most of the commentators have said that this injunction has been
enforced as their punishment in the present world, that is, even if they
themselves were to make a request that they be allowed to take part
in Jihad, even then, they should not be allowed to do that.

Verse 84

And never offer a prayer on any one of them who dies,
and do not stand by his grave. They disbelieved in
Allah and His Messenger and died while they were
sinners. [841

Commentary
It stands established from Sahih &ZdTth, and confirmed by a consensus of the Muslim Ummah on it that this verse was revealed a t the
time of the death of the hypocrite, 'Abdullah ibn Ubaiyy, and about the
Salah ofJanZzah for him. Then, it also stands established from the report in Sahih of Muslim and the Sahih of Al-Bukhari that the Holy
A& 91& offered Salah of Jangzah for him. After he had
Prophet
done it, this verse was revealed. And thereafter, he never offered the
Salah of Janazah for any munzfiq (hypocrite).

+,

The background in which this verse was revealed appears in the
Sahih of Muslim. According to this report from Sayyidna 'Abdullgh ibn
'Umar l i ; j-ll
~
dJ,
when 'Abdullah ibn Ubaiyy ibn S a l i l died, his son
c
came to the Holy Prophet +, A& 91
A.
He was a
'Abdullah ~ ; &I
sincere Muslim, and a Sahabi. When he requested for his shirt so that
he could use it as a shroud for the dead body of his father, the Holy
r-jc rill & let him have it. Then, he requested him to also
Prophet
lead the Salah of Janazah for his father. He accepted and rose to do

+,
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that. At that point, Sayyidna 'Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ ; J-ll
s dJ
held the
fall of his shirt cloth and said: 'YOU are going to lead the Janazah SalGh
for this munzfiq although Allah Ta'ala has prohibited you from doing
L?f dl & said: 'Allah Ta'ala has given me a
that.' The Holy Prophet
choice. I may pray for their forgiveness, or I may not - and as for forgiveness not to be granted even if prayed for it seventy times as in the
verse, I can say that I can do that more than seventy times.' The verse
referred to here is verse 80 of SGrah Al-Taubah which you have gone
through a little earlier. For your convenience, its words are: 5;i+i4$2!
,/2
p e ~dl+-, . ? Z$
, ~ / fsp
~,.
* d)l+*- Y~ *.
(Ask pardon for them or do not ask

+,

y

+&-

y.,YM,.?

y

H

pardon for them; even if you ask pardon for them seventy times, Allah
shall never pardon them). Then, the Holy Prophet pl, LjC dl& offered
the Salah of Janazah for him. Soon after the Salah, this verse:& bP$
& $1 (And never offer a prayer on any one of them.. .) was revealed
(SO,after that, he never led the SalZh of Janazah for any munafiq).

Removal of ambiguities concerning this event
A question arises here about 'Abdullah ibn Ubaiyy, a m u n z f i q
whose hypocrisy was laid bare on many different occasions and who
was regarded as ring leader of all hypocrites. How was it that he re& &I&
ceived such unusual treatment from the Holy Prophet
when he gave his blessed shirt to be used as his funeral shroud?

+>

In answer, two reasons can be given for it. Firstly, it was done on
the request of his son who was a sincere SahZbT and the motive was
simply to console him on his loss. There could be a second reason as
well. This has been reported in Al-BukhGri on the authority of Sayyidn5 Jabir ~ ; dl
c &>.
When some Quraysh chiefs were arrested on the occasion of the battle of Badr, one of them happened to be 'Abbas, the unWhen he saw that his uncle does
cle of the Holy Prophet pl, r j s dl A.
not have a shirt on his body, he asked his Companions to put a shirt
on him. SayyidnG 'Abbas *;s Ilrl &Jwas tall. No shirt other than that of
&A
&I &
'Abdullah ibn Ubaiyy would fit him. So, the Holy Prophet
took the shirt froin 'Abdullah ibn Ubaiyy and had his uncle 'Abbas
wear it. It was only to repay this favor that the Holy Prophet &A dl &
had given his shirt for him. (Qurtubi)

+,

+,

The second question relates to what Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ; dl
c
had
said to the Holy Prophet. It will be recalled that he had said, 'Allah
Ta'ZlZ has prohibited you from leading the SalGh of Janazah for a hypo&J
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crite.' We have to look for the basis on which he said that, because no
4 &I& expressly
verse had ever prohibited the Holy Prophet
from offering the SalZh of JanZzah for a hypocrite. From here it bes d>
must have deduced
comes fairly clear that SayyidnZ 'Umar ~ ; 1111
that sense of prohibition from this very verse of S i r a h Al-Taubah repardon for them. ..so). Now the quesferred earlier, that is, $&!(Ask
tion is, if this verse of prohibition refers to the Salah of Janazah, why
not let this be regarded as prohibwould the Holy Prophet +, &A &I
ited, instead of which, he said that the choice in the verse had been
given to him?

+,

The answer is that, in reality, the formal arrangement of words in
the verse does carry the sense of giving a choice - and it is also obvious
that the mention of seventy times a t this place is not for prescribing a
limit. It is, rather, to express the sense of many times. Thus, the outcome of the verse, in terms of its obvious sense, turns out to be that 'a
hypocrite will not be pardoned, no matter how many times you were to
seek forgiveness for him.' But, he has not been expressly prohibited
from praying for their forgiveness as such. Another verse of the Holy
Qur'an from SGrah YZ Sin is a parallel example. There it has been said:
5AZ.j +$$
' ;$;%
,&?%(And it is all the same for them whether or
not you warn them - they are not going to believe - 36:10). This verse
has not categorically stopped him from warning people of evils and inviting them to what is good. For that matter, some other verses of the
Qur'Zn also prove that the ongoing mission of calling people towards
the faith never stopped. Of course, it included such people as well - for
' ,* ,
example, ~j&
~JLJI
~;$(O
I
Messenger, convey all that has been sent
,* 9
,9,,,<z
down to you from your Lord. - 5:67) and $6?
&ti:+
;i 61
li!(you are only
a Warner, and for every people, there is a g;ide - 13:7). The outcome is
that the verse of S i r a h YZ Sin (36:lO) quoted above proved that choice
& &I A, though in a limited frame
was given to the Holy Prophet
of reference. Then, the later verses quoted immediately earlier provided the standing proof of the continuance of the mission of warning people against evils. From the verse under study too, the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I had gathered that they will not be pardoned, but the situation was that he had not been restrained from seeking forgiveness for
them through some other verse either, till then.
>*d

/

,.L,

+,

Then, the Holy Prophet

+, +L JJI & also knew that neither his
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shirt nor the Salah of Janazah he offered for the deceased hypocrite
were to bring forgiveness for him. But, he did hope that his action
would yield benefits for other aspects of Islamic public policy. People of
his family and the disbelieving people in general were bound to obLjs dl & deals with their leader.
serve the way the Holy Prophet
This was likely to bring them closer to Islam, even embracing it. As for
some clear prohibition of offering the Salah of Janazah, it just did not
exist until that time. Therefore, he led the Salah.

+,

Perhaps, the other answer lies in the sentence that has been reported in the S a h i h of Al-Bukhari on the authority of Sayyidna
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbis ~ ;&I
t dJ.
There, the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I
has been quoted to have said: 'Had I known that he will be pardoned
by praying for his forgiveness more than seventy times, I would have
done that too.' (Qurtubi)

+,

The second evidence comes from another Hadith in which the
following words from the Holy Prophet +,&dl& have been
reported: 'my shirt cannot save him from the punishment of Allah.
But, I did it in the hope that on the basis of this action thousands of
his people will embrace Islam.' So, according to what was said, after
having witnessed this event, one thousand people from the tribe of
Khazraj embraced Islam (as reported in the books of m a g h z i and in
some books of TafsIr).

Summary

+,

To sum up, the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I,+
knew from previous
verses that no matter what they do, the munafiqs (the hypocrites) will
not be pardoned. But, there were some factors that explain the rationale of his action. The words of the verse seemed to have given him
the choice. No other verse had yet prohibited him from doing so. Then,
there was the opportunity to pay back the favor of a disbeliever here in
this world. Last, but not the least, was the hope of other disbelievers
embracing Islam as a result of this action. Therefore, he preferred to
lead the Salah of Janazah. As for the action of Sayyidna 'Umar &I
r ; ~ he
,
thought that once it stands proved through the verse in question
that a hypocrite will not be pardoned, he found no reason for offering a
Salah of Janizah for him and praying that he may be forgiven. According to him, it might be redundant, and against the station of a prophet. Therefore, he deemed it prohibited to offer the janazah. The posi-
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tion of the Holy Prophet +, r-jS dl
was that he did not, though, consider this action as beneficial in its own right - but, he did have the
likelihood of others embracing Islam in sight. Therefore, this action did
not remain futile. To conclude, in this manner, no ambiguity remains
either in the conduct of the Holy Prophet +, r-jc &I& or in the words
of Sayyidna 'Umar AZ dl &J. (Bayan al-Qur'an)
Now, came the verse: uu' (and never offer a prayer) revealed in
clear terms. It was realized that, no doubt, there was a religiously expedient advantage visible to the Holy Prophet & in offering the Salah
but it also carried a disturbing factor in it, almost the reverse of what
was expected to be expedient. This element somehow did not attract
the attention of the Holy Prophet &. The likelihood of this action
creating dissatisfaction among sincere Muslims was strong. They may
have thought that sincere Muslims and wily hypocrites have been
equated officially. To offset this danger, this particular prohibition was
revealed in the Qur'an - and after that, the Holy Prophet & never
offered the Salah of Janazah for any munzfiq.

Rulings
1. This verse tells us that offering Salah on the Janazah of a hafir
or the making of Du'a seeking his or her forgiveness is not permissible.
2. This verse also proves that to stand before the grave of a k$ir as
a mark of respect for him, or to go to visit it, is haram. Should this be
to learn some lesson therefrom, or because of some compulsion, then, it
is not contrary to this. For example, it appears in Hidayah that, should
a kafir relative of a Muslim die without leaving a guardian or heir behind, the Muslim relative can put the deceased into hollowed ground
a s is, without having to make it conform to the standard practice of
the Holy Prophet
r-jS dl A.
(Bayan al-Qur'an)

+,
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And their wealth and children should not attract you.
Allah only wants to punish them with these in this
world and that their souls depart while they are disbelievers. 1851
And when a Siirah is revealed (saying), "Believe in Allah and carry out jihad in the company of His Messenger" the capable ones from them seek your permission
and say, "Let us remain with those sitting back." 1861
They are happy to be with women who sit back, and
their hearts are sealed; so they do not understand. [871
But the Messenger and the believers in his company
have carried out jihgd with their wealth and lives, and
for them there are the good things, and they are the
successful. [88]Allah has prepared for them gardens beneath which rivers flow where they will live forever.
That is the supreme success. [891

Commentary
Once again, the present verses carry the description of hypocrites
who had avoided participating in the battle of Tabuk under one or the
other pretext. Among such hypocrites, there were some rich people a s
well. Their affluent life could have made Muslims ask, 'when these
people are so unacceptable with Allah, why did they have to get all
those blessings in this world?'
In response, it was said that a little thinking would unfold the reality behind what they possess in the form of wealth and children. These
are no mercy and blessing for them. Instead, these are their trial and
punishment in this world - not to say much about the additional punishment due in the Hereafter. It is not difficult to understand the reason. They love wealth, guard it and keep worrying as to how they can
go on increasing it. They are never a t peace. They collect things of
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comfort around them but genuine peace and comfort never knock a t
their doors, for they are things of the heart. And since this engrossment in the pursuit of wealth makes them heedless towards the concerns of the Hereafter, they indulge in acts of disobedience to their
Creator that in turn becomes the cause of their punishment. So,
whether a cause or its effect, it remains a punishment. This is the reason why the Qur'an has used the words: I& ,$@,(to punish them with
these) in the sense that Allah Ta'ala w a i t s to punish them by and
through these very possessions.
The expression: $61
~j,i'(ulu ' a t - h u l : translated as 'the capable
ones') (86) is not for particularization. Instead, it serves a purpose. It
tells that there were others too, the ones not so capable. And the incapable ones had, at least, some obvious excuse to stay behind.

Verse 90

And the excuse-makers from the Bedouins came that
they might be allowed (to stay behind), while those
who were false to Allah and His Messengers (just)
stayed behind. A painful punishment is about to fall
upon those of them who disbelieve. [901

Commentary
The details given in the verse tell us that there were two kinds of
people among the Bedouins of the desert. First, there were those who
visited the Holy Prophet +, & &I& and requested that they might
be excused from Jihad and allowed to stay behind. Then, there were
the arrogant and rebellious among them who did not even bother to
take the trouble of excusing themselves out of it. They just stayed behind.
s & allowed Jadd ibn Qays that
'When the Holy Prophet p ~~, j &I
J-ll~u;?~
~
he may not go on Jihad,' says SayyidnZ Jabir ibn ' A b d u l l a h , ~
'some hypocrites also came to him, offered their excuses and sought his
permission to stay out of Jihad. As for the permission, he let them
have it, but he did realize that they were making false excuses, therefore, he turned away from them. Thereupon, this verse was revealed.'
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It made it clear that their excuse was unacceptable. Therefore, they
were served with the warning of a painful punishment. However, by
saying:
&'(those of them who disbelieve), a hint was given
that the excuse given by some of them was not because of their disbelief or hypocrisy, rather, it was because of their natural laziness. So,
they were not to be affected by the punishment to fall upon those disbelievers.
Verses 91 - 93

+,1s
;

on
There is no blame on the weak, or on the sick,
those who have nothing to spend, if they are sincere to
Allah and His Messenger. There is no way against those
good in deeds. And Allah is most Forgiving, Very Merciful. [911
Nor (is there any blame) on those who - when they
came to you so that you might provide them with a carrier and you said (to them), "I find no carrier to give to
you" - went back, their eyes flowing with tears grieving
that they had nothing to spend. [92]
Blame lies, in fact, on those who ask you permission despite being rich. They are happy being with women
who sit back. And Allah has sealed their hearts; so they
do not know. [931

Commentary
Previous verses mentioned people who were not really excusable
from participation in Jihad but sat it out because of laziness. Then,
there were hypocrites who had taken permission from the Holy Proph-
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+,

et
&A
dl& under false pretexts because of their disbelief and hypocrisy. And then there were the arrogant ones who did not bother
about excuses and permissions and just sat back. They were told there
that they were not excusable and that there was a painful punishment
waiting for those of them who practiced disbelief and hypocrisy.
The present verses mention sincere Muslims who were deprived of
participation in Jihad because they were genuinely incapable of doing
so. Some of them were blind, or sick, or handicapped. Their excuse was
all too evident. Then, there were some of those who were ready to take
part in Jihad, in fact, were 'dying7to go into the Jihad, but they could
not make the trip because they did not have an animal to ride on. The
journey was long and the weather was very hot. They told the Holy
how eager they were to participate in the Jihad
Prophet +, & ill1
but how unfortunate that they had nothing to ride on. They requested
him to see if they could have some mounts.
There are many events of this nature recorded in books of Exegesis
and History. So, different things happened. To some of them who came
initially, the Holy Prophet +, I-jt ill1 & had no choice but to say that
they had no arrangements to provide mounts to warriors. But, these
people returned from him weeping and when they kept weeping in despair, Allah Ta'ala took care of them in His own way. Six camels arright at that time. He let
rived before the Holy Prophet +, & ill1
arranged
them have these. (Mazhari) Then, Sayyidna 'Uthman AL dl
mounts for three of them, although he had already made similar arrangements for many more of them earlier.
Ultimately, there were some of them still left out for the simple
reason that they could not find a mount. Rendered totally helpless,
they could do nothing about their aspirations for Jihad. These are the
kinds of people mentioned in the cited verses whose excuse was accepted by Allah Ta'ala. However, at the end, the warning was repeated by
saying that particularly cursed are those who, despite their ability,
elected to stay away from Jihzd like women. The sentence: ,&'UIG!
<Gi$;a$<~:
-,
3$~(Blame lies, in fact, on those who ask your permission despite being rich - 93) means exactly this.

Verses 94 - 96
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They will make excuses to you when you return to
them. Say, "Do not make excuses. We shall never believe you. Allah has told us the facts about you. And Allah will see what you do, and His Messenger as well.
Then you shall be returned to the Knower of the Seen
and the Unseen, and He will tell you what you have
been doing." [941
They will swear by Allah before you, so that you may
ignore their misdeed. So, you ignore them. They a r e
filth, and their abode is Jahannam, as a recompense for
what they used to do. [951
They swear before you so that you may be pleased with
them. So, even if you are pleased with them, Allah will
not be pleased with the sinning people. [961

Commentary
Mentioned in the previous verses were hypocrites who came up
with false excuses a t the time Jihad forces were getting ready to
march out and succeeded in being allowed to stay behind. The present
verses mention those who visited the Holy Prophet +,A& JJI after
his return from Jihad and offered false excuses for their absence from
it. These verses had been revealed before his return to Madinah and
had told him beforehand about the forthcoming event, that is, the
hypocrites will come to him as soon as he reaches Madinah and will offer their excuses. And so it happened.
Three instructions about them have been given to the Holy
+A
&I & in the verses cited above. These are as follows:
Prophet

+,

1. When they come to make excuses, they should be told that they
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do not have to make false excuses for they were not going to be
believed in their word. Allah Ta'ala had already told the Holy Prophet
about the condition of their thinking and doing including the details
%b
of their wicked plans and secret intentions. This was enough to prove
that they were liars, therefore, offering excuses makes no sense. After
that, it was said: e 9 h ld g ; (And Allah will see what you do.. .). Here,
respite has been given to them so that they could still make their Taubah (repentance), renounce Nifgq (hypocrisy) and become true Muslims - because, the wording of the text stipulates that Allah and His
Messenger shall see what they do and how they do it. In other words,
action shall be taken in consonance with their behavior pattern. If
they repented sincerely and became true Muslims, their sins shall
stand forgiven. Otherwise, these false excuses were not going to do
them any good.

+,

2. The second instruction to the Holy Prophet
+IS&I& appears
in the second verse (95) where it has been said that these people will
come to him after his return to Madinah, impress him with their
feigned oaths and try to satisfy him. What they would wish to achieve
from this initiative is: $Z l$$,(so
that you may ignore their misdeed),
that is, 'ignore their absence from Jihad and spare the reproach due on
it.' Thereupon, it was said that he might as well grant their wish. The
text says: $2 l$$:'you
ignore them.' Thus, the instruction carries the
sense: 'neither reproach and admonish, nor deal with pleasantly' - because, reproach usually brings no good. When they have no faith in
their heart - and they do not want to have it either - what would come
out of reproach? So, why waste good time!

+,

3. The third instruction given to the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I& appears in the third verse (96): "They swear before you so that you may
be pleased with them." The order of Allah Ta'alii is that their wish was
not to be granted and he was not to be pleased with them. However, it
was also said that, 'even if you were to be pleased with them, it was
not going to work for them in any manner, because Allah is not
pleased with them. And how could Allah be pleased with them when
they are still adamant about their denial and hypocrisy?

Verses 97 - 99
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The Bedouins are often more strict in disbelief and hypocrisy and are most likely to be ignorant of the limits
of what Allah has sent down to His Messenger. And Allah is All-Knowing,Wise. [971
And among the Bedouins there are those who take
what they spend as a penalty and they look forward to
the cycles of time to turn against you. Upon those is the
evil cycle. And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. [981
And among the Bedouins there are others who believe
in Allah and in the Last Day and take what they spend
as a source of nearness to Allah and of prayers from the
Messenger. It is indeed a source of nearness for them.
Allah will admit them to His mercy. Surely, Allah is
Most Forgiving, Very Merciful. [99]

Commentary
Described in the previous verses were the hypocrites of Madhah.
The present verses mention hypocrites who lived on the desert around
the outskirts of MadTnah.
The word u l ~ U I(al-a'rgb) is not a plural form of
(al-'arab). It is
+,+.I (ism al-jam': collective noun) and is used for the Bedouins of the
desert. In its singular form, it becomes d I ~ (al-a'rcbiyy)
~ l
- similar to
(al-ansgriyy), the singular form of ,LYI (al-anscr).
According to their condition described in verse 97, they outdid city
dwellers in disbelief and hypocrisy. The reason given is that these people generally remained ignorant and hard-hearted as they lived far
away from knowledge and the knowledgeable. Then the text says: 'the
Bedouins are more likely to be ignorant of the limits of what Allah has
sent down.' It means that the very surroundings in which they live are
such as would keep them in the dark about the limits set by Allah
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through the revelation - because the Qur'an does not come before
them, nor do they have access to its meanings, explanations and injunctions.
In the second verse (98) too, yet another aspect of the condition of
these very Bedouins has been described as: 'those who take what they
spend (in Zakiih etc.) as a penalty.' Why would they do so? The reason
is that they hardly have any faith in their heart. When it comes to
making S a l i h , they would, though, do that, but just to camouflage
their disbelief. They would even fulfill the obligation of Zakah, but
their hearts would keep worrying as to why they had to put good money down the drain. Therefore, they always look forward to the time
when Muslims are hit by some calamity or defeat that may possibly
deliver them from having to pay this penalty. The word: dl.,\;
(aldawgir: the cycles of time) is the plural of:, I ;b (dgirah). According to
the Arabic lexicon, d g i r a h is the changed state that shifts away from
the good state into a bad one. Therefore, the Holy Qur'an says in re(upon them is the evil cycle). In other
sponse to them: &I!>%#
B
words, the evil state of affairs they wish would strike a t Muslims is going to descend upon them all right - and, because their words and
deeds are such, they will find themselves far more disgraced.
After having described the state of affairs prevailing among hypocrites of distant deserts, it was considered appropriate that the true
and staunch Muslims from among the same stock of Bedouins should
also be mentioned. This was done in verse 99 - very much in line with
the typical style of the Qur'an - so that, it stands established that Bedouins too are not all alike. Among them, there are many sincere Muslims, and people of sense and discernment as well. Their style of life is
different. When they give in obligatory alms (Zakih) or in voluntary
charities (Sadaqzt), they regard these as a source of nearness to Allah
Ta'alz and hope that the Holy Prophet +,
would be praying
for them.
That Sadaqat are a source of nearness to Allah Ta'ali is obvious.
However, the hope of prayers from the Holy Prophet +, +dl & is on
a different basis. I t should be borne in mind that the Holy Qur'in wherever it has asked the Holy Prophet +, +dl& to collect Zakah
on the wealth and property of Muslims - has also directed him that he
should also pray for those who pay Zakih. The forthcoming verse (103):
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.(r,~i;i;:2 (Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah
[obligatory alms] throughdwhich you may cleanse and purify them, and
pray for them) is a good example? The instruction to the Holy Prophet
pl, r j s 1111& that he should pray for these people has been termed: &,
,,+(and pray for them) using the word: i& (wlgt) for it. Therefore, in
the present verse as well, the sense of the prayers of the Holy Prophet
pl, r j s 1111& has been expressed by the use of the word: i& ( ~ 1 3 ) .

+& @;i;:&$j,.$@%~

Verse 100

As for the first and foremost of the Emigrants and the
Supporters and those who followed them in goodness,
Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with
Allah, and He has prepared for them gardens beneath
which rivers flow where they shall live for ever. That is
the supreme success. [lo01

Commentary
The verse before this (99) carried a description of sincere and true
Muslims among the Bedouins of the desert. The present verse mentions all sincere and true Muslims along with their relative degrees of
excellence.

**'* .,
Let us begin with the opening statement: >GYI,
*A'I;: ~$,+!.u'
(the first and foremost of the Emigrants a n d the s;pporters). Most
commentators have taken the preposition ;p (min) for tab'fd which denotes a part of something and may be translated as 'out of) and thus
have set up two categories of the noble Sahabah from among the Emigrants (al-muhijirh) and the Supporters (al-ansgr) - (I)'the first and
foremost,' then, (2) the rest of them.

553

This interpretation implies that it is only first category that is referred to in the above verse, i.e. 'the first and foremost'. Then, for identifying 'the first and foremost' the commentators have different views.
Some consider 'the first and foremost' from among the noble Companions to be those who have offered their Saliih by turning to.both the Qiblahs, that is, those who had embraced Islam before the change of Qi-
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blah were 'the first and foremost.' This is the view of Sa'id ibn almusayyab and Qatadah. 'Ata' ibn Abi Rabah has said that 'the first and
foremost' are the Sahabah who participated in the battle of Badr.
Sha'bi said that the Sahabah who were a party to the Bai'atur-Ridwan
(the pledge taken a t the time of the expedition of Hudaibiyah) are 'the
first and foremost.' And according to each view, after respective 'first
and foremost,' the rest of the Sahabah - muhaJiir (emigrant) or anszr
(supporter) - are in the second category. (Mazhari, Qurtubi)
A11 these views were based on the intrepretation that takes the
preposition (min) in this verse for tab'id as aforesaid. Tafsir Mazhari
has however, reported another interpretation. According to this
interpretation, the preposition (min) is not for tab'id here. It is
rather for bayan which explains the preceding words and stands for
'that is'. The translation of the verse, in this case, would be as follows:
"As for the first and the foremost people, that is, all the Emigrants
(the MuhGjirin) and the supporters (the Ansar)..." The sentence thus
will mean that all the muhaTjirin and the Ansar are the first and
foremost as compared to the rest of the Muslim community.
To sum up, in accordance with the first Tafsir, there are two categories of Sahabah, being that of 'the first and foremost' and that of
those who embraced Islam after the change of Qiblah or the battle of
Badr or the Bai'atur-Ridwan. The substance of the last Tafsir is that
the noble Sahabah, all of them, are but 'the first and the foremost' - because, their 'Tman (faith) is first and foremost as compared to that of
the rest of the Muslim Ummah.

&I;

The second sentence of the verse: 3 ~ 4 $ & l
has been translated as 'and those who followed them in goodness.' It means Muslims
who followed the footsteps of 'the first and foremost' precisely and perfectly in all fields of deeds and morals. According to the first TafsTr of
the first sentence, the first category belongs to those Emigrants and
Supporters among Sahabah who embraced Islam after the change of
Qiblah or the battle of Badr or the Bai'at of Hudaibiyah. After them,
all Muslims fall in the second category, Muslims who followed the
model set by the noble Sahabah in all matters of faith, deeds and morals honestly and staunchly right through the Last Day of QiyZmah.
And according to the other Tafsir, the expression: I&I $$those who
followed them) includes great people who came after the noble SahG-
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bah and who are called Tabi'i in the Islamic terminology. After these
technically specified Tgbi'in or Successors of the Sahabah, included
here are all Muslims who shall keep appearing right through the Last
Day of Qiyimah and who shall follow the noble Sahabah precisely and
perfectly in purity of faith and goodness of deeds ( a l - ' f m k a n d al'amal-as-sdih).

All the Qabibah are the people of Jannah and are blessed with
the pleasure of Allah
Someone asked Muhammad ibn Ka'b al-Qurazi, 'what do you say
about the noble Companions of the Holy Prophet
4 &I A?'
He
said, 'the Sahabah, all of them, are in Jannah - irrespective of whether
mistakes and sins may have been committed by some of them.' The
man again asked him, 'on what basis did you say that?' He said, 'Read
< ,95"
this verse of the Holy Qur'an: &YI 5 f i i (...the first and foremost.. .).
Here, what has been said about all revered Sahabah, without any condition, is clear: *;c +I>, r s ; ~d l &> (Allah is pleased with them and they
are pleased with Allah). However, a condition has been placed in the
case of the Tabi'in (the successor to the Sahabah), the condition of: p&~
L;&
(following with goodness). This tells us that the revered SahLbah,
all of them, without any condition or restriction or exemption, stand in
honor as recipients of Divine pleasure.

+,

After reporting this statement, the author of Tafsir Mazhari has
said, 'in my view, the following verse carries a more solid proof of the
<<r,5>9
fact that all revered Sahabah belong to Jannah :
&I 9
j+u'
;%1
wk
G~;;J+;.I %I,r 9 &r$;I ' It has been fully
and clearly stated in this verse that all revered Sahabah, first or the
last, have been promised al-husnz that is, Jannah or Paradise.'

a$;

l$[a?fi

a'&

I

,+

r

And in Hadith, the Holy Prophet +, +LC &I & has been reported to
have said, 'the fire of Jahannam (hell) cannot touch the Muslim who
has seen me or has seen those who have seen me,' (Tirmidh: from Sayyidni
Jibir u &I ,+,I

A note of warning
People who criticize some revered Sahabah on the basis of what
transpired during their mutual controversies with the aim of sowing
seeds of suspicion and discord in the hearts of those who hold them in
esteem are really treading a dangerous course. We seek the protection
of Allah against it.
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Verse 101

And among those Bedouins who are around you there
are hypocrites, and among the people of Madinah as
well. They are adamant in hypocrisy. You do not know
them. We know them. We shall punish them twice, then
they shall be driven to a great punishment. [ l o l l

Commentary
Mentioned in several previous verses there are hypocrites whose
hypocrisy stood exposed through their words and deeds, and the Holy
Ljc dl& did realize that they were hypocrites. Mentioned
Prophet
in the present verse appearing above there are hypocrites whose hypocrisy was so perfect in its camouflage that it remained hidden from
the Holy Prophet +, I_jc &I3, until then. In this verse, two Divine
punishments to come much before 'Akhirah upon such diehard hypocrites have been mentioned. In the first instance, right here in this
world, they are consumed by the concern to hide their hypocrisy and
the fear that it may be exposed. Then, no less a punishment is their
being under compulsion to respect and follow Islam and Muslims, a t
least outwardly, despite their extreme malice and hostility for them.
And then, there is the other punishment, the punishment of the grave
and the punishment of Barzakh (the post-death pre-resurrection
state) that will reach them well before Qiyamah (doomsday) and
'Akhirah (Hereafter).
Verses 102 - 106

+,

-
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And there are others who admitted their sins while
they had mixed a good deed with another that was evil.
It is likely that Allah will relent towards them. Surely,
Allah is Most Forgiving, Very Merciful. (1021
Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah (obligatory alms)
through which you may cleanse and purify them. Surely, your prayer is peace for them. And Allah is (All-)
Hearing, (All-)Knowing. [lo31
Have they not come to know that Allah is He who accepts repentance from His slaves and takes the Sadaqzt,
and that Allah is Most-Relenting, Very-Merciful. [lo41
And say, "DO(what you do) Allah will see your deed, as
will the Messenger and the believers." And you shall be
returned to the Knower of the Seen and the Unseen,
then He will tell you what you have been doing. [I051
And there are others whose matter is deferred till the
command of Allah (comes):either He punishes them or
relents towards them. And Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.
[lo61

Commentary
When Muslims were given a general call for Jihad a t Tabuk, the
weather was extremely hot. The journey was long and they were supposed to be up against the trained army of a big state, the first such
episode in Islamic history. These were some of the causes why people
split into different groups.
The first group was that of sincere Muslims who got ready for Jihad without any hesitation at the very first call. Another group first
hesitated initially, then joined in. They are the ones mentioned in: ~ $ 1
,9t,
:. g19LPP,
>, , ",
,9'
(who followed him in the hour of
C$ ;Lk +k +I
+K
$2
hardship after the hearts of a group of them were about to turn
crooked - 9:117).
w,

The third group was that of people who were genuinely handicapped because of which they could not go. They have been mentioned
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in : 5w&~
(There is no blame on the weak - 9231). The fourth
group belonged to sincere Muslims who had no excuse yet they did not
take part in the Jihad because of laziness. They have been mentioned
in $$I 5$~(And there are others who admitted - 9:102) and ~ ~ $ 5 j ~ 1 1
(And there are others whose matter is deferred - 9:106) under study
now. The fifth group was that of hypocrites who did not participate in
the Jihad because of hypocrisy. They have been mentioned a t several
places in the previous verses. In short, the fifth group of hypocrites
featured mostly in previous verses while the present verse (102) mentions people in the fourth group, that is, those who, despite being true
Muslims, did not participate in the Jihad because of laziness.

It was said in the first verse

(102) that some had admitted their

sins. Their deeds were mixed. Some of their deeds were good while
some others were bad. For them, there was hope that Allah Ta'alii may
said,
accept their repentance. Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u di
'Ten persons did not go for the battle of Tabuk. They had no valid
excuse for it. Later, they were sorry for what they had done. Seven of
them tied themselves up to the pillars of the Mosque of the Holy
Ljc .&I & resolving that they would continue to remain tied
Prophet
4 &I & were to
as they were like prisoners until the Holy Prophet
accept their repentance and untie them. All narratives of the incident
agree that Sayyidna Abu Lubabah L;S dl+,> was one of them. As for
other names, narratives differ.
&J

+,

+,

+,

When the Holy Prophet
+& LLIi & saw them so tied up and he
was told that they had resolved to remain tied until the Holy Prophet
Ljt LLli & unties them, he said, 'By Allah, I too shall not untie them
until Allah Ta'ala orders me to do that. The crime is serious.' Thereup+& &I& oron, this verse (102) was revealed and the Holy Prophet
dered that they be untied. They were. (Qurtubi)

+,

+,

According to a narrative of Sa'id ibn al-Musaiyyab, when people
went to untie Sayyidna Abu Lubabah r;-t &I &J, he refused and said, 'I
shall remain tied until the Holy Prophet
Ljc dl
does not, with
his pleasure, untie me with his own blessed hands.' So, when he came
for the Fajr Salah, he himself untied him.

+,

What were these mixed deeds?
It has been said in the verse that they had mixed a good deed with
another that was evil. Obvious among the good ones were 'Iman, Salah,
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and Fasting. Then, they had participated in earlier battles with the
Holy Prophet ,&,&I &. And then, following this battle of Tabiik in
which they could not participate, they had admitted their misconduct,
were ashamed of it and had repented. As for the evil ones, they had
not participated in the battle of Tabiik and thus they had acted in a
manner that resembled the approach of the hypocrites.

Mixed Deeds of all the Muslims are governed by the same rule
It appears in TafsTr al-Qurtubi that this verse though revealed
about a particular group, is universal in its application and the injunction it carries is valid until the day of QiyGmah. I t covers Muslims
whose deeds are a mixture of the good and the bad. If they were to repent from their sins, it can be hoped that they shall be pardoned and
forgiven.
AbG 'Uthman L;S dl
has said, 'this verse of the Holy Qur'an
brings great hope for this ummah.' A detailed Hadith relating to the
Ascension of the Holy Prophet
+k &I
appearing in the Sahih of
Al-Bukhari on the authority of SayyidnG Samurah ibn Jundub r;s lltl
says, 'On the seventh heaven, when the Holy Prophet ,&
&
,&I& met
I ,
he saw some people with him whose
with Sayyidna IbrZhTm r ~ 4
faces were bright. And some of them had some spots and stains on
their faces. When these people went into a stream and came out all
washed up, their faces had also turned bright. The Archangel Jibra'il
told the Holy Prophet
+k &I& that these people with bright faces
you saw first were those who had professed faith and then kept clean
t h o have
s e believed and have not
from sins: + $.:s!?2$;i; ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ? f i ( who
mixed their faith with injustice - 6232). The others were people who did
what was a mixture of good and evil, but repented later. Allah
accepted their repentance and their sins were forgiven.' (Qurtubi)
&J

+,

&J

+

&
r

3 : "Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah
The imperative: 3.b
(obligatory alms)" in the second verse (103) has its background. Some
people, as mentioned a little earlier, had stayed back from the battle of
TabGk without a valid excuse. Then, out of remorse, they had tied
themselves to the pillars of the Mosque. Then came the acceptance of
their repentance as revealed in the previous verse (102) and they were
released from their self-imprisonment. When this happened, they presented their entire wealth as a token of their gratitude so that it could

.'
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be given out as &zdaqah.The Holy Prophet
Ljc &I& refused to accept it by saying that he did not have the authority to take it. Thereupon, this verse (103): ,&j>i;: L( (Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah)
was revealed and he accepted to take one third of it as Sadaqah. He
did not take the entire wealth, rather, took a part of it - a s indicated
in the verse. The preposition (min:out of) proves it.

Collection and disbursement of Zakgh is the responsibility of
an Islamic State
Though, according to the background of the revelation, the collection of Sadaqah was to be made from a particular group of people but,
the words being general, they have universal application.
This is the view preferred in Tafsir al-Qurtubi, M k z m al-Qur'an by
al-Jassas, Tafsir Mazhari and others. Al-Qurtubi and Al-Jassas has
gone on to further explain it. According to them, even if the same particular event is taken to be the cause of the revelation in this verse,
still then, in terms of the Qur'anic principle, this injunction shall remain general - and shall remain binding on Muslims right through
the day of Qiyzmah. The reason is that most of the injunctions of the
Holy Qur'an were revealed in the background of one or the other particular event, but nobody has ever held that their application remains
restricted to that particular event. In fact, unless there is a certain
proof of its particularization, that injunction is invariably regarded as
universally applicable to all Muslims.
On the basis of the same principle, the entire Muslim u m m a h
agrees that, though the address in this verse is to the Holy Prophet &
LjS &I, yet this injunction is neither restricted to him, nor to his
period of time. Instead of that, every such person who will succceed
the Holy Prophet +, 4
JJI
as the Amir of Muslims shall be the
addressee of this injunction, and the assignee to carry it out. It will be
one of his duties that he administers the collection of ~ a k a hand
S a d a q i t paid by Muslims and ensures that these are disbursed on
authorized heads.

+,

Even in the event of Jihad declared against those who refused to
pay Zakzh during the initial stage of the Caliphate of Sayyidna A b i
Bakr ~ ; JJI
c dJ,
there were some non-payers of Zakah who had openly
rebelled against Islam and had turned apostates. Then, there were
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some others who called themselves Muslims and did not refuse that
Zakah was a religious obligation, but the excuse they made for not
paying Zakih was that the authority given to the Holy Prophet & to
collect Zakah from them was valid during the life of the Holy Prophet
w- only, and they kept paying Zakah that time. Now, after he has
passed away, they questioned, what right did Abu Bakr have to demand Zakah and Sadaqat from them? In the beginning, Sayyidn;
'Umar *;5 &Iv b hesitated
~
about waging Jihad against them for the reason that they were after all Muslims who wanted to avoid paying Zakah under the cover of a verse of the Qur'an - therefore, they should
not be treated in the manner usual apostates are treated. But, Sayyidna Abu Bakr L L &I
~
had reached an irrevocable decision. He said, 'we
shall wage Jihad against anyone who will differentiate between Saliih
a'nd Zakah.'
@J

This gave a clear hint. Today people say that the injunction of Zakah is particular to the Holy Prophet $$ and that it stands dropped after his demise. Tomorrow they may say that S a l i h too was particular
to the Holy Prophet g - because, a verse of the QurEn reads:
di
$32(Establish prayer at the decline of the sun - 17:78) where the
Holy Prophet & is the addressee. But, the injunction of the verse of
prayer is universal. It applies to the entire Muslim ummah. So, this
verse cannot save those who wrongly interpret it as being particular to
the Holy Prophet & from becoming kafirs. Similarly, this interpreta1' (Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah) will
tion in the verse: ,+$(&,
not save them from kufr and apostasy. Thereupon, Sayyidna 'Umar dJ
~C;S&I was also satisfied and it was with the consensus of the Sahabah
that Jihad was launched against them.

31

Zakih is 'Ibidah, not a government tax
In the statement: +!$?k
2 (Take out of their wealth) appearing
(a Sadaqah [obligatory alms] through
soon after: & ,&.$>:$&%L
which you may cleanse and purify them) in verse 103 of the Holy
Qur'an, there is a clear hint that Zakah and Sadaqit are not like taxes
that governments collect to run the system. The truth of the matter is
that their purpose is to cleanse the men of wealth themselves from
sins.

.

At this point, it should be noted that the collection of Zakah and
Sadaqit yields two benefits. The first benefit is received by the owner
of the wealth himself through which he comes out clean from sins and
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from the germs of moral diseases that are generated by the greed for
wealth. As for the other benefit, it provides support for the weaker
components of t h e society, people who are incapable of finding what
they need to eke out an existence. Orphaned children, widows, crippled and handicapped men and women, common people who are poor
and needy are obvious examples.
But, a t this place, the Holy Qur'in has told us about the first benefit only. Thus, by confining itself in that manner, it has also given the
indication that the first benefit is what happens to be the real objective of Zakih and SadaqZt. The second benefit comes as a corollary.
Therefore, in the event there is no orphan, widow, or a poor or needy
person present a t any place or time, still then, the injunction of ZakZh
as applicable to the wealthy will not stand dropped.
What has been stated here has its support in the practice of past
communities. When some part of wealth or property was set aside for
Allah, its use became impermissible for everyone. Rather, according to
the custom, this offering was put a t some detached place where came a
lightning from the heavens and burnt it up. This was a sign that Allah
Ta'ala has accepted the Sadaqah. When this heavenly fire did not
come, it was supposed to be a sign of the Sadaqah remaining unacceptable. Nobody would then touch this ill-omened property.
This makes it clear that the legal enforcement of Zakzh and Sadais not exclusively designed to alleviate the suffering of needy people. In fact, it is a financial obligation and an act of 'IbZdah - very similar to praying and fasting that are acts of physical ' I b a a h . This is one
of the distinctions of the blessed community of Muslims that their poor
and needy have been allowed to use wealth set aside in the way of Allah. A Sahih Hadith from Muslim reports its confirmation from the
Holy Prophet +, +&I&.

A question and its answer

A question arises here - when the repentance of these gentlemen
was accepted following the event mentioned above, it stands established that sins were forgiven and purification was accomplished
through the very act of repentance. What then, would be the sense of
declaring that a portion from their wealth was being taken to purify
them?
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The answer is that the sin has, no doubt, been forgiven by virtue of
the repentance, but it is quite possible that it may have left behind
some residual effects following the forgiveness of sin which could become the cause of falling into sin. $adaqah removes such residual effects and makes purification perfect.

The word: i& (sa1;;h) used in the expression: ,&
;(and pray for
. b
,
them - 103) means praying for Allah's mercy. This corresponds to what
- that he prayed
has been reported from the Holy Prophet +, 4 &I
for some people by using this very word: ml&, for example: 4 1 ' sijl,C,%iji
Jj;i&,;i(0 Allah, bless the family of Abu Awfa) as is reported in a Hadith. But, later on the use of the word: salgt became special to prophets, may peace be upon them. Therefore, Muslim jurists say that now
one should not pray for anyone using the word: gal&. Instead, the use
of this word should be limited to prophets to avoid any ambiguousness
or doubt.' (Bayan al-Qur'zn etc.)

+,

Here we see that the Holy Prophet
41111 has been asked to
pray for those who give Sadaqah. On this basis, some Muslim jurists
rule that it is wGib (obligatory, necessary) for the Muslim head of the
state (Imam, 'Amir) to pray for those who give Sadaqah. However,
there are others who take this command to be of a recommendatory
nature (mustahabb: recommended). (Qurtubi)
Let us now turn to the statement: $ $ $ , ~ j & ; ; ~
(And
~ there are
others whose matter is deferred till the command of Allah - 106). We
already know that seven of the ten believers, who had missed the battle of TabGk without a valid excuse, had demonstrated their heart-felt
remorse by tying themselves up to the pillars of the Prophet's Mosque.
The injunction which covers them appeared in the first verse (102):L
j51'
$31
(And there are others who admitted their sins). Verse 106 is now
referring to the other three gentlemen who had not done what the
group of seven had done in the Masjid. Thus, they had not admitted
A
&
&I &
their misconduct openly. In their case, the Holy Prophet
ordered his Companions to see that Muslims boycott them by not talking to them. When things reached those limits, they learnt their les-

+,

1. However, it is permissible to use this word for others in conjunction with
a prophet. I t is therefore allowed to say, 7 , ~ k $ ~ ' $ j + p e5$i
(Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
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son, confessed to their misconduct and repented sincerely, following
which orders were given for their pardon. (Sah;h al-Bukhari and Muslim)

-

Verses 107 110

And (there are) those who have built a mosque to cause
mischief and infidelity and to create dissention among
the believers and to make preparations for one who
has been at war with Allah and His Messenger even before. And they will certainly swear (and say), "We intended nothing but good." And Allah testifies that they
are liars. [I071
Do not ever stand there (in prayer). In fact, the mosque
that was founded on TaqwZ (piety) from the very first
day is more-worthy that you stand there. In it there are
people who like to observe purity; and Allah loves
those observing purity. [I081
Is, then, a person who has founded his building on fear
from Allah and His pleasure better or the one who has
founded his building on the edge of an abyss about to
collapse, so it did collapse with him into the fire of Jahannam? And Allah does not give guidance to the unjust people. [lo91
The building they have made shall always remain a
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source of doubt in their hearts unless their hearts are
cut into pieces, And Allah is All-Knowing, Wise. [I101

Commentary
Anti-Islam activities of hypocrites have been described in several
previous verses. The present verses mention yet another conspiracy
hatched by them. I t has been reported that there was a man in Madinah. His name was Abu 'Amir. He had become a Christian during the
days of Jahiliyyah and was known as Abu 'Amir the Rahib (that is, a
- monk). This is the same Abu 'Amir whose son Hanzalah AX dl cr;lJis a
well-known Sahabi whose dead body was washed by angels and which
gave him the sobriquet of 'the one who was bathed by angels.' But, the
father stuck by his error and remained a Christian.

+,

When the Holy Prophet
& Jll
came to Madinah, A b i 'Amir
the RGhib visited him and criticized Islam. Even the answers given by
the Holy Prophet
Ljc dl& did not satisfy this unfortunate man. In
fact, he said, 'may the liar between the two of us be cursed and die in
travel far away from friends and relatives.' He also said, 'I shall be
there to help any aggressor against you.' And so he did. He fought on
the side of the enemies of Muslims in all battles right through the battle of Hunain. When the big and strong tribe of Hawazin too was defeated, he lost hope. He ran away to Syria, the stronghold of Christians where he died far away from his friends and relatives. The
prayer he had made was before him. When disgrace is destined for
someone, this is how he acts. His own prayer brought that disgrace
upon him.

+,

But, as long as he lived, he remained busy hatching conspiracies
against Islam and Muslims. He virtually tried to induce the Byzantine
ruler to attack Madinah and expel Muslims from there.
One aspect of this conspiracy materialized when he wrote a letter
to the hypocrites of Madinah with whom he had a sinister understanding. He told them that he was working on the Byzantine ruler to attack Madinah. But, it was necessary to have group strength to lend local support to the invader. For this purpose, he suggested that they
should make a building right there in Madinah giving people the impression that they were building a mosque so that Muslims do not get
to be suspicious. After that, they should get their men together in this
place and collect as much of weapons and supplies as they could. He
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wanted this to become an undercover center where his accomplices
would be conducting their activities against Muslims by mutual consultation.
It was on his suggestion that twelve hypocrites got together in
Quba', a locality of Madinah where the Holy Prophet +,&A &I & had
first stayed during his hijrah and where he had built a masjid. They
chose the same place to lay the foundation of another 'masjid.' Ibn
Ishaq and others have also reported the names of these hypocrites.
Then, to keep Muslims under deception, the hypocrites made a plan
that they would have the Holy Prophet +, & 91 lead a Salah in
congregation a t their so-called masjid so that all Muslims are convinced that this new place was also a masjid very much like the one
built there earlier.
A delegation from them came to the Holy Prophet +, 4
JJI
A.
They pleaded that the existing Masjid of Quba' was far away. It was
difficult for old and sick people to reach there. Moreover, they argued,
the Masjid of Quba' itself was not spacious enough to accommodate all
residents of the locality. Therefore, they claimed, they had founded another masjid for that purpose so that older Muslims may benefit by it.
Finally, (releasing their punch line) they said, 'please lead a SalGh in
this 'masjid' so that it stands blessed!'
was getting
That was a time when the Holy Prophet +, +!s &I
ready for the battle of Tabuk. He told them that he would be unable to
do that as he was about to leave the city but he promised that he
would pray there when he returned.
However, on his return from the battle of Tabuk, when he camped
a t a place close to Madinah, the verses cited above were revealed to
him which had exposed the conspiracy of these hypocrites. After the
revelation of these verses, the Holy Prophet +,
&I & ordered some
of his Companions, 'Amir ibn Sakan, Wahshi, the killer of Hamzah and
others, to go, demolish and burn the structure (of the ill-intentioned
'masjid'). So these gentlemen took off, carried out the orders and the
structure was leveled flat on the ground. (This event has been abridged from
narratives reported in Tafsir al-Qurtubi and Mazhari.)

Quoting Muhammad ibn YGsuf SZlihT, Tafsir Mazhari also reports
that the site of Masjid DirGr was still lying vacant at the time the Holy
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had reached and settled in Madinah. When he alProphet +, *-jS dl
lowed 'Asim ibn 'Adiyy to build his house on that site, he submitted,
rasdullZh, I do not like to build a house on a cursed site about which
these verses of the Qur'an have been revealed. Nevertheless, Thabit
ibn Aqram is really in need of a house for he has none. Please allow
him to make a house here.' So, going along with his suggestion, he
gave this plot of land to Thabit ibn Aqram. But, as fate would have it,
since the time Sayyidn; Thabit L;S &I &Jcame to live in the house he
made there, he either had no child or if he did, the child did not live.

'ya

Historians have added that this place was cursed not only for human beings but also for domestic birds and animals that could not survive with their normal way of living. Thus, after that time, this place
lies desolate at some distance from the well-known Masjid Quba'.
After having gone through the details of the event, let us now turn
to the text of the cited verses. It was said in the first verse (107): S ~ I ;
I&+
I&
: \ (And [there are] those who have built a mosque) to bring
harm upon Muslims.
This verse points out to three motives behind the making of this
'musjid' :
1. The first one is: 512 (dirzran: to cause harm to Muslims). The
words 'Jl+: dirar' and ',+:darar' are both used in the Arabic language to
carry the sense of causing harm. As for difference between the two, it
has been said that 'darar' is a harm that brings gain for the person
harming but causes loss for the harmed. And 'dirzr' is the inflicting of a
loss upon other people while it brings just no gain for the person inflicting it. Since, this was going to be the fate of this 'masjid' - that its
founders gain nothing out of it - therefore, the word 'dirar' was used
here.
9,

2. The second motive reads:
&&$ot(
cause dissention among
the believers). It means that, by setting up this 'masjid', they looked
forward to creating a division among the community of Muslims. They
hoped to wean out a group that would be offering Salah in their masjid
as a sort of separate entity. Then, it may have also resulted in reducing the number of Muslims going for their prayers to the old Masjid
Qubz .

3. The third motive was spelt out as: hl;L<

1;~;li.e. to provide a
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sanctuary to enemies of Allah and His Messenger and a forum to conspire against Muslims.
This presentation as a whole proves that the 'masjid' which was declared to be a 'harmful mosque' (Masjid Dirar) by the Holy Qur'an, and
which was demolished and burnt down under the orders of the Holy
Lj, &I A,
was no masjid in the real sense. Nor was it inProphet
tended to be a place where people could pray. The three objectives behind it have been mentioned immediately above. From here we learn
the rules that should be followed in our time. Today, may be some
Muslims were to make a masjid close to and in competition of another
Masjid, while their purpose is nothing but the same mutual discord,
the same old effort to split up the congregation of the first masjid, or
any other evil interest of this nature. If so, the maker of such a masjid
will deserve no reward from Allah. Rather, he would be a sinner because of having created dissention between Muslims - but, despite all
this, t,hat place shall be called a masjid in terms of Islamic law, and
the etiquette and rules relating to mosques shall apply to it. Demolishing it or putting it on fire shall not be permissible. And the Salah of
those who pray in it will also be valid - though, doing so shall continue
to be a sin in itself.

+,

From here we also learn about another rule relevant in contemporary setting. If a Muslim makes a masjid in that manner, either to
show off or to take an opposing stance out of obstinacy and enmity, the
maker will, though, not get the reward of making a masjid, instead,
will incur a sin, yet it will not be what Masjid DirZr is in the terminology of the Holy Qur'an, that is, it will not be called by that name.
When some people notice a masjid like that, they would say that it was
Masjid DirZr. This is not correct. However, one could say that it was
like Masjid Dirar. Therefore, its building can also be stayed - as done
by Sayyidna 'Umar LC &I dJthrough a court order where he had instructed that another masjid should not be made close to the one already there lest the congregation and flourish of the first masjid is affected adversely. (Tafsir Kashshaf)

+,

About this Masjid DirZr, the Holy Prophet
Ljs JJI
has been
:'Do not ever stand there (in prayer) - 108.'
given the order: ~;ig$<
The word 'qiyam' in the text denotes standing for prayer. The sense is
should never go in to offer his
that the Holy Prophet +,A& &I
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Ruling:
What it tells us is: If, even today, a new masjid is made adjacent to
the one already there unnecessarily, just to show off or to take a n opposing stance out of obstinacy and enmity, the better choice is not to
offer prayers therein - though, SalGh remains valid.
In the same verse (log), the Holy Prophet I$-, 4 JJI& has also
been told that it is correct for him to pray in the particular masjid the
foundation of which has been laid on T a q w a (the fear of Allah) from
day one. And then, the people who offer their Salah in it love to observe
full precaution in remaining cleansed and pure (of all physical and
spiritual impurities) - for Allah too likes such meticulous observers of
self-purity.
The context of the verse shows what is being referred to here is
4 dl
used to say his
Masjid Quba' where the Holy Prophet
prayers a t that time. There are some Hadith narratives that also support this view. (As reported by Ibn Marduwayh from Ibn 'Abbas, by ' h r ibn Shai-

+,

bah from Sahl al-Ansari and by Ibn Khuzaimah in his Sahih from 'Uwaimir ibn Sgidah
-

with reference to Mazhari)

As for the reports which say that it refers to the Prophet's Mosque,
they do not contradict it. The reason is that the foundation of the
Mosque of the Prophet was laid in accordance with a revealed comLjs JJI & with his blessed hands. It goes
mand by the Holy Prophet
without saying that its foundation rests on Taqwa, that is, on purity,
piety and fear of Allah. And who else could be more purified than the
noble messenger of Allah? Therefore, that too is is a masjid founded on
t a q w z . (As reported by Tirmidhi on sound authority from Sayyidna Abii Sa'id al-

e,

Khudri L;S dl&, with the chain of narrators ascending to the Holy Prophet

& - from

Qurtubi)

At the end of the verse (log), it was said: i j ~ 3 i s $ 5 c , $ i , (In it
there are people who like to observe purity). In this verse, the rnasjid
declared worthier for the prayers of the Holy Prophet
+rill ,+ is
the one the foundation of which was laid on Taqwa from day one.
Thus, both Masjid Quba' and the Mosque of the Prophet
&A
&I &
are included in the sense of the verse. Also pointed to in this verse
there is yet another merit of this masjid - that those who prayed in

+,

+,
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this masjid were a kind of people who did their best to remain cleansed
and pure. The word for purity used in the text is TahZrah. The sense of
Tahzrah a t this place includes purity from common filth and impurities, as well as purity from sins and bad morals. Those who offered
their prayers in Masjid Qubi' and the Prophet's Mosque were generally equipped with all these virtues.

Special Note
From here we also come to know that the merit or superiority of a
masjid really depends on the fact that it should have been made with
absolute sincerity for the sake of Allah. And to put it conversely, there
should not be any trace of duplicity, any motive to earn name, fame
and recognition, or any other false and corrupting interest involved in
its making. Then, we also learn that the quality of those who pray in a
masjid is significant. If they are good, righteous, knowledgeable about
their religion ('Alim) and are devoted to the worship of Allah ('Abid),
the superiority of the masjid increases. Offering prayers in a masjid
frequented by such God-fearing people is more merit worthy.
In the third (109) and the fourth (110) verses, Masjid D i r i r (the
harmful mosque) made by the hypocrites has been condemned as it
has to be when compared with a masjid that is blessed. This has been
accomplished through the use of a similitude. The surface of the land
on which they were laying the foundation of their 'masjid' has been likened to a landmass that has been corroded on the inside by flowing
water. The topsoil looks solid and smooth. Now, if someone starts
building there, it is obvious that the whole thing would collapse instantly. Similarly, the foundation of this Masjid DirZr was inherently
unstable. The result was that it collapsed and went right into the fire
of Jahannam. The expression 'collapsed into the fire of Jahannam'
could be figurative in its sense - in that it smoothed out the way of J a hannam for its makers. Some others have taken it in the real sense in that the masjid, when made to collapse, went into the Jahannam.
Allah knows best.
Then, in the last verse (1101, it was said that this building would always keep increasing the doubt and hypocrisy in their hearts unless
their hearts are shredded into pieces. The sense is that their doubt,
hypocrisy, envy and chagrin would go on increasing right to the end of
their life.
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Verses 111 - 112

Surely, Allah has bought their lives and their wealth
from the believers, against (a promise) that Paradise
shall be for them. They fight in the way of Allah, and
kill and are killed - a promise on His part which is true
(as made) in the Torah and the Injil and the Qur'Zn.
And who can fulfill his covenant more than Allah? So,
rejoice in the deal you have made, and that is the great
achievement. [1111
(They are) those who repent, those who worship, those
who praise (Allah), those who journey, those who bow
in ruki?, those who prostrate in sajdah, those who bid
the Fair and forbid the Unfair and those who preserve
the limits prescribed by Allah. And give the good news
to the believers. [I121

Commentary
Sequence
Previous verses carried a condemnation of those staying behind
without a valid excuse and missing the Jihad. The present verses take
up the merit of muj&idfn.
The background of revelation
As explained by the majority of commentators, these verses were
revealed about the participants of Bai'atul-'Aqabah (the pledge of allegiance to the Holy Prophet +, 4 1111& at al-'Aqabah) which was taken from the AnsGr of Madinah before Hijrah in 'Makkah alMukarramah. Therefore, despite that the entire SErah is Madan;,
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these verses have been termed as Makki.
'Al-'Aqabah' is part of a mountain. Here, it refers to the 'Aqabah
that forms a part of the mountain along the Jamratu al-'Aqabah (the
stone pillar of 'Aqabah) in Mina. (In our time, due to the increased
number of HujjZj [Hajj pilgrims], this part of the mountain has been
leveled to form a smooth surface with the only exception of Jamarah
[the stone pillar] which still stands there). It is on this 'Aqabah that a
pledge of allegiance i+ (bai'ah) was taken from the people of Madinah
thrice. The first pledge came in the eleventh year of the Prophet's advent. Six persons embraced Islam, gave the pledge and returned to
Madinah. When they arrived there, Islam and the Prophet of Islam became the talk of the town. Next year, it was during the Hajj season
that twelve people assembled at the same place. Out of these, five had
taken part in the first pledge while the other seven were new. All of
them took the pledge. By that time, the number of Muslims in Madinah had increased to more than forty. They requested that someone
should be sent to teach Qur'Zn to them. The Holy Prophet ,&, &A &I&
He taught Qur'an to Mussent Sayyidna Mus'ab ibn 'Umair u &I
lims present there as well as conveyed the message of Islam around, as
a result of which major groups of people in Madinah entered the fold of
Islam.
After that, in the thirteenth year of the Prophet's advent, seventy
men and women assembled a t the same place. This is the third Bai'atu
al-'Aqabah - and the last. Generally, when reference is made to
Bai'atu al-'Aqabah, it means this very Bai'ah (pledge of allegiance).
This pledge made it binding on participants that they would uphold
the basic beliefs ('aqzid) and deeds (a'ma) of Islam, and would particularly be ready to take part in Jihad against the disbelievers, and protect and support the Holy Prophet ,&, Ljc &I& when he migrates and
reaches Madinah. In this connection, SayyidnE 'Abdullah ibn Rawahah
L;C &I
submitted, 'yarasiiiall&, a compact is being made a t this
time. If there are any conditions regarding your Lord or regarding
yourself, let these be mentioned there clearly.' He said, 'As for Allah
Ta'Zla, I lay down the condition that all of you shall worship Him and worship none but Him. As for myself, the condition is that you
shall protect me as you protect your own lives, wealth, property and
children.' They asked, 'if we fulfill these two conditions, what shall we
+J
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get in return?' He said, 'you will get Jannah.' All in delight, they said,
'we are pleased with this deal, so pleased that we shall never request
on our own that it be cancelled nor shall we like it to be cancelled.
At this place, since the pledge took the apparent form of a transaction of give and take, this verse (111)was revealed in the terminology
9,
. A of a business deal:
~G,&k@ie.tl
;
: Ul$, (Surely, Allah
has bought their lives and their wealth from the believers, against
which Paradise shall be for them). After hearing this verse, Sayyidna
Bara' ibn Ma'rur, Abu al-Haitham and As'ad 1p9;5 JJI cc;?,, were the
first ones who placed their hands on the blessed hand of the Holy
They were promising in effect that they were
Prophet +, Ljs &I A.
readily agreeable to this deal and they would protect the Holy Prophet
&eJas
= they protected their family and would stand by him to face any
challenge, even if it came from the combined forces of the blacks and
whites on this Earth.

's~
#

This is the very first verse of Jihgd
Injunctions of Jihad did not exist during the early Makkan period.
This is first verse about fighting and killing which was revealed in
Makkah al-Mukarramah itself, though its implementation began after
Hijrah. After that, came another verse: >&fg&$
(Permission [to
fight] has been given to those who are being fought against - al-Hajj
22:39). When this Bai'atu al-'Aqabah (pledge of 'Aqabah) was concluded
in secret from the disbelievers of Makkah, the Holy Prophet &A &I,+
+, ordered his noble Companions to migrate from Makkah to Madinah. Groups of them started migrating gradually. The Holy Prophet
+
&I& remained behind waiting for the permission from Allah
Ta'ala. When Sayyidna A b i Bakr ~ ; &I
c d,,
decided to migrate, he held
him back so that he could accompany him. (This whole event has been de-

+J-

scribed in Tafsir Mazhari with relevant references)

We can now move to the second sentence of the verse (111):; r : & ~
b@i;~t~i;+$~
j (4)$1 & (They fight in the way of Allah, and kill
and are killed ... a promise on His part which is true (as made) in the
Torah and the Injil and the Qur'an). This verse tells us that fighting in
the way of Allah was a commandment also revealed for past communities in their Scriptures. As for the popular assumption that there is no
injunction of Jihad in the Injil, it is possible that, as part of the changes made by people who came later, the injunctions of Jihad were exI

C

..
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punged. Allah knows best.

At the end of the verse (ill), it was said: 7$+
<
*;I
(So, rejoice in
the deal you have made). The agreement arrived a t with the Holy
Ljc dl
in this event of the Bai'atu al-'Aqabah had, on
Prophet
the surface, turned into a sort of buying and selling deal. Therefore, it
was expressed through the word:;I. (Allah has bought) a t the beginning of the verse. In the present sentence, Muslims were told that they
had struck a good deal which will bring blessings for them. The reason
was that they had tendered their life and wealth that were mortal
while that which they received in return was eternal. If we come to
think about it, we would realize that wealth was the only thing they
spent out. As for life, that is, the essential spirit, that will remain even
after death, and remain forever. And if we were to look deeper into the
reality of wealth, that too happens to be nothing but the gift of Allah
Almighty. When born, human beings visit the world empty-handed. It
was He who made them own everything around them and it was He
who made His own gift the price of eternal blessings and gave them
said, 'this is a strange
Paradise. Therefore, Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ; Jjls
deal where the commodity and the price have both been given to you!'

+,

The sage, Hasan al-Bas6 said, 'Behold, what a profitable business
is this that Allah has thrown open to every believer!' And he also said,
'It is Allah who has blessed you with wealth and property. Spend a little out of it and buy Paradise.' (Mazhari)
4.
The last verse (112) which begins with the words: I>' '<,' firu(They
jr,

are) those who repent, those who worship.. .) describes the attributes
of the same believers about whom it was said earlier that Allah has
bought their lives and their wealth from the believers, against which
Paradise shall be for them. Though, the verse was revealed as relating
to a particular group of participants in the Bai'atu al-'Aqabah, but the
sense of the verse covers all mujzhidh in the way of Allah. As for the
who repent), they
list of their attributes which opens with: &$i(those
are not there as a condition, because the promise of Paradise has been
made for Jihad in the way of Allah, in an absolute sense. The purpose
behind the delineation of these attributes is to stress that those who
deserve Paradise do have such attributes - as was specially the case
with the noble Companions who were a party to Bai'atu al-'Aqabah.
The word: ;$Bi(as-sa7iho~: translated literally as 'those who jour-
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ney'), according to the majority of commentators, means those who fast
( s z i m i n ) . Actually, this word has been derived from: b& (siyZhah:
journey, pilgrimage). Before Islam, siyzhah was taken to be an act of
worship in the Christian religion that meant leaving home for the sake
of worship. Islam declared it to be monasticism, and prohibited it. It
was replaced with fasting as an act of worship. The reason is that siyzhah taught disengagement from worldly life while fasting taught that
one should abstain from worldly desires for a limited period of time living a t home. It is on the same basis that Jihad too has been equated
with s i y a a h in some reports. Ibn Majah, Hakim and Baihaq; have authentically reported that the Holy Prophet & said: JL-' 212,:q&i&f4k
'
$1 (The siy;ihah of my ummah is Jihad in the way of h i a h ) .
Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas AZ d
l
has said that +,G (szihin:
'9
those who journey) in the Qur'an means: +G
( s z i m h : those who fast).
%
Explaining
(as-sgihin: those who journey), 'Ikrimah said, 'they
are students who leave their homes to seek religious knowledge.'

+?,

(Mazhari)

At this place, seven attributes of believing m u j a i d i n have been described as those who repent, those who worship, those who praise Allah, those who journey, those who bow in r u k 3 , those who prostrate in
sajdah, those who bid the Fair and forbid the Unfair. After having
enumerated these seven attributes, the eighth attribute was put as:
&I
;@
'those
i who preserve the limits prescribed by Allah.' Actually, this expression is an embodiment of all attributes mentioned earlier. In other words, the details given in those seven attributes have
been eloquently reduced to one small sentence which means that they
are committed to the limits set by Allah, that is, they obey, adhere to
and protect the injunctions of the Shari'ah of Islam.

I

r;q

I

At the end of the verse (1121, it was said: *$I+; (And give the
good news to the believers). It means that the Prophet of Islam should
convey to believers who have the attributes mentioned above the good
news of blessings nobody could ever imagine, nor could it be explained
in words, nor has anyone heard about it from any source. The reference is to the ultimate blessings of Paradise.

Verses 113 - 114
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It is not for the Prophet and the believers to seek forgiveness for the Mushriks*, even if they are kinsmen,
after it became clear to them that they are the people
of hell. [I131
And the prayer of IbrShim for the forgiveness of his father was not but due to a promise he had made to him.
Later when it became clear to him that he was an enemy of Allah, he withdrew himself from him. Surely, Ibr&im is oft sighing (beforeAllah), forbearing. [I141

Commentary
The entire S i r a h Al-Taubah consists of injunctions of absolution
and withdrawal from kZfirs (disbelievers) and mushriks (those who as:
sociate partners with Allah). The S i r a h opens with the words: $1 $%
(Here is a withdrawal [proclaimed] by Allah) and that is why this S i rah is also known as S i r a h al-Bara'ah. The injunctions appearing earlier relate to withdrawal and severance of relationships with kZfirs
and mushriks in this worldly life. The same injunction of withdrawal
and severance of relationships appears in the the present verses, but it
relates to the life hereinafter. It makes it impermissible even to pray
for the forgiveness of kZfirs and mushriks after their death - as it appears in a previous verse (84) where the Holy Prophet
& dl & has
been prohibited from offering funeral prayers for hypocrites.

+,

The background of revelation
The event that was the cause or background of the revelation of
this ayah has been reported in a narrative appearing in the Sahih of alBukhzr; and Muslim. According to this report, Abu Talib, the uncle of
the Holy Prophet pl, r j s &I A,
had not, though, embraced Islam, yet
he continued to support and protect the Holy Prophet +,&A JJI
throughout his life. He did not listen to any member of his clan in this

*. Those who associate partners with Allah.
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matter. The Holy Prophet
Ljc JJ1& too was concerned about him.
He wished that his uncle would somehow recite the Kalimah and embrace Islam. He would thus be able to intercede on his behalf and he
could have his deliverance from the punishment of Jahannam. When
AbG Talib was suffering from his last sickness and death became cerLjs dl & was worried. He wished if his untain, the Holy Prophet
cle were to recite the Kalimah even now, things might work for him.
He came close to him in that state of anxiety - but, Abu J a h l and
'Abdullah ibn Umayyah (disbelieving diehards) were already there. He
(LailZha illa11Zh). I shall
said, 'my uncle, recite the Kalimah: $1
try to seek forgiveness for you.' But, A b i Jahl interrupted, 'would you
forsake the faith of 'Abd al-Muttalib (father of Abu Talib)?' The Holy
Prophet +, L~JL
repeated what he had said several times. But,
every time, Abu Jahl would say the same thing he had said before until the last words spoken by Abu Talib were, 'I am on the faith of
'Abd al-Muttalib.' It was in this very condition that he died. Then, the
swore that he would continue seeking forHoly Prophet +, Ljc dl
giveness for him until he was prohibited from it. Thereupon, this verse
Ljc JJI& and
of prohibition was revealed where the Holy Prophet
all Muslims were prohibited from praying for the forgiveness of hafirs
and mushriks - even if they were close relatives.

+,

+,

This put some Muslims into doubt. Was it not, they thought, that
Sayyidna Ibrahim
too had prayed for his disbelieving father?
To answer it, the second verse (114) was revealed: *;!,~W.J ZL? I;In gist,
it means: As for the prayer made by Sayyidna IbrahTm
~ j for
s his
father, it was conditioned by circumstances. In the beginning, Sayyidna Ibrahim r ~ Ljsl did not know that he would keep on sticking to his
disbelief right through the end and would die a disbeliever. In other
words, his going to Hell was not certain. That was the time when he
had made the promise that he would pray for his forgiveness: &WL:
3; (I shall ask my Lord to forgive you - Maryam 19:47). Later, when it became clear to Sayyidna Ibrahim rK-l~& that he was an enemy of Allah, that is, he had remained a disbeliever right through the end, he
elected to become indifferent to him and stopped asking pardon for
him.
& praying for
With regard to the mention of Sayyidna Ibrahim r%,.tl
the forgiveness of his father a t different places in the Qur'an, it should
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all be taken in that sense, whereby it would mean that Allah may give
him the taufTq of 'Iman and Islam so that he could be forgiven.

When the disbelievers inflicted a wound on the blessed face of the
Holy Prophet ,.&
&A , &I & during the battle of Uhud, he was seen wip>
ing blood from his face and praying: ;@$#!e
(0
;;
Allah,
;!*~
for- *&
give my people. They do not know). The object of this prayer of forgiveness for the disbelievers is no other but that Allah may bless them
with the taufiq of 'Iman and Islam so that they could become deserving
of being forgiven.
, # -

Imam al-Qurtubi said, 'this proves that it is permissible to pray for
the forgiveness of a living kzfir with the intention that this disbelieving person may have the tauffq of 'lman and become deserving of forgiveness .'
In the last sentence of the verse (1141,it was said: 9+~g+>!z!
(Surely, Ibrahim is oft sighing [before Allah], forbearing). The word: bl,l
(aww&) is used for a host of meanings. Al-Qurtubi has reported fifteen
meanings of this word but they are all close to each other without any
real difference between them. Some of these are: one who sighs a lot,
or one who supplicates profusely, or one who is full of mercy for the
servants of Allah. This (last) meaning is reported from Sayyidna
'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud u d
l &J.

-

Verses 115 116

+ \ \ ~// 9
J+J

<
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%dj'
6

And Allah is not to make a people go astray after He
has given them guidance, unless He explains to them
what they should avoid. Surely, in respect of everything Allah is (All-)Knowing. [I151
Surely, to Allah alone belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He gives life and brings death. And,
other than Allah, you have neither a supporter, nor a
helper. Dl61
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Verses 117 - 119

Surely, Allah has relented towards the Prophet and the
Muhzjirs (Emigrants) and the Anear (the Supporters)
who followed him in the hour of hardship after the
hearts of a group of them were about to turn crooked,
then He relented towards them. Surely, to them He is
Very Kind, Very Merciful. [I171
And (He relented) towards the three whose matter was
deferred until when the earth was straitened for them
despite all its vastness, and even their own souls were
straitened for them, and they realized that there is no
refuge from Allah, except in Him. Then He turned towards them, so that they may repent. Surely, Allah is
the Most-Relenting, the Very Merciful. [I181
0 those who believe, fear Allah, and be in the company
of the truthful. [I191

Commentary
?,9
* 1d<,9?
In the comments on verse 102: 4
,p!,
(And there are those who
admitted...), it was said that following the general call of Jihad at
Tabuk which required all Muslims to join in, the people of Madinah
had split into five groups. Two of them were of those who elected to
stay behind without any valid excuse, a detailed description of which
has appeared in previous verses. Here, in the present verses, three
kinds of sincere believers have been mentioned. First were those who
responded to the call of Jihad instantly. They have been identified in
the initial sentence: j ~ ? j L 2
l :f g i (who followed him in the hour of
7

I,
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hardship) of verse 117. The second group was of those who hesitated
during the early stage but recovered soon and got ready for Jihad with
other participants. They have been described in the sentence: G &(&
9 P??
,$2+rj/
+&
&i(i (after the hearts of a group of them were about to turd
+,
crooked) of the same verse (117).
0

The third group was that of the believers who did not, though, participate in the Jihgd because of their laziness a t that time, yet, later
on, they regretted and sought forgiveness - and ultimately, the Taubah made by them was accepted. However, their group was further divided in two types. Originally, they were ten in number. Seven out of
these men demonstrated their genuine remorse and repentance instantly soon after the return of the Holy Prophet &. The manner in
which they did so was unusual. They tied themselves up with the pillars of the Prophet's Mosque with the resolve that they would stay tied
as long as their Taubah was not accepted. The verse known as the
'Ayah of Taubah granting forgiveness for them was revealed immediately then. Details can be seen under comments on verse 102. The remaining three out of the ten were those who did not act in that manner. The Holy Prophet
& JJI & asked his Companions to boycott
them whereby no one was to greet or talk to them. This thing was terrible. It really disturbed them. They have been mentioned in the sec'Y
G
ond verse (118) through the words: 1% g;l;&I &; (And towards the
three whose matter was deferred) where comes the acceptance of their
Taubah soon after which the order to boycott them was withdrawn.

+,

./I

&I

&&I
42s
Before we move on to explain the first verse (117):
$3; .$c3
%$I
J,LZ%
, j ~(surely,
. ~ ; Allah has relent'eb towards the
Prophet and the Emigrants and the Supporters who followed him in
the hour of hardship) in some details, let us answer a question first.

:g1

I

Is it not that Taubah is done because of having committed an act of
& JJI & is protected from
sin and disobedience? The Holy Prophet
that (maisurn).What, then, would be the sense of accepting his Taubah
('relenting towards the Prophet')? In addition to that, there were the
Sahabah from among the MuhZjirin and Ansar who had opted for Jihad
since the very beginning. They too had not done anything wrong. For
what crime had they made their Taubah that was accepted?

+,

The answer is that Allah Ta'Zla made all of them safe from sin.
This was expressed as Taubah, or that Allah Ta'ala made all of them
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tawwzb, those who turn to Allah. This indicates that no one is free
from the need to make Taubah, not even the Holy Prophet +L 91
+, and his closest Companions - as it appears in another verse:
C
+ $1 (and turn towards Allah in repentance, all of you - 24:31). The
reason is that the degrees and ranks of nearness to Allah are endless.
Whoever has reached a certain station should realize that there is a
higher station ahead and, as compared to that high station, the
present one is a shortcoming. The quest must go on. Let one seek forgiveness for any shortcoming he may have a t his present station so
that he could move on to the next, the higher.

Le$;

+L (translated as 'the hour of hardship') apComing to words:I*':
pearing in verse 117, the Holy Qur'an has employed this expression to
portray the condition of the Muslims on the occasion of this very Jihad
because they were poor and straitened on many counts. Hasan al-BasrT
says, 'they had one mount for every ten men. They had to take turns to
ride. The wherewithal required for such a trip was very short and ordinary. On the other hand, the heat was intense and scorching. Water in
en route was scarce and a t distances.
,yJ~,
As for the next sentence: .$2$?*&
,,
C,,l(L: $& (after the hearts of
a group of them were about to turn crooked), the &, (zaigh: crookedness) of the hearts of some people referred to here does not mean some
deviation from faith. In fact, it means to lose heart and wish to avoid
action in Jihad because of the hardship of hot weather and the dearth
of necessary supplies. Hadith narratives prove that. It was in view of
these hardships they faced that their repentance was accepted.
,
/

/
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&;(And [He relented]
Verse 118 begins with the words: I@&I
g
towards the three whose matter was deferred). Here, the word: 1
(khullifi) literally means 'those left behind.' It carries the sense of
'those the matter of whose repentance was deferred' - as opted for in
the translation of the text. These three gentlemen: Sayyidna Ka'b ibn
Malik, Murarah ibn Rabi' and Hila1 ibn Umayyah
,,+91p,were
from the Ansir of Madinah and had a distinguished record in the service of Islam. Earlier, they had participated in the Bai'atu al-'Aqabah
and in many battles with the Holy Prophet
+JJI &. But, it was
only by chance that they slipped in this manner. Then, there were
those hypocrites who did not take part in this Jihad because of their
hypocrisy, they gave them the kind of advises that dampened their

+,
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courage. But, when the Holy Prophet
4 &I& returned from this
Jihad, all those hypocrites came to him, presented false excuses, took
+&I& who enfalse oaths and tried to please the Holy Prophet
trusted the inward state of their hearts with Allah and simply accepted their outward declarations on oath. Thus, they went on living their
normal lives. Some people gave the same suggestion to these Ansari
gentlemen - that they should also establish their innocence by offering
false excuses. But, their hearts admonished them. They knew that
they had already committed a sin, that of remaining behind in Jihad.
Now, how could they compound it with another sin, that of lying before
+1111&? Therefore, they came up with a clean
the Holy Prophet
breast and confessed to their misconduct. In punishment, Muslims
were asked not to greet or talk to them. In the end, the Holy Qur'an
laid bare the reality of the whole thing. Those who had fortified their
excuses with false oaths were exposed, the details of which appear in
~!@!;j;+: (They will make excusseveral earlier verses from: ,&$!~Z;I
es to you - 94) to: 5$~~$,+k?upon those is the evil cycle - 98). Regarding the truth told and confession made by these three gentlemen, it is
enough to say that the fact of their Taubah was revealed in this verse.
+
,&I
They faced fifty days of avoidance by the Holy Prophet ,&
and a boycott of greeting and conversation by the Companions, a
heart-rending experience indeed. Finally came the day when, amidst
ecstatic scenes of having been so honorably acquitted and of exuberant
congratulations for it, they regained the confidence of the Holy
&A
1111&, and that of all Muslims.
Prophet

+,

+,

+,

Details of the event relating to these three Anqiri elders from
authentic %adith
In the two authentic collections of Al-Bukhari and Muslim, and in
most books of Hadith, there appears a lengthy Hadith narrated by
Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Malik w:dl
in connection with this event. Since,
it consists of many elements of guidance, solutions of religious problems and facts worthy of consideration, therefore, it seemed appropriate that a full translation of this Hadith should be reproduced here.
Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Malik w:dl &>, one of the three gentlemen, has described the details of this event as given below:
*
J

+,

4 1111 & participated, I
'Every battle in which the Holy Prophet
was with him, except the battle of Tabuk. However, the battle of Badr
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came all of a sudden, and the Holy Prophet
L~C
had also not
asked everyone to participate in it, and was also not angry with those
who had not participated in it. In this too, I was not present. And I
was also present on the night of the Bai'atu al-'Aqabah where we had
made the covenant of supporting and protecting Islam. And this presence of mine a t the Bai'atu al-'Aqabah is dearer to me as compared to
my (possible) presence a t the battle of Badr - though, the battle of
Badr is better known among people. As for the background of my absence from the battle of Tabkk, the truth is that I had never been so
rich as I was at that time. By God, I never had two mounts before that
which I then had.
While marching out from Madinah for his battles, the blessed habit of the Holy Prophet pL, Ljs &I& was that he would conceal his intentions by advancing in a direction just the opposite of the direction
in which he was to go for Jihad. The intention was to confuse spying
hypocrites lest they sound off the enemy. And he used to say, 'in war,
(such strategy of) deception (khud&') is permissible.'

+,

Then, the Holy Prophet
4&I & was ready to carry out his
plan for the Jihad (of Tabuk, which was unusual for several reasons).
The heat was intense. Muslim forces were short on supplies. The journey was long. Then, they were going to fight against an enemy stronger in strength and overwhelming in numbers. Therefore, the Holy
+.&I & made the call for Jihad openly and publicly so
Prophet
that Muslims could make all necessary preparations for it in advance.'

+,

According to the report in the Sahlh of Muslim, the numerical
strength of those who participated in this Jihad was more than ten
thousand. Hakim reports from Sayyidna Mu'adh u LLII
who said,
our
'when we set out for this Jihad with the Holy Prophet +, L& &IA,
number was more than thirty thousand.'
'Since no muster roll of those who set out for this Jihad was put on
record in writing, therefore, those who did not wish to go out for this
Jihad had an opportunity on hand. If they did not go, nobody would be
able to find that out, they thought. The time when the Holy Prophet
&I& set out for Jihad was a time when dates were ripe and the
growers were busy. Such was the condition when the Holy Prophet &
&A
&I and common Muslims started getting ready for the journey.
It was a Thursday when he set out for the journey. He liked to travel

+,
+,

on a Thursday, whether it was for Jihad or for some other purpose.
As for myself, I went out every morning to prepare for Jihad, but
came back without having done it. My heart said, 'I am capable of Jihad. I must go.' But, days passed and my intention kept being put off
until a tomorrow - until the time the Holy Prophet
JJI& and
common Muslims departed for Jihad. Still then, my heart kept urging
me to leave and join up somewhere en route - alas, only if I were to do
that! But, unfortunately, this could not be done.

+, +

When, after the departure of the Holy Prophet + , + d l & ,
wherever I went in MadTnah, the surroundings put me to grief. At that
time, what one saw throughout MadTnah were sights of people who
were either sunk in hypocrisy, or were sick and crippled absolutely
unable to travel. On the other side, the Holy Prophet +,&A &I &- did
not think of me anywhere on this whole journey until he reached
Tabuk. It was there in a gathering that he said, 'what happened to
Ka'b ibn Malik?'
A man from (the tribe of) Banu Salimah said, ' yarasdall&, he has
been detained by his nice dress and his looking towards his shoulders
told
(in self-admiration). Then, Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal L ~ S&I
this man, 'what you have said is bad' - and then, turning to the Holy
he submitted - ' y a r a s 2 a l l ~ hby
, God, we know
Prophet pl, cjc &I A,
nothing about him except that which is good.' Thereupon, the Holy
Prophet +, r ~ &I
s &- became silent.
that the Holy
When I heard the news, says Sayyidna Ka'b JJI
was coming back, I was concerned, almost close
Prophet +, +&I
to concocting in a hurry some excuse for my absence and presenting
things through which I could have escaped facing the displeasure of
May be I could have asked my family
the Holy Prophet +, & 91A.
and friends also to help me out of this predicament. (Scruples like
these kept destabilizing my heart) until I heard that the Holy Prophet
+, Ljs &I had arrived. Then, all these confusing thoughts were blotted out of my heart and I realized that I could never escape his displeasure on grounds that are contaminated with a lie. Therefore, I resolved to tell him the truth for I was convinced that truth alone would
rescue me (from this situation).
The Holy Prophet

+, r-js &I

entered Madinah. The time was
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Duha (Chasht in Urdu and Persian), that is, middle of morning after
sunrise. It was the blessed habit of the Holy Prophet +, Ljs &I& that
he generally used to return from his journeys a t this time and his
practice was first to go to the Masjid, offer two raka'it and then go to
see Sayyidah Fatimah. After that, he went to meet his blessed wives.
This time too, as was his wont, he first went to the Masjid, offered
two raka'iit and sat down in the Masjid. Some more than eighty hypocrites who had not gone to the expedition of Tabuk came to him offering false excuses on equally false oaths. The Holy Prophet +, +&I&
accepted what was outwardly expressed through their statements on
oath, approved of their allegiance, prayed for their forgiveness and entrusted what was in their hearts with Allah.
It was under this situation that I presented myself before him.
When I offered my salam to him, he smiled, smiling like someone angry. Then he said, 'come.' So I walked towards him until I sat down before him.' According to some Hadith reports, the Holy Prophet d~
&
+, r-js turned his face away from him. Thereupon, Sayyidna Ka'b
r;s &I said: Yiiras$all&,
why would you turn your face away from me?
By God, I have nothing to do with hypocrisy, nor have I ever suffered
from any doubt about my religion, nor am I guilty of making any alterations to it. 'Then he said, 'why then, did you not go for Jihad? Is it not
that you had already bought a mount for this purpose?
&J

I said, 'Yes, Yarasiilalliih. If I would have been sitting before anyone from common worldly people, other than you, I am confident that I
would have invented some excuse and avoided his displeasure - because, I have been gifted with the art of debate. But, I swear by Allah
that I have understood perfectly well that, should I tell you a lie - that
may even please you temporarily - still, the day would not be far when
Allah Ta'alii would tell you the whole truth and thus make you displeased with me. And if I were to tell you the truth - which may a t
this moment make you displeased with me - I hope, Allah Ta'ala will
forgive me. The truth of the matter is that I had no excuse for remaining absent from the Jihad for I had never been stronger, both financially and physically, as I was at that time.
said, 'this man has told the truth.'
The Holy Prophet +, ~r&I
Then, he said, 'all right, go - until Allah ~a'zliiigives His decree in
your case.' I rose to leave when some men from the tribe of Bani
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Salimah tailed me and started saying, 'As far as we know, you never
committed a sin before this. Why did you act so dumb? You could have
a t the least come up with some excuse as was done by others who were
left behind. Had you done that, the prayer made by the Holy Prophet
+, L ~ C&I would have been sufficient to bring forgiveness for your
sins. By God, these people kept admonishing me repeatedly, so much
so that a thought crossed my mind urging me to go back and say that I
was wrong about what I had said earlier and that I had the right
excuse with me.
But, it occurred to me that I should not add another sin to the one I
have done before. I have already committed a sin when I remained
behind in the Jihad. How could I venture into another sin, that of
lying? Then, I asked those people if there was anyone like me who had
confessed to his misconduct. They told me that there were two others
who had done what I did and they too were given the same reply as
was given to me (that they should wait for the decree of Allah). I asked
them as to who those two were. They told me that one of them was
Murarah ibn RabI' al-"Umariy while the other, Hilal ibn Umayyah
al-Wiiqifiy.'
According to a report carried by Ibn Abi Hatim, the reason why the
first of the two (that is, Murarah) was left behind is that he had a date
farm where the fruit was ripening. He said to himself, 'you have taken
part in many battles before this. If you do not go for Jihad this year,
how would that become a crime?' Later, when he was alerted to his
sinful thought, he promised to Allah that he has given this date farm
in the way of Allah as a wdaqah from him.
As for the other gentleman, Sayyidna Hiliil ibn 'Umayyah r;s &I *>,
his family has been living scattered since long. At that time, they had
assembled all together. He thought of not going to Jihad that year and
spending some time with his family. He too, when reminded of his sin,
promised that he would stay away from his family from that time onwards.
Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Malik GC &I dJ
says, 'these people mentioned
two blessed souls who were from among the rnuj&id& of the battle of
Badr. I said, 'that is it. What these two did is worth following for me.'
Saying this, I went home.
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On the other side, the Holy Prophet
Ljc LLII
prohibitdd his
Companions from greeting or talking to the three of us. As for us, we
loved all Muslims as usual, but they were the ones who had turned
away from us.'
It appears in a report of Ibn Abi Shaibah that 'now we were in a
condition that we would go to people, but they would not talk to us,
nor greet us, nor respond to our greetings.'
Musnad 'Abd al-Razzaq reports the statement of Sayyidna Ka'b
ibn Malik ~ t 1I-11
s
as follows: 'what a time that was when the small
world around us had changed totally. It seemed as if the people who
used to be there are not there any more, nor our fruit farms, nor our
homes, none of these were what they used to be. Everything looked
strange. I became seriously concerned about myself. If I die in this
state of mine, I thought, the Holy Prophet +, +1I-11 would not say
the Salah of JanZzah (funeral prayer) for me. Or, if the Holy Prophet
+dl were to breath his last during this period, I shall be running around just like this all my life, condemned and disgraced before
everyone. For this reason, as far as I was concerned, the whole Earth
started appearing indifferent and desolate. So, we lived like that for
fifty nights. At that time, the two companions of mine (Murarah and
HilZl) lost heart, sat home and wept. But, I was younger. I went out,
walked around and made my SalZh in the Masjid with other Muslims
and roamed in the bazaars but nobody would talk to me nor respond to
my salgm greetings. I used to attend the customary sitting of the Holy
&A
dl
after the Salah was over. When I said my salzm to
Prophet
him, I tried to figure out whether or not the blessed lips of the Holy
Prophet moved to respond to my salam. Then I tried to offer my Salah
just about close to him from where I would steal a glance towards him
and discover that he looks a t me when I get busy with my Salah, and
when I look towards him, he turns his face away.

+,

+,

When this (considered) indifference of these people dragged longer,
I went to my cousin Abu Qatadah who was the dearest of my friends. I
jumped a wall to enter his farm and said my salzm to him. By God, he
too did not respond to my saliim. I asked, '0 Abu Qatadah, do you not
know that I love Allah Ta'alG and His rasd?' Even then, Abu Qatadah
observed silence. He did not respond. When I repeated my question
again and again, then - probably, the third or the fourth time - he
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only said, 'Allah and His rasi? know best.' I broke into tears and came
out of the farm jumping over the compound wall as I had done earlier.
During those days, once I was walking through a bazaar of Madinah
when, all of a sudden, I noticed a farmer from Syria who had come to
Madinah to sell grains. I saw him asking people if anyone there could
tell him the address of Ka'b ibn Malik? When they saw me right there,
they pointed out to me. The man came to me and gave me a letter from
the king of Ghassan that was written on a silk handkerchief. It said:
' After salutations, I have come to know that your Prophet has

betrayed you and that he has made you stay away from him.
(I assure you) God has not chosen to put you in a place of disgrace and destruction. If you like to come to us, come. We
shall help you.'
When I read this letter, I said to myself, 'here comes another test
and trial for me when, of all the people, the partisans of disbelief (kufr)
have now been tempted to expect such things from me (that I go and
join them)!' Taking this letter in my hands, I stepped forward. There
was a bread-baking shop with a heated oven. I threw the letter down
into it.
Sayyidn5 Ka'b AZ &I2Jsays, 'when forty out of the fifty nights had
passed, I was given a surprise by Khuzaymah ibn Thabit L;S rCLfl d J , a
message bearer of the Holy Prophet +, 6 JJI
who came towards
me and said, 'the Holy Prophet +, 6 &I& has ordered that you
should stay apart from your wife as well.' I said, 'should I divorce her?
Or, do what?' He told me, 'no, just do not go near her.' The same order
was communicated to my two companions also. I told my wife, 'go to
the home of your parents and stay there till Allah Ta'ala opens a way
for us.'
After having heard this order, Khawlah bint 'Asim, the wife of Hila1 ibn Umayyah came to the Holy Prophet +, +&I& with the plea
that Hilal ibn Umayyah was old and weak and that he had no servant
to look after him. It also appears in a report of Ibn Abi Shaybah that
she also said, 'he is weak-sighted as well. Would you not like to allow
me to continue serving him?' He said, 'serving him is no problem, however, he should not seek to be near you.' She said, 'as for that, He is in
to a state wherein he has no such desire - and, by God, he keeps weeping day and night.'
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Ka'b ibn Malik says, 'some of my relatives and friends suggested to
me too that I should also ask the Holy Prophet +, +L &I
to allow
me to keep my wife with me - similar to the permission he has given
to HilZl. I said, 'I will not do that. Who knows what the Holy Prophet
LjC &I
would say in reply? In addition to that, I am young (that
is, living with one's wife was against precaution).' In this condition, I
passed ten more nights until the count of fifty nights became complete.' The narrative of Musnad 'Abd al-Razzaq says, 'At that stage,
the Divine decree about our Taubah (repentance) was revealed to the
4 &I & a t the hour when one third of the night had
Holy Prophet
passed. The Mother of the Faithful, Sayyidah Umm Salamah who was
there a t that time said, 'If you wish, Ka'b ibn Malik can be informed
about it right now.' He said, 'That will bring a crowd of people here
right now. It would become impossible to sleep for the rest of the
night.'

+,

+,

Ka'b ibn Malik says, 'when the fiftieth night passed, I made my
Fajr Salah and went to the roof. While I sat there my condition was a
mirror of what Allah Ta'alZ has said in the Qur'gn - that the Earth
was straitened for me despite all its vastness, and my own soul was
straitened for me. (118)All of a sudden came the voice of a caller calling
from the heights of the hill of Sal' loudly announcing: '0 Ka'b ibn Malik, 'Be happy with the good news'.
In a report from Muhammad ibn 'Amr, it is said that the caller was
who went up the hill of Sal' to announce
SayyidnZ Abu Bakr rrs &I
that Allah Ta'ala had accepted the Taubah of Ka'b and offered congratulations for his success. And narration of 'Uqbah says that two men
ran to give this good news to Sayyidna Ka'b L;L JJI &J. When one ran
ahead of the other, the one who had remained behind turned, climbed
the hill of Sal', and announced the good news from there. It is said that
the blessed souls who ran in that manner were Sayyidna AbL Bakr
and SayyidnZ 'Umar
(~9;sJjl
.
&J

Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Malik L;S &IdJsays, 'Hearing this voice, I fell
down prostrating in Sajdah. So happy was I that I broke into tears. I
had learnt that my good days have come back. The Holy Prophet JJI &
+,A&
had told the Sahabah after the Salah of Fajr that our Taubah
was accepted. Everyone ran out to congratulate the three of us. Some
of them rode on horses to reach me. But, the voice of the person calling
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from the hill was quicker than the horse.
When I came out to present myself before the Holy Prophet g , I
saw that the Holy Prophet
was sitting there. There was a cordon of
his Sahabah around him. When Talhah ibn 'Ubaidullah saw me, he
was the first to rise and rush towards me. Shaking my hands, he congratulated me for the acceptance of my Taubah. I cannot forget the
good Talhah did to me on that day. When I said my salzm to the Holy
Prophet &, his blessed face was radiant with delight. He said, '0 Ka'b,
I congratulate you for this day of bliss for you, the best day of your life
, this order from you or is
since you were born.' I said, ' Y i i r a s d a l l ~ his
it from Allah Ta'ala?' 'No,' he said, 'this order is from Allah Ta'ala. You
had told the truth. Allah Ta'ala made your truthfulness come out in
the open.'
When I sat down before the Holy Prophet &, I said to him, 'YZrasd a l l & , I wish to walk out of all my wealth and property and give it as
wdaqah in the way of Allah. This will be a part of my Taubah.' 'No,' he
said, 'hold some of it for your needs. This is better.' I said, 'all right,
can I give half of it as mdaqah? He rejected that too. Then, I asked his
permission to give one-third of it. This he accepted. I said, 'YzrasZalla,I have been delivered from my predicament by Allah because I
told the truth, therefore, I pledge before you that, as long as I live, I
shall not say anything but the truth.' Then, says Sayyidna Ka'b AI
L;S, 'since the time I had given this pledge to the Holy Prophet &, aLhamdulillzh, no word of lie was uttered by me up to this day - and I
hope Allah Ta'alZ shall protect me from it for the rest of my life.' Sayyidna Ka'b AL AI dJalso says, 'By God, after the blessing of Islam, I cannot think of having received a blessing greater than this. I mean that I
and that I did not lie - betold the truth before the Holy Prophet
cause, had I lied, I would have been ruined like those who took false
ili!$&&
;$& (They will
oaths. About them the Qur'an said:
swear by Allah before you, so that you may ignore their misdeeds - 95)
,>
,?,
&5Ywl3$ (Allah will not be pleased with the sinning
up to ,,
people - 96).
&J

wl +
1)

It has been said that the continuation of the boycott of these three
gentlemen was, perhaps, based on the wisdom that the Holy Prophet
had spent exactly fifty days during the expedition of Tabuk. (The entire narration of this Hadith and the related event has been taken from Tafsir Mazhari)
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Points of Guidance from the Hadith of Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Malik
The clarity and detail with which Sayyidna Ka'b L;S &I
has described his story contains many elements of guidance for Muslims.
Therefore, this Hadith has been presented here in full. These are as
follows:
&J

1. This Hadith tells us that it was the customary practice of the
Holy Prophet
Ljs j f l
in his usual battle plans that he would
march out of Madinah in a (feigned) direction that was opposite to the
direction he was to go actually. The objective was to keep enemies of
Islam in the dark about where to and against whom he was going to
carry out his Jihad. This is what he defined as: ki$+$i(al-harbu
khuda'ah) that is, 'in war, deception is permissible.' Some people fall in
doubt about the drift of this statement. They think that deceiving the
adversary by lying in war or Jihad is permissible. This is not correct.
In fact, it means the kind of deception whereby one acts in a manner
that succeeds in deceiving enemies. For instance, marching out for Jihad from the opposite direction does not mean deceiving by lying
blandly - something not permissible even in war. Similarly, it should
also be understood that this practical deception, which has been declared permissible, has no bearing on abiding by a pledge or treaty.
Breaking of a pledge or treaty, whether in peace or war, is not permissible under any situation.

+,

+,

2. For his journeys, the Holy Prophet
Ljs JJI & liked a Thursday, whether it was for Jihad or for some other purpose.
3. Telling a lie to please some elder or spiritual guide or teacher or
father is neither permissible nor does it end well. As for the Holy
Prophet
Ljs dl A, he was informed of the truth through revelation,
therefore, the ultimate outcome of lying was evil - as clarified through
the event relating to Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Malik ~C;S&I
and to others
who remained behind. After the Holy Prophet +,
dl A , no saint or
savant or pious elder or spiritual guide can claim to be a recipient of
revelation. Then, getting to know things through inspiration (ilhzm)
and illumination (kashf) is not necessary either. But, experience shows
that lying has an aura of evil about it, something that brings bad consequences in its wake. Causes converge naturally, so much so that this
respected elder ultimately becomes displeased with the liar.

+,

&J

4. From this event we learn that the Amir (the executive head) of
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Muslims also has the right to order them to stop greeting and talking
to someone as a punishment for some sinful misconduct of his - as it
happened with these three gentlemen in the event concerned.

5. This event is a mirror of the love his Companions had for the
c &. The depth and extent of this love compelled
Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
them to continue staying in his company even during the days when
he was displeased with them and they were subjected to a social boycott by the Companions who would neither greet, nor acknowledge
greetings nor talk to them. A careful reader through the narration of
the event would hardly miss their affection and concern for him particularly when they would look a t their master with the corners of their
eyes and try to assess the warmth of his attention and the emotional
level of the bond between them. They were really tuned to him under
all circumstances.
6. As for the attitude of Sayyidna Abu Qatadah L;S JJI v;lJ,cousin
and friend of Sayyidna Ka'b L;S &I A>,who did not respond to the later's s u l k nor talked to him, it is fairly obvious that he did not do so
because of some enmity, hostility or malice. In fact, this was done for
~ j dl
s
had ordered him to
the sole reason that the Holy Prophet
do so and that he was duty-bound to follow it. This tells us that the
Ljt JJI
was not only enforced on
law given by the Holy Prophet
the physical exterior of people but was also implemented inwardly as
well. The law ruled over their hearts. They would not do anything
against it under any condition, present or absent - even if they had to
act against the dearest of their friends and relatives.

+,

+,

7. The episode relating to the king of the Ghassan who wrote a letter to Sayyidna Ka'b L;S &I &> who threw it down into a heated oven
shows how staunch as believers the Sahabah were. Here is one of
them, terribly nervous about the displeasure of the Holy Prophet &I &
+, ~ j and
c
the boycott by fellow Muslims, yet the tempting offer made
by a King fails to move his heart in that direction.
8. That Sayyidna A b i Bakr and Sayyidna 'Umar and other noble
+G
&I&> ran to congratulate Sayyidni Ka'b ibn MaCompanions 1lik L;L &I +-> as soon as they heard about the acceptance of his Taubah
is significant. Let us keep in mind that they had avoided the social
graces of greeting and talking before this happened. This shows that
was very much present in their
the love for Sayyidna Ka'b LZ dl
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hearts even during the days of the boycott - though, they had to surrender it in favor of carrying out the command of the Holy Prophet
+, L~JC&I.When the '&yah of Taubah (the verse of repentance) was revealed, their deep mutual affection became manifest.
9. From the conduct of the noble Sahabah who went to disclose the
~ >>,
we learn that
good news to and congratulate Sayyidna Ka'b L L &I
congratulating friends on a happy occasion has its basis in Sunnah.

10. When repenting from a sin, taking out a e d a q a h from one's assets helps to do away with the effects of sin, but it is not good to give
away the whole of it in charity. Giving more than one third of what
6 &I&.
one owns in sadaqah was not liked by the Holy Prophet

+,

Advice to Muslims: Observe Taqwa and be with those true in
word and deed
P P J,
C ,P,,
This brings us to the last verse: %&I1 1 3$;S;iLII
; ; ' I$ 1 3 1
GL'(0
those who believe, fear Allah, and be in the company of the truthful 119). The event of having remained behind as related to some otherwise sincere people, and the ultimate acceptance of their repentance,
was all a result of their Taqwa, the fear of Allah and the sense of being
responsible before him. Therefore, in this verse, the large masses of
Muslims have been instructed to observe Taqwi (as a constant feature
of their personal lives). Then, by saying: %&I l>$.?(be in the company of the truthful), it was hinted that the only way to achieve Taqwa
was to frequent the company of those who are good in their deeds and
true in their words, and to approximate one's own conduct to theirs.
Perhaps, this may also be pointing out to the slip made by these people
that was caused by the company they kept with hypocrites and their
suggestions and advises they listened to. One should stay away from
the company of those who are disobedient to Allah, and take to the
company of the truthful. The Qur'an has not said 'the learned' ('ulamii')
or 'the righteous' (sulah2) at this place. Rather, by electing to use the
word:
(as-sZdiqin:the truthful), it has also told us about the real
identity of the 'learned' and the 'righteous'. Such a truthful person has
to be the one whose exterior and the interior are the same and who is
also true in intention, and true in word, and true in deed as well.
Verses 120 - 121
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It was not for the people of Madinah and for those
around them of the Bedouins to stay behind abandoning the Messenger of Allah, nor to prefer their own
lives to his life. That is because whatever thirst or fatigue or hunger strikes them in the way of Allah, and
whenever they step into a place which infuriates the
infidels, and whenever they make a gain from an enemy, a virtuous deed is credited to their account. Surely, Allah does not destroy the reward of the virtuous.
[I201 And whatever they spend, be it less or more, and
whenever they cross a valley, is all written down for
them, so that Allah may give them the best reward for
what they used to do. [I211

Commentary
The two verses cited above admonish those who missed to join the
expedition of Tabik for no valid reason. They have also been told that
they did what was not proper. Then the verses describe the merits of
people who take part in Jihad and tell us about the great rewards they
get for everything they do there. Included here is the causing of hurt
or loss to the enemy and the using of a strategy that infuriates the adversary. All these are good deeds, and worthy of thawzb (reward from
Allah).

Verse 122
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And it is not for the believers to go forth all together.
So, why should it not be that a group from every section of them goes forth, so that they may acquire perfect understanding of the Faith, and so that they may
warn their people when they return to them, that they
may be cautious. [I221

Commentary
It will be realized that the expedition of Tabik has continued appearing as an important subject in SGrah Al-Taubah. For this battle, a
general call of Jihad was given asking all Muslims to participate in it.
It was not permissible to contravene the order without a valid excuse.
Those who did that were mostly hypocrites who have been mentioned
in several verses appearing earlier. Then, some sincere Muslims had
also remained behind due to their incidental laziness. Their repentance was accepted by Allah Ta'ala. Obviously, from all these events it
can be gathered that the going forth of all Muslims in every Jihad is
fard (obligatory) and staying behind is h a r a m (unlawful) - although,
this is not the religious law. In fact, Jihad during normal conditions is
Fard al-Kifayah, a collective obligation. It means that, should a number of Muslims sufficient for Jihad keeps engaged in Jihad, rest of the
Muslims stand absolved of the obligation. However, if the number participating in Jihad turns out to be insufficient to the limits of being
overpowered, it becomes obligatory on Muslims living nearby that they
should come out to strengthen them and fight with them in the Jihad.
If they too are not sufficient, the obligation falls on those near the later, and if they too are not sufficient, it falls on Muslims adjoining the
later. This could reach the limit when, under such emergent conditions, Jihad becomes Fard 'Ain (absolute individual obligation) on
Muslims of the whole world, and it will be h a r a m (unlawful) to avoid
participating in jihad. Similarly, it could also become equally obligatory ( f a r d ) if the Amir of Muslims, seeing the need, gives a general call
and invites Muslims to join the mission of Jihad. At that time too, participation in Jihad becomes obligatory ( f a r d ) and staying behind becomes h a r a m (unlawful) - as it happened in the expedition of TabGk
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due to the general call of Jihad given for it. The verse cited above clarifies that this order to join the Jihad of Tabuk was a specific order due
to the general call for it. Under normal conditions, Jihad is not an individual obligation (Fard al-'Ain) that would require all Muslims to go
forth in Jihad as a matter of obligation - because, like Jihad, there are
other collective concerns and important undertakings of Islam and
Muslims that are Fard al-Kifayah, also like Jihad. To fulfill these responsibilities too, different groups of Muslims have to follow the principle of division of work. Therefore, all Muslims should not go forth in
every Jihad. The submission here may,also help you understand the
reality of Fard al-Kifsyah. The, areas of work that are not individual,
but collective in nature, and the responsibility of carrying these out
falls on all Muslims, are areas that the Shari'ah of Islam has declared
to be Fard al-Kifayah. The purpose is that everything keeps being taken care of in its respective area and that all collective duties continue
to be fulfilled. Duties such as washing, shrouding, offering Salah of Janazah and burying deceased Muslims, the making and maintaining of
mosques, Jihad and the guarding of Isl&-nic frontiers are all separate
duties that are subject to the same rule of Fard al-KifGyah. In other
words, the responsibility of fulfilling these obligations though falls on
the Muslims of the whole world as a matter of principle but, should
some of them were to do that satisfactorily enough, other Muslims also
stand absolved of the obligation. An important area of work that falls
within the imperatives of this Fard al-Kifayah is the religious education. That it is an obligation has been particularly mentioned in this
verse by saying that this obligation should not be left out unattended
even during the period of engagement in as important a duty as Jihad.
The way in which it could be accomplished is that a smaller section
from out of every large section sets forth for Jihad while the rest of
people keep engaged in the pursuit of religious education. Then, those
so educated should orient Muslims going on Jihad as well as teach and
train others in their religion.

The obligation of acquiring religious knowledge, and its
etiquette
Imam al-Qurtubi has said, 'this verse is the root and foundation of
religious knowledge (the 'ilm of d h ) for its seeker.' If looked at carefully, also given here is a brief curriculum (nisgb) of religious education,
as well as the duties of the person ('aim) who has qualified as one who
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has this knowledge. Therefore, this subject is being taken up in some
details.

The merits (fatj2il)of acquiring religious knowledge
Muslim scholars have written regular books on the merits of religious knowledge, great rewards (thawzb) it brings and aspects related
with it. Some brief reports relevant to the occasion are being cited
who narhere. Tirmidhi reports from Sayyidna Abu al-Darda' s;c dl
Ljc & I &
saying, 'whoever
rated that he heard the Holy Prophet
travels on a path for seeking knowledge ('ilm of d h ) , Allah Ta'ala will in reward (thaw&) for his effort - turn the orientation of his path towards Paradise.'
+
J

+,

A series of Hadith narratives appearing in Tafsir al-Qurtubi report
&I said:
that the Holy Prophet

+, +

1. 'The angels of Allah spread out their wings for (welcoming) the
seeker of knowledge;'

2. 'Allah's creatures in the heavens and the earth and fishes in the
waters of the world pray for such seekers;'
3. 'The superiority of the 'Alim over the person who devotes to voluntary acts of worship (nag 'ibada) abundantly is like the superiority
of the full moon over the rest of the stars;'

4. "Ulama' are the inheritors of the blessed prophets;'
5. 'The blessed prophets leave no gold and silver as inheritance,
but they do leave the legacy of knowledge. So, whoever inherits this
legacy of knowledge has inherited great wealth.'
Darimi reports a Had$th in his Musnad which says: 'Someone asked
the Holy Prophet +, rL-(L &I&: There were two men in Bani Isra'il. One
was an 'Alim who would offer his prayers and then get busy teaching
people their religion. The other fasted during the day and stood for
prayers during the night. Of the two, who is superior? He said, "That
fAlim (man of religious knowledge) is superior to the '&bid (man of
religious worship) as I am superior to a very common person from
among YOU."(Reported by Imam Ibn 'Abd al-Barr in his book, Jami'u
Bayan al-'Ilm, from Sayyidna AbG Sa'Td al-Khudri 115 &I
with
relevant chain of narrators.) (Qurtubi)
+J

And the Holy Prophet

+,

&A

&I

said, 'a faqih (expert Muslim
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jurist), when confronting Shaytan, is stronger than a thousand worshippers.' (Tirmidhi from Ibn 'Abbas - as in Maqhari). Then, the Holy Prophet
LjS dl & has also said, 'when a person dies, his deeds come to an
end - except three, the thawiib (reward) of which keeps reaching that
person even after death. One: mdaqah jariyah (act of charity the benefits of which continue) such as masjid, building for religious education
or institutions of public welfare. Two: Knowledge through which people continue to benefit even later on. (For example, a student of religion became an 'alim who set in motion a chain of learning and teaching the knowledge of religion for future generations; or someone wrote
a book from which people kept benefiting even after the author was
gone). Three: Children who are good (in character and up-bringing)
and who keep praying for parents and do things the reward (thawab)
of which continues to reach them.' (Qurtubi)

+,

Details of Individual and Collective Obligation in the Learning
of Religion
Backed by sound authority, Ibn 'Adiyy and al-Baihaqi report from
Sayyidna Anas ir &I 2,
that the Holy Prophet +, +&I & said: $I,
'
(Seeking knowledge is obligatory on every Muslim).
( ~ a q h a r i ) .It is'a11 too obvious that the sense of 'ilm (knowledge) - as in
this Hadith, as well as in those quoted a little earlier - is nothing but
the 'ilm of din (the knowledge of religion). Granted that worldly arts
and sciences may be necessary for one as a part of the material management of life on this earth, but their merits are not the same as
mentioned in the Ahadith appearing above. Then, the 'ilm of din
(knowledge of religion) is not some solitary area of knowledge. It is a
comprehensive system composed of many sciences. Then, it is also obvious that every Muslim man and woman does not have the capacity
to acquire full mastery over all these sciences. Therefore, when the HadTth speaks of 'knowledge being obligatory on every Muslim,' it means
the particular part of the knowledge of religion without which one can
neither fulfill his or her obligations, nor stay away from the haram
(unlawful things) - being principles that are inseparably necessary for
'Iman and Islam. As for the rest of the sciences, we should keep in
mind that there are many more details of explanations, elements of
wisdom and issues culled from the Qur'Zn and Hadith alone, not to
mention the great range of injunctions and laws deduced from these
sources. These are things beyond the capacity and control of every
/
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Muslim, nor has this been made an individual obligation (Fard al-'Ain)
for each one of them. However, this is Fard al-Kifzyah (collective obligation), and as such, it becomes the responsibility of the Isliimic world
as a whole. The presence of one ' a i m , a genuine expert in all these sciences and religious laws in every city makes the rest of Muslims absolved of this obligation. If a city or township has not even one ' a i m , it
becomes obligatory on the people of the city or township t h a t they
should arrange to make someone from among themselves an 'Alim. If
that is also not possible, they should invite one from outside, keep him
in their city so that they can know, understand and act according to
the f a t w a of this scholar, specially when the need is acute and the
problems are delicate. Therefore, given below are details of Fard al'Ain and Fard al-Kifzyah as they relate to the 'ilm of d h (knowledge of
religion):

Fard al-'Ain:Individual Obligation
It is obligatory on every Muslim, man and woman, to acquire the
knowledge of:
1.Islam's correct and authentic 'Aqa'id (beliefs).

2. Rules of Taharah (purity) and Najasah (impurity).
3. S a l z h (prayers), Sawm (fasting) and all 'Ibadat made fard
(obligatory) or wzjib (necessary) by the Shari'ah.

4. Things declared to be h a r a m (unlawful) or m a k r &
(reprehensible or repugnant).
5. The rulings and injunctions of Zakzh (prescribed alms) on the
part of one who owns property or wealth above the fixed nisgb or
threshold.
6. The rulings and injunctions of Hajj on the part of one who has
the capability of performing Hajj, for it is an individual obligation on
him or her.
7. The rulings and injunctions of sale and lease (bai' and ijzrah) on
the part of one who has to buy and sell or run a business or industry or
work on wages or salary, for it is his individual obligation to do that.

8. The rulings and injunctions of nikKh (marriage) when getting
married - and of talaq (divorce) as well.

In brief, there are things the Shari'ah of Islam has made obligatory
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or necessary on everyone. Acquiring the knowledge of the rules relating to these is also obligatory on every Muslim, man and woman.

Knowing about Spiritual Purification is also an Individual Obligation (Far$ al-'Ain)
Everyone knows that the knowledge of the imperatives relating to
one's outward acts like Salah and Sawm is Fard al-'Ain. However, Qadi
Thanaullah Panipati, the author of Tafsir Mazhari has written under
his commentary on this verse that it is also fard al-'ain to acquire the
knowledge of the imperatives and prohibition pertaining to one's inner
acts and qualities. This kind of knowledge is usually called the science
of Ta+xxwwuf.Since these imperatives fall under the category of fard al'ain, their knowledge too is fard al-'ain.
But, the field of knowledge called Tasawwuf in our time has, become a potpourri of many fields of knowledge and insights, illuminations and sense experiences. What is meant by Fard al-'Ain a t this
place is nothing but that part of it which deals with the obligatory injunctions pertaining to one's inner acts and qualities. For instance,
there is the matter of true, correct and authentic 'Aqa'id (beliefs).
These relate to man's inward state. Or, take the case of spiritual virtues like sabr (patience), shukr (gratitude), tawakhul (trust), q a n g a h
(satisfaction with the available) and similar others. These are obligatory (fard) in a particular degree. Or take the case of spiritual vices like
pride and arrogance, malice and rancor, miserliness and greed for the
material and similar others. These are haram (forbidden) on the authority of the Qur'an, and Sunnah. So, it is also obligatory (fard) on
every Muslim, man and woman, that he and she must find out the reality behind these and learn the methods of acquiring virtues and
avoiding what has been forbidden. (Irrespective of the claims made in
the field of Tasawwuf or in its counter-Islamic versions of mysticism
and its many derivations) the sole basis of Tasawwuf is no more than
what is Fard 'Ain (under Islamic Law).

Far$ al-KifEyah
To comprehend why the 'Ilm of D h (the full knowledge of religion)
has been made Fard al-Kifzyah, it will be useful to glance through
what it entails. For your convenience, the integrated whole appears in
three parts as follows:
1.To understand the meanings and rulings of the entire Qur'an,

+
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2. To understand all Ahadith and to master the ability to sift and
recognize the trustworthy from the untrustworthy,

3. To acquire a complete knowledge of all injunctions and rulings
deduced from the Qur'an, and Sunnah and a full awareness of the
views of the Sahabah, the Tgbi'in and the Mujtahid Imams, expressed
by them orally or practically.

Knowing all this is a monumental task which is not easy even after
one devotes. Therefore, the Shari'ah of Islam has declared this field of
knowledge to be Fard al-Kifayah, that is, if some people acquire all this
knowledge to the extent of its need in community life, rest of Muslims
shall stand absolved.

The curricuIum of the 'Ilm of Din
At this place, the Holy Qur'an has used one single word to tell us
about the essence of the knowledge or science of religion, and its cur,
riculum as well. If the text had chosen to say something like: %?I &I,
(that is, so that they acquire the knowledge of religion), it would have
obviously suited the occasion. But, a t this place, the Holy Qur'an has
(ta'allum: learning) and elected to go by the
bypassed the word:
word: uik; (tafaqquh: understanding). This gives a clear indication that a
simple reading of the 'ilm of dfn is not enough. This is something many
disbelievers, Jews and Christians also do. Then, Shaytan is supposed
to have it all, more than anyone. The fact of the matter is that the 'ilm
of d h means 'to create an understanding of religion.' This is the exact
(tafaqquh) in the verse. A derivation from:
translation of the word:
w (fiqh), which essentially means understanding and comprehension.
At this point, it is worth noticing that the Holy Qur'an has not even
(liyafqahud-dh: so that they understand the religion) by
said: TI
employing the verb from the simple (bare, denuded) form. Instead, the
Qur'an has said: #I
IW(liyatafaqqahufi 'd-dh: so that they may
acquire a perfect understanding of the Faith). Being from ' b i b a1
tafaNul(9
"I,), it has the added sense of exertion and striving in its
pursuit. Thus, the drive of the meaning is that they should, while trying to create a perfect understanding of religion, acquire the maximum
possible expertise through continuous striving, hard work and endurance. Then, it is also evident that the kind of understanding of religion we are talking about does not materialize by finding out the problems and solutions concerning purity, impurity, prayers, fasting,

~m,

-
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Zakah and Hajj. In fact, the understanding of religion means that one
understands that he or she will have to account for every word, deed,
movement and rest in the Hereafter, and that how should he or she
live in this world (in view of that). The perfect understanding of religion is really the name of this concern. Therefore, Imam AbG HanTfah
defines fiqh (understanding) by saying, 'that one understands everything the doing of which is necessary for him or her, and also understands everything abstaining from which is necessary for him or her.'
As for the current definition of 'Ilmu 'I-Fiqh as a religious science that
deals with its subsidiary problems and rulings, it is a later day terminology. The reality of Fiqh as it appears in Qur'an and Sunnah is no
more than what the great Imam has stated: 'a person who has read
through all books of religion but did not acquire this understanding is
not an 'Alim in the terminology of Qnr'En and Sunnah.' So, the gist of
the investigation made here tells us that, in the terminology of the
Qur'an, the sense of acquiring the knowledge of religion is to acquire
its understanding, regardless of sources employed in such acquisition.
These may be books or the company of teachers. They all form part of
the curriculum.

The essential duty of an 'mim after he acquires the knowledge
of Din
This too the Holy Qur'an has put in one single sentence: $5 I;;$,:
"so that they may warn their people (against the disobedience of Allah)." At this place as well, it is worth attention that the sentence has
identified 'the warning of a people' as a duty of the 'Alim. The Arabic
word: ,I&\ (indhgr) is usually translated into English as warning in the
sense of putting the fear of something into someone, though it still
does not convey the ultimate sense in full. The truth of the matter is
that such warning or putting the fear of what must be avoided can
take many forms. For instance, one may warn against an enemy, thief,
robber or some beast or poisonous creeper. Then, there is the kind of
warning a father would give, out of his affection and concern for his
children, against things that hurt, like the fire, poisonous insects and
unhealthy food. This is based on love, and on the desire to protect
which has a special tone and temper, totally different from the former.
Indhar is the name of warning given in that manner and with that motive. Therefore, prophets and messengers of Allah have been given the
title of
(nadhli-: warner) and this duty of warning people assigned to
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the 'Alim is really nothing but a part of the legacy left by prophets
which, according to the binding authority of Hadith, the 'mim inherits.
At this point, we may also wish to consider that the blessed prophets are known by two appellations: Bashir and Nadhir. You already
know the meaning of nadhG (warner) from the preceding discussion.
Bashir means one who gives bashiirah, that is, good news or glad tidings. I t is a part of the mission of blessed prophets that they give glad
tidings to those who act righteously. Though, a t this place too, what
has been mentioned is Indhar or warning explicitly, yet, other textual
imperatives show that it is also the duty of a n 'Alim that he should
give good news of rewards too for those who do good deeds. Now that
the mention of indhgr (warning) has been considered sufficient a t this
place has its reason. Actually, it indicates that man is charged with
two things. One: that he elects to do what is beneficial for him in this
world and in the world to come. Two: that he avoids doing things likely
to bring harm to him, People of learning and people of wisdom both
agree that the later of the two has the higher priority. In the terminology of Muslim jurists, this is known as 'bringing benefit' and 'repelling
harm' and the latter has been given precedence to the former. In addition to that, when harm is repelled, it serves the purpose of bringing
benefit in its own way, because if someone abandons what is beneficial
and necessary for him, it brings harm. Given this situation, whoever
makes the effort to stay safe from the harmful effects of bad deeds will
also make the effort to stay away from leaving off what one must do
necessarily.
From here we also learn the main reason why religious sermons
and acts of da'wah generally remain ineffective in our time. We have
seen a glimpse of the cardinal etiquette of indhzr or warning, a s given
above. Contemporary sermons and acts of da'wah seem to miss the
manners, something that would exude care, concern, attachment, mercy and the earnest wish to give out what is really good for the listeners, not only in words but through the style of address and the empathy of tone and diction as well. It would be wonderful if the addressee
comes to believe that the things the speaker is saying do not aim a t
disgracing him or settling scores against him, in fact, this person is
telling me what he thinks is good and beneficial for me just out of love.
If the tablgh we do today or the da'wah we carry to correct people who
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violate commandments of the Shari'ah were to adopt this pattern of
behavior, it is absolutely certain that it will bring forth a t least one
immediate response: the addressees will not be apprehensive, irritated, dogmatic or obstinate about our submission. They would not worry
about confronting us. Everyone would, rather, become attuned to himself and start sorting out his own doings and thinking about what was
going to happen to him. And if this effort continues, the time is to
come, sooner or later, when such a person will be even willing to accept what had been presented before him. The second outcome of this
attitude is that it will not, a t least, generate mutual hatred and altercation, something which holds contemporary Muslims in its grips.
,

In the end, by saying: ;;:.k>p(that
they may be cautious), it was
also indicated that the duty of an 'Alim was not simply limited to putting the fear of Allah's punishment in the hearts of people. Instead, he
also has to watch and assess the extent and measure of the effect generated by his tablkh and da'wah. May be it did not work the first time.
If so, let him do it again and again, until he sees its result: "5~;$" with
his own eyes, which means that his people have become cautious and
have started staying away from sins. Allah knows best.

Verses 123 - 127
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0 those who believe, fight those disbelievers who are
near you, and let them find severity in you. And be sure
that Allah is with the God-fearing. [I231
And when a Siirah is sent down, some of them say,
"Who among you has been increased in faith by it?" As
for those who believe, they have been increased in
faith by it, and they are quite happy. [I241
But those who have malady in their hearts are increased by it in impurity in addition to their own impurity, and they die infidels. [I251
Do they not see that they are put to trial every year
once or twice, still they do not repent, nor do they take
lesson? [l261
And when a Siirah is sent down, they look at each other
(as if saying): "Is there someone watching you?" Then
they slip off. Allah has turned their hearts, because
they are a people who do not understand. [I271
Commentary

Previous verses carried inducement to Jihad. The first verse from
the present ones (123)which opens with the words:
$ . ! , I I$I'@I5 i$.P,z
L: (0
those who believe, fight those disbelievers who are near you) gives details, for disbelievers are spread out all over the world and any confrontation with them has to have some sort of functional sequence. The
verse says that Jihad should first be waged against those of the disbelievers who were near. 'Being near' could be taken in terms of the
place, that is, the disbelievers who live closer to home base should be
fought against first. And it could also be understood in terms of relationship, that is, those who are near in kinship, parentage and other
social bonds should be given precedence. This is because Islamic Jihad
is essentially carried out in their interest and for their well being,
therefore, when it comes to care and concern, kinsfolk have precedence
- similar to the command given to the Holy Prophet
&A
&I A:
+
;;I
?$YI ,X+ (And warn your near relatives against the punishment of
Allah - 26:214).He carried out the command by assembling people from
his family and conveyed to them the Word of Allah as revealed to him.
The circle then became larger. Keeping the same principle of near and
far, confronted first, as compared to others, were disbelievers who
lived in the vicinity of MadTnah, such as B a n i Qurayzah, Ban6 Nadir
and the people of Khaibar. After that came the fight against the rest

+,
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within the Arabian Peninsula. And after things were settled there,
came the last command to fight the disbelievers of Byzantium that resulted in the expedition of Tabik.

&;*

In the second sentence of verse 123: '4
I~QJ(and let them find
severity in you), the word: jlilt ( g h i l ~ h means
)
severity or toughness.
The sense is that the disbelievers must be confronted in a manner that
would not allow them to take their adversary to be weak.
The sentence: I;"&!.$~~(the~
have been increased in faith by it) in
verse 124 tells us that the reciting the verses of the Qur'an, pondering
over them, and acting in accordance with their dictates makes one advance in faith. One feels changes for the better, the higher. When
'Tman increases, so does its light and sweetness. Once in this blissful
state, one starts seeing obedience to Allah and His Rasul as easy.
'Ibadah becomes inviting. One can feel the very taste of it. Sins pose no
problems, for one starts hating sins by his own nature. They tempt no
more. In fact, they irritate and vex.
SayyidnZ 'ATr;s &I .a, has said, 'when '1man enters the heart, it is
like a radiant dot. As 'ImZn increases, its radiance increases, until the
whole heart becomes blissfully radiant. Similarly, disbelief and hypocrisy start appearing on the heart first as a black dot. Then, with every
increase in sin and disbelief, the dot keeps increasing in size until the
whole heart turns black.' (Mazhari). For this reason, the noble Companions of the Holy Prophet +, rJt &I & used to tell each other, 'let us sit
together for a while and remind each other of things relating to our d h
and ' d h i r a h so that it increases our 'Iman.'
'9

,pO,p

In verse 126: +-9
I, i;:?+u
,,
p3 j+- (they are put to trial every year
once or twice), hypocrites have been warned about their incorrigible
hypocrisy and constant breach of trust which brought all sorts of troubles for them every year once or twice. They saw the defeat of their
disbelieving accomplices, the kuffgr of Makkah. Then, they had to face
the disgrace brought upon them when their hypocrisy was exposed. So,
there was no dearth of warning signals for them. Incidentally, the
count of 'once' or 'twice' here does not signify the numbers one and two
as such. In fact, the purpose is to stress that this chain of action and
reaction keeps moving all the time yet they take no lesson from what
happens to them.
0

,
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Sirah Al-Taubah : 9 : 128 - 129
Verses 128 - 129

Surely, there has come to you a Messenger from
amongst you, hard on whom is your suffering, for the
good of you he craves and for believers he is kind, merciful. 11281
So, if they turn away, say, "Enough for me is Allah.
There is no god but He. In Him I have placed my trust,
and He is the Lord of the Great Throne." 11291

Commentary
These are the last verses of S i r a h Al-Taubah where it has been de&A
&I & is very kind and merciful for
clared that the Holy Prophet
the entire creation of Allah, particularly so for Muslims. Then, in the
last verse, he has been told that he should observe patience and trust
Allah even if there are people who do not come to believe despite all
his efforts.

+,

That this theme appears at the end of SGrah Al-Taubah happens to
be very appropriate. It will be recalled that this SGrah has been full of
references to the declaration of withdrawal from the disbelievers, the
ultimate severance of relationship with them and then fighting in Jihad against them. This is, however, the last resort of the Call to Allah
subject to the condition that the initial steps of Da'wah (call) and Tabligh (communication of the Message) leave no hope of correction and
betterment. But, the basic function of the prophets is to invite people
to the way of Allah with love, affection, sympathy and an earnest desire for their well-being; if they have to face aversion from the people
or have to suffer some hardships, they are supposed to leave it to Allah
and place their trust in Him, for He is the Lord of the Great Throne.
By saying the Rabb or Lord of the Great 'Arsh, the purpose is to lay
stress on the fact that He encompasses the entire creation.
The last two verses, according to Sayyidna 'Ubaiyy ibn Ka'b

&I

dJ
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Surah Al-Taubah : 9 : 128 - 129

G, are the last verses of the Qur'an. After these no other verse was revealed and the Holy Prophet +, LjS &I& left the mortal world. This is
also the statement of Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas G &IdJ. (Qurtubi)
Great merits of these two verses appear in Hadith. Sayyidnz AbG-dsays, 'One who recites these verses three times, mornDarda' ~ ; &I
s
ing and evening, shall find that Allah Ta'ala makes things easy for
him (Qurtubi)' Allah knows best.

The Commentary
On

Sirah Al-Taubah
Ends here.

(Jonah)
Siirah Yiinus is Makki and it has 109 Verses and 11 Sections

Verses 1- 4
I

&3~+3~$~,+,
With the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the All Merciful

Alifi Lzm, Rc These are verses of the Wise Book. [I] Is it
surprising for people that We have revealed to a man
from among them (saying): "Warn the people and give
happy news to those who believe that they will have a
perfect place with their Lord."? The disbelievers said,
"Surely, he is an open sorcerer." [21

Surely, your Lord is Allah, who created the heavens
and the earth in six days, then He took a straight position on the Throne. He manages all matters. There is no
intercessor except after His permission. That is Allah,
your Lord. So, worship Him. Would you still pay no
heed? C31
Towards Him is the return of you all - a real promise
from Allah. Surely, He originates the creation, then He
will bring it again so that He may reward those who believe and do good deeds, with justice. As for those who
disbelieve, for them there is a drink of boiling water
and a painful punishment because they used to disbelieve. C41

Commentary
S i r a h Y i n u s is among the Makki Sirahs. Three of its verses revealed after the Hijrah to Madinah have been called Madani.
In this SGrah too, the proof of the basic objectives of Qur'an, and Islam, such as the Oneness of Allah, the mission of His Messenger and
the inevitability of the Hereafter, has been provided. Since it has been
presented in the background of the universe of our experience and observation, it becomes easy to comprehend. Along with it, some lessonoriented historical accounts and stories have been introduced to warn
people who do not pay heed to the open signs of Allah Ta'Zla. As a corollary, the text refutes shirk whereby heedless people start ascribing
partners to the pristine divinity of Allah - and also answers some related doubts. This is a gist of the subjects taken up in the Surah. A
careful look a t these will help us understand the interconnection between the previous S i r a h , Al-Taubah, and the present one. S i r a h AlTaubah was making a strong statement when it opted for breaking
through the powerful cordon of kufr and shirk to achieve the same objectives through material means by waging Jihad against deniers and
disbelievers. And since the present Surah was revealed in Makkah before the injunctions of Jihad came, these objectives have been explained and proved only by arguments and evidences very much in accordance with the law of the Makkan period.
The S i r a h opens with the letters: Alif, Lam, Ra (TI). Known a s
'isolated letters.' Many S h a h s of the Qur'an begin with these. Debates
on investigations made into the meaning of letter combinations like$

(Alif, Lam, Mh),*+ (Ha, Mfm) a n d d p ('Ain, Sin, QZfl by commentators
are lengthy. But, we also have the authentic verdict of the Sahabah,
the Tabi'in and the righteous elders of the community (salaf) about
these 'isolated letters.' According to them, these are secret symbols or
signs. In all likelihood, the Holy Prophet & was confided with their
meaning but he elected to disclose to his community only those areas
of knowledge and insight which their minds could bear by and which,
if remained unknown, would impede the normal living of his people.
Nothing that Muslims must do is dependent upon knowing the secrets
of such 'isolated letters,' nor do they have to miss anything by not
knowing them. Therefore, the Holy Prophet & too did not tell his community about their meaning as being unnecessary for them. Therefore,
we too should not go about digging into it - because, it is certain that
had the knowing of their meaning been expedient for us, our master,
who was mercy personified for the whole world &, would have never
hesitated in telling us about it.

&'IGI'~- (These are verses of the Wise
In the first verse: P'I
Book), the word: @ (tiika: these) points out to the 'Zygt of this SGrah
which follow. 'The Book' refers to the Qur'an. To describe its attribute,
(hakim) a t this place. It means the
the Qur'an has used the word:
Book of Wisdom.
I
'

,,+

The second verse refers to a doubt expressed by the Mushriks, and
provides its answer. In a nutshell, these people had, out of their ignorance, somehow decided that a Messenger or Prophet who comes from
Allah Ta'ala should not be a human being (al-bashar), instead, he
should be an angel. The Qur'an has refuted this absurd idea of theirs
on several occasions from different angles. In one such verse, it was
*
4,
+~ y *&--dc ,?>s9'w
i
+ +$I
p:jl ~.:su
,,* $ (Say, "Had
said:
there been angels walking in peace on the Earth, We would have certainly sent to them from the heavens an angel-messenger!" - 17:95). In
sum, the mission of a messenger cannot be accomplished unless there
is a mutual homogeneity between this messenger and those to whom
he is sent. Angels are homogenous to angels and human beings to human beings. If the purpose is to send a messenger for human beings,
only a human being has to be made a messenger.
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The same subject has been taken up in this verse in a different
manner. The text sees no reason why would people wonder that a hu-

man being was made a messenger? Why was a human being entrusted
with the mission of warning the disobedient ones against the punishment of Allah? Why was the task of heralding the good news of His rewards to the obedient ones assigned again to a human being? This
kind of wondering deserves a counter-wonder, for sending a human
messenger to the human race is perfect commonsense.
Good news to believers has been given in this verse by saying: $'Sf
y;;4j& (that they will have a perfect place with their Lord). The
initial meaning of the word: ?J(qadam) used here is 'step' as in English. Since 'qadam' is the medium of a person's effort, and advancement in its wake, therefore, a higher rank is called a 'qadam' in a figurative sense. Then, by attributing 'qadam' (high rank, place of honor)
to j b 'sidq' (perfect as being true, certain, abiding, everlasting), it was
emphasized that the high rank they were to get was real, certain, established, abiding and everlasting. This was not something like the
ranks and offices of the mortal world. To begin with, it is never certain
that one would get these a t all. If, as a result of some extra effort, one
does get one of these, their continuity cannot be certain. In fact, what
is certain is that these will vanish in time. Sometimes, this could happen within one's lifetime. But, when comes the time to die, one goes
empty-handed. All ranks, offices, blessings remain behind. So, the
word: jb (sidq) includes the sense of certainty, and also that of being
perfect and everlasting in it. Therefore, the sentence means: 0 Prophet, give believers the good news that they will have a perfect place
with their Lord, an asset that is certain and lasting.
Some commentators have said: Through the introduction of the
word sidq a t this place, a n indication has been given that these high
ranks can be achieved only through truth and absolute sincerity. Mere
verbal claims of having faith and a formal recital of the Kalimah of
'Imgn is not enough, until one embraces the faith, truly and duly, verbally and emotionally and intellectually. It will invariably result in adherence to good deeds and avoidance of the evil ones.
In the third verse, the Oneness of Allah (Tauhfd) has been proved
through the undeniable reality that there is no associate or partner to
Allah Ta'Zla when it comes to the creation of the heavens and the
earth and then to the management and operation of this entire universal system. When this reality stands established, how could someone

else be made an associate or partner in His pristine Divinity or in worship for Him and in obedience to Him? In fact, doing so is the highest
conceivable injustice.
It was said in this verse that Allah Ta'iilii has created the heavens
and the earth in six days. But, the day as we know it denotes the time
from sunrise to sunset - and it is obvious that the sun did not exist before the creation of the heavens, earth and stars. How then could sunrise and sunset be calculated? Therefore, intended here is the measure
of time utilized in between sunrise and sunset.
Making this huge world composed of the heavens, the Earth, the
planets and the universe as a whole, ready and functional (a virtual
turn-key job, so to say), can only be attributed to the Being who is the
purest of the pure and exercises power that is absolute. When He intends to create, He needs no raw materials in advance or any staff to
assist. Such is the station and degree of His perfect power that He, as
and when He intends to create what He wills, creates instantly, without any raw materials or personnel or technical support. The time duration of these six days has only been chosen in consideration of His
particular wisdom. Otherwise, it was also within His power t h a t He
could have created the heavens and the Earth and what it contained
in a single instant.
After that it was said: +$ j
;&ZI? (then He took a straight position on the Throne). That which stands proved from the Qur'an, and
Hadith is that the 'Arsh (Throne) of the R a h m G (the All-Merciful Allah) is some created object which encompasses the entire heavens and
the Earth and the whole universe thereof. Thus, seen conversely, all
that there is fits into the room inside it. Knowing anymore about its
reality is beyond any human effort. No doubt, scientific knowledge in
our time is at its zenith. Man is getting ready to reach planets comparatively nearer with mixed measures of success. However, scientists
still confess that the distant planets are so far away from us that information about these through available instrumentation cannot be
relied upon as a mirror of reality. Then, there are stars in the firmament even light from where has not yet reached our Earth - even
though, as we know, the speed of light is 1, 86, 000 miles per second.
When this is the graph of human limitations in scaling planets and
stars, how could human efforts to find out what we know as the heav-

ens farther and higher from stars and planets be taken as credible (or
even reasonable). And finally, what is believed to be the 'Arsh of the
Rahmzn - encompassing all there is, even above what is termed as the
seventh heaven - is a reality seeking access to which through technical
ingenuity needs no comment.
So, up to this point, the third verse has told us that Allah Ta'ala
created the heavens and the earth and the whole system of the universe in six days, and 'after that He took a position on the Throne'.
(The last sentence is a word arrangement in English for the words of
9
the text: +$-'I
&I?
[thumma 's-tawa 'ala '1-'arshl which should be
understood in the light of the comments appearing below).
This is certain, and evident enough that Allah, the high and the
true, is above and beyond the human concepts of body and mass and of
all attributes and characteristics they may have. Neither does His existence relate to any direction or form, nor is His stay in a place like
the staying of the things of the world where they belong. Now then,
how are we to explain the nature, mode or manner of His staying, establishing or positioning on the 'Arsh or Throne? This can be explained
only by saying that these are from what is called 'mutashabihZt'
(statements of hidden meaning) in the terminology of Qur'an, a phenomena that cannot be comprehended by human reason. Therefore,
about it, says the Qur'an: h8;$fi$itil
2 &$I;~I 51,%$L;9' & L; (no one
knows its interpretation except Allah. And those [who are] wellgrounded in knowledge say: "We believe therein; - 3: 7 ) - and just do
not bother to go digging out its reality. Therefore, there is a standard
approach in all such matters where the attribution of Allah Ta'iilii has
been made to a place or form, or where words, such as hand, face and
shank, have appeared in the Qur'an for Allah Ta'Gla. The 'Aqfdah
(belief) of the majority of the 'Ulamaof the Muslim Ummah is that one
believes these words to be true in their place, and believes what Allah
Ta'Glii means by them is correct, and believes that the concern to know
about its nature and reality should be set aside as being beyond one's
ability to comprehend it.
I

.

As for the later day 'Ulama who have suggested some meanings to
these things, they have done it only in a degree of probability, even in
their own sight. They simply suggest - perhaps, it may mean this.
They never say that the meanings they have given are certain. As ob-

vious, probabilities disclose no reality. Therefore, the only simple and
straight creed (maslak) is that of the Sahzbah (Companions), the
Tgbi'in (Successors to Companions) and the Salaf (the righteous and
worthy forebears and elders of the Faith). They were satisfied to live
with the approach of entrusting the reality of such matters with Divine Knowledge.
manages all matThis brings us to the next statement: $$?,;L'(H~
ters). It means that, positioned on the Throne, He Himself manages all
universes by virtue of His power. Then, comes the succeeding sen. $, $& &.
translated as: 'There is no intercessor except
tence: i~* $
after His permis*sion.' It tells us that such is the majesty of Allah
Ta'iili that even a Prophet and Messenger cannot intercede on behalf
of anyone, on their own, before Him - unless Allah Ta'ala Himself
grants them the permission to intercede, without which even they
could not do that.
I #

The fourth verse describes the 'Aqidah of 'Akhirah (Belief in the
Hereafter): G+ ,&+ (Towards Him is the return of you all). The announcement is asserted by saying: k $; (a real [and true] promise
from Allah). That it must be as promised has been explained through
the simple logic of. :%$$I I/$ d,(surely, He originates the creation,
then He will bring it again). The sentence is telling us that there is
nothing surprising about it and that there is no sense in worrying
about as to how this entire universe would start pulsating with life after it has been eliminated. The reason is that the Sacred Power who
has the mastery to create something the first time, without any preexisting matter and without any prototype of form and shape, should
hardly find any difficulty in creating once again everything He had
made then unmade.

G!
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Verses 5 - 6

He is the One who has made the sun a glow and the
moon a light, and determined for it stages, so that you
may know the number of the years, and the calculation
(of time). Allah has not created all this but for something right. He elaborates the signs for a people who
understand. [51
Surely, in the alternation of night and day and in what
Allah has created in the heavens and the earth, there
are signs for a people who are God-fearing.[ 6 ]

Commentary
These two verses mention some signs openly visible in the universe
of our experience. They are evidences of the perfect power and eloquent wisdom of the most exalted Allah. They prove that the Lord Almighty is fully capable of bringing about the end of this universe, reducing it to particles, then reassembling the particles and bringing
everything back to life, all anew, making everyone account for one's
deeds and get punishment or reward as enforced. And when He does
that, it will be nothing but reasonable and wise. Thus, these two verses are an extension of what was said briefly in verse 3. Mentioned
there was the creation of the heavens and the earth in six days, the positioning on the Throne and the management of matters. The later
proved that He did not, after having created the universe, abandon it
to survive on its own, instead, He manages, directs and controls everything, all the time, every moment.
The opening statement of verse 5 : I$~'I$'&
JS
(He is
the One who has made the sun a glow and the moon a light) is a part
of this very system and its management. Both words:
(diy2) and ,
;
( n i r ) mean glow and light, therefore, many master lexicographers have
taken these as synonyms. 'Allamah al-Zamakhshari, al-Tibi, beside
some others, said: Though the sense of light is common to both words,
but n i r is general. Whether strong or weak, dim or clear, every light is
referred to as n ir,yhile &,
(daw' and diy2) refer to light that is
strong and clear. One needs both kinds of light. For the usual business
of life, the sharp and clear light of the day is required, while the comparatively dim light of the night is preferred for ordinary chores. If the
day had nothing but the pale light of the moon, business will be affect-

.

.

$+

ed adversely, and if the sun were to keep shining also during the
night, sleep and chores that must be taken care of a t that time alone
would be disturbed. Therefore, nature made arrangements to provide
both kinds of light by giving sunlight the degree of daw' and diyZ and
let it manifest itself at the time when people are busy in business, vocation or other avenues of livelihood. And the moonlight was made to
be gentle, pale and pleasing and the night was appointed to be the
time of its manifestation.
The Holy Qur'an has differentiated the lights of the sun and the
moon variously a t several places. In SGrah Nuh, it was said: 2;
9'1
j;;;

CI+
5;1: I$( ~ n made
d
the moon a light therein and made' the sun,
a lamp - 71:16). Again, in Surah al-Furqan, it was said:
,G;I
JLj
$I
(and placed in it [the sky] a lamp, and a shining moon - 25:61).
' S i r 2 means lamp and since the light from a lamp is its own and not
borrowed from somewhere else, therefore, some commentators have
said that .I+ (diya") is the intrinsic light of something while ,
; (nib) is
extrinsic light derived from something else. This semantic approach
appears to be influenced by Greek thought, otherwise it has no lexical
basis and the Qur'an too has not given any categorical verdict about it.

w;

Zajjzj takes diyZ to be the plural of daw'. Perhaps, this may be indicative of the Sun being a compendium of the seven colours of light
which show up in the post-rain rainbow. (Al-Man%)
Another manifestation of Divine power related to the system of the
sun and the moon appears in the second sentence of verse 5 : Jj,L2 :;$;
j;;:,*I
'and determined for it stages, so that you may
know the number of years and the calculation (of time).' The word ,A
('qaddara') is a derivation from
(taqdi;.) which means to maintain
something a t the level of a particular quantity and measure in terms
of time or place or attributes. To keep the timings of the night and the
,5 :P9'
day a t a particular measure, the Holy Qur'an has said: ;@I;@I 3 4 dc~~,'
(And Allah determines [the measure ofl the night and the day - 73:20).
That spatial and travel distances have been kept at a particular measure finds mention elsewhere. In Surah Saba,' it was said about the
habitations lying in between Syria and Saba': 31
w; I;$
' ; (and We determined between them the [distance ofl journey - 34:18). And about
,c.9 </'
quantitative measures in general, it was said:
js &; (and
created everything then determined a measure for it, determining pre-

+GI;~I

13&:;c;~

The word: J j b (maniiil) in the verse under study is the plural form
of J+ (manzil) which essentially means the place one arrives a t on a
journey, its stage or destination. Allah Ta'ala has appointed specific
limits for the movement of the Sun and the Moon, each of which is
called manzil or stage. Since the Moon completes its orbit of the Earth
every month, the count of its stages comes to thirty or twenty-nine.
However, since the Moon is not visible at least for a day, therefore, its
stages are usually known as twenty- eight. The orbit of the Sun is complete in a year and it has 360 or 365 stages. During the Arab Jahiliyah, and by astronomers and mathematicians as well, particular names
were given to these stages as borrowed from stars located in their
proximity. Being above such technical nomenclatures, the Holy Qur'an
has simply referred to the distances the Sun and the Moon cover in
specified number of days.
i;%(and determined
In the verse under discussion, the words:
for it stages) have been used with a pronoun in the singular form - although, being referred to here are the stages of both the Sun and the
Moon. Therefore, some commentators say that, no doubt, what has
been mentioned here is in the singular form, but in terms of the reference to each single one, it includes both. Examples of this usage
abound in the Qur'an, and Arabic idiom.

Some other commentators have said, 'though, Allah Ta'ala has determined stages for the Sun and the Moon both but, a t this place, the
purpose is to describe the stages of the Moon only. Therefore, the pronoun in ;$ (qaddarahu: determined for it) refers back to the Moon. The
reason for this specification is that one cannot find out the stages of
the Sun without the help of relevant instruments and calculations.
Sunrise and sunset follow the same pattern every day throughout the
year. A simple observation cannot tell anybody in what stage the Sun
is on a given day. This is contrary to the case of the Moon. Its states
are different every day. By the end of the month, it is just not visible.
By observing such changes, even uneducated people can figure out the
dates. For example, let us say the date today is March 8. Now, by just
looking a t the Sun, nobody can tell whether it is the 8th or the 21st.
The case of the Moon is different. One can find out the date even by
looking at it.

In the cited verse, the purpose is to tell people that man's own interest is also tied to these great signs of Allah Ta'alii since the count of
years, months and its dates can be kept through them. No doubt, this
calculation can be made from the Sun and the Moon both. Years and
months, both Solar and Lunar, are universally known. Then, the
Qur'an has also mentioned in Surah al-'Isra' (Bani Isra'il):

And We made the night and the day two signs. Then made
the sign of the night disappear, and put the sign of the day
with the light to see, so that you may seek bounty from your
Lord, and that you may come to know the number of years,
and the count (of time) - (17:12).
Here, 'the sign of the night' means the Moon and 'the sign of the day,'
the Sun. It is only after having mentioned both that it was said that
you can find out the number of years and the dates of the months from
&
tells
these. And in S i r a h Al-Rahman it was said: j
4
us that we can calculate the date, the month and the year through the
Sun and the Moon both.

which

But, the calculation of month and date through the Moon is based
on observation and experience. On the contrary, when done through
the Sun, the calculations are so complex that no one other than regular mathematicians would understand them. Therefore, after having
mentioned both the Sun and the Moon in this verse, when the Qur'an
talks about having determined their stages, it elects to say: :;$
(qaddarahu:determined for it) using the pronoun in its singular form,
whereby mentioned there were the stages of the Moon only.
Since great attention is paid in the injunctions of Islam, practically
in all situations, to ensure that abiding by them is easy for everyone educated or uneducated, urbanized or rustic - therefore, reliance has
usually been placed on lunar year, month and dates in its laws. Thus,
it is the lunar calendar that operates in all matters of Islamic obligations and duties, such as, Salah, Sawm, Zakiih, 'Iddah etc.
This does not mean that using the Solar Calendar is impermissible. In fact, one can choose to use the Lunar Calendar in the case of Salah, Sawm, Hajj, Zakah and 'Iddah in accordance with the Shari'ah, but

use the Solar Calendar in commercial and vocational activities. However, this is subject to the condition that the Lunar Calendar must
continue to be in use among Muslims on a collective basis, so that the
occasions and timings of religious obligations such as Ramadan and
Hajj are in common knowledge at all times. This is to avoid the terrible situation in which Muslims just know no other months but January, February etc. Muslim jurists, may the mercy of Allah be on them,
have placed the responsibility of keeping the Lunar Calendar alive
and functional on Muslims as Fard aL-Kifgyah (collective obligation).
And there is no doubt about it that the Calendar used in the Tradition of the blessed prophets and in the Sunnah of the Last among
them, the Holy Prophet
I_jS &I A,
and in the practice of his rightlyguided K h u l a f z was no other but this very Lunar Calendar. Using it,
following in their footsteps, is certainly an effective cause of blessings
and rewards for modern day Muslims as well.

+,

In short, the verse points out to the perfect power and wisdom of
Allah who created two inexhaustible treasure troves of light so harmoniously synchronized with the rest of the creation. And then, He determined ideal measures of their movement which help us find the time
frame we are in, the year, the month, the day and its hours right up to
every second. Neither does their movement vary, nor do they go ahead
or remain behind, nor do these God-made marvels of what we call machines need any workshop appointments for repairs, nor greasing, nor
replacement of worn-out parts. Someone in eternity had asked them to
move and be good. This they are doing even today.
For added warning, it was said at the end of the verse ( 5 ) :
$G
199
/py,'
; ~ ? $ & u I f,
i&L
, > $!(~llah
has not created all this but for something
right:He elaborates the signs for a people who understand). It means
that Allah did not create all these things in vain. There is great wisdom behind it, and certainly numerous are the benefits they bring for
human beings. These are elaborated signs. They are loud and clear.
They are telling the truth to people who are blessed with reason and
insight.
Similarly, it was said in the second verse ( 6 ) that there are signs in
the coming of the night after the day and the day after the night, and
in everything Allah has created in the heavens and the earth. These
are open proofs (of the Oneness of Allah and the inevitability of the

Hereafter) for those who fear Allah.
That they are proofs of the Oneness of Allah (TauhFd) is not difficult to see. He has the power to make things happen. He makes things
as no one can. He creates everything without the help of materials,
personnel and prototype, and has the mastery to operate them under a
system that never breaks or must be replaced.
And they are proofs of the 'Akhirah (Hereafter) because Allah is a
great creator. He created, in His infinite wisdom, objects of such proportion and efficiency for the benefit of human beings. Then, He made
them follow a remarkably stable system. Now, it is not possible that
He would have created human beings, who are the served ones in this
universe, just for nothing, or just to eat and drink, or in some other
nonchalant manner without assigning any duties to them. When it
stands settled that some restrictions must apply to the served one of
this universe, it also becomes necessary that those who observe or do
not observe these restrictions should face an accounting of what they
have done, sometime, somewhere. Naturally, those who do observe
these shall be rewarded and those who do not shall be punished. Then,
it is also obvious that things do not work like this in the present world
of our experience. Here, reward and punishment do not follow that
pattern. It is quite likely that a criminal here may be living better as
compared to someone God-fearing, righteous and innocent. Therefore,
it is necessary to have a day for the accounting of deeds, rewards and
punishments. This is what Qiyamah (The Last Day) and 'Akhirah
(Hereafter) are.
Verses 7 - 10

As for those who do not believe in meeting Us and are-

happy with the life of this world and are quite satisfied
with it, and those who are heedless to Our signs, [71
they are the ones whose abode is the Fire because of
what they used to earn for themselves. C81
As for those who believed and did good deeds, their
Lord will guide them by virtue of their belief, rivers
flowing beneath them in the Gardens of Bliss. C91
Their prayer therein will be, "Pure are You, 0 Allah"
and their greeting therein will be "Sal~m."
And the end
of their call will be, "praise be to Allah, the Lord of the
worlds." [lo]

Commentary
In the previous verses, by mentioning the heavens and the earth
and the Moon and the Sun, prominent manifestations of Allah's perfect power and wisdom, the belief in the Oneness of Allah and the
Hereafter was proved eloquently. The first three of the present verses
tell us that, despite such open signs and evidences spread out in this
universe, human beings split up in two groups. One of the two groups
was of those who paid just no heed to these Divine signs, failed to recognize their creator and master and failed to recognize even themselves. It never occurred to them that they were no animal like other
animals. They never discovered that their Almighty Lord had blessed
them with intelligence, reason and commonsense in a degree much
higher than that of the animals. Their Lord had put the entire resources of Divine creation a t their doorsteps. Everything was as if commissioned to serve them. This should have made them realize that there
has to be something their Lord would want them to do, some duty or
obligation or charge. If that had to be the case, they would have to account for whatever they had been asked to do. And for this it would be
necessary that there should be a day fixed for ultimate reckoning and
recompense - known as the day of Qiyimah or al-Hashr (Doomsday,
Resurrection) in the terminology of the Qur'an. But, such people did
nothing like that, instead, preferred to live their lives a t the level of
common animals. In the first two verses, after giving the signs and
marks of these people, the text mentions the punishment they would
receive in the Hereafter. The first thing the text tells is that such people did not think that they would meet their Lord. They have forgotten
all about the inevitability of their life in the Hereafter and have be-

come pleased and content with their worldly life alone.
Then, they are sitting there, so satisfied and so content, as if they
just do not have to go anywhere else from here. This, to them, was the
end of the line and this was where they have to live forever. It never
occurs to them that everyone has to bid farewell to this world. This is
so open a truth that no one can go about doubting it. And when going
away from here is certain, then, some preparation has to be made for
the place one is going to.
And then, they are continuously heedless to Allah's verses and
signs. Had they pondered over the marvel of the heavens and the
earth and what was created in between them and, for that matter,
over what was in the their own person, they would have understood
the reality behind everything and they would have thus come out of
their fatal negligence.
The punishment of people whose signs have been given above is
the fire of Jahannam that waits for them in the Hereafter - and this
punishment is nothing but the outcome of their own deeds.
How regrettable that the signs of disbelievers and deniers pinpointed by the Qur'an are no different as far as our own present condition as Muslims is concerned. By looking a t our way of life and the pattern of our activities and thoughts, no one can come to the conclusion
that we have some other concern bothering us except the concerns of
this world under our noses. Yet, despite all that, we sit comfortably believing that we are Muslims, as staunch and true as they come. The
hard reality is that the kind of staunch and true Muslims our worthy
forbears were has become unimaginable for us. They were the ones a
look a t whose faces would remind one of God and transmit unmistakably that they feared someone above them and their hearts throbbed
with the concern of being accountable to Him. Not to say more about
Ljs Jfl A,
despite
these wonderful people, even the Holy Prophet
being protected from sins (ma'sim),lived his blessed life in that state.
r-jc JJI &
It appears in Shama'il al-Tirmidhi that the Holy Prophet
looked sad and concerned fairly often.
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Mentioned in the third verse (9) are those fortunate people who
pondered over the signs of the most exalted Allah. Thereby, they recognized Him, believed in Him and, by acting in accordance with the

Siirah Yiinus : 10 : 7 - 10
dictates of their faith, became duty-bound to say and do what was good
and right (al-a'ma as-szihah: good deeds).
The good return and reward made due by the Holy Qur7Znfor these
wonderful people has been mentioned in a particular manner. It was
Lord will guide them by virtue of their besaid: +,G& ,$;Fg?'&L@,f(their
lief), that is, 'take [hem to their destination, the Jannah [Paradise],
where rivers shall be flowing in the Gardens of Bliss.'
#,

The well known meaning of the word: LIJA(hidayah) used here is to
tell or show the way. Then, on occasions, it is also used in the sense of
taking someone all the way to the desired destination. At this place,
this is the meaning intended. As for the desired destination, it means
Jannah that stands clarified by the words appearing later.
It will be recalled that the punishment of the first group was the
outcome of their own misdeeds. Here, similar to that, it was said about
the reward of the second group (of believers), that they have been
blessed with this reward by virtue of their belief. And since, belief has
been bracketed with good deeds earlier, therefore, 'Iman or belief mentioned a t this place will mean belief that is supported by good deeds
(al-a'md as-sdihah). The return for belief and good deeds is Jannah,
the place of unimaginable and unparalleled bliss.
Some particular states in which the people of Jannah shall find
themselves after their arrival there have been spelt out in the fourth
verse (10).First of all: <$I
lgj &$i : (their prayer therein will be,
"Pure are you, 0 Allah"). Here, the word: LS$;(da'w~)should not be
taken in its well known sense of claim, something a plaintiff does
against the responding party. Instead of that, da'wa has been used
here in the sense of d u ' z (prayer, supplication). It means that the d u ' z
of the people of Jannah, after they have reached Jannah, will be in the
are You, 0 Allah), that is,
form that they will be saying: $1 -'(Pure
they will be glorifying the exalted majesty of Allah (known as Tasbih
in the religious terminology of Islam).
This raises a question for du'2, as commonly recognized, is the act
of asking for something or the seeking of what one would like to have.
The words:
(subhiinaka 7-liihummo: Pure are You, 0 Allah)
have no element of asking or seeking in them. Then, what was the basis of calling it 'du'z?

$41

The answer is that the expression used here is there to communicate something relevant to the great occasion. Is it not that the people
of Jannah will have the most comprehensive bliss which will include
everything they could wish for almost automatically as they would
have wished? So, there will be no asking or seeking. As a replacement
of the popular mode of du'ii, what they would be able to say would be
nothing more than the t a s b i i of Allah in total submission. That too
would not be something like an obligatory act of worship they used to
do in their mortal lives (whether or not they enjoyed doing so). In fact,
they would savor the taste of saying these words of glorification and
say subhiinaka 'I-lzhumma on their own, gratefully delighted. In addition, reports a Qudsi Hadith that Allah Ta'ala said, 'a servant of Mine
who remains busy glorifying Me all the time, so much so that he finds
no time even to ask what was to be asked, then, I shall give him the
best of what is asked by all those who ask, that is, take care of what he
needs to be done without his having to ask for it.' If so, the expression:
subhiinaka '1-Lghumma that has been translated as 'Pure are You, 0
Allah' could also be called a dut2(prayer).
It is in terms of this sense that a Hadith in the Sahih of al-Bukhari
and Muslim reports that the Holy Prophet
4 JJI & used to make
the following d u t 2when in pain or anxiety:

+,

There is no god but Allah, the Great, the Forbearing; there is
no god but Allah, the Lord of the Great Throne; there is no
god but Allah, the Lord of the Heavens and the Lord of the
Earth and the Lord of the Generous Throne.

Imam al-Tabari said: The worthy forbears of the Muslim Community (al-salaf aL-siilihin) used to call it the prayer of pain (the d u ' a of
karb). Whenever in intense pain, anxiety or distress, they would recite
these words and pray to Allah for relief. (Tafsir Qurtubi)
There is yet another Hadith report carried by Imam Ibn Jarir, Ibn
Mundhir and others that the people of Jannah, when they wish to
have something, will say subhznaka '1-Lzhumma. Hearing this, the angels will instantly present what they wished before them - as if, the
words: subh&aka 'I-Liihumma will serve as a password or access code

for the people of Jannah through which they will articulate their wish,
and the angels, doing their duty, will fulfill it every time. (Riih al-Ma'Zni
a n d Qurtubi) From that angle , we can also call the statement: subhanuka 'I-l&umma, a du'Z
Describing the second state of the life of the people of Jannah, it
was said:&P w,
(and their greeting therein will be "Salam"). In
customary usage, & (tahiyyah) is the word used to greet someone corning in or met elsewhere, for example ahlan wa sahlan, as the Arabs
say, or good morning, good evening, nice to see you, hello, hi as used in
English with varying degrees of formality or informality. This verse
tells us that the people of Jannah will be greeted with the word: salgm
from Allah Ta'ala or from the angels. It would mean, 'good news to you
that you now stand protected against everything painful or unpleasant.' This 'salam' greeting could also be from Allah Ta'alE Himself as in
SGrah YZ Sin: ,+:;,Cg 3$*& ("SalZm" [peace], a word from a merciful
Lord - 36:58). And it could also be from the angels as said elsewhere:
,99,,'9
$& i;;?l: y y $9.6 j:, ,,'.,
j&&
y
?
l
l
:j
"and angels will come to them from every gate [saying] 'salZmun 'alaikum' [may you be in peace and security]
- 13:23,24." By the way, there is no contradiction in the two sayings.
There could be the time when salam greeting comes directly from Allah
Ta'ala and there could be the time when it comes from the angels.
Though, the salam greeting is actually a du'a (prayer) in the mortal
world but, once in Jannah where one would have everything one needs
or wishes to have, therefore, this word will not retain its sense of
prayer there, instead, will become a complement of glad tidings. ( R U ~al-

,.&

*ar

Ma'ani)

.

Describing the third state of the life of the people of Jannah, it was
*
,, '',9
said: W
I t?,?u, d
l jT+$j>~'(And the end of their call will be, 'praise be
to Allah, the Lord 0; the worlds').
The essential aim of the statement is to indicate that the people of
Jannah, once there, will start knowing Allah Ta'ala better. The spiritual master ShahEbuddTn Suhrawardi, said, 'after having reached Jannah, the people of Jannah as a whole will be blessed with a station of
knowledge and wisdom which is occupied by 'Ulama in the mortal
world. The 'Ularna would rise to the station the prophets have here.
The prophets would rise to the station occupied by Sayyidna Muhamc &, the foremost among them in this world.
mad al-MustafE +, ~ j 1111

And he, blessings and peace on him, will occupy the highest station of
nearness to Allah in Jannah. It is possible that this may be the celebrated place called 'the praised station' (al-maqzm al-mahmiid), a place
referred to in the du'Z to be recited after adhzn where Muslims pray
that their prophet may be blessed with 'the praised station,' a prayer
he had himself taught them to make.
In short, the initial du'a of the people of Jannah will be: $1
(subhiinaka '1-lzhumma: Pure are You, 0 Allah) and the last d u ' i will
be: @I' s;&'&i(alhamdu
li '1-lzhi rabbi 7-'alamin: praise be to Allah,
Lord of the worlds). Pointed to here are two kinds of attributes of Allah Ta'ala. One: The attributes of being the most exalted which show
that He is free from and beyond any shortcoming or evil. Two: The attributes of being the noblest which show honor, greatness, magnanimity and perfection. In the last verse of Surah ar-Rahman both kinds
'1>9'"
J
' (Blessed is the name
$2
have been named by saying: r!&ij$$~ 6 )$J
of your Lord, the Possessor-par-Excellence of Majesty and Honor 55:78). If we were to ponder a little, we will see that absolute purity of
Allah Ta'ala forms part of His attribute of Majesty. And that He deserves being praised is one of His attributes of Honor. Since the attributes of Majesty and Honor follow in that order, therefore, the people of
J a n n a h will first recount His Majesty by saying: s u b h i n a k a '1lzhumma: Pure are You, 0 Allah. Then, they will mention the words:
@I'
(alhamdu li 7-lLhi rabbi 7 - h l a m b : Praise be to Allah,
Lord of the worlds) being a tribute to His Honor, something they are
engaged in all the time.

+;&ai

And according to the natural order of these three states, when the
people of Jannah will say subhznaka '1-l&umma, in response to which,
they will receive the greeting of salzm from Allah Ta'ala, as a result of
,~* 991J,'# I (praise be to Allah, the Lord of the
which, they will say:
,
worlds). (RUh al-Ma'iini)
"J

"

Injunctions and Rulings
Al-Qurtubi has said in Ahkim al-Qur'an: According to this conduct
of the people of Jannah, Sunnah in eating and drinking, and in
everything else we do, is that one starts with Bismillih and ends a t
Alhamdulill&. The Holy Prophet +, &A dl& said, 'It is liked by Allah
Ta'Zla that His servant, when he eats or drinks something, starts with

Bismillah

($5;).

( h ,~
+I

and, when he is finished with it, says Al-hamdulillah7

It is recommended (mustahabb) that a person making d u ' a also
,4,
says: @'I+;$,~LI bj ~$j>~'j'(and our prayer a t the end is that praise be
to Allah, Lord of the worlds) a t the end of it. Al-Qurtubi adds to that by
saying: Along with it, it is better to also recite the following last verses
of S i r a h As-Saffgt:
9
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Pure is your Lord, Lord of all might, above from what they ascribe
to Him. And saliim (peace and security) be on the Messengers. And
praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds - 37:180-182.

Verses 11 - 17

And if Allah were to hasten in sending evil to the people, as they hasten in seeking good, their time would
have been all over. So, We leave those, who do not believe in meeting Us, wandering blindly in their rebellion. [ I l l
And when hardship hits a person, he prays to Us lying
or sitting or standing. Later, when We remove from
him the hardship, he walks away as though he had never prayed to Us in any hardship that hit him. This is
how their deeds appear beautified to the transgressors.
[I21

And indeed We have destroyed generations before you
when they transgressed, while their Messengers came
to them with clear signs. And they were not the ones to
believe. This is how We punish the guilty people. [13]
Then We made you vice-regents on the earth, so that
we see how you would act. 1141
And when Our verses are recited to them in all their
clarity, say those who do not believe in meeting Us,
"Bring a Qzir'an other than this, or make changes in it."
Say, "It is not for me to make changes in it on my own. I
follow nothing but what is revealed to me. I fear, if I
disobey my Lord, the punishment of a terrible day." [I51
Say, "Had Allah so willed, I would have not recited it to
you, nor would He have let you know it. Then, I have
lived among you for years before it. Have you, then, no
sense?" [16]
So, who is more unjust than the one who coins a lie
against Allah or belies His signs? The fact is that the
guilty do not succeed. [I71

Commentary
The first of the seven verses cited above relates to people who deny
'zkhirah (Hereafter, life to come). For this reason, when they are
warned against the punishment of 'Akhirah, they mockingly say, 'if
you are telling the truth, bring this punishment now' or say something
like, 'why would this punishment not come soon enough?' This was like
what Nadr ibn Harith had said, '0 Allah, if this thing is true, let
stones rain down upon us from the heavens, or send some other severe

punishment.'
It has been answered in the same verse by saying that Allah Ta'ZlZ
is, after all, powerful over everything. He can send the promised punishment instantly, right now. But, in His infinite wisdom and mercy,
He prefers not to do so. When people like these wish to have evil and
hardship sent upon them, they do not realize what they were doing.
Had Allah Ta'ZlZ been granting their curses on themselves as soon as
they wished - similar to how He would answer their positive prayers
fairly often - all of them would have been destroyed to the last man.
From here we learn that it is the customary practice of Allah Ta'Zla
that He would answer prayers for one's good fairly often and if, on one
or the other occasion, a prayer is not answered due to some wise consideration, it would not be contrary to the general rule. But, the case of
a person who, because of his ignorance, or anger, or grief, falls into the
error of hurling on himself or his family a curse in the fair name of
prayer is different. Similar to this is the unfortunate one who invites
Divine punishment, due against those who reject the truth of a Hereafter, to fall on him, as if playing a game with God. Allah Ta'ala does
not accept these prayers promptly, instead, gives them respite so that
the denier gets the time to think and abstain from his denial. Or, if the
curse has been invoked because of some sudden grief, anger or desperation, then one gets the lease of time to sort out his conduct, avoid
what is bad about it and try to stay away from it thereafter.
Ibn Jarir on the authority of Qatadah and al-Bukhari and Muslim
on the authority of Mujahid report that, a t this place, the invoking of
curse refers to what an angry person sometimes does when he breaks
into supplicating adversely to the effect that his children, wealth or
property be destroyed. Even if the person were to blurt out words of
curse on these, it will stand included therein. Allah Ta'Zla, in His infinite mercy, does not hasten to answer such prayers. Imam al-Qurtubi,
on the authority of a Hadith narrative, reports that the Holy Prophet
+, & &I& said, 'I have prayed to Allah jalla thanauh imploring Him
not to answer the curse invoked by a friend or relative upon another
friend or relative.' Shahr ibn Hawshab says, 'I have read that angels
appointed to take care of human needs have been instructed by Allah
Ta'alZ , in His mercy, that they should not write down what His servant says in grief or anger.' (Qurtubi)

Despite what has been said here, there are occasions when comes
that moment of Divine approval in which what one is saying on the
spot gets to be accepted instantly. Therefore, the Holy Prophet &I
+, L ~ Ssaid, 'never pray that evil may fall on your children or things
you own - lest, that time be the time the prayer is to be accepted - and
the curse so invoked may stand answered (and activated) all of a sudden (causing you remorse afterwards).' This Hadith on the authority of
Sayyidna JZbir L L JJI
~ dJ
appears in the Sahih of Muslim under the
event of the battle of Buwgt.
The outcome of all these Hadith reports is as follows. As obvious,
the main address in the verse under reference concerns the deniers of
'Akhirah who demanded a n instant punishment. But, in view of its
universality, it includes Muslims as well, who may also break into invoking a curse on themselves or on their belongings and children under some fit of grief or anger. Such is the customary practice of Allah
Ta'ala, because of His grace and compassion, that he deals with both of
them in the same manner. He does not allow such invocations for curses to be actualized and implemented instantly so that the erring person gets the opportunity to think it out and rescind.
An eloquent approach has been made in the second verse (12) to
convince those who denied that Allah was One (Tauhid)and that there
was a life to come ('Bhirah). It was said: When conditions are normal,
people would find time to engage in debating the nature and existence
of God and the Hereafter. They would feel free to ascribe all sorts of
partners and associates to His pristine divinity and look forward to
them in the hope that they would respond a t their hour of need. But,
as soon as some major distress overtakes them, even these very people, disappointed by the entire range of their false gods they pinned
their hopes on, do nothing but call Allah for help, not simply once but
repeatedly, lying, sitting, standing. They have no choice. They must invoke Him for help. However, along with this attitude, certainly terrible is their ingratitude. When Allah TaC& removes their distress, they
forget all about Him becoming so disconnected and indifferent to Him
as if they had never called Him and never sought His help in their
hour of need. This tells us that those who associate anyone or anything
else with Allah Ta'alii in His exclusive domain as the Dispenser of all
that is needed by His creation do themselves get to experience the

demolition of this belief of theirs. But, because of their hostility and
obstinacy, they keep glued to their false notion.
The subject of verse 12 has been emphasized from a different angle
in verse 13. It has been said: Let no one miscalculate that punishment
cannot come in this world just because Allah Ta'ElE gives respite to
those who deny and disbelieve. The history of past peoples shows that
different kinds of punishments have visited them because of their contumacy and disobedience right here in this world. It is a different matter that Allah Ta'alZ has promised that no mass punishment will come
upon the Muslim ummah in consideration of the honor of Sayyidni
Muhammad al-Mustafi ,A, L-Jt &I&.,
the foremost among prophets.
But, it is in the face of this very merciful indulgence of Almighty Allah
that people have become audacious enough to come forward and invite,
even demand, Divine punishment. On the contrary, it is necessary to
remember that indifference to Divine punishment is not proper under
any condition even for them (Muslims). The reason is that the promise of
not sending mass punishment upon the Muslim ummah, or the world
as a whole, certainly stands there, but the coming of such punishment
on particular individuals and nations is possible even now.
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In verse 14, it was said: &i5 A&?
?&f&
,
&SI f LlLCLv (Then
We made you vice-regents on the earth, in order to see how you would
act), that is, 'after the destruction of past peoples, We made you successors to them giving you the vice-regency of the earth. But, let this
not give you any false idea that this vice-regency of the earth has been
given to you so that you could have a good time. In fact, this honor has
been bestowed on you to test you and to see how you would act - would
you learn your lesson from the history of past peoples or would you
lose your head drunk with power and wealth?'
/
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This tells us that worldly power is not something to be proud of or
arrogant about. This is responsibility a t its toughest, a charge very
heavy and very fragile to handle.
In the last three verses (15-17), there is the refutation of a false notion entertained by the deniers of 'Akhirah and also the rejection of a n
inappropriate request made by them. They were a people who did not
know much about God or Revelation or Prophets sent by Him. They
took them to be like common human beings having nothing special
about them. Think of the Holy Qur'an, which reached the world

through the Prophet of Islam. Even this, they thought, was spoken
and written by him. It was under this frame of mind that they told the
cjs dl &, 'as for this Qur'an, it is against our beliefs
Holy Prophet
and ideas.' These idols our forefathers have been worshipping since
ever as providers of their needs are, according to the Qur'an, totally
false and ineffectual. There are things we have been using and transactions we have been making all along. The Qur'Zn says that they are
all unlawful. And then, the Qur'an tells us that we have to live again
after we are dead and that we have to account for everything we have
done. All these things make no sense to us. We are not ready to accept
them. Therefore, you do one of the two things we are asking you to do.
Either you replace this one with another Qur'an which does not have
these things, or a t the least, amend this very Qur'an and expunge
those (undesirable) things from there.'

+,

Rejecting their false notion first, the Qur'an instructs the Holy
Ljs &I& to tell those people that the Qur'En was not his
Prophet
Word, nor could he change it on his own. He only followed what was
revealed to him by Allah. If he were to make the least change in it on
his own and by his choice, he would be committing a grave sin, and
that he feared the punishment that falls upon those who disobey Allah, therefore, he could not do that.

+,

Then he was asked to tell them that he did everything under Divine orders. Had it been the will of Allah Ta'ala that this Word should
not be recited to them, neither would he have recited that to them, nor
would He have let them know about that. Now that it was the very
will of Allah Ta'alE that they should be made to listen to precisely that
Word, who can dare make any addition or deletion therein?
After that, the fact that the Qur'an was from Allah and that it was
..,'.P
His Word was driven home with an open argument by saying:
AG
4
I+999+,(Then
I have lived among you for years before it). In effect,
he was saying, 'just think for a moment. Is it not that, much before the
revelation of the Qur'an, I have spent a long period of forty years of my
life among you? During this period, you have never heard me composing and reciting poetry or writing essays in prose. Had I been proficient in saying something like this Word of Allah, I would have naturally said a t least some of it during this period of forty years. In
addition to that, you have a direct experience of my character and con-

+

+
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duct, particularly of my truth and honesty, during these long forty
years of my life among you. You know that I have never lied then. How
and why would I start lying now after all those forty years?' This clearly proves that the Holy Prophet +, +L AI & is true and trustworthy.
Whatever there is in the Qur'an is the Word of Allah Ta'ala and has
come from Him.

Important Note
No doubt, this argument of the Qur'an provides a perfect proof of
its veracity as the Word of Allah. But, it has also given us a standing
rule of conduct in matters of common interest where we must be able
to separate the genuine from the counterfeit and the true from the
false. When an office or rank of responsibility has to be given to a person, it becomes necessary to assess the qualification and capability of
the incumbent. To do that, the best rule is to go through the record of
his past life. If the person concerned is found to be true and trustworthy, the same can be expected from him in the future as well. And if,
there is no evidence to prove his honesty and truth in that person's
past life, trusting him for the future just because of what he says or
claims is not a wise thing to do. In our time, finding the right person
for an office of responsibility has become a nightmare. All sorts of errors (of intent, background research and decision making) are being
committed and errors are compounded by widespread disorders (in social and governmental institutions). The real reason why all this is
happening is the abandonment of this natural principle in favor of
what is customary, formal (or straight dishonest).
The last verse (17) emphasizes the subject conclusively by warning
that attributing any statement to Allah Ta'ala that was not His Word,
or denying what actually was, were crimes deserving severe punishment.

Verses 18 - 20

And they worship, besides Allah, what can neither
harm them, nor benefit them, and they say, "These are
our intercessors with Allah." Say, "Are you informing
Allah of what He does not know to exist in the heavens
or on the earth?" Pure is He, and far higher than their
ascribing of partners to Him. [I81
And people were but one community; later, they differed. But for a word from your Lord that had already
come, there would have come a decision between them
on what they used to differ. [I91
And they say, "Why is it that no sign has been sent
down to him from his Lord?" Say, "The Unseen is only
for Allah. So, wait. I am waiting with you." [201

Commentary
Disbelievers and Believers are two separate nationalities:
Nationality based on race and country is absurd
The statement: $&~$%f&tl
$? (And people were but one community)
in verse 19 means that the progeny of SayyidnE Adam r~~ 4was essentially a single community of monotheists in the earlier stages of
man's presence in the world. Shirk and Kufr were unknown a s such.
Then came up difference in the principle of pure monotheism t h a t divided human beings in different nations and groups of people.
How long this period of a single community of believers last? Original sources of Islamic Tradition tell us that this situation prevailed up
to the time of Sayyidna NGh (Noah). It was during his time that Shirk
and Kufr showed up and he was the one who had to confront it first.
(Tafsir Mazhari)

Then, it is also obvious that there is a long period of time between
Sayyidna Adam and Sayyidna N$ r~~ i j s , may peace be on them
both. Human race had multiplied and population had spread out in
the world. The presence of differences in color, ethnicity and social life
styles was natural. That people had spread themselves out in different
regions would have certainly generated differences on the basis of

country and homeland. Then, it is also possible that spoken languages
may have become somewhat different. But, the Holy Qur'an did not allow these natural genealogical or tribal differences or those of color
and country to become impediments to the grand design of one corn- munity. In fact, it did not declare the progeny of Sayyidna Adam &
r%.tI to be different nations and communities because of these differences. Instead, it gave them the status of one community.
Of course, when Kufr and Shirk spread out and posed a threat to
'Iman or true belief, KZfirs and Mushriks were declared to be a separate community of people as indicated in: 1$6 (later, they differed).
>9 9 ,
9 , / rr,,
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&+I
$ (It is He
Another verse of the Holy Qur'an: %g+j$
- , ,s+
who created you; yet there is among you a disbeliever and there is
among you a believer - At-taghabun, 6 4 : ~ )makes it more explicit. It tells
that the thing that separates the progeny of Sayyidna Adam rK-rl&
created by Allah into different peoples is the deviation from 'Iman and
Islam. Bonds of lineage or country do not make people separate.
Bracketing human beings into different groups on the basis of language, homeland, color or race is ignorance dished out in the garb of
enlightenment. It is new. But everything new is not necessarily true
and wise. In fact, it might as well be the exact opposite of what is wise.
Today, there are many educated people who have also fallen into the
trap of this narrow concept of nationalism based on the factors enumerated above. Unfortunately, this approach towards ordering the social life of human beings is fraught with seeds of countless unseen disasters. May Allah keep Muslims safe from its evil effects.
Verses 21 - 24

He is the One who enables you to travel on land and at
sea, until when you are in the boats and they sail with
those on board under a good wind and they are pleased
with it, there comes upon them a violent wind, and the
wave comes upon them from many sides. And (when)
they think that they are encircled, they pray to Allah,
having faith in Him alone, (and say,) "If You deliver us
from this, we shall be grateful indeed." [22]
But when He delivers them, they at once start rebelling
on the earth wrongfully. 0 people, your rebellion is, in
fact, against your own selves. (It is nothing but) an
enjoyment of the worldly life. Therefore, to Us you are
to return, then We shall tell you what you have been
doing. [23]
The example of worldly life is just like the water We
sent down from the heavens, then the vegetation of the
earth, eaten by men and cattle, until when the earth
took on its ornament and was fully adorned, and its
people thought that they had control over it, Our
command came to it at night or by day, and We turned
it into a stubble, as if it had not been there a day
earlier. This is how We elaborate the verses for a
people who reflect. [241

Commentary
I

The word:
(rnakr) used in verse 21: 1% [ ; l i ~ l $ (Say, "Allah is
more swift in making plans") means secret plan or move that could be
good or bad. Wherever this word has become a part of the local language, care should be taken that it is not rendered as 'deception'. For
instance, in Urdu, the original language of this Commentary, it means
just this. It is obvious that Allah Ta'ala is free from it.'
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The warning given in verse 23: +I
$
li!(your rebellion is, in
fact, against your own-selves) tells us that the curse of injustice is certain and, much before matters are settled in the Hereafter, one who is
guilty of doing injustice must suffer from its evil consequences in this
world as well.
has said: ' Allah Ta'ala hastens to
The Holy Prophet +, & &I
repay mercy shown to relatives and favor done to people (whereby its
blessings start becoming visible in this world, much before the Hereafter). And He also hastens to repay injustices done and relationships
severed (in that its consequences have to be faced within the life of
this world).' (Reported by Tirmidhi and Ibn MajZh with a hasan chain of narrators)
In another Hadith narrated by Sayyidah 'A'ishah
dl &J, the Holy
said, 'there are three sins the curse whereof falls
Prophet +, +& I &
on the sinner himself: Injustice, breach of trust and deception.'
(Reported by Abi ash-Shaykh and Ibn Mardiwayh in Tafsir) (See Mazhari)

Verses 25 - 32

1. The English language has no such problems as the open sense of m a k r can be
transmitted through 'plan' or 'move' (Translator)
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And Allah invites (people) to the Abode of Peace and
brings whom He wills to a straight path. [25]
For those who do good there is the best, and something
more, and neither darkness nor disgrace shall cover
their faces. Those are the people of Paradise. Therein
they shall live forever. [261
As for those who commit evils, the recompense of each
evil shall be similar to that evil, and disgrace shall cover them. For them, there is none to save from Allah.
Their faces seem to be covered with layers of a dark
night. Those are the people of the Fire. Therein they
shall live forever. [27]
And (forget not) the Day We shall gather them together,
then We shall say to those who associated partners
with Allah, "Wait in your place, you and your associategods." Then We shall cause a split between them, and
their associate-gods will say, "It was not us that you
worshipped. [281 So, Allah is enough as witness between
us and between you. We were certainly unaware of
your worship." [29]
Thereupon, everyone shall assess what one sent ahead,
and they will be sent back to Allah, their true Lord, and
lost to them shall be what they used to coin. [301

Say, "Who gives you sustenance from the heavens and
the earth? Or, who controls the (powers of) hearing
and seeing? And who brings forth the living from the
dead, and brings forth the dead from the living? And
who manages everything?"They will say, "Allah."Then,
(you) say, "Would you not, then, fear Allah?"[311
So, that is Allah, your Lord in truth. And what is there,
after truth, but error? Where, then, are you being diverted? [32]

Commentary
In the previous verse (24), the transitory nature of worldly life was
likened to a field. Water came from the heavens and it became verdant
with flowers and fruits and crops. Growers were happy to presume
that this will take care of everything they needed. But, because of
their acts of disobedience, some unforeseen Divine punishment descended during the time of the night or day. Everything stood wiped
off - as if nothing had existed there. This was the state of worldly life.
After that comes a description of the life-to-come as it would be (25).
It was said: &91,1i~!@i:hij
,
,
(And Allah invites [people] to the
Abode of Peace). It means a Home where absolute and eternal peace
reigns, a Home that has neither pain and sorrow, nor the danger of
disease, nor the concern of adverse change or sudden extinction.
'Daru 's-Salzm' means the Jannah or Paradise. One reason why it
has been called DZru 's-Salam is that everyone will have ideal peace
and security there. The second reason appears in some reports from
Hadith. They say that Jannah has been given the name of Daru 'sSalZm also because its dwellers shall always be receiving SalZm greetings from Allah Ta'ala, and from the angels as well. In fact, the word:
SalZm would itself be a sort of technical keyword used by the people of
Jannah to express their wishes which the angels would fulfill. For details, please see the commentary on verse 10.
While explaining this verse, YahyG ibn Mu'adh has given some
man-to-man advice to whomsoever it may reach:
'0 son of Adam! Allah Almighty invited you to the Home of
Peace (Dgru 's-Salam).When and from which country would

you take that right step in response to this Divine call? Understand, and mark it well. If you have started making efforts
to say yes to this invitation (from your Lord) while you are

still here in this world, you will succeed. You will reach the
Home of Peace. And if you wasted the years of your life here,
then landed in your grave, and then thought of following this
call, you will be stopped. You will not move from there, not
even one step - because, the place where you are is no Home
of Deeds (DGu 'I-'Amal).'

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas r ; JJI
~
said, 'DZru 's-Salam is one
of the seven names of Jannah.' (Tafsir al-Qurtubi)
&J

This tells us that it is not proper to name a house in this world as
Dgru 's-Salam. Similarly, it is also not correct to give it names like
Jannah or Firdaus (Paradise).
After that, it was said in the cited verse: @
~!?&fj.
5jCCi (and
'
He brings whom He wills to a straight path - 25). The sense is that the
invitation to the Abode of Peace (Daru 's-SaLZm) is universal, open to
all human beings and, in terms of this sense, guidance too is open to
all. But, there is a kind of guidance that is special. Here, a seeker is
made to stand on the straight path and given the ability to move
ahead on course. This is TaufTq a t its best. Only fortunate people are
blessed with it.
8,

Compared in the first two verses (24,251 were the two Abodes of the
present world and the world-to-come. Mention was also made of the
states in which their dwellers were. The next four verses (26-29) describe the reward and punishment of both. Taken up first were the
people of Paradise. About them it was said that those who opted for
good, the greatest good was that of 'ImZn (belief and faith) supplemented by staunch adherence to al-'amalu 's-Saih(good deeds). They will
have the best of returns for what they do, not simply what is coming to
them as due, but much more than it.

+,JJI &
The tafsE of this verse was given by the Holy Prophet ,&
himself. He explained it by saying, 'at this place, &I
: a l - h u s n z the
(ziyadah: something
best [of return] means Jannah (Paradise) and
more) means the visit to the most exalted Allah with which the people
of Jannah shall be honored. (Tafsir al-Qurtubi on the authority of Sayyidna Anas
L;S

dl +),

As for the reality of Paradise, this much every Muslim knows that
it is a place of bliss beyond human imagination now. And as for the
visit to Allah Ta'Elii, that is far superior to whatever blessings there

are.
According to a narration of Sayyidni Suhayb u &IdJappearing in
has been reported
the Sahih of Muslim, the Holy Prophet +, I_jt JJI
to have said, 'when the people of Jannah would have entered Jannah,
Allah Ta'ala will address them: "Do you need anything? If so, tell Us.
We shall fulfill it." The people of Jannah will submit: "You made our
faces radiant with delight. You let us be in Jannah. You delivered us
from Jahannam. What else can we ask for?" That will be the time
when the hijzb obstructing the view in between will be removed. The
people of Jannah, one and all, will be blessed with seeing their true
Lord. They will then discover that this was a blessing far more sublime than all other blessings of Jannah, something they had not even
thought about, something the Lord of all the worlds bestowed upon
them without their having to ask for it simply out of His infinite affection and mercy!'
Then, the text describes the state of the same people of Jannah by
saying that their faces will remain free of any effects of distaste, pain
or sorrow, nor will they have to be worried about any disgrace. These
are conditions everyone faces in the mortal world one or the other time
- and those who go to Jahannam will face it in the Hereafter.
In contrast, the state of the people of Jahannam has been described by saying that those who came with evil deeds in their record
will have a n equal return for each evil without any increase in it. They
will have disgrace all over them. There will be no one to save them
from the punishment of Allah. Dark will be their faces, so dark as if
layers upon layers of a night have covered them up.
In the two verses (27,28) appearing next, there is a dialogue between
the people of Jahannam and the idols or satans who had led them
astray. The locale will be the plain of Resurrection. It was said: On
that day, We shall gather everyone. Then, to the Mushriks We shall
say that, 'you and your gods whom you had associated with Us in Our
divinity stay in your places where you are, so that you can find out the
reality of your conviction.' After that, the connection between these
people ana their so-called gods as it existed in the mortal world will be
disconnected. The result will be that their idols will speak up: 'you
never worshipped us.' Making Allah their witness, they will say, 'as for
us, we were certainly unaware of your worship' - because we have no

senses, no movement and no intelligence to understand these matters.
Described in the sixth verse (30) is what would happen to both the
peoples of Jannah and Jahannam by saying that, in this excruciating
place called the plains of Resurrection, everyone would have assessed
his or her respective deeds, individually and personally, whether they
were beneficial or harmful. And they all would then be taken to their
true Lord, the only One worthy of worship. At that time, all options of
trust and support one usually looks up to will stand terminated. Even
the idols the Mushriks used to take as their patrons and intercessors
will evaporate in thin air en-block.
In the seventh and the eighth verses (31,321, the Holy Qur'an has, in
its typically wise and patronizing manner, beamed a few questions a t
the Mushriks to help them regain their sanity. Addressing the Holy
Prophet +, &A &I A,
it was said that he should ask these people: Who
gives you sustenance from the heavens and the earth? Who is the master-controller of your ears and eyes in that you hear and see a s He
wills and you do not if He wills otherwise? Who brings forth the living
from the dead, such as vegetation and trees from the soil? Or, who
brings forth humans and animals from the sperm, or a bird from an
egg? And who brings forth the dead from the living, such as a lifeless
sperm from humans and animals? And who is it that plans and manages the affairs of the whole universe?
After that, it was said when these questions will be addressed to
them, all of them would say that all these things were created by One
Allah! Then, the Holy Prophet +, L+JJI was to ask them: Why
then, would you not fear Allah? When you know that it is Allah alone
who creates, sustains and manages everything, why do you have to
take someone else other than Him as deserving of your devotion and
obedience?
99
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In the concluding verse (321, it was said: $!$I
(So, that is Allah, your Lord in truth. ~ h what
d
is there, after
truth, but error?), that is, 'this is the Sacred Being whose attributes of
perfection have just been mentioned. Once you have found the Truth,
there remains nothing else to find except error and straying. In other
words, once it stands proved that Allah Ta'alG is the only true and
rightful object of worship, it is terribly senseless to abandon this truth
and allow yourself to be diverted elsewhere.

'&I

Skrah Yknus : 10 : 33 - 36

544

Av important note
In relation to issues of religious beliefs embedded in this verse, it
'I
$$I iL:ik (What is
must be borne in mind that the statement: &
there, after truth, but error?) proves that there is no intermediary link
between truth and error. What is not the truth will be included in
error and straying. There can be no such thing that is neither truth
nor error. And it is also not possible that two opposite things could be
the truth. This is a n established rule in the sight of the majority of
scholars in the Muslim Ummah. However, difference exists among
'Ulama' regarding minor and subsidiary juristic issues. In the view of
some of them, both sides would be considered a s on t r u t h in
Ijtihad-based issues and, according to the majority of them, there is
consensus on the view t h a t the taking of contra-position in
Ijtihad-based problems cannot be termed as error and straying.

Verses 33 - 36

This is how the Word of your Lord that they will not believe is established against those who sinned. [331
Say, "Is there any one from your associate-gods who
originates the creation, then brings it again? Where
then, are you being turned away?" [341 Say, "Is there
any one from your associate-gods who guides to the
truth?" Say, "Allah guides to the truth. Is, then, He who
guides to the truth more worthy of being obeyed, or he
who has no guidance unless he is guided? So, what 5s
the matter with you? How do you judge things? [351

And most of them follow nothing but conjecture. Surely, conjecture does not suffice against the truth in any
way. Certainly, Allah is fully aware of what they do. [36]

Verses 37 - 40

And this Qur'gn is not such as could be made by someone other than Allah, but it is a confirmation of what
has been before it, and an elaboration of what is written. There is no doubt in it. It is from the Lord of the
worlds. [37]
Or, do they say that he has made it up? Say, "Then,
bring a Siirah like it, and call whomsoever you can besides Allah, if you are true." [381
But they have belied something of which they had no
comprehensive knowledge, while its implications have
not yet come to them. Likewise belied those before
them. So, look how was the fate of the unjust. [391 And
among them there are those who believe in it, and
among them there are others who do not believe in it.
And your Lord has the best knowledge about the mischief-makers. [401

Verses 41 - 44

And if they belie you, say, "For me, my deed, and for
you, your deed. You are not accountable for what I do
and I am not accountable for what you do." [411
And among them there are those who listen to you.
Would you, then, make the deaf hear, even when they
lack understanding? [42] And among them there are
those who look at you. Would you, then, guide the blind
even when they have no insight? [431
Surely, Allah does not do wrong to people at all, but the
people do wrong to their own selves. [441

Verses 45 - 56

And the Day when He will gather them, (they will feel)
like they had not stayed for any longer than a fraction
of a day as they will recognize each other. Losers, indeed, are those who deny that they will ever face Allah,
and they are not on the right path. [451
So, no matter whether We show you some of what We
warn them of, or We take you back to Us (before it), in
any case, they have to return to Us. Then, Allah is witness to what they do. 1461
And for every people there is a messenger. So, when
their messenger comes, the matter will be decided between them with justice, and they shall not be
wronged. [47]
And they say, "When will this promise be (fulfilled) if
you are true?" [481 Say, "I have no power to bring a
harm or a benefit to myself, except what Allah wills.
For every people there is an appointed time. When
their time comes, they will not be late for a moment,
nor will they be earlier. [491
Say, "Just tell me, if His punishment befalls you at
night or by day, what is there in it that the sinners
wish to come soon? [SO]
Is it then when it befalls you that you will believe in it?
Now (you believe)? And you have been asking for it to
come sooner!" [511
Then it will be said to the unjust, "Taste the punishment lasting for ever. You shall not be punished except
for what you have been earning." [521
And they want you to tell them whether it is true. Say,
"Yes, by my Lord, it is true. And you cannot frustrate
(His plan)." [531

And if anyone who did wrong possesses all that there is
on earth, he would ransom himself with it. And they
will conceal their remorse when they will see the punishment. And the matter will be decided between them
with justice and they will not be wronged. [541
Look! To Allah belongs all that there is in the heavens
and the earth. Look! Allah's promise is certainly true,
but most of them do not know. [551
He gives life and brings death, and to Him you shall be
returned. [561

Commentary

~55;-

In verse 45, it was said:
(they will recognize each other),
that is, when the dead will be raised from their graves, they will recognize each other as if not much time had passed when they met last.
Imam al-Baghawi said: This recognition will be possible during the
early stage. Later, when the horrendous happenings of the Qiyamah,
the Day of Doom, will unfold, this ability to recognize each other will
stand disabled. According to some other narrations, the ability to recognize each other will, though, still remain, but such will be the awe of
the situation that they will be unable to say anything. (Mazhari)
,1;!$(1t means: 'Would you beIt was said in verse 51: $iiZyi ?!, ,C~JL
,,4

lieve when Divine punishment actually descends down upon you whether a t the time of death, or even before it? But, a t that time, the
- response to your believing will be: dl:('al'an: now?) meaning: Is it now
that you have come to believe while the time of believing has already
s - p-1
l,,
passed? This is similar to what the Pharaoh said while drowning: ,cl
"
r
,
,,,,.j.*
&:i,d,h%-I
5+1~!1!4 ("I believe that there is no god except the One in
whom the Children of IsrG'Il believe - 10:90).In answer, it was said: $7
('Zl'zn: now?) and this believing by him was not accepted. In Hadith,
the Holy Prophet
& & has said, 'Allah Ta'ala keeps accepting
the repentance of His servant until he is seized by the agony of death.'
It means that believing and repenting a t the time of the agony of
death is not credible in the sight of Allah. Similarly, in the mortal
world, Taubah (repentance) could be accepted if done before the actual
falling of the Divine punishment. Once the punishment strikes, Taubah is not accepted. The event related to the people of Sayyidna Yunus
U
,I
*-j, going to appear towards the end of the SGrah in which their
/

/

+,

Taubah was accepted falls under this very rule. They had seen the
punishment coming from a distance. Moved earnestly, weeping and
wailing, they made their Taubah in all sincerity. Therefore, the punishment was withdrawn. Had it struck them, their Taubah would have
remained unaccepted.

Verses 57 - 61

0 men, there has come to you an advice from your
Lord, and a cure for what is in your hearts, and guidance and mercy for the believers. [571
Say, "With the grace of Allah and with His mercy" with these they should rejoice. It is far better than
what they accumulate. [581
Say, "Tell me, whatever provision Allah has sent down
for you, you have made out from it lawful and unlawful." Say, "Has Allah permitted you or are you fabricating a lie on Allah?" [591
And what is the assumption of those who fabricate a lie
on Allah (about) the Day of Doom? Surely, Allah is all
gracious to people, but most of them are not grateful.
[601

And in whatever condition you are, and whatever portion of the Qur'in you recite therein, and whatever
work you (all) do, We are present before you when you
are involved in it. And hidden from your Lord is nothing even to the measure of a particle on the earth or in
the heavens. And there is nothing smaller or greater
that is not there in the clear Book. [611

Commentary
Previous verses described how astray the disbelievers and polytheists had gone and what punishments had become due against them in
the Hereafter.
Shown to them in the first two verses was the way out of their living in error and also the source through which they would find deliverance from the punishment of the Hereafter. And that source is Qur'En,
the Book of Allah, and His Messenger, Muhammad al-Mustafg &.
Both are great blessings for humanity, far superior to the entire
blessings of the heavens and the earth. Following the injunctions of
the Qur'an and the way of the Holy Prophet
+&I& go on to make
human beings human in the real sense - and when this human person
becomes the perfect man in the real sense, the whole world corrects
and reorders itself like a paradise on earth.

+,

The first (57) of the five verses cited above mentions four attributes
of the Holy Qur7En:
1. ADVICE as in iis;2'9&$(an advice from your Lord).

The real meaning of the word: A
,
.(maw'izah) and: liL, (wa'z) is to
delineate such things as would make one's heart soft and receptive. As
a result, it would incline towards Allah Ta'ElE. The barrier of heedlessness acquired from excessive indulgence in worldly life will stand removed. Ultimately, this advice would result in the flowering of a personal concern for what would happen in Akhirah, the life ahead. The
Holy Qur'En, from the beginning to the end, is an eloquent preacher of
this very good counsel. See anywhere, you will find promise with
warning, reward with punishment, and prosperity and success in Dunya and Akhirah with a corresponding fate due to error and straying.
Appearing recurrently in varying shades and blending, it generates a
powerful appeal which has the ability to make a heart stone-hard turn
soft and pliable like water all ready to absorb the message. Of course,

on top of everything, there is the miraculous diction of the Holy Qur'an
that, by itself, has a class of its own in the matter of reversal of hearts.
The complement of $2"'~(from your Lord) with
(advice) has
elevated the status of ~ u r < n i cadvice to a much higher level. It is telling us that this advice is not coming from a helpless human being that
does not hold the keys to anyone's profit and loss or reward and punishment, nor has any credibility of his own. Instead, the advice is from
the merciful Lord whose Word admits of no error, and whose promise
and warning too are free of any apprehension of some weakness or excuse.
2. CURE as in:&;,I

4ii,?&
(a cure for what is in your hearts).

.

The word: Ik: (shifa")means the removal of disease and: ,,L=
(sud Tr)
is the plural form of: .b ( s a d r ) which means the chest, and it signifies
the heart.
The sense is that the Holy Qur'an is a successful remedy of the diseases of the heart. It corrects and cures it as a prescription of legendary elixir would. The famous Hasan al-Basri said, 'from this attribute
of the Qur'an, we learn that it is a cure for the diseases of the heart
specifically, and not that of physical diseases. ( R i h al-Ma'ani)
But, other scholars have said that the Holy Qur'an is a cure for
every disease, whether spiritual or physical. However, spiritual diseases are far more harmful for men and women than physical diseases.
Then, the treatment of such diseases too is not in everyone's control.
Therefore, at this place, only spiritual diseases that relate to the heart
have been mentioned. From this it does not necessarily follow that it is
not a cure for physical diseases.
Hadith reports and countless experiments of the religious scholars
of the Muslim community are witnesses to the fact that the way the
Holy Qur'an is a great elixir for diseases of the heart, very similarly, it
is the best of treatments for physical diseases also.
As narrated by Sayyidna AbG Sa'id al-Khudri LLC AI &>, someone
and complained that he felt he had
came to Holy Prophet +, *jr AI
6-',
,
a chest problem. He said, 'recite the Qur'an, for Allah Ta'ala says: q<+
$1
4 that is, 'the Qur'an is a cure for all such diseases as are found
insides chests.' ( R i h al-Ma'anI from Ibn Mardiwayh)

Similarly, according to the narration of Sayyidna Withilah ibn
someone came to the Holy Prophet +, 4 JJI
Asqa' r;s JJI 2J,
and
said t h a t he had a throat problem. He told him the same thing - 'recite
the Qur'an'.
Scholars of the Muslim community have compiled the properties
and efficacies of the Qur'anic verses in regular books by extracting
these partly from narratives of Hadith and the sayings of the Sahabah,
and partly from their own experiments and experience. Imam alGhazali's work on 'Qur'anic Properties' is well known in this area.
Maulana Ashraf 'Ali ThanavT's "A'mal-i-Qur'anii, a n abridgement of
this work, h a s been popular among readers of Urdu for over fifty
years. Then, there are so many observations and experiments in this
field which prove that different verses of the Holy Qur'in have been a
total cure for physical diseases as well. Denying all of them is not possible. However, this much can be conceded that the real purpose of the
revelation of the Holy Qur'an is to remove the diseases of the heart
and soul while, a s a corollary, it is also the most effective treatment of
even physical diseases.
This also tells us t h a t those who recite the Holy Qur'an only to
treat physical diseases or to seek nothing but the fulfillment of worldly
needs are low in sense and high in waywardness. Such people never
bother to correct spiritual diseases, nor do they pay any heed to the
need of doing things in accordance with the instructions given by the
Qur'an. For such people, Iqbal said:

&&&I

&&l+,.Ajl

A

LA+

&i J&L; I

Your gain from YZSlln is but that:
By reciting it, death becomes easy.
Though, he is suggesting, had you pondered over its meaning and
message, realities and insights, you would have gained much more of
its benefits and blessings.
Some research-oriented commentators who have gone deeper into
the meanings of the Qur'in have said that the first attribute of the
Qur'an, that is, A9 (maw'izah:advice, good counsel) relates to man's
obvious, outward or physically-accomplished deeds known a s the Shari'ah. The Holy Qur'an is the best source of the correction and better/* ,)?
ment of such deeds. Then, the second attribute: ?;SI
j u,. ll;l ( a cure for

what is in your hearts) relates to man's hidden, inward or heartoriented deeds known as Tariyah and Tasawwu,f.
3. GUIDANCE a s in: ;.u,

(and guidance).

The word: ;u (huda) means guidance or the showing of or leading
onto the way. The Holy Qur'an invites human beings to the way of
truth and faith. It invites them to ponder over the great signs Allah
Ta'ala has placed in the near and far ranges of the world, even inside
their own person, [staggering would certainly be the interior distances
of the universe within us] and recognize the creator and master of
everything.
4. MERCY a s in bz,, (and mercy for the believers).

,
+

In the second verse (581, it was said: ?&$ '-+z
I"GJJ&'
. , +S
+
;I
~i
,
,J,
jM(Say, "With the grace of Allah and with His mercy" - in these
they should rejoice. It is far better than what they accumulate). The
sense of the verse is that people should take only the grace and mercy
of Allah Ta'ala as the real thing to be delighted about and be pleased
with it. As for the short-lived worldly wealth, possession, comfort and
recognition, these are things not worth being happy about in the real
sense. Because, to start with, no matter how much one has, it turns
out to be not a s much a s one would have wished. It becomes a cycle
t h a t never ends. Then, there is that ever-lurking danger that it may
start declining any time. Therefore, a t the end of the verse, it was said:
5 u
(It is far better than what they accumulate). Thus, the
core of the meaning is that the grace and mercy of Allah is far better
than the layers upon layers of wealth and property and worldly recognition and power one accumulates as the sum-total of one's entire life.
I
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Two things have been identified as a source of delight in this verse,
one being grace, and the other, mercy. What do these two mean here?
Regarding this, there is a Hadith from Sayyidna Anas u&I
where
it has been reported that the Holy Prophet +,&A rill
said, 'the 34;
:fadl (grace) of Allah denotes the Qur'an and: L-,: r a h m n h (mercy)
means t h a t you were blessed with the taufiq (ability) of reciting the
Qur'an and acting in accordance with it.' (Riih al-Ma'ani from Ibn Mardu&J

wayh)

The same thing has also been reported from Sayyidna Bar;' ibn
'Azib and Sayyidna AbG Sa'id al-Khudri *I
&I
while there are
&J

many commentators who say that fad1 (grace) means the Qur'an while
rahmah (mercy) signifies Islam. However, the sense remains the same
as given in the Hadith appearing earlier, that is, rahmah (mercy)
means that Allah Ta'ala taught us the Qur'an, gave us the taufiq to follow it practically, and that is what Islam is in reality.
And Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ td
l
t p
, narrates that fad1
means the Qur'an, and rahmah refers to the Holy Prophet L&dl&
+,. This interpretation finds support in the verse of the Holy Qur'an
where it is said:
;;'~'$!i&;iz; (And We have not sent you [O Muhammad] except as mercy for the worlds - 21:107). However, the outcome of this too is no different from the earlier tafsE - because, acting
in accordance with the ~ u r ' g n or
, Islam ultimately reverts to following
the lead given by the Holy Prophet +, 4.jt JJI & through his word and
deed.

w,
,,we

In this verse, the word: l $ a ( t h e y should rejoice) has appeared in
the third person in accordance with its well-known rendition (qirzah),
although its real addressees were those present there or were living at
that time. The exigency of the situation required that the form used
should have been that in the second person - as it does actually appear in some renditions. But, the wisdom behind the use of the third
person, as in the well-known rendition, is that the universal mercy of
the Holy Prophet +, i j c JJIA,
or Islam, was not restricted only to
those present there, or living a t that time. Instead, it included even
the generations that will be born right through the last day of
QiyGmah. (RGh al-Ma'ZnI)

Special Note
At this point it is worth our attention that there is another verse of
the Qur'an which, in terms of its outward literal sense, seems to indicate that this world is just no place for any highly stimulated expresJ
: ,r l *
sion of joy and merriment. It was said: &>I
l, j L c 3 Y (Do not ex,, +-Y d
ult. Indeed, Allah does not like the exultant - Al-Qasas 28:76). The word:
c p ; (la
~ tafrah) translated here as 'do not exult' means rejoicing in triumph or intoxication. But, in the verse under study (58), the command
to rejoice appears in the imperative mood. One answer for this seemingly apparent contradiction is that the place where rejoicing has been
prohibited is a place where rejoicing relates to the fleeting enjoyments
of the mortal world. And the place where rejoicing is commanded is a
9

9 d , ?

place where rejoicing is related to the grace and mercy of Allah Ta'ala.
Then, there is yet another difference here. Wherever rejoicing is prohibited, it does not refer to rejoicing in the absolute sense. Instead, it
means getting euphoric and intoxicated in exultation and rejoicing.
And wherever permitted, it means rejoicing in an absolute sense.
In the third verse (591, warning has been given to people who
introduce their personal opinion in the serious matter of Hala1 (lawful)
and Haram (unlawful). They would, a t will, declare something to be
Hala1 and dub something to be Haram - without any authority of the
Qur'an, and Sunnah. A severe warning of no less a punishment than
that of the day of Qiyamah has been given to those who commit this
crime (60). This tells us that the fact of something being HalZl or
Haram does not depend on human opinion. Instead of that, it is the
special right and prerogative of Allah Ta'Zla and His Messenger.
Without their injunctions, it is not permissible to call something either
Halal or Haram.
In the fifth verse (6l), mention has been made of the allencompassing knowledge of the most exalted Allah and its unmatched
multi-dimensional extensions. The address is to the Holy Prophet
+, ~ j 1111.
s He is being told that nothing he does by way of his work or
recital of the Qur'an remains hidden from Allah. Similarly, whatever
all human beings do remains before Him. And not even a single particle in the heavens and the earth is concealed from Him. Rather, everything is written in the clear Book, that is, the Preserved Tablet (allawh al-mahfiiz).
At this place, as it seems, the wisdom of describing the allencompassing nature of Divine knowledge is aimed at consoling the
Holy Prophet
& 1111
that his enemies cannot harm him in any
way for he was under the protection of Allah Ta'ala.

+,

Verses 62 - 64
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Listen, the friends of Allah shall have no fear nor shall
they grieve [621 - those who have believed and have
been fearful of Allah. [63] For them there is the good
news in the worldly life and in the Hereafter - there is
no change in the words of Allah - that is the great
achievement. [641

Commentary
In the verses cited above, particular merits, definition and identity
of the Auliys' of Allah have been mentioned. Also given there is good
news for them in the present world as well as in the Hereafter. The
text says that they will have no apprehensions of facing some unpleasa n t or unforeseen happening, nor will they grieve over the nonfulfillment of some objective. These Auliya" of Allah (men of Allah) will
be people who believed and remained pious, righteous and Godfearing. They are most welcome in this world and in the next world
both.
We have to consider three things a t this point:
1. What is the meaning of Auliya' of Allah having no fear and
grief?
2. What is the definition of Auliya' of Allah? How does one identify
them?

3. What does the good news given to them in Dunya and Akhirah
mean?

First of all, the Auliya' of Allah have no fear or grief. This could
possibly mean when they are admitted to their allocated place in Paradise, after having gone through the accounting of deeds in the Hereafter, they will stand delivered from fear and grief forever. They will
have no apprehension of any pain or anxiety nor will they have to
grieve for having lost something dear to them. Instead, the blessings of
Paradise will be everlasting. Given this sense, there is no difficulty in
rationalizing the subject of the verse. But, it does, however, raise a
question. If this be the case, it registers no peculiarity of the Auliyz' of
Allah. In fact, all people of Paradise who stand delivered from Hell will
be enjoying that very state of being. Yes, it can, then, be said that
those who ultimately reach Paradise will all be known as the Auliya' of
Allah invariably. No matter how different their deeds had been in the
mortal world but, once they have entered Paradise, all of them will be

counted among the Auliya' of Allah.
But, many commentators say that freedom from fear and grief with
which the Auliya' of Allah are blessed is common to the present world
and the Hereafter both. The thing unique about the Auliya' of Allah is
that they remain protected from fear and grief even in the present
world, and that they will have no fear and grief in the Hereafter is
something everyone knows. So, included therein are all people of Paradise.
Apart from that, in terms of relevant prevailing conditions, we
have yet another difficulty on our hands. Observations in the world of
our experience bear out that - not to mention the Auliya' of Allah even the Prophets of Allah, may peace be on them, are not secure from
fear and grief in this mortal world. In fact, their fear of and humbleness before Allah is far more pronounced as compared to others. It was
~;?%I& &I&- (Among Our servants only
said in the Qur'an: I
those who have knowledge (really) fear Allah - 35:28). At another place,
the emotional state of the righteous and the men of Allah has been de,.,> *,
,* ,3
scribed in the following words: $22 & +;-+ID 4! /,?l ' 2 +
s:
sill;5.
',
(And those who are fearful of the punishLent of their Lord - indeed,
the punishment of their Lord is not to be unfearful of - 70:27) that is,
no one can sit home comfortably in the knowledge that it is due to
come.

c!

f,

This is borne by facts as well as it appears in a Hadith of Shama'il
al-Tirmidhi: 'The Holy Prophet +, +dl
would more than often
look concerned and pensive'. And he himself said, 'I fear Allah more
than all of you.'
There are countless events relating to Sayyidna A b i Bakr, Sayyidna 'Umar -1
p e ; ~JJI dJand the rest of the Sahabah, the Tabi'in and
the wide spectrum of the men of Allah which tell us how intensely they
grieved and how genuinely they feared what would happen to them in
the Hereafter.
-

Therefore, 'Allamah 'AlGsi has said in RGh al-Ma'ani: That the Auliya' Allah are protected against fear and grief in the mortal world has
to be seen in terms of what usually happens here. There are things
worldly people generally fear or grieve about most of the time. They
are chronically addicted to their mundane agenda of life. They have to

have convenience, comfort, wealth and recognition. The slightest
shortfall in any of these makes them nervous as if they were going to
die without that. The fear of a minor discomfort or anxiety drives them
crazy and they will go about finding ways and means to get rid of such
irritants. The station of the Auliyii', friends or men of Allah is way
higher. In their sight, convenience, comfort, wealth and recognition
one surrounds himself with in this transitory world are not worth
their while that they go about acquiring these. Nor do they care much
about the anxieties of the mundane and see no need to beef up their
defenses against these. Their life style admits of nothing but the recognition of His greatness and love for Him. So overshadowed they are
with the fear of Allah and their humbleness before Him that they just
have no use for worldly sorrow and comfort or profit and loss.
Now we can go to the matter of the definition of Auliyii' Allah and
the marks of their identification. The word: + uI, (Auliyz) is the plural
form of: J, (waliyy, commonly rendered as the simpler: wali; which bypasses the need to render the doubling of the y Z sound a t the end
shown by the addition of a 'y', or two, as purists would prefer to do).
The word: J, (waliyy) is used in the Arabic language in the dual sense
of 'near' as well as 'friend' or someone held 'dear.' The common degree
of nearness and love as related to Allah Ta'iila is such as would not
leave any living entity, human or non-human, exempt from it. If this
element of nearness were not there, nothing would have come into being in this universe. The real justification for the existence of this entire universe is that particular interrelationship which it has been allowed to have by Allah in His absolute majesty. Though, no one has
understood the reality of this interrelationship, nor is it possible to do
so, but that a non-definable interrelationship does exist is certain.
However, this degree is not what is actually meant in the term: Auliya'
Allah. In fact, there is yet another degree of friendship, love and nearness that is specific to particular servants of Allah Ta'iila. This is
known as nearness in love. Those who are blessed with this nearness
are called the Auliy2Allah. This has been succinctly articulated in a
QudsiHadith where Allah Ta'iila says, 'My servant keeps earning My
- nearness through voluntary acts of worship (nap 'ibadat) until I too
turn to him in love and when I love him, I become his ear - whatever
he hears, he hears through Me. I become his eye - whatever he sees,
he sees through Me. I become his hands and feet - whatever he does,

he does through Me.' In short, it means that virtually nothing issues
forth from such a person against the pleasure of his Lord.
The degrees of this unique Wilgyah (station of nearness or friendship) are endless. Its highest degree is for the blessed prophets because every prophet has to be, of necessity, a Waliyy of Allah. In this
degree, the highest station belongs to the foremost among prophets,
Sayyidna Muhammad al-Mustafz +, &A ~ J &.
I
Then, the lowest degree
of this WilZyah, in the terminology of the noble Sufis, is known as the
degree of Fana' (self-elimination: I am nothing - He is everything). It
makes the heart of man become so engrossed in the thought of Allah
Ta'ala that it would not allow any love rooted in this world to overcome
it. When such a person loves, he loves for the sake of Allah. When he
hates, he hates for the sake of Allah. His own person plays no part in
this love and hate cycle, the inevitable outcome of which is that he
keeps busy in his quest for the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala both outwardly
and inwardly. This style of living makes him avoid everything which is
not liked in the sight of Allah Ta'ala. The sign of this state of existence
is abundance of Dhikr and constancy in obedience - in other words, to
remember Allah Ta'ala abundantly and profusely, and to obey His injunctions always, and under all conditions and circumstances. When
these two attributes are present in a person, he is called a Waliyy of
Allah. Whoever does not have any one of the two is not included in
that category. Then, whoever has both, there is no limit to his ranks,
lower and higher. It is in terms of these degrees that the ranks of Auliya' Allah precede or succeed each other.
On the authority of a narration from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah JJI
L ~ S ,it has been reported in a Hadith that the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I &
was asked as to who were the p-eople meant by 'AuliyZ Allah' in this
verse? He said, 'those who love each other only for Allah - without
having any worldly interest in between.' (Mazhari, quoted from Ibn Marduwayh). It is obvious that this condition can apply only to those who have
been mentioned above.
*J

+,

At this stage, we have another question before us: What is the
method of acquiring this degree of WilZyah (nearness to Allah)?
Respected commentator, Qadi Thana'ullah Panipati has said in Tafsir Mazhari: Individuals from the Muslim Ummah could acquire this
degree of Wilayah only through the company of the Holy Prophet &

+, & dl. It is from here that the profound relationship with Allah,
which was part of the blessed persona of the Holy Prophet

r j s &I&
,

+,, is partly passed on to the Auliy2 of the Ummah, of course, depending on their ambition and capacity for whatever portion from it falls to
their lot. Then, we know that this benefit of companionship was available to the Sahabah without anyone being in between. Therefore, the
degree of their Wilayah was higher than that of all Auliya' and aqtzb
(plural of qu@, literally axis, meaning a man of Allah who stays a t one
place, as in Suf; orders). Later people derive this benefit through one or
more intermediaries. The more the intermediaries, the more pronounced becomes the difference. Only those who are colored with the
4 dl
color of the word, deed and message of the Holy Prophet
and follow his Sunnah, in all love and obedience, can become such a n
intermediary. Going to them, frequenting their company with the added practice of listening to their good counsel, remaining obedient and
remembering Allah abundantly - this is the blueprint of attaining the
degree of Wilayah. It is made of three parts. One: Being in the company of a Waliyy of Allah. Two: Remaining obedient to his good counsel.
Three: Remembering Allah abundantly (Dhikrullgh) - with the condition that this abundance (and nature) of Dhikr must be in accordance
with the masnun method. The reason is that Dhikr, when frequent and
sincere, adds to the luster of the mirror of the heart and it becomes
worthy of receiving reflections from the light of Wiliiyah. It appears in
Hadith that everything has a method of furbishing it. Dhikrullah furbishes the heart. The same thing has been reported by al-Baihaqi as
based on a narration from Sayyidna Ibn 'Umar &I &>. (Mqhari)

+,

LC

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud L;S &I
said that a person asked
'what would you say about a person
the Holy Prophet +, 6 &IA:
who loves someone spiritually noble but is unable to reach up to his
i;.: that is, 'everyone
level in terms of his own deeds?' He said: gi;: p
shall be with one he loves'. This tells us that the love and company of
the Auliya' Allah is a source of acquiring Wilayah (nearness to Allah).
Al-Baihaqi (in Shu'ab al-'Iman) has reported that the Holy Prophet
+, +L &Isaid to Sayyidnii Razin LG &Ip,:'I tell you about a principle
of Faith. With it you can attain success in Dunyaand a h i r a h : Take to
the company of ah1 adh-Dhikr (people who remember Allah) as indispensable, and &hen you are alone, move your tongue with the Dhikr of
Allah, as much as you can. Whoever you love, do it for Allah. Whoever
&J

you hate, do it for Allah. (Mazhari)
But, in order to be beneficial, this 'company' has to be of those who
are, in themselves, the Waliyy of Allah and staunch followers of Sunnah. Those who do not observe and follow the Sunnah of the Holy
s
(and do not demonstrate by their word and deed
Prophet +, ~ j &I
that they are operating under it) are themselves deprived of the essential degree of WilZyah. It does not matter if many a contra-habitual
wonders (kashf and kargmiit) issue forth from them. They will still be
considered deprived. However, if someone is a Waliyy in terms of the
stated attributes - even though, nothing of the sort has ever issued
forth from him - he is a Waliyy of Allah. (Mazhari)
Now we come to the last point. What are the signs of the Auliya'
Allah? How can they be identified? A Qudsi Hadith referred to in Tafsir
Mazhari points out in this direction. Allah Ta'ala said: 'From among
My servants, My AuliyZ' are those who are remembered when I am
remembered and when they are remembered I am remembered.'
According to a narration from Sayyidah Asma' bint Yazid reported in
Ibn Majah, the Holy Prophet
+JJI & gave the identity of Auliya'
(those who, when one sees them,
Allah by saying: &I;s(1;2'j'l$$$;
remind of Allah).

+,

In short, there is someone by sitting in whose company one gets
the taufTq of remembering Allah (Dhikr), and relief from worldly concerns, then, this is a sign of his being a Waliyy of Allah.
It has been said in Tafsir Mazhari: There is a prevailing assumption among masses that things like getting to know what is hidden
(kashf), doing some extra-ordinary things (kariGmah) or claiming to be
aware of what is al-Ghayb (Unseen) are signs of someone being among
the Auliya' of Allah. This is nothing but error and self-deception. There
are thousands of AuliyG' who are not credited with anything like this,
that could be termed as authentically proved while, in sharp contrast,
reports of things otherwise hidden and unseen are accredited to those
whose very basic 'TmG (belief) is not correct!
It was said in the last verse (64) that, for the friends of Allah, there
is the good news in the worldly life and in the Hereafter. As for the
good news of the Hereafter, it will come a t the time of death when the

spirit of the deceased will be taken to Allah. At that time, he will hear
the good news of Paradise being for him. Then, on the day of Qiygmah,
when he rises from his grave, he will receive the good news of being
welcome to Paradise. This is similar to what a l - T a b a r d has reported
from SayyidnZ Ibn 'Umar 4;c JJl A>. He narrates that the Holy Prophet
p", 4 YI & said: 'People who recite: &I $!l~$(lZil&a'illall&: There is
no god but Allah) will not experience any fright a t the time of death,
nor inside the grave, nor a t the time they rise from it. This is as if my
eyes are seeing the scenario of that time when these people will, shakJ ~ '
z & y,,)/
ing the dust off, rise from their graves, saying: 231&&I J$ 9 ~
(Praised is Allah who has removed from us [all] grief - 35:34)'

+, +

As for the good news in this world, the Holy Prophet
YI &
said, '(they are) the true dreams one sees himself or are seen by someone else with him in it and, in which, there is good news for them.
(Reported by a l - B u k h Z from Sayyidns AbG Hurairah L;S JJIdJ).

Another bashGrah (good news) of this world unfolds in the form
that Muslims a t large love someone and take him to be good without
any personal motive or interest. About it, the Holy Prophet Ljc JJI
said: p$~
,& &G $ that is, 'being taken as good and praiseworthy
,'
is, for a true Muslim, good news in ready cash.' (Muslim and al-Baghawi)

+,

Verses 65 - 66

And what they say should not make you grieve. Surely,
all power belongs to Allah. He is All-Hearing,All Knowing. [651
Listen, to Allah belong all those in the heavens and all
those on the earth. And what do follow those who invoke associate-gods other than Allah? They follow
nothing but whims and do nothing but make conjectures. [661

~

563

Surah Ycnus : 10 : 71 - 73
Verses 67 - 70

F

He is the One who made for you the night, so that you
may have rest in it, and (made) the day to see. Indeed,
there are signs therein for a people who listen. [671
They say, "Allah has got a son." Pure is He. He is SelfSufficient. To Him belongs what is in the heavens and
what is in the earth. You have no proof for it. Do you allege about Allah what you do not know? [681
Say: Those who fabricate against Allah shall not
prosper. [69] A little enjoyment in this world then, to Us
is their return, then, We shall make them taste the severe punishment, because they used to disbelieve. 1701

Verses 71 - 73

f vr) &;dl
/

.'Y'

'

And recite to them the story of Nuh, when he said to his
people, "0my people, if it is hard on you that I stay
(with you) and give (you) advice through the signs of
Allah, then, in Allah I place my trust. So, decide your
matter along with your partners, then, your design
should not be a matter of regret to you, then carry it
out against me and give me no respite. [71] So, if you
turn away, then, I have asked for no reward from you.
My reward is with none except Allah, and I have been
commanded to be among those who submit!' [721
Then they belied him, and We saved him and those
with him in the Ark and made them the successors and
drowned those who belied Our signs. So look how was
the fate of those who were warned. [731

Verse 74

Then, after him, We sent messengers to their peoples,
and they came to them with clear signs, but they were
not to believe in what they had belied earlier. This is
how We seal the hearts of the transgressors. [741

Verses 75 - 82

Then, after them, We sent MZsZ and Harun with Our
signs to Pharaoh and his group, but they showed arrogance. And they surely were a guilty people. [751
So, when Truth came to them from Us, they said, "It is
certainly a clear magic." [761 MZsi said, "Do you say
(this) about the Truth when it came to you? Is this magic, while the magicians do not succeed?" [771
They said, "Have you come to us that you may turn us
from what we found our fathers on, and that you both
have supremacy on earth? We are not going to believe
in you!' [781
And the Pharaoh said, "Bring to me every knowledgeable magician." C791
So, when the magicians came, MZsE said to them,
"Throw what you have to throw." LBO]
So, when they threw, MisZ said, "What you have come
up with is magic. Allah will certainly nullify it. It is
sure that Allah does not let sustain the work of the mischief-makers. [811 And Allah establishes the truth
through His words, even though the guilty may dislike
it. [821

Verses 83 - 86

Then, except an offspring of his people, no one believed
in MisZ for the fear of Pharaoh and his group, lest he

Shrah Yhnus : 10: 87 - 91
should prosecute them. And the Pharaoh was highhanded in the land and he was of those who crossed all
limits. [831
And M i s i said, " 0 my people, if you have believed in
Allah, then, in Him put your trust if you are obedient."
[841 So, they said, "In Allah we have put our trust: Our
Lord, do not make us a victim of the unjust people, [851
and save us, through Your mercy, from the disbelieving
people." [861

Verses 87 - 91

And We revealed to Misa and his brother: "Have houses
for your people in Egypt and make your houses worship oriented, and establish $alKh, and give good tidings to the believers." [871
And Muss said, "Our Lord, You have given Pharaoh and
his group glamour and riches in the worldly life, so
that, our Lord, they mislead (people) from Your path.
Our Lord, obliterate their riches and harden their
hearts, so that they may not come to believe until they
witness the painful punishment." [881

566

Allah said, "The prayer of you both has been granted,
so stand firm and never follow the way of those who do
not know." [891
And We made the children of Isra'il cross the sea. So,
Pharaoh and his troops chased them in transgression
and hostility, until when he was about to drown, he
said, "I believe that there is no god but the One in
whom the children of Isra'il believe, and I am among
those who submit." [go] Is it Now (that you come to believe) while you were rebellious before and you were
among the mischief-makers? [911

Commentary

Mentioned in the verses appearing immediately above, there are
some circumstantial details along with their corresponding injunctions
Lsj, and the
as they relate to Sayyidna Miss and Sayyidna Harun
children of IsrZ'il and the people of the Pharaoh. The first verse (87)
carries an injunction pertaining to a particular event. Bani; Isra'il (the
children of Isra'il) who observed the religious law of Sayyidna Muss
used to perform their prayers only in their synagogues as customary.
Then, the past communities were also bound by this injunction. Their
prayers were not valid if performed in their homes. The Muslim Ummah was the special recipient of the convenience that they could, if
needed, perform their prayers everywhere as they wished. In a Hadith
of Sahih Muslim, the Holy Prophet
& &I
has, out of his six singularities, given one as, 'the whole earth has been made a masjid for
me.' It means that Salah performed anywhere remains valid. However,
it is something else that the performing of obligatory prayers in congregation only in masjids has been declared as an emphasized Sunnah. Then, saying nafZ prayers inside homes is better. This was the
usual practice of the Holy Prophet +, Ljt &I A. He would say only the
Fard Salah in the Masjid then go home and say his sunnahs and nafls
there. As for the Bani Isra'il, they were bound to offer their prayers
only in their synagogues in obedience to their religious laws. Realizing
this, the Pharaoh who used to oppress them in all sorts of ways had all
synagogues demolished so that they could be deprived of offering their
prayers in accordance with their religious laws. Thereupon, Allah
Ta'ala sent to the two prophets of Ban: IsrZ'il, SayyidnZ MusZ and HZrun ?WI-,
may peace be on them both, the injunction mentioned in

+,

verse 87. It was said there that new houses should be built in Egypt
for Bani Isra'il and that their orientation should be towards the Qiblah
so that prayers could be offered in those very residential houses.
This tells us that the religious law of past communities demanded
that prayers should be qffered in houses of worship specifically built
for this purpose. But it was because of a particular incident that the
Bani Isra'il were temporarily allowed to offer their prayers at home
and, for this purpose, they were to have houses oriented towards the
Qiblah. And it can also be said that even at this time of emergency
they were allowed to offer their prayers in particular houses that were
oriented towards the Qiblah. Praying in common homes and public
places was still not permitted even a t that time. It was unlike the
Muslim community that has the convenience of offering their prayers
anywhere, be it a city or wilderness. (R6h al-Ma'Zni)
It will be good to answer another question a t this point. In this
verse, the Bani Isra'il have been commanded to orient themselves towards the Qiblah. Which Qiblah is this? The Ka'bah or the Baytu 'lMaqdis? Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u &I
says, 'it means the
Ka'bah and the Ka'bah alone was the Qiblah of Sayyidna Miss rUYll 4
and his people.' (al-Qurtubi and RGh al-Ma'anI) In fact, some religious scholars say that the real Qiblah of all past prophets was no other but the
Ka'bah.
As for the Hadith where it is said that the Jews turn their faces towards the Sakhrah (the Rock) of Baytu 'l-Maqdis during their prayers,
it will be applied to the time when Sayyidna Musa ?XJI & left Egypt
and headed towards Baytu 'l-Maqdis. This is not contrary to his Qiblah being the Baytullah during the period of his stay in Egypt.
It is also proved from this verse that the condition of facing towards the Qiblah was operative also during the period of past prophets. Similarly, it also stands proved from authentic reports that purity
( b h z r a h ) and body cover (satr al-'aurah) were conditions of Salah even
in the religious laws of all past prophets.
Since the very purpose of making houses Qiblah oriented was to
pray in there, therefore, by giving the command: 'Establish Salah' IS^
<@I) after that, the instruction given was: If the Pharaoh stops you
from making prayers in places reserved for worship, prayers do not

stand dropped. Make these in your homes.
At the end of the verse, Sayyidna MGsa ?K-'I
r-js has been asked to
convey the good news to believers that their mission will be successful.
They will overpower the enemy and they will go to Paradise in the
Hereafter. ( R i h al-Ma'Zn';)
It will be noted that, a t the beginning of the verse, Sayyidna M i s s
and Harun ?UI L+L may peace be upon them both, were addressed in
the dual form because they both were charged with the responsibility
of having houses made Qiblah oriented and allowing occupants to pray
in there. After that, by using the plural form which included all Bani
IsrZ'il, command was given to establish SalZh - because, this law included all, the prophet and his community. At the end, the command
- to convey the good news was given particularly to Sayyidna Musa - because, it was he, a s the law-giving prophet, who had the right to give
out the good news of Paradise.
Mentioned in the second verse (881, there is a curse which Sayyidna
Muss ?K-~I i-j, invoked after having lost all hopes of reforming the people of the Pharaoh. At its beginning, he submitted before his Lord t h a t
He had given the Pharaoh and his group glamour and riches in their
worldly life (mines of gold, silver and precious stones in Egypt and
Ethiopia - al-Qurtubi). As a result, they misled people from His way. Because, common-people, when they looked a t their bulging affluence,
they started doubting - had they been in error, why would they have
been so blessed? Again, because common-people were unable to see
through the reality that material affluence without good deeds cannot
be the sign of a person being right and true. It was only after having
been disappointed with his efforts to correct the people of the Pharaoh,
and having realized the danger it posed for other people who were being misled by the glamour and wealth of the Pharaoh's group that he
invoked the curse: +!I$($
$1
&(Our Lord, obliterate their riches).
,I

According to the statement of Sayyidna Qatadah d l -, , such was
the effect of this invocation that all gold, precious coins, stones, land
produce belonging to Pharaoh's people were transformed into bland
rocks. In a bag found during the period of the pious Khalifah Sayyidna
there were things dating back to the
'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz dl ->
time of the Pharaoh. Seen in it, there were eggs and almonds of solid
rock.

Leading commentators say that Allah Ta'ZlZ had turned all fruits,
vegetables and grains they had into rocks. This is among the nine gyZt
(signs or miracles) mentioned in the Qur'Zn as in: -GI's; &;.' G~'5f
(and We gave MGsZ [Moses] nine clear signs - 17:lOl).
The second curse invoked by Sayyidna Muss r)LII r-js for them ap,<.'
{ZI; (and harden their
pears in the words: ?>I,' +IAI
I ,.L, ~$9 7 9 $ + 3a,$
hearts, so that [they are deprived of the very ability to receive any
good and] they may not come to believe until they witness the painful
punishment - 88).
J,,

The invocation of this curse obviously appears to be something far
out as coming through the speech of an apostle or prophet, because the
sole mission of a prophet's life is nothing but to invite people to believe
and act right and make efforts towards that end.
But, in terms of the hard facts of the situation here, SayyidnZ
Musa
& has already made whatever efforts he could. He was totally disappointed. Now he wanted that they better learn through the
punishment for their deeds. In doing so, it was probable that these
people, once they see the punishment coming, may make a confession
and declare that they now believed, whereby the punishment could
stand warded off. Therefore, what became the cause of this invocation
from him was his hatred for kufr (disbelief, infidelity). This is similar
to what happened to the Pharaoh. When he started to announce his
belief a t the time he was drowning, the angel, Jibra'il shut his mouth
lest Divine mercy turns to him and he stands delivered from the punishment.
- -

In the third verse (89), it was said that the prayer of Sayyidna
- - Musa ?UI & has been accepted. But, by taking Sayyidna H a r u n r u l ~ j c
as associated with the act of prayer, the actual address was made in
the words: k 9- 93 >3Z1- ? * 9 5 (The prayer of you both has been granted).
- There was a reason for it. When Sayyidna Musa +tI
& was making
- - this prayer, Sayyidna Harun ?-I
L~C
kept saying Amin (Amen). This
tells us that the saying of Amin (so be it) is also a part of the prayer itself. And since the masn i n method of du'a or prayer given in the Holy
Qur'Zn is that of making it in a lowered voice, the saying of A'mfn too in
a lowered mode seems to be preferable.
-

As for the acceptance of prayer, the information was given to the

two prophets a s it appears in this verse. But, even they were somewhat tested in that the effect of the prayer, according to al-Baghawi,
unfolded after forty years. For this reason, soon after the mention of
the acceptance of their prayer in this verse, they both were given the
$; w
i(SO stand firm, and never follow
instruction: ;Gii $;'I Jf:
the way of those who do not know). I t means that they should go on
carrying the mission of calling people to the true faith and do not get
embarrassed, disappointed or hasty like the ignorant when the effects
of the acceptance of some prayer takes its due time.
Mentioned in the fourth verse (90) was the famous miracle of Sayyidna MisZ
4 - the crossing of the sea and the drowning of Pharaoh. There it was said:

Until when he was about to drown, he said, "I believe that
there is no god but the One in Whom the children of IsrE'Tl believe, and I am among those who submit".

The answer to this appearing in the fifth verse (91) came from Allah
Almighty Himself. It says:

Is it now [that you come to believe] while you were rebellious
before and you were among the mischief-makers?

This proves that the profession of faith exactly a t the time of death
is not legally trustworthy. It is further clarified by the Hadith in which
4 dl & said, 'Allah Ta'ala keeps accepting the
the Holy Prophet
Taubah (repentance) of a servant until comes the time of the ghargharah of death. (Tirmidhi)

+,

The ghargharah of death means the time the soul or spirit is drawn
out or extracted from the body and it is a time when angels appear
face to face. At that time, life in this world, the home of deeds, is all
over and the laws of the Hereafter come into force. Therefore, nothing
done a t that time is acceptable, neither belief, nor disbelief. Whoever
believes a t such a time will not be called a believer. He will not be
treated a s a believer while shrouding and burying him. This stands
proved from the fate of Pharaoh. There is a consensus that he died a

disbeliever. This is also what the text of the Qur'an says. In case,
someone is reported to have called the belief of the Pharaoh as valid, it
will either be suitably interpreted, otherwise the statement would be
considered false. (RUh al-Ma'Zni)
Similarly, if someone were to utter (God forbid) a word of disbelief
(kufr) in a state when the soul is being drawn out of the body, he will
not be called a hafir (disbeliever). Instead, a Salah of Janazah (Muslim
funeral prayers) will be offered for him and he would be buried like
Muslims, and the word of disbelief uttered by him would be interpreted (in his favor). This finds confirmation in what happened in the case
of some Auliyz' of Allah, specially when that which they uttered bothered people as if what they were uttering was nothing short of kufr
(disbelief). However, when they became conscious and explained, it
gave relief to everyone and they realized that it was nothing but a declaration of true belief.
In short, when the soul is being drawn out and the certain knock of
death is on, that time is not counted in the life one lives in this world.
Nothing done a t that time is valid in terms of the Shari'ah. However,
everything is, if done before that. But, those who see this transition
from one world to the other have to be very cautious. It is possible to
make a mistake in determining the correct situation. Is this the time
of the drawing of the soul from the body (naz'atu 'r-rEh)? Or, is it the
last rattle of death (ghargharatu '1-maut)? Or, is it that which prevails
earlier (usually referred to in English as being in the throes of death
or the agony of death or, uncharitably enough, giving up the ghost)?

Verses 92 - 98

So, today, We shall save your body, so that you may become a sign for those after you. And many of the people
are heedless of Our signs. [921
And surely We gave the children of Isra'il a proper place
to live, and provided them with good things. So they
did not disagree until knowledge came to them. Surely,
Allah will decide between them on the Doomsday,
about what they used to dispute. [931
So, if you are in doubt about what We have sent down
to you, ask those who read the Book (revealed) before
you. Surely, truth has come to you from your Lord, so
never be among those who are suspicious. 194 1
And never be among those who have belied Our signs,
lest you should be among the losers. [951
Surely, those against whom the Word of your Lord
stands settled will not believe, r961 even though every
sign comes to them, unless they witness the painful
punishment. [971
So, how is it that there never was a town which could
have believed and its belief would have been of benefit
to it except the people of YCnus .(Jonah)! When they
came to believe, We removed from them the punishment of humiliation in the worldly life and let them enjoy themselves for some time. [981

Commentary
Addressing Pharaoh i n the first verse (92), it was said t h a t Allah
will take his body out of the waters after he is drowned so t h a t his

body becomes a sign of Divine power, and a lesson for people after
him.
-

- -

It happened when, after having crossed the sea, Sayyidna Musa I_JL
;UI
told Bani Isra'il about the drowning of the Pharaoh, they were so
overawed and subdued by him that they refused to believe the news
and said that the Pharaoh was not drowned. To guide them right and
to teach others a lesson,
Allah Ta'ala had the dead body of Pharaoh
,
thrown ashore by a wave of the sea. Everyone saw it and believed that
he had died and then, this corpse became a sort of moral deterrent for
everyone. After that, it is not known a s to what happened to this
corpse ultimately. The place where the dead body of the Pharaoh was
found is still known a s the mount of Pharaoh.
Some time back, newspaper reports indicated that the dead body of
Pharaoh was found intact and was seen by the public a t large and that
it was deposited safely in the Cairo Museum. But, it cannot be said
with certainty that this is the same Pharaoh who confronted Sayyidna
Musa ? ~ W AI+, or is some other Pharaoh because names of Pharaohs
differ. Every ruler of Egypt in that period of history had the title of
Pharaoh.
But, no wonder, the Divine power had thrown a drowned dead
body ashore. Very similarly, it may have kept it even preserved
against spoilage so t h a t it could become a lesson for future generations. And it may still be there! (However it remains essential to learn
a lesson from it a s compared to becoming excited about its discovery as
a n archeological triumph).
At the end of the verse, it was said that many people pay no heed
to the verses and signs of Allah. They do not ponder over them and fail
to learn their essential lesson in living a better life. Otherwise, signs
abound. They are everywhere, in every particle of this universe. A look
a t them would help one recognize Allah and His perfect power.
The second verse (93) brings the future of a people bulldozed in disgrace by the Pharaoh into sharp focus making it stand out against the
evil end of the tyrant. It was said t h a t Allah gave the Bani Isra'il a
good place to live. They had the whole country of Egypt for themselves.

Then, they were given the holy lands of Jordan and Palestine which
Allah Ta'ala had assigned to Sayyidna Ibrahim r~~ 4,and his progeny a s their inheritance. A good place to live has been termed as:;& +,I
(translated as: 'a proper place to live') in the Qur'in. The word: j
u
(sidq) a t this place means good and proper. The sense is that they were
given a place to live t h a t was suitable and proper for them in every
way. Then it was said t h a t Allah gave them their sustenance in the
form of Halal and pure things so much so t h a t they had the best of
everything.
Towards the end of the verse, once again, their penchant for crookedness and evil doing h a s been mentioned. Among them too, there
were many who, soon after having power, failed to appreciate the
blessings of Allah and went about disobeying Him. They recited the
Torah and they knew the signs and marks of the Holy Prophet dl &
+, + mentioned there. This awareness demanded t h a t they should
have been the first to believe in him a s soon a s he came. But, how
strange t h a t these very people believed in the coming of the last
before he actuprophet, Sayyidni Muhammad al-Mustafi +, cjs JJI
ally came. They would tell people about the signs he would have and
the time he would come. They would even use the w a d a h (medium) of
the last prophet in their prayers. But, when the last prophet came
with a whole array of evidences of his veracity, and the signs identified
in the Torah, these people started disputing among themselves. Some
of them believed while the rest refused to do so. In this verse, the coming of the Holy Prophet +,&A &I& has been expressed by saying: $3
1$ '
(knowledge came to them). Here, + ('ilm) could also denote certitude. In t h a t case, it would mean that once the causes of observation
and certitude converged together, these people started disputing.
Some commentators have said t h a t + ('ilm: knowledge) a t this
(ma'lum: known), t h a t is, when the blessed person
place denotes
who was already known through the prophesies of the Torah came before them face to face, they started disputing the truth.
At the end of the verse, it was said that Allah Ta'ali will give His
verdict about what they used to dispute, on the day of Qiyamah. Truth
will then become distinct from falsehood and the upholders of t r u t h

will be sent to Paradise while the practitioners of falsehood, to Hell.
In the third verse (941, the address is obviously to the Holy Prophet
+, & 1111 A.But, it goes without saying that there is no probability of
his doubting the revelation. Therefore, the purpose is to beam the message to the Muslim community through this address where he is not
the intended recipient. Then, it is also possible that this address may
be to human beings a t large asking them if they had any doubts about
the Divine revelation sent to them through Sayyidna Muhammad alMustafg p ~ ~, j &I
c A.
If they had, let them ask those who recited the
Torah and I n ~ ibefore
l
them. They would tell them that all past prophets and their Books have been announcing the glad tidings of the Last
among Prophets. This will remove their scruples and suspicions.
According to Tafsir Mazhari, this verse tells us that anyone in
doubt about some religious matter is duty-bound to have his doubts removed by asking genuine 'Ulama7 (religious scholars whose learning,
honesty and adherence to Qur'an, and Sunnah is well recognized, popularly referred to a s ' U l a m 2 al-Haqq). To continue nursing such
doubts is not a good thing to do.
In the fourth (951, fifth (96) and sixth (97) verses, the same subject
finds support and emphasis while carrying a warning to those who are
heedless.
In the seventh verse (98), the heedless deniers of truth have been
admonished for their failure to make the optimum use of the time of
life allowed to them. There was still time for them to leave denial and
contumacy. Otherwise, an ominous time was due to come when they
will make Taubah but their Taubah will not be accepted. They will say
that they believed but their belief will not be welcome. And that time
will be the time when the punishment of the Hereafter will appear
right before their eyes a t the time of death. It was in this connection
that a n event relating to Sayyidna YGnus ?XJI 4 and his people was
mentioned - that has good counsels and great lessons in it.
It has been asked in this verse that the people who denied truth
could have :elieved a t a time when their believing would have been of
benefit to them. It means that there was no use for it a t the hour of

death, or the punishment, or after being neck deep in it, or at the time
Doomsday sets in for the doors of repentance will then be closed and
no repentance or belief from anyone will be acceptable. Now that they
still had the time, they could put their contumacy aside and become
believers very much like the people of Prophet Yunus r'WI"j, did.
When they, much before the worse happened, saw the Divine punishment coming, they lost no time, repented and believed. For this reason, Allah Ta'alZ removed the painful punishment from them.
The gist of the tafsi;. given above is that the door of Taubah does
not close even when the worldly punishment comes face to face. However, Taubah is not accepted at the time the punishment of the Hereafter comes face to face. As for the coming of the punishment of the
Hereafter face to face, it would either be on the day of Qiyamah or a t
the time of death, whether it is natural death or death as a victim of
some worldly punishment as was the case with the Pharaoh.
Therefore, the acceptance of the Taubah of the people of Sayyidna
YGnus r~~ +kis not contrary to the Divine law. In fact, it falls under it
because they, no doubt, made their Taubah when they saw the punishment coming, but they certainly did so before the punishment overtook
them, and did it before death too. This is contrary to what the Pharaoh
and others did. They did their Taubah only after the punishment had
overtaken them, and did that at the time of the last rattle of death,
saying that they believed. Therefore, their believing was not valid and
trustworthy and the Taubah they made was not accepted.

A precedent of the event relating to the people of Sayyidna Yunus
r
U
l
+LC
is the event relating to Bani Isra'il which finds mention in the
Holy Qur7anitself. In this event, the mount of TGr was left dangling
over their heads so that they were scared enough to repent. They repented and their Taubah was accepted. This appears in SLrah alBaqarah where it was said:

And raised high above you t h e (Mount of) TLr: "Hold fast to
what We have given to you" - 2:63

The reason was that they had, much before the punishment mate-

rialized and death overtook them, repented simply by noticing the imminent danger of punishment. Similarly, when the people of Sayyidna
Yunus ?)LJI+ saw the punishment coming, they sincerely wept and
wailed and repented details of which will appear a little later. So, the
acceptance of this Taubah is not counter to the Divine law stated
above. (Qurtubi)
At this stage, some contemporaries have made a grave error. They
attribute shortcomings to Sayyidna Yunus , . x j l L.L. in the discharge of
his duties as a prophet. They declare that the cause of the removal of
punishment from the people was the failing of the prophet and that
this very failing was the cause of Divine displeasure which is men- tioned in Surah al-Anbiya' and Surah As-Saffat. Their words are as given below:
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"By considering the hints of the Qur'an and the details of the
book of Jonah, a t least this much becomes clear t h a t some
shortcomings had issued forth from Hadrat YEnus r~~ 6 ,
peace be on him, in the performance of his duty a s a prophet.
And, most probably, becoming impatient, he had abandoned
his permanent station before time. Therefore, having seen the

signs of punishment, the Assyrians repented and sought forgveness, then Allah Ta'ala forgave them. Out of the principles
and universals of Divine Law described in the Qur'an, there is
this standing article as well - that Allah Ta'Zla does not punish a people until He establishes His argument against them
conclusively. So, when the prophet went about falling short in
doing his duty a s a prophet and, on his own, vacated his station (of duty) before the time determined by Allah, then, the
justice of Allah Ta'Zla did not bear by punishing those people."
( ~ a f h i m u l - ~ u r ' a by
n ' Maulan; MawdGdi, p. 321, volume 2, published
1964)

The first thing to look a t here is that the prophets, peace be upon
them all, are protected from sins (ma'sim).This is an uncontested belief on which there is a consensus of the Muslim Ummah. In its details, some partial differences do exist, for instance, is this protection
('ismah)from all kinds of minor sins (saghikah),or from the major ones
(kabTrah)only, and whether or not this protection ('ismah)includes the
period of time before being inducted as a prophet? But, no difference
exists among any individuals or groups in the belief that the blessed
prophets, all of them, can never fall short in carrying out their duty as
1. Ordinary changes have been made, without any prior public announcement of withdrawal from these remarks, in the later editions of Tafhimul-Qur'an, that is, the
&I,I
~JL, cktj " : 'shortcomings in the performance of duty as a
words: ''>c;;;
prophet,' are not there in the new text. But, the following observations are still
29,
d,* . . . . 2 2 C-, ": When the prophet did not continue the mission of
there: "&giving good counsel to those people up to the last moment of the respite given to
them and, before the time determined by Allah, he himself, in a self-serving way,
migrated out and away, then, the justice of Allah Ta'Zla did not bear by punishing
his people, because the legal conditions of a conclusive argument against them had
yet to be fulfilled." Thus, despite the change in the text of the Tafhimul-Qur'an, the
comment of Ma'ariful-Qur'an stands as is. - Id&-atul-Ma'arif, publishers, October1
1991.

,
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2. Apart from the religious aspects of the observations quoted above which have been
dealt with in the Commentary of this Tafsir, the language used to convey these has
contributed significantly in making the observations acidly vulnerable. For example,
and
z; I,[$ (gawiirii
the use of verbs towards the end: @J ( k a r gays), @ 0 (hat
na hiy;) are hot action words in the present context. When used for a prophet, they
are terrible. When attributed to God, like the last one, they are presumptuous. The
liberty taken through language is difficult to transplant in translation. By ignoring
it, the translator turns traitor. So, the translator has made the extra effort to stay
within functional limits and render the text as it is. Since, the Urdu original has
been reproduced here, discerning readers who read it should have no problem in
making their independent judgement about the rendering - Tr.

prophets. The reason is that there could be no greater sin for prophets
than that they themselves fall short in taking care of the mission for
which Allah Ta'ala had chosen them. This is an open breach of trust in
assigned duty, something beyond even ordinary nice people anywhere.
If a prophet does not stand protected (ma'sGm) even from this shortcoming, then, there is no use for protection from other sins.
If there were something somewhere even in the Qur'an, and Hadith, seemingly contrary to the established principles of Qur'an, and
Sunnah, and the collective Muslim belief in prophets being protected
from sins, it would have been necessary to interpret it in a way that
would not have left it discordant and different from the absolutely
proven principles of Qur'an, and HadTth.
But, things are strange here. What the learned author has presented with reference to 'Qur'anic hints and details of the book of Jonah'
may possibly be in the book of Jonah, and so be it, being something
having no validity in the sight of the people of Islam. As for a 'Qur'anic
hint, there is none, not just one. In fact, what has happened here is
that this presumption has been forced out of a patched pattern of several premises. First of all, it was presumed that the removal of the
s
place conpunishment from the people of Sayyidna YGnus ?)LJI ~ j took
trary to Divine law - which is totally contrary to the context of this
very verse, and equally contrary to the explications of recognized authorities in the field of Tafsir. Along with it, it was also assumed that
Divine law was broken on this occasion because the prophet himself
had failed to fulfill his duty as a prophet. Again, along with that, it
was also assumed that some particular time had been fixed by Allah
Ta'ala when he was supposed to leave the place - and he, much before
this supposedly fixed time, abandoned his duty of calling people to
truth and ran for life!
If seen with the least deliberation and fairness, it will stand proved
that no hint from the Qur'an, or Hadith points out to these assumed
premises.
To consider what precedes in the verse of the Qur'an itself, let us
look a t the words of the verse:

So, how is it that there never was a town which could have be-

lieved and its belief would have been of benefit to it, except
the people of YGnus
.cjc (Jonah)!

The sense, as already clear, is that of regret over the state of inertia prevailing among common residents of habitations around the
world. It is in that spirit that it was said: How would they not become
such a s would have believed a t a time when believing is acceptable
and beneficial? In other words, they could have believed before being
hit by punishment or death, in which case, their believing would have
& were a n exbeen accepted. But, the people of Sayyidna YEnus
ception to this rule, for they, by seeing the signs of punishment, and
much before being hit by the punishment, believed and their believing
and repentance came to be accepted.
This evident sense of the verse is itself telling us that no Divine
law has been broken here, in fact, exactly in accordance with Divine
practice, their faith and repentance have been accepted.
Most commentators - AbG Hayygn, Al-Qurtubi, Al-Zamakhshari,
Qadi Thang'ullah, 'Allamah Alusi and others - have given this very
sense of the verse according to which the acceptance of repentance
~-j,
comes under the customary
from the people of Sayyidna Y b u s +I!
Divine law. The words of Al-Qurtubi appear a s given below:

"Ibn Jubayr says that the punishment had covered them up
like the sheet of cloth on the grave. Then, as their Taubah
turned out to be sound (being before the punishment materialized), Allah Ta'ZlE lifted the punishment from them. And At-

Tabari says that the people of Sayyidna Yinus U.,I
have
been given a special place among all other peoples in that
their Taubah was accepted after they had seen the punishment. And that has been mentioned by a large number of commentators. However, Az-ZajjZj says that the punishment had
not yet fallen on those people. They had only seen the signs
that proved the coming of the punishment. And if they had
seen the very punishment falling upon them, their believing
would have then been no good for them (and their Taubah too
would have not been accepted). Al-Qurtubi says that the statement of Az-Zajjaj is better because the seeing of a punishment
after which Taubah is not accepted means that in which one is
seized - as it happened in the case of Pharaoh. Therefore, in
this very Siirah, the event of the people of SayyidnE Yinus 4
has been taken up immediately after the event relating to
the Pharaoh. (So that the difference becomes clear in that the
belief of the Pharaoh came after having been seized by the
4,
punishment, contrary to the people of Sayyidna Yinus ?%.JI
who came to believe before the punishment actually seized
them). This is confirmed by a saying of the Holy Prophet
+, & dl, 'Allah Ta'ZlZ accepts the Taubah of the servant until
he is rattled by death.' And 'al-ghargharah' (as in the Hadith)
is the rattling sound that comes from the throat and that is
what happens on being seized by death. And the same thing is
evident from the riwayah of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'id d J
L;S JJI in which it has been said that the people of Sayyidna YGnus ?%.JI had repented before the actual falling of the punishment. And Al-Qurtubi says, as based on this explanation,
there remains no difficulty, or contradiction, or particularization (of the people of Sayyidna Yiinus r~~ 4).
J&

As for At-Tabari and other commentators who have deemed this
event to be special to the people of Sayyidna YGnus ?K-l\&, none of
them have said t h a t the reason of this special treatment was the
4.Instead, the honest
'shortcomings' of Sayyidna Y i n u s
repentance of those people and their sincere belief in Divine
knowledge are the kind of reasons that they have given to that end.
And now, when we know that the removal of the punishment from
the people of Sayyidna YGnus ,,)LJI ~ j was
s
just not against the Divine
law, in fact, was exactly in accordance with it, then, the very

foundation of what has been postulated here stands demolished.
Similarly, there is no Qur'anic hint to prove that Sayyidna YGnus
?UI ,&A
once he had given the warning of punishment, broke away
from his people without prior Divine permission. Instead, the context
of verses and reports from Tafsir tell us that things happened here as
they had happened with all past communities, that is, when the
decision was made to send Divine punishment on a people, Allah
Ta'ala would command his Messenger and his companions to leave
that area. This has been clearly mentioned in the Qur'an in connection
with the story of Sayyidna L i t ?UI &. Very similarly, here too, when
this command of Allah was delivered to those people through Sayyidna
YEnus ?XJIcjc - that the punishment will come after three days - then,
the departure of Sayyidna YGnus ?XJIcjc from that area has, obviously
enough, taken place under Divine orders.
Of course, there was a slip from Sayyidna Yinus ?XJIcjc in terms of
the elegant prophetic station he was blessed with. Words of
displeasure about it appear in S h a h al-Anbiya' (21:87,88) and Surah
- as-Saffat (37:139-148) and, as a result of which, came the event of his
staying in the belly of a fish. But, this slip has nothing to do with the
assumed assertion that he fell short in fulfilling his duty as a prophet.
In fact, what actually happened is what has been stated earlier with
reference to authentic Tafsirs. In brief, after Sayyidna Yunus ?UI
had delivered the warning to his people that the punishment will come
after three days as willed by Allah, he left his place and went out.
Later, it was proved that the punishment did not materialize. Now,
Sayyidna Yznus +.tI
+k was worried as to how he would go back to his
people. If he did, they would charge him to be a liar. And the law of
those people required that a proven liar must be killed. Now, this
added the danger of the likely loss of life in returning to his people.
Under such circumstances, he had no way out but to migrate from that
very country. But, the customary practice of the blessed prophets is
that they do not migrate simply on the authority of their personal
opinion - unless the signal to migrate comes from Allah Ta'ala. So, the
slip of Sayyidna Yinus ?UI ~ jwas
, no more than that he boarded a
boat with the intention of migration, before came the permission of
Allah. This was, though no sin in itself, but different from the
customary practice of prophets it was. If we were to ponder over the

words of the verse of the Qur'sn, the slip of Sayyidna Yinus ?K-rI+L
will not turn out to be a shortcoming in the fulfillment of his duty as a
prophet. In fact, it would prove not to be anything else but migration
before permission with the aim of staying safe against the oppression
of his people. The verse of S i r a h a s - S a f f i t is virtually explicit
&I j!$iJ! (when he ran away
regarding this subject. It was said:
, act of boarding a boat with
towards the laden boat - 37:140). ~ & e the
the intention of migration has been expressed through the word: $1
( a b a q a denoting displeasure. It means the running away or fleeing of
a slave without the permission of his master. And in the verse of S i r a h
ss /J
al-Anbiya', it has been said: & j+ 2 $1 & u,G!+ilb5t
i
! ti; (and the
man of the fish, when he left in anger assuming that We shall not keep
him tight - 21247). Here the tenor of speech is that of displeasure over
the act of migration t h a t was resorted to because of natural
apprehension and the desire to stay protected from a hostile people. It
is worth keeping in mind that all this happened after the perfect
fulfillment of the duties of prophethood, only when a return to his
people posed a certain danger to his life. TafsTr R i h al-Ma'ani has
taken up this subject in the following words:
0

(Sayyidna Yunus r%dl+) left his people in anger against
their bitter hostility and adamant infidelity despite that he
had spent a long time as a prophet inviting them to faith. This
journey of his was a kind of migration but he had not yet received the permission for it.

Here, it has been made clear that some shortcoming in carrying
out the prophetic mission was not the cause of Divine displeasure, instead, it was migration before permission that did become its cause which, by itself, was no sin. But, because of being contrary to the customary practice of blessed prophets, it was received with displeasure.
When some 'Ulami sounded the learned contemporary about this error, he chose to report the sayings of many commentators relating to
the TafsTr of S i r a h as-SaffEt, in support of his stand.
Among these - with the exception of some Israelite reports of
Wahb ibn Munabbih and others - not a single report proves his stand,

that shortcomings were committed (God forbid) by Sayyidna YGnus ~_j,
r~~ in the fulfillment of his duty as a prophet, as correct.
And it is not hidden from the people of knowledge that commentators generally include Israelite reports in their Tafsirs about which all
of them agree that these are not authentic and trustworthy. No Islamic legal ruling can be based on them. It is only through the crutches of
these Israelite reports, whether they appear in the books of Muslim
commentators or in the book of Jonah, that this grave accusation can
be leveled against Sayyidna Yiinus ?Y.JI*2JL that 'he had committed
shortcomings in the fulfillment of his duties as a prophet.' No commentator of Islam has ever approved of it.
I
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And Allah, He is Pure and High and the Most Knowledgeable
and before Him is our plaint that He protects us from all errors and lapses.

Details of the Event relating to Sayyidni Yunus r % . &
lI
Part of the details of the event relating to Sayyidna YGnus r~~ .cj,
has been mentioned in the Qur'an while some of it has its proof in reports of Hadith and history. According to these sources, the people of
Sayyidna YEnus r U lLjC lived in the well-known place, Nineveh near
Mousel, Iraq. Their number has been given as more than one hundred
thousand in the Holy Qur'an. It was for their guidance that Allah
Ta'ala sent Sayyidna YGnus r ~ IThey
~ refused
.
to believe. Allah
Ta'ala asked Sayyidna YLnus ?K-~I
~ j to
s warn these people that Divine
punishment was going to overtake them within three days. Sayyidna
YGnus ?)LJI .cj, made the announcement before his people. When they
went in consultation with each other, they agreed that they had never
found Sayyidna YGnus ?Y.JILjs lying, therefore, this thing from him
was not to be ignored. Finally, they devised a plan to see whether or
c
among them a t his place during the
not Sayyidna YGnus ? U I ~ j stays
night. If he did, they were to understand that nothing would happen.
And if he went somewhere else from there, then, they should be certain that the punishment would descend upon them the next morning.
Sayyidna Yunus ,.UI+moved out of his dwelling place during the
night as Divinely commanded. When morning came, the Divine punishment, in the form of a cloud-like black smoke started hovering over
their heads tending to be descending down closer to them. They then

became certain that they all were going to be destroyed. Seeing this,
they looked for Sayyidna Yinus rUILj, so that they could confess to
their past denial, repent and believe with him as the witness. But,
when they did not find him, they took it upon themselves to come up
with repentance and prayers for forgiveness in the best spirit of sincerity a t their command. To do that, they left homes, came out on open
grounds, women, children and animals all huddled there. Wearing
rags, weeping and wailing, repenting and begging refuge from Divine
punishment, they made the whole area resound with a massive collective plaint. Allah Ta'Zlii accepted their repentance and removed the
punishment from them - as mentioned in this verse. Reports indicate
that this was 'AshGrZ, that is, the day of the tenth of Muharram.

+ was waiting outside the
On the other side, Sayyidna YGnus
township expecting that the Divine punishment will be about to hit
the people there. He knew nothing about how they had repented and
sought forgiveness. When the punishment stood removed, he started
worrying about himself for his people would now declare him to be a
liar - because he had announced that the punishment would strike
within three days. According to the law of those people, if a person
whose lying was known did not produce a witness in his support, he
would be killed. Sayyidna Yinus ? ~ - l Lj,
l
was concerned apprehending
that he would be declared a liar and killed.
The noble prophets are protected from every act of sin and disobedience, but are not set apart from others in terms of human nature
and temperament. At that time, Sayyidna YGnus r ~A&\ naturally
grieved that he had made the announcement as Divinely commanded
and now it was because of the announcement he made he would be declared a liar. How could he go back to his place under these circumstances and take the risk of being killed in accordance with the law of
his people? Deep in this anxiety, he started off with the intention of
getting out of that town until he reached the shores of the Mediterranean Sea. There he saw a boat being boarded by people. They recognized Sayyidna Y i n u s r%.t~ A& and let him board gratis. The boat
sailed. But, when it reached off shore, it stopped suddenly. It refused
to move any further, neither forward, nor backward. The boat people
made an announcement. They said that Allah had made their boat
special. When an oppressive sinner or a slave in flight boards it, the

boat stops on its own. So, they said, let that person show himself up so
that others do not suffer because of one person.
Sayyidna Yinus r)L-II
spoke out that he was the sinner and the
fleeing slave. As the act of leaving his town and boarding the boat was
prompted by a natural apprehension and not by Divine permission,
the dignified bearing of Sayyidna Yinus r)L-I~
4 as a prophet had no
hesitation in declaring this act, of coming towards the boat without
that permission, a sin. The rule was that no movement of a prophet
should have been without Divine permission. So he said, 'Throw me
into the sea and be spared of the punishment.' The people of the boat
would not do that. They drew lots so that the person thus named could
be thrown into the sea. By chance, the lot drawn had the name of
Sayyidna Y i n u s i ~ +
I on it. They were intrigued. They drew lots
again and again. But, as Divine decree would have it, the name that
kept appearing repeatedly was that of Sayyidni Y i n u s r ~ +.
I The
Holy Qur'an mentions this drawing of lots and the incidence of the
name of Sayyidna Yinus r~~ Ljt being drawn therein (to be the one to
be thrown overboard): &5 &
,Sd(and he drew lots and was
among the losers - 37:141).
&
.J

This dealing of Allah Ta'ala with Sayyidna Yinus ? L J l &A was in
view of his special status as a prophet. He had done no contravention
of any Divine command that could be called sin or disobedience - for
that matter, there exists no possibility of these issuing forth from any
prophet because they are ma'sim (Divinely protected). But, it was not
appropriate to the high station of a prophet that he would transfer to
another place without Divine permission simply on the basis of natural apprehension. It was this contra-dignity conduct which brought
displeasure and resultant action.
On the one hand, names were being drawn in lots. The named was
waiting to be thrown overboard. On the other hand, a large fish under
Divine orders was lurking by the boat with her mouth agape, waiting
for the incumbent to be thrown into the sea and right into her belly.
Allah Ta'ala had already commanded the fish that the body of Sayyidna Yunus r)L-Il 4 that was to be deposited in her belly was no food for
her, instead, was his home for a while. When Sayyidna YGnus ? W ILj,
was lowered into the sea, the fish received him. Sayyidni 'Abdullah
ibn Mas'id
&I dJ
said that Sayyidna Yiinus ?)L-II "j, lived in the belly

of the fish for forty days. It would take him down to the sea bed and to
nautical journeys far and wide. The period of his stay in the belly of
the fish has also been reported as, five, and one day and few hours.
(MazharI) Only Allah Ta'alZ knows the truth about it. Living in that
+made the following du'g
state, Sayyidnz YGnus
,/8
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There is no god but You. Pure are You. Indeed, I have been of
the wrongdoers - 21: 87.

Allah Ta'ala accepted this prayer and Sayyidni YGnus ? Y J I Lj, was
put on the shore alive and unharmed.
But, the heat in the belly of the fish had left no hair on his body.
Allah Ta'ala caused a gourd vine to grow near him. Even the shade
provided by the leaves on it became a blessing for SayyidnG Yunus Ljs
?)L-ll.And signaled by Allah Ta'ala, a wild goat would come every morning and evening, stand near him and he would have milk to drink.
Thus, Sayyidna YGnus ?XJI & was alerted to that slip, and later
on, his people too came to know the whole story.
In this story, as for parts that have been mentioned in the Qur'an,
or stand proved from authentic narratives of Hadith, they are certain.
The rest of them come from historical reports - and no ruling of Islamic law can be based on them.

Verses 99 - 100

Had your Lord willed, all those on earth would have
believed altogether. Would you, then, compel people, so
that they become believers? [991

And it is not for any one that he believes except with
the will of Allah. And He makes filth settle on those
who do not understand. [loo]

Verses 101 - 103

Say, "Look a t what is there in the heavens and the
earth?" But, signs and warners do not suffice a people
who do not believe. [ l o l l
So, are they waiting for nothing short of something like
the days of those who have passed before them? Say,
"So wait. I am with you, among those waiting." [lo21
Then We (used to) save Our messengers and those who
believed. Similarly, it being on Us, We shall save the believers. [lo31

Verses 104 - 107

Say, "0 people, if you are in doubt about my Faith,
then, I do not worship those you worship beside Allah.
Rather, I worship Allah who brings death to you. And I
have been ordained to be among the believers, [I041 and

that I should make myself firm on Faith, being upright,
and never be among the Mushriks."" [I051
And do not invoke, other than Allah, what neither benefits you nor harms you, for, if you do so, then you will
surely be one of the unjust. C1061
And if Allah brings some harm to you, then, there is
none to remove it except He. And if He intends to bring
some good to you, then, there is none to turn His grace
back. He brings it to whomever He wills from among
His servants. And He is the Most-Forgiving, the Very
Merciful. 11071

Verses 108 - 109
/

Say, "0people, the truth has come to you from your
Lord. So, whoever accepts guidance accepts it to his
own benefit, and whoever goes astray does so to his
own detriment. And I am not responsible for you." [lo81
And follow what is being revealed to you, and be patient until Allah gives His judgment, and He is the best
of judges. [log]

Alhamdulil1;ih
The commentary on
Siirah Yinus
Ends here.

':'Mushriks: those who associate partners to the divinity of Allah.

593

Sirah H i d : 11 : 1- 5

Surah Hud is Makki and it has 123 Verses and 10 Sections

Verses 1 - 5
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With the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Very Merciful
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Alif, Lfi,RE (This is) a book the verses of which have
beenI made firm, then elaborated by a Being All Wise,
All Aware, [I] (with an order) that you worship none but
Allah - surely, I am for you a Warner from Him, and a
bearer of glad tidings [21- and that you seek forgiveness
from your Lord, then, turn to Him in repentance. He
shall, then, provide you with good things to enjoy for a
given time, and bestow His added grace on everyone of
excellence. And if you turn away, then, I fear for you
the punishment of a great day. [3J To Allah is your return and He is powerful over everything. [41 Beware,
they bend their chests to hide from Him. Beware, when
they make their clothes a cover, He knows what they
hide and what they expose. Surely, He is All Aware of
what lies in the hearts. [5!

Commentary
Surah Hud is among the SGrahs that describe the coming of several
kinds of mass punishments triggered by Divine displeasure as well as
the horrendous happenings of the fateful day of Judgement and its
outcome in the form of individual reward and punishment, all in a
manner that is unique.
For this reason, when a few strands of hair in the blessed beard of
had turned visibly grey, Sayyidna Abu
the Holy Prophet +, +L 91
Bakr
&I dJ
expressed his concern by saying: ' Y a Rasdallgh, you
have become old.' He said: 'Yes, SGrah HGd has made me old.' There
are reports which also add Surah al-Waqi'ah, al-Mursalat, 'Amma Yatasa'alun (an-Naba') and at-Takwir with SGrah H i d . (Reported by al-Hakim
and Tirmidhi)

The sense articulated through the Hadith given above was to highlight that such was the awe and terror inspired by the mention of
these happenings that it caused the emergence of the signs of old age.
The first verse of the SGrah opens with the letters: >I (alif; lam, r a .
These are isolated letters the meaning of which is a secret between Allah Ta'alii and His Rasul. Others have not been informed about it.
Rather, they have been prohibited from even worrying about it.
After that, about the Holy Qur'an it was said that it was a book the
(muhkam) is
verses of which are made 'muhkam' (firm). The word:
(ihkzm) which means such a correct balancing of meaningful
from: +I
speech as would not leave the probability of any error or disorder in
word or meaning. Based on this definition, the making of these verses
'muhkam,' firm or established would mean that Allah Ta'iila has made
these verses such as do not admit of any likelihood and probability of
any error in words, or disorder in meanings, or defect, or falsity.

+

(Qurtubi)

And Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas .
:
.
d
l dJ
has said t h a t
' m u h k a m ' (firm) a t this place stands in contrast to ' m a n s &h'
(abrogated). And the sense is that Allah Ta'ala has made the verses of
the Qur'an as a whole firm, non-abrogated - that is, the way earlier
Books, Torah, Injil etc. were abrogated after the revelation of the
Qur'an. But, after the revelation of this Book, since the very chain of
the coming of prophets and revelations came to an end, therefore, this

Book will not be abrogated until the last day of QiyZmah. (Qurtubi) As
for the abrogation of some verses of the Qur'an through the Qur7anitself, it is not contrary to this.

In the same verse, given there was another standing feature of the
Qur?an:&P5!
(thumma fus--lat) that is, 'then these verses were elaborated'. The real meaning of tafsi7 or elaboration is to separate two
things and make them distinct from each other. For this reason, different sections in ordinary (Arabic) books bear the heading of 'Fasl'. At
this place, the elaboration of verses could also mean that the verses
concerning beliefs, acts of worship, dealings, social living, morals etc.
have been separated from each other and described clearly.
And it could also mean that, as far as Allah Ta'ala's will is concerned, the entire Qur'an had already been embedded in the Preserved
Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfGz). But, later it was revealed bit by bit in
many installments as necessitated under different conditions prevailing anlong peoples and countries, so that its preservation could become
easy and acting in accordance with it also turns out to be functionally
convenient.
After that, it was said:
that is, all these verses have
+ *
come from a Sacred Being who is absolutely and simultaneously Wise
and Aware. In other words, there are so many considerations of wisdom ingrained in everything that issues forth from Him. It is impossible for human beings to encompass them all. Then He is fully aware of
every particle, present now or to be present in the future, of this multifaceted universe. He knows all states of their existence as it is and as
it will be and releases His commands keeping all this in sight. This is
not like what human beings do. No matter how intelligent, smart and
experienced they may be, their reason and vision are still cordoned by
a limited frame of reference. Their experience is the product of what is
around them. And this, mostly, proves to be unsuccessful, even wrong,
especially when it concerns what would happen in the future under
different times and conditions. (Interestingly enough, the observations of the
commentator apply to what we now know as the intellectual phenomena of Futurology
with its pundits, fellow travelers and dabblers all over the world, including Pakistan!
- tr.).

From the second verse begins the delineation of one of the most important and foremost themes, that of Tauhid, the Oneness of Allah

6 ' ; P g r cS /

Ta'ala. It is said: &IY L I , ~YI (that you worship none but Allah). It
means that among things stated in these verses the most important
and foremost is that no one else should be worshipped except the One
Allah.
r efor
l ~you
, a warAfter that, it was said: ~ ~ ~ & ~ , & f $ ! ( ~ Iuam
ner from Him, and a bearer of glad tidings). It means that the noble
has been commanded to tell the whole
messenger of Allah +, +.k &I
world through these verses that he was for them a carrier of warning
(against disobedience) and a bearer of glad tidings (of blessings in this
life and in the life to come) from Allah.
The word: ,j; (nadhG) is usually taken to mean a person who puts
the fear of something into someone's heart. But, this word is not used
to denote a fear-generating enemy or beast or others that harm. Instead of that, nadh.6- is applied to a person who, out of his love and affection to someone, warns him against and saves him from some harmful things. These could be things that harm in this world and might as
well could be those that bring harm in the Hereafter.
Out of the instructions given in these verses of the Qur'an, the sec;fj
ond one appears in the third verse in the words: $,$
(and that you seek forgiveness from your Lord). It means that, in these
verses of firm and established meaning, Allah Ta'alZ has also instructed His servants to ask for forgiveness and pardon from their Lord, and
make their Taubah before Him. Forgiveness (maghfirah) relates to
past sins and Taubah (repentance) relates to the resolve of not goicg
near these anymore. And, in reality, a correct and true Taubah is no
more than being ashamed of past sins, praying to Allah that they be
forgiven and resolving firmly that they would not be repeated in future. Therefore, some righteous elders have said that seeking forgiveness from Allah only verbally - without having made a firm resolution,
and the necessary arrangements to implement it, in order to remain
safe from future sins - is the Taubah (repentance) of liars ( a l kadhdhzbh). (Qurtubi) Or, as it was said poetically:

$$g@y~jy&~

'Sin laughs at my style of seeking forgiveness'
or that such repentance is itself worth being repented.
After that, glad tidings of the finest fruits of success in Dunyaand

'Bhirah have been given to those who repent and seek forgiveness by
4
. 9
0°~l+.gG,9>w,9
p+ (He will, then, provide you with good
saying:
&.I 3,
things to enj& for a given time). It means that those who genuinely
seek forgiveness for their past sins and firmly resolve to abstain from
these in future and do what it takes to implement their resolution,
then, not only that their error will be forgiven, they would also be
blessed with a good life. And it is obvious that 'life' here carries a general sense that includes life in the mortal world as well as the life in
the Hereafter. It is about such people that the Qur'an has said else' F,
where: '6z
s4
(We shall certainly give them good and pure life 16:97). According to the investigations of the majority of commentators,
both the lives of ~ u n ~ a a 'nBdh i r a h are included in the sense of this
verse as well. This has been further clarified in Surah Nuh. The ad:-U
&~f'
I
dress is to the seekers of forgiveness. It was said: I:I;~@
'
-! '
4 J*~P~
IQ'$-;&'J=I~
~
(if you
seek for~ ~ ~ p ~
;
- means:
~ +
! were
~ to 2
giveness from Allah genuinely), Allah Ta'ala shall send the sky showering over you (the rains of His mercy) and bless you with wealth and
children and make for you gardens and bring for you rivers - 71:ll). It
is obvious that the mercy of rains and the blessings of wealth and children relate to the life of the present world.
$
7
.

I'

'
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That is why most of the commentators have taken the expression

62G G (good things to enjoy) to mean the worldly enjoyments. According to them the sense is that, 'Allah Ta'ZlZ shall bless you with extended sustenance and easy modalities of comfort and protect you from calamities and punishments - as a result of the forgiveness you seek and
the repentance you show. And since this worldly life must end some
day, the enjoyment of its comforts cannot become eternal under the
9 ,* /
law of nature. Therefore, by adding the caveat: -&.I
J;)!(fora given
time), it has been stressed that the 'good things to enjoy' in the present
world will be available up to a particular time, that is, the time of
death. On the final count, death will eliminate all these things.
But, soon after this 'death,' the life of the other world will begin,
and there too, eternal comforts will be available to those who repent
and seek forgiveness.
And Sahl ibn 'Abdullah JU JJI-, said, 'The meaning of 'good
things to enjoy' is that one's attention bypasses the created and remains fixed on the Creator.' Some other men of Allah have said, 'The

reality of 'good things to enjoy' is that one remains content with what
is available and worries not for what is not.' In other words, one
should be satisfied with as much as is within easy reach in this world
and should not eat his heart out for what he does not have.
Of the glad tidings given to those who repent and seek forgiveness,
the second appears in the following words:
& jip 9 z ( a n d bestow
His added grace on everyone of excellence). Here, the first 34, (fa&: excellence) refers to one's good deed, while the second 'fadl' denotes Divine grace or bounty, that is, the Paradise. Put simply, the sense is
that Allah Ta'ala shall bless every doer of good deed with His grace,
that is, Paradise.
A promise was made of Good Life, both in Dunygand Ahhirah, in
the first sentence, and of everlasting blessings of Paradise, in the sec,&& 36i$$ $ 5 ; ~
(And if you
ond. After that, it was said: g..?
turn away, then, I fear for you'tke punishment of a great day). That is:
'If you turn away from the good counsel given to you, fail to seek forgiveness for your past sins, and fail to remain safe against sins in the
future, then, there is a strong likelihood that you will be seized by the
punishment of a great day'. It refers to the day of Qiygmah for it would
be a day of one thousand years and, also in terms of what ominous
things would transpire in it, it will be the gravest.

c5+~k

In the fifth verse, the theme has been emphasized further. Let man
do what he elects to. Let him live the way he fancies. But, ultimately,
once dead, man has to return to Him and He is powerful over everything. It is not a t all difficult for Him to have each particle man is
made of reassembled after he is dead and becomes dust and see to it
that there rises the man he was, all over again.
The sixth verse carries a refutation of what the hypocrites and the
disbelievers do. They try to camouflage their hostility, and their antagLjs dl A,
as deftly as
onistic activism against the Holy Prophet
they could. Their hearts blaze with malice and enmity but they maintain a cool front, find all sorts of covers to hide their true identity and
intention and surmise that no one would find out who they were really
and what they were doing actually. But, the truth of the matter is that
Allah Ta'ala knows it all, that which they let come out in the open and
that which they conceal behind all sorts of clothes, covers and curtains: i:i%t~+I?# Slbecause, 'He is All Aware of [even] what lies in the

+,

hearts.'

*;

Verses 6 - 8
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And there is no creature on earth whose sustenance is
not on Allah. And He knows its permanent and its temporary place. Everything is in a clear book. [61
And He is the One who created the heavens and the
earth in six days and His throne was on water so that
He might test you as to who among you is better in
deed. And if you say, "you shall be raised after death,"
the disbelievers will surely say, "This is nothing but
sheer magic." [71
And if We defer the punishment for them for a certain
time, they shall say, "What is holding it back?" Beware,
the day it visits them, it shall not be turned back from
them and they shall be besieged by what they used to
ridicule. [81
Commentary

Mentioned in the previous verse was the all-encompassing knowledge of Allah Ta'ala from whom nothing is hidden, nothing from the tiniest particle of the universe down to the secrets of the hearts. It is in
consonance with it that the first verse (6) mentions a great favor bestowed on human beings - that Allah Ta'ala has Himself taken the responsibility of providing their sustenance. Then, this is not restricted
to human beings alone. It extends to every living form that walks over

the earth. Its sustenance reaches it where it lives or goes to. That being the state of affairs, the intentions and efforts of disbelievers and
hypocrites to hide things from Allah Ta'ala are nothing but ignorance
and senselessness. Then, taken in a general sense, it would include all
beasts, birds, insects and all animals of the land and the sea. To intensify this generality, the word: (min) has been added and the text
reads: ,?I;& K; (and there is no creature). Dgbbah is any creature that
moves on earth. Birds are also included there because their nests are
also located somewhere on the land. That creatures living in water
have also a connection with the surface of the earth is no secret. Allah
Ta'ala has taken the responsibility of providing sustenance for all
these life forms and has put it in words which give the impression of a
& (its sustenance is on
duty imposed on someone. It was said: G4$i
Allah). It is obvious that there is no power that could put a liability on
Allah Ta'alG. What really happened is that Allah Ta'iilii himself has
made this promise out of his grace and mercy. But, this promise comes
from One who is True and Merciful. There is no probability of things
happening otherwise, counter to the promise. This is a matter of certi('a12
tude. It is to express this element of certitude that the word:
on) has been introduced a t this place - a word used to describe duties,
although, Allah Ta'ala takes no orders from anyone, nor is He responsible for something as obligated or necessary.
,4

Lexically, jjj rizq (sustenance, provision or livelihood) means something from which a creature procures its food and through which the
body grows and the soul survives.
According to the lexical meaning of the word 'rizq', it is not necessary that whoever has it should also be its owner - because, rizq is given to all animals, but they are not its owners. They are not cut out for
ownership. Similarly, infants are not the owners of their rizq, but it is
given to them.
In terms of this general sense of rizq, 'Ulama' have said that rizq
could be bald (lawful) and it could also be haram (unlawful), because
for a person who eats up what belongs to the other person, that property, no doubt, becomes his food, but so it becomes only unlawfully.
Had this person not used unfair means blinded by his greed, he would
have received the h a l a (lawful) rizq reserved and appointed for him.

Removal of a doubt against the Divine Responsibility of Rizq
A question arises at this stage. When Allah Ta'alZ has taken the responsibility of providing food for every creature, why is it that there
are many animals and human beings who die of hunger and thirst for
the reason that they do not get food or water? The 'Ularni? have given
several answers.
One possible answer is that the responsibility of rizq is there until
comes the appointed time, that is, until comes the end of the years of
life. When these years are over, one has to die, pass away from this
world, the common causes of which are diseases, or accidents like
burning, drowning, injury and wounds. Similarly, there could also be
the reason that the rizq for the incumbent was stopped and which
caused death.
Imam al-Qurtubi, under his comments on this verse, has mentioned
an event related to Abu Miis;, Abu Malik and some others from their
tribe of Banu al-Ash'ar. When these people reached the blessed city of
Madinah after their Hijrah, the wherewithal of their journey was all
used up. They sent one of their men to the Holy Prophet +, r-jc &I&
in the hope that he would make some arrangement for their meals.
When this person reached his door, he heard the Holy Prophet .&I&
9, L
j
, zTi& j
;(And there is no
+, r-jc reciting the verse: rii,
$1 3
creature on earth whose sustenance is not on Allah - 6). Hearing this
verse, the person, thought that Allah has Himself taken the responsibility of providing rizq for all life forms, human or non-human, then,
we Ash'arites too would not be any worse than the animals in the sight
of Allah. He shall, most certainly, give us our rizq. With this thought
in his mind, he turned from the door and left. He simply said nothing
s & about why he was there. After having
to the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
returned to his tribe, he said, 'Rejoice, my friends. The help of Allah is
coming for you.' His Ash'ari companions took his words in a different
sense. They thought that their emissary sent to the Holy Prophet &
+, & &I was talking about the success of his visit and that the Holy
Prophet +, L+&I
had promised to make arrangements for what
they needed. Naturally, they found the news good and felt satisfied.
Hardly had they sat down when they saw two men bringing a trencher, a large wooden tray, full of meat and bread. The carriers gave all
this food to the Ash'arites who ate it to their fill. When food was still
'r.

left, they thought it would be nice to send the rest of the food to the
so that he could use it as he deemed fit.
Holy Prophet ,&,Ljs J-11
They had two of their men carry this food to the Holy Prophet g.
Later they all presented themselves before the Holy Prophet J-11
& and told him, 'YaRasilaLl~h,the food you sent was very nice
and very delicious.' He said, 'As for me, I never sent any food.'

+,

Then, they told him the whole story that they had sent one of their
men to him, the reply that he gave led them to believe that the food
Ljc &I & said, 'not
was sent by him. Hearing this, the Holy Prophet
by me, this was sent by the Most Sacred Being who has taken the responsibility of providing rizq to every living creature.'

+,

- -

According to some Hadith reports, when Sayyidna Musa ? U I
reached the Mount of TLr in search of fire, what he found there was
not fire but Divine light. He was made a prophet and asked to go to
Egypt so that the Pharaoh and his people could be brought on the
right path. At that hour, it occurred to him that he had left his wife in
a wilderness all alone - who would take care of her? To remove this
scruple from his heart, Allah Ta'ala asked Sayyidna MGsa ? U Icjc to
strike his rod a t the rock in front of him. When he did what he was
asked to do, the rock split and out came yet another rock. He was
asked to strike his rod a t that too. He did that, the rock split and out
came the third rock from it. He was asked to strike his rod a t that too.
It split and coming out from it he saw a creature holding a green leaf
in his mouth.
No doubt, Sayyidna MLsa rXJl& believed in the perfect power of
Allah Ta'ala even before, but what one sees with one's eyes has an effect of its own. So, when Sayyidna MGsa ?HYllLjf saw this, he took off
for Egypt right from that spot. He did not even stop to tell his wife
that he had been commanded to leave for Egypt and that he was going
there.

Rizq for All: The Divine System is Unique
After having made the promise in this verse that Allah Ta'ala has
taken the responsibility of providing the rizq of every living creature,
things have not been left a t that. Instead, to put human beings further
(and He knows its permanent
a t ease, it was said: % i s ; d w + ;
and its temporary place - 6). Different explanati~nsof the words: +

(mustaqarr) and p~* (mustawda') have been reported but, lexically,
what Tafsir al-Kashshaf carries is the closest. It says that mustaqarr is
the place someone makes a permanent residence, or home; and mustawda' is a place where one stays temporarily to take care of something (as it appears in the translation of the text).
The sense being driven home is that the responsibility of Allah
~ a ' a l ashould not be taken on the analogy of responsibilities as assumed by peoples and governments of the world of our experience.
Here in this world, let us assume that there is a person or institution
that would take the responsibility of delivering your 'rizq' to you. In
that case, if you were going somewhere, you would inform that individual or institution that you were leaving your permanent place to go
somewhere else. Then, you will have to give a firm itinerary that you
will be living in such and such city or village, from such and such date
to such and such date, and that you wanted your provider to deliver
your rizq there! But, when things are 'on Allah' and under His responsibility, you do not have to take even this much of trouble because He
knows when you move and He knows when you do not and He knows
what you are doing in this or that state. He knows where you live permanently and He knows where you live temporarily. He needs no application, or advice or address to take care of your rizq. It is just delivered wherever you are.
In view of the all-encompassing knowledge and perfect power of Allah Ta'ala, only His will would have been sufficient to make everything
come out right - without the need to maintain a log book or master file
of work done. But, the only analogy weak man has is the analogy of
the system he is used to, therefore, he could have apprehensions of
possible errors and omissions. So, for his peace of mind, it was said: $
4 2 (Everything is in a clear book). This 'clear book' means the
Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfuz) which has a universal coverage
with full details of the sustenance, age, deed and things like that and
which are entrusted with concerned angels as and when needed.
$
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As narrated by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ~ ; d
s
ld Jand reported in the Sahih of Muslim, the Holy Prophet
dl & said, 'Allah
TaCZlahad written the destinies of all His creation fifty thousand years
even before the creation of the heavens and the earth.'

+, +

A lengthy Hadith narrated by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud

&I

dJ

G , appearing in al-BukhZri and Muslim, reports the saying of the Holy
which is summarized as follows: 'Man goes
Prophet +,LjsrLll&
through different stages before his birth. When the parts of his body
are formed completely, Allah Ta'alE commands an angel who writes
down four things about him. One: Deeds he will do. Two: Years of life.
Even recorded there is the month, day, minute and breath count.
Three: Death: Where would he die and where would he be buried?
Four: Rizq: How much is his sustenance and how and where does it
have to reach him?' (And that it stands written in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfiz) even before the creation of the heavens and the
earth is not contrary to this).

Another manifestation of the all-encompassing knowledge and perfect power of Allah Ta'ZlZ has been mentioned in the second verse (7) 'And He is the One who created the heavens and the earth in six days
and (before creating these) His throne was on water.'
This tells us that water was created before the creation of the
heavens and the earth. As for the elaboration of the creation of the
heavens and the earth in six days, it has appeared in Surah HZ Mim
as-Sajdah (also called Surah Fussilat). There it has been said that the
earth was created in two days, mountains, river streams, trees and
means for the sustenance and survival of living creatures in two days,
then, the seven heavens in two days - 41:g-12).
According to Tafsir Mazhari, heavens mean everything high and
above and the earth means down and below. Day is the measure of
time which, after the creation of the heavens and the earth, is from
sunrise to sunset - although, at the time of the creation of the heavens
and the earth, neither did the sun exist nor its rising and setting.
It was also within the perfect power of Allah Ta'alE to create all
these things in the flash of a moment but, in His infinite wisdom, He
has made the system of this world gradual which is suitable for human temperament.
The purpose of the creation of the heavens and the earth has been
,909 9
identified a t the end of the verse by saying: ,-1T r r O&I
FKd(So that He
might test you as to who among you is better in deed).
This tells us that the creation of the heavens and the earth was not
the main purpose. The fact is that these were created for human be-

ings who act right, do better and, along with it, also make the best use
of what has been placed therein to run their lives. Finally, it is expected of them that they would ponder over these and would not miss to
recognize their Master and Lord (the Mdik, the Rabb).
The outcome is that human beings are the real purpose of the creation of the heavens and the earth. However, human beings are not all
alike. Among them there are those who believe and have faith. Then,
even among the later, there is someone, a man or a woman, who is the
best in deeds. And it goes without saying that, among the progeny of
Sayyidna Adam ?u+,
the best in deeds is our Rasul, on him the
blessing of Allah, and peace. Therefore, it is correct to say that the real
purpose of creating the entire universe is to bless it with the generous
presence of the Holy Prophet
+dl& (serving as a model right
through the Last Day). (Mazhari)

+,

There is something we should also take note of. Allah Ta'ala said:
among you is better in deed). He has said nothing about
the number of deeds. From here we learn that Allah Ta'iila favors the
quality of deed more than He does the abundance or profusion or frequency of good deeds such as, Salah, Sawm, Tilawah of Qur'an and
Dhikr of Allah. This beauty or excellence of deeds has been expressed
through the word: jLl (ihszn) in Hadith. Essentially, it means the doing of a deed for the good pleasure of Allah alone with no worldly motive attached to it. Then, it is also necessary to do it in a way that is
liked in the sight of Allah. This way has been demonstrated by the
Holy Prophet
+dl & through his conduct and he has made it necessary for his community to follow his Sunnah. In a nutshell, we can
say that a little done with total sincerity and according to Sunnah is
better than a lot more done with none, or less of the two.

b$si(who

+,

Described in the seventh verse is the condition of those who denied
that there was to be a Last Day and a Hereafter. Like chronic deniers
of the truth, when they do not understand (or do not want to understand) something, they would dismiss it as nothing but magic.
In the eighth verse, an answer has been given to people who doubted the warnings of punishment given by prophets, peace be on them.
Not willing to believe them, they used to ask them if they were true,
and if they were, why the punishment they warned them of would not
come?

Verses 9 - 14

And if We give man a taste of mercy from Us and then
take it away from him, he is then utterly desperate, ungrateful. [91
And if We give him a taste of comfort after he has suffered from some hardship, he shall say, "Evils have
gone away from me." He is, then, over-exulting, arrogant, [lo] except those who are patient and do good
deeds. Those are the people for whom there is forgiveness and a great reward. [ I l l

It is then expected of you that you will abandon some
of what is being revealed to you and that your heart
will be straitened thereby, because they say, "Why has
a treasure not been sent down to him or an angel not
come with him?" You are but a Warner. And Allah takes
care of everything. [I21
What? Do they say that he has fabricated it? Say, "Then
bring ten siirahs like it, fabricated. And call whomsoever you can, other than Allah, if you are true." [I31
So, if they do not respond to you, then be sure that it
has been sent down with the knowledge of Allah and

that there is no god but He. So, do you submit? 1141

Commentary
In the verses appearing above, it has been confirmed that the Holy
Prophet +, r-jc 11113, is a Messenger of Allah and an answer has been
given to those who engineer doubts about it. At the beginning, in the
first three verses (9-11), an instinctively bad human habit has been
mentioned with an instruction to Muslims that they should stay away
from it.
That man is naturally fickle-minded and haste-prone, and that he
tends to be consumed by his immediate condition and puts all concerns
of the past and future out of his mind, has been described in the first
two verses (9,lO). It has been said: 'If We let man taste a blessing and
then take it back, he loses courage and hope and turns ungrateful.
And if We let him taste a blessing after he has suffered from some
hardship, he forgets all about his suffering and starts bragging and
boasting.
In other words, man is given to hurry things, takes the present as
everything, does not bother to refer to the past or show concern for the
future, therefore, a suffering after a blessing makes him lose hope and
slide into ungratefulness. He never thinks that Allah who blessed him
first could bless him again. Similarly, if one gets comfort after suffering, then he, rather than recall his past suffering, turn to Allah and be
grateful to Him, starts waxing more proud and arrogant. In that state,
he forgets his past and goes about thinking that Allah's blessings were
his right, he has to have these, and that he remains under the impression that this was how he would continue for the rest of his life. So
heedless he becomes that it just does not occur to him that the way the
days of suffering did not continue any more, the same thing could happen to the days of comfort and they too could vanish.
Such is the state of human worship of the present and so tragic is
the penchant for forgetting the past and the present that a powerhungry man would not even blink to raise the edifice of his power on
the blood and dust of another man of power. Always looking up, he
would never look down to recall that this had been the fate of the man
of power before him. Sad ends and ill fates make no effect on him for
power in the present tastes good.

When people start worshipping the present and elect to remain
drunk with the state they are in, that is high time for Books of Allah
and His Messengers to come. When they do, they bring the lessonoriented events of the past into sharp focus for heedless man to see
things in this perspective and have a little concern for what would
happen to them in the future. The lesson they teach is: Ponder over
the changing conditions of the universe you are in and get to know the
power working behind these - great sermonizers from the Lord!

A perfect believer, in fact, a perfect human being is one who is able
to perceive the hidden Power behind every change, revolution, sorrow
and comfort, ignore their transitory phases, dismiss their material
causes as the sole explanation. The mark of a n intelligent person is
that he looks a t the originator or causer of causes more than he would
look a t causes, and it is with Him alone that he would relate to a s
firmly as possible.
In order to make such perfect models of humanity distinct from
those having common human
temperament, it was said in the third
,
verse (11):
l
k
i
j
s
$(except those who are patient and do
good deeds). It means that people exempted from this common human
frailty have two qualities: Sabr (patience) and al-'Amal a s - S a i h (good
deeds).

&I

~8.

, (sabr) is used to convey a much wider range of meanThe word: +
ings in the Arabic language, much wider than conveyed by its translation as 'patience' in English. The real meaning of sabr is to tie, check,
stop or hold back. In the terminology of the Qur7anand Sunnah, to
hold the desiring human self back from going for the impermissible is
Sabr. Therefore, the sense of Sabr (patience) includes abstention from
all sins and doings counter to the dictates of the Shari'ah and al-IAmal
a s - S d i h (good deeds) covers all that is obligatory (fard), necessary
(wijib), Sunnah and recommended (mustahabb). The verse now comes
to mean that there are people who will not be affected by common human weaknesses. This will happen because they would have faith in
Allah and they would fear the reckoning of the Last Day of Qiy5mah.
They will abstain from everything disliked by Allah and His Rasul and
race towards every deed that brings their pleasure.

At the end of this very verse, also identified there is the recomi ftl hose are the
pense of these perfect human beings: 3 %??$ $ ;<

people for whom there is forgiveness and a great reward - 11)
At this place, it should be noted that the Holy Qur'an uses the
word: ltjjI (adhaqna: We give them a taste of")for blessing and suffering
both. By this device, it was indicated that real blessing and suffering is
that of the Hereafter. Neither is the comfort of the mortal world the
whole of it, nor is its suffering the whole of it. Instead of that, it should
be taken a t the level of tasting and sampling so that human beings
could have some idea of the blessings and sufferings of the Hereafter.
Therefore, neither are the comforts of this world something to be happy about unnecessarily, nor are its sufferings something to grieve
about too much. If you were to think, this whole world is, to borrow a
commercial term, only a showroom of the Hereafter with sample displays of comfort and suffering.
The fourth verse (12) has been revealed about a particular event.
What happened was that the Mushriks of Makkah placed a host of de~s&I &. One of these was, 'our
mands before the Holy Prophet
idols have been maligned in this Qur'in, therefore, we cannot believe
in it. So, you should either bring some other Qur'an, or improve it by
a Qur'an other than
making alterations in it: g$rg +,$&!(Bring
this, or change it - Yinus, 10:15)'. (Al-Baghawi, Mazhari)

+,

9

Another demand they came up with was, 'we are to believe in your
prophesy only when some treasure, like the treasures of the kings of
the world, is sent down for you and which you dole out to everyone
around. Or that some angel descends from the heavens and hangs out
with you everywhere testifying that you were a Messenger of Allah in
all certainty.'
The Holy Prophet +, 4 &Iyls felt the pinch of these absurd, even
disrespectfully audacious demands in his heart. The reason was that
he was mercy for all the worlds. It was not possible for him to leave
them to their fate and take out the hope that they might someday believe from his heart. Nor was it possible for him to fulfill their absurd
demands. To begin with, these demands were based on bland irrationality. If idols, idol-worship and things like that are not called what
they are, what would become of right guidance and how would it be
done? And then this brain wave of demanding a treasure from a
prophet was a loud miss-match with his mission. They had simply taken the station of a prophet on the analogy of the status of a king. Simi-

Sirah H i d : 11 : 9 - 14

610

larly, it is not the practice of Allah Ta'Zla that He would create conditions under which people were materially compelled to start professing
the Faith. Otherwise, the whole world is within His power and control.
Who could dare profess a belief, and act according to it, against the
will of Allah Ta'ala? But, it is in His infinite wisdom that He has made
this world a place of test. No material means are used here to compel
people to do something good or to abstain from something bad. Certainly, what is done here is through Scriptures and Apostles. Lines are
drawn between virtue and vice. Good and bad are separated. The outcome of each is explained. That is how people are invited and exhorted
to do what is right and abstain from what is evil. And if some angel
were to be miraculously attached to a prophet to attest to the veracity
of his word, it would have posed problems. When no one believed it, he
would have faced cash punishment on the spot. In that case, this
would have been a modality of compelling people to believe. This kind
of belief would have not been believing without seeing which is the essence of belief and faith, nor would there be any choice left for man to
make which is the essence of his deed. As for the demands of those
people, they were, no doubt, absurd and audacious. But, there is another aspect to it. The very act of making such demands proved that
these people were grossly unaware of the status and reality of a messenger and prophet of Allah. They saw no difference between Allah
and His Messenger. They even took the messenger to be absolutely
powerful like Allah, therefore, they demanded that he should do for
them what could not be done by anyone other than Allah.
became very sad beIn brief, when the Holy Prophet +, A& &I
cause of such demands, this verse was revealed to comfort him and to
revitalize his thinking. Addressing him first, it was said: Would you surrendering to the pressure of these people - leave out some part of
the Qur'Zn, sent by Allah, which they do not like, such as a part where
it talks about the utter helplessness of idols? Would you, then, still be
disturbed in the face of such demands? The introduction of the statement in verse 12 with the word: U (la'allaka: Is it then expected of
you) does not mean that something like that could be expected of him
actually. Instead, the purpose is to establish that he was free from
such things. He would not leave out any part of the Qur'an in consideration of their insistence, nor does he have to be sad, concerned and
straitened over their demands. The reason is that he has been sent

from Allah as nadhi;, as one who warns people against what is harmful for them, then, Allah takes care of the rest for He is powerful over
everything. NadhFr has been mentioned here particularly because
those being addressed were hafirs, and hafirs deserve nothing but
warning against the consequences of their deeds. Otherwise, the Holy
I
is not simply nadhfr, one who warns, he is bash$
Prophet +,&A J ~ &
too, one who announces glad tidings for people who do good deeds. In
addition to what has been said here about the mission of a nadhir, we
should understand that, in reality, nadh; is a person who warns out of
love and affection against what is evil and harmful. Therefore, in a
way, the sense of bash&, a giver of glad tidings, is included in the
sense of nadhG, a giver of warning.
In the cited verses, the Mushriks had demanded the kind of miracles they chose. Verses that follow tell them that they already have a
miracle, the miracle of the Qur'an shown a t the hands of the Holy
J j l & before them, a miracle even they could not deny.
Prophet
Now if they were demanding these miracles honestly, only to determine the veracity of the messenger of Allah, then, their demand
stands accepted (and the miracle is on). And if this demand is simply
to gratify their hostility, the showing of miracles demanded by them
would remain redundant, for who could expect from such hostile people that they would embrace Islam, even after having seen those miracles. So, the essential point is that the Holy Qur'an is a clear miracle
that cannot be denied.

+,

A refutation of the false doubts engineered by Mushriks and Kzfirs
in it has been made in the next two verses (13,14): These people say
that the Prophet of Islam has himself made up the Qur'an - it is no
book of Allah.
In answer, it was said: If you really think so, that Muhammad &
+, ~rdl can make a Qur'an like this, all by himself, then, you too, better come up with only ten SGrahs like that. And it is not necessary either that these ten Surahs have to be made by any one person. Instead, let everyone in the world join forces and come up with it. And
when they fail to make even ten Surahs, then, the Holy Prophet &I
+, + was to tell them: Now the reality stands out loud and clear, for
had this Qur'an been the word of some human being, other human beings could have also been able to make something like this. And that

they all fail to do so is a strong proof of the fact that this Qur'an has
been revealed only with the knowledge of Allah in which there is no
room for the least increase or decrease and that it is beyond human
power.
At this place, the Holy Qur'an has said that they should come up
with ten Surahs like it. And in another verse it was also said: 'Then,
bring a S i r a h the like of this - al-Baqarah, 2:23.'
The reason is that they were first asked to bring ten Surahs. They
failed to do so. Then, to make their inability look more pronounced, it
was said in the verse of S i r a h al-Baqarah quoted above: If you take
the Qur'an to be a word of man, then, you too, bring no more than just
one Surah being the like of it. But, despite this challenge of the Qur'an,
made so easy for them, they could do nothing. It stood proved that the
Holy Qur'Zn was a miracle, and the Word of Allah without any doubt.
,Z,D** , i
Therefore, at the end, it was said: 5 6 p;;~&
that is, 'would you now
believe and obey, or would you prefer to remain heedless as before?'

Verses 15 - 17

Those who have been intending (to achieve) the worldly life and its beauty, We shall fully recompense them
herein for their acts, and herein they shall not be given
less. [I51Those are the people for whom there is nothing
in the Hereafter except fire. And nullified is what they
have worked herein and void is what they have been
doing. [I61
So, what about the one who is on a clear path, and
there comes after it evidence from within and, before

it, the Book of Miis;, a guide and a mercy? Such people
believe in it. And whoever of the groups disbelieves it,
then, Fire is his promised place. So, do not be in doubt
about it. Surely, it is the truth from your Lord but most
of people do not believe. [I71

Commentary
When warnings of punishment were given to opponents of Islam,
they referred to the charities they contributed to and the social welfare
work they did. With this testimonial of good deeds in their hands, why
would they be punished? It is interesting that, in our time too, there
are a lot of unaware Muslims who seem to be suffering from the same
doubt. They look a t disbelieving non-Muslims who impart a good image of their outward deeds and morals, are active in social work, give
out in charities, and make roads, bridges, hospitals, free drinking water counters. This view leads them to hold the opinion that they were
better than Muslims. This has been answered in the first (15) of the
three verses cited above.
In gist, the answer is that every deed, in order to be accepted as a
source of salvation in the Hereafter, must fulfill the first condition of
absolute sincerity - that this deed should have been done for the sake
of Allah. And the only valid way of doing it for Allah is that it is done
in accordance with the way taught and shown in practice by His Messenger. A person who simply does not believe in Allah and His Messenger is a person the sum total of whose deeds and morals is a skeleton without soul. It may look handsome (even slim) but because it has
no soul or spirit, it has no weight or effect in the home of the Hereafter. Yes, the contribution of such a person in the mortal world has
benefited people. At least in terms of its outward form, what he had
done was good, therefore, Allah, the Lord Almighty has, in consideration of His supreme equity and justice, not allowed this deed to go to
waste totally. Instead, things were arranged in terms of the objectives
the doers of these deeds had before them. If they had worked for recognition in society or an image as philanthropist, man of charity, goodwill or distinction, or had simply aspired for health and material
wealth and comfort, Allah Ta'iila lets them have all this right here in
this world. They had no concept of the Hereafter. They had never
cared to think of salvation there, nor their deeds, being without the essential spirit, could have qualified them to become deserving of it.

Therefore, no return waits for them there, against their deeds, while
the added burden of disbelief and disobedience will keep them in Hell.
This was a gist of what was said in the first verse. Now, we can have a
look at some of the words used there.
It was said that a person who kept striving for the life of this world
and its embellishments gets from Allah the full return for his or her
deeds right here in this world. For them, nothing is cut short in Duny Z These are the kind of men and women for whom there is nothing in
Ahhirah (Hereafter), except the Hell.
It is noteworthy a t this point that the expression opted for in the
Qur'an is: 2+:sJ ;
;(those who have been intending) which bypasses
something brief like: ;l;i$
(those who wanted). The Qur'anic expression
denotes continuity and carries the sense of 'kept striving for' as translated a little earlier. This tells us that it is the condition of people who
never wanted to have anything out of what they did but the good of
this world. They just never bothered to worry about what would happen in the life to come. As for the person who feels concerned about the
Hereafter and does what would bring salvation there and, along with
it aims and plans to have his share from the world, then, it is not included in the purview of this verse.
Is this verse related to hafirs or Muslims or to both Muslims and
hafirs? Major authorities in Tafsir differ about it.
The words in the last sentence of the verse - for whom there is
nothing in the Hereafter except the fire of Hell - seem to suggest that
it is related to hafirs, because a Muslim, no matter how sinning, would
ultimately go to Paradise after having undergone the punishment of
sins. Therefore, Dahhak and other commentators have interpreted it
as related to kgfirs only.
Some commentators have said that it refers to Muslims who,
through their good deeds, aim to acquire only the comfort, wealth and
recognition from this worldly life. In other words, they do their good
deeds with the sole intention of having comfort and recognition in the
world they live in. And the sentence we are talking about would thus
mean that, until they undergo the punishment of their evil deeds, they
would have nothing except the fire of Hell.
However, the weightier and clearer approach is to take this verse

as relating to people who do their good deeds only with the intention of
acquiring worldly benefits, such as wealth, health and recognition.
Those who do so may be kzfirs or disbelievers who do not believe in the
Hereafter from the very outset. Or, they may be Muslims who believe
in the Hereafter theoretically but do not apply their belief to what they
do practically. In fact, they would keep all concerns of their life exclusively attached to worldly benefits and interests. From among the early commentators, Mujahid, Maimun ibn Mihran and Sayyidna
Mu'awiyah
have gone by this view.

,,,.

This meaning is also supported by the well-known Hadith of the
9
,5
Holy Prophet & : &!+JL~YI ~i!(Actions are budged1 according to Intentions). What one intends to have by his action gets exactly that.
Whoever intends to have Dunyz(world1y benefits) gets D u ~ z y zWhoever intends to have a h i r a h gets a h i r a h . Whoever intends to have both
gets both. That all actions depend on intention is a principle approved
of in every community and religion. (Qurtubi)
Therefore, says a Hadith, those who devoted themselves to acts of
worship in the mortal world to look respectable before others will be
brought forth on the day of Qiyzmah. It would be said to them: 'you
said your prayers, gave in charity, fought in Jihad, recited the Qur'an,
but you did all that with the intention that you should be known as
devotees to prayers, givers in charity, veteran warriors of Jihad and
great reciters of Qur'an. Now you have had what you wanted to have.
The honors you were looking for have already come to you in the mortal world. Now, there is no return for your deeds here. And these people will be the first to be thrown into the Hell.'
While reporting this Hadith, Sayyidna Ab3 Hurairah L;S d l LP-)
broke into tears and said, 'the verse of the Qur'an: wj;45~2$~
W38 3
(Those who have been intending (to achieve) the worldly life and its
beauty - 15) confirms this Hadith.
Sahih Muslim reports on the authority of Sayyidna Anas u dl dJ
that the Holy Prophet +,
&IJ, said, 'Allah Ta'ala, does no injustice
to anyone. For the good deed a believer does, he gets some return for it
in the mortal world while gets the real reward in the Hereafter. As for
a hafir (since he does not bother about what would happen to him in
the Hereafter), his account is cleared within his life in the mortal
world. The return for his good deeds, if any, is given to him in the form

&

Sirah H i d : 11 : 15 - 1 7
of worldly wealth, recognition, health and comfort - until comes the
time when he reaches the stage of the Hereafter where he is left with
nothing that could bring any return there.
It appears in Tafsir Mazhari that, though a believer looks forward
to having prosperity in the mortal world as well, but his intention to
have the best of the Hereafter remains on top of everything. Therefore,
he gets what he does in the mortal world only to the measure of his
needs. However, he does get the larger return and reward in the Hereafter.
Sayyidna 'Umar u &I &Jonce visited the home of the Holy Prophet
4 &I &. When he saw virtually nothing in the house but a few
things here and there, he said to him: 'please pray that Allah Ta'ala
blesses your Ummah too with extended material means. We see Persia
and Byzantine. They are very prosperous in this world although they
do not worship Allah Ta'iila.' The Holy Prophet
~ j 1111
s & was reclining on a pillow behind his waist. When he heard these words of Sayyidna 'Umar 1;5 JJI dJ,
he sat up straight and said, '0 'Umar, you are
still lost in those thoughts. As for these people, they are the ones who
have been given the return of their good deeds right here in this
world.' (Mazhari)

+,

+,

Jami' Tirmidhi and the Musnad of &mad report on the authority
of Sayyidna Anas L;S &I dJthat the Holy Prophet
cjs LLII
said,
'Whoever intends to have (the best of) the Hereafter through his deeds,
Allah Ta'ala makes his heart need-free in this world. He (Himself)
takes care of what he must have, and (the desire of) the world comes
to him all humbled. And whoever intends to have (the best of) the
present world, Allah Ta'ala makes want and need stand before him to
the effect that they can never shake them off. There is no end to his
needs because he is constantly being driven by worldly greed. No sooner does one need gets fulfilled, another gaping need stands before him.
Countless concerns gang upon him but what he gets is what Allah
Ta'iila has written for him.

+,

Regarding what has been said in this verse: 'those who aimed for
worldly life are fully recompensed for their deeds within this world,'
someone may raise a doubt. It could be said that there are many people who, despite aiming and striving to have worldly benefits, fail to
achieve their objective even in this world and, on occasions, they would

get just about nothing. The answer is that, in this verse, the Qur'an
has dealt with the subject briefly. Details appear in the following verse
of SGrah al-Isra' (Bani Isr2il) where it was said: G;
5 @ &W'I L , z d 5
A ,~ ~ ~ (whoever
E G
keeps aspiring for the immediate, We shall give
soon what We will to whom We will! It means whoever keeps aiming
for nothing but worldly life, Allah gives it to him right here within the
world, but this giving is restricted by two conditions. Firstly, He gives
as much as He wants. It is not necessary to let them have what matches their desires. Secondly, He gives only to a person it is appropriate to
give him according to His wisdom. Giving to everyone is not necessary.
I

The second verse (17) presents the high ground the Holy Prophet
and the purely sincere believers with him occupy. This is
pl, i j c dl
in sharp contrast to those the sum total of whose knowledge and the
end of whose quest is restricted to worldly life only - so that the whole
world could see that these two groups could not be equal. After having
fo,cused on this phenomena, it has been stated that the mission and
message of the Holy Prophet +, Ljc d
l & as a prophet and messenger
of Allah is open to mankind right through the Last Day of Qiyzmah.
Then, it has been stressed that anyone who does not believe in him
will be considered, irrespective of what one does, astray and Hellbound.
In the first sentence, it was asked: Can a denier of the Qur'an be
equal to the one who adheres to the Qur'an that has come from his
Lord? And along with it there is a witness present within it, while a
witness earlier to this is the Book of MGsa
+ that was sent to be
followed and to be mercy for people?
The word: bayyinah (+) appearing in this verse refers to the
Qur'an. As for the meaning of 'shghid' (UL:evidence), statements of
Tafsir authorities differ. The author of Bayan al-Qur'an takes 'shiihid'
to mean the miracle of the Qur'an that is present in the Qur'an as
such. Thus, it comes to mean that those who adhere to the Qur'an,
they already have a witness to the veracity of the Qur'an within it,
that is, its miracle. Then, the other witness has already come in the
form of Torah. Sayyidna Miss ?UI +L had brought it as guidance and
mercy for people. The reason is that the Torah confirms the truth of
the Qur'an clearly.
In the second sentence, in order to stress that salvation, up to the

Last Day, depends on faith in the Holy Prophet +, & dl
it has
been said that anyone from any religion or community of the world
who refuses to have faith in him will have his abode in Jahannam.
The Sahih of Muslim reports on the authority of Sayyidna Abu Hurairah 1;5 &I
that the Holy Prophet +, +di& said, 'by the One in
whose hands rests my life, any Jew or Christian who hears my call
and still does not believe in the teachings I have brought, then, he or
she will be of the people of Jahannam.'
&J

This should remove the misunderstanding of those who regard the
Jews and Christians or the adherents of other religions as being on
haqq (the truth) on the basis of some outward deeds and consider these
to be sufficient for salvation without having faith in the Holy Prophet
+,& &I and the Qur'an. This is an open clash with the present
ayah of the Holy Qur'an, and the authentic ahadhh.
jw!, (Allah may
save us from that!)

Verses 18 - 24
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And who is more unjust than the one who forges a lie
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S i r a h H i d : 11 : 25 - 35
against Allah? They shall be presented before their
Lord, and the witnesses shall say, "These are the ones
who lied against their Lord. Beware, the curse of Allah
lies on the unjust, 1181 those who prevent (people) from
the way of Allah and seek crookedness in it. They, surely they, are disbelievers of the Hereafter." 1191
They were unable to frustrate (Allah's plan) on the
earth, and there were no supporters for them besides
Allah. Multiplied for them shall be the punishment.
They were not able to hear, nor would they see. [201
Those are the ones who brought loss to their own
selves, and lost for them was all that they used to fabricate. [21] Invariably, they are the worst losers in the
Hereafter. [227
Surely, those who believe and do good deeds and humble their selves before their Lord - those are the people
of Paradise. There they shall live forever. [231
The example of the two groups is like the one blind and
deaf and the one seeing and hearing. Are the two equal
when compared? Would you still pay no heed? [241

Verses 25 - 35

And We have sent NUh to his people (saying to them): "I
am, for you, a clear Warner, [251 that you worship none
but Allah, I fear for you the punishment of a painful
day." [261
So, the chiefs of his people, who disbelieved, said, "We
see (that) you are nothing but a man like us. And we do
not see you followed by anyone but by the lowest
among us who are of shallow opinion, and we do not
see in you any superiority over us; rather, think you
are liars. 1271
He said, "0my people, tell me when I am on a clear
path from my Lord, and He has bestowed mercy upon
me from Himself and it has been hidden from your
sight. Shall we, then, impose it upon you while you are
averse to it? [28] And, 0 my people, I do not demand
from you any wealth for it. My reward is with none but
Allah. And I am not to drive the believers away. Surely,
they are to meet their Lord, but I see that you are an ignorant people. [29] And, 0 my people, who will help me
against (the punishment of) Allah, if I drive them
away? Would you still pay no heed? [301 And I do not
say to you that with me are the treasures of Allah, nor
do I have the knowledge of the unseen, nor do I say
that I am an angel. And I do not say about those who
are contemptible in your eyes that Allah will never

award them any good; Allah is the best- knower of what
is in their hearts. (If I do so) then, I shall indeed be one
of the unjust." [31]
They said, "0 Nub, you have quarreled with us, and
quarreled much. Now bring what you threaten us with,
if you are one of the truthful." [32]
He said, "Only Allah will bring it to you, if He so wills,
and you cannot frustrate (His will). [331 And my good
counsel will not profit you, even though I wish you the
best, if Allah wills to make you go astray. He is your
Lord and to Him you shall be made to return." [341
Do they still say that he has forged it? Say, "If I have
forged it, then, upon me is my sin, and I am free of the
sins you commit." [351
Commentary

When Sayyidna N i h ?UI 4invited his people to believe, they responded with some doubts and objections against the veracity of his
mission as a prophet and messenger of Allah. Sayyidna Nuh r
~ 4,
I
with the will and permission of Allah, answered their questions. Many
primary and subsidiary religious rulings relating to honesty and social
living emerge from here as a corollary. This dialogue forms the core of
the subject taken up in these verses.
Some questions raised by the disbelievers appear in the third verse
(27). Before we take these up, let us first look at the meanings of some
of the words there.
The word: % (mala") generally means a group. Some leading lexicographers say that a group of the chiefs of a people is called: K. ( m a l a .
Bashar (A)is translated as human being or man. Arzdhil (J;I,I)is the
plural form of ardhal (Jj,I). It means someone lowly, not having any
status or respect among his people. The expression: &Ij ? g (badiyarr a y ) means cursory or shallow opinion.
As for their objections, the first one related to the status of Sayyidna NLh
+ as a prophet and messenger: m,1% &$ (We see that
you are nothing but a man like us). In effect, they were saying that he
ate, drank, walked, slept and woke up like them. How then, they questioned, could they accept this extra-ordinary status of his as a messenger and prophet of God?

5

They thought that the person who is sent to men as a messenger
from Allah should not belong to the genus of man, instead, he should
be an angel whose distinct status had to be recognized by everyone,
willingly or unwillingly.
This was answered in the fourth verse (28) as follows:

He said, "0 my people, tell me when I am on a clear path from
my Lord, and He has bestowed mercy upon me from Himself
and it has been hidden from your sight. Shall we, then, impose it upon you while you are averse to it?".
Here we are being told that for a r a s d or messenger to be a man is
not contrary to his mission as a prophet or messenger. In fact, a little
thought would show that this is how it should be - that the rasiil of
men should be a man so that men find it comfortable to learn their religion from him. There is an enormous difference in the mental and
emotional make up of men and angels. If an angel were to be sent as a
r a s d , learning religion from him would have become terribly difficult.
The reason is that an angel is not hungry or thirsty or sleepy or plain
tired, nor does he have to deal with all those human compulsions. How
would he have the feeling for such human weaknesses? And, without
this feeling, how could men have followed him deed-wise? This theme
has appeared in other verses of the Qur'an, either explicitly or suggestively, a t several places. Bypassing these, they were exhorted to use
their reason and realize that it was not the least necessary that a
prophet and messenger should not be a man. But, what is necessary is
that he brings with him some proof, argument and evidence from Allah Ta'al6 that could make it easy for people to accept that he was definitely a r a s d sent by Allah. Those open proofs (bayyinah) and binding
arguments for common people take the form of miracles shown a t the
hands of prophets. Therefore, Sayyidnz Nuh ?x..JI cj, said that he had
brought with him the clear path, argument and mercy from his Lord.
If they had seen it carefully and thought about it, they would not have
refused to accept the invitation. But, their aversion and hostility made
them blind, hence they opted to deny the truth and became adamant
to it.

But, this mercy of Allah Ta'ala that comes through a prophet is not
something which could be caused to fall over the heads of people - until they themselves show their inclination to have it. There is a hint
here that the prophet would have passed on the wealth of 'ImZn he had
come with to them, if he could, despite their denial and obstinacy. But,
this was against Divine law. A blessing is aspired for. People cannot be
compelled to have it. From here it also stands proved that it has never
been permissible, in any period of a prophet, that people should be
compelled to become believers. Even those who continue to spread the
ugly propaganda that Islam was spread by the sword are not themselves unaware of the truth of the matter. But, they find it convenient
to use the power of a lie to sow seeds of doubt in the hearts of the ignorant only to keep the torches of their hatred burning.
As a side benefit, it has also become easier to understand why an
angel was not made a prophet. The reason is that an angel is endowed
with supernatural power. He is way distinct from human beings in
every facet of his existence. To see him and then to believe in him
would have become an exercise in compulsion. With an angel in front
of him, who could dare being obstinate - something so conveniently
demonstrated before prophets? Then, according to the dictate of the
Sharl'ah, if a person believes unwillingly under the threat of some coercive power, his belief and faith is not acceptable. In fact, the ideally
desirable thing is to believe without seeing (al-'ImZn bi '1-ghaib) - that
one believes without having fully observed and witnessed the ultimate
subduing power of Allah Ta'alZ.

$$I

The second objection they raised was:
3?ZG?I;~,$ ?!*I
&$ i;;
(and we do not see you followed by any one but by the lowest among us
who are of shallow opinion - 27). This objection has two aspects: (1)
That the people of higher status would have been the first to accept
your call, if it was correct and true; and that only such lowly people
have accepted it shows that the call itself is not worth accepting. (2)
That there is something else that stops us from accepting your call to
believe. Suppose we were to believe, then we understand that we too
will be taken as Muslims, like them and equal to them and, in rows of
prayers as well as in other meetings, we will have to sit with them as
equals. This we cannot do.
These people were far from reality and very unaware indeed. Sim-

ply because poor people did not wallow in wealth and pride in office
and status, they had elected to berate them as lowly and mundane although, the thought itself is as ignorant as it can be. Honor and disgrace, reason and understanding are not subservient to wealth and
property. Rather, as experience bears out, power and wealth can become intoxicating enough as would stop its possessors from understanding and accepting so many reasonable and correct things. These
barriers do not stand before the meek and the poor. They go ahead and
accept what is correct and true. This is the reason why the customary
Divine practice through the lanes of time gone by has been no other
but that the first among those who believe in prophets are none but
the weak and the meek. This phenomenon has also been explained in
past Scriptures. Pursuant to this, when the blessed letter from the
Holy Prophet
*-jc rLll
inviting him to believe reached the Byzantine Emperor, Hiraql, he felt the need to ascertain the truth of the
matter - because, he had read the signs of the noble prophets in the
Torah and the Injil. Therefore, he assembled people of Arabia who
were visiting Syria a t that time and asked them some questions about
those signs.

+,

One of these questions was, 'Are those who follow him the poor and
the weak among his people, or those who are considered big and notable among them?' He was told, 'They are poor and weak.' Thereupon,
Hiraql confessed, 'this is sign of his being a true prophet because those
who follow prophets initially are these very poor and weak people.'
In short, taking poor people to be lowly was ignorance on their
part. In reality, 'radh2' or disgraced is he who does not recognize his
creator and sustainer and disobeys what He has asked him to do.
Therefore, the venerated Sufyan Ibn Sa'id Ath-Thawr;, was asked by
someone, 'who is mean and disgraced? He said, 'people who keep flattering rulers and officials.' And Ibn al-A'rabi said, 'mean is he who
earns D u n y a (benefits of worldly life) by selling his dTn (religion).'
Someone asked him, 'who is the meanest?' Then, he said, 'a person
who ruins his religion and streamlines the worldly life of someone
else.' Imam Malik said, 'mean is he who maligns the noble Companions of the Holy Prophet +, +L d
l& because they are the greatest
benefactors of the entire Muslim Ummah, and the source through
which the blessings of 'Iman and S h a d a h have reached us.'
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Returning to the ignorant thought expressed by the objectors, we
see that it has been initially refuted in the third verse (29). It has been
said that a prophet does not fancy anyone's wealth or property. He
takes no compensation for his service or good counsel to people. His
compensation is with Allah alone. Therefore, the rich and the poor are
equal in his sight. Let the rich not be scared about their wealth for no
one would start asking for it once they become believers.
Then, they were told: 'As for the condition you impose that I should
remove the poor from my company in order that you could believe,
then, let it be very clear that I cannot do that. They may be poor but
they are close to the Highest of the high, the greatest honor one can
have. Turning such people out is not a right thing to do.'
And: &I@ (They are surely to meet their Lord) could also mean:
If, suppos~dly,I were to turn them out, when they go to their Lord on
the day of Qiyamah and complain, what would I have to say? The subject continues in the fourth verse (30): If I were to turn them out, who
would save me from Divine punishment? At the end, it was said: All
this is nothing but your ignorance and heedlessness. To you being a
man is counter to being a prophet, or you go to the other extreme and
demand that poor people should be driven away from his company.
Reported in the fifth verse (31) there is an address that Sayyidna
NGh r~~ + gave before his people to announce some matters of principle after he had heard their objections. In this address it has been
stressed that the mission of a prophet and messenger does not depend
on things they think are necessary for it.
L

ks

.

9,1p'5

u;(And I do not say
For instance, first it was said: $1
j&
to you that with me are the treasures of Allah). This carries a refutation of their idea that someone coming from Allah as His messenger
should have brought treasures with him giving it out to everyone freei .l
& put it out clearly that the mission of prophets
ly. Sayyidni NGh %
has nothing to do with involving people into the mess of worldly enjoyments. What for would they need all those treasures?
It is also possible that the statement may be refuting the false
thought nursed by some people that Allah has given all powers to
prophets, even to Auliya'. Assuming this, it is surmised that they have
the treasures of Allah's power in their hands and that they decide

whom to give and whom not to give. So, this declaration of Sayyidna
NGh r~~ & makes it clear that Allah Ta'ala has not entrusted the total control of the treasures of His power not even with any prophet,
not to say much about the Auliya' or men of Allah. However, when
they pray or wish, Allah Ta'ala does answer their prayers and fulfills
their wishes with His infinite power.
Secondly, it was said: L&'I$~($; (nor do I have the knowledge of the
unseen). Another false idea these people harbored was that a person
who is a r a s a of Allah Ta'ala should also be the one who knows what is
unseen ('dim al-ghayb). This sentence clarifies that the mission of a
prophet and messenger needs no knowledge of the unseen, and why
should it when the knowledge of the unseen is an exclusive attribute of
Allah Ta'ala which no prophet or angel can share with Him. However,
Allah Ta'ala does inform whomever He wills from out of His prophets
about the secrets of the unseen as much as He wills. But, because of
this, it is not correct to call them ' d i m aZ-ghayb (possessor of the
knowledge of the unseen) - because, it is not in their power to find out
something in the domain of the unseen at their choice.
Thirdly, it was said: '
A$!Jrl Y; (nor do I say that I am a n angel).
Here we have a refutation of their idea that a r a s d should be some angel.
fl,?e-

Fourthly, it was stated: In your sight these poor people may appear
lowly and disgraceful. But, I cannot say as you say that Allah Ta'ala
will not bless them with what is good, because good relates to one's
heart, not wealth, and only Allah knows the secrets of hearts and He
knows whose heart is worthy of receiving good and whose heart is not.
Then, it was said: If I too were to start calling them lowly and disgraceful, I too would become unjust.

Verses 36 - 40

And it was revealed to Niih that none of your people
would ever believe except those who have already believed: "So, be not distressed by what they have been
doing. [361 And make an ark under Our eyes and according to Our revelation. And do not speak to Me
about those who crossed the limits - they are to be
drowned." [37]
And he started making the Ark. And whenever the
chieftains of his people passed by him, they mocked at
him. He said, "If you mock at us, we mock at you like
you mock at us: [38] So, you shall soon know to whom
will come the punishment that will humiliate him and
upon whom will befall a lasting punishment." [391
At last when Our command came and the oven overflowed. We said, "Load in it a pair of two from every
kind along with your family - except those against
whom the Word has already been spoken - and those
who have believed." And there were only a few who
had believed with him. [401

Commentary
Allah Ta'ala had blessed Sayyidna NGh r~~ L ~ Swith long years of
life extending up to nearly one thousand years. Along with it, he was
given a special status in terms of his prophetic mission to invite people
to Allah and make their condition better whereby he devoted these
long years to keep asking them to believe in the true Faith and in Allah as One. He had to face the harshest of pains in this mission. His
people would throw stones a t him until he fell down and lost consciousness. But, as soon as he would regain it, he prayed to Allah for
the forgiveness of his people for they did not know what they were doing. A generation was followed by the other, and the other by yet another, in a chain and he kept giving his call in the hope that they

might, a t some stage, accept the truth.
When centuries passed over this exercise in patience, he complained about their deplorable condition before his Almighty Lord
- j;
.; i ;
which has been mentioned in SUrah Nub: +;+*$. ~ : ~ j % ~ ; i :$I*&
I,"I;~; P[&,c;<(MyLord, I did invite my people [to the truth] night and
day. But, my invitation increased them in nothing but flight [in aversion] - 71:5,6) and, after all those long years of hardship, the prayer
that this great servant of Allah made was: $33$+$I 3; (My Lord,
help me because they have belied me - al-Mu'minGn, 23: 26,39).

-

When the reign of terror let loose by the people of SayyidnZ NLh +J.G
r~~ became much too excessive, he was addressed by Allah Ta'Zla in
the words appearing in the verses cited above. (al-Baghawi,Mazhari)
Firstly, he was told that, out of his people, those who were to believe had already believed. No one was to believe after that. Their
hearts were sealed with their own obstinacy and contumacy. Therefore, he should not grieve about his people any more and feel free of
any concern about their failure to believe.
Secondly, he was told that Allah was to send the punishment of
flood against those people. Therefore, he should make a n ark that
could hold his family, as many believers as there were, and what they
needed, so that they could embark it when the flood comes and be safe
from it. SayyidnZ Nuh ?XJI made the ark as he was ordered to.
When the initial signs of the flood came before them - that water
started overflowing from the earth - Sayyidna Nuh , . U I "j, was commanded to embark the ark along with his family and the few believers
who had believed in him, They were also asked to load a pair each of
animals that serve human needs, such as, cow, ox, goat, horse, mule
~ jput
, everyone on the ark as ordered.
etc. Sayyidna NUh ?UI
At the end it was said that the believers in Sayyidna Nuh ?K-lI '-j,
who boarded the ark were only a few.
This was a gist of the subject as it appears in the cited verses. Now
we can turn to the explanation of each verse and deal with issues and
problems that emerge therefrom.

In the first verse (36), it was said that it was revealed to SayyidnE
NGh rsUI 4 that those who were to believe from among his people had
already believed. In future, no one else will believe. Therefore, he

Sirah Hid : 11 : 36 - 40
should not worry about how they deal with him because one feels the
pinch of sorrow only when one expects something good to come from
someone. Disappointment is not that bad. It has its own relief. He
might as well be disappointed with them. As for the shock felt by
Sayyidna NGh rUl'-j, because of all sorts of pains inflicted by his people on him, arrangements had already been made as indicated the
next verse (37) - 'they are to be drowned.' Under these conditions came
that invocation of curse for his people on the lips of Sayyidna NLh +
,XJI which has been mentioned in Surah Nuh:

"My Lord, do not leave upon the earth any inhabitant from
among the disbelievers. Indeed, if You were to leave them,
they will mislead Your servants and will not procreate anyone
but the ones wicked and disbelieving (diehards)"- 71:26,27.
In answer to this prayer, the people of Sayyidna NLh r~~
drowned en masse.

'-j, were

Boat-Making: The Education of a Prophet
When Sayyidna NEh rUI+A was commanded to make a n ark, he
knew no ark, nor its making. Therefore, in the next verse ( 3 7 ) , he got
his first lesson. To orient him to the reality of boat making, it was
*
,9>*
said: &
, ,QL!
3% <'I'; (And make an ark under Our eyes and accordY
ing to Our revelation).
9 . .

told
Hadith reports say that SayyidnZ Jibra'il al-Amin rUl
+
by
means
of
revelation
all
about
the
making
of
Sayyidna N;;h
boats. He had used wood from the saul tree (shorea robusta) to build
this ark.
Some historical narratives give its measurement. It was three hundred yards long, fifty yards in width and thirty yard high, almost a
three storied ship. Its ventilators, as customary, opened to the right
and the left. Thus, this industry, the first prototype of the ship building industry, began a t the hands of Sayyidna Nuh rUl& for the first
time through Divine revelation. After that, the progress it made is current history.

All Essential Industries Originated through Revelation
It has been reported on the authority of some elders of early centu-
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ries of Islam in at-Tibb an-Nabawi of Hafiz Shamsud-Din adh-Dhahabi
that all industries essential for human beings owe their origin to the
process of Divine revelation through some prophet. Later, improvements kept coming as needed during different times. The first revelation that came to SayyidnZ Adam r ~*-jt lmostly related to rehabilitation of the land and establishment of different industries. The
invention of wheel carts for loading and hauling things is part of the
chain of inventions.
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, the founder of the well-known Aligarh College, (now the Muslim University of Aligarh, India) used to say more
than a hundred years ago that the world has seen inventions of all
sorts in moving vehicles but its pivot continued to be the axle and the
wheel. It is the common factor between a bullock-cart, a donkey-cart,
rails and cars. Therefore, the greatest inventor of moving vehicles is
the person who invented the wheel that is the life and soul of a lot of
machines. As it was said, this invention unfolded itself a t the hands of
- the first prophet, Sayyidna Adam, peace on him, through a Divine revelation.
From here we also learn that industries devoted to essential human needs are so important that the blessed prophets have been
taught and trained in these through Divine revelation.
Soon after instructing Sayyidna N i h ?x.J~
+L how he would make
an ark, he was told that a flood would come and his people will be
drowned and that, a t the time, he was not to intercede out of compassion on their behalf.
In the third verse (38), mentioned there is the total lack of concern
+L during
for their sad end shown by the people of Sayyidna Nuh
the period he was making the ark. When the chieftains of his people
saw him busy with his project under a Divine command, they would
ask him, 'what are you doing?' He said, 'a flood is to come, therefore, I
am making an ark.' They would mock at him and say, 'we have no water to drink here and this wise man is planning to sail in a boat on this
dry land.' In response, Sayyidna NGh ?WI *-jt told them, 'if you mock a t
us today, then remember the day is sure to come when we shall be
laughing at you.' The sense is that conditions would change and events
would unfold in a manner that they themselves would become the
cause of their being mocked at. For, in reality, ridicule is contrary to

the spiritual station of prophets. It is simply not permissible for anyone, in fact, it is h a r b (unlawful). Says the Holy Qur'an: L$sT;j:tr;;$
w, I~*,C I.?s9' , , ~
$
; I(0 those who have believed, no people should mock a t
[other] people - may be, they are better than them - 49:11) Therefore,
the mocking referred to here is a pragmatic response to their mockery.
This is like saying, 'when you are seized by the punishment, we shall
be telling you that this was the outcome of your mockery.' This is as it
was said after that in the fourth verse (39): 'So, you shall soon know to
whom will come the punishment that will humble him, and upon
whom will befall the lasting punishment.' The first punishment refers
to the punishment in the mortal world, and the 'lasting punishment'
means the never-ending punishment of the Hereafter.
/

From the fifth verse (40) begins the description of the coming of the
flood, related instructions and events as they unfolded. So, first i t was
9'
said: ,~I;G;I;$~:%I~!>
(At last, when Our command came and the
oven overflowed).
a

The word: ,$ ( t a n n i r : oven) is used in more than one sense. The
Earth's floor is called an oven. The oven that bakes bread is also a tann i r . A raised part of the land is also referred to as t a n n i r . Therefore,
some of the Tafsir authorities have said that, a t this place, 'tannur'
means the surface of the land in that water started overflowing from
- it. Some of them have said that it means the t a n n i r of Sayyidna Adam
r~~ 4 that was located a t 'ainul- wardah' in Syria - and water overflowed from it. Some others said that Sayyidni NEWS ?SUI & own tannkr was located in Kiifah and that was what it means. Most commentators - Sayyidni Hasan, Mujahid, Sha'bi, Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn
'Abbis u dl
and others - have gone by this view.
* J

As for Sha'bi, he used to say on oath that this tannur was located in
a secluded quarter of the city of KGfah, and that Sayyidna Nuh ?K-rI &
had built his ark in the mosque of Kiifah. This tannkr was right by the
says
entrance to this mosque. Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S JJI
that Allah Ta'ala had told Sayyidna N i h rul4,'when you see water
overflowing from the oven in your home, know that the flood has
come.' (Qurtubi and Mazhari)
Commentator al-Qurtubi said: The sayings of commentators appear
to be different as to the meaning of tanner, but this, in reality, is not a
difference. When water began to bulge out, it overflowed from the
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bread baking oven, and from out of the surface of the land, and from
the oven of 'Ainul-Wardah in Syria. The Holy Qur'an has said explicitly:
&;TI c
S$ Tfi1~+gi4k&
~ (Then We opened the gates of the
heaven with rain pouring down and caused the earth to burst out with
springs - al-Qamar, 5 4 : l l ) .

<$

In his statement, Sha'bi has also said that this grand mosque of
Kifah has its own distinct status after al-Masjid al-Haram, al-Masjid
an-Nabawii and al-Masjid al-Aqsa.
Later in the verse, it was said: When the flood had started, Sayyidna N i h
was commanded: &,I' &;j ,
;;ji;: Q @!(Load in it a pair
,
of two from every kind).

3

This tells us that all kinds of animals were not loaded in the ark of
&. Loaded there were animals born to a pair of
Sayyidna Nuh
male and female and which cannot survive in water. Therefore, all sea
life stands excluded from here and so do land based life forms born
without male-female conjunction. This leaves only domestic animals
like the cow, ox, water buffalo, goat etc.
This removes the possible doubt as to how could the ark hold that
many animals.
After that, Sayyidna NLh r%jl LJL was asked to have his family
members - other than the disbelieving ones - board the ark, as well as
those who had believed in him, though they were only a few.
The exact number of those who sailed on the ark has not been determined in the Qur'an and Hadith. It has been reported from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &ILPJ that their total number was eighty,
which included three sons of Sayyidna NGh rUl+- Sam, Ham, Yafith
- and the three of their wives. The fourth son had stayed with the disbelievers and was drowned with them.

Verses 41 - 44

And he said, "Embark it. With the name hf Allah it sails
and anchors. Surely, my Lord is Most-Forgiving, VeryMerciful." [411
And it was sailing with them amidst the waves like
mountains. And NZh called out to his son, who was at
an isolated place, "0 my child, come on board with us,
and do not be in the company of the disbelievers." [421
He said, "I shall take shelter on a mountain which will
save me from the water." He said, "There is no saver today from the command of Allah, except the one to
whom He shows mercy." And the waves rose high between the two, and he was among the drowned. [431
And it was said, "0 earth, suck in your water, and 0
heaven, stop." And water subsided, and the matter was
over. And it (the Ark) came to rest on the Judiyy, and it
was said, "Curse be upon the wrongdoers." [44J

Commentary
Etiquette of boarding boats and other modes of conveyance
The first verse (41)teaches the etiquette of boarding boats and other modes of conveyance. One should board by saying: @$; l i j Z $1 +
,?
(With the name of Allah it sails and anchors). The word:
(majra
pronounced according to the reading (qirZah) of Imam Hafs a s 'majrzy7
with fathah on the letter m h and a major I m a a h [inclination] on the
letter r a ) means to sail or to move, and
(mum;) means to stop or
anchor. The sense is that the moving of this mode of transport owes itself to the power of Allah, and is with His name alone, a s well as its
stopping which is also subservient to nothing but His power.
t

Every conveyance moves and stops only with the power of
Allah Ta'ala
Even a little thought would show that no conveyance, a boat or any
other mode of transport that moves on land (or flies in the air) is really

within one's own power, neither its creating and making, nor its moving and stopping. A shallow view of things leads man to assume that
he is the one who has manufactured it and made it move. The reality
lies elsewhere. It does not take much to realize that man has not created iron, wood, brass, aluminum etc. which serve as raw material that
go into the making of these modes of conveyance. And it is also clear
that it does not lie in his control to create on his own a gram of iron or
a foot of wood. Then, who gave them the intelligence to design and produce all sorts of mechanical parts and instruments? How did he do
that? Did he create his own intelligence? Had it been within the power
of man, no one in this wide world would have remained dumb. Everyone would have been a Plato and Aristotle in his field. So, man puts together wood and iron and mechanical support from all sides, makes
the body and frame for the conveyance. Now he needs to haul tons of
weight easily and quickly on the land or in the air. He needs power to
do that. It may come through petrol, gas or hydro-electricity. Has man
created any of these? Did he create the petrol or gas, or water, or oxygen, or hydrogen?
If we were to look a t things impartially, we will realize that even in
this age of great scientific advancement, the helplessness of man is
still visible and it is true that the moving and stopping of every conveyance rests within the ultimate control of the creator of this universe.
The process of inventing things and making them work makes inventors self-centered. They start living in a hall of mirrors. They congratulate themselves to the limit that they lose touch with the reality
of things on a canvass larger than what they invent. Allah Ta'ZlZ tells
them through his prophets that there is more to their making that
they fail to see: G$;
G,& 41
+,(With the name of Allah it sails and anchors). This is the reakty. A brief statement, but very cpmprehensive.
In fact, it is a key to a door. Once he enters it, he lives in this mortal
world but turns into a citizen of the spiritual universe - seeing the
beauty of the Lord everywhere in it.
t

From here unfolds the difference between the world of a believer
and the world of a disbeliever. Both ride. But, when a believer steps in
there, the conveyance does not simply shorten his travel distances on
the land, it introduces him to the one higher, more sublime.

As stated in the second (42) and third (43) verse, when the whole
family of Sayyidna N i h rUl& had boarded the ark, a son whose
name has been reported as Kin'an (Canaan) was left out. Out of his paternal compassion, Sayyidna N i h r ~ \called out to him asking him
to come on board and warning him that he should not stay in the company of disbelievers otherwise he would be drowned with them. This
young man was aiready in league with those disbelieving enemies, in
fact, was himself a disbeliever. But, in all likelihood, Sayyidna NGh +L
r~~ did not know that he was a disbeliever. And even if he did know
that, the good counsel he gave to his son to board the boat and leave
the company of the disbelievers was in the spirit of asking him to repent from disbelief and enter the fold of faith. But, the unfortunate son
still took the flood to be something that will pass away and told him
not to worry about him for he would be safe from the flood by climbing
a mountain. Sayyidna NLh r~~ +warned him again that nothing was
going to save anyone, not even a mountain, from the punishment of Allah on that day and that there was no way one could remain safe from
it unless Allah Himself were to show mercy to him. This father-son dialogue was on from a distance when rose a wave of the flood and took
him down and away. Historical reports say that the level of the Flood
was fifteen yards above the highest mountain peak and according to
some other reports, it was forty yards high.

+

In the fourth verse (441, the recession of the flood and the return of
things to normal conditions has been described in a particular manner.
(0 earth,
Addressing the earth, Allah Ta'alE commanded: 4:'k $1
suck in your water). The sense was that the amount of water which
had bulged out from the earth was to be taken back in by the earth.
The sky was commanded to stop raining. The water from rains that
had already accumulated on the earth, nature channeled it into rivers
and streams for human beings to benefit by it. (Tafsir Qurtubi, Mazhari)

$;c

In this verse, Allah Ta'ala has given His commands by addressing
the heaven and the earth, although these are no sensate entities, a t
least outwardly. Therefore, some commentators have taken it in a figurative sense. But, the fact of the matter is that, in terms of our perception, things in the world which appear non-conscious, insensate,
and lifeless are, in all reality, live and conscious. Yes, their consciousness and perception are not of a level as given to humankind and oth-
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ers, therefore, by declaring them to be inanimate, they were not obligated with the percepts and injunctions of the Shari'ah. Many verses
of the Holy Qur'an confirm it, such as: !$&;
$! ;&i;I$, (and there is
no such thing which does not glorify Him with praises - 17:44). And it
is obvious that the glorification of Allah Ta'ala depends on knowing
Him, and knowing, on reason and consciousness. This tells us that
everything has reason and consciousness according to its respective capacity. From it, it recognizes its creator and whatever it has been assigned to do by Him. Everything knows it fully well and keeps doing it
/9,<J
staunchly as due. The verse of the Qur'an: d L - L
~J;&$ii;ii(gave
each thing its form then guided [it] - TZhii, 20:50) means exactly this.
Therefore, in this verse, if the address to the heaven and the earth is
taken in the real sense, it does not matter. Sage Rzmi said:
Dust, air, water and fire are all 'servants'
For you and me, dead, but with Him, live.
At the end of the fourth verse (441, it was said that the heaven and
the earth obeyed the orders and the matter of the flood was all over.
The Ark of Sayyidna N i h rUI
came to rest on the Mount J i d i y y
and it was declared that the unjust people have been cast far 'away
from the mercy of Allah' - (which is what curse is).
Mount Judiyy still stands there by that name. Geographically, it is
located on the border of Armenia near Ibn 'Umar Island north of Mousil in 'Iraq, the real home of Sayyidna NGh r~~ +. This is a mountain
range, part of which is called Judiyy. Another part of it is known as
Ararat. In the present Torah, the place where the Ark came to rest has
been identified as Mount Ararat. As obvious, there is not much of a
contradiction in these two reports. But, well-known old historical accounts also say that the ark of Sayyidna Nuh r ~ &l had come to rest
on Mount Jidiyy.
These accounts also mention that pieces of this ark are still there
a t many places in 'Iraq. These are kept and used as a relic.

+

According to Tafsir at-Tabari and al-Baghawi, Sayyidna Nuh
?)WIhad embarked the Ark on the tenth of the month of Rajab. For six
months, this ark sailed on the waters of the flood. When it reached the
spot where Baytullah was, it made seven circuits. Allah Ta'ala had

-

-

raised His House higher from being submerged. Then, on the tenth of
Muharram, the day of 'Ashura', the flood subsided and the ark came to
rest at the Mount of JGdiyy. Sayyidna Nuh
observed a thanksgiving fast on that day and asked everyone on the ark to do the same.
Some reports say that even animals that had shared the ark fasted on
that day. (Mazhari and Qurtubi)
The importance of the day of 'AshGrZ', that is, the tenth of Muharram, has been recognized in all religious codes of the blessed prophets.
In early Islam - before the fasts of Ramadan became obligatory - fasting on the day of 'AshGra' was fard. It is no more fard after the revelation of the obligatory status of fasting in Ramadan, but it continues to
be a practice of prophets, and a source of reward forever.

Verses 45 - 49

And Niih called unto his Lord and said, "My Lord, my
son is a part of my family, and surely, Your promise is
true, and You are the greatest of all judges." 1451 He
said, "0Nub, surely, he is not a part of your family. Indeed, he is (a man of) bad deeds. So do not ask Me
something of which you have no knowledge. I counsel
you not to be among the ignorant. [461
He said, "My Lord, I seek refuge with You against that I

-

--

-

ask You something of which I have no knowledge. And
if You do not forgive me and do not show mercy to me, I
shall be among the losers." [471
It was said, "0NGh, disembark in peace from Us and
with blessings upon you and upon the peoples
(springing) from those with you. And there are peoples
whom We shall give some enjoyment, then a painful
punishment from Us will visit them."1481
These are some reports from the unseen (events) which
We reveal to you. You did not know them before this,
neither you nor your people. So, be patient. Surely, the
end is in favor of the God-fearing. [491

Commentary
The remaining account of the flood associated with the name of
Sayyidna NGh ,UI +, along with instructions related to it, appears in
the five verses cited above.
When Can'aan, the son of SayyidnZ Nuh ,Ul+,did not board the
ark despite the counsel and call of his esteemed father who was still
concerned emotionally as he saw his son surrounded by the waves of
the flood. His filial love knocked at another door. He turned to his Lord
and prayed to Him on the basis of His promise that He would save his
family from the flood, and that His promise was true. But, conditions
were alarming and his son who was part of his family was going to be
swallowed by the flood. The only court of appeal he could now go to
was the court of the most just of judges for everything was in His power and control and that He could still save him from the flood.
In the second verse (46), came a stern response from Allah Ta'alE
whereby Sayyidna N i h ?U
Lj,
I was told that this son was no more a
part of his family because he was not good and right in what he did.
Therefore, it was not proper for him to approach Him with some request while being unaware of the true state of affairs. Then came the
mollifying remark that the good counsel was being given to him so
that he too does not become one of the ignorant.
Two things come out from what was said by Allah ~ a ' a l a :
1. Sayyidna Nuh rUlA& did not know about the disbelief of his son
clearly and fully. He thought he was a hypocrite, so he still took him to

be a believer. Therefore, identifying him as a part of his family, he
went ahead and prayed that he be saved from the flood. Otherwise,
had he known the true state of affairs about him, he would have not
made such a prayer. The reason is that he was already instructed in
clear terms that he should not, once the flood comes, speak about those
&,& $;
who had crossed the limit as it appears in verse 37 earlier j
$Y;,&$I
$51.After this clear and explicit injunction, it was irnpossible for a prophet of God that he would venture to do something
against it. The only possible explanation for this could be that, as suggested by the author of Bayan al-Qur'an, the desired objective of this
prayer is that his son becomes a believer and not that he be saved
from the flood under his present condition. But, Allah Ta'ala has not
&A
lack of knowledge about the disbelief of
taken Sayyidna Nub's
his son and the prayer for his deliverance based on it as sound excuses. Therefore, he was questioned a s to why he would make such a
prayer. This is a slip a t the highest level of the station of a prophet
which Sayyidna NGh ?UI & would himself refer to on the day of Resurrection when the whole creation will request him to intercede with
the Lord on their behalf. He would excuse himself by saying what had
happened to him, therefore, he would not dare any intercession.
I

,

Prayer for the disbelieving and the unjust is not permissible
A religious rule of conduct that we learn about here is that one
should first find out whether or not the objective for which he is making a prayer is permissible and hala (lawful). It is prohibited to make
Du'a(prayer) under doubtful circumstances. TafsTr Ruh al-Ma'ani with
reference to al-Baydawi reports that since this verse tells us about the
prohibition of Du'a under doubtful circumstances, it is automatically
inferred from it that it will be all the more prohibited to pray for anything known to be impermissible and unlawful.
This rule also helps us realize the absence of discretion among
modern day Shaykhs (spiritual masters) who have become used to
raising their hands of prayer for anyone who comes in asking for some
prayer to be made for him. Most of the time, they know that this person is not on the right, or is unjust, in the case for which he is asking
the Shaykh to pray. Or, the person is asking the Shaykh to pray for a
purpose that is not lawful for him, may be this person is looking for a
particular job or office through which he will become involved in earn-

ing unlawfully, or succeed in it by usurping someone's right.
When attending circumstances are known, such prayers are unlawful and impermissible after all. Even if the circumstances are
doubtful, taking the initiative to make Du'a, without first getting to
know the circumstances as they are and the lawfulness of the matter
in question, is also not appropriate.

Brotherly relations between believers and disbelievers
2. The second religious ruling that emerges from here is that a believer and a disbeliever may be blood relatives to each other, but when
it comes to religious and collective matters, this kinship will have no
effect. A person may be high born, he may come from the progeny of
men of high spiritual status, so much so that one may even have the
honor of being among the progeny of our most noble Prophet A& &I &
+,. But, this high lineage and this prophetic connection will also not
be taken into consideration as a factor in religious matters, if the person is not a believer. In religion, everything functionally depends on
faith, goodness and the fear of Allah. One who is good in deeds and
fears Allah, he is ours. If not like that, he is an alien.

Had concessions based on kinship been given even in religious
matters, brothers would have not crossed swords against each other in
the battlefields of Badr and Uhud. It is common knowledge among
Muslims that the battles of Badr, Uhud and al-Ahzab were fought
among individuals coming from the same families. This clearly demonstrates that Islamic nationality or brotherhood does not hinge on lineal
bond or geographical or linguistic unity. Instead, it revolves round
faith and deed. All believers, residents of any country, members of any
family and speakers of any language, are a single nation, a single
9, 05
brotherhood. The Qur'anic verse: :$! Z&>I ~ r (The
!
believers are but
brothers - 40:lO) means just this. Then, those who are deprived of faith
and good deeds, they are not members of the Islamic brotherhood. The
Holy Qur'an has made this reality all the more clear through the
+:$1 ,;f;j
words spoken by Sayyidna Ibrahim
(Indeed, we have nothing to do with you and with whatever you worship other than Allah - al-Mumtahinah, 60:4).

;m

II:~:~!

This humble writer has restricted the above rule to the 'religious
matters' only for the reason that, in worldly matters, demonstrating

good social behavior, moral grace, favor and generosity is something
different. It is quite permissible to deal even with someone not good
with these graces, in fact, it is recommended, and is a n act worthy of
thawzb (reward). Countless instances where the Holy Prophet &I&
+, +L and his noble Companions have treated non-Muslims with compassion, favor and good grace are sufficient to prove this.
In our time, the edifice of nationalities is raised on the foundations
of homeland, language or color whereby Muslims are segregated into
one or the other 'nation' under false banners. This is contrary to the
Qur'an, and Sunnah, and amounts to rising in rebellion against the
principles of political and social management enunciated by the Holy
Prophet
+IS
&I
&.

+,

Mentioned in the third verse (47) is the apology tendered by SayyidnG NGh ?L.!
&.
I In gist, it is a return to Allah in submission and entreaty, a prayer for the protection of Allah, His forgiveness for past
omissions, and a request for His mercy.
From here we learn that, should one commit a mistake, let him not
rely on his personal resolve to stay safe from it in the future. He
should, rather, seek the protection of Allah Ta'Glii and pray to Him
that He is the One who can keep him safe from errors and sins.
In the fourth verse (48), described there is the end of the flood.
When the flood subsided, the ark of SayyidnE NGh ?L.!I+L came to rest
on Mount Judiyy, the earth sucked its water back, standing water
from the heaven got preserved in the form of rivers and streams making the land habitable. Then, Sayyidni N G ?LJI
~ 4 was asked to disembark, go down the mountain, for there was nothing to worry about.
Blessings of Allah will be with him keeping him secure from any calamities and hardships and that he will prosper in terms of peace,
wealth and children.
According to this statement, the entire post-flood human popula.
At another
tion of the world is the progeny of Sayyidna Nuh rx-'l4
place, the Qur'in has said: W'I,$g;;&; (and those remaining We
made his descendants - 37:77). Therefore, historians refer to Sayyidni
NGh rL.!l+ as the second Adam.
Then, the promise of peace and blessing made to Sayyidna NGh +
r

~ isl not limited to his person, instead, it was said: &$f&&;(and

Sirah H i d : 11 : 45 - 49
upon the peoples [springing] from those with you). Those who boarded
the ark with Sayyidna Nuh plrj,have been identified with the word:
(umam) which is the plural form of LI (ummah: community). It releases the sense that those on board the ark consisted of different nationalities and communities, although we already know that those who
had embarked the ark were mostly people from the family of Sayyidna
NEh
r j , in addition to a few other believers as well. So, they were
identified as different communities and nationalities in the sense that
different communities and nationalities will spring forth from their future generations. This tells us that the whole human race to be born
up to the day of Qiyamah is included under the sense of the words: 2;
%'$:(peoples
[springing] from those with you).
This was the reason why it became necessary to elaborate the subject of peace and blessing as the coming generation would include believers and disbelievers both. As for peace and blessing for believers, it
is correct in its general sense for they would have peace and blessing
in the mortal world as well as in the Hereafter. But, the disbelievers
from this generation would have been consigned to the everlasting
punishment of Hell. How would it be correct to say that they would be
recipients of peace and blessing? Therefore, a t the end of the verse, it
~ p (And
k there are peoples whom We
was said: 31'312@*$,&&
shall give some enjoyment, then a painful punishment from Us will
visit them). It means that the peace and blessing they will enjoy in the
mortal world is like a feast thrown open to all, friends and foes alike.
Also participating in it will be those who take to disbelief from among
the progeny of Sayyidna Nuh ?UI rj,, but the salvation and prosperity
of the Hereafter shall be reserved for believers only. The disbeliever
will be given the return for his good deeds within the mortal world and
there will be nothing left for him to receive in the Hereafter where he
will find nothing but punishment waiting for him.
When the Holy Prophet +, Ljs JJI
came to know of this detailed
r j , and the Flood through revelainformation about Sayyidna N i h
tion, he related it to his people - this event, then became a standing
+&I himself as a
witness to the veracity of the Holy Prophet
genuine prophet. To alert him to this situation, it was said in the fifth
verse (49): 'As for Sayyidna NEh ?Ulr j , and the flood that came during
his time, these were pieces of information that lay in the domain of the

+,

unseen. He had no knowledge of it beforehand, nor his people, the Arabs, knew about it. It was he who told them about it. What was the explanation for it? How could it happen? There was no other explanation
but that Allah had Himself told him about it through revelation, because, had his people been educated and conversant with world history, it could be surmised that he had related these events after having
heard them from those learned people. But, when the whole lot of his
people was unaware of these events and their prophet too had never
gone to another country to get his education there, then, the only inlet
of this information stands determined conclusively. It was Wahy, the
divine revelation, which is a clear proof that the prophet is a true messenger of Allah.

&I&, it was said a t the end of
To console the Holy Prophet +,
the verse that there were so many open proofs to the fact that he was a
prophet and messenger of Allah. If there were some unfortunate human beings that see the sun yet insist that they do not, even challenge
him and confront him, then, he should look a t the role model of his
predecessor, Sayyidna Nuh r~~ 4,peace on him. He spent one thousand years of his long life suffering from pain inflicted by his people.
He remained patient. Let him stay as patient as he was - because, it
stands determined that success will ultimately kiss the hands of those
patient and God-fearing.
Verses 50 - 68

And to 'Ad (We sent) their brother Hiid. He said, "0 my
people, worship.Allah. You have no god other than
Him. You are nothing but fabricators. [50lO my people,
I ask you no reward for it. My reward is only on the
One who created me. Have you, then, no sense? [511And
0 my people, seek forgiveness from your Lord, then
turn to Him in repentance, so that He may release the
heavens pouring upon you and may increase you in
strength beside your strength, and do not turn away
like sinners." [521
They said, ''0 Hiid, you did not bring to us any proof,
and we are not to leave our gods on your statement,
and we are not to believe in you. [531 We do not say except that some of our gods have subjected you to some
evil." He said, "I make Allah my witness, and you be
witness that I have nothing to do with what you take as
gods besides Him. [54] So, try your plans against me, all
of you together, then give me no respite. [551 I place my
trust in Allah, my Lord and your Lord. There is no
creature but He takes it by the forelock. Surely, my
Lord is on a straight path, [561 Now, if you turn away, I
have already conveyed to you what I was sent to you
with. And my Lord will replace you with some other
people, and you cannot do Him any harm. Surely, my
Lord is guardian over every thing!' [571
And when came Our command, We saved HZd and
those who believed along with him, out of mercy from
Us, and We did save them from a heavy punishment.
[581

That was the tribe of 'Ad who rejected the signs of their
Lord, disobeyed their Messengers and followed the dictates of every obstinate tyrant! [591 And a curse was
made to pursue them in this world and on the Day of
Doom. Lo! The people of 'Ad disbelieved their Lord. Lo!
Curse be upon 'Ad, the people of Had. [601
And to (the people of) ha mud (We sent) their brother,

SZlih. He said, "0 my people, worship Allah. You have
no god other than Him. He has created you from earth
and made you settle therein. So, seek His forgiveness,
then turn to Him in repentance. Surely, my Lord is
near, responding!' [611
They said, "0 f$ilih, we had hopes in you before this. Do
you ask us not to worship what our fathers worshipped? And we are certainly in confounding doubt
about what you are calling us to." [621
He said, "0 my people, tell me: When I am on a clear
path, and He has bestowed mercy upon me from Himself, who will then come to my help against Allah, if I
disobey Him? So, you add on to me nothing but a loss.
[631 And 0 my people, this is the she-camel of Allah, a
sign for you. So, leave her free to eat in the land of Allah and do not even touch her with evil (intention),lest
a near punishment should seize you." [641
Then they slaughtered her. So, he said, "Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days (only). That is a
promise, not going to be false." [651
So, when came Our command, We saved SZlih and those
who believed along with Him, out of mercy from Us,
and (We saved them) from the disgrace of that day.
Surely, your Lord is the Powerful, the All Mighty. [661
And those who transgressed were caught by the Cry,
and they were found dead in their homes, fallen on
their knees, [671 as though they had never lived there.
Lo! The people of Thamud disbelieved their Lord. Lo!
Curse be upon the people of Thamid. [681

Commentary
Mentioned in the first eleven verses (50-60) from the ones cited
above are the the events of the revered prophet of Allah, Sayyidna Hud
?UI
~ jby, whose name this Surah is identified. Appearing in this Surah, there are events related to seven blessed prophets and their peoLJL to Sayyidna Muss described in the
ples from Sayyidna Nuh
unique style of the Holy Qur'an. They have such flashes of lesson and
advice that no one with a responsive and discerning heart can remain
unaffected by them. Apart from their instructive aspects, they contain
many principals and subsidiaries of faith and good deed as well a s

guidance one can make use of in comparable situations.
As for stories and events taken up here, they relate to seven prophets, but the Surah has been identified with the name of Sayyidna Hud
4,which shows that the story of Sayyidna H3d ?WI +has a particular significance in it.

f~~

Allah Ta'ala had sent Sayyidn; Hud f)LJI +A as a prophet to the
people of 'Ad. They were known for their physical build, strength and
bravery. Sayyidna H3d rsWl +A was also one of them - as indicated in:
1 2 9 +I
(their brother, Hud - 50). How regrettable that a people so
strong and brave had lost their reason to the extent that they had taken to worshipping gods they had carved out of stones with their own
hands.
Three basic principles of the call of faith Sayyidna H3d
~ jpret
sented before his people have been mentioned in the first three verses
(50-52). One: Belief in Tauhid (Oneness of Allah) and that taking someone or something else worthy of worship other than Allah is nothing
but a lie and fabrication. Two: He was a Messenger of Allah. He had
come with the call of TauhTd for them. This was the mission of his life.
He was working hard against heavy odds to convey the message to
them. Why would he do that? If they thought about it, they would see
that he was not asking them to pay for his services, nor did he receive
any material benefits from them. If he did not honestly believe it to be
the will and command of Allah, and right and true, why would he go to
all that trouble of inviting them to believe and live a better life?

Payment for Da'wah work
The Holy Qur'Gn reports almost all prophets saying that they do
not ask for any payment against the duty of Da'wah they do. This
shows that, in case payment is accepted (as pre-arranged or as implied
by custom) against Da'wah and Tabligh, the call remains ineffective.
Experience bears it out that those who take wages for their religious
sermons, addresses and good counsels leave the hearts of their audience unchanged a t the end of the exercise.
Three: Forgiveness and Repentance: He exhorted them to seek forgiveness from Allah Ta'ala for their disbelief and for sins they had
committed in their past life. Then, for future, let them be ashamed of
what they had done, repent and promise to themselves making a firm

resolve and commitment that they would never go even near them. If
they sincerely went through this process of seeking forgive.ness from
Allah and showing repentance before Him, the result will be that they
shall, no doubt, be blessed with everlasting prosperity in the Hereafter, but in the mortal world too, they will themselves notice its many
benefits coming to them. Firstly, the act of Istighfar and Taubah will
remove the distress of famine from them. Heavy rains will come when
due making their provisions sumptuous. Secondly, it would increase
their strength and power.
The word: 03(quwwah)has been used here in a general sense which
includes physical strength and power a s well a s the strength t h a t
comes from increases in wealth and children.
This tells t h a t Taubah and Istighfzr have a special property of
their own - that their practitioner is blessed with extended means of
sustenance and satisfying increase in wealth and children, even in this
mortal world.
Captives of their ignorant ways, the people of Sayyidna HEd &
brushed his call aside by saying, in effect, 'a miracle would have
been something, which you did not show to us. You are simply saying
what you have to say. Now, just because what you' are saying, we are
not going to leave our gods we worship and, in you, we are not going to
believe. In fact, we believe that you have lost your mind as a result of
maligning our gods, otherwise you would not be saying all that.'
Demonstrating his prophetic courage, Sayyidna Hud rUl"j, said in
response, 'If you would not listen to me, then, hear this - I make Allah
my witness and you too bear witness that I am disgusted with all your
gods other than Allah. Now, do, you and your gods, whatever you all
can do against me and do not even give me the least respite.'
And he said, 'this I am telling you seriously for I have placed my
trust in Allah who is my Lord and your Lord a s well. He holds every
creature t h a t walks on the earth by the forelock. There is no one
around who can dare cause harm or loss to anyone even to the measure of a tiny particle without His will and permission. Surely, my Lord
is on the straight path, that is, one who takes the straight path finds
Him and is helped by Him.'
Here was one man against a whole people making a claim so

strong and loud and putting them to shame and no one from a people
so strong and brave dared budge before him! This was a standing miracle of Sayyidna Hiid rKJl&A - which also provides an answer to their
complaint that he did not show them a miracle. And it also provides
yet another answer to their audacious comment that their gods had
made him mentally deranged for, had their gods been exercising this
kind of power, they would have never left him alive after what he had
said against them.
After that, he said, 'If you continue to be so insanely opposed to
truth, then, you must understand that I have already conveyed to you
the message with which I have been sent. Now, its logical outcome
could be no other but that the wrath and punishment of Allah falls on
you and you are destroyed to the last man and my Lord brings another
people to settle on this land. As for what you are doing against this
matter of truth, you are simply hurting yourself, not Allah. Surely, my
Lord oversees everything and He is aware of all your deeds and
thoughts.'
They were the kind of people who would not listen to anything.
They chose to stick to their contumacy. Then, the punishment of Allah
descended upon them in the form of a stormy wind that uprooted their
homes and trees. Living entities, human and animal, would be blown
up high into the air and ricochet back on to the ground faces down.
Human cries could be heard coming from the sky - until this whole set
of people, unique in their size and strength, were annihilated to the
last man.
When came the command to send Divine punishment on these people, Allah Ta'alii, in accordance with His customary practice, saved His
prophet and his companions from this severe punishment as they were
ordered to leave that area before the punishment came.
After having mentioned the event relating to the people of 'Ad and
the punishment that came upon them, an exhortation was necessary
so that others could learn their lesson from it. So, it was said: That
was the tribe of 'Ad! They rejected the signs of their Lord, disobeyed
their Messengers yet kept following the dictates of those who were tyrannical and obstinate.
The outcome was that curse, that is, the state of being away from

the mercy of Allah, kept pursuing them in the mortal world and will
keep pursuing them similarly on the day of QiyZmah as well.
From this event, we learn that the people of 'Ad were overtaken by
a stormy wind. But, it appears in Surah al-Mu'minin (23:41) that they
were destroyed by a harsh sound (as-saihah:The Cry, The Shriek). It is
possible that both kinds of punishments had visited the people of
Sayyidna H i d r~~ 4.
The event relating to the people of 'Ad and Sayyidna H i d ;KJIA&
ends here.
After that, the next eight verses (61-68) carry the story of Sayyidna
SZlih rwl4,peace be upon him. He was sent to the people of Thamud, another branch of the tribe of 'Ad. He too invited his people to believe in Tauhid, the Oneness of Allah. As customary, his people belied
him and insisted that he must first make a she-camel of a specified description come out from the rock of the mountain in front of them in
order to have them believe that he was a true prophet of Allah.
warned them: If Allah Ta'alii shows you
Sayyidna SZlih r~~~
your custom-ordered miracles, and you still fail to believe, then, according to the customary practice of Allah, the punishment will come
and destroy all of you. But, they remained obstinate and Allah Ta'ala,
in His perfect power, made the miracle they demanded manifest before
them. The rock of the mountain in front of them split asunder. Out
from it came the she-camel bearing the features specified by them. Allah Ta'alZ ordered them not to harm that she-camel in any manner,
otherwise the punishment will come upon them. But, they disobeyed
this order as well, and killed the she-camel. Consequently, they were
seized by Allah Ta'al;, Sayyidna SZlih rsWl A& and his companions
were saved from the punishment, and the rest of those people were destroyed by a Sound which was severe and terrifying.

A& have
As part of this event, the people of SayyidnZ S i l i h
5 (0 SZlih, we had
been reported to have said to him: 12 ~ J I . '
hopes in you before this - 62). It means that, before he claimed to be a
prophet and started telling them to shun idol-worship, they had great
hopes in him. They thought he would rise to be a great reformer and
leader of their people. The reason is that Allah Ta'ala nurtures and
grooms his prophets from their childhood in a way that they become

@,d

models of good morals and habits. Whoever looks a t them, loves and
respects them. This is what happened in the case of the Last Prophet
+, ~ j &I
s A.
Before he declared that he has been sent as a prophet,
the whole Arabia called him a l - a m h (the trustworthy one) and took
him to be true and righteous. It was only when he announced his
prophet-hood and prohibited idol-worship that everyone turned hostile
to him.

.,

In verse 65, it was said: id, gJI;+1%: "Enjoy yourselves in your
homes for three days [only]." That is, when these people killed the shecamel associated with the miracle in flagrant contravention of the Divine command, then, something serious happened. As warned earlier,
'lest a near punishment should seize you - 64', the punishment did
come upon them in a manner that they were given a respite of three
days and told that they all will be destroyed on the fourth day.
'"'I:

,9

According to TafsTr al-Qurtub?, these three days were Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. On Sunday, the punishment descended upon
$$I XI;(And those who transgressed were caught by
them: '0$I1
the Cry - 67). This awesome Cry was that of the archangel, Sayyidna
Jibra'il
& which was far more terrorizing that the combined thunderbolts of worldly lightening could ever be, something human senses
could not take. All hearts were rent apart by the horrific sound resulting in the mass destruction of those people.
From this verse we learn that the people of Sayyidna Salih
+
were destroyed by a severe Sound, but what S h a h al-A'raf says about
P/ c
them is: ->I ,+&
(SO,
li the earthquake seized them - 7:78,91) which, a s
obvious, tells us that the punishment visiting them was that of the
earthquake. Commentator al-Qurtubil has said that there is no contradiction here. It is possible that the earthquake came first and then
they all were destroyed by the severe Sound. Allah knows best.
9 ) ) / / / 1

Verses 69 - 73

And Our messengers came to Ibrahim with the good
news. They said, "Salam (peace)." He said, "Saliim."
Then he made no delay in bringing a roasted calf. [69]
So, when he noticed their hands not reaching for it, he
found them strange and felt a bit of fright from them.
They said, "Be not frightened. We have been sent to the
people of Lit." [701 And his wife was standing (nearby).
She laughed, so, We gave her the good news about
Ishiq, and about Ya'qiib after Ishiq. [71]
She said, "Woe is to me! Shall I give birth to a child
while I am an old woman and this is my husband, an
old man? This is something strange, indeed." [721 They
said, &'Doyou marvel at Allah's command? Allah's mercy and His blessings are upon you, the people of the
house. Surely, He is praiseworthy, glorious." 1731

Commentary
In these five verses, an event relating to Sayyidna Ibrahim ?UI +L
has been mentioned. Allah Ta'Zlii sent some angels to give h& the
good news of a birth in his family because SayyidnZ IbrZhIm r~~ &
had no children from his wife, Sayyidah Sarah and he wished he had.
But, they were much advanced in years. Obviously, there was no hope.
Then, Allah Tag& sent the good news through the angels and that too
of the nature that the new born would be a male child and even proposed the name of the child as Ishaq. Then, he was also told that he
would live, have children and that the name of his son will be Ya'qib,
and both of them would be the messenger and prophet of Allah. Since
these angels had come in human form, Sayyidna IbrahTm ?WI+L took
them to be normal guests and lost no time in offering his hospitality.
He placed a dish of roasted calf before them. But, they were really angels, free of eating and drinking. Therefore, despite the food being before them, they did not extend their hands towards it. When Sayyidna
IbrZhim ?UI LJL noticed this, he was concerned. They did not look like

guests, may be they had come to create some problem for him. The angels scented his concern and disclosed their identity. They told him
that they were angels of Allah Ta'ali. There was no need for him to be
frightened. They had been sent to give him the good news of a birth in
his family, as well a s to accomplish another mission, the mission of
bringing Divine punishment on the people of Lut r~~ &. Sayyidah
Sarah, the wife of Sayyidna Ibrihim rut+k was listening to this conversation from behind a curtain. When she found out that they were
angels, not human beings, there was no need for the otherwise essential h i j a . She laughed a t the good news of the birth of a child in old
age and said, 'shall I give birth to a child while I am an old woman and
my husband, an old man?' The angels said as to why would she marvel
a t the command of Allah Ta'ala who has everything within His power.
Was it not that, as a member of the prophet's family, she has been witnessing that this was a family on which extraordinary Divine mercy
and blessing descends all the time, which is mostly above and beyond
the obvious chain of causes? So, what was there to wonder about? This
was a gist of the event. Let us now go to details as they appear in the
text of the verses cited above.
The first verse (69) tells us that these angels had come to Sayyidna
C j r with some good news. The good news has been menIbrahim
We gave her the good
tioned later in the third verse (71): $+,$%(so,
news about IsGq).
Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas said that the three angels were Jibra'il, Mika'il and Israfil +tI.
&. (Qurtubi) They came in human form
with 'salZm.' Sayyidna Ibrahim
and greeted Sayyidna Ibrahim +I
4responded to their salZm greeting and, taking them to be human, offered the usual hospitality.

4is the first human being who introduced
Sayyidna Ibrahim
the custom of honoring guests by offering hospitality to them. (Qurtubi)
It was his routine that he would never eat alone. Instead, when came
the time for meals, he would be looking out for a guest so that he could
eat with him.
---

Al-QurtubT has reported from Isra'ili narratives that, on a certain
+kstarted looking for a guest a t the time
day, Sayyidna Ibrahim
for meals. The man he met was a stranger. When he sat down to eat,
LJS said to him, 'say: I' begin with the name of
Sayyidna Ibrahim

Allah.' He said, 'I do not know Allah. Who and what is He?' Sayyidna
Ibrahim , s U I & asked him to leave the dining-spread on the floor.
When he went out, Sayyidna Jibra'il ,sUILjC came in and said, 'Allah
Ta'ala says: As for him, We gave sustenance to him throughout his life
despite his disbelief and as for you, you were stingy about giving him
+L went
even one morsel of food.' Hearing this, Sayyidn; Ibrahlm
after him and called him back. He said, 'unless you tell me the reason
why you turned me out first and why are you asking me to come in
again, I will not go with you.'
When Sayyidna Ibrihim ?UILjC told him the episode, the episode
itself became the reason for his becoming a believer. He said, 'the Lord
who made you do this is very noble. I believe in Him.' Then he went in
with Sayyidns IbrahTm rUl+,behaved like a true believer and ate his
food after having recited Bismillah first.
So, Sayyidna Ibrahim r~~ 6,true to his habit of entertaining
guests, welcomed angels who had come in human form. Naturally, to
him they were human, and guests. The host did his most, lost no time
and placed a roasted calf before them.
In the second verse (70), it was stated that the angels had, though,
come in the human form and it was also possible that they could have
been given human characteristics of eating and drinking a t that particular time. But, the wiser choice for them was no other but that they
should not eat so that the secret that they were angels comes out in
the open. Therefore, their angelic characteristics were allowed to remain, even in their human form, because of which they did not extend
their hands towards the food.
According to some reports, they had some arrows in their hands.
They started poking the heads of their arrows into the roasted meat.
When they acted in that manner, Sayyidna IbrahTm ,sUI4apprehended them to be his enemies, because, according to the social custom
known to him, if a guest refused to eat, it was a sign of mischief to be
made from his side. (Qurtubi) His apprehension was quashed when the
angels themselves disclosed their identity and said that they were angels, therefore, they do not eat. So, there was no danger for him to
bother about.

Injunctions and Rules
Many injunctions and important rules of guidance regarding social
living appear in the verses under study. Imam al-Qurtubi has discussed them in detail in his Tafsir.

The Sunnah of Salam
The words of verse 69
36 Ifi:I& (They said, "Salam." He said,
"SaliGm.") - teach us that it is a Sunnah for Muslims that, when they
meet each other, they should offer Salam. The guest coming in should
say it first while others should respond.
--15&

That people say some words to greet each other when they meet is
a custom found in all communities. But, the teaching of Islam is
unique in this matter for the masnun word of salZm is ,J& ?KJI : AsSalZmu 'Alaikum. It carries the name of Allah with it. So it is both a
Dhikr of Allah, and a prayer for peace and protection from Him - in
addition to being a guarantee of the protection of life, property and
honor from one's own side. ( W h e n we equate As-SalGku 'Alaikurn w i t h 'peace on
you' w e go b y t h e anatomy and leave t h e spirit t h a t i s essential t o i t - tr.)

At this place in the Qur'an, it has been said that the angels said
'LL' (salZm) and Sayyidna IbrZhim ?KJI 4 responded with '+' (salZm).
Obviously, here it was not considered necessary to mention salam in
its complete form - as customary in usage when it is said that a person
said salam to someone where it is presupposed that he said the whole
greeting ofAs-Salamu 'Alaikum. Similarly, a t this place, salam stands
for the full m a s n i n greeting which has been taught to his community
by the Holy Prophet +, +JJI through his word and deed, that is,
saying: ++ ?SUI (As-Salamu 'Alaikum) a t the beginning of salZm,
and:iul bJ,
rUli,S,1S, (wa 'alaikumu-s-salzm, or wa 'alaikumu-s-salamu
wa rahmatu-l-l& to be more generous) while responding to the salam.

Some Rules for Guests and Hosts
It has been said in the last sentence of verse 69:
(Then he made no delay in bringing a roasted calf).

A:%
+

$q'd

This tells us a few things:
1. It is a part of the etiquette of hospitality that the host should,
soon after the arrival of the guest, bring out something to eat, or
drink, something he has on hand and which could be offered quickly

and conveniently. Then, if the host is a man of means, he can arrange
for additional hospitality later. (Qurtubi)
2. A host should not worry about making too many formal arrangements for a guest. Anything good available easily is good enough. Let
him put it before the guest. Sayyidna Ibrghim r%.JI Lj, had some domestic animals a t home. Therefore, he slaughtered a calf, had it roasted
quickly and offered it to his guests. (Qurtubi)
3 . Receiving guests and offering hospitality to them is a part of the
essential etiquette of Islam, in fact, a hallmark of high morals. This is
the blessed habit of prophets and the righteous. Is it necessary (wGib)
to entertain guests? Or, is it not? 'Ulama' have difference of opinion in
this matter. According to the majority of them, it is a sunnah, and desirable, but not w$ib (necessary, obligatory). Some of them say that it
is w$ib on village people that they should offer hospitality to a person
who stays in their village because a stranger has no arrangement for
his meals there. Since such arrangements are possible through a hotel
in cities, therefore, it is not w@ib on those who live in cities. Al-Qurtubi
has reported all these different views in his Tafsir.

In verse 70, it was said: +$+'!&-$$&i$fi
(So, when he noticed
their hands not reaching for it, he found them strange and felt a bit of
fright from them).
From here we learn that there are rules of etiquette for guests as
well. A guest should accept whatever is offered. Let him partake from
,
if not willing to eat because of unit a little bit to please the h ~ s teven
favorable taste or apprehended harm.
This very sentence also tells us that the host should not consider
himself absolved after having placed the food before the guest. Instead, he should be benignly watching whether or not the guest is part
he
taking of the food, as was done by Sayyidnii IbrZhim r)L-l~~ jwhen
noticed that the angels were not eating.
But, this watching has to be discreet, not something like staring a t
the guest while he is eating. A casual look is enough, because looking
a t the morsels of food being eaten by the guest is contrary to the etiquette of entertainment and certainly very humiliating for the invited
guest. This is illustrated by an incident relating to Khalifah Hisham
ibn 'Abd ul-Malik. On a certain day, the Khalifah was sharing his food-

spread with a rustic Arab. The morsel of food being eaten by the Arab
had a strand of hair in it. When Khalifah Hisham noticed it, he told
the Arab about it. The Arab instantly rose in a huff saying, 'we never
eat with a person who watches our morsels.'
Al-Tabari reports a t this place: When the angels abstained from
eating the first time, they had said that they do not eat free meals. If
they were to accept payment for it, they would. SayyidnK IbrKhim ~ j
r
~ said,
l
'Yes, there is a price for it that you can pay. The price is: Say
'with the name of Allah' when you begin, and praise Him when you
finish.' Hearing this, the archangel Jibra'il r%Jl + told his companions, 'That Allah Ta'ala calls him His friend is correct. He deserves it.'

,+

This tells us that saying: dl
(bismillah: With the name of Allah)
when beginning to eat, and saying: dd1 ( a l h a m d u l i l l ~Praise
:
belongs
to Allah) a t the end of it is Sunnah.

Verses 74 - 83

s

So, when fear left Ibrihim and the happy news came to
him, he started pleading before Us for the people of Lit.
[74] Surely, IbrGhim is forbearing, very penitent, everturning to Allah. [751

0 Ibrzhim! Leave it, in fact, the command of your Lord
has come, and there has to come upon them a punishment, not to be turned back. [761
And when Our emissaries (angels) came to Lit, he felt
uneasy and was strained in his heart on account of
them, and said, "This is a very hard day." [771
And his people came to him, rushing upon him. And already they used to commit evil deeds. He said, "These
are my daughters. They are far more clean for you. So,
fear Allah and do not disgrace me in respect of my
guests. Is there not a single right man among you." [781
They said, "You know that we have no claim on your
daughters, and you know well what we want." [791
He said, "0 that I had power over you or might have
some strong support for refuge." [801
They (the angels) said, "0 LGt, we are emissaries of
your Lord. They shall never reach you. So, move with
your family in a part of night, and none of you shall
turn to look back; except your woman. There has to befall her whatever befalls them. Their deadline is the
morning. Is it not that the morning is near?" [811
So, when Our command came, We turned its highest
into the lowest, and We rained on it stones of hard clay,
one over another [821 marked, with your Lord. And it is
not far from the transgressors. [831

Commentary
SGrah Hud carries a n account of different kinds of Divine punishments sent over past peoples because of their antagonism to prophets
of the time. Described in the verses cited above is the moral condition
&A
and the severe punishment givof the people of Sayyidnz LGt rSU~
en to them.

Besides being disbelievers, the people of Sayyidna Lut ,-%I1 Lj, were
involved in the practice of such abject evil and immodesty as was not
found in the world before them, something even wild animals hate.
That a man would pollute his honor and dignity with another man is a
curse the fallout from which is far more injurious than common fornication. Therefore, the harsh punishment that descended on these people had never hit known practitioners of common acts of immodesty.
The event relating to Sayyidna L$
+ as it appears in the cited verses tells that Allah Ta'ala sent some angels, including Sayyidna
Jibra7i1,-%I1+, to execute the punishment against these people. They
first went to Sayyidni Ibrahim ,-Ul
+ in Palestine, the account of
which has appeared in previous verses. After that, they came to Sayyidna Lut ,-UI+
whose abode was located a t a distance of ten or
twelve miles from there.
Certainly great is the majesty of Allah Ta'ala. When He seizes a
people in punishment, the punishment that he makes descend upon
them is chosen to be congruous to their misdeed. On this occasion too,
these angels of Allah were sent in the form of handsome young men.
When they reached the home of Sayyidna L i t ,-Ul&,
he too took
them to be visiting guests for they had come in human form. He found
himself in a fix. If he backed out from entertaining guests, it would be
against his dignity as a prophet. If he took them in as his guests, then,
he knew how evil and dirty his people were. The danger was that they
might storm his home and hurt the guests while he failed to defend
them. So, in his heart, he said, 'this is a very hard day.'
Allah Ta'alE has, in His great design, made this world of ours an
open gallery of lessons full of the countless exhibits of His perfect power and eloquent wisdom. He made His friend Sayyidna Ibrahim ,-%I1&
come out as a prophet from the home of a z a r , the idol-worshipper. In
+, there
the home of the highly revered prophet, Sayyidna Lut
was that wife of his who worked in league with disbelievers and opposed her prophet husband. When these honored guests in the form of
handsome young men came to stay a t the home of Sayyidna L i t 4
,-%Il,his wife passed on the information to perverted hoods from these
people telling them about the kind of guests they had in their home on
that day. (Qurtubi, Mazhari)
Things turned out as Sayyidna Lut

+A

had first apprehended.

This finds mention in the second verse (78): 4!5$j$32"
& ;(And his
people came to him, rushing upon him) - and they were already used
to committing evil deeds.
It has been hinted here that such was the curse of their evil deed
that they had lost all sense of modesty and propriety, so much so that
they did not hesitate to storm even the home of Sayyidna L a ?-I
for a purpose that sinister.
+L realized that it was difficult to protect
When Sayyidna L 3
his guests, he tried to divert the attention of his people from their evil
advances by telling them that he would give his daughters in marriage
to their chiefs, if they were to stop their evil-mongering. The marriage
of a believing girl with a disbelieving man was permissible a t that
time. The practice had continued up to the early period of the Holy
Prophet +, r-jc JJI A, therefore, he had given two of his daughters in
marriage to 'Utbah ibn Abi Lahab and Abu al-'As ibn al-Rabi', though
both of them were disbelievers. Later came the verses that prohibited
the marriage of Muslim women with disbelieving men as h a r a m .
(Qurtubi)

According to some commentators, 'my daughters' a t this place
means the daughters of the whole community because every prophet is
like a father to his people and the whole community is his spiritual
6'
progeny. It is supported by the noble verse: $G
;l @:;i
~L$L;J,I
&I
,$$(The
Prophet comes first with the believers against their own
selves and his wives are (like) their mothers - 33:6). This should be
seen with the additional words: F i f ; ~ ; (and he is [like] a father for
them) as they appear in the rendition ( Q i r z a h )of Sayyidna 'Abdullah
s dJ
where the Holy Prophet ,&,
c jd
l
~
has been
ibn Mas'ud ~ ; JJI
identified as a father to the entire Muslim Ummah. According to this
Tafsir, the statement of Sayyidna Lut r~~ "j, would mean, 'you leave
this evil habit of yours, behave like gentlemen, marry girls from your
people and have them as your wives.'
,'#

After that, it was to warn them against Divine punishment that
SayyidnZ Lut +JI 4 said: &I$I
(So, fear Allah). Then he pleaded
?, Lp '
with them:
@ $5Y; (do not disgrace me in respect of my guests)
"9 9,,9
and then wondered: '%~,j.=~
&,$';(IS there not a single right man
among you?), someone who would listen to his plaint.

But, there was no trace of gentility or even humanness left in any
of them. So, in acid wickedness, they all responded:
G~2+ 'A'
L>9~9pggy
(You know that we have no claim on your daughters, and
you know well what we want.'
I

Totally exasperated, what Sayyidna L i t ?)wI + could say at that
time was: & > , ? J ! & I ' ; ~ < ~ $ L ~ ~that
T ~ is. 'only if I had enough
strength in me
stand against 'this onslaught by my people, or that I
had the backing of some strong group who would have helped me get
rid of these oppressors.'

tb

Seeing this anxiety of Sayyidna Lut ?UI +, the angels disclosed
their identity and said, 'do not worry. Your group is very strong and
very powerful. We are angels of Allah. They cannot touch us. We have
come to execute the punishment for them.'
It appears in a Hadith of the Sahih of al-Bukhari that the Holy
said about it, 'may Allah Ta'alii have mercy on
Prophet +, +LC J j l
L3t ?Y...JI4.He was compelled to seek the protection of some strong
group.' And the report in Tirmidhi carries another sentence with it,
'after Sayyidna Lut r ~&,I Allah Ta'ala sent no prophet whose clan or
tribe was not his supporter.' (QurtubI) This was true in the case of the
&I&. The disbelieving Quraysh did everything
Holy Prophet +,
they could against him, but his entire clan supported him - though,
they did not agree with him religion-wise. This was the reason why
B a n i Hashim as a whole sided with the Holy Prophet +, & &I
in
the boycott imposed by the Quraysh disbelievers whereby they had cut
off essential supplies to him.
During this episode, as reported from SayyidnG 'Abdullah ibn
'Abbas 0 d l
, when the people of Sayyidna L i t ?su~ mobbed his
home, he had closed the entrance door. The conversation with these
wicked people was going on from behind it. The angels too were inside.
The mob was threatening to jump the walls, barge in and break the
door. Thereupon, came these words on the lips of Sayyidna LGt &
r
~ When
~ the
. angels saw this anxiety of Sayyidna Lut ?UI &, they
disclosed their real identity and asked him to open the door. It was
time that they took over and gave the miscreants a foretaste of the
Divine punishment. When the door was opened, archangel Jibra'il &
.XJI pointed his 'Feather' towards their eyes. They turned blind and
started running.
&J

At that time, the angels under Divine command said to Sayyidna
LLt ,AUI 4:~ $ 1 g &;L+&,$(SO,move with your family in a part of
night). And asked Gim to instruct everyone in his family not to turn
and look back with the exception of his wife because she was going to
be hit by the same punishment that was to fall on his people.
This could also mean that he was not to take his wife along with
him. And it could also mean that, being his wife, she was to go along
a s part of his family, but she would not obey the instruction of not
looking back he would give to his family. According to some reports,
this is what happened. This wife started off with others, but when she
heard the big bang of the punishment given to her people, she looked
back and felt sorry a t their destruction. At that moment there came a
splintered rock and finished her off like others. (Qurtubi,Mazhari)

&I

The angels had also told Sayyidna Lut rYJl 4 that:
p;si; 51,
(The deadline [of the punishment] is the morning). He said that he
wished the punishment would come sooner. Thereupon, the angels
said: +$,$I
it not that the morning is near?)

IS

After that, the Qur'an portrays the occurrence of the punishment
by saying: So, when Our command came, We turned whatever there
was in their habitat upside down raining such stones over it as had
the names of everyone there marked on it.
Reports say that these habitations were composed of four major
towns where those people lived. These very habitations have been
named as 'al-mu'tafikiit' (the towns overturned) elsewhere in the Holy
Qur'an (9:70, 69:9). When the Divine command came, the archangel Jibra'il al-Amin ?)L.jl
dissected the base of the land mass holding all
those towns on top of it with his wing, raised all of it upwards in a way
that everything stayed where it was, even water in a water vessel. It
was in the backdrop of human, animal and canine voices coming from
the sky that he heaved all these habitations straight up towards the
sky and, then, threw the whole thing back upside down - as appropriate to and as called for by the evil they indulged in.
At the end of the verse (83),after having mentioned the actual punishment that hit the people of Sayyidna LLt r~~ &, it was to warn
the contemporary peoples of the world that it was said:
2 2 G;
*&
, , (And it is not far from the transgressors). It means that people who

41
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insist upon indulging in this shameful act should not consider themselves very far from this punishment. It can come even today. The
Holy Prophet +, r-jc &I
said, 'even in my Ummah, some people will
do what the people of L i t r?UI& used to do. When this starts happening, then wait, for they too would be subjected to the same punishment
that was inflicted on the people of Lut rKY)I &.'

Verses 84 - 95
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And to Madyan (We sent) their brother, Shu'aib. He
said, "0 my people, worship Allah. You have no god
other than Him. And do not lessen the measure and the
weight. I see you quite well off, and I fear for you the
punishment of an encircling day. [841
And 0 my people, perfect the measure and the balance
with justice and do not make the people short of their
things, and do not go about the earth spreading disorder. [851
Whatever is left (with you) by Allah is better for you, if
you are believers. And I am not a watchman over you.
[861

They said, "0 Shu'aib, does your gal& (prayer) command you that we should give up what our fathers used
to worship or give up our free-will in (spending) our
wealth? You are provenly the man of wisdom and guidance." [871 He said, ''0 my people, tell me, if I am on a
clear path from my Lord and Ae has provided me from
Himself with a good provision, (should I still leave you
unguided?) And I do not want to do in your absence
what I prohibit for you. I want nothing but to set
things right as far as I can. And my ability to do things
comes from none but Allah. In Him alone I have placed
my trust and to Him alone I turn in humbleness. [881 0
my people, let not your hostility towards me cause you
to suffer what was suffered by the people of N*, or the
people of Hud, or the people of Salih. And the people of
LCt are not far from you. [891 And seek forgiveness from
your Lord, then turn towards Him in repentance. Surely, my Lord is very merciful, most loving." [901
They said, "0 Shu'aib, we do not understand most of

what you say, and, in fact, we see you weak among us.
But for your clan, we would have stoned you. And to us,
you are not a man of respect." [911
He said, "0 my people, is my clan more respectable to
you than Allah? And you have taken Him as something
thrown behind your backs. Surely, my Lord encompasses all that you do. [921 And 0 my people, do what
you can, I am to do (what I can). Soon you will know
the one whom the punishment visits humiliating him,
and the one who is false. And wait. I am, with you, waiting." [931
And when Our command came, We saved Shu'aib and
those who believed along with him, out of mercy from
Us, and those who transgressed were caught by the
Cry, and they were found (dead) in the homes, fallen on
their knees, [941 as though they never lived there. Lo!
Curse be upon Madyan, like Thamiid were cursed. [951

Commentary
An account of SayyidnZ Shu'aib r x J I 4 and his people appears in
the verses cited above. Besides being kafirs and mushriks, his people
used to give less in weights and measures. Sayyidna Shu'aib r~~ +L
carried his call to them, told them not to give less in weights and
measures, and warned them of Divine punishment if they persisted
with this way of life. But, they did persist with their denial and contumacy and, as a consequence, all those people were destroyed through a
severe punishment, details of which appear as follows.
J); (And to Madyan
In the first verse (84), it was said: wf$Lisi;
[We sent] their brother, Shu'aib ?UI A&).

Madyan was actually the name of a town settled by Madyan ibn
Ibrahim. Its present location has been given as 'Ma'Zn' in Jordan. The
people of this town are also called Madyan. Therefore, by calling
SayyidnZ Shu'aib r ~ +Ll a 'brother of Madyan,' it was hinted that
Allah Ta'ala sent His messenger to those people from among them so
that they feel familiar and find it easier to accept his teachings.
Then, it was said:

0 my people, worship Allah. You have no god other t h a n Him.

And do not lessen the measure and the weight.
Here, Sayyidna Shu'aib rUl"j, has invited his people to believe in
the Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) because they were Mushriks, those who
associated partners in the divinity of Allah. They worshipped trees.
That has been pointed to through the use of the word: &Yl (al-'aikah:
trees) in the Holy Qur7Gnand it is in this respect that the people of
Madyan have also been given the sobriquet of 4%
&i(ashabu al-aikah: the people of aikah - 15:78, 26:176, 38:13, 50:14). Along with this
kufr and shirk, they were also involved in the grave sin of cheating in
commercial transactions when they would weigh short and give less in
measure and thus deprive people of what was to come to them as their
right. Sayyidna Shu'aib rXJl "j, told them not to do that.

Special Note
Here, it is useful to keep in mind that kufr and shirk are the roots
of all sins. People soaked in these are usually the first to be invited to
believe. Faith comes before consideration could be given to matters
like social transactions and individual deeds. Whether they have deliverance in the present world or would deserve punishment are things
that too are decided on the basis of this faith or denial. All events related to past prophets and their peoples mentioned in the Qur'an bear
witness to this mode of action - with the exception of two communities. Punishment came upon them because of their disbelief as well as
due to their evil deeds. The people of Sayyidnz Lut rXJl "j, were one of
them upon whom, as mentioned earlier, their entire habitation was
overturned. It has been stated that their evil practice was the reason
for it. The people of SayyidnZ Shu'aib r~~ "j, were the other one. They
were punished because of their kufr and shirk as well as because of
their habit of weighing less and measuring short.
This tells us that both these things are most hated and grave, more
than any other sin. Obviously, the reason is that they bring serious
loss upon the entire human race leaving the world populated by it in a
disorder of ominous proportions.
Turning to the verses cited above, we see that Sayyidna Shu'aib 4
has used his prophetic compassion to make his people stop their
evil practice of giving short measure and less weight. The words he
r, p
,. I
has used to say that are eloquent:
cg+I&
,&G ~ L$~&,$;l$!
(I
see you quite well off, and I fear for you the punishment of an encir-

.&

A

9

Y

+

cling day - 84). It means that Sayyidna Shu'aib r~~ +L found them living comfortably. There were not poor, hungry and financially straitened which could be one of the reasons why they had to take recourse
to such a cursed practice. Now that they were already blessed by Allah
Ta'ala, it required that they should not subject His creation to injustice. Not leaving it a t that, they were also told that, in the event they
did not listen to their prophet and did not stop this evil practice, he apprehended that Divine punishment might encircle them. This punishment could mean the punishment of the Hereafter, and the punishment of the present world too. Then, the punishments due to come in
this world may be of different kinds. The lowest punishment could be
that they might lose the prosperity they had, or they may fall victims
to famines and price hikes, as said by the Holy Prophet
4 &IA:

+,

'When a people start lessening weights and measures, Allah
Ta'ala makes them suffer from the punishment of famine and
price hikes.'
Obviously, the very prohibition of weighing and measuring short
makes weighing and measuring in full necessary. But, to emphasize it
further, Sayyidna Shu'aib rUI4 said:

And 0 my people, perfect the measure and the balance with
justice and do not make the people short of their things, and
do not go about the earth spreading disorder - 85.
Then, affectionately, he explained to them:

Whatever is left [with you] by Allah is better for you, if you
are believers. And I am not a watchman over you - 86.
It means if they were not to listen to him, let them remember that
he was not responsible for the eventuality that they may be seized by
some punishment.

+,

said about Sayyidna Shu'aib +I
'-j,
The Holy Prophet
&A
&I
that he was an orator among prophets. His eloquence was exceptional.
He went to its farthest limits in order to make his people understand
his message and take to the right path. But, even after having listened

to him, the response of his people was different from that given by ignorant diehards to their reformers. They threw taunts a t him, made
fun of him, and said:

0 Shu'aib r ~4,
ldoes your s a l a l (prayer) command you that
we should give up what our fathers used t o worship or that we
give up doing with our wealth whatever we wish? You are provenly the man of wisdom and guidance - 87.
J& was well known
The salgh (prayer) of Sayyidna Shu'aib
among his people as he was constantly devoted to it. Therefore, they
referred to it tauntingly in the sense that (God forbid) his wl& taught
him to say all those 'wild' things. From what they said we learn that
they too thought that religion is restricted to acts of worship, and that
it had nothing to do with material dealings. Let everyone earn and
spend one's wealth a t will. Placing any restriction on that is no job of
religion - as many people, even in this time of ours, generally believe,
in total ignorance of the real fact.

What Sayyidna Shu'aib rUlJ& had said to his people was good
counsel based on earnest fellow feeling. But, his people responded to
him with a sarcasm that was biting. However, they had done that to a
blessed prophet of Sayyidnz Shu'aib's class. He heard their caustic
comments, yet turned to them with the same empathy and once again
'~.'~-,i
CP"'
tried to make them see the truth. He said: $3;33g&$'& J,,W.J
* t 97
k bjJ,~,
(0 my people, tell me, if I am on a clear path from my Lord
and He has provided me from Himself with a good provision, [should I
still leave you unguided?] ) Sayyidn; Shu'aib
4 was telling his
people that he had been blessed by his Lord in that He gave him good
provision for his material life and in that He also gave him the light of
revelation and spiritual insight. No*, with these wonderful assets in
his hands, how could he ever think of becoming like them, willingly
embracing error and injustice, and thus failing to bring the truth home
to them?
After that, he said: %$.$(k j!$,~;:.i';i$f;
(and I do not want to
do in your absence what I prohibit for you). This tells us that the way
a preacher of religion conducts his life has a major role in what he
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preaches. What a preacher does not himself practice produces no effect
on others.

$29

Then, he said: 1L:
$ii5!(1
want to do nothing but to set
things right as far as I can). And since, this effort too was not by his
personal choice and volition, he further said:
.$J& , $!&&$
,-, G
;
9.T
(And
my
ability
to
do
things
comes
from
none
but
Allah.
In
Him
,
alone I have placed my trust, and to Him alone I turn in humbleness).

gSs5,&

After having given this good counsel to them, he warned them of
the punishment of Allah Ta'ala. He said:

And 0 my people, let not your hostility towards me cause you
to suffer what was suffered by t h e people of NGh, or t h e people
of Hud, or t h e people of Siilih (?KYII4).
And t h e people of Lut
( ? U I+ISa)r e not far from you.

The sense of the last sentence is that the overturned habitations of
the people of Sayyidna L3t rUl4 were close to Madyan where they
were. Then, in terms of time, the punishment that came upon them
was very close. From this they could learn their lesson and leave their
obstinacy.
Hearing this, his people were enraged. They said that had it not
been for the support he had from his clan, they would have stoned him
to death. Despite this threat, Sayyidna Shu'aib i U I & ,
true to his
mettle as a prophet, did not hesitate to tell them that they feared his
clan all right, but would have no fear of Allah who holds everything in
His power.
Finally, when his people did not listen to anything said to them,
Sayyidna Shu'aib r~~ 4 told them that they could now wait for the
punishment. After that, Allah Ta'iilii took out Sayyidna Shu'aib r%Il.
"j,
and those who had believed in him, as is the Divine practice, from that
habitation and the rest of them were destroyed instantly a t the harsh
Cry of Sayyidna Jibra'il rUI+.

Injunctions and Rulings:
Rules about Lessening of Weights and Measures
One of the reasons why punishment fell on the people of Sayyidna
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Shu'aib ?Wl&A was their practice of weighing and measuring less
than due - called tagif. The Holy Qur'an has described the severe punishment for those who do that in SGrah al-Mutaffifin which opens with
the verse: e , & ' i ' (Woe to those who give less - 83:l). There is a consensus of the entire Muslim Ummah that doing so is strictly haram
(unlawful). Quoting a saying of Sayyidna 'Umar rrs dl &>, Imam Malik
has said in Mu'atta' that weighing and measuring less essentially
means that someone does not fulfill the right of another person due on
him, fully and duly. In fact, makes it less, whether it happens to be
something given by weight, or measure, or something of another kind.
If a n employee falls short in performing his or her assigned duty, or an
office worker, or a laborer cuts his working hours short, or fails to fulfill his job assignment as due, then, they all will be counted in this category. Anyone who does not perform his or her Salah with due consideration of everything obligatory and masnun in it has also committed
the crime of this 'ta$fif..' May Allah keep all of us protected from it!
,,"w-9'-

Ruling
It appears in TafsTr al-Qurtubi that the people of Sayyidna Shu'aib
U
,I
L~S
would save gold and silver by trimming the edges of gold and
silver coins, like dinar and dirham, circulating in the country as official currency, and which they would channel back into circulation a t
par value. Sayyidna Shu'aib ?WI'-j, prohibited them from doing so.

+,

In Hadith as well, the Holy Prophet
cjc JJI ,+ has declared the
chipping of the coins of an Islamic state to be haram (unlawful). Tafsir
authority, Zayd ibn Aslam has said exactly this while explaining the
?PI +;'A;
verse of the Qur'an:
& b.,J
f-(nine family heads
spreading corruption in the land and not correcting [their ways] 27:48). He says that these people of the city mentioned in the verse
used to chip off gold and silver from dinar and dirham coins and ran a
profitable business of their own through this source - something the
Qur7ancalls a great corruption.

;wep$

During the Khilafah of Sayyidna 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz, someone
was arrested while he was cutting a dirham coin. He was awarded a
punishment of lashes and was paraded around head shaved. (Tafsir alQurtubi)
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And We sent Muss with Our signs, and with clear proof,
[961 to Pharaoh and his group. So, they followed the
command of Pharaoh. And the command of Pharaoh is
not right. [971 He will lead his people on the Day of
Judgement, and make them descend into the Fire. And
it is the evil descending place. [981 And the curse was
made to pursue them here and on the Day of Judgement. It is the evil reward to be offered. [991
That is a part of stories of the towns that We narrate to
you. Some of them are standing, and (some) harvested.
[loo]

And We have not wronged them; rather, they have
wronged themselves. So, their gods whom they used to
invoke beside Allah did not come to their help in any
thing, when came the command of your Lord, and they
gave them nothing more than destruction. [ l o l l

Verses 102 - 111

9,f
4\\\3, Jq

And such is the seizing of your Lord when He seizes the
(people of) towns while they are transgressing. Indeed,
His seizing is painful, severe. [I021
In this there is a sign for the one who fears the punishment of the Hereafter. That is a day when all the people shall be gathered together, and that is a day having
everyone present. [I031 And We do not defer it but for a
limited term, [I041 the day it comes no one shall speak
except by His leave. So, some of them are wretched and
(some)blessed. [I051
As for those who are wretched, they shall be in the
Fire. For them there is (nothing but) crying and howling. [I061 They shall remain there for ever, as long as
the he.avens and the earth remain, unless your Lord
wills (otherwise). Surely, your Lord does what He intends. [I071
As for those who are blessed, they shall be in Paradise
living there forever, as long as the heavens and the
earth remain, unless your Lord wills (otherwise) an
award never to be cut off. [I081

So, be not in doubt about what they worship. They do
not worship except in the way their fathers used to
worship earlier. And surely, We are going to pay them
their full share, non-curtailed. [I091

- -

And We gave Musa the Book, then it was disputed
about. But, for a word from your Lord that had already
come, the matter would have been decided between
them. And surely, they are in confounding doubt about
it. [I101
And to all of them, your Lord shall pay for their deeds
in full. Surely, He is aware of all that they do. [ I l l ]

Verses 112 - 113

-

So, stand firm - as you have been commanded you,
and those who have repented with you, and do not
cross the limits. Surely, He is watchful of what you do.
11121

And do not incline towards the wrongdoers, lest the
Fire should catch you, and you shall have no supporters other than Allah, then you shall not be helped. [I131

Commentary
Events relating to past prophets and their peoples, from Sayyidna
Nuh ;WiLjc to Sayyidna Miss, have been mentioned in S i r a h Hud in a
fair enough order and detail with many wise counsels, injunctions and
directives. At the end of the description of these events, it is by addressing the Holy Prophet +, & 1111& that his entire community has
been exhorted to draw their essential lessons from them. It was said:
'9
,$'9+!
,
97 w C O ,
*rrJ
r;,i, L& L
+
L_PL cS>l
i):
(That is a part of the stories of t h e
towns that We narrate to you. Some of them are standing, and (some)
harvested - 100). It means that some of the habitations that were visited by Divine punishment still have their ruins standing while some
others have been erased like harvested fields with no signs of what
6

+;

was there in the past.
After that it was said that Allah did not wrong them, rather, they
had wronged themselves (101,102) in that they abandoned their creator
and sustainer and took to idols and other things as their gods. Finally,
when the Divine punishment came, their self-made gods did not come
to their rescue in any way. The lesson to learn was that the grip of Allah is painful and severe. When He seizes heedless wrongdoers doing
what they do, this is what happens invariably.
Then, to turn them round to the concern of the Hereafter, it was
said (103-105) that these events carry in them great lessons and signs
for those who fear the punishment of the Hereafter, a day when all human beings will be gathered together, with everyone present there.
That will be a day of such awe that no one present there shall dare utter a word without Divine permission.
Six verses later, the Holy Prophet pl, r-js &I
again by saying:
9*4&f

was addressed
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So, stand firm - as you have been commanded - you, and those
who have repented [from kufr and are] with you, and do not cross
the limits. Surely, He is watchful of what you do - 112.

The Sense of I s t i q G a h (Standing Firm):
Some related problems and their solutions
I s t i q G a h means to stand straight without the least tilt one way or
the other (hence expressed in English a s straightforwardness,
straightness, directness, rectitude etc.) As obvious, it is not something
easy to do. If we were dealing with a vertical object cast in iron, rock or
some other material, our expert engineers could make it stand straight
a t the very outset in a way that it stands on perfect right angles from
all sides without the least tilt on any side. But, having a moving object
stand straight a t all times and under all conditions in this perfect
state is certainly something extremely difficult. For discerning people,
this is no secret.
and all Muslims have been comJJI
The Holy Prophet +,
manded in this verse that they should stand firm under all conditions
in everything they do. Istiq&mah is a small word but in its sense it ex-

tends to many areas of application in a very unusual manner. The very
meaning of this act of standing firm is that one has to move straightforwardly, as commanded by Allah, on the straight path identified by
Him, remaining within the limits set by Him. This has to be in all
matters of beliefs, acts of worship, personal and collective transactions, morals, social dealings, economic pursuits inclusive of all channels of income and expenditure. In the event, there occurs the slightest
tilt, or decrease or increase, or shortcoming or excess, under any condition, and in any deed, in any of these areas of activity, Istiqamah becomes the first casualty.
Errors in thinking and practice that show up around us are an outcome of this deviation from the command to stand firm. When people
do not stand firm in beliefs ('aqzid), they start with self-invented practices in religion (bid's) and end up into the extremes of kufr (disbelief?
and shirk (associating others with Allah). The principles of Allah's
Oneness (TauhTd) and His Being ( D h a ) and Attributes (SifZt) conveyed
to us by the Holy Prophet
~ jdlt
are moderate and sound. People
who commit any act of excess and deficiency or addition and deletion
in them - even if they may be doing so with good intentions on their
part - shall be considered astray and in error. As for those who belittle
and lessen the limits set for having regard and love for the blessed
prophets, everyone knows that they are astray and audacious. Similarly, those who commit the excess of assigning a prophet proprietary
rights in Divine attributes and powers also cross those limits and fall
into an error of this nature. The Jews and the Christians lost themselves into this error. The methods of worshipping Allah and seeking
nearness to Him determined by the Glorious Qur'an, and the Holy
Prophet +, 4 dl
are great benchmarks. Any slicing, undercutting
or shortcoming in these drags one down from the desired level of
standing firm and, similarly, any addition to these from one's own side
ruins one's chances of standing firm by his indulgence in selfinnovated ways in established religion. Unfortunately, such a person
honestly thinks that he is pleasing Allah while, in fact, it is precisely
the very cause of His displeasure. Therefore, the Holy Prophet &I ,&
+, ~ jhas
, very emphatically prohibited his community from indulging
in self-innovated ways in established religion (bid'zt and muhdathZt)
and has declared that to be acute error and straying. Therefore, before
one does something as an act of worship ('ibgdah) for the pleasure of

+,

Allah and His Rasul,&,
JJI A , he must first investigate and ensure
fully a s to the nature of his action. He must find out whether or not
what he is going to do stands proved from the Holy Prophet +&I
,&, and his noble Sahsbah in the same state and form. If it does not, let
him not waste his good time and energy in this pursuit.
Similarly, there are matters relating to transactions, morals and
A1
has followed the princisocial dealings. The Holy Prophet
ples given by the Qur'an in his practical teachings through which he
has marked out a moderate and sound way of conducting ourselves in
our lives. It has provided the Muslims with a moderate and straight
course of action in the matters of friendship, enmity, softness and
strictness, anger and forbearance, miserliness and generosity, economic activity and monasticism, trust in Allah and use of possible material
means, finding what is necessary and relying on the Prime Mover of
all causes. These are different things, yet they have been fused into
one, a straight path of moderation, and a virtual gift to Muslims not to
be found elsewhere in the whole world. So, the key is to act in accordance with these teachings and become perfect human beings. When
people do not stand firm and tilt one way or the other, the society goes
bad inevitably.

+,

In short, the concept of standing firm is comprehensive. It covers
all parts and pillars of religion. When acted upon correctly, it becomes
its eloquent demonstration.

+

Sufyan ibn 'Abdullah Thaqaf; asked the Holy Prophet ,&,Jll A,
'please tell me something so comprehensive about Islam that I need
?$$&l$
: Say: I benot ask anyone anything after you.' He said, 'PI
lieve in Allah. Then, stand firm on it.' (Reported by Muslim, as quoted by alQurtubi)

'Uthman ibn 'Abdullah al-Azdi said that once he went to the famous
Sahabi and the commentator, Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u JJI dJ
/t.
and requested him for some words of advice. He said, '+.LtIc5*,d&
,t./,*/ a $ . , :
'
Y; e~+le;-l.yli
(Reported by al-Dgrimi in his Musnad, as quoted by al-Qurtubi). It
means that he should make the fear of Allah essential for him, and
also that he should stand firm in his faith. The method of doing so was
to follow the percepts of the S h a s a h in all religious matters and not to
invent and introduce any bid'ah in it from his own side.

,.'/

Out of the many tough jobs handled in this world, the toughest is
nothing but to stand firm. Therefore, Suf? authorities have said that
standing firm is a station much superior to the working of miracles
(haramah).It means that a person who is holding on firmly to the assignments of his religion is a saint in his own right - even though, no
miracle has issued forth from him throughout his life.
Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u &I
said that no verse revealed
to the Holy Prophet +, 4 dl & in the entire Qur'iin was harder and
more trying than this (112). And he said that once the Companions noticing some gray strands of hair in his blessed beard sorrowfully remarked, 'old age is approaching you much earlier.' Thereupon, he said,
'Surah Hud has made me old.' The events of severe punishments that
came upon past communities as described in S h a h HGd could also be
the reason for it, but Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas u &I
said that this verse
alone is its reason.
Tafsir al-Qurtubi reports from Abu 'Ali Sirriy that he, on seeing the
Holy Prophet
LjS &I & in a dream asked him, 'have you said something like "SGrah HGd has made me old"?' He said, 'yes.' Abu A
' 1T asked
again, 'had the subject of punishments that came upon the peoples of
the past prophets made you old?' He said, 'no, in fact, this saying of Allah Ta'ala did: L $ ~ & G (So, stand firm - as you have been commanded - 112)'.

+,

&I&, it is obvious that he had
As for the Holy Prophet +,
graced this world as the blessed substantiation of the perfect universal
man. Standing firm was his natural habit. But then, why was it that
he felt its weight to be so conspicuous and telling upon him? Perhaps,
it was because the verse did not ask him to stand firm in an absolute
sense, instead, asked him that this act of standing firm should be a s
commanded by Allah. How overwhelming is the fear and awe prophets
have of their creator and master is well recognized. It must have been
the effect of this fear and awe that, despite having his perfect stance of
firmness, he was still concerned whether or not he had been able to
come up with the kind of firmness and rectitude expected by his master, the most exalted Allah.
And it is also possible that he was not that concerned about his
personal stance of firmness, because he, by the grace of Allah, had it in
him. But, there was something else to it. In this verse, the command

given to him was also given to the entire Muslim Ummah. So, it was
his realization that his Ummah may find it difficult to stand firm as
commanded that made him sad.
$; (and do not
After the command to stand firm, it was said: IS
cross the limits). This word is a derivation from the verbal noun: jL;b
(tughyZn) which means to cross limits, and which is the opposite of
standing firm. It will be noticed that the positive statement to stand
firm in the verse has not been considered sufficient, rather, its negative aspect, that of its prohibition, was clarified expressly. This establishes the sense of the verse: 'do not cross the limits set by Allah and
His Rasul - in beliefs, acts of worship, transactions, morals etc. - for it
was the outlet of all disorder and corruption in material and religious
life.

To keep human beings protected from this disorder and corruption,
another guideline has been provided in the second verse (113): J!'?$?5.j,?&I
I$
(And do not incline towards the wrongdoers, lest the

+ &I

Fire should catch you). The word: 1$?2u'(lZtarkan3 comes from the verbal noun jgfJ: Rukun which means a slight tilt towards one side having
confidence in and approval of it. Therefore, the sense of the verse is:
'Whoever indulges in injustice and oppression ruins his or her life,
worldly and spiritual both - this is a fact every one knows. But, the
slightest of tilt or inclination towards the unjust, placing confidence in
them, being pleased with them, could also push man to the edges of
the same abyss.'
What is the meaning of this 'tilt' and 'inclination'? There are some
statements of Sahabah (Companions) and Tabi'Tn (Successors) about it
in which there is no contradiction or difference. They are all correct in
their respective places.
Sayyidna Qatadah said, it means, 'do not have friendship with the
unjust and do not follow what they say.' Ibn Jurayj said, 'do not nurse
a leaning of any kind towards the unjust.' Abu al-'Aliyah said, 'do not
like everything they do.' (Qurtubi)Al-Suddiyy said, 'do not court the favor of the unjust through servile flattery (mudZhanah), that is, do not
observe silence or show your approval a t their evil deeds.' 'Ikrimah
said, 'do not sit in the company of the unjust.' Qadi al-Baidawi said,
'following them in personal looks, fashion, and ways of living are all included under this very prohibition.'
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Qadi al-Baidawi also said that this verse exudes the highest imaginable degree of severity in the matter of prohibition and unlawfulness
of injustice and oppression. The reason is that it not only prohibits
friendship, and all other cordial relationships, with the unjust but, going farther ahead, it also prohibits the least possible inclination towards them, or even sitting with them.
Imam 'Abdur-Rahman ibn 'Amr Al-Awza'i said, 'with Allah Ta'alii
no one is as detested as the 'Alim (religious scholar) who, for the sake
of his worldly interest, goes to meet someone unjust. (Mazhari)
According to Tafsir al-Qurtubi, this verse tells us that it is obligatory (waTjib)to abstain from the company of those who disbelieve (hafirs),
those who disobey (sinners) and those who innovate in the established
religion (practitioners of bid'ah) - unless they have to be met under
some compulsion. The truth of the matter is that company and social
setting play a rilajor role in one's betterment or corruption. Therefore,
the famous Hasan al-Basri said about the two words of these two verses that Allah Ta'ala has compressed the entire religion within the two
letters: Y (la: do not). The first one appears in the first verse: I& Y (la
tatghaw: do not cross the limits - 112) and the second one appears in
the second verse: 1$2<( l a tarhanu: And do not incline towards the
wrongdoers - 113). The first 'la' or 'do not' prohibits the crossing of the
limits set by the Shari'ah of Islam while the other prohibits the company of wrongdoing people - and this is the essence of the whole religion.
. I , _

Verses 114 - 123
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-And establish galgh at both ends of the day, and in the
early hours of the night. Surely, good deeds erase bad
deeds. That is a reminder for the mindful. [114J
And be patient, for Allah lets not the reward of the
good-doers be lost. [I151
Then, why is it that there was none, among the generations before you, having some remnants (of wisdom) to
stop people from creating disorder in the land, except a
few among them whom We saved? And the wrongdoers
pursued the luxuries they were involved in, and they
became sinners. [I161
And your Lord is not such that He would destroy the
towns unjustly while their people are good in their
ways. [I171
Had your Lord willed, He would have made all the people a single community. But, they will continue in their
differences, [I181 except those whom Allah has blessed
with mercy. And for that He has created them. And perfect is the word of your Lord: "I will surely fill the hell
with Jinns and the human beings, all together." [I191
And We narrate to you everything from the events of
the messengers with which We strengthen you heart.
And herein there has come to you the truth, a good
counsel and a reminder to those who believe. [I201
Say to those who do not believe, "Do whatever you can.
We are doing (what we can). [I211 And wait. We are

waiting." [I221
And to Allah belong the secrets of the heavens and the
earth, and to Him the whole matter shall be returned.
So worship Him and have trust in Him. And your Lord
is not unaware of what you do. 112.31

Commentary
The diction of the Qur'an points out to the great station the
Holy Prophet +,~~sJjlyLo occupies

It would be recalled that following the description of awe-inspiring
events relating to past prophets and their peoples in SGrah Hud, some
instructions have been given to the Holy Prophet +, +
. &I & and his
community that begin from the previous verse (1121:i . k ~ ~ ~ 6 ( ~
stand firm - a s you have been commanded). In these instructions, the
beauty and eloquence of the Holy Qur'Gn stands out a s highly educative. It will be noticed that a positive command to do something h a s
been addressed to the Holy Prophet +,&A &I & with his community
9z,
included therein a s a corollary. Examples are as follows: g;52l ~ , + d
LZ+1;/(So, stand firm - as you have been commanded - you and those
who have repented with you - 1 1 2 ) and :@I 6:
(And establish saliih ,
1 1 4 ) and then: 2
1
; (And be patient - 115). But, when something was
prohibited and instruction was given to abstain from it, the address
was beamed a t the Muslim community directly, for instance: I&< (and
,
,do not cross the limits - 1 1 2 ) and: $I
$1
J ! I ~ > I ; - ~(And do not incline
towards the wrongdoers - 113).
z p ,

If we were to look a t this in depth, it will be realized t h a t it happens to be the general form used throughout the Qur'an whereby a
positive imperative has been addressed to the Holy Prophet
LLII &=
+, while the negative imperative of prohibition to the Muslim community. This is a n indication towards his high station. It tells us t h a t
things worth leaving off are things the Holy Prophet +,
dl & himself abstained from. Allah Ta'ala had made his elemental nature tuned
so right that he would simply not incline towards any desire or thing
that was evil. The limit was that things that were permissible and halzl (lawful) during the early period of Islam - but, their becoming h a r Z n (unlawful) later was already settled in the ultimate knowledge of
Allah Ta'ala - were things he never went near, even when they were
haLC&,such as, liquor, interest, gambling etc.

In this verse (1141, addressing the Holy Prophet +_,A&
dl A,
he
and his entire Ummah has been commanded to establish saL&. Scholars of Tafsir among the Sahabah and Tabi'in concur that ';A:
salzh' at
this place means obligatory prayers (al-Bahr al-Muhit, al-Qurtubi)and the
'iqZmah of saliih' means establishing and implementing it fully and
faithfully and being constantly regular with it. Some have said that it
means performing Salah with due consideration of all its inherent
rules of etiquette. Some others have said that it means performing Salah a t its most preferred time. These reflect the three positions taken
in the Tafsir of the verse: ;*I
,+$(aqimi '5-salhh: establish the prayer).
The truth of the matter is thak there is not much of a difference in
there. Everything said here is included in the'sense of 'establishing the
prayer'.
Following the command to establish Salah, the statement about its
timings appears briefly as: 'and establish Salah at both ends of the day
[at the beginning and at the end], and in the early hours [parts] of the
night.' Here, "l;il[;"(zulafan) is the plural of dl[;(zulfah) which means a
part or unit. As for the prayer 'at both ends of the day,' there is a consensus of revered early commentators that the prayer a t the first end
is the Salah of Fajr. However, the prayer a t the last end has been taken by some of them as the Salah of Maghrib for it is almost a t the end
of the day. But, some others have taken the Salah of 'Asr as the prayer
at the last end because that is the last prayer of the day. The time of
Maghrib is not a part of the day, rather, comes after the passage of the
C
6;that is, 'prayers during parts of the
day. Then, the text's: &I
night,' have been declhed as referring to the Salah of Maghrib and
'Isha' by the majority of early commentators Hasan al-Basri, Mujahid,
Muhammad ibn Ka'b, Qatadah, Dahhak and others. And a Hadith
which says that &I2 ${(prayers during parts of the night) are Maghrib and 'Isha' confirms it. (Tafsir Ibn Kathir)

,GI

When the text's:
25 (at both ends of the day) means the Salah
%(in the early hours or parts of the night)
of Fajr and 'Asr, and JI
the Salah of Maghrib and 'Isha,' the timings of four prayers find mention in the verse. What remains to be mentioned is the Salah of Zuhr
which appears in another verse:
+$,;@I +j (Establish sal& a t
the decline of the sun - 17:78).

&I

After the command to establish Salah, and its timings, the text

+~GI$

points out to the great good these bring. It was said:
(Surely, good deeds erase bad deeds). Early commentators have said
that 'al-hasarz&' means all good deeds. These include Salah, Sawm, Zakah, Sadaqat, good morals, good dealings etc., but SalZh takes precedence over all of them. Similarly, 'as-saiyyi'at' covers all bad deeds, kabiyah (major sins) or gzghi>ah (minor sins). But, there is another verse
of the Qur'an, as well as, several sayings of the Holy Prophet +JJI
,&
+, where it has been particularized with saghi6ah sins, according to
which, it would mean that good deeds - Salah being the superior most
- become the kaffZrah (expiation) of saghfrah sins which stand erased.
This verse of the Qur'an says: '&kf$2
;
iDI@;!(~f
you ab4
stain from the major [sins] out of what you have been forbidden from,
We shall write off your minor sins - Al-Nisa' 4:31) ( S e e Ma'Zriful-Qur'an,

.

P&~&L:

V o l u m e 11, pages 405-410 under 4:31 for a detailed discussion o f t h e nature o f kabirah
and gzghirah)

It appears in a HadIth of Sahih Muslim that the Holy Prophet &I,&

+, Ljs said that five prayers and a Jumu'ah until the next Jumu'ah,

and a Ramadan until the next Ramadan, become the kaffiirah
(expiation) of all sins committed in between them. This is subject to
the condition that the person concerned has remained safe from major
sins (kabzir). It means that major sins are such that they are not forgiven without Taubah (repentance). But, minor sins do get to be forgiven automatically when one keeps doing other good deeds such as
Salah, Sawm, Sadaqah etc. However, Tafsir al-Bahr al-Muhit has reported the saying of authentic scholars of the Principles of the SharT'ah
of Islam that even minor sins are forgiven by doing good deeds only
when one feels ashamed of having done these and makes a solemn resolve of not doing these in the future. It is important that one does not
insist on them. There are many events mentioned in Hadith reports to
the effects that sins were so erased. They too state clearly that this
happens on condition that the sinner is ashamed of his doing, repents
and resolves not to do it in future. It was on this basis that the Holy
Prophet +, +&I& has given the good news of forgiveness of a sin to
a sinner. Allah knows best.
The following have been declared as k a b z i r or major sins in well
known Hadith reports:
(1)Ascribing anyone as partner or equal in the Being or Attributes
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of Allah Ta'ala.
( 2 )Intentionally skipping an obligatory ( f a r 4 ~ a l a h .
( 3 )Killing someone unjustly.
( 4 )Committing fornication or adultery.
( 5 )Stealing.
( 6 )Drinking.
( 7 )Disobedience to parents.
( 8 )Taking false oaths.

(9) Giving false witness.
( 1 0 )Practicing magic.
( 11 ) Transacting interest.
(12)Usurping the property of the orphan by unfair means.
(13)Deserting the battlefield in Jihad.
( 1 4 )Accusing chaste women falsely.
( 1 5 )The taking of someone's property or wealth by unfair means.
( 1 6 )Breaking a pledge.
(17)Committing a breach of trust.
(18)Using foul language against anyone.

(19) Accusing someone as a criminal unjustly, etc.
Details about major and minor sins appear in standard books written by Muslim scholars. It can also be seen in 'Sin sans Taste' (Gun&i-bay-Ladhdhat) a treatise written by this humble writer.
In short, this verse proves that sins are also forgiven by doing good
deeds. Therefore, the Holy Prophet +,&A &I & said, 'after a bad deed
gets to be committed by you, do a good one and it will erase its evil;'
and he said, 'deal with people pleasantly.' (Ibn Kathir with reference to the
Musnad of Ahmad)

Sayyidna AbG Dharr al-GhifEri said, 'I requested the Holy Prophet
+, & &I to order me to do something. He said, 'if you fall into some
sin, do some good deed after that, so that it erases the sin.'
In fact, these &adith tell us about the preferred method of repent-

ing from a sin. This is as it has been reported in the Musnad of &mad
from Sayyidna Abu Bakr u.&Id Jthat the Holy Prophet +, ~ j JJI
s
said, 'if a Muslim unfortunately falls into some sin, he should make
wuduand offer two raka'a of nafZ prayer - that sin will be forgiven. (All
riwiiyiit have been taken from Ibn Kathir) This prayer is known by the very
name of Salatu-t-Taubah (the prayer of repentance).
In the last sentence of the verse (114): 2J .iU jJi LUS (That is a reminder for the mindful), the word: d i ( d h d i k ) could be referring to the
Holy Qur'an, and to the do's and don'ts both, which have been mentioned earlier. The sense is that this Qur'an, or its injunctions referred
to above, are guidance and good counsel for those who listen to and are
used to obeying it. The hint embedded here is that a person, who is so
compulsively obstinate that he would just not think about anything
reasonable, remains deprived of every guidance.

+-9 dl jc; +,I(And be patient, for
In verse 115, it was said:
Allah lets not the reward of the good-doers be lost).
(sabr) means to tie. Therefore, in usage, Sabr is also
Literally,
used to carry the sense of keeping one's naughty self in control. Also
included within its sense is the effort made to keep one's self firm and
unflinching when it comes to doing what is good and right, as well as
the effort to check and hold it back from getting involved with bad
deeds. At this place, asking the Holy Prophet +, 4 dl& to be patient could also mean that the injunctions given to him in the cited
verses - for example, 'stand firm,' 'establish salzh,' etc. - are things he
should hold fast to. And it is also possible that the purpose may be to
exhort him to be patient in the face of the hostility of enemies and the
pains caused by them. As for what was said after that - 'Allah lets not
the reward of the good-doers be lost' - it obviously suggests that 'almuhsinh' (good-doers) are people who faithfully observe the injunctions of do's and don'ts as given in the cited verses. In other words,
they are firm in their religion, adhere to the limits set by the Shari'ah,
maintain no friendly relations with the unjust unnecessarily, are
punctual with their Salah, offering it as its etiquette demands, at the
most preferred timings, and that they stand firm on all religious injunctions.
The essence of what has been said above is what the Holy Prophet
&I& has himself said while defining 'Ihsan' - "obey and wor-

+, +
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ship Allah Ta'ala as if you are seeing Him or, a t the least, that Allah
Ta'ala is seeing you.'; When one achieves this station of the certitude of
the Being and Attributes of Allah Ta'ala, all words and deeds that issue forth from him become automatically correct. Worth remembering
are the three truisms that were so popularly recognized among the revered scholars of the early centuries of Islam (as-salaf). These they
used to exchange in writing to each other (as if they were souvenirs
worth saving). They said:
(1)Anyone who gets busy working for the 'Akhirah (life-to-come),
Allah Ta'ala takes it upon Himself to put his worldly chores in order
and sees to it that they come out right for him.
(2) Anyone who corrects his inward state of being, (so much so that
he moves the orientation of his heart away from everything and turns
it towards Allah Ta'ala) He sees to it that his outward state of being
stands corrected all by itself.
(3) Anyone who puts his matter with Allah Ta'ala sound and correct, Allah Ta'ala Himself corrects all matters pertaining to him and to
those he relates with. The original wording of these three truisms is
being given below:

(Tafsir RGh al-Bayan,p. 131, v. 2)
Given in the third and the fourth verse (116, 117) is the reason why
Divine punishment came upon past peoples as well as the instruction
as to how they could have stayed safe from it. It was said: How sad
that among them there could have been a t least some good and wise
people who would have stopped their erring fellowmen from spreading
disorder. The exception was that of a counted few who followed the noble prophets and they were the ones who stayed safe from the punishment. As for the rest of them, they went for the luxuries of the material world and turned into compulsive sinners.
In this verse, people of discernment, balance and foresight have
Y,I: 'remnants [of wisdom].'
been identified through the expression:
The word: ++(baqeyah) means that which remains. It is human habit

that one lets what is most dear to him remain with him under all conditions, preserved and retrievable. When some need would arise, he
would give away everything but not that. Therefore, reason and insight are called 'baqbyah' or remnants, because that is the dearest one
has.
It was said in the fourth verse (117) that Allah does not destroy
towns and habitations unjustly while people living there are good in
their ways, that is, they are believing Muslims. The sense is that the
probability of injustice and oppression does not exist with Allah Ta'ala.
Those destroyed deserve being destroyed. Some early commentators
have said that the word: +h :'&m' (injustice) in this verse means shirk
(ascribing of partners in the pristine divinity of Allah) a n d
5w:'muslihGn' (people good in their ways) refers to people who, despite being Mushriks and KGfirs, are good in morals and dealings, do
not hurt and cause pain to anyone, do not lie and do not cheat. Thus,
the sense of the verse comes to be that the punishment of the world
does not fall on a people simply because of their being Mushriks and
KZfirs - unless they were to spread disorder in the land by their very
deeds and morals. The cause of all punishments that came upon the
past peoples was but their particular evil deeds. The people of Sayyidna NLh ?XJl&A caused him all sorts of pains. The people of Sayyidna
Shu'aib r ~ &l spread disorder by weighing and measuring short. The
people of Sayyidnz Lht ?XJI+ took to the worst type of evil act. The
- people of Sayyidna Musa and
oppressed their prophets. The Holy
Qur'an says that these very misdeeds were the reason why punishment came upon them. Divine punishment does not come in this world
because of bland Kufr and Shirk. The everlasting punishment of the
fire of Hell is its punishment. Therefore, some 'Ulama' have said that
countries and governments can survive with Kufr and Shirk, but they
cannot survive with injustice and oppression

'ha

Difference: Blameworthy and Praiseworthy
When it was said in the fifth verse (118) - 'had your Lord willed, He
would have made all the people a single community' - the sense is that
had it been the will of Allah, He would have made all human beings
accept Islam by force. All of them would have then become nothing but
Muslims without any difference remaining between them. But, such
are the dictates of His wisdom that, in this world, Allah Ta'alz does

not compel anyone to do something. Instead, He has entrusted man
with a kind of choice under which he could do whatever good or bad he
wishes to do. Then, human temperaments differ, ways differ and deeds
differ. The outcome is that there always will be some people who
would keep a t loggerheads against the true faith - of course, with the
exception of those whom Allah Ta'ala has blessed with His mercy, that
is, those who have been following the noble prophets.
This tells us that 'difference' a t this place means hostility and opposition to the true faith and the teachings of prophets. The difference
based on Ijtihad, which is inevitable among religious authorities and
jurists of Islam, an ongoing process since the period of the Sahabah, is
not included under this purview, nor is it contrary to Divine mercy. In
fact, it is the very dictate of Allah's wisdom and mercy. Those who
have declared the differences among Mujtahid Imams to be counter to
Mercy in terms of this verse, have done something which is itself counter to the context of this verse as well as counter to the consistent
practice of the Sahiibah and Tiibi'in.
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And Allah is Pure and High and He knows everything best.
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p u n i s h m e n t for it on h e r - but, do not denounce her verbally." 428
"Had I known t h a t h e will be pardoned by
praying tbr his forgiveness more than seventy
times, I would have done t h a t too." 441
"My s h i r t cannot save him from t h e punishment of Allah. But, I did it in the hope that on
the basis of this action thousands of his people
will embrace IslZm." 441
' T h e fire of Jahannam cannot touch the MUS-

lim who has seen me or h a s seen those who
have seen me.'' 453
"As for Allah Ta'ZlZ, I lay down the condition
t h a t all of you shall worship Him - and worship none but Him ..." 470
"The Siyahah of my U m m a h i s J i h a d in t h e
way of Allah." 473
"My uncle, recite the Kalimah: La ilaha ilallah. I shall try to seek forgiveness for you."475
"In war, deception (by concealing intentions) i s
permissible." 481,489
"What happened to Ka'b ibn Miilik?" 482
"0Ka'b, I congratulate you for this day of bliss
for you ..." 488
"The angels of Allah spread out their wings to
welcome the seeker of' knowledge." 495
"Prophets leave no gold a n d silver a s inheritance but they do leave t h e legacy of knowledge. So, whoever inherits this has inherited
great wealth." 495
"Ulama a r e t h e inheritors of' blessed prophets." 495
"The Xhm is superior to the ;\bid..."495
"A Faqih, when confronting Sliaitan, is stronger ... 496
"Seeking knowledge (of' D i n ) i s obligatory on
every Muslim." 496
"One who r e c ~ t e st h e s e verses (9:128-129)
three times, morning and evening, shall find
that Allah makes things easy tor him." 506
Me all the time
"To My servant busy glor~fvi~ig
and fincl~ngno t ~ m eto a s k , I shall give t h e
best
525
"Never pray that evil mav fall on yrlur children
or things you own ..." 531
"Allah Ta'5lZ hastens to repay mercy shown to
relatives and favor done to people ..." 538
"There are three sins the curse of' which falls
on the sinner h1mself:.."538
"Recite the Qur'an, filr Allah says it is a cure
for diseases thund i n s ~ d echests." 551
"tAuliyi a r e ) those who luve each other only
for Allah with 110 wtri.ldly interest in between."
559
"A person shall he w ~ t honr lie loves." 560
"(Auliy;~a w l t l i o ~ ewho, when one sees them,
remind of' Allali." 561
"People who recite L;, il;Tha ~llallilhwill not experience any fright a t the time of death ..." 562
"Allah Ta'i~l;ikeeps accepting T a u b a h until
the Ghargharah of death.' 571, 582
"Sbrah Hud has made me old." 594, 677
"Allah Ta'Glit had uvitten the dest~niesof all

698
His creation 50,000 years even before the creation of the heavens and the earth." 603
"Man goes through different stages befbre his
birth ..." 604
"Actions are (judged) according to Intentions."
615
"Those who worshiped in the mortal world to
look good before others will be brought forth
on the day of Qiyiimah ..." 615
"Allah Ta'ZlK does no injustice to anyone ..."615

"0 'Umar, you are still lost in those thoughts.
These people have been given t h e reward of
their good deeds here in this world!" 616
"Whoever intends t h e Hereafter through his
deeds, Allah makes his heart need-free in this
world ..." 616
"When a people lessen weights & measures,
Allah Ta'ZlZ makes them suffer from the punishment of famine and price hikes." 667
"Say: 'I believe in Allah.' Then, stand firm on
it." 676
"Deal with people pleasantly." 684
"If you fall into some sin, do some good deed
after that, so t h a t it erases the sin." 684
"If a Muslim unfortunately falls into some sin,
he should make Wudu and say two Raka'Zt of
Nafl prayer, t h a t sin will be forgiven." 685
"Obey and worship Allah a s if you are seeing
Him or, a t the least, t h a t Allah is seeing you."
685, 686

Hafs KEG, Imam
Haid

633

(state of menstruation) 354, 358

Hasan al-Basri

33, 158, 279, 290, 406, 472,

479, 551, 679,682

H a ~ irestriction,
r
399
Hawazin, the tribe of

343,349,352, 353,

463

HawwS (Eve) 117, 118, 119, 295
Hereafter (see Akhirah)
Hidayah
Hijrah

(guidance) 228,442,524

(emigration) 284, 285, 286, 287, 289,

293, 296

Hilal b. Umayyah al-Waqifiy

&

479, 484, 485,486. 487

Hiraql

(Byzantine ruler, 380, 381, 382, 624

Hisham b.'Abd al-Malik, Khalifah
656, 657

H i ~ nal-Hasin

i a l - ~ a z r l ' sbook of prayers)

238

Hittah 71
Hubab b. al-Mundhir &
Hud

m\

173,174

8 , l o , 206, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649,

650, 664

Hudaibiyah

116, 207, 211, 290, 293, 304,

307, 320, 452

- is a n individual obligation 497

HajjZj b. YEsuf

217

Hajjatu '1-wad2 313

Hullah

( p a r of clothes) 363

Hunain, the battle of

303,342,343,344,

345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353,
407,463

Huququl-'Ibiid

i n r h t s of servants of Allah)

195, 196

Hamzah & 124,345

Huququlliih (rights ot' Allah) 195
Hurr b. Qays
Hypocrites

125,126

(Al-munafiqun) 379, 380, 382,

387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 395, 396, 422,
423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431,
432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438 ,439, 440,
441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448, 449,
450,454, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467,468

-

-

I

457, 474, 475, 476, 575, 640, 652, 653, 654,

'Ibadah

655,656, 657,658, 659
(worship)

IhsZn

-

payment for 405h406
ZakXh is - not tax 459,460

125,605

Ijtihad 356, 368, 544,688

Iblis 202

'Ikrimah

Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Imam 495
Ibn Abi Hatim i i g , i s i , 431,437,484

IlhZd (deviation) 103
Ilham (inspiration) 246,489

Ibn Abi Shaibah

ImZlah (inclination in Qur'anic Phonetics) 633

170,485,486

149,473,678

Ibn 'Adiyy 496

Imamah (leading prayers) 406

Ibn al-'Arab1 406,624
Ibn al-sabil (see Wayfarer)

'Imiin 5,2o, 52,152,153,154, 156,189,427

-

Immodesty

Ibn 'Amir 160
Ibn 'Asakir 57

havoc caused by - 119

Impure (Al-khabith) 214,215

Ibn Hajar al-Makki, Hadith master 344
Ibn Hazm, Hafiq 114
Ibn Hibban 274
Ibn Hisham (Sirah) 257
133,414,419

(Fath al-Qadir)

i 8 9 , 2 o i , 212,

279

Ibn Kathir

17, 65, 66, 69, 70, 123, 125, 127,

175, 201,245,257, 305, 398,407,415

Ibn Jarir

6 9 , 1 0 6 , i l a , i24,149,18i, 201,206,

207, 243, 244, 415, 431, 433, 525, 530, 582,
636, 657

Ibn Jurayj 280,678
Ibn MaJah 329,333,473,561
Ibn Marduwayh
Ibn al-Mundhir

91,124,431
170,525

Ibn Sa'd 57
Ibn Sayyid al-NZs 407
Ibn 'Uqbah 160,161
Ibn Zayd & 181

501, 502

InJil

(Evangile) 52, 54, 55, 59, 68, 69, 79, 361,

362,469,471,576,624

Ibn al-Humam, Shaykh
Ibn Isl;lZq, Muhammad

Impurity (Najasah) 354, 356, 357
IndhSir (warning people for t h e i r good) 500,

IqZmah (establishing SalXh) 88, 155, 682
Iqbal, Muhammad 552
IS^
66,74,75,361, 362, 365, 367,687
Ishaq

652,653

Isliimic political wisdom
- in fostering Islamic nationality 257
- in treaty wlth Jews 257, 258
- in managlng treaty violations 258, 259, 260
- in fulfillment of trust obligations 260, 261

Islamic brotherhood
three conditions of entry into - 318,319

' I ~ m a h(infallibility of a prophet) 389,579
IsmSi'il MI 252,373
Isolated letters (Al-abruf Al-muqatta'ah)
509, 510,511,593,594

Israel (the State) 75
Israelites

9, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,

35, 41, 42, 45, 49, 60, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 78, 79,

Index
Mujahidin, Tabiik, Uhud)

~ a z r ial, 238
Ji'irriinah
Istiqamah (standing firm)
explanation of - 674,675,
676,677,678
-

- a s compared with crossing limit 678,679

'Its' (granting) 418
Ita'ah (obedience) 152
Iqhar al-Haqq 58

349,350

Jizyah
the meaning of' - 363
- in the terminology of'the Shari'ah 363
the reason for - 363
- is levied by mutual agreement 363
amount of - 363
- in SayyidnZ 'Umar's caliphate 364
exemptions from - 364
- denotes acceptance to live under Islamic law

365
-219, 360,432

Jonah, the book of 678,580,585
Jordan 575,665

Jadd b. Qays (Bedouin hypocrite) 391,444
Judiyy, Mount 633,636,637,641
Janiibah (state of major impurity) 354,358,
J u l l a ~( a hypocrite at TabukI429,430
356,497
(also see Impurity)

Jews

52,54,55,74,77,205,256,257,258,264,

306,321,322,327,360,362,365,367,368,
370,425,568,618,
675

Jibra'il %&\

69,so,124,169,175,244,274,

300,423,430,457,629,651,654,657,659,
661,662,669

Jiihiliyyah

Junaid (al-Baghd%di)68

K
Ka'b b. Ashraf 256,258
Ka'b b. Lu'aiyy 252
Ka'b b. Miilik

& 479,480,481,482,483,

484,485,
486,487,488,489,490,491 (the Ha(pre-Islam Arabia) 375,377,378,

518

Jalalu 'd-Din a s - S u y ~ t129
i
Jihad
the injunction of - is valid until Qiyamah 217
two results of - against enemies 218,219,220
golden guidelines for success in - :
1.Be steadfast 236,237
2.Remember Allah 236,237,238,239
3.Obey Allah and His Messenger 239,240
4.Do not dispute 240,241
5. Be patient 240,241
6.Do not be proud 242
meaning of - against the people of the Book

361
--- 60,262,263,264,271,273,275,279,285,
330,331,332,333,
334,337,338
(also see Badr, BuwZt, Ghanimah, Uunain,

dith of'- and points of guidance fiom it)

Kaba'ir

(major sins) 683,684

Karamah

(working trf wonders) 561 (standing

firm on faith is superior to

-)

677

Kashf (illumination) 246,489,561
Khaibar, the people of' 503
Khaif bani Kinanah 344,352
Khandaq, the battle of333
Khawlah bint 'Ksim
Khazin 306

486

Khilaf al-awl5 (contrary to the preferred
way) 389

Index

-

Khizr (al-Khadir &)

Madyan

37

Khuzaymah b. Thiibit &h
Kiliib b. Murrah

424,664,665,666,669

Maimiin b. Mihran (commentator, 615

486

Mala

252

12,621

Kin'iin (Canaan) 635

Maghfirah (forgiveness from Allah) 199, 206

KitZb al-Amwal

Makkah, the conquest of.303

149,415,417

Kairiinvi, Shaikh R a b ~ a t u l l Z h58

Makr (plan, plot) 205, 206

Kashmiri,

E l i k , Imam

Shaikh Anwar Shah 51

48,85, 279,356, 406 410,411,

417, 624 (Sahabah are benefactors of Muslim

KhaSf

Ummah) 670
(to be swallowed by the Earth) 208,209

Khitiibah

E l i k b. 'Awf

(addressing congregation) 406

Manat

Khiyiinah (breach of trust)

Mann

- in the rights of Allah 195
- in the rights of Allah's servants 195, 196
- IS prohibited even against enemies 260
--- 260,

K h u l i i ~ a t u'I-Fataw5
Khums (one fifth)

343,344,346,347

(Mushrik idol) 365
71

M a n ~ i i (Abbaside
r
caliph] 26
Masih (the Christ) 360
Masjid Diriir 464,465,466,468

132

228, 229, 407, 408

(-

of

spoils, mines, buried treasures) 409

Khutbah (address) 131,132,133,430

Masjid Quba 464,465,467,468
Maskh (distiguration)208, 209
Ma'siim

(protected from s i n ) 389, 478, 523,

579,580, 587

KGfah 631,632
Kurz b. Jabir Mubaribi

170

Mawdiidi, Sayyid Abul-A'l5

578,579

Mernephtah l o
Mikii'il

244

L a (Mushrik idol) 365

Mimbar (pulpit) 429

Listening

Miqdiid, Sayyidna & 164,369

-

to truth 187

- to understand 187
- to believe 187
- to act 187
- as disbelievers do 187
- a s hypocrites do 187
the tragedy of not - 187, 188, 189

Lunar calendar
L6t

=\

378,519,520

l o , 169, 208, 583, 652, 658, 659, 660,

661,662, 663,664,666,669,687

Miracle
Mi'raJ

i3,zl

3,55

Masiikin, al-

( t h e need") 400, 401, 402, 403,

410

(also see Sadaqah)

Miswak 37
Monks 366
Mu'iidh b. Jabal &+J

344, 419, 401, 481,

482

Mu'allafah al-quloob
Ma'iidin

(mines) 408

(people whose

hearts are to be won) 406,407, 409, 410

Mu'Zwiyah, Sayyidna 4 260,261, 615

the attributes o f - 472. 473
the blessings of Paradise t i ~ -r 472, 473

Mubarrad, al- 158
Mudahanah (abject flattery) 678

Mujtahid Imams 367,368,688
Mukatab islave earning tbr treedom) 411, 412

Mughirah b. Shu'bah

Mukhramah b. Nawfal

&5

64

MuhaJir (emigrant)
the inheritance of - Muslims, non - Muslims &
others 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 292, 293,
294, 296

Muhiijirln, al-

(Emigrants) 257, 293, 294,

296, 451, 452,453, 477,478

Munafiqs (see Hypocrites)
Mundhir, Ibn al- 28
Murarah b. Rabi' al-'UmZriy

4 479,

484,485

MCsa

[Sayyidna] Muhammad

161

a\

1, 9, lo, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,

al-MustafZ @$

31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,

- as mentioned in earlier Books 54, 55, 56, 57,

45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 65, 69, 71, 79, 91,

58,59
some distinct attributes of - 53,54, 59, 60

92, 93, 107, 164, 251, 328, 361, 565, 566, 567,

love and reverence for - is essential 62, 63, 64
- is the last of all prophets 65, 66
- was sent to the whole mankind 67
the message of - is final and binding 68

568, 569. 570, 571, 574, 602, 646, 671, 673,
687

Mus'ab b. 'Umair & 470

the obedience of his Companions for - 164, 165

Muslim b. E s i r & 85

the marvel of the prophethood of - 209

Muslim, Imam

the faith in - is integrated with faith in Allah
327, 328
Qur'Xn and - a r e sources of deliverance in
.-Uchirah 550
- is mercy for the worlds 554
- exists as a model till the Last Day 605, 676,
677
Qur'an testifies to the great station of - 681,
682
-

Muhammad b. 'Amr

102, 112, '133, 139, 140,

149, 180, 218, 274, 329, 339, 407, 438, 460,
474, 480, 481, 525, 530, 531, 542, 567, 603,
604, 683

Mutashabihat

(statements of hidden mean-

ing in the Qur'an) 514,515, 615

Muwaffaq, al- (Hanbali jurist

in al-Mughni)

415, 417,418

487

Mubarnmad b. Ishaq (see Ibn Ishaq)
Muhammad b. Ka'b al-Qurazi

453,

682

Muhammad b. E s u f Salihi 464
Muhammad, Imam 280
Muhdathat

(introducing the recent in estab-

lished religion) 675

MujZhid

(commentator) 149, 189, 290, 337,

360, 530,615,631,682

Mujahidin
the merits of - 469,470, 471, 472, 473

Nadhir

(warner)593,596, 611

Nadr b. Harith 202,205,345, 529
Nafl 148,149
Najas

(filth, lmpurlty averted naturally) 354,

356

Najasah (see Janabah)
Nawawi, Imilm a[- 407
-Nawfil b. Harith 282,344
NiGq

(hypocrisy) 396,448

Index
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QatZdah 4%

(also see Hypocrites)

NiGs
Nile

(child-bed) 354, 358

Qays b. Sa'sa'ah

32

Nineveh
Ni?Zb

Qiblah

585

(threshold) 398,400 (definition with de-

tails) 401, 402, 410, 413

Qi@? (even retaliation) 203
(Doomsday) 113, 114, 209, 217, 362,

364, 452, 453, 521, 522, 548, 554, 555, 595,

Nebuchadnezzar (Bukhtnassar) 75

a\

2, l o , 208, 424, 535, 564, 620, 621,

622, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632,
633, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639, 641, 642, 643,
646, 664,673,687

Nu'mZn b. Bashir & 194,331
NasZ'i, al- 87,102,

& 162

(orientation) 452, 566, 568, 569

QiyEmah

(also see Sadaqah & ZakCh)

mb

27, 48, 52, 112, 189, 245, 280,

290,452, 530, 569,678, 682

190,260, 274,301

615, 617, 625,642

Qummal

29

Qur'Zn
the miracles of - 129, 130, 131,
the rules to follow when listening to - 131, 132,
133, 134
etiquette of reciting the - 134- 141
degrees of listening to the - 186, 187, 188, 189
- makes right and wrong distinct 199, 200
commands Dhikrullah even in J i h a d 237,
238, 239

-

Opinion

- teaches: Never surrender t r u t h a n d justice

the correct method of seeking - 350, 351
personal - in HalZl& Haram 555

Palestine 575
Pharaoh lo, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22.
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 42,
49, 91, 250, 251, 254, 255, 565, 566, 567, 568,
569, 571, 573,574, 577, 582, 602,671

Praised Station, the (Al-maqam
Al-mahmud) 527

316,317

- increases ' i m ~ n504
- is Word of Allah 533, 534
four attributes of the - 550,551, 552, 553, 554
verses of the - are error-fi.ee, elaborated 553,
594,595
challenges to t h e veracity of t h e - answered
609, 610, 611, 612
eloquence of the - 681
-

is guldance for those who llsten and obey 685

Qur'Znic ethics
the ideal manifesto o f - 122-127

Qu'anic heirs (Afhab Al-furud, Dhawi
Al-furEd) 294, 295

Present

Qurtubi, al-

human w o r s h i ~of the - 607

Preserved Tablet, the (A]-lawb
Al-rnabKi?) 277,375, 555,595,598, 603, 604

Q
Qadi 'Abd al-Wahhiib

--- 400, 530, 581, 582
(also see Tafsir al-Qurtubii

R
406

Qadi ThanZullZh Panipati 329,581
(also see Tafslr Maghari)

- in A l ~ k a mal-Qur'Zn 420, 527

Rabbi

366

Rumi, ~alaluddin2 , 2 2 , 2 4 , 4 4 , 1 3 5 , 1 8 2

Rijz

obligatory - are fixed by Allah 398

(plague) 30

Raghib al-Isfahani, Imam 85, 399,418
Ransom

(Fidyah) 274

R ~ z IImam
,
al- 65
Religious matters
when in doubt about - consult 'Ulama al-Uaqq
576

Rikaz (buried treasures) 408
Riqab,

fi al- (in freeing slaves) 411,412

(also see Sadaqat)

RisZlah (prophethood) 112
Rizq (sustenance, provision,
- of the present world 70, 71, 192, 195, 540,
543,549,555,573,574,599,664
sharing - with others 152,155, 157
- of the Hereafter 285, 293

chronology of the injunction of obligatory -398
eight heads of'expenditure tbr - 399, 400, 401,
402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
411,412,413,414,415,416
truth is backbone n f - 399
t r a n s k r o f ownership iTamlik) in - 416, 417,
418,419
Zakah called - in the Qur';~n418
rules about proper payment of - 419,420,421
giving more t h a n 113rd ot' property in - not
491
liked by Rasulullah
--- 394, 396, 418, 419, 431, 432, 433, 434, 435,
450, 451, 455, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 484,
488,
(also see ZakRhl

Sadaqatul-Fitr i.m.
r r 401. 408
Sadaqah JZriyah 496
SZdiqin, al- (the Truthful)

the meaning of - 600
Allah is responsible for - 601, 602, 603, 604
the system of - for all 602,603, 604
equality in - 397

the real identity o f - 491

Safwan b. Umaiyyah

iQuraysh chief)

344,407

Sahl b, 'Abdullah & 63,597
Sahl Maula Khuthaimah
Sa'id b. al-'As 147

Saba' 517
Sabr (Patience) 25, 240, 241, 608 (range of

Sa'id b. Jubayr

256

Sa'id b. al-Musaiyyab

meanings in Arabic)

452,456

Sa'ihfin, al- i 9 : i i z )

Sabbath 60

the meaning of'- 472,473

Sa'd b. Abi W a q q a ~~$4147,148
Sa'd b. Mu'Zdh al-Ansari

A$&

Sajdah (prostration)
165,174,

197,275,277

Sa'd b. 'UbZdah

57

& 124

merits of - 139,140,141
rules of - 139,140,141

Sakhrah (the ~ o c k568
)

SadaqZt (Voluntary/Necessary/Obligatory Say, the hill of 487
donations)
the definition of - 395,399, 400
- in the general sense 395
- a s obligatory 395,396, 398, 399

Salah 78, 79, 123, 131, 132, 134, 136, 137, 139,
140, 152, 156, 157, 175, 190, 198, 211, 312,
314, 318, 323, 327, 341, 390, 394, 398, 418,

- a s voluntary (Nafl) 398, 399, 400
- a s mentioned in Qur'Kn & IJadith 400
withholding - sign of hypocrisy 396

426,450,451,459

can - be given to a disbeliever? 395
recipients of - 396, 397
- are the right of the poor 397

(Muslims a s bound with -) 567
(purity & body cover always conditions of
568

(individual obligation) 497-498
(Israelites a s bound with -1 566
-)

Index
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Shu'aib

&I664,668
making - improperly) 670

I - of' Shu'aib
I

lo, 208.

664, 665, 666, 667, 668,

669, 670, 687

(command to establish - 1680,682
1 - for post-sin repentance) 685
( I l ~ s a nin - 1 685,686

Sidq (truth)
~ a d a q a hi s fi-on1 the r.oot o f - 399

-

SalZh of JanZzah (funeral prayer)

Silah al-ra1;lirn (taking care (,fa

on a hypocrite (Munafiq) 438, 439, 440, 441,
442,485
duties associated with - 494
- in order for Muslim despite word of disbelief
on death-bed 572

-

SalZh of Taubah (prayer of repentance) 685
Salih $.!&I

&

near

relative) 420
(also see Sadaqat)

Sin
- spoils reason 335, 336
prophets ~1.eprotected fi.on1 - 579
major & minor - 683

l o , 206,646,650,651,664

list of'kaba'ir in - 683, 684

SalmZn al-FZrisi & 329

Solar calendar

SalwZ 71

Sorcery 13

Samiri ( t h e magician) 39, 44,45, 48

Spoils [see Ghan~tiinli~

Sarah, Sayyidah 652,653

Suddiyy, al- 149,189. 280.676

Satanic deception

Suffah 227
SufyZn b. 'AbdulEh Thaqafi & 676

strategy of defense against - 246

Samurah b. Jundub & 457
Sarakhsi, al- (Hanafi jurist in al-Mabsut

SufyZn b. Sa'id ath-Thawri, I m a m
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